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330 Independence Avenue, SW 
Washington, D.C. 20201 

Dem· Mr. Inspector General: 

ELIJAH E. CUMMINGS, MARYLAND 

RANKING MINORITY MEMBER 

I understand that our Chairman sent you a letter on June 7, 2016, asking your office to 
investigate the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services' for its "failed oversight of the 
development and implementation of Oregon's state-based health insurance exchange, Cover 
Oregon." 1 I am writing to provide additional information. 

Unfortunately, the Chairman's request is based on an unofficial Republican-only staff 
report issued on May 25, 2016, rather than on any official report of the Committee. As you may 
know, official Committee reports are governed by House and Committee rules designed to 
promote accuracy and completeness, while unofficial staff reports are not. For example, 
unofficial staff reports are not required to be considered, debated, voted on, or approved by the 
Committee. They are not subject to amendment, and they are not required to include minority or 
additional views. 

For these reasons, I wrote to the Chairman on May 20, 2016, requesting that he consider 
issuing an official report of the Committee instead. I warned of "several key omissions and 
inaccuracies in the draft staff repo1i," and I explained that the process of vetting and adopting an 
official Committee report would "ensure that the public has a more complete and accurate 
understanding of the issues the Committee has been investigating."2 I am enclosing a copy of 
that letter for your review. 

Unfortunately, the Chairman declined to accept this proposal. Instead, he decided to 
release his unofficial and flawed Republican staff report without review by other Members of the 
Conunittee or the official imprimatur of the Conm1ittee. 

1 Letter from Chairman Jason Chaffetz, House Committee on Oversight and Goverm11ent 
Reform, to the Honorable Daniel Levinson, Inspector General, U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services (June 7, 2016). 

2 Letter from Ranking Member Elijah E. Cummirigs to Chairman Jason Chaffetz, House 
Conm1ittee on Oversight and Government Reform (May 20, 2016). 
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P R O C E E D I N G S 69 


  :  Good morning, this is the 70 


transcribed interview for the Committee's Cover Oregon 71 


Investigation.   72 


  Chairman Chaffetz has requested this interview 73 


and we'll just get things kicked off.   74 


  Will the witness please state your name for 75 


the record. 76 


  THE WITNESS:  My name is Alex Pettit.  I'm the 77 


chief information officer for the State of Oregon. 78 


  :  My name is .  I'm 79 


with the majority staff, and we'll go around the room, 80 


and we'll have your lawyer announce himself on the 81 


record too. 82 


  :  And I'm .   


 


   85 


     with Chairman 86 


Chaffetz's staff. 87 


     for the 88 


minority. 89 


     for the 90 


minority.   91 


     counsel for the 92 


witness .   93 
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    On behalf of the chairman, I want 94 


to thank you for being here and participating in this 95 


voluntary interview.   96 


  With the court reporter, it is a formal 97 


process, and to the extent we can offer you any 98 


courtesies, such as breaks to get water, lunch, confer 99 


with your lawyer, please let us know.  We do want to try 100 


to extend courtesies where possible.   101 


  Today, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 102 


aren't in effect, and so, you know, I'm going to go over 103 


some of the process for the interview now, and if you 104 


have any questions, please stop and we can sort that 105 


out.   106 


  Our questioning will proceeding in rounds.  107 


The majority will ask questions for an hour and then the 108 


minority will have their hour.  Sometimes witnesses 109 


would like to take a break during that.  We actually 110 


swap around for the purposes of the court reporter.  You 111 


don't have to go anywhere. 112 


  And because we are using a stenographer here 113 


today, we have to be careful and cautious with our 114 


words.  We usually have to try to slow ourselves down 115 


and speak loudly enough and aim to not speak over you.   116 


  So there may be instances where  or 117 


 or the minority staff have to back up, ask the 118 
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question again for purposes of the record. 119 


  As I mentioned, we encourage witnesses to 120 


freely consult with counsel.  So if you need a moment, 121 


please flag that and you can have that time. 122 


  We want you to answer our questions in the 123 


most complete and truthful manner possible.  If you have 124 


any questions, if you don't understand our question, 125 


please let us know.  To the extent you have a 126 


recollection, but not a complete recollection, it's okay 127 


to tell us what you do remember.  If you have 128 


information that came from other people, you know, 129 


hearsay and the legalese, that's okay.  Just tell us, 130 


you know, the basis of your information.   131 


  If you honestly don't know the answer to a 132 


question, it's definitely best to not guess.  Just give 133 


us your best recollection and we'll go from there.   134 


  You should understand we walk all witnesses 135 


through this, that although this interview is not under 136 


oath, you are required to answer questions before 137 


Congress and congressional staff truthfully.  Do you 138 


understand that? 139 


  THE WITNESS:  Yes, sir, I do. 140 


    Is there any reason you would 141 


unable to do that? 142 


  THE WITNESS:  No, sir. 143 
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    And along those lines, witnesses 144 


that knowingly provide false testimony could be subject 145 


to criminal prosecution for perjury or making false 146 


statements.  We tell all our witnesses that.  So do you 147 


understand that as well? 148 


  THE WITNESS:  I do understand that. 149 


    And, finally, I would like to 150 


note that the content of what we're discussing here is 151 


confidential.  So to the extent you come into contact 152 


with other similarly-situated witnesses that might be 153 


coming before the committee for an interview, we ask 154 


that you keep our Q&A confidential.  That way, future 155 


witnesses don't have our roadmap questions, and that's 156 


sort of it.  We thank you for your cooperation.   157 


  As I mentioned, I do have to step out of the 158 


room.   from our staff is going to lead the 159 


questions, along with   The time is about 10 -- 160 


before I begin, does the minority have any opening 161 


remarks?  162 


    No.   163 


    Do you, sir, have a statement you 164 


would like to make? 165 


  THE WITNESS:  No.  Just glad to be here. 166 


    Okay.  Thank you.   167 


  So the time is just about 10:10 and we'll kick 168 
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of our hour.  Thank you. 169 


EXAMINATION BY THE MAJORITY STAFF 170 


    171 


Q. Can you please describe your current 172 


occupation.   173 


A. I'm the chief information officer for the 174 


State of Oregon.  I lead the technology design and 175 


activities for the State.  I have oversight 176 


responsibilities for all state agency's IT.  I also have 177 


direct oversight responsibilities for the state data 178 


center and what we call the utility services for the 179 


state.  180 


 The data center provides compute, 181 


network, storage, and security services for all state 182 


agencies.  183 


Q. When were you hired by the State of 184 


Oregon to be the chief information officer? 185 


A. My first official day was January 6, 186 


2014.   187 


Q. Before you were hired, who interviewed 188 


you?   189 


A. I was interviewed by quite a few folks.  190 


Actually, there were -- as I recollect, there were three 191 


different -- no.  I'm sorry.  Excuse me -- four 192 


different committees or groups of folks that interviewed 193 
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me, folks from the IT group that I was going to oversee, 194 


people from the agency leadership, so directors and 195 


agency leaders from small agencies as well as from large 196 


agencies.   197 


They were in different groups, and the chief 198 


operating officer, Michael Jordan, who was also the DAS 199 


director and members of the governor's staff that were 200 


-- that had sat in on one of the panels or another.  201 


There were quite a few of them.  I don't remember them 202 


all anymore.  It's been a while.  203 


Q. That's very helpful.  Did anyone from 204 


Cover Oregon participate in those interviews?  205 


A. No, ma'am.  They did not.   206 


Q. Did anyone from the Oregon Health 207 


Authority?  208 


A. Yes, ma'am.  Carolyn Lawson had sat in on 209 


the interviews since she was one of the groups that I 210 


would be overseeing in my role as chief information 211 


officer.  So she had sat in on one of them.  212 


Q. Thank you.  Then who offered you the 213 


position officially?  214 


A. Michael Jordan, the chief operating 215 


officer and DAS director.   216 


Q. Who do you report to in your role?  217 


A. I'm appointed by the governor and I 218 
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report now directly to the governor.  219 


Q. Have you always reported directly to the 220 


governor or has that changed?  221 


A. That's changed in last year.  House Bill 222 


3099 of 2016 changed my reporting authority to the 223 


governor.   224 


2015.  I'm sorry.  225 


Q. Who did you use to report to back in 226 


2014?  227 


A. I reported to Michael Jordan.   228 


Q. What dates did you serve as the acting 229 


chief information officer of Cover Oregon? 230 


A. I was the acting chief information 231 


officer from March 31, 2014 until its dissolution in 232 


June of 2015.  I think that's correct.  233 


Q. Have you had any other similar 234 


experiences where you served as an acting CIO of a state 235 


agency during your time in Oregon or was Cover Oregon 236 


the only time that you stepped into sort of a different 237 


role? 238 


A. That was the only time in Oregon that I 239 


assumed responsibility for an agency's IT activity.  So 240 


it's not a normal -- as I understand it, this is not 241 


normal, but I have been told that much of what I've 242 


experienced in Oregon isn't normal.  243 
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Q. What was your reaction when you were 244 


asked to serve as the acting chief information officer 245 


of Cover Oregon?  246 


A. In my interview, I had specifically asked 247 


if the Cover Oregon responsibilities were under the 248 


purview or responsibility of the chief information 249 


officer for the state, and I was assured they were not.  250 


Q. In your initial interviews? 251 


A. Yes, ma'am.  So I sought to have that 252 


clarified.  Cover Oregon had been in the news and I knew 253 


Dugan Petty, who was the previous CIO for the State of 254 


Oregon, and I had wanted to make sure that that wasn't 255 


going to come my way.   256 


So I had asked that if there was any possibility 257 


of that, and I was assured that there was not.  So I was 258 


-- 259 


Q. Why did you want to make -- why were you 260 


interested in knowing whether or not that was going to 261 


fall under your jurisdiction in Oregon?  262 


A. Candidly, because it was a mess already 263 


by then.  So there was no secret about that.  It had 264 


been be in the newspapers and whatever, and I wasn't 265 


seeking an opportunity to get into the middle of 266 


something like that.   267 


So I had -- I did not wish to take that role on.   268 
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Q. Then who asked you to serve as acting 269 


chief information officer of Cover Oregon?  270 


A. Bruce Goldberg asked me to take on the 271 


responsibility.  It was the -- so directly, first, I was 272 


asked by Governor Kitzhaber to take on the 273 


responsibility.  274 


Q. Kitzhaber himself or --  275 


A. Kitzhaber himself.  He called me on the 276 


cell phone and asked me to take the responsibility for 277 


Cover Oregon, and I said yes.  I would only have said 278 


yes for his request, I'm relatively certain, but he'd 279 


asked me and I said that I would.   280 


The committee, the Technology Options Workgroup, 281 


had come up with our plan with going forward with a dual 282 


trigger or dual path approach. 283 


Q. We'll get into that later.  Thank you.   284 


A. And they had recommended to the governor 285 


that I be the one to assume responsibility for the -- 286 


I'm not trying to be unresponsive, but it was a 287 


committee that recommended to the governor that I be 288 


asked, and so that's how that came about.  289 


Q. So a Technology Advisory Committee?  290 


A. Technology Options Workgroup.  We called 291 


it the TOW Group.  292 


Q. And did you -- anyone else from the 293 
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governor's office have any involvement in this process 294 


of transitioning to Cover Oregon as the acting chief 295 


information officer?  296 


A. I don't know about involvement in it.  297 


There may have been Sean Kolmer was on the committee, 298 


the Technology Options Workgroup Committee, and that was 299 


the only other one on the committee from the governor's 300 


office.  301 


Q. Did you typically consult with the 302 


governor's office on issues when you were serving as the 303 


acting chief information officer of Cover Oregon?  304 


A. We had regular calls, at least weekly 305 


calls, with Mike Bonetto and Sean Kolmer, and I don't 306 


remember who all else was on the call; but, you know, we 307 


had weekly calls to say where we were, sometimes twice 308 


weekly calls.   309 


It was particularly through open enrollment.  310 


The open enrollment had been extended to the end of 311 


April and I was on more frequent calls then. 312 


Q. When the governor called and asked you to 313 


serve as the acting chief information officer of Cover 314 


Oregon, did he give you any other instructions or did 315 


you ask for any other instructions about what you would 316 


be doing while you were at Cover Oregon?   317 


A. So I asked him directly what is the 318 
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commander's intent, and he asked me what did I mean by 319 


that.   320 


I said, Well, what do you want as the outcome 321 


here; what is it that you desire; what's the end game 322 


for you?  He told me directly that he wanted it be 323 


successful.  He wanted to make the thing go live.  He 324 


wanted to make it successful.  If we couldn't make it 325 


successful, he wanted me to salvage everything I could 326 


from it.  327 


Q. So during your time at Cover Oregon, did 328 


you view the governor as the commander, the person who 329 


you went to for the ultimate decision making? 330 


A. I felt he had the ultimate 331 


decision-making authority, yes, ma'am. 332 


Q. Did you have any role in former Governor 333 


Kitzhaber's reelection campaign?  334 


A. No, ma'am, I did not.  335 


Q. Where did you work before beginning as 336 


the chief information officer for the State of Oregon? 337 


A. I was the first chief information officer 338 


for State of Oklahoma.  I was appointed by Government 339 


Brad Henry and then reappointed by Governor Mary Fallin.  340 


Governor Brad Henry was a Democrat and Governor Mary 341 


Fallin is a Republican.  342 


Q. Then did you have any role in working 343 
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with the healthcare marketplace in Oklahoma?  344 


A. It was -- when our cabinet was brought 345 


together and we were asked for our recommendation, it 346 


was my statement -- I made the statement in front of 347 


Ways and Means Committee hearings that Oklahoma did not 348 


have the capacity to do the -- to bring up the health 349 


insurance exchange, and even though we had the money -- 350 


we had been given the grant for the Early Innovators 351 


Grant -- it was my recommendation, which was -- which 352 


the governor accepted, that we send the money back to 353 


the Federal Government and we chose, instead, to go with 354 


the healthcare.gov option.  355 


Q. Thank you.  And what did you do to 356 


prepare for this transcribed interview today?  357 


A. Talked to the attorneys, reviewed a few 358 


documents that had been put together for me, and that 359 


was pretty much it.  360 


Q. Thank you.  When was the last time that 361 


you spoke with CMS about Cover Oregon or the health 362 


insurance marketplace in Oregon?  363 


A. Probably back in -- let's see now.  We 364 


came to Washington and went to HHS in, I think it was, 365 


May of 2014, and then we had a few phone conversations 366 


that I participated in June, but the last would have 367 


been June of 2014 at the absolute furthest extent that I 368 
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can recall. 369 


Q. Thank you.  When was the last time you 370 


spoke with Michael Bonetto about Cover Oregon or the 371 


health insurance marketplace in Oregon?  372 


A. Probably in -- it was probably around 373 


November, October or November, of 2014.  It was just 374 


around when we went live on healthcare.gov.   375 


Q. Thank you.  So when did you first become 376 


involved in the Cover Oregon project?  377 


A. Oh, it was in February of 2014.  I was 378 


asked to be -- by Bruce Goldberg to be a member of the 379 


Technology Options Workgroup or TOW Committee.  380 


Q. What was your reaction to being asked to 381 


be part of the workgroup? 382 


A. I was all right with that.  You know, it 383 


was -- seemed benign at the time.  You know, I was asked 384 


for an opinion, and I thought it would be a good way for 385 


me to meet folks and meet some people in the industry, 386 


you know, other CEOs in Moda and Providence Healthcare 387 


and Kaiser Permanente, so a bunch of folks that I like 388 


to try to network with and get to know.   389 


So I thought it was an honor.  I was glad to do 390 


it.  391 


Q. I was curious if --  392 


A. Yeah.  393 
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Q. -- you had a different opinion than when 394 


you were asked to be the acting chief information 395 


officer of Cover Oregon.   396 


A. You know, it's like grand kids.  They're 397 


fun to have around, but you can always send them home.  398 


That's how I viewed this.  I could send them home at the 399 


end of it, you know, when I was done with them.   400 


Q. Thank you.   401 


A. Sorry.   402 


    That's good.   403 


BY    404 


Q. Then what is a system integrator for IT 405 


projects?   406 


A. Well, there are a lot of definitions for 407 


that.  The definition that, you know -- I've given a 408 


couple of depositions for Oracle in the court case, and 409 


I've used Edward Screven, who's the chief architect for 410 


Oracle, I've used his definition since he gave the first 411 


definition. 412 


My definition is much more narrow.  It's the 413 


individual or organization that weaves together parts, 414 


heterogenous parts, into a whole.  So if I have 415 


different pieces, hardware, software, and particularly 416 


software pieces, that do not natively come together or 417 


are not part of the same package, then I will have to do 418 
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connectors to weave those things together into some kind 419 


of comprehensive whole. 420 


That's literally what an integrator does.  They 421 


integrate these disparate pieces into a whole, if that 422 


makes sense.   423 


That would have been the definition I would have 424 


gone with.  He went with a more expansive one, to 425 


include user interface, management, and all kinds of 426 


other things.  So I'm -- being a Ph.D., perhaps I'm a 427 


bit of a purist when it comes to those things. 428 


Q. So then who was the systems integrator 429 


for the Cover Oregon project?  430 


A. Well, the one that took on the role of 431 


writing those connectors and creating those interfaces 432 


and making those pieces, disparate pieces, work together 433 


was Oracle Consulting Services.   434 


Q. And so was Oracle contracted as a systems 435 


integrator or did people in Oregon believe that they 436 


were serving as their own systems integrator?  437 


A. Well, I can't speak to anything that 438 


happened before then.  I've read some things, but I 439 


don't know what they were thinking when they did it. 440 


The systems integration work had to be done.  441 


That role, when I got to -- when I became the chief 442 


information officer on March 1st was being done by 443 
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Oracle Consulting Services.  It's like a general 444 


contractor of a building site.  Somebody has to schedule 445 


when people are going to come.  Someone has to make 446 


decisions, and if there's not a general contractor 447 


assigned, then the role will have to -- the role still 448 


has to be fulfilled, and so the role was being fulfilled 449 


by Oracle Consulting Services and, in fact, I had paid 450 


invoices on activities that were for integration of 451 


these applications, writing the components that would do 452 


the connectors between the systems and such.   453 


So I actually remitted money for that.   454 


BY    455 


Q. Can I just clarify here?  So you're 456 


saying that while you were there, Oracle was doing the 457 


integration of the system.  Prior to you being there, in 458 


the lead-up to the launch of Cover Oregon, who was the 459 


systems integrator?  Are you aware of who the systems 460 


integrator was at that point before you got there?  461 


A. So the direct answer is I don't know who 462 


was doing that role.  It was my assumption coming into 463 


it, at the time when I did come into it, it was clear 464 


that Oracle Consulting Services was doing that role, but 465 


I can't really speak to -- and the reason was because, 466 


very simply, the Cover Oregon group did not have the 467 


capacity to do it.   468 
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This was a larger project than they had ever 469 


taken on and they had not had that experience.  It's a 470 


--  471 


Q. Do you -- one of the things that, 472 


obviously, this is before your time, but one of the 473 


problems that I'm sure you're aware of that we saw with 474 


many of the changes in healthcare.gov was that the State 475 


of Oregon or the Federal Government, they acted as the 476 


systems integrator and created what people believe are 477 


some of the problems here.   478 


Do you think it's odd given the problems with 479 


Cover Oregon that after Oregon sort of delegates the 480 


systems integrator role, they would delegate it to 481 


Oracle, who they claim might have been the problem? 482 


A. So when -- the way I would answer the 483 


question, and help me understand better if y'all can -- 484 


if this doesn't get to what y'all are getting at. 485 


So whether someone is assigned the role or not, 486 


the role has to be fulfilled.  Someone has to do the job 487 


of determining when does this person work, when does 488 


that person work, how does this get done and in what 489 


order, in the elaboration of the requirements, to 490 


identify or articulate everything that needs to be 491 


accomplished.  Somebody has to take on that 492 


responsibility.   493 
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So in the -- as the -- and I'm going to say this 494 


wrong.   495 


As the 39(c)witness or whatever it was that I 496 


was for the state for representing Cover Oregon and 497 


representing DCBS and OHA, I had access to the documents 498 


that elaborated the requirements.  That elaboration 499 


would have been done by a systems integrator.  Defining 500 


further what it was that these -- how these pieces 501 


worked together, how they were going -- the underlying 502 


logic and then scheduling these for the different 503 


subcontractors to work on their pieces, whether it was 504 


Speridian or Cognosante or whomever that did the further 505 


-- the instantiation, Oracle was managing that process.  506 


They managed who had access to the environment.  They 507 


managed when they had access to the environment.  They 508 


managed the elaboration of how these things were defined 509 


out.   510 


So what I would submit to you is everything that 511 


I have seen was that -- and I don't know what was -- I 512 


can only tell you as far as the technical elaboration 513 


was concerned, Oracle Consulting Services was managing 514 


that process.  It had to be done.  Someone had to do it.  515 


They did that process.   516 


    All right.  Sorry. 517 


  THE WITNESS:  I hope that was 518 
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helpful. 519 


    It was.   520 


  :  I'm introducing Exhibit 521 


1 into the record.   522 


      [Exhibit No. 1 523 


was 524 


      marked for 525 


identification.]  526 


    I'll give you a few 527 


seconds or a minute to look over the E-mails.  I realize 528 


you're not on the exchange.  It was before you started 529 


in Oregon. 530 


    I'm sorry.  Can you 531 


repeat that? 532 


    I realize he's not on 533 


the E-mail.  It was before he started in Oregon, but I 534 


wanted to get his opinion. 535 


  [Witness peruses exhibit.]  536 


  THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Yes, ma'am.   537 


BY    538 


Q. Do you know who Jose Perfecto is?   539 


A. Yes, ma'am, I do.  540 


Q. Who is Jose Perfecto?  541 


A. He's the procurement officer fellow for 542 


the DHS, OHA, and now he works for -- he works for DAS, 543 
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Department of Administrative Services.  He's on loan to 544 


them or on rotation to them, or I don't know exactly.  545 


Q. And who is Suzanne Hoffman?  546 


A. Suzanne Hoffman was the former -- I think 547 


she was -- at this time, she was the deputy director for 548 


OHA.  She became the director of OHA of OHA -- for OHA 549 


for DHS?  For OHA. 550 


She became the director of OHA for a while and 551 


then retired.   552 


Q. Thank you.  So in this E-mail, on the 553 


second page with the Bates Stamp No. 554 


Oracle_HOGR_00002962, Jose is E-mailing Susan Hoffman on 555 


December 5, 2013, and he says:  "I want to be careful 556 


how I say the following.  So I would recommend we 557 


confirm with Mike Metroke or Carolyn, but an important 558 


aspect for this event is that OHA served as the system 559 


integrator.   560 


Originally, the strategy was to solicit for a 561 


single contractor that would be responsible to deliver 562 


the HIX IT solution.  We changed course and the decision 563 


was that OHA would serve that role.  We would assemble 564 


the HIX IT solution with the help of the various 565 


contractor resources, including Oracle.   566 


I've always envisioned this relationship similar 567 


to a chef preparing their master dish.  We, OHA, had 568 
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taken the role as the master chef.  So as with any 569 


master chef, you would have your supporting cast.  The 570 


41 POs essentially make up our ingredient list and the 571 


services for the supporting cast to help us deliver the 572 


dish."   573 


A. Yes, ma'am.   574 


Q. So is it your understanding from when you 575 


started in Oregon that OHA believed that it had served 576 


as the systems integrator for the project?  577 


A. So -- and I do not mean for this to -- I 578 


have to be very careful, because I don't mean for this 579 


be condescending in anyway and I don't want to, but 580 


there are sometimes that people take on things that they 581 


don't fully understand the responsibilities of.  So I 582 


really felt that OHA was assuming responsibility for 583 


something that they did not understand what they were 584 


doing.  They had never seen -- they had never done a 585 


project of this complexity before.   586 


Oregon had never done -- they didn't -- they 587 


haven't implemented a comprehensive enterprise resource, 588 


an ERP solution.  They haven't -- there are -- there's a 589 


complexity to this that I don't feel that they 590 


understood really what they were doing, and so as a 591 


consequence, they were not performing those functions, 592 


and so when I arrived, it was clear that the state was 593 
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not acting as the systems integrator. 594 


So I don't know about the -- I don't know about 595 


the contractual components or how this -- Jose says that 596 


he was looking at this, that they were going to do the 597 


coordination.  They didn't know how.  It was just beyond 598 


their capacity to know how to do this. 599 


BY : 600 


Q. It's seems like you're saying that it's 601 


not necessarily that they weren't the systems 602 


integrator; they were just doing a very poor job at 603 


doing what a systems integrator needs to do.   604 


A. Somebody else had to pick up the role of 605 


systems integration is what I'm trying to say, and that 606 


role -- because regardless, it was a -- there is a -- if 607 


someone doesn't do a job, it still has to get done, and 608 


Oracle Consulting Services was doing that job.   609 


Now --  610 


Q. When you started, they started doing it?  611 


A. No, no.  They were doing it before.  That 612 


was why -- when I came in on March the 31st, one of the 613 


things -- there were a few things that came to my 614 


attention right away.  We were -- we had no tools for 615 


project management.  Literally, we had no project 616 


management tools. 617 


I printed out an E-sized calendar, a paper 618 
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calendar, and with post-it notes started putting up when 619 


releases -- what was being worked, when releases were on 620 


going on, and the Q.A. vendor said that my tool was 621 


better than anything that they had up to that point that 622 


they were using.   623 


So it was in a very primitive state, obviously.  624 


Things were not being done as a -- so regardless of 625 


casting blame, it simply wasn't being done.  That then 626 


fell to -- someone was going to -- just to get as far as 627 


they got, someone had to be performing that work, and 628 


Oracle was performing that work.   629 


Contractually, were they obligated to do that?  630 


I can't speak.  Certainly, it had to be done and it was 631 


being done by them.   632 


When I came on on March 31st, by the end of that 633 


week, that first week, by April the 4th, I had cancelled 634 


first rollout, the 1.1.0.5 rollout, because of the -- 635 


there was no testing being done, comprehensive testing 636 


being done, before code moved into production.  There 637 


was no documentation of features and functionality for 638 


releases.  There was no -- 639 


So all of these things, that's what made me pull 640 


the plug on that very first release, because of the -- 641 


and forcibly assume responsibility for being the systems 642 


integrator, project management.  Before that, it just 643 
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wasn't being done or it was being done -- and so as a 644 


Oracle had to do it.  645 


BY :   646 


Q. And then do you know during the project 647 


development if you talked to anyone when you were 648 


beginning your work in Oregon about who was responsible 649 


for determining the scope of the project?   650 


A. No, ma'am, I did not.  My focus was only 651 


on assuring that I did not have responsibility for that 652 


as the chief information officer, and that was the 653 


extent of my query.  654 


Q. Thank you.  Then do you know if OHA and 655 


Cover Oregon entered into time and materials contracts 656 


for the project?  657 


A. I do know they did.  There were -- as a 658 


39(c) witness, I was shown the contracts that Oracle and 659 


-- first OHA had entered into and then Cover Oregon, and 660 


one of the things that I found very disturbing was all 661 


of the zero dollar change orders that were done to take 662 


-- to change Oracle's responsibility to exclusively time 663 


and materials.  That bothered me greatly when I did the 664 


review of those contracts. 665 


Q. And what are time and materials 666 


contracts?  667 


A. Well, they are, in sum, that there's no 668 
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obligation for delivery.  It's exclusively around that 669 


you're just there to get paid for whatever they tell you 670 


to do.   671 


Prior to that, that was not the case.  After 672 


those zero dollar change orders, then that was the case.   673 


Q. Do you know why they were used so much 674 


during the Cover Oregon project?  675 


A. I'm sorry?   676 


Q. Do you know why -- 677 


A. The time and material? 678 


Q. -- the time and materials contracts were 679 


used?  680 


A. I did not know why.  It would not have 681 


been how I would have taken it.   682 


Q. And who typically assumes most of the 683 


risk in a material time and materials contract?  684 


A. The one issuing the contract, of course.  685 


Q. And do you see these type of contracts a 686 


lot in IT contracting work?  687 


A. We see them.  So the state of -- I'm 688 


going to opine here for just a minute.  The state of IT 689 


today in 2016 is still a custom-build type world.  We 690 


still make to order applications and programs and what 691 


have you and weave things together, much like in 692 


manufacturing to 1784.  They used to make firearms, you 693 
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know.   694 


So it's all custom made.  There's no -- there's 695 


very few interchangeable parts.  There's very few -- so 696 


as a consequence, everything is a one-off, and a lot of 697 


times, there's a great deal of risk associated with 698 


that, and so yes.   699 


You will see a time and materials contract taken 700 


on because of the great risk, and so the one issuing the 701 


contract will take on that risk.  We'll say, Yes, we 702 


understand this is custom, this is new, this is 703 


whatever.  So we're willing to assume that risk.   704 


The things you generally do not see are where 705 


the architecture is defined by the one who's being 706 


brought in as the time and materials.  Usually, the 707 


ownership of the design belongs to whoever is given the 708 


contract.   709 


In other words, if I'm going to hire people to 710 


work on a design of mine that I've made up, then I own 711 


the design.  That was not the case here.  The design was 712 


not owned by Oregon either.  They did not author the 713 


design.  The architecture was not theirs. 714 


So it was a -- it was very unusual to be in that 715 


situation, to see that kind of a construct where the 716 


vendor defined the architecture and then the vendor was 717 


doing a time and materials implementation of that 718 
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architecture.  That's not anything I had ever seen 719 


before.  720 


Q. I realize you were there at the time.  So 721 


you may not know the answer to this question.  Were 722 


individuals who worked at OHA, such as Carolyn Lawson, 723 


involved in the architecture design?  724 


A. I don't know for sure.  I would suspect 725 


that when you say involved in the design, I don't know 726 


that they have the experience for that.  This 727 


architecture, enterprise architecture, is something I've 728 


been doing for 20 years now.  It's not a -- it's a very 729 


complicated thing.  So it's not something that -- it's a 730 


discipline in and of itself and I'm not familiar enough 731 


with Carolyn's background to know if she was capable in 732 


that.  733 


Q. In your review of the Cover Oregon 734 


project, did you ever hear about the project changing 735 


direction when it was handed over from the Oregon Health 736 


Authority to the Cover Oregon Corporation?  737 


A. I understood that -- so the architecture 738 


is -- if nothing else, it's reflected in the 739 


architecture.  They had -- so applications mirrored the 740 


organizational structure of the group putting it 741 


together.  So if you want to change the structure of the 742 


application, just change the structure of the 743 
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organization and then the application will follow.   744 


The application is actually there to support the 745 


organization, not the other way around.  When Cover 746 


Oregon divided from OHA, their architecture was -- the 747 


architectures were split into two distinct frameworks, 748 


and one began development in one direction to mirror the 749 


organizational structure of Cover Oregon.   750 


The other one continued along the development 751 


path it had been on, mirroring the organizational 752 


structure of OHA and DHS. 753 


Does that answer your question? 754 


Q. It does.  Did the two entities have very 755 


different organizational structures?  756 


A. They did, yes, ma'am.  They did.   757 


Q. Okay.  The one that went on to Cover 758 


Oregon, then was it changed more because of the 759 


organizational structure that had started at OHA?  760 


A. It was narrowed and it had -- and it 761 


changed.  The focus or the priority changed for it, 762 


which brought about a lot of problems or issues with 763 


change control and version management and feature and 764 


functionality definitions and scope and all sorts of 765 


things after that.  766 


Q. Thank you.   767 


A. Yes, ma'am. 768 
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Q. Then do you know if OHA and Cover Oregon 769 


entered into fixed-price contracts for the project?  770 


A. They did not, to my knowledge, enter a 771 


fixed-price contract, no, ma'am.  772 


Q. What are fixed-price contracts?  773 


A. Usually, you will associate a deliverable 774 


with a fixed price.  So when we had brought in the 775 


Kentucky system from -- well, from Kentucky to Oregon 776 


and replacement of the -- for the MAGI determination 777 


process, we hired Deloitte Consulting on a fixed-price 778 


agreement, and so the -- bringing in the feature and 779 


functionality of Kentucky and then specifically adapting 780 


it to our rules base for how we determine Medicaid 781 


applicability, that was a fixed-price contract.   782 


Anything that would have been changed from that, 783 


if we would have gone and tried to go for no wrong door 784 


or something like that, some grander thing, then those 785 


would have been reflected in change orders.  So we would 786 


have had a series of change orders to accommodate that.   787 


So you define your scope and you define the 788 


price of that scope plus or minus ten percent, usually, 789 


because that's about as good as we can get, and then 790 


that's the implementation cost.  That's your firm fixed 791 


price.   792 


Q. Okay.  Thank you.   793 
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A. Sure.   794 


Q. Can you please describe how the IT team 795 


at Cover Oregon was staffed when you started as the 796 


acting chief information officer?  797 


A. Well, we had -- I want to say there were 798 


a hundred Oracle Consulting Services folks that were in 799 


an area that was our large conference room where we'd 800 


have our board room meetings and such.  They had tables 801 


set up where they did their development. 802 


In Cover Oregon itself, there were, I want to 803 


say, something on the order of 30, 35 folks that were in 804 


the IT group.  Of those 35, the primary function were 805 


business analysts.  So they would -- they were supposed 806 


to be doing articulation of requirements.  What they 807 


were doing, in fact, was second-level support to the 808 


application in a lot of cases.   809 


So when something didn't work for someone, they 810 


were the ones that got called to help, Okay, well, this 811 


is how you can make it get through or this is what you 812 


need to do, or to help refine or revise the workbook 813 


that we had, how to enter somebody into the system, 814 


training manual or whatever.  So they helped to -- they 815 


were really on call for second-level support.   816 


In addition to that, they also -- there was a 817 


body of them that went through and gathered -- that were 818 
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part of elaborating or -- I say elaborating.  I really 819 


mean just high-level defining requirements for things.  820 


So as an example, agent remits, that was one of those 821 


pieces that we didn't get done until very, very late, 822 


and we had done -- and that was actually done while I 823 


was there.   824 


We wrote up a specification document, a very 825 


formal specification document.  We submitted that to 826 


Oracle Consulting Services to develop.  They came back, 827 


and I think you probably know they didn't match the way 828 


that we had described that.  So they had deviated from 829 


the specification, and so we had to do it a second time, 830 


which was really -- which was poor controls, is what it 831 


amounted to.   832 


But prior to that, elaboration or documentation 833 


of features and functionally was more of an organic 834 


process between the folks at Cover Oregon and Oracle 835 


Consulting Services.  They were -- the process wasn't 836 


nearly as formalized as what I brought to it where we 837 


did a specification document and then we had a turnover 838 


to Oracle Consulting Services and said, Here, write 839 


this, and then they would go and write it and then come 840 


back with what they had written.  Instead, it was more 841 


of a -- it was very chaotic.  842 


Q. And then I had a question on something 843 
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you just said.  You said the 35 IT professionals at 844 


Cover Oregon were supposed to be working on articulating 845 


requirements.  Can you elaborate on what you meant by 846 


that?  847 


A. Well, they should have been there.  What 848 


they should have been doing is helping with going 849 


through and saying fully the articulation of 850 


requirements, so like what we did with the -- there's a 851 


specification document in this stuff about the payments 852 


to agent and how that had to work and how the -- so 853 


writing those up was a process.  Creating that is a 854 


discipline in and of itself, and so for every feature 855 


and functionality, whether it was change of 856 


circumstances or to do a -- to add -- or I'm sorry, not 857 


to add.  That would be a change of circumstance, but to 858 


print out the 1095 forms or whatever it was to represent 859 


people had insurance as part of the ACA, that they could 860 


-- or to print out the 1099 statements to the agents 861 


that we pay or whatever, there is a specification 862 


document that you put together.  It will do this, this, 863 


this, at a high level.  It's an algorithmic flowchart, 864 


if you like, or a algorithmic description of how this is 865 


supposed to -- in plain English of how this is supposed 866 


to work or what it's supposed to do.   867 


They weren't spending their time on that.  They 868 
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were spending their time either doing support work, 869 


doing testing of new or the next release or whatever or 870 


whatever the next interim or what we surgical release or 871 


whatever or they were spending their time -- if they 872 


were developing requirements, it was in a non-formalized 873 


way so that there was -- it was not possible to go 874 


through afterwards and say this is what you wrote, this 875 


is what I asked for, they match or they do not match.   876 


That was a fundamental flaw in the process that 877 


I inherited, was you've at least got to articulate what 878 


it is that you're trying to get accomplished.  That way, 879 


you know whether you've achieved it or not.  If you 880 


don't write down what you're trying to do, how do you 881 


know if you've achieved it or not?  If you don't know 882 


what you want, why can't this be it?  883 


Q. Thank you.  Then it sounds like -- I 884 


think you spoke about it briefly earlier, but are you 885 


familiar with the technology advisory group that was 886 


convened for Cover Oregon.  It was called the 887 


Technology --  888 


A. Options Workgroup, yes, ma'am.   889 


Q. Are those the same?  890 


A. Yes, ma'am.  891 


Q. And then who established the Technology 892 


Options Workgroup?  893 
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A. I think, technically, it was the Cover 894 


Oregon Board that established that, but it could have 895 


been Governor Kitzhaber.  896 


Q. And what types of experts participated in 897 


the Technology Options Workgroup?  898 


A. Well, we had voting members and 899 


non-voting members.  So the voting members were 900 


primarily the CIOs from the different insurance agency, 901 


Moda, Kaiser, Providence, and I don't remember who all 902 


else.  903 


Q. And then who were the non-voting members?   904 


A. Oh, well, we had folks from Cover Oregon.  905 


Aaron Karjala was there.  Bruce Goldberg was there.  We 906 


had Sean Kolmer from the governor's office was there.  907 


We had Dr. Brown from the Cover Oregon board, Liz Baxter 908 


from the Cover Oregon board, but when we came to voting, 909 


it was the IT folks that voted.   910 


So, you know, we went into a closed session 911 


and --  912 


Q. Okay.   913 


A. -- so --  914 


Q. Then who created that structure where 915 


there were voting and nonvoting members?  Was that also 916 


-- 917 


A. I inherited that.  I didn't have anything 918 
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to do with that.  919 


Q. Was Point B involved at all?  920 


A. They were, yes, ma'am.  Point B, they 921 


were the facilitators of the group.  Thank you.  That's 922 


true.  They facilitated it, and they -- but Maximus, the 923 


QAQC vendor was part of it as well, but all of them were 924 


-- they weren't allowed to vote.   925 


You know, we got their input.  We got their 926 


opinions we saw what it was that they presented, but --  927 


Q. Okay.  And then were there certain 928 


individuals from Point B that were assigned to the 929 


Technology Options Workgroup or was it just --  930 


A. There were two fellows.  I can see his 931 


face and I can't remember his name.  I'm sorry, ma'am.  932 


I have it in my report.  I did a report, a final report, 933 


where I named all the folks that were in it.  934 


Q. That's okay.   935 


A. What their roles were and whatever, and 936 


so I'm sorry.   937 


Q. That's okay.  Thank you.  Then was 938 


Deloitte at all involved in the Technology Options 939 


Workgroup?  940 


A. Well, they made one presentation to the 941 


group, and so we asked them to give a presentation to us 942 


on what they assumed or what they thought the state of 943 
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the -- both the data and the application were, because 944 


they had had a lot of experience directly with working 945 


with Oracle Consulting Services on where the thing was, 946 


and so that was helpful to us, but it wasn't as 947 


informative as becoming CIO was. 948 


Q. And then was that Deloitte presentation 949 


made to the entire Technology Options Workgroup or was 950 


it to a subset of the individuals?  951 


A. It was the entirety.  952 


Q. The entire group? 953 


A. Yes, ma'am. 954 


Q. Were there ever any requests that certain 955 


members of the Technology Options Workgroup not 956 


participate in the meetings?  957 


A. Well, when we -- so the direct answer is 958 


yes.  When we went through and wanted to have our 959 


technical discussions, we didn't want Aaron Karjala 960 


there.  He was the CIO at that time or Cover Oregon.  We 961 


didn't Bruce there.  We didn't want -- I mean, we wanted 962 


to have a very candid geek-to-geek discussion about 963 


where we were at on this thing and what we thought the 964 


options were, and we didn't really want to have any -- 965 


for us, we tried as hard as we could to reduce it down 966 


to just a pure play technology discussion without any -- 967 


without worrying about what it meant for the folks that 968 
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worked for Cover Oregon, without having to worry about 969 


what it meant for the -- people become committed to 970 


something whether it should be continued or not very 971 


often, and so our desire was to as much as we could 972 


separate ourselves from that.   973 


Even though the insurance carriers had a vested 974 


into it, they didn't have as directly a vested interest 975 


as Aaron or Bruce or even Dr. Brown or Liz or whomever 976 


would have.   977 


So we got together just as the geeks and said, 978 


Okay, so as far as we can tell, this is where we're at 979 


and this is what we ought to pursue.  980 


Q. Thank you.  And then so you were saying 981 


the voting members were the CIOs that were participating 982 


in the Technology Options Workgroup and non-voting 983 


members were individuals like Liz Baxter and Dr. Brown 984 


and Aaron Karjala?  985 


A. Yes. 986 


Q. Thank you.  Who determined the agendas 987 


for the Technologies Options Workgroup meetings?  988 


A. Well, we had started from the Deloitte 989 


report.  That was the primer for it, I guess, and there 990 


were 10 options that they had outlined.  So that kind of 991 


helped us form the agendas, you know, as far as getting 992 


-- the first agenda was set for us by Bruce.  The second 993 
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agenda, we came up organically ourselves with it.  We 994 


said these are the topics we want to talk about at the 995 


next meeting, and then from there on, we set our agendas 996 


after that.  997 


Q. And I realize it was a while ago, but do 998 


you recall if you attended all the meetings of the 999 


Technology Options Workgroup?  1000 


A. Well, actually, I did.  I attended -- the 1001 


first two, however, I attended by phone.  I wasn't able 1002 


to get up to Durham and participate.  So I just dialled 1003 


into and did my participation that way and I was 1004 


actually okay with that. 1005 


  Thank you.   1006 


      [Exhibit No. 2 1007 


was 1008 


      marked for 1009 


identification.]  1010 


BY    1011 


Q. I'm introducing Exhibit 2 into the 1012 


record.   1013 


A. Well, yes, ma'am.  I remember seeing 1014 


this.  I remember this. 1015 


Q. So these are meeting notes from the March 1016 


13, 2014 Technology Option Workgroup meeting.   1017 


A. Yes, ma'am.  1018 
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Q. Thank you.   1019 


A. Yes, ma'am.  1020 


Q. So I'd like to direct your attention to 1021 


the page with the Bates Stamp No. GOV_HR00080884 and the 1022 


fourth bullet point up from the bottom.  This bullet 1023 


reads:  "Opening up enrollment to individuals would only 1024 


require releasing some patches related to eligibility 1025 


determination and horizontal scale-out of the 1026 


infrastructure to handle the increase in transaction 1027 


volume.  The functional is already in place in 1028 


production.  Based on this, CO wouldn't expect 1029 


significant downtime associated with opening up to 1030 


individuals."   1031 


A. Yes.   1032 


Q. So can you explain what was meant in the 1033 


by statement the functionality is already in place in 1034 


production?  1035 


A. Well, so this is where it gets a little 1036 


more technical, and I apologize.  I will do my very best 1037 


to try to explain it in a way that's understandable, and 1038 


help me I don't get that across. 1039 


So when we talk about requirements, we talk 1040 


about them in two general buckets.  You have functional 1041 


requirements and nonfunctional requirement.   1042 


Functional requirements are things like what is 1043 
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this supposed to do.  So I'm supposed to be able to take 1044 


a person's name and their Social Security number and 1045 


their address and I'm supposed to go and look and see if 1046 


I have that as a match, and if I don't, I enter them in 1047 


and I take it to the next.  So the one function is 1048 


getting a person's name to enroll.   1049 


A nonfunctional requirement would be something 1050 


like where I go through and say, Oh, wait a minute, it 1051 


misspelled or I typed in or fat-fingered my last name.  1052 


I want to go back.  I hit the back button, and it blows 1053 


up.   1054 


So nonfunctional requirements are things that 1055 


don't have to do with the behavior of the application, 1056 


but have to do with how the application performs or 1057 


functions.  So a coffee cup, a coffee cup is supposed to 1058 


be able to hold liquid.  That's a functional 1059 


requirement.  A nonfunctional requirement is it has to 1060 


hold it above 200 degrees Fahrenheit because that's how 1061 


McDonald's likes to serve their coffee, you know, 1062 


without shattering. 1063 


So that's kind of -- so those are the 1064 


differences.  There were numerous -- and that was what I 1065 


found when I got there.  There were numerous 1066 


nonfunctional failures to the application when I got 1067 


there.  That was the thing.   1068 
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What they're talking about here, and the only 1069 


way that I can -- and I did not -- I did not represent 1070 


this to this committee.  This was represented by Aaron 1071 


Karjala and the folks, that the functional requirements 1072 


were -- and that's what he's talking about, are the 1073 


functional requirements.   1074 


What was not being talked about were the 1075 


nonfunctional requirements, things like --  1076 


Q. Can you give some examples?  1077 


A. Well, so we do these things called 1078 


orphaning a record.  So you would be typing in your 1079 


stuff and you would hit the save button, and because 1080 


your session -- you didn't know it, but your session had 1081 


timed out to the system, you orphaned it.  You got 1082 


disconnected from the secure socket.   1083 


So because you got disconnected from the socket, 1084 


you couldn't get back to your record.  You could never 1085 


go back and edit your information.  It was what we 1086 


called an orphan record, and it was a stuck thread in 1087 


the system.  The processor was still out there waiting 1088 


for input that was never going to come because you had 1089 


separated or disconnected from the socket.   1090 


So we would orphan these records.  The only way 1091 


to clear was you had to reboot the system.  So during 1092 


the time shortly after I got there, I went to where I 1093 
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rebooted -- I had a system reboot every night between 1094 


shifts in order to clear out all of the stuck threads 1095 


that we had.  They call these IT errors.  They call 1096 


these all kinds of things, and stuck threads or orphaned 1097 


records can be caused by a lot of different problems.   1098 


Hitting a back button would orphan a record on 1099 


the browser.  Typing in a period, and if I typed Alex 1100 


Pettit, Senior, period, it would orphan the record.  If 1101 


I would hit the save and I had taken too long because I 1102 


didn't know my driver's license and so I pull out my 1103 


driver's license and I type it in and I've waited too 1104 


long and the session decided -- so what we have are 1105 


called time to live, or TTLs.   1106 


So the time to live settings in SEBOL were 1107 


different than the time to live settings in the Web CT 1108 


or the, you know, application that entered the data, and 1109 


because those two TTLs were out of sync, one would 1110 


expire sooner than the other and that would orphan the 1111 


record.  There were all kinds of things that would just 1112 


kill you.  You know, it was so frustrating to have to 1113 


run these things to ground. 1114 


So, fundamentally, these nonfunctional failures 1115 


were extraordinarily painful to us and extraordinarily 1116 


painful to the operation organization and would have 1117 


been intolerable to a public in-the-wild launch, if you 1118 
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will, you know, how to -- don't hit the back button and 1119 


have all your information ready before you type it in 1120 


and make sure you don't have ask your kids Social 1121 


Security number because you won't have time.  It will 1122 


time you out. 1123 


I mean, it was -- those are things that you just 1124 


can't -- you can't ahead of time train people to do.  We 1125 


could train agents to do those things and we could tell 1126 


them, All right, before you start, make sure you've got 1127 


all this information, and if you don't, don't even over 1128 


start that application.  Send it back.  Tell them you've 1129 


got to get that information, and that's we did.  We 1130 


would go and send the application back, because even if 1131 


started it and then we got so far and we didn't have a 1132 


piece of information, the agent would orphan the record 1133 


and then we'd have go directly into SEBOL and then make 1134 


the change to the record.  You couldn't go through Web 1135 


CT anymore to pull the record back.  1136 


Q. So were those referred to as bugs or 1137 


blockers or is that not the same?  1138 


A. That was another problem we had, was that 1139 


they -- the, Oracle Consulting Services and Cover Oregon 1140 


had used different terminology for how to a classify 1141 


errors.  So they would call things bugs.  They would 1142 


call them blockers.  Those are non-standard industry 1143 
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standard descriptions of things.   1144 


When I came in, I started categorizing errors in 1145 


terms of Severity 1.  If you had a Sev. 1 error, it shut 1146 


you down.  A Sev. 2 error, that was really bad.  It 1147 


would make it so I couldn't finish this application, but 1148 


it wouldn't shut down the application.   1149 


There were some errors we had that literally 1150 


would crash the application.  I mean everybody would 1151 


die.  There were other errors that we had that, Okay, it 1152 


would just crash your session.  So you were in trouble, 1153 


but you could keep working.  Those were Sev. 2 errors.  1154 


They're bad.  They're problematic, but they're not as -- 1155 


they're not -- you know, they're not the blue screen of 1156 


death like you get in Microsoft, and then Sev. 3 and 1157 


then Sev. 4 errors. 1158 


So I started to categorize these by ITIL, 1159 


Information Technology Infrastructure Library, standard 1160 


for how to categorize errors, either Sev. 1, Sev 2, Sev. 1161 


3, or Sev. 4.  Prior to my arrival, that was not being 1162 


done.  So the data that they have with blockers and with 1163 


bugs and with tech errors, it's very difficult to 1164 


distill exactly what means.  So when they say they had 1165 


2,000 technology error in one day, you don't know what 1166 


that means.  It's very hard to understand that.   1167 


Q. Okay.  So can you describe the 1168 
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differences between a portal that was being used the 1169 


agents and community partners and a portal that would 1170 


have been used by individuals if it had been open to 1171 


individuals?  1172 


A. Well, they were actually the same.  There 1173 


wasn't going to be different portal for a community -- I 1174 


mean for a --  1175 


Q. Individuals?  1176 


A. Yes, ma'am.  It was the same portal.  It 1177 


was just that with the agents and the community 1178 


partners, I had a 75-page manual.  I could say, Here, 1179 


this is what you need to know to navigate your way 1180 


through the application.   1181 


So as an example, we had tried to -- on three 1182 


occasions, they, Cover Oregon staff, had tried to demo 1183 


me the application.  So shortly after I got there, I 1184 


wanted to see a demo of the application.  So they sat me 1185 


down and they said, All right, start typing in your 1186 


stuff.  For fun, I put in that I was male and I was 35 1187 


years old and I was pregnant.  Well, it allowed me to do 1188 


that.   1189 


Then I kept going on.  Well, finally, it blew up 1190 


on the thing when it found that to be incompatible and 1191 


threw me out and it crashed.  You know, I stuck a 1192 


thread, and it wasn't because of me it had to be 1193 
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rebooted, but, you know, I was part of the problem. 1194 


We couldn't -- I could train people how to -- I 1195 


could train the same people if you did a repetitive task 1196 


how to do something.  I couldn't train users in the 1197 


wild.  1198 


Q. Could you have gone back and restarted 1199 


the process just as a new user? 1200 


A. No.  I could not.  Once I put in my 1201 


information, the system took my information and I 1202 


couldn't -- so it created an identity.   1203 


So one of the problems that we had was how 1204 


identity management worked.  So you would create an 1205 


identity in the system and then that identity was set 1206 


and you would -- that's what you would use, and so I 1207 


couldn't go back and recreate the identity for myself if 1208 


I had made a mistake or if I had been lost or 1209 


disconnected from it.  That was a fundamental flaw. 1210 


In fact, identity management was extraordinarily 1211 


fragile.  We had a number of problems where identity 1212 


management was written specifically to an IP address of 1213 


a machine where it was this machine, even though it had 1214 


a duplicate machine or what we call a backup domain 1215 


controller that was supposed to be able to take over for 1216 


it, the primary domain controller was the only device 1217 


that was allowed to communicate to the identity and 1218 
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access management system.   1219 


So it was -- so anything that -- a hard drive 1220 


crash, an update, anything that happened to that primary 1221 


domain controller shut us down, in fact, shut us down 1222 


for two and a half days before I figured what was going 1223 


on and we got the thing back on line.  It was very 1224 


fragile.  1225 


Q. Okay.  Thank you. 1226 


Then I'd like to direct your attention to the 1227 


next page.   1228 


A. Yes, ma'am.   1229 


Q. And so on the third bullet point down, 1230 


the meeting notes reflect that what has to change is CO 1231 


being willing to aggressively manage scope, prioritize, 1232 


and say no, can't be all things to all people, need to 1233 


stay focused on the core mission and what is required 1234 


for success.   1235 


A. Yes, ma'am.  1236 


Q. So do you recall this discussion from the 1237 


meeting, what you were discussing about CO needing to 1238 


aggressively manage scope?  1239 


A. Yes, ma'am, I do.  So one of the things 1240 


Cover Oregon had done that no other exchange had done is 1241 


that they became the agent of record.  So brokers would 1242 


work for Cover Oregon.  Cover Oregon would remit the 1243 
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broker's payments, would remit the commissions to the 1244 


brokers, and if I was a broker for Cover Oregon, I was a 1245 


broker for all 11 plans that were on the exchange.   1246 


Usually, a broker is only certified for a plan.  1247 


So if I -- or a few plans.  If I'm an Allstate agent, I 1248 


sell Allstate insurance.  I can't sell State Farm.  I 1249 


can't sell whatever.   1250 


The model that Cover Oregon took on was that if 1251 


you became an agent for Cover Oregon, you could sell any 1252 


of the 11 plans.  You could sell Providence.  You could 1253 


sell Kaiser.  You could sell Moda.  You could sell 1254 


whatever it was that was out there.   1255 


That was very different than what any other 1256 


exchange had done, and that added a level of complexity 1257 


to it.  What we were saying there was that -- what we 1258 


were proposing was that to further narrow scope or 1259 


focus, Cover Oregon needed to look at those things that 1260 


were not ACA requirements and to focus exclusively on 1261 


what would be a minimally viable product and a minimally 1262 


viable solution for everyone to use, and then after 1263 


that, then you could go and add other features and 1264 


functionalities, but begin with your base and create the 1265 


base.  Meet the requirement, and then go forward from 1266 


that.  Don't start with everything that we wanted to go 1267 


with, and that was, we felt, part of their -- part of 1268 
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the problem that they were running into.  Commissions at 1269 


this time in March weren't being paid.  In fact, weren't 1270 


paid until June that we got that piece of it working.  1271 


It was just -- and those were components that weren't 1272 


required in ACA.   1273 


So that was really what that discussion was 1274 


around.  1275 


Q. Thank you. 1276 


A. Yes, ma'am. 1277 


Q. Then if you look at the next -- the 1278 


fourth bullet on the page, it says:  "In general, level 1279 


of effort to build federal interfaces is not 1280 


significantly different from what is required to get 1281 


fully operational on Cover Oregon."   1282 


A. Yes, ma'am.  So the thing that was -- we 1283 


had a number of -- "level of effort to build federal 1284 


interfaces is not significantly different from what is 1285 


required to get fully operational on Cover Oregon."   1286 


I am not sure what that context was about at 1287 


that time.  I read that, and I'll be honest with you.  I 1288 


have no idea what in the world that could have possibly 1289 


meant.   1290 


We had several carrier interfaces that we were 1291 


creating and we were having a lot of -- we were having 1292 


difficulty with, and we never created all of them.  We 1293 
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created some temporary ones to do things that -- so as 1294 


an example, we did not have fully integrated record 1295 


sharing with the federal hub.  So the federal hub would 1296 


send us a flat file rather than sending us an 1297 


intelligent file, a formatted file.   1298 


It is possible that that's what we're talking 1299 


about there.  I'm sorry.  I don't remember that one.   1300 


Q. That's okay. 1301 


Okay.  Thank you.  Then one other quick 1302 


questions and then we'll be done with our time.   1303 


So I was wondering if you could elaborate -- 1304 


this says host a CIO discussion.  If you go to the 1305 


action items, it's the, I think, sixth bullet point 1306 


down.  It says host a CIO discussion before meeting next 1307 


Tuesday.  Is this CIO discussion the meeting of the 1308 


voting members?  1309 


A. Yes, ma'am.  The geek discussion. 1310 


Q. Great.  Thank you.  I was just curious, 1311 


and then it says extend an invitation to Bruce 1312 


Wilkinson.  Who is Bruce Wilkinson?   1313 


A. He was a CIO for -- I forget which 1314 


carrier.  1315 


Q. Do you recall who suggested that an 1316 


invitation be extended to him?  1317 


A. I do not remember who asked that.  I know 1318 
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being one of the carriers, we wanted to be sure that we 1319 


had all of the -- the carriers were essential to the 1320 


success of the exchange.  So we wanted to be sure that 1321 


all the IT people from all the carriers were at least 1322 


given the opportunity to be part of the group. 1323 


  Okay.  Thank you.  That's all our 1324 


time for now.   1325 


   We will switch out.  1326 


[Recessed at 11:07 a.m., reconvened at 11:14 1327 


a.m.] 1328 


EXAMINATION BY THE MINORITY STAFF 1329 


BY :   1330 


Q. So I want to go over the background and 1331 


your experience in the technology field.   1332 


A. Sure.   1333 


Q. How did you develop your expertise in the 1334 


technology field?  1335 


A. Well, I've been -- I was a graduate of 1336 


the University of Wisconsin Parkside in IT, and I have a 1337 


master's in information system management, an MBA in MIS 1338 


from Loyola of Chicago, and then I have a doctorate in 1339 


information sciences from the University of North Texas.   1340 


My study area of research is in requirements 1341 


analysis, so how people come about defining and 1342 


articulating what it is they want a system to do or a 1343 
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program that they want to do.  That was my -- my thesis 1344 


was that requirements come in two forms.  There's the 1345 


very narrow definition around what we call systems 1346 


analysis and design, which is specification of a 1347 


specific application, and then on the other side is the 1348 


enterprise architecture or the design of how, overall, 1349 


the system is supposed to support the objectives of the 1350 


business.   1351 


 That why I made the comment if you want 1352 


to change an application, just change the organization 1353 


and the application will follow.  1354 


Q. So you've had several senior-level 1355 


positions in the technology field.  Right?   1356 


A. Yes, sir, I have.   1357 


Q. Could you describe some of those 1358 


positions in the government or private.   1359 


A. So I've worked for -- for a while, I 1360 


worked for a contractor, for Roy F. Weston.  We were the 1361 


emergency response teem to the United States 1362 


Environmental Protection Agency, and I was computer 1363 


officer for Region 5, which was Minnesota through Ohio.  1364 


So we did all of the IT.  I did all of the IT stuff for 1365 


that group and did all the sampling, all the management 1366 


of their inventory systems, all the calibration of the 1367 


devices that they had for going to CIRCLA sites and 1368 
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Super Fund sites and all that kind of stuff.   1369 


I've worked Ernst & Young, both as an internal 1370 


support person as well as leading their technology 1371 


support services team as well as client consulting.  I 1372 


worked for Marsh & McLellan, also as a consultant, and 1373 


then worked for Brown University as a project manager, 1374 


and was with the City of Denton, Texas for 10 years as 1375 


their chief technology officer, their highest position 1376 


for IT.   1377 


I also spent time with the State of Oklahoma and 1378 


now the State of Oregon.  1379 


Q. And you were the State of Oklahoma's 1380 


first chief -- 1381 


A. Yes, sir, I was.  I was appointed by 1382 


Governor Brad Henry and kept by Governor Mary Fallin 1383 


until her cabinet shakeup in June of 2013.   1384 


Q. So for the record, could you explain what 1385 


is a chief information officer?  1386 


A. Sure.  Well, generally speaking, a CIO is 1387 


the one that manages the technology direction, policies, 1388 


designs, architecture for the IT of an organization, and 1389 


so they'll manage IT for not just the -- and in some 1390 


cases, they'll also be responsible for the actual 1391 


technology, what we call a -- what would be often the 1392 


role of the chief technology officer.   1393 
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So there's an architectural build to the 1394 


business and then there's a technology architecture that 1395 


actually -- the mechanics of the thing, if you like.  So 1396 


in my role as chief information officer, I've served as 1397 


both for some time.   1398 


When I came to Oregon, I was told that the job 1399 


was only to be policy.  So I had 1500 direct reports in 1400 


Oklahoma and I had traded that for just having 18 direct 1401 


reports in Oregon.  So I thought I had made a good 1402 


trade, and it didn't work out that way, but I was told 1403 


it was only going to be IT policy.  1404 


Q. So how long did you serve as Oklahoma's 1405 


chief information officer?  1406 


A. For four years.  1407 


Q. Four years? 1408 


A. Um-hum. 1409 


Q. And you mentioned that you were the chief 1410 


technology officer for the City of Denton, Texas?  1411 


A. Yes, sir.  1412 


Q. Could you explain for the record what's a 1413 


chief technology office?  1414 


A. So they're primarily responsible for the 1415 


mechanics of how something works.  So as the chief 1416 


technology officer, I managed the actual technology 1417 


services delivery to the 34 agencies or departments of 1418 
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the city.  We were an electric utility and a water 1419 


utility and building inspections and an airport and 1420 


animal control and all kinds of stuff.   1421 


So we had -- so my job was to make sure that 1422 


everything from what we call the mobile data computers, 1423 


MDCs, and the Crown Vics, all the way up to the billing 1424 


system for utilities, for the electric utilities, for 1425 


the solid waste, waste water and electric, the building 1426 


inspection system, the phone system that was used for 1427 


people to remit their bills, the kiosks that we put out 1428 


for people to pay their payments. 1429 


All of that stuff was my responsibility.   1430 


Q. So, typically, what kind of expertise do 1431 


you need to be appointed a CIO or a CTO?  1432 


A. Well, I guess for a CIO, it should have 1433 


familiarity with how technology can enable policy.  So, 1434 


recently, the National Governors Association -- I don't 1435 


think it's been announced yet, but it will be announced 1436 


this week, has selected Oregon as their -- for a grant 1437 


to develop IT policy to help address the cyber security 1438 


crisis that's in this country.  We made a proposal to 1439 


try to change the paradigm of how cyber security is 1440 


being addressed.  Instead of dealing with it as the name 1441 


and shame, we're proposing that it be done as a public 1442 


health approach, so a radically different approach to 1443 
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how we deal with it. 1444 


So a CIO will be more focused or should be more 1445 


focused on policies and policy directions and really 1446 


helping to answer how technology can address what good 1447 


for which people at who's cost.   1448 


The other side of it, a chief technology 1449 


officer, they should know the mechanics, the inner 1450 


workings, the technology components.  So if I'm going to 1451 


-- if I have this solution and this solution and this 1452 


solution, I want to weave them together into a 1453 


homogenous system; what are my challenges for doing that 1454 


and how do I go about doing that, so a different kind of 1455 


focus, if that makes sense.  1456 


Q. So it sounds like one is more policy 1457 


relate and one is more technically based?  1458 


A. Yes.  Yes, sir, it is.   1459 


Q. And you mentioned that you have BS MIS.  1460 


Right?   1461 


A. Yes, sir.   1462 


Q. What's an MIS?  1463 


A. Management information systems.  1464 


Q. And what kind of skills did you have to 1465 


learn while you were studying for your MIS?  1466 


A. Well, programming, a lot of programming.  1467 


We did a fair amount of programing when I was going 1468 
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through that program at the University of Wisconsin.  1469 


That's what got addicted to -- started my addiction to 1470 


Mountain Dew.  1471 


Can I put that on the record?   1472 


  :  You just did.   1473 


BY    1474 


Q. How did these skills apply to your CIO 1475 


and CTO position?   1476 


A. Well, application development is -- the 1477 


process is the same regardless of the tools that are 1478 


being used.  So application development follows, as a 1479 


specific example here, 80 percent of your problems occur 1480 


in 20 percent of your code.  We call that the Pareto 1481 


Principle, and what that does is that it means that if 1482 


focus on just a small batch of your area, it will inform 1483 


you.  You will give you the -- it tells you what you 1484 


need to do in order to -- or where you ought to be 1485 


applying your efforts to get the maximum amount of help 1486 


to it.   1487 


So there are other things that -- and that's 1488 


regardless of the language.  That's regardless of the 1489 


tools that are being used.  There are some what you 1490 


would call principles or laws or whatever that just 1491 


guide application development, and you learn those when 1492 


you're doing application development work.   1493 
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Q. So you also mentioned that you have an 1494 


MBA MIS.  What kind of skills did you have to learn to 1495 


attain that degree?  1496 


A. Well, the primary focus was on management 1497 


of people.  So the way that I was -- so there are two 1498 


things I was taught.  One was -- only two that I 1499 


remember, perhaps more. 1500 


One of them was management is the art of getting 1501 


work done through other folks, through teams, and that 1502 


if you can get work done through teams, you can 1503 


contribute a lot more than you can doing it as a single 1504 


contributor.   1505 


So that was the appeal for that, and so how to 1506 


go about doing that and how to motivate teams.  The 1507 


other thing that we learned was there are five Ms, 1508 


traditionally five Ms to any product or business that 1509 


you're in, materials, money, manpower, machinery, and 1510 


method, and that information can substitute for any or 1511 


all of those Ms. 1512 


So with good information, you need less money.  1513 


With good, you need less materials.  With good 1514 


information, you need less manpower.   1515 


So one of the things that I've tried to do is 1516 


how to substitute information, good information, for 1517 


these things and any or all of those things to improve 1518 
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the capacity or increase the capacity of an 1519 


organization.  1520 


Q. So are these skills that you've kind of 1521 


used in your capacity as a CTO or a CIO?  1522 


A. Yes, sir, they are.  1523 


Q. And you've said that -- you testified 1524 


that you conducted in- depth research and analysis on 1525 


requirements analysis in the practice of software 1526 


development?  1527 


A. Yes, sir.   1528 


Q. And how did that relate to your work at 1529 


Cover Oregon?  1530 


A. Well, so when I got into Cover Oregon -- 1531 


we've discussed in some of the exhibits -- I think it 1532 


was Exhibit 2 where we were talking what was needed to 1533 


create a minimally viable product and what it was that 1534 


the requirements were around that, and we had initially 1535 


or I had initially gone into this thinking our focus was 1536 


around the scope being too broad or too ambiguous for 1537 


creating a minimally viable product. 1538 


That was misinformed.  We were focusing -- so I 1539 


thought it was an enterprise architecture discussion 1540 


and, really, it was a technology architecture 1541 


discussion.  It was fundamentally how the technology 1542 


worked together or wove together or failed to weave 1543 
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together.  That was our highest crisis.   1544 


Q. You are also a published author.  1545 


Correct?  1546 


A. Yes, sir, I am.  1547 


Q. Could you just kind walk us through some 1548 


of the publications? 1549 


A. Well, "Journal of Enterprise 1550 


Architecture" is one.  There is another one where I talk 1551 


about the techonomic divide about how we had -- I don't 1552 


remember what journal that appeared in, where we had 1553 


talked about how there's a group -- so when we put our 1554 


kiosk out for folks to use in the City of Denton, we 1555 


found that there's a large population of people that are 1556 


a cash-based society who were at least at that time 1557 


unable to avail themselves of any online solutions 1558 


because of their dependancy, because of their use of 1559 


cash, and so the kiosk -- and I had talked about the 1560 


different -- the population that used the kiosk was 1561 


significantly different in demographics than the 1562 


population that uses the online services that we had.   1563 


So it was -- and so we found people that use -- 1564 


and we found there are three ways you could get at 1565 


services, through the telephone, on line, or at the 1566 


kiosk, and each of the demographics of those three 1567 


groups were significantly different.  So that was one of 1568 
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the interesting things we found.   1569 


Q. You've also won many awards relating to 1570 


your work in technology.  Could you kind of walk us 1571 


through some of those awards that you've been honored 1572 


with?  1573 


A. Well, golly.  I guess there was an 1574 


Executive of Year from the Society Information 1575 


Management, Best of Texas Awards on a couple of 1576 


occasions.  We had -- I had a Somatic Security Award, 1577 


and I've got a -- for our policy stuff we had done in 1578 


Oklahoma, and there was a Public Technology Institute 1579 


Award for IT leadership.   1580 


Those are the only ones off the top of my head.   1581 


Q. How many overall years of experience do 1582 


you have in the technology field?  1583 


A. So I started programming as a kid.  I 1584 


guess I was 14 at the time and then -- so, well, 35 1585 


years.   1586 


Q. Okay.  I want to transition back to how 1587 


you were hired as the State of Oregon's CIO.   1588 


A. Okay. 1589 


Q. You mentioned that the COO Michael 1590 


Jordan, essentially hired you.  Correct?  1591 


A. Yes, sir.   1592 


Q. Is that right?  And you were eventually 1593 
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asked to act as the interim CIO for Cover Oregon.  1594 


Correct? 1595 


A. Yes, sir, I was.   1596 


Q. And when was that decision made?  1597 


A. Well, I guess -- so the Technology 1598 


Options Workgroup had told me that there was no faith 1599 


that Aaron Karjala could executive the dual path 1600 


approach that we were asking him to take and really be 1601 


the -- the objective in his reasoning, we felt as far as 1602 


how the -- whether or not to keep technology to go 1603 


forward or not should be -- or whether the 1604 


healthcare.gov should be assumed.   1605 


So that was communicated to me by the Technology 1606 


Options Workgroup.  I was not -- I didn't support that, 1607 


but I understood them.  They, in turn, spoke to Governor 1608 


Kitzhaber, who called me directly, and it wasn't until 1609 


his call and our conversation that -- so when was it 1610 


decided?  It was after the last technology -- or it was 1611 


before the last meeting in March, but it was between the 1612 


second to the last meeting and the last meeting that we 1613 


had there.   1614 


So somewhere between, I'd say, the 18th and 24th 1615 


of March, somewhere in that range.  1616 


Q. So is it fair to say that the decision to 1617 


bring you on as interim CIO for Cover Oregon was made 1618 
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because you had extensive knowledge and experience in 1619 


the technology field?  1620 


A. I would assume so, yes.  I was --  I was 1621 


the only one at that time that could have taken on that 1622 


responsibility in the state.   1623 


Q. Were you aware that the State of Oregon 1624 


set out to create a state-based exchange to enroll 1625 


Oregonians in healthcare plans? 1626 


A. Yes, I was.  1627 


Q. And were also aware that the State of 1628 


Oregon hired Oracle to build this healthcare exchange?  1629 


A. Yes, I was. 1630 


Q. Prior to being brought on as CIO, were 1631 


you following the development of the exchange?  1632 


A. Yes, I was, very closely.   1633 


Q. So you were generally aware of what was 1634 


happening with the development when you were brought on 1635 


as Cover Oregon's interim CIO? 1636 


A. Well, I knew that it had failed to 1637 


launch.  That was the extent of my knowledge.  As far as 1638 


any internal technology things, as far as the mechanics 1639 


of where they were, no, I wasn't aware of that; but I 1640 


was aware that it had failed to go into production.   1641 


Q. Were you aware that Oracle had an 1642 


original go-live date of October 1, 2013?  1643 
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A. I did know that, yes.   1644 


Q. How did you become aware of that?  1645 


A. Well, according to the Affordable Care 1646 


Act, they all had to go live that date.  Most of our 1647 


eyes were on the healthcare.gov website during that time 1648 


and the difficulties it was having getting off the 1649 


ground.   1650 


So we were all -- especially being in Oklahoma, 1651 


we were committed to healthcare.gov.  So we were 1652 


watching how that went, but we also keeping an eye on 1653 


California's. 1654 


So the State of Oklahoma had sent the money 1655 


back.  We had originally been issued the Early 1656 


Innovators Grant.  Oregon's proposal was not funded, as 1657 


we understood it, and ours, ours being Oklahoma, was 1658 


funded.  Well, then after looking at that, it was 1659 


recommended that we not do this.  I recommended that to 1660 


Governor Fallin, and we sent the money back to CMS. 1661 


So we didn't -- we rejected the grant.  That 1662 


grant money then went to Oregon and funded their Early 1663 


Adopter Grant.  So this has followed me for some time.  1664 


I haven't been able to get rid of it.  1665 


Q. So you testified that you know the 1666 


exchange didn't go live October 1, 2013.  Do you know 1667 


what happened after October 1st?  1668 
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A. I know that there were a lot of -- there 1669 


was a lot of activities around trying to get the 1670 


exchange to go live.  I know that there were -- I know 1671 


that from being a witness for the state that there were 1672 


specifically points at which it looked to go live in 1673 


February and then -- January and then February of 2014, 1674 


and both of those, it was deemed unacceptable to go 1675 


live.  1676 


Q. Do you know what caused Oracle not to go 1677 


live with the exchange on October 1st?  1678 


A. I know that the build was not complete 1679 


and I know that the -- I know the system was not stable.  1680 


BY :   1681 


Q. Wait.  How do you know that?  1682 


A. It wasn't complete and it wasn't stable 1683 


when I got there.  So it couldn't have completed in 1684 


October if it wasn't completed in March.  1685 


Q. What do you mean by stable and complete?  1686 


A. I guess so there's basic functionality 1687 


that the system needed to be able to perform, and we 1688 


were still building that functionally when I got there.  1689 


There were still releases that were planned to address 1690 


key components.   1691 


For instance, one of the components that didn't 1692 


get done until Release 1.1.0.7, which my team pushed 1693 
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into production in June of 2014, was the ability to 1694 


change -- to support a change of circumstance.   1695 


So if you had been married or changed jobs or 1696 


something else had happened to you, you would come back.  1697 


That would be a change of circumstance, and we would 1698 


then have to support you on, Okay, what it was that you 1699 


were going to do.   1700 


Well, the way that the system was designed, if 1701 


you changed from -- let's say that you had originally 1702 


selected Providence healthcare plan for your provider, 1703 


and then after your change of circumstance, you decided 1704 


to go with Moda, who was the low-cost plan provider in 1705 


Oregon.  Well, it overwrote the record.  The similar was 1706 


not designed at that time to keep what we called 1707 


versions, record versioning. 1708 


So you changed that -- we changed that for you 1709 


to Moda, and you had always been on Moda.  Since the 1710 


beginning of the year, you had been on Moda.  It didn't 1711 


have -- we didn't say it changed on Moda on June 1, 1712 


2014.   1713 


So, fundamentally, that's requirement.  You've 1714 


got to be able to do versions of records.  If you get 1715 


divorced -- if you had been divorced in the process, you 1716 


had always been divorced.  If you had had a child, you 1717 


had always had a child.  If you had -- 1718 
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So there was no way for the system to track 1719 


changes until Version 1.1.0.7, and as a design 1720 


component, that was a flaw in the design that had to be 1721 


addressed through a technical work-through, a technical 1722 


-- I had to copy the record.  So I had to actually have 1723 


duplicate records in there of the thing in order to make 1724 


it work and I had to trick the system so it wouldn't 1725 


think that they were duplicates to -- you know, so it 1726 


would crash.   1727 


So it was a very tortuous design, but I had no 1728 


choice.  I had to go with what I had to go with.   1729 


BY    1730 


Q. So I know you weren't with the State of 1731 


Oregon on the original go-live date, but were you aware 1732 


of the defects that prevented it from going live on that 1733 


date, on October 1st?  1734 


A. Well, I assume at a minimum, they were 1735 


the same ones that kept me from bringing it live.  So it 1736 


was at least that and probably more.   1737 


Q. And how did those defects that you are 1738 


aware of affect the functionality of the exchange?  1739 


A. So there's -- when we talk about 1740 


functionality, there were defects as far as what we call 1741 


functional defects.  It didn't do the things that it was 1742 


supposed to do and then nonfunctional defects.  The 1743 
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nonfunctional defects were cataclysmic, things that 1744 


simply -- we could only support one kind of browser.  1745 


You couldn't use Fire Fox.  You couldn't use Chrome.  1746 


You couldn't us Mozilla, and the vast majority of people 1747 


use Safari or Mozilla or Fire Fox, whatever.  They use 1748 


other kinds of browsers besides Internet Explorer. 1749 


The only browser it worked with was Internet 1750 


Explorer.  We had where -- we had things where you would 1751 


go through and fill your information and say "save" and 1752 


it wouldn't commit the record.  It wouldn't do what's 1753 


called a commit.  So you wouldn't actually save the 1754 


information you had.   1755 


There were -- that was just -- it was not in -- 1756 


just the nonfunctional component prevented it from going 1757 


live.  I can't emphasize how detrimental it would have 1758 


been to the community as well as to Cover Oregon to 1759 


bring that live as it was.   1760 


Q. And we discussed that you were bought on 1761 


as the State of Oregon's CIO in January of 2014.  Was 1762 


the exchange that was created by Oracle ready to go live 1763 


at that time, January of 2014?  1764 


A. No.  1765 


Q. Why not?  1766 


A. Well, I would imagine for the same 1767 


reasons that it wasn't ready in March.  We always had 1768 
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wanted -- one of the things that's very important to 1769 


note, it was always our hope through April that we might 1770 


be able to get the exchange to a place where it could go 1771 


live, because we had extended open -- I said we had 1772 


extended.  Open enrollment had been extended through the 1773 


end of April of 2014, and so we had hoped even if it was 1774 


just for the last couple of weeks, we could bring it 1775 


live.  We could at least -- it never got to that point.  1776 


We never got it to the point where we could bring it 1777 


live. 1778 


Q. So by the end of January, by the end of 1779 


February 2014, it was never live?  1780 


A. April, not to the point -- when we say it 1781 


wasn't live, it was in protection to agents and to 1782 


partners and to the call center staff, but it was not 1783 


live to the public.  We did open it up to the public.  1784 


Even -- I haven't even mentioned all the security 1785 


concerns that we had with it.  We weren't -- we never 1786 


had even got to worrying about security concerns around 1787 


the system and what have you.  It never even -- we never 1788 


got that far down the path.  1789 


Q. And that was because of the various 1790 


defects in the system.  Right?  1791 


A. Yes, sir.  It was the nonfunctional 1792 


failures of the system.  1793 
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Q. Oracle claims that the website was fully 1794 


functioning and ready to go live to the public at the 1795 


end of February 2014, but the governor in Oregon decided 1796 


not to go live with the public because of political 1797 


reasons.  Are you aware of this allegation?  1798 


A. Well, I'm aware of the statement.  I 1799 


wouldn't call it an allegation, but I was aware of the 1800 


statement.   1801 


Q. What's your response to this statement?  1802 


A. Well, it wasn't true.  We were -- we had 1803 


200 call center people using it simultaneous to input 1804 


information into the system and, literally, I had to go 1805 


to a daily reboot of the system.  There would be -- and 1806 


these are people who are train to use it, who know how 1807 


to use it, and I had to institute a daily reboot of the 1808 


system.  There were times where we -- and this is with 1809 


just 200 users.  If we had opened it up to where we 1810 


could have 10,000 concurrent users -- there's four 1811 


million Oregonians or 4.5 million Oregonians.  If we had 1812 


had that many folks trying to get to the exchange or 1813 


trying to find out about it or whatever, anything near 1814 


10,000 concurrent users, it would have -- we would have 1815 


been down a good deal of time.  There was just no way 1816 


that we could have supported that kind of volume.   1817 


Q. So you alluded to earlier that this was a 1818 
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big project for Oregon?  1819 


A. Yes, sir.  1820 


Q. Is it fair to say that Oracle was hired 1821 


and accepted the role knowing the magnitude of the 1822 


project?  1823 


A. I believe so, yes, sir.  They were -- it 1824 


was -- this was an outgrowth -- as I understand it, this 1825 


was an outgrowth of the modernization project that was 1826 


already underway at the Department of Human Services and 1827 


the Oregon Health Authority to modernize the benefits 1828 


enrollment process.   1829 


So the Health Insurance Exchange came after, and 1830 


it was an expansion, as I understood it, to that scope, 1831 


to be an all-encompassing, no wrong door approach.  1832 


Q. And Oracle is a billion dollar 1833 


corporation known for its IT work.  So it's fair to say 1834 


that they knew what this project entailed, basically?  1835 


A. Right.  I would have to assume that, yes, 1836 


sir. 1837 


Q. And based on your expertise with large IT 1838 


projects, Oracle was a systems integrator regardless of 1839 


what it said in the contract.  Correct?   1840 


A. Oracle was acting as a systems 1841 


integrator, yes, sir.   1842 


  Okay.  So I'm going to now hand you 1843 
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an exhibit.  It's going to be marked as three.   1844 


      [Exhibit No. 3 1845 


was 1846 


      marked for 1847 


identification.] 1848 


  THE WITNESS:  I hope I don't have to 1849 


read this. 1850 


BY    1851 


Q. Not all of it.   1852 


A. All right.  Yes, sir.  I'm familiar with 1853 


this.  1854 


Q. So are you familiar with this document?  1855 


A. Yes, sir, I am.   1856 


Q. Please direct your attention to page 5 of 1857 


the complaint.  Sorry.  Let me go back first.   1858 


The exhibit marked as two is the complaint -- 1859 


three -- excuse me -- is the complaint the State of 1860 


Oregon filed against Oracle, Ellen Rosenblum v. Oracle 1861 


America, Inc., Case No. 14-C-20043, alleging, among 1862 


other things, fraud and breach of contract dated August 1863 


22, 2014.   1864 


Dr. Pettit, if you could direct your attention 1865 


to Page No. 5.  Under Section 10, it reads, and I quote:  1866 


"In the spring of 2014, Oracle's president claimed that 1867 


the exchange had been read to launch in February 2014.  1868 
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In April, Cover Oregon staff identify 1,198 errors that 1869 


required repair before the system could be considered 1870 


for a public launch.  That same month, an independent 1871 


assessment concluded that it will cost tens of millions 1872 


of dollars and would take more than a year to fix 1873 


Oracle's abysmal and incomplete work." 1874 


Is this an accurate characterization of the 1875 


issues that you identified when you came on as CIO for 1876 


Cover Oregon?  1877 


A. It is -- so the direct response to that 1878 


is that it is not as precise as I would have done it.  1879 


There were some seven to eight hundred Severity 1 errors 1880 


in the spring of 2014 or April 2014.  I remember there 1881 


was a report that I had written where I decompose it 1882 


Sev. 1, Sev. 2, Sev. 3, Sev. 4 errors. 1883 


I don't remember the number of Sev. 2, but Sev. 1884 


1 errors are the things that when you run into them, the 1885 


whole system would shut down.  It would just blow up on 1886 


you.  They were so severe that it would stop you from 1887 


being able to process and they would the system to hang 1888 


and we had to reboot the system.  There were over -- 1889 


there were between seven and eight hundred of those 1890 


problems, Severity 1 errors.  1891 


Q. And this is in --  1892 


A. This was in April or May, between April 1893 
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-- like April of 2014, the spring of 2014.  1894 


Q. Is it normal to have seven to eight 1895 


hundred Severity 1 errors --  1896 


A. No, sir.  1897 


Q. -- at that time?  1898 


A. No, sir, not on something that goes -- 1899 


that you would release to the public, no, sir.   1900 


Q. Okay.  So does this mean that Oracle did 1901 


not provide, as it claimed, a fully-functioning website 1902 


in February of 2014?  1903 


A. I would say that the website that was 1904 


provided was not fully functioning, yes, sir. 1905 


  Okay.  I am now going to hand you 1906 


an exhibit marked as Exhibit No. 4.   1907 


      [Exhibit No. 4 1908 


was 1909 


      marked for 1910 


identification.] 1911 


BY  1912 


Q. It appears to be an E-mail from you to 1913 


Amy Farver dated May 28, 2014.   1914 


A. Yes, sir.  1915 


Q. Are you familiar with this document?  1916 


A. Yes, sir, I am.  That's -- I wrote the 1917 


response. 1918 
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Q. Who is Amy Farver?  1919 


A. She was the -- she was acting as the 1920 


project manager, but she was more the project 1921 


coordinator for Cover Oregon.  So she was -- when I got 1922 


there, she was the one that was doing the release 1923 


coordination and managing the process that had been in 1924 


place for doing release testing and release production, 1925 


pushes into the production environment. 1926 


She was -- after I got there, I refined her role 1927 


to be focused on scheduling the releases and 1928 


coordinating with the -- and doing more formal 1929 


management of that process using tools.  Up until then, 1930 


she was the project manager, you would say, for Cover 1931 


Oregon, but acting as really the project coordinator. 1932 


Project coordinators schedule or time things.  1933 


Project managers make sure that the tasks that need to 1934 


be done are being done by the participants that need do 1935 


them.  Amy was more the coordinator than she was the 1936 


manager.  1937 


Q. Why are you E-mailing her here?  1938 


A. Well, it's in response to -- Tina Edland 1939 


had done a presentation here, and she -- and I had 1940 


circulated that among the group just to get -- just to 1941 


let them know what was coming, first of all, as well as 1942 


to solicit any kind of feedback from them, just so what 1943 
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was known.  1944 


So she had said here -- I'm quoting the 1945 


document:  "I also recommend not talking about the, 1946 


quote, remaining known errors, enhancement, quote, on 1947 


Slide 7.  This will shine a bright shiny object for the 1948 


press, especially Nick." 1949 


She's talk about Nick Budnick, who is a reporter 1950 


for "The Oregonian", a newspaper in Portland.  1951 


Q. So you write at the top of the page:  1952 


"Oracle purporting that the act can go live.  The 1953 


numbers refute her assertion." 1954 


Is the her that you're referring to Tina Edland?  1955 


A. Yes.   1956 


Q. And what numbers are you referring to?  1957 


A. They are the instant -- so the numbers 1958 


I'm referring to are the number of -- and if I -- I 1959 


don't have the presentation here specifically, but I 1960 


think I remember that this was the first time that I had 1961 


brought forward the Sev. 1, Sev. 2, Sev. 3, Sev. 4 1962 


classification and presented that to the Ways and Means 1963 


Committee for the State of Oregon.  1964 


Q. So at the time that you wrote this 1965 


E-mail, you didn't believe that the website was 1966 


functional and ready to go live to the public? 1967 


A. No.  I did not believe that the website 1968 
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was functional.  1969 


Q. So you go on to say that:  "Although one 1970 


can argue that everything would not need to be corrected 1971 


before go-live, there are clearly far too many Sev. 1 1972 


and 2 errors to go live." 1973 


And you testified earlier that there were around 1974 


seven to eight hundred Sev. 1 errors in April.  How many 1975 


at the time of this E-mail?  1976 


A. I don't recollect, I'm afraid.  I'd have 1977 


to see the document that was presented, that Tina 1978 


presented, to the Ways and Means Committee.  1979 


Q. You also say that:  "And this is not the 1980 


final bug.  Thus, we expect to find more bugs." 1981 


What do you mean by bugs?  1982 


A. So we had -- so there's 295 cases -- CMS 1983 


recommended 295 cases be run as the test deck for any 1984 


Affordable Care Act Health Information Exchange.  We had 1985 


-- it had been reduced.  Between Cover Oregon and 1986 


Oracle, it had been reduced to 22 of those test cases.  1987 


So it was a significantly smaller testing surface area.   1988 


So we had teased out -- the bugs that were 1989 


teased out were based upon a subset of the total surface 1990 


area for testing.  In my experience, you expand the 1991 


surface area.  You find more errors.  So it was expected 1992 


that we were going to come up with more errors as we 1993 
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extended it.  1994 


Q. And how did bugs affect the functionality 1995 


of the exchange that Oracle was attempting to do?  1996 


A. And those are -- when you have errors -- 1997 


if I'm a consumer -- so most of the consumers of 1998 


insurance -- we have consumers of insurance come from 1999 


all walks of life.  Some of them are tradesmen.  Some of 2000 


them are independent laborers.  Some of them are folks 2001 


that are consultants, so a wide gamut of educational 2002 


experience and demographics. 2003 


It has been my experience from putting out a 2004 


kiosk for general public use that errors in the system 2005 


will quickly frustrate and people will abandon using 2006 


that system if it's not -- if it doesn't do what they 2007 


expect it to do, and they won't trust it, particularly 2008 


when it comes to giving cash.  So the system that I had, 2009 


actually, they would pay their bills, push cash in the 2010 


machine.  They had to trust that the machine was going 2011 


to accurately identify and remit their -- what they put 2012 


in there as being cash. 2013 


Side note here:  One of the biggest problems I 2014 


had with my machine is that y'all kept changing the 2015 


currency during these periods of time and I kept having 2016 


to change the bill to the currency.  So when that 2017 


happened, people reject the bill.  They reject the 2018 
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technology.  They don't support the thing and they don't 2019 


have faith in it.   2020 


Errors tend to erode or destroy trust, and trust 2021 


is the most important thing that we can give people when 2022 


they interact with technology with the government. 2023 


BY    2024 


Q. And would you say you had trust in the 2025 


technology that Oracle developed?  2026 


A. No.  That was why we -- it was clear to 2027 


me that if this had gone to the public, it would have 2028 


severely damaged the trust that our population has in 2029 


not only our -- in not only the solution, but even in 2030 


our ability to provide working solutions. 2031 


BY    2032 


Q. So you testified that you expected to 2033 


find more bugs because you increased the surface area of 2034 


the server?  2035 


A. Yes, sir.   2036 


Q. Would you say that finding more bugs 2037 


would be normal under that circumstance?  2038 


A. Yes, sir.   2039 


Q. And if so, are there some bugs more 2040 


material to functionality than others?  2041 


A. So with the functional requirements, 2042 


those -- the bugs -- the issues, the problems that we 2043 
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had are more material for that.  So if you're a single 2044 


parent and have multiple marriages and have multiple 2045 


children from multiple marriages, and some of these 2046 


children are in foreign countries and what have you, 2047 


then the complexity of that application increases 2048 


dramatically.   2049 


So if you're going through that process of 2050 


entering the information, there is more likelihood that 2051 


something would be wrong in a nuanced kind of a thing 2052 


than if I'm an single male, unmarried, no children, and 2053 


I'm just applying for myself.  So yes.  It was expected 2054 


that there would be more bugs as we get into it and more 2055 


-- as we got into more nuanced application, that more 2056 


things would surface, yes, sir.  2057 


Q. So more material bugs?  2058 


A. More material bugs would surface, yes, 2059 


sir.   2060 


Q. So just to be clear, this E-mail was sent 2061 


month after the original go-live date of October 1, 2062 


2013.  Correct?  2063 


A. Yes, sir.   2064 


Q. And at the time of this E-mail, the 2065 


exchange was still not functioning.  Correct?  2066 


A. Yes, sir.  Well, the public exchange was 2067 


not functioning, and at this point, it was too late.  2068 
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Open enrollment had concluded the month prior, and so we 2069 


were done at that point.  2070 


Q. You also wrote that:  "I think a more 2071 


comprehensive view is more informative and supports the 2072 


contention that the decision to move to the FFM is the 2073 


right decision." 2074 


What is FFM?   2075 


A. That's the Federally-Facilitated 2076 


Marketplace or healthcare.gov. 2077 


I had been or it had been stated in a 2078 


conversation with Oracle folks that I had -- I was doing 2079 


the same thing in Oregon as I was doing in Oklahoma, as 2080 


I had done in Oklahoma and recommending that we go to 2081 


healthcare.gov, and the fact of the matter was this was 2082 


not an application that could go live.  It simply was 2083 


not something that we could bring to the public.  2084 


Q. And as your time as interim CIO for Cover 2085 


Oregon, Oracle never produced an exchange that can go 2086 


live to the public?  2087 


A. We never got it to a point where it could 2088 


go live, no, sir.   2089 


Q. So I want to go back to Exhibit No. 2 2090 


that the majority introduced.   2091 


A. Okay.   2092 


Q. It's meeting notes from March 13, 2014. 2093 
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If you could direct your attention to Bullet 2094 


Point No. 1.  The meeting notes note that the exchange 2095 


is still a high-risk project.   2096 


Did you agree with that assessment?  2097 


A. I did.  It was a high-risk project, yes, 2098 


sir.   2099 


Q. And what does high-risk project mean?  2100 


How would you define that?  2101 


A. Well, let's see here.   2102 


Where do you see that on this?   2103 


Q. It's under the first bullet point, the 2104 


last sentence?  2105 


A. The first bullet I have is "any 2106 


recommended" --  2107 


Q. I'm sorry.  The first bullet point under 2108 


key points.   2109 


A. I'm sorry.  Yes.   2110 


"QA results had some positive momentum over 2111 


recent months and the solution that is in production is 2112 


fully functional, but the overall picture is still 2113 


showing significant issues and time is passing, still a 2114 


high-risk project." 2115 


So what we're saying there in that case was they 2116 


were still working through developing functional 2117 


requirements, and as this bullet was speaking to, was 2118 
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that the solution in production is fully functional, in 2119 


quotation marks, but it had no completed the development 2120 


of the functional requirements.  So that was still -- 2121 


those were still in process or in development, code 2122 


development, and had not yet brought to the production 2123 


environment.   2124 


So when we say it's still high-risk project, we 2125 


still have had a lot of -- we still had functionality.  2126 


We still had to pay -- we could not do changes to 2127 


records.  We couldn't do changes to circumstance.  We 2128 


could not change the -- we could not -- we had no way of 2129 


remitting or paying agents yet.  We had no way of -- we 2130 


hadn't addressed how to print out the tax information 2131 


for people, how to print out either the agent's tax 2132 


information or the tax information for the subscribers 2133 


to plans. 2134 


So there were still functionality that we needed 2135 


to define and get into production, and we were working 2136 


under a deadline.   2137 


Q. Okay.  Under the sixth bullet point under 2138 


that same section, key points, slash, assumptions --  2139 


A. Yes, sir.   2140 


Q. -- it states:  "Still have not achieved 2141 


full post-release stability due to a combination of 2142 


issues with vendor release processes and the complexity 2143 
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of some of the functionality being released.  The system 2144 


is stable when there are not releases making changes to 2145 


the system.  The root cause of the instability is the 2146 


inherent weaknesses in the vendor's release processes." 2147 


What does that mean?  2148 


A. Well, in simple terms, what they're 2149 


talking about there are fixes that fail.  So when you 2150 


have an error or a bug and then you've isolated it, you 2151 


identified what it is and what needs to be done to 2152 


correct it or address it, you write your fix.  It then 2153 


goes through testing, goes into production.   2154 


What was happening during this time, I didn't 2155 


realize it at the time, but fixes to problems were being 2156 


put directly into production without sufficient testing 2157 


being done prior to that.  Those would then produce or 2158 


become what we call fixes that fail.   2159 


They're fixes that were to address one problem 2160 


that would then create other problems in the -- as it 2161 


was promoted to production, some of which -- some were 2162 


directly related to what that fix was trying to address.  2163 


Some of them were not related to the fix that it was 2164 


trying to address. 2165 


As a consequence, what they are saying here is 2166 


those fixes as they applied to production would 2167 


sometimes have unintended consequences, would break 2168 
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things we didn't anticipate.  2169 


Q. Did you agree with that assessment?  2170 


A. I actual felt it was worse than that.  We 2171 


had a number of -- so there's a statistic that we use 2172 


that's called the defect removal rate.  So all software 2173 


vendors have a certain percentage of defects.  You're 2174 


supposed to be able -- once a defect or a bug or 2175 


whatever you want to call is identified, nine times out 2176 


of ten or more, you should be able in the first pass to 2177 


be able to fix that.   2178 


We were nowhere that defect removal rate.   2179 


Q. So in the second to the last bullet, 2180 


under key point assumptions, it says:  "Base on 2181 


experience, there will always be a hybrid processing 2182 


model, joint automated and manual with the current 2183 


solution.  This should be the assumption going forward 2184 


if the current solution is selected." 2185 


What does that mean?  2186 


A. Well, we were never -- again, we -- 2187 


they're addressing the nonfunctional things now.  2188 


They're saying that there was no way to address all of 2189 


the nonfunctional requirements in the time for people to 2190 


be able to do an enrollment even if -- at the time, open 2191 


enrollment had not been extended through the end of 2192 


April.   2193 
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So the discussion was what if this were to go 2194 


live.  They're saying that there will always be a hybrid 2195 


process model required.  So it didn't matter.  They 2196 


didn't feel that the technology was going to get to a 2197 


stable enough place where we would have -- the users out 2198 


there would be able to use the solution and be able to 2199 


effectively work their applications through it without 2200 


having to give us the information and let an agent do it 2201 


for them and trade information back and forth through 2202 


the mail as were doing.   2203 


Q. So you also testified that Oracle did a 2204 


demonstration for you of what they had when you first 2205 


started.  Did they ever do any other demonstrations?  2206 


A. So it wasn't Oracle.  It was actually 2207 


Cover Oregon staff that tried to walk me through the 2208 


application, and it was on three different occasions 2209 


that we tried to do a walk-through.   2210 


The first two failed.  The third one, we got 2211 


through it, but only by skipping a lot of different 2212 


parts.  There was not a -- we never did a comprehensive 2213 


-- we were never able to get through a comprehensive 2214 


enrollment through the process in a way that it 2215 


functioned. 2216 


BY    2217 


Q. Is that what you mean by you had to skip 2218 
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through the parts?  You didn't continually go through 2219 


and enroll through the system?  2220 


A. They couldn't get it so that I could 2221 


continuously enroll front to back through the system 2222 


from where we were.  2223 


Q. So that would be what the public would 2224 


have experienced at that time?  2225 


A. It would have been -- so the public would 2226 


have experienced worse than that at the time. 2227 


BY    2228 


Q. Have you ever heard anyone say besides 2229 


Oracle that management issues were the reason for the 2230 


website having bugs, bad releases, and a demo that 2231 


didn't work?  2232 


A. I'm sorry.  Would you repeat that?  I 2233 


didn't follow you.  2234 


Q. Have you ever heard anyone say besides 2235 


Oracle that management issues on the path of Cover 2236 


Oregon were the reason for the website having bugs, bad 2237 


releases, and a demo that didn't work?  2238 


A. Yes, sir, I have.  I've heard that from 2239 


Representative Richardson, other members of leadership, 2240 


committee members, and such.  There were many people 2241 


that -- people in -- folks in the comments section for 2242 


"The Oregonian".   2243 
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So a lot of the different folks made that 2244 


statement.  2245 


Q. Who is Representative Richardson?  2246 


A. He is one of the committee members of the 2247 


Ways and Means -- was a representative or member of the 2248 


Ways and Means Committee.  He ran for governor against 2249 


Governor Kitzhaber in the 2014 election, but at the 2250 


time, he was a member of the Ways and Mean Committee 2251 


that had oversight to the project.   2252 


Q. So he was the sitting governor's opponent 2253 


and a Republican?  2254 


A. Yes, sir.   2255 


Q. And did you agree with these various 2256 


folks saying that Cover Oregon management issues were 2257 


the reason for the demo not working, bad releases, and 2258 


bugs in the system?  2259 


A. So, in my opinion, Oregon was in the same 2260 


situation Oklahoma was in, that they did not have the 2261 


capacity to run a project of this magnitude.  Oregon 2262 


chose to go to try to buy that capacity for from Oracle, 2263 


and that was the decision that was made.  They chose to 2264 


buy that capacity and to do it that way.   2265 


That would not have been my decision or my 2266 


choice.  As I came into the responsibility of running 2267 


the stabilizing the exchange in 2014, I asserted the 2268 
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state's control, my control over the project management 2269 


and the project development. 2270 


Now, having said that, even if Oracle wants to 2271 


say they were just the mason in the project, they were 2272 


not the general contractor, just the mason, a mason 2273 


still has to build the plumb wall, and the walls that 2274 


were built were not plumb.  There were too many -- the 2275 


error levels, the fixes that failed, the defect removal 2276 


rate, all of those things were abysmal.   2277 


Q. So you testified that Cover Oregon should 2278 


focus on a minimally viable project.  Did Oracle ever 2279 


produce even a basic functioning website to the state?  2280 


A. Well, with the -- the system was in 2281 


production, and if you did the right things and did 2282 


things in a certain way and whatever, you could get a 2283 


very basic application through the web portal.  The vast 2284 


majority of our applications, though, needed to be done 2285 


directly into SEBOL.  So that was a different interface. 2286 


There was actually three interfaces into the 2287 


system.  There was one interface that was the Web CT 2288 


system, the website, the GUI, whatever you would like to 2289 


call it.  There was one interface that was direct to 2290 


SEBOL where you typed the data straight into SEBOL, and 2291 


then there was a process that we had for OCR, Optical 2292 


Character Reading, the applications, and it would 2293 
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populate it into SEBOL.   2294 


So we had three ways that you could enter data 2295 


into the system.  The public could not be allowed to 2296 


enter data directly into SEBOL for a variety of reasons.  2297 


That's the core system, and they would not have been -- 2298 


that wouldn't have been opened to them. 2299 


Did an application ever come through Web CT such 2300 


that it -- which I believe is your question.  The direct 2301 


answer is yes.  A very basic application could get 2302 


through if all 70-some pages of the manual were followed 2303 


and you didn't variate and you had everything there and 2304 


you could do it fast so that it didn't -- you know, the 2305 


time to live didn't expire.  Then yes.  You could get 2306 


through an application.   2307 


If you had a more complex application, multiple 2308 


family members, multiple children from different -- no.  2309 


It would never work.   2310 


Q. Okay.  To your knowledge, did Oracle ever 2311 


deliver a fully-functional operational website to the 2312 


state that can go live to the public?  2313 


A. So the direct answer to that would be no.  2314 


We never got it to where it could consumed by the 2315 


public.  2316 


Q. Okay.  So I only have five minutes left.  2317 


So I kind of want to switch gears a little bit back to 2318 
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your time as Cover Oregon's interim CIO.   2319 


A. Yes, sir.   2320 


Q. You testified that the governor called 2321 


and asked you to serve in that capacity.  Right? 2322 


A. Yes, sir.  He did.   2323 


Q. And you also testified that the TOW 2324 


recommended that you serve in that capacity?  2325 


A. Yes, sir.  2326 


Q. Or recommended to the governor that you 2327 


serve in that capacity.  Right?  2328 


A. Yes, sir.  2329 


Q. Do you believe that the governor knew and 2330 


trusted your expertise as a technology professional?  2331 


A. Well, I would hope he did.  I think more 2332 


than anything, the feedback he was getting from members 2333 


of the TOW Committee, from other folks that he talked to 2334 


on his executive staff, and other people was that he 2335 


should trust me.  I think more than anything -- and I 2336 


mean this in no false modesty at all -- he had very 2337 


little choice.  2338 


Q. Okay.  And in your role as Cover Oregon's 2339 


interim CIO, did you feel that there was undue influence 2340 


over your decisions on behalf of the governor or his 2341 


staff or the governor's personal advisors?  2342 


A. No.  I never felt that.   2343 
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Q. And you testified that you had weekly 2344 


calls with Cover Oregon staff, Sean Kolmer and Mike 2345 


Bonetto?  2346 


A. Yes, sir.   2347 


Q. Do you feel like they exercised undue 2348 


influence over your decisions?  2349 


A. Never on the decisions or the substance 2350 


of anything that I was doing.  They -- no.  I never felt 2351 


that.   2352 


Q. Do you feel like they were trying to 2353 


influence policy decisions?  2354 


A. No.  They were -- the thing that I found, 2355 


and it's reflected in the E-mails, I'm sure, was some of 2356 


my frustration was around trying to affect the way 2357 


things were -- communications is not my strong suit, as 2358 


you've probably figured out here. 2359 


So I had gone through a number of revisions on 2360 


some of these presentations where they didn't change the 2361 


substance as much as it was either this should be here, 2362 


change the order, or reword things, or what have you, 2363 


and that wasn't really -- that's not my forte and it's 2364 


not something I enjoy.  2365 


Q. Is that what these communications between 2366 


you, Sean Kolmer, and Michael Bonetto usually entailed?   2367 


A. Some of that was the communication.  A 2368 
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lot of it, though, was operational in that case.  They 2369 


wanted to know -- when I arrived, the information that's 2370 


reflected to the TOW, the Technology Options Workgroup, 2371 


and what I actually found when I assumed control of 2372 


Cover Oregon were very, very different.  The situation 2373 


on the ground was not what had been reflected as 2374 


committee members, and that was -- and since I knew of 2375 


that gap or since that gap was apparent to me, it was 2376 


apparent that others were probably suffering the same -- 2377 


including Mike and Sean and other folks, were suffering 2378 


that same disconnection. 2379 


Q. So, to your knowledge, did the governor 2380 


or his staff make substantive decisions regarding the 2381 


Cover Oregon website project?  2382 


A. Not to my knowledge, no, sir.   2383 


Q. Did any personal advisors make 2384 


substantive decisions regarding the website project?  2385 


A. No, sir, they did not.  2386 


Q. Do you feel as if you were able to 2387 


exercise your duties as you saw fit without interference 2388 


from the governor or his personal staff or his personal 2389 


advisors?  2390 


A. Yes, sir, I do.   2391 


    That's all my 2392 


questions. 2393 
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  THE WITNESS:  Thank you. 2394 


    Thank you. 2395 


    Off the record. 2396 


  [Recessed at 12:13 p.m., reconvened 2397 


at 12:28 p.m.] 2398 


EXAMINATION BY THE MAJORITY STAFF  2399 


BY    2400 


Q. I just would like to review a couple of 2401 


things that were asked in the previous round. 2402 


A. Yeah, sur. 2403 


Q. The E-mail that you were given, it's the 2404 


-- it's Exhibit 4.  I'm curious about if you could 2405 


elaborate on how it's not the final bug list, it was 2406 


produced from using the smaller number of test cases, 2407 


the CMS recommended testing service, 295 instances.  2408 


What was the CMS recommended testing service?  2409 


A. So those were 295 cases CMS had said that 2410 


your exchange should be able to handle, so all kinds of 2411 


stuff we were supposed to be able to have it do.  You 2412 


had to have children who were living in a foreign 2413 


country, were from a previous marriage, but you still 2414 


have to provide insurance to because of a court order or 2415 


whatever it was.   2416 


So all kinds of variations of things that -- 2417 


primarily around extended families, around unusual 2418 
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living arrangements, around members who might be 2419 


incarcerated, but, you know, were coming out on a 2420 


release date and would need to have coverage on a 2421 


release date, things like that, things that made -- 2422 


there's a lot of complexity with health care. 2423 


So the 295 cases were the best attempt that they 2424 


had at saying this is the known universe of everything 2425 


that you could possibly get thrown at you.  2426 


Q. The likely universe of people who may 2427 


enroll?  2428 


A. Right. 2429 


Q. Okay. 2430 


A. So that's really what that was.  We had 2431 


taken a subset -- I say "we".  A subset of that had been 2432 


selected for doing the testing because it would never 2433 


get through all 295.  So there was a E-mails around how 2434 


that subset represented -- so there's an 80-20 rule.  2435 


Eighty percent of the work is represented by 20 percent 2436 


of the population, and so 80 percent or 90 percent of 2437 


the applications could be represented by a subset of 2438 


that 295, and so -- and that was what was used to just 2439 


say, Okay, Well, we can do 80 and 90 percent of the --  2440 


Q. Okay.  And I'd like to revisit the very 2441 


large document, Exhibit 3.  You can go to the same page, 2442 


page 5.   2443 
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A. All right.  I can actually read this 2444 


without my glasses. 2445 


Q. You'll notice it just says a January 2446 


review conducted on behalf of the Federal Government 2447 


reported that -- do you know what review conducted by 2448 


the Federal Government that was?  2449 


A. Yeah.  CMS had come and done a review of 2450 


the state of the exchange development, and I haven't -- 2451 


I've read the report.  I'm familiar with the report, but 2452 


it was done prior to my --  2453 


Q. So CMS wrote this sentence that were 2454 


still significant performance issues with the system 2455 


such that while the core functionality exists, the end 2456 


user experience will be significantly diminished?  2457 


A. Yes.  2458 


Q. Is that CMS? 2459 


A. That's from the CMS report.  2460 


Q. Okay.  And then the last sentence of Item 2461 


10 here, it says that same month, an independent 2462 


assessment concluded that it would cost -- do you know 2463 


who did that independent assessment?  2464 


A. That was in January.  No, I don't know 2465 


who did that assessment.  2466 


Q. I think this one would be in April, 2467 


because it says in April, Cover Oregon staff --  2468 
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A. Oh.  All right. 2469 


Q. -- and then that same month, an 2470 


independent assessment --  2471 


A. Okay.  So what they're talking about 2472 


there is when I had sat down -- so we had had Deloitte 2473 


Consulting do what we call shadowing the Oracle 2474 


Consulting Services people.  We were looking to switch 2475 


the vendors. 2476 


So Deloitte was shadowing.  So the way that you 2477 


can assure a -- or one of the ways to assure seamless 2478 


transition is you have their geeks follow the primary 2479 


geeks for a while and then they switch roles for a while 2480 


and the primary geek, who was the primary geek, shadows 2481 


the new geek to make sure they're doing it the right 2482 


way.   2483 


So we were in that process.  During that 2484 


process, one of the things Deloitte had come up with was 2485 


an hours estimate as to what it would take to do the 2486 


fixes and the time estimate and the scope estimate, what 2487 


it would take to remediate that. 2488 


That's that $75 million that I actually came up 2489 


with based upon a $200 blended rate of the hours that 2490 


was proposed to fix the solution by Deloitte.  2491 


Q. So here, you would agree that your best 2492 


-- you believe an independent assessment, that's 2493 
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Deloitte?  2494 


A. Yes.  That's what that is.  2495 


BY    2496 


Q. Do you know when Deloitte made that 2497 


independent assessment?  2498 


A. That was in April.  Yes, ma'am.   2499 


Q. Was it a written report or how was the 2500 


assessment conducted and delivered to you?  2501 


A. It given to me in a -- I'm almost certain 2502 


it was an E-mail that was provided to me as to the 2503 


number of hours it was going to take to do that, but I 2504 


don't have that on me here.   2505 


Q. Okay.   2506 


BY    2507 


Q. Before I turn it over to  one 2508 


more thing.  You were asked about whether anybody else 2509 


besides Oracle had claims that the state was at fault 2510 


here.  Are you familiar with the Clyde Hamstreet report?  2511 


A. Yes, I am.  2512 


Q. Would you agree that -- I don't have it 2513 


with me.  We can get it, but would you agree that that 2514 


report did indicate that there were management problems 2515 


by the state?  2516 


A. So the way that I remembered it was 2517 


Clyde's report was that there were structural issues 2518 
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with how technology in general reported or was managed 2519 


by the state.  So his recommendation was that, much like 2520 


what had been done in Oklahoma, that all IT should be 2521 


centralized to a single authority, a single agency. 2522 


I'm not going to swear to that, because I don't 2523 


have it, but that's my recollection of the report, was 2524 


that his recommendation was more -- was about just IT in 2525 


general, that IT in general should be unified and should 2526 


be accountable to a single IT leader.  2527 


BY    2528 


Q. So I just had one quick question 2529 


following up from my colleagues on the minority's 2530 


questions.  Who would make the decision for the website 2531 


to go live?  You said it wasn't live, it wasn't launched 2532 


to individual.  Who was responsible for making that -- 2533 


who would have made a decision to launch it to 2534 


individuals?   2535 


A. It would have been whoever the executive 2536 


director was or acting executive director.  So it would 2537 


have been Bruce -- I'm sorry -- Rocky King in November 2538 


or October of 2013.  It would have been Bruce in 2539 


February of 2014.   2540 


I'm not sure exactly when Bruce and Rocky handed 2541 


off.  It was sometime in January of 2014.  It would have 2542 


been Clyde in April of 2014, and then it was moot after 2543 
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the end of April.  2544 


Q. And then, earlier, you had talked about 2545 


that there were about 700 Severity 1 level errors. 2546 


A. Yes, ma'am. 2547 


Q. So I just wonder if you could maybe 2548 


elaborate on the differences between the portal that the 2549 


agency and the community partners were using and if 2550 


those errors were also in that portal or how that 2551 


worked.   2552 


A. They were also in that portal.  They were 2553 


the same portal.  When we talk about the portal, we're 2554 


talking about -- so, technically, we call it the Web CT 2555 


Interface the Web Connect Interface. 2556 


The Web CT is product by Oracle.  It was 2557 


developed to be a friendly front end or a more adaptive 2558 


front end, a user friendly front end to the SEBOL system 2559 


that was the engine to the solution.  So SEBOL was the 2560 


engine, and there were three ways that you enter data 2561 


into the engine.  One of them was the web portal or Web 2562 


CT.   2563 


The Web CT was the system that was developed for 2564 


entering data.  It had embedded within it something 2565 


called the Oracle Policy -- OPA, Oracle Policy Engine, 2566 


Oracle Policy Administrator.  That would put the rules 2567 


around or enforce the rules.   2568 
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As you typed in the data, the rules would adapt 2569 


what your experience was.  So it was very clever how it 2570 


was designed from a process flow.  You would put 2571 


something in like I'm a male, and it would then not even 2572 


ask me something or shouldn't ask me if it were that I 2573 


was pregnant.   2574 


I would put something in about my age.  I'd put 2575 


something in about my demographics, and it would adapt.  2576 


The website as I went through would adapt the questions 2577 


or was supposed to adapt the questions, the information 2578 


that was filled out as part of that process.   2579 


So it was a very interactive kind of an 2580 


approach, and it was a very sophisticated design, but 2581 


that was the system that was designed to do the input.  2582 


That was the web design and that was also going to be 2583 


the design we used for the public to use.  So community 2584 


partners and the agents were using that same Web CT.   2585 


The issue was it never got to a point of 2586 


maturity where we didn't have to have a big rule book as 2587 


what you could and couldn't -- we weren't going to be 2588 


able to train the end users in the state these are the 2589 


things you don't do to keep it from throwing a Sev. 1 2590 


error.  2591 


Q. Thank you.   2592 


A. Sure. 2593 
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  I'm now introducing Exhibit 5 into 2594 


the record.   2595 


      [Exhibit No. 5 2596 


was 2597 


      Marked for 2598 


identification.]   2599 


  [Witness peruses exhibit.] 2600 


  THE WITNESS:  Okay. 2601 


BY    2602 


Q. This is a slide presentation, it looks 2603 


like, from the Technology Options Workgroup Meeting No. 2604 


3 on March 18, 2014.   2605 


A. Yes, ma'am.   2606 


Q. So if you could please turn to page 5, I 2607 


believe, of the slide presentation.   2608 


    This is Exhibit 5.  2609 


Correct?   2610 


    Yes, Exhibit 5.  It's 2611 


the page with the Bates Stamp No. GOV_HR 00080787. 2612 


  THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Yes, ma'am. 2613 


BY    2614 


Q. And the first bullet on the slide says:  2615 


"How would accuracy rate improve as more complex use 2616 


cases are removed from required functionality?" 2617 


And the second bullet under that heading says:  2618 
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"About 80 of complex cases failures are user input 2619 


errors." 2620 


Is that what you were talking about?  Could you 2621 


explain what that they mean with that statement?  2622 


A. I think what they're saying here with 2623 


that statement, that -- and if I could take it into the 2624 


context of the previous one, that these were a subset of 2625 


the overall.  So that's why they had reduced or the 2626 


justification of reducing the surface area for testing, 2627 


was because large cases were the ones that would blow 2628 


up, and then of those, they only represented, they said, 2629 


between four and eight percent of all enrollees, were 2630 


large folks, were large families.   2631 


Now, having said that, of those 80 percent of 2632 


those failures, of that four to eight percent, 80 2633 


percent of those failures are user input errors, are 2634 


things that the user did that we knew would throw an 2635 


error, so things like they would write something and it 2636 


was -- they would do something that -- they would try to 2637 


enroll them in a tribal thing, affiliation, and tribal 2638 


affiliation didn't work.   2639 


So we would put them into a tribal affiliation.  2640 


The person -- so the call centers were staffed with 2641 


temporaries and we had people who we'd bring in from 2642 


temporary services and we'd give them this manual and 2643 
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we'd say this is the rule book for how to input this 2644 


information, but the information that they got wouldn't 2645 


be prescreened.  So it was just -- it came in a raw form 2646 


from the person that had filled it out, and on the form, 2647 


there was information about, as an example, tribal 2648 


affiliations.   2649 


In the how-to book, it would say don't put 2650 


anything in on tribal affiliations.  Well, if they 2651 


hadn't seen that or they weren't familiar with that part 2652 


of the manual or whatever, then as they were going 2653 


through, they would put in a tribal affiliation and it 2654 


would blow up and then it wouldn't work. 2655 


So that's what that meant.  That was 80 percent 2656 


of our failures.  Of the four to eight percent --  2657 


Q. Okay.   2658 


A. -- 80 percent were caused by -- four out 2659 


of five were caused by somebody not reading the manual.  2660 


Q. Thank you.   2661 


A. Or not understanding.  I shouldn't say 2662 


not reading it.  I'm sorry.  That was an error.   2663 


    I'm introducing Exhibit 2664 


6 into the record. 2665 


      [Exhibit No. 6 2666 


was 2667 


      marked for 2668 
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identification.] 2669 


  [Witness peruses exhibit.]   2670 


  THE WITNESS:  Yes, ma'am. 2671 


BY  2672 


Q. So are these materials from a March 20, 2673 


2014 Technology Advisory Group meeting?  2674 


A. Yes, ma'am.  2675 


Q. Then do you know who made the cost 2676 


estimates for the Scenario No. 1, current technology new 2677 


vendor cost model, Scenario No. 2, immediate move to FFM 2678 


cost model, and Scenario 3, current technology FFM 2679 


contingency cost model? 2680 


A. These would have been done -- so Point B 2681 


had put this slide deck together.  I believe they got 2682 


the information, the atomic-level information, from 2683 


Deloitte, but I do not know that.  I would have to defer 2684 


to Point B folks.  2685 


Q. So the slides were assembled by Point B, 2686 


you said?  2687 


A. Yes, ma'am.  They were the ones that did 2688 


the facilitation.   2689 


Q. And then can you please turn to the page 2690 


with the Bates Stamp No. GOV_HR 00049672.   2691 


A. Yes, ma'am.   2692 


Q. And I believe it was shaded in gray, but 2693 
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underneath the Scenario No. 1, keep the technology new 2694 


vendor, the low and high was for 2014.  The low and high 2695 


next to that was for 2015, the low and high for 2016, 2696 


and the last two columns were three-year totals.  Does 2697 


that sound familiar to you?  2698 


A. Yes, ma'am, certainly.   2699 


Q. Then did you use this cost information?  2700 


Was this part of the $78 million estimate you referred 2701 


from Deloitte?  2702 


A. No, ma'am.  This was not.  This was the 2703 


-- we had used this -- when the committee was talking 2704 


about pursuing a dual path or was looking at paths, I 2705 


think at this point, we were actually looking at three 2706 


options.  We were looking at bringing in another -- so 2707 


Maryland had right around this time committed to 2708 


bringing in, I believe it was, Connecticut's exchange.   2709 


So the State of Maryland was going to bring in 2710 


Connecticut's exchange.  So we were looking at the 2711 


potential of bringing in another exchange.  So that was 2712 


one of the things we had discussed.   2713 


The second -- I think at this meeting, the other 2714 


two options were continuing development of the 2715 


technology with the same vendor to get it done and then 2716 


going to the FFM.   2717 


We were looking at, Okay, was it feasible, do we 2718 
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have enough money left that we could go through the 2719 


current technology with a new vendor, could we complete 2720 


the project with the resources, the Level 1 grant 2721 


funding that we had from CMS, and what this informed us, 2722 


that 31 million, yes.  We had the --  2723 


Q. Business operations?  2724 


A. Resources to complete, yes, ma'am.   2725 


Now, as far as looking at the long range, as far 2726 


as going forward, what it would cost us to sustain it, 2727 


those numbers were much fuzzier to us and, honestly, 2728 


they were out of the scope for this group.  Our group 2729 


was really primarily focused on what it was going to 2730 


take to the Level -- with the Level 1 funding, could we 2731 


get the exchange to a point where we'd achieve the Level 2732 


1 funding goals. 2733 


We understood there was opportunity for a Level 2734 


2 funding grant.  We didn't know how much it was.  We 2735 


assumed it would be less and that that would be used to 2736 


address these higher, further down the road, costs.   2737 


Q. And did you discuss the further down the 2738 


road, higher business operations total costs with Clyde 2739 


Hamstreet ever?  2740 


A. No.  We never got the -- well, that's not 2741 


true.  I did talk to him about what it would take -- 2742 


Clyde was interested in knowing what it would take to 2743 
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bring -- we had wanted to -- and even after this was 2744 


over, we had wanted to -- after the decision had been 2745 


made to go to the federally-facilitated marketplace, we 2746 


had wanted to see if in 20 -- the 2015 enrollment year, 2747 


if it were possible for us to have resurrected or 2748 


completed the system so that we could launch it, and we 2749 


explored that.   2750 


One of the -- that was what initiated several of 2751 


the conversations that I had had with Oracle folks about 2752 


architecture simplification.  So I had some E-mails 2753 


about could I take this out, could I take that out, are 2754 


there things that we could do, propose things that I 2755 


would like to do to try to salvage what was there and 2756 


make it so that I could launch. 2757 


So it was clear to us we weren't going to launch 2758 


in November 2014, but I was hopeful that we could, you 2759 


know, give it a year and change worth of work and 2760 


simplification, that we could take the thing and launch 2761 


it in 2015.   2762 


So yes.  I had conversations with Clyde about 2763 


that, and it was always -- he's a -- his forte was as a 2764 


turnaround specialist.  So his goal was to turn it 2765 


around and to make it work.   2766 


So as the IT person, well, that was my desire as 2767 


well. 2768 
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Q. Did Clyde believe that it could be 2769 


financially sustainable when you had those conversations 2770 


with him?  2771 


A. No.  I think at the end of it, we -- I 2772 


believe -- I don't know.  You'll have to ask him 2773 


directly.  I believe he concluded that it was not going 2774 


to be sustainable.  I think there had just been -- I 2775 


think that the -- that had the state been willing to 2776 


assume more risk -- anything can be accomplished.  I 2777 


think that he understood that the perception that the 2778 


risk was -- just the tolerance for risk wasn't there any 2779 


longer.   2780 


Now I'm really speaking for somebody else here.  2781 


So I'm -- if he disagrees with that, there's nothing -- 2782 


I'm just telling you how I feel.   2783 


Q. Okay.  Then do you recall or were you 2784 


part of conversations after Oregon switched to 2785 


healthcare.gov, they were allowed to retain their 2786 


premium assessment fee or was that something --  2787 


A. I was part of that discussion. 2788 


Q. Do you know when Oregon first discussed 2789 


the possibility that they would be allowed to keep their 2790 


premium assessment fee? 2791 


A. Yeah.  When we came to talk to CMS about 2792 


going to the FFM in April of 2014, we brought it up.  2793 
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Q. Do you know if anyone had raised it to 2794 


CMS before your meeting in D.C.?  2795 


A. I don't know it was or not.  I know it 2796 


was talked about by us internally before we went over 2797 


there.  One of the things that we had -- that was a 2798 


component for consideration, was, well, if they're not 2799 


going to let us -- if we're not going to be able to keep 2800 


the assessment fee, then there would have been no chance 2801 


for the state to go back to being a self-sufficient 2802 


marketplace. 2803 


BY    2804 


Q. Just quickly, when was that meeting in 2805 


April with CMS?  2806 


A. Oh, shucks.  It had to have been the 2807 


third week of April or so, maybe the fourth week of 2808 


April, somewhere in that range.  It was -- no.  That's 2809 


not true, because the Technology Options Workgroup was 2810 


the 24th, I believe the 24th of April, and then the 2811 


board meeting was like the 25th or 26th. 2812 


So it had to be immediately after that.  So it 2813 


must have been the first week of May of 2014.  So my 2814 


apologies for that.  I didn't bring -- if I had notes, 2815 


my calendar, I could tell you.  2816 


BY    2817 


Q. Okay.  Do you know how much Oregon has 2818 
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collected from the premium assessment fee since it 2819 


switched to healthcare.gov.   2820 


A. No, ma'am.  I do not know.  I know that 2821 


the -- I do know enrollments are up, and so I know that 2822 


the fee collection is up, but I cannot tell you by how 2823 


much or what the total volume is, but I do know that 2824 


we've continuously had more enrollees every year.  2825 


Q. And do you know how the funds have been 2826 


used in Oregon? 2827 


A. I do not know that.  I know that -- so 2828 


that's not entirely true.   2829 


I do know that some of it was used to get -- so 2830 


Oracle had notified us in March of 2015 that they were 2831 


going to immediately cut off our access to the system, 2832 


and so I had to appear in court and ask for a -- what do 2833 


you call it?  That the court would intervene to prevent 2834 


that from happening.   2835 


So they did, and so I had to testify that 2836 


without it, we couldn't process enrollments and we 2837 


couldn't -- it shut down our Medicaid enrollment 2838 


process.  So we got one year to stand up a new system, 2839 


but in addition to standing up the new system, I had to 2840 


take the health records, the people that had applied and 2841 


all that information, I had to migrate that to a 2842 


archival system so that I could -- for taxes, I think 2843 
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it's even years.  We have to keep the W-2 forms and all 2844 


of that kind of stuff for the -- we were the system of 2845 


record for what we paid the agents.  We were the system 2846 


of record for what the folks -- who had applied and been 2847 


given insurance and made their payments through the 2848 


years.   2849 


So we had to keep those records, and since 2850 


Oracle on the 31st of May of this year cut us off of 2851 


access, I had to -- ahead of time, we had to migrate 2852 


those records out of that system into what we call a 2853 


static system, a system where we could just look up the 2854 


records and find them and be able to reprint somebody's 2855 


form for -- you know, 1099 form or whatever it was.  So 2856 


we did that.   2857 


So some of the money went to standing up a 2858 


system and then migrating the data from the system that 2859 


Oracle had cut us off from.  2860 


Q. Thank you.  Have you heard that CMS is 2861 


going to require that Oregon begin sharing the premium 2862 


assessment fee with CMS?  2863 


A. I've heard of that.  I don't know if 2864 


that's true or false.  I've heard it.  2865 


Q. Okay.  Thank you. 2866 


So did the Technology Options Workgroup make a 2867 


recommendation for the technology of Cover Oregon at the 2868 
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end of March 2014?  So not April of 2014, but did they 2869 


make a recommendation --  2870 


A. Yes, ma'am.   2871 


Q. So can you explain what the dual path --  2872 


A. Sure.  2873 


Q. -- was?  2874 


A. So we wanted to -- so we didn't want to 2875 


give up on what we put into it.  You know, one of the 2876 


things, I think, here on Exhibit 6, we say investment to 2877 


date is 91 million.  So we thought, Well, we've got to 2878 


get something out of that.   2879 


So we wanted to do the best we could with it, 2880 


and so our desire was not to give up on it, especially 2881 


with how things were being represented to the committee 2882 


at that time, the Technology Options Workgroup.  We 2883 


understood it was at a more mature place, that it was at 2884 


a higher level than it was, and so with the information 2885 


that we had, the recommendation was to pursue it in 2886 


tandem, and so that was why like one of the things 2887 


that's on this is we talk about -- was it this one?   2888 


There was one here -- maybe it was another 2889 


exhibit -- where we talk about how we wanted to look at 2890 


-- we wanted to look at Idaho because they were a late 2891 


adopter of the FFM, and so we wanted to know -- so the 2892 


reason we were doing that was -- I can't find it now.   2893 
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We wanted to know when was the absolute last 2894 


point at which I could tell me CMS, Okay, we're coming, 2895 


because I wanted as much runway as I could possibly get 2896 


to get this thing off the ground and know for sure -- we 2897 


had a go, no-go decision to make, and we were hoping 2898 


that we could postpone the decision to healthcare.gov 2899 


until the end of May, and then if the decision were 2900 


no-go on our technology, then starting June 1st, we'd 2901 


throw everything we had into going to healthcare.gov.  2902 


That way, we'd have June, July, August, and September to 2903 


get our act together, and October even if we needed to 2904 


get everything converted over, get all the carriers on 2905 


FFM and then bring the thing up.   2906 


As it turned out, we came to the conclusion much 2907 


sooner, that was an issue.  CMS was very uncomfortable.  2908 


So I started asking if I could have as late as July 1, 2909 


thinking I'd back down to June 1st, so they were very 2910 


discouraging of that.  They said even though Idaho had 2911 


done that, that was a special case and they weren't 2912 


willing to do that with me.   2913 


So that was fine.   2914 


BY  2915 


Q. As someone who saw this from both within 2916 


the Oregon system and also in moving to healthcare.gov, 2917 


why was healthcare.gov able to salvage their system; 2918 
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whereas, you could not in Oregon?  2919 


A. Well, the biggest reason was they print 2920 


money here.  So Oregon, we don't print money. 2921 


So we were dependant upon the grants and we were 2922 


coming to the end -- at the time, so at the time that I 2923 


took over as the CIO for Cover Oregon, we were burning 2924 


$10 million a month, and that was going to mean that we 2925 


would cash out of our grant by the 1st of July.  So we 2926 


were going to be dead on July 1. 2927 


There was simply no way that I could -- that I 2928 


was going to be able to get done, and the estimate from 2929 


Deloitte that came in on the hours, even at a very 2930 


competitive rate of $200 an hour, it was going to $70 2931 


million.  We didn't have that kind of money. 2932 


So -- and it always assumed, people told me 2933 


there, Aaron Karjala, others told me, the assumption was 2934 


always we were going to apply for and receive a Level 2 2935 


grant.  That was fine, but a Level 2 grant was not 2936 


supposed to be used for funding bringing up the 2937 


elemental exchange, and that was what we were still 2938 


doing.   2939 


So we were going to need basically a 1-A grant 2940 


or something like that, some kind of interim thing to 2941 


get the thing completed, and that was just --  2942 


BY    2943 
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Q. Do you know if you ever talked to CMS 2944 


about that need for additional federal funding?   2945 


A. I know I never did.  I wouldn't have had 2946 


-- I couldn't have brought that up, no, ma'am.  2947 


Q. Do you know if anyone did?  2948 


A. I don't know that anyone did, no, ma'am.  2949 


I can't say that they ever did.  I have no knowledge of 2950 


that.   2951 


Q. Were you part of any conversations where 2952 


people discussed why it would have been a bad idea to 2953 


ask for that extra federal funding?  2954 


A. No, ma'am, I was not.  I had always -- 2955 


the constraints that I had been given was it had to be 2956 


within the current budget that we had, within the 2957 


timeframe we needed to make it, and with the 2958 


functionality that was required by the ACM.   2959 


So those were the three, if you like, the iron 2960 


triangle that I was presented.  I had this much money.  2961 


I had this much time, and I had this much scope that I 2962 


had to be able to provide, and none of those were 2963 


negotiable.   2964 


So that made it very clear very quickly where we 2965 


had to end up.  2966 


Q. And then so it sounds like you started 2967 


pretty much focusing on Cover Oregon when you were 2968 
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invited to be part of -- a member of the Technology 2969 


Options Workgroup in February of 2014.  So did you 2970 


notice that in February, March, and April, around that 2971 


time period, were there a lot of IT professionals that 2972 


were working continuously on fixing the website and 2973 


stabilizing it and testing it?  2974 


A. Oh, yes, ma'am.  We had all sorts of folk 2975 


downstairs from -- one of things that -- one of the 2976 


reasons we were burning so much cash is because we had 2977 


so many consultants.  We had Cognosante, Speridian, 2978 


Deloitte, Oracle Consulting Services, Eagle Point.  I 2979 


don't even remember them all.   2980 


I know the very first thing after that -- it was 2981 


during the second week of April and I spoke to Bruce 2982 


Goldberg, and I told him we needed to start -- because 2983 


of the contracts we had with the consultants, we had to 2984 


start giving them their walking papers.  We had to start 2985 


releasing them.  2986 


Q. What do you mean by because of the 2987 


contracts that you had them? 2988 


A. So the deal that we had with these 2989 


contractors, particularly the independent contractors, 2990 


we had to give them 30-day notice before cut them loose.  2991 


So we wanted to, I wanted to, give them that 30-day 2992 


notice so that I could cut them off in May.   2993 
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So I said, All right, I don't need you anymore, 2994 


here's your 30-day notice, finish up what you're doing, 2995 


and then I won't pay after you thus and such date.   2996 


So I wanted to get that process going right away 2997 


after I realized how much money we were going through 2998 


and how bad of a -- we had to go back to the 2999 


fundamentals on project management and on application 3000 


development management.  So I didn't need a lot of folks 3001 


sitting around giving advice or opinions on things that 3002 


I'm paying a lot of money to.  I needed to narrow that 3003 


-- I needed to reduce the burn rate.   3004 


So that was one of the first things that I tried 3005 


to get through.  I ended up having Clyde Hamstreet on 3006 


his very first day -- I handed him a stack of release 3007 


notices.  I had just met the man and I met him at the 3008 


board meeting when he got appointed, and I said, All 3009 


right, as soon as you get back, find me; I have a lot of 3010 


things for you to sign.  I explained to him what I was 3011 


doing.  He signed them all.   3012 


So the next morning, I handed them out and that 3013 


was how we started going through the --  3014 


Q. So is that when it was clear to you that 3015 


it was going to be necessary to move to healthcare.gov; 3016 


is that why you released them?  3017 


A. No.  It was apparent to me -- so even in 3018 
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the current process, it was clear to me that we had a 3019 


lot of folks that were working at competing priorities 3020 


or competing things that were just out of -- they 3021 


weren't needed to create a necessary viable product.  So 3022 


I didn't need them to meet the minimums of the ACA.  So 3023 


I was going to let those folks loose and cut my cost and 3024 


cut my burn rate and try to preserve the cash I had for 3025 


when I had to focus on -- so the direct answer to your 3026 


question is no, ma'am.   3027 


Q. Then was Deloitte one of those 3028 


contractors that was let go at that --  3029 


A. Yes, ma'am, they were.   3030 


Q. Were you the one who recommended that 3031 


Deloitte be let go at that time?  3032 


A. Yes, ma'am, I was.   3033 


Q. Do you know if the Technology Advisory 3034 


Group received any updates between their March 31 -- so 3035 


the end of March when they made that recommendation for 3036 


the dual path meeting and then their April 24, 2014 3037 


meeting?  3038 


A. So I had phone conversations with them, 3039 


and I don't remember the date precisely, but I did call 3040 


them and give them an update.   3041 


One of the things that was difficult -- well, 3042 


for technologists, it was easy for them to understand 3043 
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and it made more sense to them than it would have to 3044 


their leadership, but it was still difficult for me to 3045 


have with them.  It was really the state -- so that we 3046 


had -- that there were no tools for testing, that there 3047 


were no tools for project management, that there were no 3048 


tools being employed for organizing the work, that these 3049 


were things that are fundamental requirements in any IT 3050 


project, and that we weren't employing anything was an 3051 


indication of how difficult things or how bad things 3052 


were.   3053 


By communicating to this them over the phone, it 3054 


was -- I could -- so my initial week that I was at Cover 3055 


Oregon could be summed up, the first week that I was the 3056 


interim CIO could be summed up, in the word "disbelief".  3057 


That's just all there is to it.  It was fundamental 3058 


disbelief. 3059 


It wasn't until Friday, that first Friday, when 3060 


I realized how bad things were that I told everyone to 3061 


stop work.  I suspended all work.  I told everybody to 3062 


take the weekend off, go home, this is a mess.  It was 3063 


not -- to be able to explain that to the CIO of Kaiser 3064 


Permanente wasn't something that I could put in an 3065 


E-mail that they would able to understand.  To be able 3066 


to do that over the phone was essential.   3067 


Q. Okay.   3068 
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A. Long answer.  Sorry.   3069 


Q. That's helpful.  Thank you. 3070 


Can you describe how you presented the decision 3071 


to switch to healthcare.gov to the Technology Options 3072 


Workgroup on April 24, 2014?  3073 


A. So when we -- when Deloitte provided that 3074 


estimate, I believe was in the very first week of April 3075 


when I pushed very hard for Deloitte -- they had been on 3076 


the ground to that point for two weeks.  They had been 3077 


shadowing Oracle Consulting Services personnel, and I 3078 


had pressed them for their estimate. 3079 


I knew that they should know well enough what it 3080 


was going to take to get the thing done in terms of a 3081 


plus or minus 10 percent, this is what I'm willing to 3082 


commit to kind of plan.  3083 


Q. This is through an E-mail they gave you 3084 


the estimate?  3085 


A. I believe it was an E-mail.  It could 3086 


have just been -- the first estimate, I know that I got 3087 


over the phone.  It just -- I remember that.  I was 3088 


sitting in a conference.  I had them on speakerphone, 3089 


and I had a-- and they gave me the estimate.  3090 


Q. Did they give yo8u a time or a dollar 3091 


estimate? 3092 


A. They gave me a time estimate.  3093 
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Q. Do you remember the time estimate? 3094 


A. No, I don't.  I can back into it if I 3095 


divide 75 million by $200, because $200 was my -- but 75 3096 


million was the number I came up with.  So it's 75 3097 


million divided by 200, whatever that number is.  3098 


Q. Okay.   3099 


A. It was 360,000 hours or something like 3100 


that.   3101 


Q. Okay. 3102 


A. It was -- when I came -- when that number 3103 


came in, it was clear to me that we were not -- and that 3104 


was the first piece to it, was the estimate.  The other 3105 


two pieces, the length of time -- it was an E-mail, 3106 


because it was a project plan they gave me, so an 3107 


estimated project plan.  They would not complete the 3108 


scope until February of 2015. 3109 


So I wouldn't even be able to launch in November 3110 


of 2014.  They were going to have to wait until 2015 3111 


until the scope was finished. 3112 


Q. Is the scope change, was that the change 3113 


of circumstances they said they wouldn't finish?  3114 


A. Change of circumstance and there was SHOP 3115 


and small help options.  3116 


Q. Did you say earlier that the change of 3117 


circumstance, that your team had got up by June by 2014?  3118 
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A. It was hillbilly rigged.  So we had to 3119 


make it work by really a way that was not a good process 3120 


or methodology for doing it.  You would not have -- this 3121 


was not good practice, how we made it work, and it was 3122 


not sustainable.   3123 


We had to -- much like we would with a -- we 3124 


just tied the thing together with what we had, and it 3125 


wasn't a very good solution.  It wasn't an elegant 3126 


solution and it wasn't something that we could sustain 3127 


in the next iteration.  Every time that we had a change 3128 


of circumstance, we weren't going to be able to make a 3129 


second and a third and a fourth and a fifth duplicate 3130 


record with those changes.  We were going have to have 3131 


another process for maintaining changes. 3132 


So it worked.  Yes, ma'am.  We got it to work in 3133 


1.1.0.7, but it was not a sustainable fix.  3134 


Q. So then how did you present the decision 3135 


to the April 24th Technology Options Workgroup meeting?  3136 


A. Well -- 3137 


Q. Did you tell them that a trigger wasn't 3138 


met?  3139 


A. Three triggers weren't met.  Yes, ma'am.  3140 


I said three triggers weren't met.  I couldn't make it 3141 


on cost.  I couldn't make it on time and I couldn't make 3142 


it on scope. 3143 
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We had past -- I should point out, I suppose, we 3144 


had past the first couple, three triggers before then.  3145 


So we had actually met -- you know, this wasn't like we 3146 


started right out and it was dead.  We had gotten 3147 


through a couple of triggers, but then we hit that one 3148 


and we were done.   3149 


      [Exhibit No. 6 3150 


was 3151 


      marked for 3152 


identification.]  3153 


BY    3154 


Q. I'm introducing Exhibit 7 into the 3155 


record.   3156 


A. Yes, ma'am.  I remember that. 3157 


Q. Did you draft this Cover Oregon final 3158 


report from May 8, 2014?  3159 


A. Yes, ma'am.  3160 


Q. Do you know if anyone -- did anyone help 3161 


you draft this report?  3162 


A. My assistant, admin assistant.  3163 


Q. Who was that?  3164 


A. Pam Larson.  3165 


Q. And did you have anyone help you edit 3166 


this report?  3167 


A. No.  Why?  Should I?   3168 
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Q. I was just wondering if you did.   3169 


A. Well, no.   3170 


Q. So if you'll turn to page 3, please, you 3171 


have a listing of the Technology Options Workgroup 3172 


meetings, and if you'll see the list of different 3173 


Technology Options Workgroup meetings included there --  3174 


If you look at Exhibit 6, it was a Technology -- 3175 


actually, Exhibit 6 has a Technology Options Workgroup 3176 


meeting from March 20, 2014.  I was wondering if there 3177 


was a reason that it wasn't included or if that was just 3178 


an oversight or if there were other meetings that 3179 


weren't included on the list?  3180 


A. Was that the call that we talked about?   3181 


Q. It was Exhibit 6, the Power Point slide, 3182 


the different cost estimates compiled by Point B.   3183 


A. No.  I pulled these from my calendar. 3184 


Q. Okay. 3185 


A. So the way that I came up with these 3186 


numbers or these dates was I just -- I came right -- 3187 


they were all in my calendar.  So these just match up 3188 


with the calendar.  I'd go with these before I'd go with 3189 


the --  3190 


Q. The dates on the Power Point?   3191 


A. With the Power Point.  I trust this one.   3192 


Q. Thank you.  I just wanted to make sure. 3193 
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A. Sure. 3194 


Q. So you don't know of any other meetings, 3195 


then, that were held that weren't included on this list?  3196 


A. We had a -- and I don't know if it's on 3197 


here or not.  There was a call we did.  Just the CIOs, 3198 


we had a call somewhere in this.  I don't know if that's 3199 


reflected in one of these or not, but we had a -- where 3200 


the group didn't meet.  It was just the geeks that we.  3201 


We only did that once.  It was just to -- it was to very 3202 


candidly talk about IT leadership in Cover Oregon, about 3203 


Oracle Consulting Services, about the need to retain 3204 


Oracle Consulting Services in any scenario that -- so it 3205 


was clear to us as IT professionals that OCS was going 3206 


to have to continue to participate with whoever was the 3207 


lead vendor, and we knew that. 3208 


So even though we'd say we were sticking with 3209 


the technology, but we were changing vendors, we knew 3210 


that Oracle Consulting Services would still need to be a 3211 


subcontractor to the -- whoever was the primary vendor.  3212 


So we had a very candid conversation around that 3213 


internally, that even though there was hurt feelings and 3214 


some folks unhappy with the performance of Oracle 3215 


Consulting Services, we made it clear we understood and 3216 


we would stand behind, you know, that will be their 3217 


business, whoever it is that's the lead contractor on 3218 
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it, but we understood they were going to need to keep -- 3219 


there was no replacing Oracle Consulting Services on 3220 


this project.  3221 


Q. Then do you know about when that 3222 


conversation occurred?  3223 


A. I don't know.  It was in one of the other 3224 


exhibits we talked about.  3225 


Q. Okay.  Thank you.   3226 


So I would like to direct your attention to page 3227 


4.   3228 


A. Okay.   3229 


Q. Actually, it's page 9.  Sorry about that?   3230 


A. Oh.  Sure.   3231 


Q. So under utilize the federal technology, 3232 


in the first full paragraph under that section, it says:  3233 


"All functionality will be available -- skipping the 3234 


first sentence and going to the second sentence, it 3235 


says:  "All functionality will be available before 3236 


November 2014 and the preliminary cost estimate from 3237 


Deloitte of four to six million is within available 3238 


Cover Oregon resources."  3239 


A. Yes, ma'am.   3240 


Q. So do you recall when this four to six 3241 


million estimate was given to Cover Oregon?  3242 


A. It had to have been around the second 3243 
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week -- first or second week of April, right around that 3244 


same timeframe, because right after the estimate from 3245 


Deloitte and the project plan came on the completion of 3246 


the code that we had, then I said, All right, then give 3247 


me your estimate on what it's going to take to do the 3248 


conversion to the federally-facilitated marketplace.   3249 


So I needed that plus or minus plan, ten percent 3250 


done around the same point. 3251 


Q. Then are you familiar with the February 3252 


10, 2014 report that Deloitte had issued to Cover Oregon 3253 


on the technology options?  3254 


A. At the time when we were meeting with the 3255 


group, yes.  We had been given that report.  So yes.  I 3256 


was familiar with it.  I have become more familiar with 3257 


it since then.  3258 


Q. Do you know if they had -- if the cost 3259 


estimate -- I think the four to six million dollars was 3260 


similar to the cost to move to the federal technology.  3261 


Was it the same cost estimate or had they revised that?  3262 


A. I had asked for a revision to that, 3263 


because we were going to go with a firm fixed price.  So 3264 


it's funny how pencils sharpen when you ask for that.  3265 


Q. Then do you know if this was supposed to 3266 


the reflect the entire cost of moving to healthcare.gov 3267 


or were there going to additional costs outside of the 3268 
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four to six million?  3269 


A. They were going to be additional costs to 3270 


Oregon Health Authority.  That's for certain, and this 3271 


did not include that.   3272 


So the Oregon Health Authority's transition to 3273 


establishing a separate and -- to do the MAGI 3274 


determinations, eligibility determinations, was going to 3275 


be their responsibility.   3276 


What this was was to get us out of the 3277 


eligibility -- I say us -- to get Cover Oregon out of 3278 


the eligibility determination, out of that enrollment 3279 


process for Medicaid, and on to the -- on to just 3280 


managing the health insurance policies, QHP, Qualified 3281 


Health Plans. 3282 


Q. And then is there a reason that you 3283 


didn't include the cost to the Oregon Health Authority 3284 


-- when you discussed move to healthcare.gov, why you 3285 


didn't consider it to be part of the decision making?  3286 


A. Well, in all candidness, because the -- 3287 


so we have what's called a system boundary.  So my 3288 


system boundary at this time was really Cover Oregon and 3289 


what it was going to take for Cover Oregon to get viable 3290 


with the resources that they had and with the 3291 


constraints that they were under.   3292 


So the system boundary I was looking at was only 3293 
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for what was in the interest of Cover Oregon.  I had 3294 


left anything that's -- that was extraneous to that, 3295 


anything that was outside that, I had left to Oregon 3296 


Health Authority or the Department of Human Services or 3297 


those folks.  That was out of my purview. 3298 


At that time, even as the CIO, my role of the 3299 


State of Oregon was only on oversight.  I was not the 3300 


policy or even the -- I wasn't the -- and I'm still not 3301 


responsible for OHA and DHS's IT SHOP and what they do.   3302 


So at this time, I was responsible for Cover 3303 


Oregon.  That was the scope and stuff that I knew.  That 3304 


was -- I had been there for, what, a month, two months 3305 


at this point, a month and a half, whatever it is.  This 3306 


is May the 8th.  So it was a month and a couple of 3307 


weeks.   3308 


I had -- it was just out of my -- it was beyond 3309 


my scope.  3310 


  Okay.  Thank you.   3311 


I'm introducing Exhibit 8 into the record.   3312 


      [Exhibit No. 8 3313 


was 3314 


      marked for 3315 


identification.]  3316 


BY    3317 


Q. I realize it's a rather long document, 3318 
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but I'm going to be asking a question about the -- 3319 


A. Yes, ma'am.  3320 


Q. -- the page with the Bates Stamp No. 3321 


GOV_HR 00073006.   3322 


A. Yes, ma'am. 3323 


Q. I realize you just finished saying it was 3324 


somewhat out of your scope of authority, but I wondering 3325 


if you had seen this joint QH/OHP budget spreadsheet in 3326 


the past.   3327 


A. I hadn't seen this that I recollect, no, 3328 


ma'am.  3329 


    Just for the record, I 3330 


don't believe that the witness is on this E-mail. 3331 


    No.  He's not. 3332 


BY  3333 


Q. Alex, you're not on this E-mail.  Maybe 3334 


you were a part of the conversation about the cost, but 3335 


then it doesn't sound like --  3336 


A. Not really directly.  I was part of the 3337 


-- I was tangential to that discussion.  My focus was 3338 


really on salvaging the -- or getting completed -- 3339 


getting stabilized the Cover Oregon piece to it.   3340 


Q. Then you wouldn't know if -- if you look 3341 


at line 35, it says FFM project costs, and then line 40, 3342 


total project costs.  If you go over to the total, it 3343 
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says $43,000,744.  Does that sound familiar with what 3344 


you heard?  Did you participate in conversations with 3345 


anyone from OHA about the total cost for the project to 3346 


move to the FFM?  3347 


A. So one of things that I had remembered 3348 


that we were going to do in an attempt to reduce the 3349 


cost was we were -- that Oregon was going to surrender, 3350 


if that's right word, its ability to be a determination 3351 


state.  So Oregon had gone from being a determination 3352 


state to being -- to having CMS determine eligibility 3353 


for Medicaid.   3354 


I know that was done specifically to simplify 3355 


and reduce the cost of the conversion for the Oregon 3356 


health plan, for Medicaid, but did that number -- was 3357 


this number assuming that we were going to continue to 3358 


be a determination state or not, I can't -- I don't 3359 


know.  I do know that the number for us to continue to 3360 


be a determination state was too high.  I know that 3361 


conversation was had.  I don't know if it was 45 million 3362 


or not.   3363 


So I know that Tina Edland, who was acting 3364 


director for the Oregon Health Authority had -- again, I 3365 


don't know the right way to describe it -- surrendered 3366 


the determination capacity of the state to where the CMS 3367 


was now -- we were no longer going to be determination 3368 
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state. 3369 


BY    3370 


Q. Did you eventually surrender that?  3371 


A. We did, yes.  I know this was part of 3372 


that decision, was because of the cost to continue to be 3373 


a determination state.  I know we surrendered that. 3374 


Now, exactly when or what were the numbers or 3375 


whatever, I'm sorry.  I can't tell you help you on that.  3376 


    Thank you.  3377 


  I'm introducing Exhibit 9 into the 3378 


record.   3379 


      [Exhibit No. 9 3380 


was 3381 


      marked for 3382 


identification.] 3383 


  THE WITNESS:  It looks like the same 3384 


thing. 3385 


BY    3386 


Q. It's similar.  It looks like an earlier 3387 


draft of the Cover Oregon final report?   3388 


A. Okay.  I'd have to look at it.  3389 


Q. So did you send a copy of the report to 3390 


Michael Bonetto?  3391 


A. Yes, as chief of staff.  He was the chief 3392 


of staff.  3393 
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Q. Were you aware that he sent it on to 3394 


Patricia McCaig and Tim Raphael?  3395 


A. No, I was not.  3396 


Q. Then if you'll please look at page 9 of 3397 


the report.   3398 


A. Yes, ma'am.   3399 


Oh, there is it.  360,000 hours.  I knew I had 3400 


-- I can do math.   3401 


Q. I was wondering if you went back to 3402 


Exhibit 7 and looked at page 8 -- so this is where 3403 


there's an edit that I was interested in hearing your 3404 


explanation why it was made.   3405 


So on the final report, the final version, 3406 


Exhibit 7, starting at the bottom of the page, it reads:  3407 


"Deloitte's estimate for the total level of effort to 3408 


achieve stabilization, completion of the current 3409 


enrollment solutions, and development of new 3410 


functionality to support renewal and change of 3411 


circumstance is 390,000."  3412 


A. 360,000 hours.   3413 


Q. I was looking at Exhibit 7.   3414 


A. I'm sorry.  I'm getting --  3415 


Q. Exhibit 7, starting at the bottom of page 3416 


8?  3417 


A. I see.  At Exhibit 7 -- let me be sure I 3418 
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get them right. 3419 


I'm on nine there.  You're looking at seven 3420 


here.  So this is at which page?   3421 


Q. Starting at the bottom of page 8.   3422 


A. Okay.  There.  Now I'm caught up.   3423 


Q. So it's the sentence starting with:  3424 


"Deloitte estimate for the total level of effort to 3425 


achieve stabilization, completion of the current 3426 


enrollment solution, and development of new 3427 


functionality to support renewal and change of 3428 


circumstance is 390,000."  3429 


A. Yes, ma'am.  3430 


Q. So if you'll go to page 9 of Exhibit --  3431 


A. Exhibit No. 9?   3432 


Q. Exhibit 9.   3433 


A. Yes, ma'am.  3434 


Q. You wrote:  "Deloitte's initial estimate 3435 


for the total level of effort to achieve stabilization 3436 


and completion of the current enrollment solution and 3437 


development of new functionality to support renewal and 3438 


change of circumstance is 360,000 hour.   3439 


A. Yes, ma'am.  3440 


Q. I'm just wondering if you remember why 3441 


you would have deleted the language saying "Deloitte's 3442 


initial estimate" and not qualifying it as Deloitte's 3443 
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initial estimate in the final version.   3444 


A. Oh, well, because in Deloitte's initial 3445 


estimate, they had decomposed it into two pieces.  They 3446 


had estimated 30,000 hours were going to be needed by 3447 


Oracle Consulting Services and 360,000 hours for 3448 


Deloitte Consulting.  So rather than have that as a -- 3449 


and I don't know if Deloitte had gone to Oracle 3450 


Consulting Services and got that 30,000 hour estimate or 3451 


if it was just a guess on their part or however it was.   3452 


So I just put -- when I combined the two of them 3453 


to 390,000 hours, I just said it was just an estimate of 3454 


390,000.   3455 


Q. They're talking about the same estimate?  3456 


A. They are.  3457 


Q. There wasn't an initial estimate from 3458 


Deloitte and then a followup estimate.  They're -- 3459 


A. No, there was not. 3460 


Q. -- the same was estimate? 3461 


A. It was the same estimate.  It just had 3462 


Oracle numbers in there, what they estimated Oracles 3463 


numbers were going to be.   3464 


So one of the things that I had said previously 3465 


was that we always knew Oracle was going to have to 3466 


participate in this.  In the initial 360,000-hour 3467 


document that I submitted to Mike, one of the things 3468 
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that I also had in there was that project plan from 3469 


Deloitte, the written.  It wasn't a formal written 3470 


estimate, but it was a written estimate. 3471 


It was a document that had when they were going 3472 


to get it done and all that kind of thing, and on that, 3473 


it said, in the print of it, it said Deloitte's estimate 3474 


was 360,000 hours, but said Oracle -- this assumes 3475 


Oracle Consulting Services' estimate of 30,000 hours.   3476 


Now, I never asked Deloitte if they got that 3477 


from Oracle, if they just made that number up.  I don't 3478 


know how they came to the number 30,000. 3479 


So when I did that and I threw it into here, I 3480 


didn't want to say that was Deloitte's estimate, was 3481 


390,000 hours.  So when I was asked to combine them so I 3482 


could show a truer total amount, I said, Okay, I can do 3483 


that, but then I don't want to say it was Deloitte's 3484 


estimate because it was a combination of them and Oracle 3485 


and I didn't feel that was fair for the -- 3486 


Q. Okay. 3487 


A. I didn't want to represent something as 3488 


being Deloitte's estimate when it may or may not have 3489 


been.  You know, the 30,000 hours was just they threw in 3490 


as what they thought they were going to do for that, and 3491 


I was likely to have to continue with a time and 3492 


materials contract with Oracle separately. 3493 
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  Thank you.  That's very helpful. 3494 


 THE WITNESS:  Sure.   3495 


[Recessed at 1:26, convened at 1:34.] 3496 


EXAMINATION BY THE MINORITY STAFF 3497 


BY    3498 


Q. Hi, Dr. Pettit.  I'm  with the 3499 


minority and I'll be asking questions of you this round. 3500 


So we've talked a lot about the contractors that 3501 


Cover Oregon brought on with the IT project.  So I 3502 


wanted to discuss a few of those.   3503 


Do you know if the state actually hired Maximus 3504 


as a contractor?  3505 


A. Yes, ma'am.  I do.  3506 


Q. And who is Maximus?  What were they hired 3507 


to do for the state?  3508 


A. They were hire to be the quality 3509 


assurance, quality control vendor initially.  That was 3510 


their role, was to assist in the oversight of the 3511 


project.   3512 


As it continued, they also assume testing 3513 


activities, became a contractor for testing for the 3514 


exchange.  So they participated in testing of the 3515 


application as it was being -- as it was moving from the 3516 


development environment to the -- what we call the FTS 3517 


or Functional Testing System and then into production.  3518 
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Q. So they were a third party that the state 3519 


hired to do a neutral assessment of the IT project or 3520 


provide these neutral assessments of the IT project?  3521 


A. So prior to my arrival, the state law was 3522 


that any project over a million dollars needed to be 3523 


supervised by the Office of the State CIO, and when I 3524 


arrived, there were only 18 projects that fit that 3525 


category, which seemed really odd to me, and so I 3526 


contacted all the agencies.  As it turned out, we 3527 


actually had 81 projects that fit that criteria that 3528 


were not going reported.   3529 


Of those 18, Maximus was brought in as the QA, 3530 


quality assurance, vendor, but it was brought in as -- 3531 


when it was an OHA/DHS project.  When the two separated, 3532 


technically, the Office of the State CIO had no 3533 


oversight responsibility, but leadership had asked that 3534 


the office continue to oversee the project, and so the 3535 


vendors stayed on board, and Ying Quan, who works with 3536 


me at the state, continued in the IT analyst role for 3537 


the Office of State CIO to the Cover Oregon folks. 3538 


Q. Okay.  And so Maximus, in their role to 3539 


the state at the beginning of the IT project, they were 3540 


giving assessment or providing the status of the state 3541 


exchange; is that correct?  3542 


A. Yes, ma'am, they were. 3543 
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Q. Are you aware of any reports by Maximus?  3544 


A. Yes, ma'am, I am.  3545 


Q. As the interim CIO, were you given these 3546 


reports directly or did you receive these reports from 3547 


Maximus?  3548 


A. We were given the reports as a member of 3549 


the Technology Options Workgroup.  I think they gave us 3550 


at least one of those reports, possibly two, and then 3551 


after that, after -- so after I was asked to assume 3552 


responsibility for Cover Oregon as the interim CIO, Ying 3553 


brought me all the reports to tell me what a bad idea it 3554 


was that -- taking on that responsibility was.   3555 


Q. So what did these reports entail?  What 3556 


did they detail in the reports?  3557 


A. Well, there's a variety of things in 3558 


them.  They talk about how -- some of things are how 3559 


Oracle had not shown any code to anyone and didn't let 3560 


anyone have access to the code.   3561 


So there's no -- there was no way for Maximus to 3562 


have what we would describe as empirical evidence of 3563 


where the progress was of the application development.  3564 


In other words, there was no way that Maximus could look 3565 


at it and see the code and see what had been defined and 3566 


in what state it was, that they were completely 3567 


dependant upon the information provided to them by 3568 
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Oracle as to where things were and how complete things 3569 


were, and the way that -- the methodology that Oracle 3570 


used to manage or to report progress was what we call 3571 


through use cases. 3572 


A use case is to perform a specific general 3573 


function.  To enroll an individual would be a use case 3574 


as opposed to a function point.  A function point would 3575 


be something -- af function point is -- in Microsoft 3576 


Word, a function point would be bold or italic or 3577 


underline.  It's a smaller subdivision of something does 3578 


something, and then that way, you have more modularity, 3579 


because you know if bold works this way in Word, then 3580 


bold should work that way and it should be the same code 3581 


in Power Point.  It should be the same code in Excel.  3582 


It should be the same code in all the Microsoft Office 3583 


products. 3584 


So you have what's called re-usable code.  By 3585 


going to use cases, it was impossible to tell if Oracle 3586 


was using reusable code or if they were writing 3587 


everything as a unique bespoke solution just to do 3588 


enrollment. 3589 


So it was never clear until very late to me that 3590 


Oracle had written one enrollment process for individual 3591 


enrollment and a completely different enrollment process 3592 


for SHOP.  So to do the small business enrollment, that 3593 
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was -- even though it was still an individual enrolling, 3594 


it was an entirely different bundle of code.  Nothing 3595 


was reused from one to the next.  It was completely 3596 


unique. 3597 


BY  3598 


Q. Is it normal for the vendor to withhold 3599 


code from the quality assurance folks in a project such 3600 


as this?  3601 


A. It is not my experience to withhold the 3602 


code from the quality assurance vendor.  Moreover, it's 3603 


certainly not the way -- code is not withheld from 3604 


whomever the system integrator is.   3605 


So that was the piece that was surprising to me, 3606 


was as the -- if Cover Oregon ws acting as systems 3607 


integrator, they didn't have the tools to do it.  They 3608 


couldn't get at the stuff to be able to be the 3609 


integrator. 3610 


It would have been seen that these were each -- 3611 


if I told you I was writing bold for Excel and I'm 3612 


writing a completely different -- and a completely code 3613 


team is writing bold for Power Point, you would be like 3614 


why are you doing these two things -- why do you have 3615 


two different people writing the same function for two 3616 


different programs? 3617 


So that was essentially what was happening.  3618 
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They were doing one enrollment for individuals and they 3619 


were doing a completely separate enrollment for SHOP, as 3620 


an example.   3621 


Q. Why do you believe Oracle withheld the 3622 


code?  3623 


A. I don't know.  I cannot answer that.  I 3624 


asked for the code on several occasions.  I've asked for 3625 


backup tapes to be provided.  I have asked both in 3626 


written and oral requests.  I've never had any of those 3627 


provided to me.   3628 


I wanted to have the code analyzed.  A friend of 3629 


mine is the father of the concept of function points.  3630 


He lives in Rhode Island.  I met him when I was at 3631 


Brown.  He has an automated code analyzer that would 3632 


have told me how many function points I was dealing, how 3633 


many of them are duplicative and things like this.   3634 


The code was never provided to me for me to ask 3635 


him to do that.   3636 


  :  I'm going to hand you 3637 


one of the reports from Maximus.  It's a report from 3638 


February 2014, the Cover Oregon Monthly Quality Status 3639 


Report.  It was issued on March 15, 2014.  That's 3640 


Exhibit 10 that I'm entering into the record.   3641 


      [Exhibit No. 10 3642 


was 3643 
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      marked for 3644 


identification.] 3645 


  THE WITNESS:  Yes, ma'am.  3646 


BY :   3647 


Q. This report is providing an assessment of 3648 


Oracle's performance with the state health insurance 3649 


exchange website.  If I can get you to turn to the page 3650 


with Bates Stamp GOV_HR 00071555, also noted as Page No. 3651 


4.   3652 


A. Yes, ma'am.   3653 


Q. Follow along with me as I read the second 3654 


bullet in the second column of the row "Schedule".  3655 


Maximus writes, quote:  Oracle's inability to properly 3656 


estimate the work and delivery with high quality for any 3657 


release continues to effect system delivery." 3658 


Did I read that correctly?  3659 


A. Yes, ma'am, you did.   3660 


Q. Is this consistent with your 3661 


understanding of the work product that Oracle was 3662 


providing in February 2014?  3663 


A. I know that was consistent with the 3664 


product that was provided in April of 2014.  As far as 3665 


releases and things, this is consistent with what I 3666 


experienced directly. 3667 


So I would assume that that was true then, but 3668 
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it was definitely happening in April.  We would get 3669 


components from Oracle.  We run them through testing, 3670 


and they would fail.   3671 


In fact, the very first week, I had prevented 3672 


code going into production without it being completely 3673 


tested and, in fact, the next week, when we ran through 3674 


testing, we found it broke the connection to the federal 3675 


hub.  Had that code gone into production Friday the 4th 3676 


of April, it would have shut us down until we could get 3677 


the next code fix into the production environment, which 3678 


would have been at least four or five days.   3679 


We would have been down hard for four or five 3680 


days without contact to the federal hub.  So I know that 3681 


was the case there.  3682 


Q. Okay.  And what is a release, for the 3683 


record?  3684 


A. A release is -- so the way applications 3685 


are managed are by release numbers.  So we talk about 3686 


Version 1 or Version 2 or Version 3, and then within 3687 


that, we have subversions, so 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and then 3688 


within that are subversions. 3689 


So the release I was talking about was 1.1.0.5.  3690 


That was the release that I prevented from going into 3691 


production.  We actually got to a 1.1.0.7 before we 3692 


stopped development entirely.   3693 
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Q. And Maximus also reports that Oracle' not 3694 


delivering a, quote, high quality of any release, that 3695 


it's affecting system delivery.  Do you agree with 3696 


Maximus' independent assessment?  Is that what you 3697 


experienced during your time?  3698 


A. Yes, ma'am.  That's what I experienced 3699 


during my time.  I'm more comfortable talking about what 3700 


I experienced than -- 3701 


Q. Absolutely. 3702 


A. -- interpreting what they mean, but it's 3703 


certainly consistent. 3704 


Q. If you turn to the page with Bates Stamp 3705 


GOV_HR 00071564, it's also noted as page 13.   3706 


A. Yes, ma'am.  3707 


Q. Maximus writes under the subheading 3708 


"Risk", the third bullet, quote:  Launching the Oracle 3709 


system with known defects may result in a bad user 3710 


experience which could affect the CO brand long term, 3711 


end quote.   3712 


Do you agree with Maximus' independent 3713 


assessment that launching Oracle system with known 3714 


defects in it would have negative repercussions?  3715 


A. So I would used a more precise 3716 


description.  So there are always applications that are 3717 


launched that are made available for commercial or 3718 
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public use that have known defects, but not to the 3719 


severity that these were.   3720 


So, really, what they should have said or what 3721 


have been more precise would have been to say launching 3722 


the system with known Severity 1 defects will result in 3723 


a bad user experience.  They were -- and I don't know -- 3724 


so Maximus had had a bad experience with reporting and 3725 


had a lot of pushback from leadership prior to my 3726 


arrival with critical reporting, and it changed some of 3727 


their language.  They softened some of their language in 3728 


subsequent reports.   3729 


So I would have used more direct, more precise 3730 


language in this case.   3731 


Q. And can you describe some of the -- I 3732 


know you mentioned this earlier, but again, what were 3733 


some of these severe defects or errors that were in the 3734 


system?  3735 


A. Well, there were -- the nonfunctional 3736 


defects included things like the inability of an error 3737 


-- of a user to go back and make a correction or to add 3738 


punctuation.  If there was a -- as an example, I live on 3739 


Islander Avenue, Northwest.  If I were to put my address 3740 


in as Islander Ave, Northwest or Islander Avenue and 3741 


spelled out "northwest", if it did not perfectly match 3742 


the USPS database for my address, then it would come 3743 
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back as -- it would orphan the record.  I would be cut 3744 


off from the record.  I couldn't go back and fix it.   3745 


If I misspelled Multnomah County -- so it asked 3746 


what county you lived in, and some plans were available 3747 


in some counties and some were not.  So if I lived in 3748 


Multnomah and I misspelled Multnomah, I didn't get 3749 


another chance at it.  It would just cut me off and you 3750 


would have to go in through SEBOL to put the correct 3751 


county name in there.   3752 


Initially, not all counties were -- all 36 3753 


counties were not identified in the system.  By this 3754 


time, they were.  By February, I believe all the 3755 


counties were in the system, but I know prior to that, 3756 


they were not.   3757 


There were things that were wrong with it that 3758 


simply could not be communicated to an end user that 3759 


they could have known that they needed to look up how to 3760 


spell Multnomah before they type it in.   3761 


If they typed it in with all caps, it would 3762 


reject them.  If they -- there were just a lot -- so 3763 


those are the edit features and the functionality, those 3764 


things that are, again, nonfunctional requirements, but 3765 


things that are essential to any application's success.   3766 


On the functional requirements, there were 3767 


errors that we had with the system as well that, as I 3768 
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said, we couldn't change.  You couldn't change your 3769 


information.  Once it was in, it was locked.   3770 


With a database system, you're supposed to be 3771 


able to, according to a guy by the name Codd, you're 3772 


supposed to be able to add, edit, delete, modify, and 3773 


keep track of your modifications and create a record, 3774 


create a blank record.  So those five things, any 3775 


database is supposed to do.   3776 


This system could only add records.  It couldn't 3777 


do any of the other four things.  It could only add 3778 


records.  3779 


Q. And this has nothing to do with user 3780 


error.  Correct?  3781 


A. No, ma'am.  This was functional, what it 3782 


failed to do.   3783 


Q. Okay.  You mentioned -- well, we spoke 3784 


about in the last -- my colleagues spoke about in the 3785 


last hour, the Deloitte report, the preliminary report 3786 


from February 10, 2014.  Are you familiar with the 3787 


report?  3788 


A. I have seen it, yes, ma'am. 3789 


:  I'm handing you that Deloitte 3790 


preliminary report that was issued on February 10, 2014 3791 


into the record as Exhibit 11.   3792 


     [Exhibit No. 11 was 3793 
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marked       for 3794 


identification.] 3795 


BY  3796 


Q. Now, who is Deloitte or what is Deloitte?  3797 


A. Deloitte is a consultancy.  They used to 3798 


be -- when I was with Ernst & Young, they were part of 3799 


the -- we called us the big six, and then I guess it's 3800 


now the final four or whatever it is for those groups.  3801 


They do accounting and consulting services.  3802 


Q. What would they be considered experts in 3803 


their field?  3804 


A. I'd certainly say so, yes, ma'am.   3805 


Q. And Deloitte was hired by the state to 3806 


provide an independent neutral assessment of the various 3807 


technology alternatives for the state's health insurance 3808 


exchange.  Correct?  3809 


A. They were brought in to identify paths 3810 


forward, and then their assessment was provided to the 3811 


Technology Options Workgroup, but they were actually 3812 


asked to it before the formation of the group.  So I'm 3813 


not familiar how that was -- I don't know how they were 3814 


asked or what the agreement was around that.   3815 


Bruce Goldberg would have been the one to have 3816 


done that, I'm afraid.   3817 


Q. Can you tell me again how many IT options 3818 
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Deloitte evaluated or assessed for Cover Oregon?  3819 


A. Well, they provided us with 10 different 3820 


alternatives to talk about or to look at, everything 3821 


from looking at a third-party provider, Exeter or one of 3822 


the other software service providers, bringing in 3823 


another state's exchange, which is what Deloitte was 3824 


doing or proposing to do in Maryland.   3825 


Remediating the technology that we already had, 3826 


that was the third kind of large category of options.  3827 


Going to the federal exchange was another category of 3828 


options.   3829 


That's four categories.  I think that was it.  I 3830 


don't remember.  I'd have to look.  3831 


Q. That's fine.  Do you know how Deloitte 3832 


came to these different alternatives?  3833 


A. No, ma'am, I do not.   3834 


Q. Do you know what method or criteria 3835 


Deloitte used assess to these technology alternatives?  3836 


A. No, ma'am, I do not.  3837 


Q. Does it sound -- can you turn to page 9.   3838 


A. Yes, ma'am.   3839 


Q. And under the heading "1.1, Stay the 3840 


Course, Keep the Technology, Summary of Analysis, what 3841 


did this mean?  Does this mean keeping the Oracle 3842 


technology, but using a new vendor?  3843 
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A. Let's see.  Yes.  That's what it says, 3844 


yes, ma'am.   3845 


Q. And Deloitte estimated that the risk of 3846 


keeping the technology as having a medium risk.  What 3847 


does that mean?  3848 


A. Well, so one of the things that I think I 3849 


said this morning, the first time around, we found that 3850 


80 percent of our errors are nontechnical errors or our 3851 


nonfunctional errors were occurring between the Web CT 3852 


component and the SEBOL component.  So one of the things 3853 


that I concluded, that others concluded that would be 3854 


helpful was that if we could eliminate the Web CT 3855 


component and, instead, do something lighter weight with 3856 


either JAVA or some other development language that more 3857 


natively attach itself to the SEBOL engine. 3858 


So we were going -- and there were other 3859 


components as well that we would remove from the 3860 


technology stack to simplify the development, but that's 3861 


really what they're talking about.  So they mention here 3862 


the -- I'm quoting from the document:  "The current 3863 


technology solution is highly complex, considering of 3864 


several packaged application technologies that have been 3865 


extensively customized." 3866 


What we had found, what I had found and I didn't 3867 


know this at the time this report was developed or when 3868 
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we reviewed it in the Technology Options Workgroup, but 3869 


there had been modifications to SEBOL.  There had been 3870 


nonstandard modifications to OPA, to Web CT, but it was 3871 


really the -- when they're talking about the 3872 


customization, I believe what they meant in this were 3873 


the connectors, the SOA connectors between the different 3874 


pieces, and those were the things that we were finding 3875 


was causing us a lot of the nonfunctional errors, the 3876 


time to live errors, the failure to commit record 3877 


errors, the inability to retrieve data and reconnect you 3878 


to an orphaned session or an orphaned record.   3879 


Those were all things that we found that were a 3880 


consequence of a very sophisticated, a very complicated 3881 


technology architecture.  So one of the things that was 3882 


identified early on was there would be a need to 3883 


simplify that architecture, and that would reduce the 3884 


risk of trying to make it work with the configuration 3885 


that we had.  3886 


Q. And what was timeline that Deloitte 3887 


provided in this preliminary report for this 3888 


alternative?  3889 


A. Well, initially, I believe, unless it's 3890 


going to the contradict me here, the assumption that we 3891 


were working on was that this could be done by November 3892 


open enrollment of 2014.  So that was their -- they had 3893 
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estimated it was going to take them $22 million and they 3894 


would be ready by November of -- oh, it says that here.   3895 


"Analysis indicated that this solution will have 3896 


medium technical risk and will take until November 2015 3897 


to implement at a cost of 22 million."  3898 


Q. So November 2015 is when this would be --  3899 


A. Oh, yes. 3900 


Q. -- complete? 3901 


A. Oh, I see that.  I see that, yes, ma'am.  3902 


All right.   3903 


Q. And is this -- so this is Deloitte's 3904 


initial assessment of the current technology? 3905 


A. It is.  I'm surprised by that 2015 3906 


number, because we were always -- we always approached 3907 


this solution as saying it would be 22 million and it 3908 


would be -- we could launch with what we had in November 3909 


of 2014.   3910 


So I'm not saying it's a typo, but I believe 3911 


that that's not -- I'm almost certain that our goal was 3912 


-- or the way we understood it at the time was this path 3913 


was to bring us live November of 2014.  I don't know why 3914 


it says 2015.  3915 


Q. And if we actually read from the report, 3916 


the heading that says, quote:  "Analysis indicates that 3917 


this solution will have medium technical risk and would 3918 
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take until November 2015 to implement at a cost 22 3919 


million in 2014 plus 150,000 hours in 2015."   3920 


A. Yes, ma'am.  3921 


Q. So is that accurate?  3922 


A. Well, again, I'm surprised by -- and the 3923 


only way that I can -- again, I'm trying to conjure this 3924 


up into what it is they must have meant. 3925 


The one component that was clearly an unknown 3926 


was the SHOP functionality.  No one had looked at SHOP.  3927 


It had been de-scoped or the scope had been reduced to 3928 


not include SHOP when we failed to launch in -- it was 3929 


actually de-scoped in August, and it still -- we still 3930 


failed to launch in October, but the idea was we would 3931 


take it out of the scope in August of 2013 to allow the 3932 


resources that were working on that component to be 3933 


focused on individual enrollment.   3934 


So as I understand this, that additional 150,000 3935 


hours in 2015 was to do SHOP, but I'm not a hundred 3936 


percent certain of that, because as I say, our 3937 


understanding was going this course was going to make 3938 


the exchange available in November 2014 for individual 3939 


enrollment.  3940 


Q. Okay.  If we turn to page 10, the next 3941 


page of the report -- 3942 


A. Yes, ma'am. 3943 
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Q. Under Stay the Course, Keep the Vendor, 3944 


is this keeping Oracle as the vendor and also keeping 3945 


the Oracle developed technology?  3946 


A. Yes, ma'am.   3947 


Q. And Deloitte estimates the risk for this 3948 


option as medium risk, and what did that mean? 3949 


A. Well, as I read off these, they have many 3950 


of the same observations.  The current solution is 3951 


highly complex.  Several enhancements are pending.  It 3952 


appears that additional project management and testing 3953 


rigor will be required to stabilize the solution.   3954 


The backlog contains 1500 open functional 3955 


performance defects.  Additional remediation appears 3956 


necessary to address architecture design, code quality 3957 


design, deployment and training issues, and compliance 3958 


with CMS regulations HIPAA and personal identification 3959 


information is difficult to confirm due to data quality 3960 


issues.   3961 


So when Deloitte had presented to us and 3962 


discussed the options, they had reduced it to four 3963 


threads, one being data quality, the second one being 3964 


application quality, the third being the unknowns of the 3965 


systems that were not -- that had not gone to 3966 


production, that no one had seen the code, like the SHOP 3967 


and the -- primarily, the SHOP, but other components of 3968 
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the code as well that had been started, but no one had 3969 


seen.  They had never been revealed to us.  We had never 3970 


seen the system.   3971 


Then, finally, what were the changes that were 3972 


going to come in the marketplace that were going to 3973 


require adaptations to what we had done existing.  So 3974 


CMS continued to change their interfaces and their 3975 


requirements and things like that, and those would cause 3976 


or create changes that we had to adapt.   3977 


Q. And to your understanding, was this a 3978 


feasible option for the state?  3979 


A. Well, at the time, it was.  It certainly 3980 


seemed like it.  It's a higher number there, 45 million, 3981 


but at that time, it was estimated that we had that 3982 


amount, roughly, that we could commit to a technology 3983 


build to finish it.   3984 


So yes.   3985 


Q. So let's turn to page 18.  This heading 3986 


says 4.1, Full Federally-Facilitated Marketplace 3987 


Solutions, Summary of Analysis.   3988 


Deloitte estimates the risk of the FFM as having 3989 


low risk.  What does that mean? 3990 


A. Well, I would assume it meant -- and, 3991 


certainly, from my seat, there were -- at this time, 3992 


there were 34 states that were working off of the 3993 
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federally-facilitated marketplace, and so it was up.  It 3994 


was operational.  We knew that the Federal Government 3995 


was going to see to it that it was going to launch 3996 


effectively even though we understood that there was -- 3997 


at this time, we understood that there was a possibility 3998 


that the Federal Government would rewrite the entire 3999 


application rather than do an iteration with what had 4000 


been produced, that, instead, that there was some talk 4001 


then that they were going to redo the whole exchange 4002 


from the ground up. 4003 


Even at that, we felt there was less risk to the 4004 


State of Oregon to go with the federally-facilitated 4005 


marketplace than there was for us to continue to try to 4006 


develop this on our own.  It was more likely that our 4007 


citizens would be able to successfully enjoy completed 4008 


application enrollment processes in the 4009 


federally-facilitated marketplace than the chances of 4010 


them doing so in a State of Oregon solution.   4011 


Q. So we're done with the report.  I wanted 4012 


to transition to your time with the Technology Options 4013 


Workgroup.   4014 


A. Okay.   4015 


Q. So you were member of the workgroup.  4016 


Correct? 4017 


A. Yes, ma'am, I was.   4018 
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Q. And did you have a particular role on the 4019 


workgroup?  4020 


A. No, ma'am, I did not.   4021 


Q. Who were the other members of the 4022 


workgroup?  I know you mentioned it earlier.  You said 4023 


there were voting and nonvoting members?  4024 


A. There were.  Let me pull the -- if you 4025 


don't mind, it was actually Exhibit --  4026 


Q. Seven.  4027 


A. Seven.  All right.  Thank you, ma'am.  4028 


Q. Seven, which s the Cover Oregon final 4029 


report, the May 8th report.   4030 


A. Thank you.  Here is it. 4031 


So on page 2, Table 1, we have Liz Baxter, Dr. 4032 


George Brown, Terry Andrews, Greg Van Pelt, Chris 4033 


Blatton, Eric Dulan, Sue Hanson, John Kanegee, Aaron 4034 


Patnode, Bruce Wilkinson, John Simmeral, myself, Tina 4035 


Edland, Sean Kolmer, Bruce Goldberg, Aaron Karjala, and 4036 


Truez Delarosa as members. 4037 


Now, the group that really were the voting 4038 


members were the CIOs, Eric Dulan, Sue Hanson, John 4039 


Kanegee, Arron Patnode, Bruce Wilkins, John Simmeral -- 4040 


John was actually the chair of the committee -- and 4041 


myself.  4042 


Q. Okay.  So we were the core.  So the core 4043 
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members, as you refer to them, would you consider them 4044 


to be qualified, a group that would be qualified to make 4045 


a recommendation to the state regarding their technology 4046 


option?   4047 


A. Yes, ma'am, I do.  4048 


Q. And when did this group start to meet?  4049 


A. Well, the first time that we got together 4050 


was on March the 11th.  That was the first time that -- 4051 


and I had only met them -- as I said, March 11th and 4052 


13th, I was not able to attend in person.  I just met 4053 


them over the phone.  It wasn't until a meeting on the 4054 


18th that I actually got to mean them all.  4055 


Q. What was role of the workgroup?  4056 


A. We were charged with reviewing the 4057 


options that had been listed before and providing a 4058 


recommendation to the board with which option that Cover 4059 


Oregon ought to take, and so we would make a 4060 


recommendation to the board.  The board would ultimately 4061 


vote which option to take, but we were asked to give an 4062 


analysis and provide some kind of guidance.  4063 


Q. So the workgroup was tasked with making a 4064 


recommendation to the board on the upcoming technology 4065 


alternative.  Correct?  4066 


A. Yes, ma'am.  4067 


Q. And it was the board's ultimate decision 4068 
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on what the state would use for their technology 4069 


alternative.  Correct? 4070 


A. Yes, ma'am.   4071 


Q. Let's go back to the report.  If you -- 4072 


first, are you confident in the information that's 4073 


included in this report?  4074 


A. Yes, ma'am.  4075 


Q. And, to your knowledge, it's accurate?  4076 


A. Yes, ma'am.  4077 


Q. Let's go to page 2 under the heading "TOW 4078 


Meetings".   4079 


A. Yes, ma'am.  4080 


Q. The second sentence reads, quote:  The 4081 


meetings provided workgroup members information to 4082 


understand the current state of the Cover Oregon 4083 


development effort to date and description of the 4084 


current technology status, the technology alternatives 4085 


to consider, articulations of the benefits and 4086 


limitations of each solution, development of a 4087 


preliminary go-forward plan, and finalization of the 4088 


specific path forward for Cover Oregon, end quote. 4089 


Did I read that correctly?  4090 


A. Yes, ma'am, you did.   4091 


Q. Is this an accurate description of what 4092 


the Technology Options Workgroup meetings consisted of?  4093 
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A. I would say so, yes, ma'am.  Again, the 4094 


Technology Options Workgroup was a nonofficial body 4095 


giving a recommendation to the board.  4096 


Q. And if you can turn to page 3 of the 4097 


report.   4098 


A. Yes, ma'am.   4099 


Q. And follow along with me as I read, 4100 


quote:  "Information from various sources was presented 4101 


to provide workgroup members an appreciation of the 4102 


technical aspects of the proposed alternatives.  These 4103 


inputs include information prepared by third parties, 4104 


calls with other state exchanges, private sector 4105 


organizations, and information provided by Cover Oregon 4106 


staff in response to specific requests from the 4107 


workgroup.  " 4108 


Did I read that correctly?  4109 


A. Yes, ma'am, you did.   4110 


Q. So the workgroup consulted third parties 4111 


to gather information in order to analyze the different 4112 


alternatives before the workgroup?  4113 


A. Yes, ma'am, we did.   4114 


Q. Can you list some of the organizations 4115 


that were consulted by the workgroup members?  4116 


A. Well, we had one call with the State of 4117 


Idaho.  I know that I personally talked to Exeter, the 4118 
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folks from Exeter.  They were the ones who were doing 4119 


the Hawaii exchange at that time, and I believe they did 4120 


one other exchange, and I don't remember whom at that 4121 


time.   4122 


We also spoke with folks from Point B.  Maximus 4123 


presented some of their findings and their reports, or 4124 


at least the one report they went through in great 4125 


detail as well as just general overview of the project 4126 


and where they felt it was.   4127 


We spoke with -- who else did we have 4128 


presentations from?  We had -- I'm trying to remember 4129 


now.  4130 


Q. It's okay if you don't remember. 4131 


A. I'm sorry.  I don't remember. 4132 


Q. It's okay.  And how many technology 4133 


alternatives did the workgroup analyze for the state?  4134 


A. There were 10 of them.  4135 


Q. And how did the workgroup come to these 4136 


alternatives?  4137 


A. Well, as we had -- so the first meeting, 4138 


we just kind of outlined what they were and said what 4139 


they did.   4140 


At the second meeting, we really started to get 4141 


more serious about where we were and what we could do 4142 


and what have you.  So it was pretty clear at the end of 4143 
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the second meeting that keeping the technology and 4144 


keeping the vendor was not viable.  So that was not 4145 


something that -- we couldn't -- the people that got us 4146 


into this situation couldn't get us out.  4147 


Q. But that was -- keeping Oracle as the 4148 


vendor and keeping the technology, they were 4149 


alternatives that were considered --  4150 


A. They were considered.  4151 


Q. -- by the workgroup? 4152 


A. And that one was dismissed.  I believe it 4153 


was that very second meeting.   4154 


Keeping the technology, but selecting a new 4155 


vendor, that was considered a viable alternative and 4156 


actually ended up as one of the final recommendations.   4157 


Transferring another state-based marketplace, I 4158 


had made calls to Maryland and to -- who else was 4159 


considering that?  There was someone else that was 4160 


considering that at the time.  I think it Nevada, and we 4161 


talked to them about the possibility or what they were 4162 


undertaking, and so I reported back to the group on some 4163 


of those things because I knew the CIOs from the states.  4164 


Q. We'll get more in depth with those 4165 


options in a second.   4166 


A. I'm sorry.  4167 


Q. No.  It's okay. 4168 
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If you can turn to page 5.  Under the discussion 4169 


summary, the second sentence says:  "Each alternative 4170 


was assessed against the three criteria." 4171 


A. Yes, ma'am. 4172 


Q. "Risk, schedule, and cost." 4173 


Can you explain each of those criteria, risk, 4174 


schedule, and cost, for us?  4175 


A. So we had a budget that we understood 4176 


that the Cover Oregon budget for the -- the Level 1 4177 


funding that was available to us was approximately $50 4178 


million, give or take.  So that was the budget, and 4179 


anything that we looked at was going to have to come in 4180 


around or below $50 million to accomplish the Level 1. 4181 


We were also told that there was Level 2 4182 


funding, but we knew that that hadn't been applied for 4183 


and we didn't really fully understand that.  We just 4184 


went ahead and went with our Level 1 funding as our 4185 


baseline for what we had to deliver.   4186 


The second -- the timeline, we understood our 4187 


goal was to have it up by November of 2014 for open 4188 


enrollment.  That was the -- so any alternative we 4189 


selected was going to have to be able to be delivered 4190 


and functional by November 2014.   4191 


We also understood that it was possible or could 4192 


be possible for us to go with one alternative that we 4193 
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would become a -- that what ended up becoming a 4194 


supported state-based exchange, or SSBM, and that we 4195 


could move, perhaps move, back to being an independent 4196 


or self-sufficient state-based exchange, but that would 4197 


have to be for the November 2015 -- did I say that 4198 


right?  The 2015 year.   4199 


So November 2014, our primary focus was what was 4200 


going to be.  The schedule we had was November 2014.   4201 


Then, finally, the scope, we knew that the scope 4202 


that had to be met were the minimum requirements for the 4203 


Affordable Care Act.  So we knew we had to be able to 4204 


meet all the expectations for the ACA in order to -- so 4205 


those were three components to the iron triangle.  4206 


Q. Did you mention risk?  4207 


A. Well, no.  I didn't mention risk.  We did 4208 


look at risk.   4209 


Risk was more difficult for us to articulate 4210 


late or handicap because we didn't have -- they were 4211 


speculatory as to whether or not we were going to be 4212 


able to do them.   4213 


So as an example, if a vendor would not commit 4214 


to having something ready by November of 2014, we knew 4215 


it was high risk.  That was how we kind of backed into 4216 


our risk.  It was more of a -- the risk assessment was 4217 


of a subjective assessment more than an analytical one 4218 
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like the other two were.  4219 


Q. Okay.  We can continue on page 5, that 4220 


second paragraph that says, quote:  "A key consideration 4221 


in evaluating the possibility of continuing with the 4222 


current technology solution was the ability of Cover 4223 


Oregon to effectively develop a software solution using 4224 


the Oracle framework, a sophisticated and complex family 4225 


of products which in vary in integration from tightly to 4226 


loosely-coupled solutions.  4227 


A. Yes, ma'am. 4228 


Q. "To address this consideration, 4229 


information was collected about existing and planned 4230 


management processes at Cover Oregon.   4231 


The areas examined included project management, 4232 


IT solution governance, solution answer solution 4233 


development, lifecycle management, and solution 4234 


deployment practices." 4235 


Is that an accurate statement?  4236 


A. Yes, ma'am. 4237 


Q. So the current technology was included as 4238 


an alternative, as you stated before?   4239 


A. Yes, ma'am. 4240 


Q. And it was assessed using the three 4241 


criteria that we went over earlier, risk, schedule, and 4242 


cost?  4243 
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A. Yes, ma'am.  4244 


Q. At some point, the workgroup narrowed the 4245 


alternatives down to three.  Correct?   4246 


A. Yes, ma'am. 4247 


Q. And what were those three alternatives?  4248 


A. So we looked at transferring another 4249 


system in, keeping the existing code base and completing 4250 


it in time for November enrollment, and then 4251 


transferring to the federally-facilitated marketplace.   4252 


Q. And one of the alternative was quickly 4253 


eliminated.   4254 


A. Yes, ma'am. 4255 


Q. Which alternative was that?  4256 


A. The transfer of the -- of another state's 4257 


base marketplace option.   4258 


Q. Why was that eliminated?  4259 


A. Well, for the state to do an assessment 4260 


-- so there is a statement once that I heard that when 4261 


you've seen Medicaid -- that when you've state's 4262 


Medicaid eligibility system, you've seen one state's 4263 


Medicaid eligibility system, that they are all unique.  4264 


So to bring in another state's sight unseen application 4265 


for doing assessments and for running a marketplace 4266 


would mean that there was going to -- it was unknown to 4267 


us how much adaptation we were going to need.   4268 
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So Connecticut's was one of the systems that was 4269 


being transferred at the time to Maryland.  Maryland and 4270 


Connecticut felt that -- or Maryland, at least, felt 4271 


that their approach and their philosophy and their scope 4272 


and description of a health information exchange very 4273 


closely mapped to that of Connecticut's.  So they felt 4274 


that moving it would not be a big change, a big policy 4275 


change, to the State of Maryland. 4276 


We had not done that assessment.  We had 4277 


anecdotally been told that Rhode Island was very similar 4278 


to the State of Oregon.  We were told that there were 4279 


other exchanges that we could look at for doing this, 4280 


but without doing the assessment, it was very hard to 4281 


know who was like us and who wasn't.   4282 


We did know there were some things specifically 4283 


that only Oregon was doing, such as being the -- 4284 


remitting -- having the universal agent, and so because 4285 


the universal agent, as an example, was something that 4286 


we believed in and we thought was the right thing and we 4287 


knew nobody else was doing that, that would require a 4288 


change.  4289 


Q. So you also note in the report the 4290 


preliminary recommendation, and you described this 4291 


earlier as a dual path.  Why was this a preliminary 4292 


recommendation by the workgroup?  4293 
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A. Well, it was preliminary because our 4294 


expectation was that as we worked both paths 4295 


simultaneously, it would become clear at some point 4296 


which way we should go:  Yes, we're going to get this 4297 


done in the time and money and with the scope that we 4298 


need or we need to abandon this and go to the 4299 


federally-facilitated marketplace. 4300 


So there was going to be, if you will, a final 4301 


-- and we laid it out somewhere, I think, in some of the 4302 


work papers, but there was going to be a final go, no-go 4303 


decision on developing the code.  If the other 10 -- 4304 


after 100 days, if none of the 10 triggers -- if we had 4305 


passed all the triggers without throwing them, then a 4306 


final go, no-go decision would be made, a recommendation 4307 


by the committee would be to the board to finish the 4308 


application development.  4309 


Q. And were all the triggers met in this 4310 


case?  4311 


A. No, ma'am, they were not.  4312 


Q. What triggers didn't -- were not met?  4313 


A. The cost trigger was one.  The time 4314 


trigger was the other, and then, finally, we had to 4315 


reduce -- we were not going to be able to complete 4316 


the -- it was viewed that it would be high risk for us 4317 


to try to do it with the configuration.   4318 
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The configuration needed to simplified for us to 4319 


be able to make it work.  We had too many parts.  4320 


Q. And what alternatives are you referring 4321 


to here?  4322 


A. Oh, I'm sorry, ma'am.  I was referring to 4323 


the stay the course, change the vendor alternative, 4324 


Option 2.   4325 


Q. So keeping the Oracle-developed 4326 


technology?  4327 


A. Yes, ma'am.  4328 


Q. So at this point, the Oracle -- the 4329 


workgroup determined that Oracle, keeping the Oracle 4330 


technology, would not be feasible for the state?  4331 


A. Yes, ma'am.  I presented to them 4332 


anecdotally some of the challenges that we were facing 4333 


in the process, the development process and project 4334 


management that was going on, and then, formally, I 4335 


presented to them the estimate from Deloitte, what it 4336 


was going to take for us to accomplish this, and -- 4337 


Q. We're actually about to go there.  So 4338 


page 8, if you can turn to page 8 of the report where 4339 


you note the findings, under the "Findings" heading. 4340 


A. Yes, ma'am. 4341 


Q. It reads, quote:  Number one, only the 4342 


stabilization of the current software, completion of the 4343 
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online enrollment and development of renewal 4344 


capabilities could be completed by November 15, 2014, 4345 


leaving change of circumstance incomplete until November 4346 


of 2015. 4347 


A. Yes, ma'am. 4348 


Q. "Number two, coding bugs when decomposed 4349 


to the IT IL standards of severity definitions came to 4350 


over 700 Severity 1 and Severity 2 errors, indicating 4351 


more work than anticipated to achieve stability. 4352 


Number three, a decision was made to run only 67 4353 


of the 77 CMS recommended blueprint tests against the 4354 


Cover Oregon code to support an accelerated development 4355 


process.  This implies that more errors exist in the 4356 


code, but have yet to be discovered. 4357 


Number four, no standard processes for change 4358 


control application release management, testing 4359 


improvement configuration management, root-cause 4360 


analysis, environmental management or management of 4361 


enhancement service request has been instituted.  The 4362 


skills necessarily for Cover Oregon to finalize the 4363 


development of the existing applications are not 4364 


currently within the Cover Oregon staff and would need 4365 


to be acquired." 4366 


Did I read that correctly?  4367 


A. Yes, ma'am.   4368 
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Q. Is that an accurate statement of what you 4369 


remember the findings to be at this time?  4370 


A. Yes, ma'am.  4371 


Q. Can you briefly explain what these 4372 


findings mean?  4373 


A. Well, we were not -- we could not 4374 


complete the project in the necessary time to have it 4375 


available with what we had.  We would require much more 4376 


of an infusion of resources than Cover Oregon at that 4377 


time could afford, and it would not have been -- it 4378 


would have been very difficult, I believe, to have made 4379 


a good case in conscience to ask for Level 2 funding 4380 


when we were unable to achieve the objectives of Level 1 4381 


funding requirements.   4382 


Q. Okay.  And if we go further on in the 4383 


report, it says Deloitte's estimate for the total level 4384 


of effort to achieve stabilization, completion of the 4385 


current enrollment solution, and development of new 4386 


functionality to support renewals and change of 4387 


circumstances, 390,000 at a $200 an hour blended rate.  4388 


The cost to Oregon was estimated to approach 78 million, 4389 


which doesn't include the core cost of hardware, 4390 


software, licensing, staff that Cover Oregon currently 4391 


supports. 4392 


Is that an accurate statement?  4393 
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A. Yes, ma'am, it is.  4394 


Q. And in your opinion and based on what 4395 


you've seen, would this current technology be 4396 


considered, as you stated, possibly too high of a risk 4397 


or, if too high of a risk, would not have been 4398 


functional by the November 2014 open enrollment date and 4399 


would have been too expensive for the state to move 4400 


forward with?  4401 


A. We would not, no, ma'am.  There was -- so 4402 


through my E-mails and other discussions and things that 4403 


as we go through the record, you'll see, I had tried to 4404 


salvage this.  I continued to try to salvage up through 4405 


May, the end of May of 2014, and then it was after that 4406 


point that we gave up.  4407 


Q. Okay.  And if you move to page 9 of the 4408 


report under "Utilize the Federal Technology", it reads, 4409 


quote:  The key findings of utilizing the federal 4410 


technology:  Number one, provide individual enrollment, 4411 


renewal, and change of circumstance by the November 2014 4412 


deadline; 4413 


Number two, 11 of 16 Oregon insurance carriers 4414 


already have interfaces with the FFM; 4415 


Number three, Medicaid eligibility can be moved 4416 


to the Oregon Health Authority, OHA, requiring no 4417 


further development from Cover Oregon; 4418 
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Number four, lose the full integration of 4419 


Medicaid and QHP to support seamless transfers from QHP 4420 


to Medicaid and back without having to re-enter 4421 


application information; 4422 


And number five, agents would need to be 4423 


certified by the FFM." 4424 


Did I read that correctly?  4425 


A. Yes, ma'am.   4426 


Q. And is this an accurate statement of the 4427 


findings of the workgroup?  4428 


A. Yes, ma'am, it is.   4429 


Q. Did these finding weigh in favor of 4430 


switching to or recommending the switch to the federal 4431 


technology? 4432 


A. Yes, ma'am, it did.   4433 


Q. And can you explain why?  4434 


A. Well, the facilitated marketplace was one 4435 


that would provide a better customer experience for 4436 


someone enrolling for a qualified health plan than what 4437 


we had afforded them, certainly, and so between the 4438 


hybrid process and the risks associated with people's 4439 


information, you know, going through -- personally 4440 


identifiable information going through the U.S. Mail or 4441 


any of those things, it was just there was no doubt that 4442 


the federal -- Oregon would have been better off to be 4443 
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on the federally-facilitated marketplace in 2013, and it 4444 


was clear to us after the assessment that that would be 4445 


true for 2014 as well.   4446 


Q. And going to the beginning of that next 4447 


paragraph on page 9, it reads:  "Enrollment, renewal, 4448 


and change of circumstance functionality are currently 4449 


available through the FFM, providing the lowest-risk 4450 


option to Oregon.  All functionality will be available 4451 


before November 2014, and the preliminary cost estimate 4452 


Deloitte of four to six million dollars is within 4453 


available Cover Oregon resources." 4454 


So how do these findings relate to those three 4455 


criteria that we mentioned before, risk, cost, and 4456 


schedule?  4457 


A. Well, there was a -- for cost, four to 4458 


six million was clearly within our ability to manage, 4459 


and schedule, it was going to launch in November 2014.  4460 


So we knew that they were going to make that. 4461 


So insofar as risk, there's really only four 4462 


things you can do with risk.  You can try to mitigate 4463 


it.  You can transfer it to somebody else.  You can 4464 


avoid it, or you can accept it.  That's really all that 4465 


you can do.   4466 


So this was a case of transferring risk.  So in 4467 


this case, all of the risk was transferred to the 4468 
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federally-facilitated marketplace, and if it failed to 4469 


launch, well, 35 states now would fail to launch.   4470 


So that was a way that Oregon would no longer be 4471 


on the hook for standing up a health insurance exchange 4472 


because we had transferred that -- we transferred the 4473 


risk of it to CMS.   4474 


Q. So is it fair to say that the workgroup 4475 


concluded that switching to the FFM or the federal 4476 


technology was the lowest risk, it would be available 4477 


for the upcoming open enrollment period, and it would be 4478 


the lowest cost?  4479 


A. From Oregon's point of view, from 4480 


Oregon's paradigm, yes, ma'am.  That's how it was 4481 


assessed.  That's important to note, because we only 4482 


looked it from the framework from what was in the best 4483 


interest for the State of Oregon.  4484 


Q. And when did the workgroup make their 4485 


final recommendation to the board?  4486 


A. It was April the -- I believe it was the 4487 


24th or 25th.  It was either the 24th or 25th.  I don't 4488 


remember the precise date.  4489 


Q. And was this a unanimous decision? 4490 


A. Yes, ma'am, it was.  4491 


Q. And did you ever instruct the workgroup 4492 


to disregard the other technology alternatives that were 4493 
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before the workgroup?  4494 


A. No, ma'am, I did not.   4495 


Q. To your knowledge, did any of the 4496 


governor's advisors instruct the workgroup to disregard 4497 


the other technology alternatives?  4498 


A. No, ma'am.  They did not to my knowledge.  4499 


Q. To your knowledge, did the governor or 4500 


his staff instruct the workgroup to disregard the other 4501 


technology alternatives?  4502 


A. No, ma'am.   4503 


Q. To your knowledge, did any of the 4504 


governor's advisors ever instruct the technology 4505 


workgroup to make their recommendations to switch from 4506 


the state exchange to the federal technology? 4507 


A. No, ma'am.  4508 


Q. And, to your knowledge, did the governor 4509 


or his staff ever instruct the workgroup to make the 4510 


recommendation to switch from the state exchange to the 4511 


federal technology? 4512 


A. No, ma'am.   4513 


Q. You testified earlier that Oracle 4514 


suggested that you were doing the same thing that you 4515 


had done in Oklahoma in going to the federal technology.  4516 


You also said today that the website Oracle created was 4517 


simply not something that we could bring to the public. 4518 
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What would you say -- would you say that you had 4519 


a preference to switch to the federal technology?  4520 


A. I, myself, no.  I wouldn't say that I had 4521 


a preference to switch to -- so Oregon's goal was 4522 


laudable, that they wanted to create a way that 4523 


regardless of how you came into the system, that all 4524 


potential benefits that you're entitled to would be 4525 


evaluated and provided.   4526 


So if you had come in through the DHS door or if 4527 


you had -- you know, through TANIFF or Temporary 4528 


Assistance to Families or Supplemental Nutrition or 4529 


Women, Infants, and Children or whatever the program 4530 


was, it didn't matter how you came in; you would be 4531 


evaluated for eligibility to all the programs and then 4532 


asked if you wanted to enroll in any or all of those 4533 


programs.   4534 


So the goal was a laudable goal and it was -- 4535 


from a policy standpoint, from a -- from service to 4536 


citizenry standpoint, the integration of these programs 4537 


into a unified front end would have been made for a 4538 


terrific solution for the citizens of Oregon.  So that 4539 


is not possible when you source your qualified health 4540 


plan enrollment to the federally-facilitated market.   4541 


They will not evaluate if you're eligible for 4542 


other programs.  They will not evaluate if you're -- it 4543 
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will not help you enroll in those other things, and so 4544 


the direct answer to that question is no.   4545 


Q. And keeping Oracle as a vendor and 4546 


keeping that Oracle-developed technology, they were 4547 


included as options --  4548 


A. Yes, ma'am.  4549 


Q. -- that the workgroup analyzed.  Correct?   4550 


A. Yes, ma'am.   4551 


Q. And just to state clearly again, did the 4552 


Oracle-developed technology ever go live to the public?  4553 


A. No, ma'am.  It never went live to the 4554 


public.  4555 


Q. And why -- in your opinion, why not?  4556 


A. We could never make it stable enough so 4557 


that -- and intuitive enough that the average user, that 4558 


-- average -- that someone without extensive training on 4559 


the specific vagaries of the system could get through an 4560 


enrollment without failure and without bringing the 4561 


system down for everybody.  4562 


Q. And in your opinion, the workgroup -- did 4563 


the workgroup thoroughly assess all of the options 4564 


before it?  4565 


A. I believe so, yes, ma'am.   4566 


  :  Okay.  Thank you. 4567 


  THE WITNESS:  Thank you very much. 4568 
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  [Recessed at 2:34 p.m., reconvened 4569 


at 2:40 p.m.] 4570 


EXAMINATION BY THE MAJORITY STAFF 4571 


BY :   4572 


Q. So I had a quick clarifying question from 4573 


your comments earlier.  When you talked about the 4574 


preliminary recommendation from the Technology Options 4575 


Workgroup and you said their recommendation was to 4576 


simultaneously build out the existing technology with 4577 


the healthcare.gov as a contingency backup option, was 4578 


that always going to be the -- was the original 4579 


preliminary recommendation by the Technologies Options 4580 


Workgroup or was the decision to do it simultaneously 4581 


added on after they talked about building off the 4582 


current technology?   4583 


A. No, ma'am.  It was always our 4584 


recommendation to pursue both.  In fact, that was one of 4585 


the things that CMS didn't like, was the idea that we 4586 


were going pursue both simultaneously.  They wanted us 4587 


to make the decision to either commit to the 4588 


federally-facilitated marketplace or to go with our own 4589 


technology sooner, and we weren't going to be pushed to 4590 


make a decision until we had given it the run for making 4591 


sure we could not do it ourselves.  4592 


Q. Do you know who from CMS wanted you to 4593 
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make the decision sooner?  4594 


A. I'm trying to remember her name.  The 4595 


direct answer is no.   4596 


Q. Okay.  Then are you familiar with the 4597 


team that was created the Governor's Office to examine 4598 


Cover Oregon issues?  4599 


A. No, ma'am, I'm not.   4600 


Q. Okay. 4601 


A. I knew of the report that was done, but 4602 


that was done -- if you're talking about the first data 4603 


report -- I'm sorry.  Okay.   4604 


Q. No.  I was asking if you were familiar 4605 


with the team that was created.  That's perfectly all 4606 


right.  Thank you.   4607 


Do you know why Bruce Goldberg resigned from his 4608 


position at Cover Oregon?  4609 


A. I know he was having health problems.  4610 


Q. Do you know if anyone asked him to 4611 


resign? 4612 


A. I do not know of anyone who asked him to 4613 


resign, no, ma'am.   4614 


Q. Do you know if anyone asked him to resign 4615 


from his position at the Oregon Health Authority?  4616 


A. No, ma'am.  I do not know of anyone who 4617 


asked him to resign from that.   4618 
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Q. Thank you.  And in 2014, did the 4619 


Governor's Office ever discuss with you that they did 4620 


not want a IT platform that would be highly scrutinized 4621 


for the next several years?  4622 


A. I hope not.  No.  I'm out of work if they 4623 


did.  4624 


Q. In 2014, did the Governor's Office ever 4625 


discuss not wanting to hedge their bets with the federal 4626 


exchanges to back up with you?  4627 


A. No, ma'am. 4628 


:  I'm introducing Exhibit No. 12 into 4629 


the record.   4630 


      [Exhibit No. 12 4631 


was 4632 


      marked for 4633 


identification.] 4634 


  :  I realize you're not on 4635 


this E-mail.  So I'll give you a few minutes to look it 4636 


over.  I want to ask if you recall anything about you in 4637 


the E-mail.   4638 


  [Witness peruses exhibit.]  4639 


  :  We're on 12.  Correct?   4640 


  :  Yes. 4641 


  THE WITNESS:  Okay.  I haven't seen 4642 


this before, no, ma'am. 4643 
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BY    4644 


Q. Okay.  I was going to ask you about the 4645 


paragraph that's on the page with the Bates Stamp No. 4646 


MBG 2028023.   4647 


A. Yes, ma'am.  4648 


Q. In this E-mail, Michael Bonetto is say:  4649 


"He also talked with Alex Pettit yesterday about 4650 


potentially filling the CIO role on an interim basis.  4651 


It sounds like Alex didn't say no, but pushed back quite 4652 


a bit, because he said he can't step into that role 4653 


until he knows what we want; thus the need to clearly 4654 


articulate our core objectives.   4655 


A. Yes, ma'am.  4656 


Q. And when he says he also talked with Alex 4657 


Pettit yesterday, is the "he" that talked to you the 4658 


governor?  4659 


A. Yes.   4660 


Q. So the governor talked to you about 4661 


stepping into the role --  4662 


A. Yes.  4663 


Q. -- as CIO on an interim basis?  4664 


A. Yes, ma'am. 4665 


Q. Did you say -- did you push back quite a 4666 


bit because you said you couldn't step into that role 4667 


until you knew what they wanted?  4668 
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A. I was where I -- I asked the governor 4669 


what his objectives were.   4670 


Q. And what did the governor say that his 4671 


objectives were?  4672 


A. He said he wanted to salvage it and he 4673 


wanted to -- and if we couldn't -- he said he wanted it 4674 


to work and if it couldn't be made to work, he wanted to 4675 


salvage what he could from it, and I had expressed that 4676 


from the seat that I had held to that point, there was 4677 


-- it was going to be necessary to make some -- in order 4678 


for that to be accomplished, we were going to have to 4679 


make some changes to how the organization functions. 4680 


I didn't even have the -- I didn't even have -- 4681 


this was a week before I actually got on the ground.  I 4682 


didn't even realize how much had to be done at this 4683 


point, but I was aware that there was a lot that was 4684 


going to be necessary to be done and I needed to make 4685 


sure that I enjoyed the support of the leadership to do 4686 


that.   4687 


BY :   4688 


Q. And a quick clarifying point there, 4689 


actually:  You said it was a week before you got on the 4690 


ground.  So what day do you arrive in Oregon to start 4691 


working?  4692 


A. Well, I arrived in Oregon on January the 4693 
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6th as the CIO, but it wasn't until March the 31st that 4694 


I become CIO -- interim CIO for Cover Oregon.  So, you 4695 


note, it was -- and until that point, I had kept myself 4696 


deliberately as -- you know, I was there to support and 4697 


help them make, you know, decisions and judgments and 4698 


things, but I wasn't -- I didn't in any way want this 4699 


role.   4700 


BY :   4701 


Q. And when you started at Cover Oregon as 4702 


the interim CIO, did you ask Sarah Miller to join you at 4703 


Cover Oregon?   4704 


A. I insisted on it, actually.  It was my 4705 


desire to have her.  It was not just my desire.  It was 4706 


my insistence.   4707 


I knew enough about it at that time that I think 4708 


what I told Mike Bonetto, although I understood the 4709 


concept of one riot, one range, I wasn't willing to go 4710 


into this that way.  That wasn't something I was going 4711 


to buy into.   4712 


Q. So who did you discuss bringing Sarah 4713 


Miller along with to Cover Oregon?  4714 


A. Well, I discussed it with Mike Bonetto, 4715 


with Michael Jordan, with Sarah herself, and with Bruce 4716 


Goldberg.   4717 


Q. And who approved your bringing Sarah 4718 
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Miller to Cover Oregon?  4719 


A. Well, ultimately, the deal that -- I 4720 


couldn't get Bruce to agree to it.  So in the end, it 4721 


was agreed that I would come on the 31st and that Sarah 4722 


could come in under my authority on April the 1st.   4723 


Q. And do you know why you couldn't get 4724 


Bruce to agree to it?  4725 


A. I did not know.  I didn't know if there 4726 


was past history, if there had been other -- you know, 4727 


they both had been with State Government much longer 4728 


that I had in Oregon, and although I appreciate context 4729 


and relationships, in this circumstance, it was about 4730 


getting the thing right-sided.  I didn't -- I wasn't as 4731 


sensitive to that as, perhaps, I could have been.  4732 


Q. Where was Sarah Miller coming from, what 4733 


agency?   4734 


A. The Department of Administrative 4735 


Services, the same one I was with.  4736 


Q. What was her role in the Department of 4737 


Administrative Services? 4738 


A. She was the deputy director for DAS.  She 4739 


was -- primarily managed any and all of the projects 4740 


that DAS undertook, any of the large initiatives, and 4741 


thing that clearly I felt I needed was a strong project 4742 


manager.   4743 
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Q. Did the Governor's Office introduce you 4744 


to an individual named Steve Brown during your work with 4745 


Cover Oregon?  4746 


A. I don't remember the name.  It's possible 4747 


that they did.  It was -- there was a fellow that came 4748 


up that talked to me or that wrote to me about wanting 4749 


to help with some folks, another advisory committee-type 4750 


thing, that he knew folks from a bunch of different 4751 


Silicon Valley organizations, and our struggles -- and 4752 


that was one of the things I was trying to articulate to 4753 


him.   4754 


If I remember correctly, our struggles were very 4755 


rudimentary, very fundamental.  It was -- we were having 4756 


difficulty in just the discipline of how to build an 4757 


application, much less the complexity of the application 4758 


we were trying to build.  4759 


Q. So did you meet with Steve Brown 4760 


personally or did you just communicate via E-mail? 4761 


A. I believe we just communicated via 4762 


E-mail.  I don't remember for sure.   4763 


Things were such a rush during that period of 4764 


time, and it was -- we were doing -- I say we were 4765 


doing.  I was doing, Sarah and I were doing, 15, 17 hour 4766 


days six days a week during that time, and then we'd 4767 


catch up Sunday afternoon.   4768 
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So it was a really difficult period for us.  So 4769 


I can't remember if he came or not.   4770 


Q. So you talked about having phone calls 4771 


with the Governor's Office about Cover Oregon during 4772 


your time working on Cover Oregon, but would you 4773 


consider yourself working closely with the Governor's 4774 


Office while working at Cover Oregon?  4775 


A. Oh, with Mike Bonetto and Steve Kolmer, 4776 


absolutely.   4777 


Sean Kolmer.  I'm sorry.   4778 


Q. And what did you discuss with Mike 4779 


Bonetto and Sean Kolmer?  4780 


A. Well, one of the quips I made on one of 4781 


the phone calls, they asked me how the day went.  I 4782 


said, Every day that gets me closer to April 30th is a 4783 


good day that I can successfully get through without the 4784 


system crashing.   4785 


So I would tell them when we were down.  I would 4786 


tell them when -- if we were out for an extended period 4787 


of time, my estimated time it would take to turn the 4788 


thing around, what were the -- what specifically were 4789 


the challenges that I was trying to get done and what 4790 


things I was trying to do to get the last functionality 4791 


or features written and moved into production, things I 4792 


had held back, things that I had felt needed to be 4793 
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pushed forward, and then our discussion around whether 4794 


or not -- you know, I expressed to him my need to have 4795 


Oracle Consulting Services assist me for as long as I 4796 


possibly could have them. 4797 


Even with the difficulties that we faced, it was 4798 


very important that -- there was no way for me to change 4799 


at that late a date that team out.  There was no way to 4800 


bring up another hundred-person team to do what they 4801 


were doing.  4802 


Q. And how did he react to your comment 4803 


about needing to keep them on as long as you could?  4804 


A. So he did not believe that Oracle would 4805 


continue on the project.  He had felt that they would 4806 


leave me sooner and, in fact, as a point of fact, he 4807 


lost a bet to me on that.  So I got a bottle of whiskey 4808 


out of it.   4809 


Q. Did you work with Patricia McCaig at all 4810 


on Cover Oregon issues?  4811 


A. Yes.  As I understand her, she was an 4812 


advisor to the governor.  Yes, ma'am.   4813 


Q. What did you with Patricia McCaig on with 4814 


Cover Oregon?  4815 


A. She had -- so I would submit my Power 4816 


Point slides that I was proposing to present to either 4817 


the joint Ways & Means Committee or to -- that was 4818 
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primarily the one that we did, and she would make -- I 4819 


say she.   4820 


She and -- I'm trying to think of the other one.  4821 


Amy Farver and Patti West would give me edits to my 4822 


slide deck.  So this would move here and that would move 4823 


there or, you know, say something a different way or 4824 


what have you, say the same thing, just say it in a 4825 


different way.   4826 


So certainly, in all fairness, the presentations 4827 


after they got done with them were more polished.  4828 


There's no two ways around it.   4829 


They were not any different that what I had 4830 


originally proposed, and if you were to go through -- 4831 


kind of like, you know, the differences between these 4832 


things here, you know, there were changes, but there 4833 


logical reasons for it and they weren't anything -- they 4834 


never put anything in my mouth.  4835 


Q. Did you ever work with Tim Raphael on 4836 


Cover Oregon issues?  4837 


A. Not that I'm aware.  That name is not 4838 


familiar to me, no. 4839 


Q. Did you work with Kevin Luper on Cover 4840 


Oregon issues?  4841 


A. That name is not familiar to me either, 4842 


ma'am.   4843 
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Q. Did you work with Mark Wiener on Cover 4844 


Oregon issues?   4845 


A. That name is not familiar to me. 4846 


:  I'm introducing Exhibit 13 into the 4847 


record.   4848 


      [Exhibit No. 13 4849 


was 4850 


      marked for 4851 


identification.]   4852 


  THE WITNESS:  Small font. 4853 


  :  That's how it was 4854 


produced to the committee. 4855 


  [Witness peruses exhibit.] 4856 


  THE WITNESS:  This is from April the 4857 


2nd? 4858 


BY :   4859 


Q. This is from April the 2nd. 4860 


A. All right. 4861 


Q. So on the first page of the document, the 4862 


with the Bates Stamp No. McCaig 6, Mike Bonetto in his 4863 


E-mail to Tim Raphael, Kevin, Luper, Mark Wiener, 4864 


Patricia McCaig says:  "Still working on confirming 4865 


Alex's participation at 5:30." 4866 


And he attaches two documents, and it looks like 4867 


they're documents from the Technology Options Workgroup.   4868 
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A. Yes. 4869 


Q. Would you agree?  4870 


A. Yeah.  I would agree with that, although 4871 


we call it TOW.  I don't know why it's TAG here.  4872 


Q. Did you send this information to Michael 4873 


Bonetto?  4874 


A. No.  I didn't send this to Michael.  I 4875 


don't remember seeing this.  4876 


Q. So you haven't seen these documents 4877 


before?  4878 


A. No, ma'am.   4879 


Q. So the -- 4880 


A. They look like -- in substance, a lot of 4881 


it's the same.  This one here with the dual plan thing, 4882 


you know, we were -- these were -- we were trying to 4883 


identify, this looks like, my trigger list.  4884 


Q. So McCaig 8 -- that's what I was going to 4885 


ask you actually.  If you look back at Exhibit No. 7 on 4886 


page 8, I believe.   4887 


A. Yes, ma'am.   4888 


Q. There is another trigger list.   4889 


A. Oh, yes.  Yes.  How about that.   4890 


Q. It's somewhat difference.  I wasn't sure 4891 


if you were familiar with the different drafts and when 4892 


the trigger list was finalized.  4893 
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A. No, ma'am.  This is -- I am -- this one 4894 


looks like a work in process trigger list.  This was the 4895 


final trigger list that we had come up with here, was 4896 


the one that I put in my report, but we had gone through 4897 


and defined what the triggers should be for when they 4898 


got done, and that's how -- so this looks like it's 4899 


that, but I'm not with where that came from.  4900 


Q. Are you familiar with when the trigger 4901 


list was finalized though?  4902 


A. Yeah.  It was at our last Technology 4903 


Options Workgroup meeting, which was --  4904 


Q. Okay.  So the trigger list was finalized 4905 


on April 24th?  4906 


A. Oh, yeah.  It was finalized by then.  It 4907 


was finalized by March -- it was finalized by March 4908 


31st.   4909 


Actually, March 27th.  So March 27th, we would 4910 


have had the finalized trigger list involved, and that's 4911 


what -- that was what we came up with there.   4912 


Q. I was wondering if you were familiar with 4913 


the exhibit marked No. 13.  So you're not familiar, 4914 


then, with the trigger list that's attached to that 4915 


E-mail? 4916 


A. No, ma'am.  It looks like an earlier -- 4917 


and I could probably dig through this stuff.  This looks 4918 
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like an earlier list, and earlier extract of what we 4919 


were trying to put together. 4920 


:  Okay.  Thank you.   4921 


I'm introducing Exhibit 14 into the record.   4922 


      [Exhibit No. 14 4923 


was 4924 


      marked for 4925 


identification.] 4926 


  THE WITNESS:  I'm glad I brought my 4927 


glasses. 4928 


  [Witness peruses exhibit.] 4929 


  THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Same date.  4930 


Okay. 4931 


BY :   4932 


Q. So on this E-mail chain with the Bates 4933 


stamp that's McCaig 77, I realize you're not on the 4934 


E-mail.  It's an E-mail from Mike Bonetto, but in the 4935 


E-mail, the body of the E-mail, Mike Bonetto says:  4936 


"Alex will be joining at 5:30 for a call." 4937 


Is that Alex, is that you?  Did you join the 4938 


call with this group of individuals? 4939 


A. Yes, ma'am, more than likely.   4940 


Q. So do you remember in the beginning of 4941 


April, I believe -- it looks like the call is being held 4942 


on April 2, 2014.   4943 
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A. Yes, ma'am.   4944 


Q. Do you know why Alex -- I mean Michael 4945 


Bonetto is asking you to join this SWAT team discussion?  4946 


A. Well, I had already assumed -- well, it 4947 


was my -- that was the end of my third day.  So it was a 4948 


Wednesday, because I started on a Monday.   4949 


So that was my third day of being the CIO for 4950 


Cover Oregon.  So I would assume that was -- so I had 4951 


actual on-the-ground knowledge of what was going on at 4952 


this point.  It was no longer speculative or dependant 4953 


upon somebody else telling me what was going on.   4954 


I had direct knowledge of how things were 4955 


happening on the ground there at Cover Oregon at that 4956 


point.   4957 


Q. So on these calls, do you remember these 4958 


individuals being on the phone calls, Patricia McCaig, 4959 


Kevin Luper, Mark Wiener, Tim Raphael? 4960 


A. I remember Patricia being on the call or 4961 


on -- because she was on multiple calls.  She wasn't 4962 


just on this call.  She was on multiple calls. 4963 


Ms. Gay, I'm sure there were times when she was 4964 


on calls, but I don't remember this one in particular.  4965 


She wasn't a regular person on the call, and then 4966 


everybody else, the direct answer is no.  Those names, 4967 


you know, either they didn't speak or I didn't have any 4968 
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interaction with them or they weren't usual people that 4969 


appeared on any of the calls.  So I didn't really -- I 4970 


had only been with the state for a couple of months and 4971 


my focus now was really on the Cover Oregon stuff.  4972 


Q. Okay.  So in the middle of E-mail, it 4973 


says:  "On Wednesday, April 2nd at 4:25, Patricia McCaig 4974 


wrote." 4975 


You jump down a few lines.  She says:  "I'd like 4976 


to run tonight's meeting, and I think it should be 4977 


limited to Cover Oregon issues, specifically:  One, the 4978 


IT recommendation content process and timing." 4979 


Is something you recall, remember speaking about 4980 


during the phone call with the group?  4981 


A. Well, possibly.  The thing that I was 4982 


working at that point that was very difficult for me was 4983 


how -- I had thought that I would be able to focus on 4984 


recommending the -- on what path to go forward with the 4985 


Cover Oregon technology solution; and, instead, I was 4986 


being -- I was completely consumed at that point with 4987 


the operational deficiencies of the Cover Oregon 4988 


development effort. 4989 


So on that meeting, I was more direct about we 4990 


had a -- I had an immediate crisis that needed to be 4991 


addressed before I really -- I understood the need to 4992 


talk about the viability of going forward and what have 4993 
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you, but my focus was just on getting the thing so that 4994 


it was functional, so that the team was functional.   4995 


: 4996 


Q. Do you remember anything else that was 4997 


discussed on the call that night?   4998 


If your focus was on functional, what were these 4999 


other people talking about on the call?  5000 


A. Well, let me think, see what else is on 5001 


our list here.   5002 


[Witness peruses document.] 5003 


THE WITNESS:  Greg Van Pelt's appearance 5004 


tomorrow, goal for committee, Oregon, detailed schedule 5005 


response, spokespeople.  I don't remember that.   5006 


Then Hamstreet, contract, reporting authority, 5007 


messaging, spokespeople.   5008 


Neither of those two -- so neither of those two 5009 


topics were spoken of when I was on the phone.  One of 5010 


the things that I used to do -- and this happened often 5011 


and I don't remember if it happened in this case or not, 5012 


but after I said what was going on with the IT and where 5013 


I was and what I was doing, I had other stuff I had to 5014 


do.  So I had to drop the call.   5015 


I would bow out of the call, because my job was 5016 


operational at that point.  We had some very severe 5017 


operational issues.   5018 
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So one of the reasons -- and I don't remember 5019 


this as vividly as it's going to sound, but I do 5020 


remember that on some of these calls, Mike would ask me 5021 


to join and I would say I don't know if I can join 5022 


tonight, Mike; I've got a system down situation; I've 5023 


got other things operationally I'm addressing.   5024 


And so I would -- until the very end, I would 5025 


not let Mike know I was going to -- whether or not I was 5026 


going to make the call or not.  This was one of those 5027 


instances where I told Mike I don't know if I'm going to 5028 


make the call or not here, until the very end.   5029 


Often, I would make a presentation or I would 5030 


give my update or what was happening and then I'd say, 5031 


All right, are you done with me now?  Then they'd say 5032 


yes and I'd say, Great, I have go to back to work.  So 5033 


I'd just get off the phone and go back to work.   5034 


I don't remember anything about Greg Van Pelt.  5035 


I'm not -- to be honest with you, I'm not sure who that 5036 


is, and the Hamstreet, I know Clyde and I remember when 5037 


he came in, but to be honest with you, it wasn't until 5038 


the morning of the board meeting that Bruce told me that 5039 


Clyde was coming on board and would be assuming 5040 


responsibility for the organization, and that was the 5041 


first I had heard of Clyde. 5042 


BY :   5043 
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Q. The morning of the --  5044 


A. The morning of the board transferring 5045 


authority of appointing him as interim director, of 5046 


accepting Bruce's reservation, and appointing him as 5047 


interim director.  5048 


Q. That ws the April 10th board meeting? 5049 


A. Yes, ma'am.  So I hadn't had anything to 5050 


do with this.  That was -- and that was why when I found 5051 


that out, that's why I collected together all of my 5052 


severance letters I needed signed and brought them to 5053 


Clyde.   5054 


BY :   5055 


Q. Do you recall if during this phone call 5056 


on April 2nd that federal exchange was discussed at all?  5057 


A. Not -- certainly not by me.  It wasn't 5058 


discuss on my part of the thing.  Mine was exclusively 5059 


around --  5060 


Q. No, but I mean do you recall other people 5061 


on the phone discussing that?  5062 


A. Not while was on the call, no, sir.   5063 


Q. Do you remember how long you were on this 5064 


call for?  5065 


A. To be honest with you, it was as brief as 5066 


possible.  We were dealing with -- we had a -- so that 5067 


week, we had a code module -- so this was Wednesday.  We 5068 
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had a code module that was incorporated into the build 5069 


that we were going to push that weekend. 5070 


On Wednesday, it was taken out of the build.  It 5071 


was called Thing 2, of all the -- I have no idea how 5072 


they came up with these names, but they called it Thing 5073 


2.   5074 


So they pulled Thing 2 out of the 1.1.0.5 build.  5075 


So I insisted that testing started over again Wednesday 5076 


night.  So I started -- they had been testing Monday and 5077 


Tuesday.  They pulled Thing 2 out Wednesday morning.  So 5078 


I insisted that testing be reinitiated and completed by 5079 


Friday night so that Saturday, we could do the code 5080 


push.   5081 


So it was at that point that Thing 2 was out I 5082 


was pushing to organize resources to get the code tested 5083 


to start the testing Wednesday night.  So I was telling 5084 


everybody cancel whatever plans you had, whatever 5085 


reservations, you're going to stay and test the code 5086 


here.   5087 


So Wednesday and Thursday, we tested the code, 5088 


and then Friday, they decided they were going to put 5089 


Thing 2 back into the code without testing it.  That was 5090 


when I shut the thing down.   5091 


So during that period of time, I really was 5092 


consumed with operational things.   5093 
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  :  I'm introducing Exhibit 5094 


15 into the record. 5095 


      [Exhibit No. 15 5096 


was 5097 


      marked for 5098 


identification.] 5099 


  [Witness peruses exhibit.]   5100 


BY :   5101 


Q. This is an E-mail from Tim Raphael to 5102 


Mark Wiener and Kevin Luper, and in the body of the 5103 


E-mail, Tim Raphael says:  "Mark and Kevin, I'd 5104 


appreciate comments on the attached draft memo to the 5105 


governor.  It may be too direct.  It's no pride of 5106 


authorship.  Tim." 5107 


Then if you turn to the page with the Bates 5108 


Stamp No. COGR_SHCBAR_KL_0883, in the memorandum, the 5109 


first paragraph reads:  "The focus of our meeting Friday 5110 


morning is to discuss the timing and substance of the 5111 


technology's teams preliminary recommendation to the 5112 


Cover Oregon Board. 5113 


After a briefing from Alex Pettit, we have 5114 


significant concerns about the recommendation of a 5115 


100-day plan to continue the build-out of Cover Oregon's 5116 


existing technology platform.  We're also preparing for 5117 


the possibility of moving to the federal exchange. 5118 
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We are convinced it would be a mistake for the 5119 


board to send any signal at its meeting next week about 5120 


next steps on technology." 5121 


So can you just briefly explain again what the 5122 


100-plan was?  5123 


A. Well, in the report, that was where we 5124 


would follow the dual track.  We would pursue both the 5125 


completion of the technology and, simultaneously, 5126 


ascertain what it would take to do the conversion to the 5127 


federally-facilitated marketplace.  5128 


Q. And then do you recall what briefing they 5129 


are referring to in this memo that you provided to a 5130 


group of individuals?  Where it says after a briefing 5131 


from Alex Pettit, do you remember who you briefed? 5132 


A. I would assume that was the one from the 5133 


2nd.  5134 


Q. The call on April 2nd?  5135 


A. Yes, ma'am.  That's the only one it could 5136 


have been.  5137 


Q. Thank you.  Then at the bottom of that 5138 


last sentence in that paragraph, he writes:  "We are 5139 


convinced it would be a mistake for the board to send 5140 


any signal at its meeting next week about next steps on 5141 


technology." 5142 


Were you ever advised by anyone not to send a 5143 
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signal to the board at the April 10th meeting?  5144 


A. No, ma'am, I was not.   5145 


Q. Then at the bottom, the last sentence of 5146 


the memorandum, it says:  "Alex's charge should be to 5147 


identify the least risky option to ensure end-to-end 5148 


online signups to the public during the Fall 2014 open 5149 


enrollment period.  " 5150 


Did you receive this direction from anyone?  5151 


A. No, ma'am, I did not.   5152 


Q. No one told you to identify the least 5153 


risky option?  5154 


A. No, ma'am.  I was not instructed to do 5155 


that.   5156 


Q. And you said you've never seen this memo?  5157 


A. No, ma'am.  I haven't.  5158 


Q. You did sit down with the governor in any 5159 


period in the beginning of April to brief him on the 5160 


technology group's recommended 100-day plan?  5161 


A. Not the governor, no.  I had sat down -- 5162 


I had had several discussions with Mike Bonetto, Sean 5163 


Kolmer, and that was really my -- and Michael Jordan.  5164 


So I had --  5165 


Q. Did you discuss the 100-day plan with 5166 


together or were they separate conversations you were 5167 


having?  5168 
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A. I would say they were separate and 5169 


multiple conversations.   5170 


Michael Jordan, being the chief operating 5171 


officer, Michael Jordan had an appreciation of 5172 


operations and what it took to operate.  So in meetings 5173 


where I was not present for any variety of reasons and 5174 


he was, he was my advocate to let the operations people 5175 


manage the operations, which was my primary charge, was 5176 


to manage operations. 5177 


So I had not -- I hadn't seen that.  I would 5178 


have -- obviously, I would have objected to it.  You 5179 


know, I disagree with it.  I disagreed -- would have 5180 


disagreed with it then and I feel that the events bear 5181 


out that they were wrong.   5182 


Q. What do you mean the -- okay.  Thank you.   5183 


BY :   5184 


Q. Can I just clarify here that in this 5185 


memo, did Governor Kitzhaber's team tell him that -- 5186 


they're talking about the 100-day plan which has the 5187 


possibility of moving to the federal exchange into a -- 5188 


then the federal exchange is again referenced when it 5189 


says "In speaking with Alex, it is clear that the 5190 


technology team's recommendation was significantly 5191 


influenced by CMS's late determination that if we're 5192 


going to move to the federal --  5193 
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The federal exchange is discussed a lot, and you 5194 


mentioned that the only time you could have briefed them 5195 


was on the previous call that we talked about, April 5196 


2nd.  Would you say that it's fair to say that the 5197 


federal exchange came up at some point during that call?  5198 


A. Perhaps.  It certainly didn't come up for 5199 


me.  What I would say is it was -- the federal exchange 5200 


had been discussed through March, through the Technology 5201 


Options Workgroup, and I wasn't going to be -- I'm 5202 


certain I was not the source of any of that information 5203 


to them as far as, you know, other things that they cite 5204 


about CMS giving them -- 5205 


Let's see.  What does it say here? 5206 


"Force the state to essentially start over with 5207 


all enrollment and walk way from it's investment to 5208 


date, because the TAG team had already ruled out 5209 


adopting another state's technology.  CMC's 5210 


determination essentially left the team with no other 5211 


option -- "no option other than the default option of 5212 


continuing investment in the current technology." 5213 


So insofar as the default for requiring no other 5214 


technology or that we had no other plan for it, in my 5215 


opinion, what this group is articulating -- so Oracle is 5216 


more than a software vendor.  They also sell hardware.  5217 


They bought some micro systems, and the state put about 5218 
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$40 million into hardware in addition to the amount -- 5219 


this isn't entirely a software package.   5220 


No other state exchange is running Oracle 5221 


hardware.  So if we were to have brought Connecticut's 5222 


system, we brought Kentucky's system in, if we'd have 5223 


brought Rhode Island's system in, any other system we 5224 


would have brought in would have required other hardware 5225 


besides what we were running.  So even the hardware 5226 


itself that we had put money into was not useable to us 5227 


in a new environment and in a new system.   5228 


So what -- I think what they're saying is that 5229 


they're confused.  This is my opinion now.  What they're 5230 


expressing is that, Well, I'm saying I'm going to walk 5231 


away from the entire investment because I'm not looking 5232 


to bring another solution.  What they don't understand 5233 


is the solutions that the other states use run on very 5234 


different hardware, and I couldn't -- I can't take -- 5235 


it's not completely modular.   5236 


I can't take Rhode Island's system and run it on 5237 


Oracle hardware.  It wasn't going to work.   5238 


So that's how I would interpret that. 5239 


  :  Okay. 5240 


  THE WITNESS:  If anything, I would 5241 


say it evidences that they didn't talk to me, because I 5242 


would told them that.  That's the best I've got right 5243 
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now.   5244 


  :  I'm introducing Exhibit 5245 


16 into the record.   5246 


      [Exhibit No. 16 5247 


was 5248 


      marked for 5249 


identification.] 5250 


BY :   5251 


Q. So in his April 6, 2014 E-mail, Michael 5252 


Bonetto wrote to Patricia McCaig:  "Had a call last 5253 


night with Bruce, Patti, Sean, and Alex to discuss IT 5254 


decision.  It wasn't that productive as Alex and Bruce 5255 


seemed to have varying opinions around the state of the 5256 


CO budget.  Alex seems to feel that CO will be in a 5257 


budget hole no matter what the decision is, which is 5258 


obviously extremely concerning.   5259 


Bruce doesn't feel this is the case.  So they 5260 


meeting early tomorrow A.M. to make sure they're on the 5261 


same page."   5262 


A. Yes, ma'am.  5263 


Q. Do you -- did you and Bruce meet to 5264 


discuss your varying opinions on the state of the Cover 5265 


Oregon budget?  5266 


A. We did, yes, ma'am. 5267 


Q. And what was your opinion on the state of 5268 
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the Cover Oregon budget?  5269 


A. That I was right.  We were burning 5270 


through 10 million bucks a month and we couldn't sustain 5271 


it.  It wasn't just my opinion either.   5272 


Mike Smith, who is the chief financial officer 5273 


for Cover Oregon, had brought me the material the first 5274 


day that I was there, March the 31st, and said that I 5275 


needed to pay attention to this, but because of the 5276 


operational concerns, I couldn't give it any attention 5277 


until towards the end of the weeks, and then by point, I 5278 


realized where we were.   5279 


So I started to make -- I started to push Bruce 5280 


to let me start letting go of some of these contractors 5281 


who we were carrying as overhead in the expectation that 5282 


we were going to get to the point where they were going 5283 


participate.  I said release them; we're just spending 5284 


too much money on this.   5285 


Q. And did you -- after your meeting, did 5286 


you and Bruce agree on the state of CO's budget or did 5287 


you still disagree?  5288 


A. We disagreed all the way through until 5289 


Clyde Hamstreet came on board, and Clyde took my point 5290 


of view.   5291 


All that I knew, I knew that Cover Oregon and 5292 


OHA had an agreement as to how eligibility was to be run 5293 
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and how much OHA and DHS were to pay Cover Oregon for 5294 


that service.  All I had was the actual budget number.  5295 


So I said this is how much in grant money we got, this 5296 


is my monthly burn rate, and this where the ship hits 5297 


the bottom.   5298 


BY :   5299 


Q. Why did you --  from what you're saying, 5300 


why -- I don't want to put words in your mouth.  So 5301 


correct this, but why do you think that Dr. Goldberg was 5302 


incorrect on his budget assumptions?   5303 


A. It could be because -- so I was looking 5304 


only from the static revenue and the running cost, the 5305 


burn rate.  He could have been looking at or may have 5306 


been aware of other revenue sources that were available.   5307 


So, potentially, things that were not in those 5308 


financials were things like, as you've mentioned before, 5309 


the percentage that is remitted for the two and a half 5310 


percent for the Cover Oregon amount.  That was always -- 5311 


that was never shared with me and I didn't see that 5312 


revenue projection, also, as I had mentioned, revenue 5313 


from OHA and DHS's agreement with Cover Oregon for 5314 


handling eligibility.   5315 


So it is possible that he was aware of other 5316 


revenue sources that I was not aware of.  What I was 5317 


aware of was, simply, this was the amount of money that 5318 
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the grant had done, this is how much was left, and this 5319 


is my burn rate.  That was an overly simplistic -- I 5320 


understand an overly simplistic way of doing my budget 5321 


reckoning, but it was the best I had.  5322 


BY   5323 


Q. Okay.  Thank you. 5324 


Then in the E-mail, Michael Bonetto said that:  5325 


"Alex has done some preliminary work with Deloitte on 5326 


Connecticut's model and trying to understand total 5327 


cost." 5328 


Do you remember if you worked with one specific 5329 


individual at Deloitte regularly or was it a group of 5330 


individuals?   5331 


A. It was group.  Yeah.  Yes, ma'am.   5332 


Q. Then in the orange, it says:  "Patti is 5333 


very concerned that Alex is trying to find a way to 5334 


salvage this and make it work for the state." 5335 


Were you trying to see if the state could 5336 


salvage the option to adopt another state's technology 5337 


at this time?  5338 


A. Yes, I was.  I wanted to see if I could 5339 


parse to where, Okay, maybe I could take some components 5340 


from other states, but not take the whole thing.  5341 


Perhaps there was a way that I could weave together a 5342 


known working piece, a SHOP let's say, from another 5343 
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organization, that I could bring that in or I could 5344 


bring in another component that was working and not have 5345 


to walk away from my eligibility determination process.   5346 


So my hope was that there were modules or parts 5347 


of this that were known working pieces from other states 5348 


that would work with my technology that I could use and 5349 


stand those up.  So the direct answer to the question is 5350 


yes.  5351 


Q. And so was this something that you had 5352 


discussed on the call with Michael Bonetto, Bruce, 5353 


Patti, Sean -- and Sean about wanting to try and 5354 


salvage?  5355 


A. I know that I talked about salvaging this 5356 


multiple times all the way through and, in fact, I 5357 


talked about salvaging parts of this until I received -- 5358 


or, actually, I didn't even receive the letter.  They 5359 


didn't address it to me, but Oracle sent a letter that 5360 


they weren't even going to let me have my hardware back 5361 


and it wasn't their responsibility to come with a way 5362 


that I could get my hardware back.  It was my 5363 


responsibility to come up with a proposal that they 5364 


would accept to get my hardware back, which I think is 5365 


ludicrous.   5366 


Q. And why were you having this discussion 5367 


with this group of individuals rather than the 5368 
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Technology Options Workgroup?  5369 


A. Well, because I felt that it was always 5370 


my responsibility to salvage what I could.  The 5371 


Technology Options Workgroup was an informal body.  They 5372 


were not a formal group.  They had no authority.  They 5373 


were not in any positions of authority.   5374 


Really, I was speaking primarily to Bruce, Sean, 5375 


and Mike Bonetto.  Patti was there, and that was fine.  5376 


I didn't have any problem with that, but my focus was on 5377 


communicating with them my efforts to salvage -- we'd 5378 


had at this point over $200 million put into thing, and 5379 


I felt it was responsibility to get what I could out of 5380 


it and make the best of it.  5381 


Q. And then a quick clarifying question:  5382 


When you say Patti, do you recall what Patti was on the 5383 


phone?  5384 


A. Wentz.  She was the communications person 5385 


for Bruce and she had come with him from Oregon Health 5386 


Authority, and so her expertise was in communications.   5387 


:  Thank you.  I'm introducing Exhibit 5388 


17 into the record.   5389 


      [Exhibit No. 17 5390 


was 5391 


      marked for 5392 


identification.]  5393 
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  [Witness peruses exhibit.] 5394 


  THE WITNESS:  Yes, ma'am.  I haven't 5395 


seen this before. 5396 


BY :   5397 


Q. So this is an E-mail from Patricia McCaig 5398 


dated April 8, 2014 to Mike Bonetto and copying Tim 5399 


Raphael, Mark Wiener, and Kevin Luper.  It indicates 5400 


that you had a call with them on April 8th, and she 5401 


says:  "Here's what I think we're expecting information 5402 


on tonight from Alex and Bruce.  Are we all on the same 5403 


page?" 5404 


  Do you recall having a telephone 5405 


conversation with these individuals on April 8, 2014?  5406 


A. I don't remember Mark or Kevin 5407 


participating, or Tim for that matter.  I do remember 5408 


Mike Bonetto and Patricia, and I would drop in or I 5409 


would call in and, like I say, it was my -- it was 5410 


customary for me to go through my stuff and then they 5411 


would continue on.  5412 


Q. So it looks from Patricia McCaig's 5413 


E-mail, they're expecting information about a financial 5414 


estimate for moving to the federal exchange, a 30 5415 


million scope of work for staying with the current 5416 


and/or going to Connecticut, the pros and cons, 5417 


parentheses, financial of staying with hybrid process 5418 
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through November, but ready with something in 2015 and a 5419 


deadline for the IT decision and the logic for the 5420 


deadline. 5421 


Was this information that you were going to be 5422 


providing to them on the call?  5423 


A. Yes, ma'am.  I would have been the only 5424 


source for it. 5425 


Q. And was this information you were 5426 


gathering for this group or why was this information 5427 


being gathered?  5428 


A. Well, I don't know necessarily for this 5429 


group, but it was being gathered as part of the 5430 


go-forward plan for working the two alternatives for us.  5431 


So we had to get a project plan together in order to 5432 


give a financial estimate for moving to the federal 5433 


exchange so we could get a very tight estimate of what 5434 


that was going to cost.   5435 


Thirty million was about the budget that we were 5436 


going to project to have left after the end of April.  5437 


So after the $10 million that we burned through for 5438 


March, that's how much was going to be left.  So that 5439 


was what I was being told to scope, any kind of 5440 


alternative solutions with them.   5441 


The pros and cons of staying with the hybrid 5442 


solution.  I really didn't have anything on that.  That 5443 
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was more Bruce's.  So I don't remember that 5444 


conversation, and I don't remember that discussion. 5445 


A deadline for the IT decision, there was -- I 5446 


was getting -- when they say a deadline for the IT 5447 


decision, we were working through our triggers.  So, you 5448 


know, that was still my -- at this point, I was working 5449 


my hundred-day plan as far as knew.  5450 


Q. Okay.  Then the last sentence E-mail, 5451 


Patricia McCaig says:  "We will do further cost, time, 5452 


reliability -- "of staying with the current technology 5453 


and the Connecticut option after we review the 5454 


information above." 5455 


Hadn't the Technology Options Workgroup already 5456 


eliminated adopting another other state's technology 5457 


option at that point?  5458 


A. We had, and we were -- there was a lot of 5459 


interest in -- there was a lot of folks that an interest 5460 


in that since had done that or was going down that 5461 


path -- Maryland had announced that they were -- for $45 5462 


million, that they had signed a contract with Deloitte 5463 


that they were going to bring in Connecticut's solution, 5464 


and so there was a lot interest in, Well, why can't 5465 


Oregon do that? 5466 


So that was -- I was asked to run that trap 5467 


again.  I came up with the same conclusion, which was 5468 
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that, you know, it was a fool's errand.  5469 


Q. Who asked you to run the trap again?  5470 


A. Mike Bonetto.   5471 


BY :   5472 


Q. Also, to be clear, on this phone call, 5473 


you are saying that you did discuss this -- Patricia 5474 


McCaig's E-mail of financial estimate for move to the 5475 


federal exchange, the 30 million scope, the pros and 5476 


cons, the deadline of the IT decision, that was 5477 


discussed on this call?  5478 


A. The pros and cons piece, I don't 5479 


remember, because what they're talking about there, if 5480 


I'm understanding it correctly, what they're talking 5481 


was, Okay, let's say that we fail and we can't get this 5482 


thing up again; what's good about if we run our own 5483 


hybrid model versus what's bad about what if we run our 5484 


own hybrid model this November.  5485 


Q. And I don't mean to interrupt you, but 5486 


just I want to make sure the record is correct on this.  5487 


So was a financial estimate for moving to the federal 5488 


exchange discussed on this call?  5489 


A. If I had better numbers at that time -- I 5490 


don't have my notes to that right now.  So as I gathered 5491 


that information from CMS, from -- I can't remember the 5492 


name of the vendor that Idaho had.  They used a vendor 5493 
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other than Deloitte for setting them up with that.  I 5494 


can't remember the name of it.   5495 


Then as I got information from Deloitte on it, 5496 


then I would share that information with them, what it 5497 


cost, but I can't remember.  It began with -- I won't 5498 


even speculate now.  It wasn't a vendor I was familiar 5499 


with.  It was one that CMS had used to assist with the 5500 


federally-facilitated marketplace adaptation.   5501 


BY :   5502 


Q. Do you remember if any decisions were 5503 


made on this call?   5504 


A. There were no decisions made to my 5505 


recollection.  The 8th was a --  5506 


Q. It was a Tuesday.   5507 


A. Tuesday?  No.  I don't remember any 5508 


decisions being made on the 8th.  5509 


Q. Do you remember any decisions being made 5510 


in early April about --  5511 


A. Yes, ma'am.  When Deloitte did -- again, 5512 


I don't remember.  I remember it came in on a Saturday, 5513 


but I think it was the second Saturday in April that I 5514 


got the call, because I was sitting with Sarah Miller in 5515 


a conference room, and we got the estimate, the verbal 5516 


estimate, from Deloitte on the number of hours it was 5517 


going to take, that 300,000, whatever it was.  I just -- 5518 
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I remember I sat back in my chair and just -- I couldn't 5519 


believe it. 5520 


I pressed them on that a couple of times.  I 5521 


said, Really that's what it's going to take to do this?  5522 


What do you base that on?  What are you looking at?  5523 


What are your assumptions?  What is it that's underneath 5524 


this?  Well, what if we eliminated this?  What if we 5525 


rewrote the front end?  What if we eliminated these 5526 


components from it and tried to simply it kind of as a 5527 


-- I was trying to get them to modulate a bit and say, 5528 


Well, if we only did this or we only limited it to that, 5529 


what was going to be the hours estimate?   5530 


Q. This was a phone call, you said?  5531 


A. Yes, ma'am.  5532 


Q. That's when they provided you that 5533 


estimate, was a phone call?  5534 


A. The verbal estimate was over a phone 5535 


call, and when I got it, that was all.  I was 5536 


extraordinarily disappointed.  5537 


Q. And when you talk about -- earlier, you 5538 


were talking about the schedule and when things could be 5539 


completed.  Was part of the concern that Deloitte didn't 5540 


feel they had the adequate number of staff to complete 5541 


some of those functionalities by 2014?  Is that why they 5542 


said some things could take until 2015?  5543 
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A. No.  It wasn't the lack of staff.  It was 5544 


that there were some things that needed -- so versioning 5545 


of records, the way that I was going to go about making 5546 


it to work for change of circumstance for the current 5547 


year, for 2014, was not viable for going forward with an 5548 


exchange.  So that whole thing was going to have to be 5549 


rewritten.   5550 


We were going to have to change completely how 5551 


we did enrollments so that we could allow for things 5552 


like name changes and change of circumstance and what 5553 


have you.  We didn't have any of that in there and it 5554 


was just going to be reengineered.   5555 


So nothing that we -- nothing that -- so the 5556 


work that had been required to do versioning, revisions 5557 


of records, to be able to do an audit track of when was 5558 


something was changed, who changed it and what have you 5559 


and be able to reconstruct a record as it existed at the 5560 


specific time period, so what was your enrollment in 5561 


March versus what was it in April versus what was it in 5562 


May, that was going to require a lot of systems 5563 


engineering and work that was not going to done until 5564 


the next year, until 2015, and that was what they were 5565 


saying, that fundamentally the way that we had 5566 


constructed -- I say "we". 5567 


The way that the system, SEBOL, had been 5568 
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constructed to enter records would not allow for edits 5569 


and deletions and, you know, duplicate -- you know, 5570 


changes to fundamental index information.  So we not -- 5571 


we were unable to go forward with the design that we 5572 


had.  We were at a dead end.   5573 


Q. Then can you describe your understanding 5574 


of Patricia McCaig's role as it relates to Cover Oregon?  5575 


A. So I had understood that she was an 5576 


adviser to the governor.  That was my extent that I 5577 


understood, and the only thing that I had personally 5578 


interacted with her on, although she would discuss with 5579 


me things and challenge me on things, just 5580 


discussion-type things or whatever.  The only 5581 


substantive changes that I feel she ever made was in my 5582 


slide decks and communicating to the committee.  5583 


Q. What do you mean she would challenge you 5584 


on things?  5585 


A. Well, when we would -- so she was the one 5586 


that was -- she was one of the folks that was pushing 5587 


hard for to look or take another look at -- I believe 5588 


she was one of the ones pushing that, because -- this is 5589 


all speculation on my part now.  Because Maryland had 5590 


decided to go the route of transferring Connecticut's 5591 


exchange, I believe she was really the one getting Mike 5592 


Bonetto to ask me, Well, why can't me do an exchange, 5593 
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why is it that we shouldn't an transfer exchange.   5594 


The Technology Options Workgroup had already 5595 


come to the conclusion we're not doing that.  You know, 5596 


it was a risky thing.  We would have to start all over, 5597 


new hardware, new whatever, we're not doing it.  Here it 5598 


is in April and, Well, why aren't we doing it?  Maryland 5599 


decided to do it.  Well, because it's a bad idea to do 5600 


it.   5601 


So we were trying to -- so that was -- again, we 5602 


came to the same conclusion anyway, that transferring 5603 


somebody else's system was too costly and too risky and 5604 


too crazy. 5605 


BY : 5606 


Q. We only have a few more minutes left.  So 5607 


sorry for just jumping around, but you just mentioned 5608 


that you sort of -- you know, your mind was made up on 5609 


the second Saturday in April.  Do you know when others 5610 


-- or the decision was made to move to healthcare.gov?  5611 


A. Do I know when the others were decided?  5612 


No, I don't know when the others were decided.   5613 


I would say -- when we say others, as far as 5614 


others, as far as the Technology Options Workgroup, I 5615 


can say that their decisions weren't made until after I 5616 


had the opportunity to talk to them leading up to the 5617 


meeting on 24th.  So they did not have -- so the TOW 5618 
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Group didn't have the information and I didn't share it 5619 


with them directly until whenever my phone call to each 5620 


of them, which was like the 22nd or 21st or something.   5621 


I don't remember exactly when, but until that 5622 


point, there was simply not a -- and part of it -- there 5623 


were a variety of reasons for that.  You know, there was 5624 


it's important that I get through -- that I put it 5625 


together in a way that makes sense.  I have to have a 5626 


cohesive story.  I didn't want to just be throwing out 5627 


-- during this time, we were on an emotional roller 5628 


coaster.  At one time, we think we're going to be able 5629 


to say this, and then the next time, we think it's never 5630 


going to work.  Then we go back and we think we found a 5631 


way forward, and then we find out, no, there's something 5632 


else we didn't know about the code.   5633 


So it almost a manic-depressive-type cycle that 5634 


we went through during that first couple of weeks, three 5635 


weeks in April -- well, two weeks -- when we thought we 5636 


could get it done and then we found there was -- again, 5637 


not knowing that records could be versioned, that wasn't 5638 


something I discovered until the second week of April, 5639 


that I couldn't keep -- that when I wrote something to a 5640 


record, it overwrote it forever.  That was just -- that 5641 


was unbelievable to me.  It was truly unbelievable that 5642 


it would ever be designed that way. 5643 
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It was just amazing to me.  Why in the world 5644 


would it have been designed such that you don't 5645 


overwrite the existing record, and the comeback is, 5646 


Well, it wasn't in the specification.  Well, it didn't 5647 


need to be in the specification.  You knew you had keep 5648 


track of changes to records, and the system wouldn't 5649 


keep track of it.   5650 


That was a fundamental design error that we had 5651 


to overcome, and that was surprise to us.  That's not -- 5652 


I had no idea going into that that was the case.  I 5653 


didn't find that out until I was on the ground there.   5654 


That was the reason why we couldn't do change of 5655 


circumstance, was because of that, and when I found that 5656 


out, I was really -- first, I didn't understand.  Then I 5657 


got the technical explanation as to why, and then I was 5658 


very frustrated by it.  Then I understood from Deloitte 5659 


it would take a lot work to get the system so that it 5660 


would be able to do that kind of versioning.   5661 


BY :   5662 


Q. Did you get anyone's opinion other than 5663 


Deloitte's on the cost estimate?   5664 


A. I did not.   5665 


  :  All right.  See you in a 5666 


bit.  5667 


  [Recessed at 3:40 p.m., reconvened 5668 
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at 3:45 p.m.] 5669 


EXAMINATION BY THE MINORITY STAFF  5670 


BY :   5671 


Q. Dr. Pettit, in the last round, you were 5672 


asked a series of questions about your communications 5673 


with the governor, his staff, and his personal advisors.   5674 


A. Yes, ma'am.  5675 


Q. When talking to Sean Kolmer and Mike 5676 


Bonetto, you said you discussed how your day was going, 5677 


functionality, some issues with the website.  At any 5678 


time during these conversations, did Sean Kolmer or Mike 5679 


Bonetto provide or direct substantive policy decisions 5680 


for you?  5681 


A. No, ma'am.   5682 


Q. Were they forcing or coercing you to make 5683 


any certain policy decisions?  5684 


A. No, ma'am.   5685 


Q. And you said you also interacted with 5686 


Patricia McCaig and Patti Wentz, but it was to discuss 5687 


communication strategy as to edits on your Power Point 5688 


slides; is that correct?  5689 


A. Yes, ma'am.  5690 


Q. You also said that they just made the 5691 


same thing -- they just put the same thing in a 5692 


different format.  Correct?  5693 
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A. Yes, ma'am.   5694 


Q. So at any during these conversations with 5695 


Patricia McCaig or Patti Wentz, did you ever feel 5696 


coerced or forced into make any policy decisions?  5697 


A. No, ma'am, I did not.  5698 


Q. Were they directing any policy or 5699 


providing any substantive policy recommendations to you?  5700 


A. To me, no, ma'am.   5701 


Q. Okay.  And you were also shown a couple 5702 


of E-mails that you were not included on, to or from, 5703 


and they were conversations between personal advisors 5704 


and governor staff where they mentioned certain steps or 5705 


actions that you should take; but even though they 5706 


mentioned these actions, did any of these governor staff 5707 


or personal advisors ever tell you or direct you to take 5708 


these steps?  5709 


A. No, ma'am.   5710 


Q. And you also mentioned -- you also 5711 


discussed in the last hour that Patricia McCaig was 5712 


asking why Cover Oregon couldn't use the SBM transfer 5713 


option. 5714 


A. Yes, ma'am. 5715 


Q. And you testified that the Technology 5716 


Options Workgroup had already determined that that 5717 


wasn't a viable option for Oregon.  Correct?  5718 
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A. Yes, ma'am. 5719 


Q. And, to your knowledge, Patricia McCaig 5720 


is not a technology or IT expert.  Correct?   5721 


A. Not to my knowledge, no, ma'am.  5722 


Q. And was she a member of the Technology 5723 


Options Workgroup?  5724 


A. She was not, ma'am.   5725 


Q. And she wasn't even one of the voting 5726 


members of the Technology Options Workgroup which 5727 


consisted of IT experts.  Correct?   5728 


A. Yes, ma'am.  She was not.  5729 


Q. Did you view any of your communications 5730 


with the governor's staff or his personal advisors as 5731 


improper?  5732 


A. Any of my communications?   5733 


Q. Yes.   5734 


A. Well.  So there was -- to the governor's 5735 


staff?  Repeat the question.  I'm sorry, ma'am.   5736 


Q. Did you view of your communications with 5737 


the governor, the governor's staff, or his personal 5738 


advisors as improper?  5739 


A. No, ma'am.  There were no communications 5740 


I had with any of them that I feel were improper.   5741 


Q. You also testified in the last round that 5742 


you tried to salvage the current technology.  Correct?   5743 
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A. Yes, ma'am, I did.  5744 


Q. You even testified that you tried 5745 


negotiating with Deloitte over getting a more favorable 5746 


estimate to keep the current technology; isn't that 5747 


correct?  5748 


A. Yes, ma'am, I did.  5749 


Q. But in the end, keeping the current 5750 


technology was not a viable option for Oregon; is that 5751 


right?   5752 


A. That is correct.   5753 


Q. So you weren't just, simply, jumping to 5754 


the recommendation to switch to the federal technology?  5755 


A. No, ma'am.  It was always my hope to keep 5756 


the technology.  I've always believed that litigation is 5757 


absolutely the last and -- no offense, but worst step 5758 


that you can take.   5759 


Q. Okay.  So let's briefly discuss the role 5760 


and authority of the Cover Oregon Board of Directors, 5761 


because they come into play with the decision.   5762 


Are you familiar with the board of directors?  5763 


A. I am.  5764 


Q. And their role?  5765 


A. Um-hum.  5766 


Q. Are you familiar with the types of 5767 


decisions that the Cover Oregon Board typically makes?  5768 
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A. Yes, I am.   5769 


Q. Okay.  Can you tell us one decision that 5770 


-- one or two decisions that the Cover Oregon Board 5771 


would take?  5772 


A. So Cover Oregon's board was at the -- 5773 


prior to, I would say prior my arrival, the Cover Oregon 5774 


Board's purview of authority was around -- they had 5775 


embraced something called the -- model.  So they 5776 


believed in setting the high-level policy direction for 5777 


the executive director and that it was then the 5778 


authority of the executive director to decide how to go 5779 


about actually meeting those requirements or those 5780 


outcomes that the board had articulated to the degree 5781 


that they wanted to articulate. 5782 


So the board had spent time articulating things 5783 


that they had wanted at a very high level and to that 5784 


they wanted to describe them, and then it was Bruce 5785 


Goldberg's or Rocky King's responsibility to enable 5786 


them, to enact them. 5787 


Q. Okay. 5788 


A. After Clyde Hamstreet was brought on, and 5789 


I would actually say -- I would back up.  I would say 5790 


when I was brought into -- when the Technology Options 5791 


Workgroup was brought in, it was clear that the board 5792 


wanted a more direct involvement in decisions, large 5793 
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decisions, by the Cover Oregon organization, and so when 5794 


it was determined that the Technology Options Workgroup 5795 


had formulated their plan, our plan, and we presented it 5796 


to the board, that was approved.   5797 


By the end of April, we had decided that or it 5798 


had become clear that we were not able to make the first 5799 


option work and we needed to go the 5800 


federally-facilitated marketplace, and that was brought 5801 


forward to the Cover Oregon Board and they, too, 5802 


approved that decision.   5803 


I also know that they approved Clyde Hamstreet's 5804 


hiring, and I don't know any others off the top of my 5805 


head.  I'm sorry.   5806 


Q. So the board -- I just want to ask you a 5807 


couple of questions to understand how the board came to 5808 


their decision to switch to the federal technology.  Did 5809 


the board hear multiple presentations from the workgroup 5810 


about the different technology options?  5811 


A. They had at least the presentation -- so 5812 


the direct action answer is yes.  5813 


Q. Was the board able to ask additional 5814 


questions or any for any briefings if they had any 5815 


questions?  5816 


A. Yes, ma'am, they were.   5817 


Q. The board heard the final recommendation 5818 
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from the Technology Options Workgroup.  Correct?   5819 


A. Yes, ma'am, they did.  They heard it from 5820 


me as the representative of the Technology Options 5821 


Workgroup.  I'm sorry.   5822 


Q. That's what I was going to ask you, and 5823 


when did you give that recommendation to the board?  5824 


A. The first one was at the board meeting on 5825 


April -- I'm sorry -- on March 27th, 26th.  I don't 5826 


remember precisely the date, but we made that -- we 5827 


brought that recommendation to the board that we they 5828 


should pursue the dual path, and I don't remember 5829 


precisely the date. 5830 


Q. And when did you give the final 5831 


recommendation to the board?  5832 


A. It was April 24, 25, somewhere around 5833 


there.   5834 


Q. And was it -- to your understanding, was 5835 


the Cover Oregon Board required to come to the same 5836 


decision that the workgroup had come to?  5837 


A. No, ma'am, they were not. 5838 


  So I'm going to hand you a 5839 


document, Exhibit 18.   5840 


     [Exhibit No. 18 was 5841 


marked       for 5842 


identification.] 5843 
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BY : 5844 


Q. It is -- it appears to be the meeting 5845 


minutes from the Cover Oregon Board meeting on April 25, 5846 


2014.  5847 


A. Yes, ma'am.  5848 


Q. If you could take a few minutes to look 5849 


over that just to become familiar.  Are you familiar 5850 


with this document?  5851 


A. Yes, I am, although this one is marked 5852 


"draft".  So I may not be familiar with it.   5853 


I did -- I am familiar with the minutes of the 5854 


board.  I had been -- I received copies of those in 5855 


their final, but I hadn't -- so I'm not as certain about 5856 


the draft ones.  5857 


Q. We'll go through this then. 5858 


A. All right. 5859 


Q. On the first page of the minutes, 5860 


directing your attention to the last section, IT 5861 


Workgroup Recommendation --  5862 


A. Yes, ma'am.  5863 


Q. -- which reads a timestamp of two minutes 5864 


and 40 seconds, suggesting that the discussion of the 5865 


workgroup's recommendation began just under three 5866 


minutes into the meeting.  Does that appear correct to 5867 


you?  5868 
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A. Yes, ma'am, it does.   5869 


Q. Now if you'll turn to page 3.   5870 


A. Yes, ma'am.   5871 


Q. The last section, the header says "Public 5872 


Comment", and it reads 53 minutes, 50 seconds.  So it 5873 


appears that the discussion amongst you and board 5874 


members and Cover Oregon staff lasted for just over 50 5875 


minutes.  Does that sound correct?   5876 


A. Yes, ma'am.  5877 


Q. So in your opinion, does 50 minutes 5878 


suggest that the board was taking adequate time making a 5879 


well-thought-out decision rather than just adopting some 5880 


preplanned decision?  5881 


A. I hope so.  It was -- the board -- coming 5882 


into this meeting -- these are the minutes from April 5883 


25th.  So by that point, certainly, Liz and Dr. Brown --  5884 


Q. And who is Liz?  5885 


A. Liz Baxter.  She was one of the members 5886 


of the TOW Committee.  She was also the chair of the 5887 


Cover Oregon Board.  They were both intimately familiar 5888 


with the problems that we had wrestled with and the 5889 


issues and the discussions. 5890 


So she was a -- they both had participated 5891 


greatly in the technology options workgroup as well as 5892 


heard multiple presentations to it to that point. 5893 
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The other board members, I believe were 5894 


familiar, perhaps not as familiar as those two were, but 5895 


they certainly were familiar with our work to that 5896 


point.  5897 


Q. And to be clear, the members of the Cover 5898 


Oregon Board who part of the Options Workgroup, they 5899 


were not voting members of the IT Workgroup?  5900 


A. True.  They were not voting members of 5901 


the workgroup, but they did support the recommendation 5902 


of the workgroup.   5903 


Q. Okay.  So are you aware of the board's 5904 


decision then?  5905 


A. Yes, ma'am.  5906 


Q. And what was that decision?  5907 


A. They chose to support the -- this is on 5908 


April the 24th -- 25th here.  They supported the 5909 


decision to go to the federally-facilitated marketplace.  5910 


Q. And do you know what that vote was?  5911 


A. I believe it was unanimous, ma'am.  5912 


Q. And do you have any reason to believe 5913 


that the board was coerced or forced into voting to 5914 


switch from the state exchange to the federal 5915 


technology? 5916 


A. No, ma'am, I do not.  5917 


Q. And to your knowledge, who had the 5918 
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decision-making authority to switch from the state 5919 


exchange to the federal technology? 5920 


A. The board. 5921 


 :  Okay.  We're good.  Thank 5922 


you. 5923 


THE WITNESS:  Thank you very much.   5924 


[Recessed at 3:57 p.m.; reconvened at 4:00 p.m.]   5925 


EXAMINATION BY THE MAJORITY STAFF 5926 


  :  So I'm introducing 5927 


Exhibit 19 into the record.   5928 


      [Exhibit No. 19 5929 


was 5930 


      marked for 5931 


identification.]  5932 


  [Witness peruses exhibit.] 5933 


BY : 5934 


Q. So this looks like it's the post-board 5935 


meeting questions and answers from the April 25, 2014 5936 


board meeting.  Is that what it looks like to you?  5937 


A. Yes, ma'am.   5938 


Q. And then if you go to the page with the 5939 


Bates Stamp No. TR000819.   5940 


A. Okay.  5941 


Q. And on this, it says "Q", question:  Was 5942 


one of the reason you sent Deloitte home April 10th 5943 
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because the price was probably going to kill the -- and 5944 


it drops off.   5945 


A. I see that.  Yes, ma'am.   5946 


Q. "Alex".  It says:  "Answer:  To be honest 5947 


with you, it wasn't my decision to send them home.  My 5948 


recommendation was to pause it because we knew there was 5949 


going to be a decision that the board would need to 5950 


make, and from that point, we had what we needed from 5951 


Deloitte to understand that option and we turned around 5952 


started to fill in more information, what it would be 5953 


using the federal technology as our core, and you can 5954 


tell there is still more work we need to do to flush 5955 


what that all means."   5956 


A. Yes, ma'am. 5957 


Q. Is this Alex, is this your answer to this 5958 


question?  5959 


A. I don't know if this is an exact 5960 


transcript, but yes.  5961 


Q. It has Alex.  Alex Pettit?   5962 


A. Yes, ma'am.  5963 


Q. And so what did you mean, "to be honest 5964 


with, it wasn't my decision to send them home"? 5965 


A. Well, I didn't want the team to disband, 5966 


necessarily.  So Deloitte had disbanded the team that 5967 


they had, and so I was still -- so I didn't tell them to 5968 
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disband.  I just said, Look, I can't pay you anymore; 5969 


you all need to just pause for a little bit and you can 5970 


keep them doing something else or keep them whatever; 5971 


you don't have to send them to the four corners of the 5972 


globe. 5973 


But Deloitte is one of these shops that if 5974 


you're not working, then they're not going to pay to 5975 


have them sit on the beach.  So they just went through 5976 


and dispersed the team or whatever.   5977 


So I had told them would you give us time to 5978 


pause here to look at this before you all go ahead and 5979 


do that.  They said no, and I said, Well, I'm not going 5980 


to continue to pay you to keep a team together.  That's 5981 


not how -- I don't think that's responsible use of 5982 


taxpayer, to just keep a team together under -- you 5983 


know, that they're going to disperse them if I don't 5984 


continue to pay them.   5985 


Q. Okay.  So was this decision -- had you 5986 


already received that phone you referenced earlier in 5987 


the day about learning the cost estimate?  Did you 5988 


receive before sending them home or after sending them 5989 


home?  5990 


A. Let's look at the date of this.  April 5991 


25th.  It would have been before this date. 5992 


Q. No.  When you sent Deloitte home.  So it 5993 
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says the 10th.   5994 


A. Yeah, the 10th.  So no.  I hadn't -- i'd 5995 


have to look at my -- all right.  Let me think for a 5996 


minute.  I either can look at calendar or I can think. 5997 


So the 1st was on a Tuesday.  The 8th was on --  5998 


Q. I think the 8th was Tuesday, we decided 5999 


earlier.  The 10th was a Thursday.   6000 


A. I believe we got the decision that -- 6001 


again, it was either the Saturday before or the Saturday 6002 


after.  It was one of the two of them.   6003 


I thought it was the second Saturday in April, 6004 


but I won't swear to that, ma'am.   6005 


Q. So you don't recall whether you got cost 6006 


estimate before or after you sent them home?  6007 


A. I don't recollect getting the cost 6008 


estimate before.  I know I wanted them to pause.  I know 6009 


that for certain, and I had asked them to pause 6010 


regardless of that.   6011 


So I would have asked them to pause prior to 6012 


that.  That would made sense, because what they were 6013 


doing had nothing to do the cost estimate that I needed 6014 


to find out whether this was viable or not.  I didn't 6015 


feel the need to continue to pay them.  6016 


Q. Okay.  Thank you.   6017 


A. Yes, ma'am.   6018 
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  I'm introducing Exhibit 20 into the 6019 


record.   6020 


      [Exhibit No. 20 6021 


was 6022 


      marked for 6023 


identification.]  6024 


  [Witness peruses exhibit.] 6025 


  THE WITNESS:  Yes, ma'am.  I 6026 


remember this E-mail, at least mine.  You know, the one 6027 


that Aaron had sent to me, I do remember that. 6028 


  So yes.  I remember that. 6029 


BY :   6030 


Q. So you do remember receiving this E-mail 6031 


from Aaron Patnode on April 16, 2014?  6032 


A. Yes, ma'am.  6033 


Q. And it's to you, and then is he copying 6034 


other members of the Technology Options Workgroup on the 6035 


E-mail?  6036 


A. And some who -- so yes.  Let me make sure 6037 


that's the only group that's on there, but it looks that 6038 


way. 6039 


Tina wasn't on the workgroup.  So he includes 6040 


here.  6041 


Q. Okay.  She wasn't on the workgroup.   6042 


A. And Bruce, I think Bruce on the 6043 
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workgroup, actually, technically. 6044 


I don't think -- everything else, I think is as 6045 


well.  So yes, ma'am.  6046 


Q. So in his E-mail, Aaron Patnode write:  6047 


"I write to you today as my level of concern regarding 6048 


Cover Oregon continues to increase.  We last met as a 6049 


group on March 31st, at which point, we advised Cover 6050 


Oregon on what we felt were viable options for the 6051 


organization.   6052 


While I understand that there was a vast amount 6053 


of work of evaluation that needed to be completed prior 6054 


to putting either of the, quote, plan, end quotes, in 6055 


motion, I have been surprised at the lack of 6056 


communication with this group given our expressed 6057 


interest to be involved as that evaluation continued."   6058 


A. Yes, ma'am.   6059 


Q. So do you know why Aaron Patnode was 6060 


E-mailing you about this concern?  6061 


A. Sure.  He was E-mailing me because he was 6062 


a member of the committee and I hadn't had a -- so the 6063 


-- so in all candidness, I was consumed by the 6064 


operational deficiencies of the organization, and that 6065 


was the highest priority I had to address, and so to -- 6066 


first of all, if my job had exclusively been able to 6067 


focus on ascertaining the correct go-forward path on the 6068 
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technology and how much it would take to remediate it 6069 


and such, then I understand how 16 -- you know, a little 6070 


over two weeks would be of a concern to him that he 6071 


hadn't heard from me. 6072 


On the other hand, the thing that I had 6073 


inherited was not at the point that we understood it was 6074 


going to be.  The situation in Cover Oregon itself was 6075 


very different than what we were -- what I was led to 6076 


believe it was, and so the very first thing I had to do 6077 


was deal with project -- setting up project management, 6078 


setting up delivery process, testing processes, very 6079 


fundamental things that are operational in nature that 6080 


should have been part of the -- we didn't even have an 6081 


outage log going at that time.   6082 


Prior my arrival on March 31st, we would have 6083 


outages and they would never be written down by the user 6084 


support group.  So beginning March 31st, I made them 6085 


establish a log of tracking outages and what the 6086 


resolutions to those outages were.   6087 


We had no methodology for tracking requests for 6088 


things when.  We had requested some from Oracle Managed 6089 


Cloud Services or from Oracle Consulting Services, we 6090 


would make asks for things and we would forget we had 6091 


asked for them, and the, Oh, yeah, I had asked them for 6092 


that.  Then it would be, Well, do you remember when you 6093 
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asked them, do you remember who you asked, do you 6094 


remember how you asked. 6095 


Things were being run in a way very haphazard 6096 


manner, and so the very first thing that I had to deal 6097 


with was establishing some rigor around how operations 6098 


were managed, and I know that this team here was 6099 


surprised to learn that.  They weren't surprised, but 6100 


they were surprised, because, again, none of us -- I 6101 


don't think any of them expected and I certainly didn't 6102 


expect that the state of things were what they were when 6103 


I arrived there.   6104 


Having said that to Sue and Chris and the 6105 


others, they understood, then, Okay, this explains the 6106 


problems we're having with getting interfaces written; 6107 


this explains why we've -- then they could -- do you 6108 


know what I mean?  It fit together pieces for them.   6109 


Q. Were they scheduled to have any meetings 6110 


in between this period, so in between March 31st and 6111 


April 16, 2014 that were cancelled?  6112 


A. I think there was one meeting scheduled 6113 


for the end of the second week.  I believe that's 6114 


correct.  It would have been for the 11th, and I ended 6115 


up cancelling it on the 11th because of the transition 6116 


of Clyde or to Clyde and all of the operational things 6117 


we were addressing and still trying to finalize the 6118 
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information around what the status of things were for 6119 


our ability to remediate the code or to salvage things 6120 


from it or even to salvage some of the hardware.  6121 


Q. So during this period from the E-mails we 6122 


saw earlier, you weren't updating the Technology Options 6123 


Workgroup, but you were having regular calls with the 6124 


Governor's Office to discuss your progress on the 6125 


technology?  6126 


A. Yes, ma'am, I was.  I had -- and, again, 6127 


I don't remember that they were daily calls with the 6128 


Governor's Office.  They could have been daily calls.  6129 


It's just time was moving very slowly for me then.  It 6130 


just seemed like days went on and on a long time.   6131 


So I don't remember how often I communicated 6132 


with the Governor's Office on these things, but it was 6133 


several times during the week and, again, there was an 6134 


almost sign wave of highs and lows that we would go 6135 


through. 6136 


Q. And then were you the one who sent this 6137 


E-mail to Michael Bonetto or do you not remember?  6138 


A. So I don't remember.  I don't know that I 6139 


sent it to him.  It could have be from --  6140 


Q. That's okay if you don't remember.   6141 


A. No.  I don't remember.  6142 


Q. Then so in the E-mail to Michael Bonetto, 6143 
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I realize you weren't on the exchange, but Patricia 6144 


McCaig says:  "I have asked directly if Alex was 6145 


communicating with them.  This is avoidable.  Are you 6146 


worried about Alex's response?" 6147 


Had Patricia McCaig asked you if you had been 6148 


communicated with the Technology Options Workgroup?  6149 


A. Not to me, no, ma'am.   6150 


Q. And do you recall if Michael Bonetto or 6151 


Patricia McCaig had a conversation with you about this 6152 


E-mail and how you responded to it?  6153 


A. I know that there was an E-mail that I 6154 


sent.  So from Aaron's E-mail, I had put a top on it.  6155 


What do you call it?  When I forwarded, I had some 6156 


comments or whatever it was, and I wrote that I needed 6157 


to land the date of the next technology meeting.  I know 6158 


I said that.   6159 


Q. Who did you forward that to?  6160 


A. Oh, golly.  I think it was Mike Bonetto, 6161 


and I don't remember.  I never wrote directly to 6162 


Patricia that I'm aware of.  6163 


Q. Why would you be sending Mike Bonetto an 6164 


E-mail about needing to land a date for the next 6165 


technology meeting? 6166 


A. Well, we were in flux during that time 6167 


with the new leadership of the executive director.  They 6168 
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had needed to make these public meetings.  So we needed 6169 


to have a public -- there's some notification that we 6170 


have.  In Oklahoma, it was 24 hours before a public 6171 


meeting, but because of the scrutiny of this, they 6172 


wanted time to advertise it far and a wide that we were 6173 


going to have the -- and the next meeting of the 6174 


Technology Committee was going to be a public meeting.  6175 


It was supposed to be a public meeting, and so we wanted 6176 


to be sure that we gave notification as well as, very 6177 


candidly, IT people tend not to want to be on camera, 6178 


especially with things like this. 6179 


So I was worried -- part of the concern that I 6180 


had expressed with having an open meeting, public 6181 


meeting for the Technology Committee was that I wouldn't 6182 


even get a quorum, because many of those folks would 6183 


just not want to come. 6184 


So I needed lead time to tell them it's going to 6185 


be all right, you know, this is what -- you know, get 6186 


them familiar with the situation and get them familiar 6187 


with where we are and what we're doing so that -- and 6188 


then get them to commit to me to come in person so that 6189 


they were going to be -- so that I would have my quorum 6190 


that we could make our decision, because this was a 6191 


voluntary group.  They weren't in any positions of 6192 


authority.  6193 
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Q. So you called the members of the 6194 


workgroup in advance of that last April 24th meeting 6195 


that was public and talked to them about the meeting? 6196 


A. Yes, ma'am, I did, and to led them know 6197 


what they could expect, where the meeting with going to 6198 


be held there in the building, where the -- you know, 6199 


that the press would be there, you know, certainly that 6200 


I wasn't going to tell them not to talk to the press.  6201 


On the other hand, they were certainly under no 6202 


obligation to talk to the press, because they were not 6203 


public officials.  They held no -- they were volunteers.  6204 


Q. And you said that this meeting needed to 6205 


be public, yet it seems like you believed a lot of 6206 


technology experts on the committee would be kind of 6207 


concerned about having that public forum.  So why did it 6208 


need to be public?  6209 


A. Well, I didn't believe it needed to be 6210 


public.  6211 


Q. Who did?  6212 


A. It was the desire, as I got it from the 6213 


Cover Oregon Board, that the next meeting be a public 6214 


meeting for the Technology Options Workgroup.  So I 6215 


thought it was a bad idea.  I never -- I didn't think 6216 


that was at all a good idea, but, you know, I said, All 6217 


right, give me the time so I can work with the folks so 6218 
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that they can be comfortable with a public venue and so 6219 


this will work out for us; but no.  I didn't think it 6220 


needed to be and I didn't think it fair to ask them to 6221 


do that.   6222 


Q. Thank you.   6223 


A. Sure.   6224 


Q. So did anyone ever instruct you not to 6225 


talk to the media either after the April 25th Cover 6226 


Oregon Board Meeting or the April 24th Technology 6227 


Advisory -- the Technology Options Workgroup meeting?  6228 


A. No one ever has advised me not to talk to 6229 


the media.  Now I choose not to, because I too am an IT 6230 


guy.   6231 


You can tell an extraverted IT guy from an 6232 


introverted IT one, because the extravert stares at your 6233 


shoes when they talk.  So I'm definitely the extraverted 6234 


IT guy.   6235 


Q. Are you aware of anyone being instructed 6236 


not to talk the media after either meeting?  6237 


A. No, ma'am.   6238 


Q. Do you know how Clyde Hamstreet was 6239 


selected to serve as interim executive director of Cover 6240 


Oregon?  6241 


A. I do not, no.   6242 


BY :  6243 
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Q. I just want to go -- we've shown you a 6244 


lot of your E-mails today.  Did you only use your state 6245 


E-mail account to communicate about Cover Oregon?  6246 


A. If I ever communicated with anyone, I 6247 


always used my state account.  The only time that I used 6248 


my personal account for anything -- Cover Oregon had a 6249 


virtual private network set up, and they were an Apple 6250 


shop, and I'm not an Apple kind of guy.  So I would take 6251 


documents that I needed if I was going to work on 6252 


something, and I would E-mail them to myself so that I 6253 


could get them from own machine and work on them, and 6254 


then I'd E-mail them back to myself.   6255 


So all of my E-mails are from me to me.   6256 


Q. And I just would ask -- in a lot of these 6257 


communications, you see that you have people using 6258 


personal E-mail accounts, and you said you talked to 6259 


Mike Bonetto a lot.  Did you E-mail his personal 6260 


account?  6261 


A. I didn't know - I still don't know what 6262 


it is. 6263 


Q. All right. 6264 


A. I've never done that and never would 6265 


have.   6266 


:  All right.  6267 


:  I'm introducing Exhibit 21 into the 6268 
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record. 6269 


      [Exhibit No. 21 6270 


was 6271 


      marked for 6272 


identification.]   6273 


  [Witness peruses exhibit.] 6274 


  THE WITNESS:  I hadn't seen this 6275 


before. 6276 


BY :   6277 


Q. I'm going to ask you about the E-mail on 6278 


the front page.   6279 


A. Go ahead.  6280 


Q. So I realize you're not on this E-mail 6281 


and you said you haven't seen it before.  It's an E-mail 6282 


from Gretchen Peterson to Liz Baxter, but I wanted to 6283 


ask you about a statement made in the E-mail since it 6284 


does sound like you attended a number of Cover Oregon 6285 


board meetings.   6286 


A. Yes, ma'am.  6287 


Q. So in the E-mail, Gretchen Peterson 6288 


writes to Liz Baxter, starting on the fourth paragraph 6289 


of the E-mail:  "There is a real disconnect between the 6290 


public's perception and expectations of the board's 6291 


authority and oversight capability and the reality.  The 6292 


Deloitte contract execution without board review and the 6293 
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seemingly lack of thought to having board discussion and 6294 


input into the business plan before submission to the 6295 


legislature are just clear signals of an ongoing lack of 6296 


clarity of the board's purpose.   6297 


I can't fathom a business, parentheses, for 6298 


profit or nonprofit, closed parentheses, operating with 6299 


their board in this manner.  My perception is this has 6300 


always been an issue; however, it's certainly become 6301 


more and more since January.  At this point, at best, 6302 


it's become just an advisory board.  Worst case, the 6303 


board simply is acting as a public pass-through of 6304 


decisions already made at the state agency level or by 6305 


the governor's advisors." 6306 


Did you ever hear any concerns from other Cover 6307 


Oregon board members that they felt the board wasn't 6308 


being properly utilized?  6309 


A. No.  I personally didn't hear any of 6310 


those.  I was aware prior to -- so prior to the launch 6311 


or the October date for launch of the original -- 6312 


October 2013 date for the launch of the website, the 6313 


board prior to that had very little involvement, 6314 


information, or appraisal of where things were going and 6315 


what was happening.   6316 


After that point, the board, because of the 6317 


negative publicity, there was an expectation that the 6318 
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board would become more involved in the decisions and in 6319 


the operations and things that were going to happen.  6320 


Insofar as the Deloitte contract that Gretchen is 6321 


referring to, I believe what she's referring to, and I'd 6322 


have to go through and make sure I know what I'm talking 6323 


about here, but I'm relatively certain that's the 6324 


contract to execute moving to the federally-facilitate 6325 


marketplace.   6326 


So that was done.  So the way Cover Oregon 6327 


worked is because they were -- we would have called them 6328 


an authority in Oklahoma.  They were a public 6329 


corporation in Oregon, and as such, they didn't have to 6330 


conform to the same rules of procurement as did -- as I 6331 


do as the state CIO.   6332 


So they were able to go through and have -- they 6333 


had their own process for doing it, and the executive, 6334 


the agency director or executive director in this case 6335 


for Cover Oregon, has that authority to enter into and 6336 


bind the organization to contracts and commitments.  6337 


That was not something that we had in the public sector 6338 


side. 6339 


So the way I read this from Gretchen, what the 6340 


-- at least as far as the Deloitte component, the board 6341 


never had the authority to bind Cover Oregon to a 6342 


contract.  It was always the executive director's 6343 
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responsibility to bind the organization to a contract 6344 


with the exception of binding to a -- the hiring 6345 


decision of the executive director or, in Clyde's case, 6346 


the hiring decision of an outside agent to be a 6347 


turnaround -- he called himself the chief turnaround 6348 


officer, I think, at the time.   6349 


So those were the things the board had control 6350 


over.  They had the ability to control the individual 6351 


who had that power, that authority, but they did not 6352 


themselves have any authority.  The board couldn't 6353 


decide to enter into a contract to bring the Connecticut 6354 


system to Oregon, as an example.  Only the executive 6355 


director had that authority.   6356 


Q. Then you had mentioned it yours response.  6357 


So Deloitte was the contractor that was awarded the 6358 


contract to switch to healthcare.gov?  6359 


A. Yes, ma'am.   6360 


BY :   6361 


Q. Do you know how much that contract ended 6362 


up costing them?  6363 


A. So if I -- so the direct answer is no.  I 6364 


remember it fit in the budget.  So it had to have been 6365 


under six million bucks.  So, you know, I remember that 6366 


part, but I don't remember exactly how much. 6367 


In fact, not only did it fit in -- this 6368 
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shouldn't get out, I hope.  We came in under budget.  So 6369 


we had money left over from the thing.  So we were able 6370 


to pay our agents and other folks that had claims on 6371 


Cover Oregon.  We were able to forward pay everything 6372 


that we owed and completely close the thing up that way, 6373 


because we had actually -- so when I became involved in 6374 


it at the end of March, we were going to crash, and by 6375 


the time the thing wrapped up, we ended up with enough 6376 


money that we could fulfill the obligations we had and 6377 


even forward the -- so we had bought -- I say we had 6378 


bought. 6379 


We paid for from Oracle another year's worth of 6380 


services so that it would be sustained through March of 6381 


2015, and that wasn't originally in the budget.  That 6382 


would have been picked up by DCBS, but because we had 6383 


managed the resources as well as we did, we had the 6384 


money to pay for it to continue on CS hosting the 6385 


service until they decided to throw us off.  6386 


BY : 6387 


Q. Was it considered a system of record 6388 


until that point, March 2015?   6389 


A. It was the system of record until that 6390 


point, yes, ma'am.   6391 


Q. And it was being process to make change 6392 


of life requests and was it still be used at this point?  6393 
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A. I think all the -- I believe all the 6394 


change of circumstance were processed by March of 2015, 6395 


but it was still the system of record for audits to 6396 


produce information for IRS audits, either for the 6397 


agents' payments or whatever.  It was still our system 6398 


of record for whether people were enrolled in health 6399 


plans or not for claims, outstanding back claims, and 6400 


that was true right up until March 31st of this year.   6401 


Q. Thank you.   6402 


A. Yes, ma'am.  6403 


  :  I'm introducing Exhibit 6404 


22 into the record. 6405 


      [Exhibit No. 22 6406 


was marked       for 6407 


identification.]   6408 


  [Witness peruses exhibit.]  6409 


  THE WITNESS:  I remember this 6410 


E-mail.   6411 


BY :   6412 


Q. So is this an E-mail that you sent on May 6413 


22, 2014 to Tina Edland, copying Michael Bonetto and 6414 


Clyde Hamstreet?   6415 


A. Yes, ma'am.   6416 


Q. So in the last paragraph of your E-mail, 6417 


you say:  "I added Slides 8 and 9 to give something of a 6418 
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final wrap-up of where development of code is and what 6419 


have been identified to date, what can be reused 6420 


regardless of direction taken with CO.  I cannot give a 6421 


final tally as we are awaiting the Deloitte gap 6422 


analysis, but I tried to point out that everything other 6423 


than SHOP is being used.   6424 


I then turn the presentation over to Tina." 6425 


Can you elaborate of what you mean by "I tried 6426 


to point out that everything other than SHOP is being 6427 


used"?  6428 


A. So one of the things that I was sensitive 6429 


to was that we had paid for code to be developed and 6430 


then it wasn't being -- it was never brought into a 6431 


production environment.  It was never executed, and so 6432 


that was true for the body that comprised the SHOP 6433 


system.  We never -- SHOP never got -- the small 6434 


business health operations, whatever it was -- I forget 6435 


what the acronym stands for, but it was for small 6436 


businesses to offer their employees healthcare 6437 


insurance.   6438 


That body of work never got brought to 6439 


production.  It was stubbed out.  It just -- we brought 6440 


it to a certain point, and then development ceased on it 6441 


and it never came up in any form or fashion.  We never 6442 


brought it live.  We never tested it.   6443 
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We had no idea what the state of that code.  It 6444 


was left in a lower-level environment and never 6445 


promoted.  So we just -- we had no idea where that was 6446 


or what was done.   6447 


One of the criticism was that there were -- at 6448 


the time, there were things that had been developed that 6449 


we, we Cover Oregon, were just not using, and thought 6450 


that was technically true, what I was trying to 6451 


illustrate with that was whatever we got, I put into 6452 


some sort of -- I tried to get some kind of use out of 6453 


it.  There was nothing that was created that we bought 6454 


-- we call that shelfware.  So we had no shelfware that 6455 


-- we had some shelfware, but it was minor.  I say 6456 


minor. 6457 


There was shelfware, but the vast majority of 6458 


the code that was being used in some form or fashion.  6459 


We were trying to get value out of what we had in some 6460 


form or fashion for almost we had possession of.  6461 


Q. Okay.  Thank you.   6462 


A. That's all I was trying to say with that.  6463 


Q. Okay.  That's helpful.  6464 


A. Okay. 6465 


:  I think that's all.  Thank you. 6466 


  :  I'll give you guys the 6467 


option if you have anything else.   6468 
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  :  Yeah.  We're going to 6469 


have a few things. 6470 


  :  Okay.   6471 


  [Recessed at 4:31 p.m.; reconvened 6472 


at 4:35 p.m.] 6473 


EXAMINATION BY THE MINORITY STAFF 6474 


BY :   6475 


Q. Dr. Pettit, I want to direct your 6476 


attention back to Exhibit 20, which is the E-mail from 6477 


Aaron Patnode to you expressing his frustration in the 6478 


TOW's role in the recommendation process.   6479 


Did you question the value of the contribution 6480 


that the TOW had made up to that point?   6481 


A. No, I did not.  The thing that was 6482 


problematic was that -- for me was the difference 6483 


between what the Technology Options Workgroup understood 6484 


the situation to be and what the reality of the 6485 


situation was on the ground, and to have -- in any form, 6486 


communicating that was a difficult thing for me to do.   6487 


To walk into that environment and not have any 6488 


project plans at all, to not have any tracking process, 6489 


to not have even the most rudimentary type of tools to 6490 


know where we were was extraordinarily shocking and 6491 


disappointing to me.  So to bring the Technology Options 6492 


Workgroup up to speed would have been -- was something 6493 
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that was an unpleasant thing for me to do and a 6494 


difficult thing for me to do, but it was something that 6495 


I had to do, and at the point I hadn't done it here, 6496 


which was April the 16th, I hadn't done it yet. 6497 


Q. Right.  So he expresses frustration, you 6498 


know, about the frequency in which the group meets, but 6499 


you met six times in March; is that correct?  6500 


A. Yes, sir, we did.   6501 


Q. And at the time that this E-mail was 6502 


sent, it was only two weeks since you had last met; is 6503 


that correct?   6504 


A. Yes. 6505 


Q. And this E-mail was sent on April 16th 6506 


and your final meeting was April 24th, which is a little 6507 


over a week from which this E-mail was submitted; is 6508 


that correct?   6509 


A. Yes, sir, it is. 6510 


:  I just wanted to make that clear 6511 


for the record, and that's all I have. 6512 


THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Thank you.   6513 


BY : 6514 


Q. And did you feel like during this time 6515 


with the workgroup that you all enough time to 6516 


thoroughly assess all of the alternatives before the 6517 


group?  6518 
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A. By the time that he had written this 6519 


letter, on the 16th, in all candidness, I knew where we 6520 


were going.  I just hadn't been able to pull it together 6521 


in a way that I could present the story cohesively to 6522 


somebody else.   6523 


I know the court reporter will disagree with 6524 


this, but I think slower than I talk.  I talk pretty 6525 


slow, I'm told sometimes.   6526 


So it took me a while to formulate how to 6527 


communicate to them, because there was such a disconnect 6528 


for the Technology Options Workgroup between what 6529 


reality was and what we understood reality to be even as 6530 


late as March 31st, and to try to find a way to 6531 


communicate to them this information without -- so 6532 


several people's careers were ended by Cover Oregon.  6533 


Several people have struggled to find work again since 6534 


then, technology people as well as managerial folks, and 6535 


to be able to communicate to them, to this group in a 6536 


way that they understood the challenges we were facing 6537 


without doing any more harm to anyone was -- it took me 6538 


some time to think through.   6539 


Q. And you believed that the decision or the 6540 


recommendation, the final recommendation, by the board 6541 


was a well-thought-out decision and fact-based decision?   6542 


A. I did.  I felt that it was well thought 6543 
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out.  I also -- I believed then as I believe now that 6544 


there was simply no other alternative for us.   6545 


Q. Okay.  And, last, I want to turn you back 6546 


to Exhibit 21.  If you can also pull out Exhibit 18.  6547 


Exhibit 21 is the E-mail from Gretchen Peterson that you 6548 


were shown in the last round.   6549 


A. Yes, ma'am.   6550 


Q. Exhibit 18 are the Cover Oregon meeting 6551 


minutes from April 25, 2014.   6552 


A. Yes, ma'am.  6553 


Q. So you said in the last round that there 6554 


was an expectation that the board would be more involved 6555 


in decisions after the broken launch of the website; is 6556 


that correct? 6557 


A. Yes, ma'am.  6558 


Q. To your knowledge, the board was involved 6559 


in the decision to switch to the federal technology.  6560 


Correct?   6561 


A. They approved it.  Yes, ma'am.  6562 


Q. Okay.  In fact, the board, they had the 6563 


decision-making authority, as you said, to approve the 6564 


switch to the federal technology.  Correct? 6565 


A. Yes, ma'am.  6566 


Q. So if you turn back to Exhibit 18, the 6567 


meeting minutes, you'll notice that Ms. Peterson, who 6568 
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wrote this E-mail was actually involved in the over 6569 


50-minute discussion of the tech group's recommendation.  6570 


Does that appear correct to you? 6571 


A. Yes, ma'am.  6572 


Q. And, in fact, if you turn to page 4 of 6573 


these meeting minutes, under IT workgroup recommendation 6574 


vote, it is Ms. Peterson who actually seconded that 6575 


recommendation to move to the federal technology; is 6576 


that correct?   6577 


A. I see that, yes, ma'am.   6578 


Q. And this motion passed unanimously; is 6579 


that correct?  6580 


A. Yes, ma'am.  6581 


Q. And so based on the length of the 6582 


discussion of the IT workgroup recommendation, which was 6583 


over 50 minutes, is it fair to say that this decision by 6584 


the board was well thought out and not a stamp of 6585 


approval on a pre-planned decision?  6586 


A. I believe so.  Yes, ma'am.   6587 


  :  Okay.  That's all we 6588 


have for you.  Thank you.   6589 


  :  Thank you, sir.   6590 


  THE WITNESS:  Well, thank you very 6591 


much.   6592 


  :  I was just going to say, 6593 
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as I always do, that I just want to thank counsel for 6594 


their time today and remind the committee that 6595 


Dr. Pettit was here voluntarily, he attended here 6596 


voluntarily, and that while his testimony today was 6597 


truthful to the best of his recollection, he still 6598 


reserves a right to supplement it with any information 6599 


that should come to his attention subsequent to. 6600 


  Thanks.   6601 


  :  We're off. 6602 


[Whereupon, at 4:42 p.m., the interview concluded.]6603 
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CERTIFICATE OF INTERVIEWEE 6604 


 6605 


 6606 


 I have read the foregoing 275 pages, 6607 


which contain the correct transcript of the answers made 6608 


by me to the questions therein recorded. 6609 


 6610 


 6611 


 6612 


 6613 


      6614 


 _______________________ 6615 


 6616 


Alex Pettit6617 
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CERTIFICATE OF NOTARY PUBLIC 6618 


 6619 


   I, CATHERINE B. CRUMP, the 6620 


officer before whom the foregoing deposition was taken, 6621 


do hereby testify that the witness whose testimony 6622 


appears in the foregoing deposition was duly sworn by 6623 


me; that the testimony of said witness was taken by me 6624 


stenographically and thereafter reduced to typewriting 6625 


under my direction; that said deposition is a true 6626 


record of the testimony given by said witness; that I am 6627 


neither counsel for, related to, nor employed by any of 6628 


the parties to the action in which this deposition was 6629 


taken; and further, that I am not a relative or employee 6630 


of any attorney or counsel employed by the parties 6631 


hereto nor financially or otherwise interested in the 6632 


outcome of the action.      6633 


                6634 


______________________________ 6635 


 6636 


                     CATHERINE B. CRUMP 6637 


                     Notary Public in and for the 6638 
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Mr.   Okay.  Here we go.  This is a deposition of 


Patricia McCaig conducted by the House Committee on Oversight and 


Government Reform.  This deposition is occurring under a subpoena 


issued by Chairman Chaffetz as part of the committee's investigation 


of Cover Oregon.   


Before I get into my preamble, I'll mark the subpoena as exhibit 


1 and enter it into the record.   


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 1 


    Was marked for identification.]  


Mr.   The date on the subpoena is February 1, 2016.  And 


that date was modified by the agreement of the parties to accommodate 


the witness' travel schedule.   


Could the witness please state your name for the record?   


The Witness.  Patricia McCaig.   


Do I give this back to you? 


Mr.   You can just keep that there.  And all the marked 


exhibits will wind up there with you.   


My name is .  And I'm counsel for Chairman 


Chaffetz' staff.  I'll have everyone present from the committee please 


introduce themselves as well.  
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Mr. Meadows.  Congressman Mark Meadows.  Good to see you.   


The Witness.  Nice to meet you. 


Mr.   Because the witness is compelled to be here by a 


subpoena, we are operating pursuant to the committee rules, 


specifically rule 15, which covers the guidelines for today's 


deposition.  We have copies of the rules here with us today.  They're 


on the table over there.  I'll go over them now briefly for the record 


as well.   


The way the questioning proceeds is the majority will ask 


questions first for up to an hour.  And then the minority will have 


an opportunity to ask questions for an equal period of time if they 


choose.  We will firmly adhere to the 1-hour time limit for each side.  


And I will manage the clock so we all know exactly how much time is 


remaining in any given round.  We'll have you finish your answer if 


the clock expires while you're answering.  But there won't be any 


additional questions.   


Questions may only be asked by a member of the committee or a staff 


attorney designated by the chairman or ranking member.  We will rotate 


back and forth, 1 hour per side, until we were out of questions, and 


the deposition will be over.  As I mentioned, we are operating under 


compulsion.  The offer was made to the witness to proceed with a 
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voluntary transcribed interview.  And that offer was declined.  


Unlike in the voluntary interview setting, the witness is required to 


answer all questions posed except to preserve a privilege.  The witness 


or counsel may object to a question to preserve a privilege and not 


for any other reason, such as if the answer would be uncomfortable or 


confidential.   


If the witness objects to a question, the objection should be 


stated clearly and in a nonargumentative manner.  Members and 


committee staff are not permitted to raise objections.  Only the 


witness may do so.  The chairman will rule on the objection after the 


deposition has adjourned.  And there's a process in the committee rules 


for adjudicating any objections.   


With respect to objections, be apprised that the House of 


Representatives and the committee do not recognize any purported 


nondisclosure privileges associated with the common law, including, 


but not limited to, the deliberative process privilege, the 


attorney/client privilege, and attorney work product protections.  


And any purported contractual privileges, such as nondisclosure 


agreements.   


As you can see, there's an official reporter taking down 


everything we say to make a written record.  So we ask that you give 


verbal responses to all questions.  It's also important that we don't 


talk over one another so the court reporter can take down a clear record.  


Do you understand?   


The Witness.  Yes.   
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Mr.   All witnesses who appear before the committee may 


be accompanied by counsel.  It is my understanding that you're 


appearing today without counsel.  Is that correct?   


The Witness.  Yes.   


Mr.   We want you to answer our questions in the most 


complete and truthful manner possible.  So we'll take our time.  If 


you have any questions or if you do not understand any of our questions, 


please let us know.  If you honestly don't know the answer to a question 


or do not remember, it's best not to guess.  Please give us your best 


recollection.  And it's okay to tell us if you learned information from 


someone else, just indicate how you came to know the information.  If 


there are things you don't know or can't remember, just say so.  And 


please inform us who, to the best of your knowledge, might be able to 


provide a more complete answer.   


We would like to take a break whenever it's convenient for you.  


This can be after every hour of questioning, after a couple of rounds, 


whatever you prefer.  During a round of questioning, if you need 


anything, a glass of water, a quick break, please just let us know.  


And we'll go off the record and stop the clock.  We like to make this 


process as comfortable as possible.   


Committee rule 15(e) requires a member of the committee to be 


present during the deposition.  And Mr. Meadows is present now.  And 


different members of the committee will rotate in and out throughout 


the day.  The House is in session today, and there may be votes on the 


floor at some point, and there are a number of different committee 
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activities as well, so there may be times where we have to unexpectedly 


take a break until a member returns.  We are not able to circumscribe 


our questioning to account for time that we lose because members have 


busy schedules, but the witness may waive the 15(e) requirement at any 


time.   


In a moment, you will be placed under oath.  Title 18, section 


1621 of the United States Code requires that you answer questions 


truthfully when you are under oath.  Also, Title 18, section 1001 


requires you to answer questions from Congress truthfully.  Do you 


understand?   


The Witness.  Yes.   


Mr.   This also applies to questions posed by 


congressional staff.  Do you understand that?   


The Witness.  Yes.   


Mr.   Witnesses that knowingly provide false testimony 


could be subject to criminal prosecution.  Do you understand that?   


The Witness.  Yes.   


Mr.   Is there any reason that you are unable to provide 


truthful answers to today's questions?   


The Witness.  No.   


Mr.   Pursuant to committee rules, the witness will be 


sworn in before providing testimony.  And I'll have the court reporter 


administer the oath.   


[Witness sworn.]   


Mr.   Let the record reflect that the witness answered 
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in the affirmative.   


I would like to note that the content of what we discuss here today 


is confidential.  We ask that you not speak about what we discuss in 


this deposition to any outside individuals other than your counsel, 


if you choose to retain one, about what was asked and about your 


responses.  That's the end of my preamble.  I understand my colleagues 


would like to add something.  


Ms.   Yes.  Thank you,   The minority also has a 


brief statement just so the record is complete and clear.  Our 


committee rules explicitly permit Ms. McCaig to be accompanied by 


counsel to advise her of her rights during today's deposition.  But 


she's appearing here without an attorney.  Ms. McCaig is not an 


attorney herself.  It is our understanding that Ms. McCaig has not been 


given an opportunity to review the documents she will be questioned 


about in advance of today's deposition.   


In light of that fact, we just ask that she be given adequate time 


to carefully review all documents she is questioned about, in order 


to familiarize herself with them, before testifying about them.  We 


will try to avoid asking questions that require Ms. McCaig to speculate 


or guess about what others thought or did, including the Governor or 


his staff.   


So Ms. McCaig, to the extent that one of us might inadvertently 


ask a question that might call for speculation, please feel free to 


tell us that and limit your answer to the facts you actually know.  


Please also let us know if you don't understand a question or would 
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like a question to be rephrased.   


Mr.   Okay.  I think that's all for the opening 


remarks. 


Mr.   Just so the record is clear -- 


Ms.   We're not done with our statement. 


Mr.   Okay.  Sorry.   


Ms.   Also, Ms, McCaig has decided to exercise her right 


to appear here today for a deposition rather than a transcribed 


interview.  Depositions are clearly provided for by both the rules of 


the House of Representatives and the Oversight and Government Reform 


Committee.  Our committee rules are voted on and passed by the members 


of this committee.  Our committee rules, as well as the House rules, 


state that the presence of at least one member of the committee is 


required at a deposition.  These rules allow a witness to waive this 


member requirement if she chooses.  But there is nothing improper at 


all about a witness choosing to exercise her rights and proceed in that 


manner articulated by the rules.   


There is absolutely nothing wrong with a witness asserting her 


rights.  Ms. McCaig, we appreciate you flying across the country from 


Oregon to be present here today and to provide your testimony to the 


committee.  We also thank you for the four productions of documents 


you have provided in advance of today's hearing or deposition.   


Mr.   Just so the record is clear, whether a witness 


appears with an attorney or without an attorney, it's not our practice 


to share documents in advance of the deposition or transcribed 
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interview.  And that's not the practice of the great many investigative 


entities.  And so just so it's clear, it has nothing to do, you know, 


the fact that we didn't share documents with you whether you're here 


with a lawyer or not.   


Ms.   And we ask that in light of that, Ms. McCaig be 


provided an opportunity to fully review the documents.  


Mr.   Of course, as all witnesses always are.    


Mr.   I think that's the end of the opening remarks and 


we can go ahead and start the clock and  will start with the 


questions.  


EXAMINATION 


BY MS.    


Q Hello.  What was your role with the Governor's office 


during Kitzhaber's administration?  


A Which administration?   


Q During the --  


A The most recent?   


Q The most recent administration.   


A I was not employed or directly related to the Governor's 


office during his administration.  I worked for the Bi-State Columbia 


River Crossing Project, which I worked for before he was elected.  And 


that was the largest public works project in the State, between Oregon 


and Washington.  So I was actually an employee through the State of 


Washington.  


Q You were an employee of the State of Washington during his 
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most recent --  


A Yes, for the Columbia -- which was a joint State project 


between Oregon and Washington.  And so they only had one contractor.  


The contractor managed the project.  And that was the State of 


Washington.  


Q And what State agency was your -- 


A The -- 


Q Where did you receive your paycheck from? 


A I was a consultant.  And so the contractor that was 


responsible for all of the consultants was David Evans & Associates 


who received payment from the State of Oregon and the State of 


Washington to reimburse for the contracts.  


Q And so from what time period were you paid throughout his 


administration?  The entire administration?  


A I started work for the Columbia River Crossing in 2008.  And 


the project did not move forward.  And it had moved forward in Oregon, 


but did not move forward in Washington, and came to an end in 2014, 


at the end of January of 2014.  And that's when my work stopped.  


Q So you were stopped, you stopped being paid from the State 


in January 2014.  And then were you paid by the State between January 


2014 and December 2014 at all?  


A No.   


Q Did you receive payment from any sources during that time 


period?  


A In September of 2014, I began a contract with the Governor's 
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re-election campaign.  


Q January of 2014 you --  


A No.  September of -- 


Q September of -- 


A -- 2014. 


Q And then did you continue to work for the Governor's office 


from January 2014 until December 2014?   


A I didn't work for the Governor's office in September 2014.  


I worked for his re-election campaign in 2014.  And I continued to work 


for his re-election campaign in 2014, in September, October, November, 


and December.  


Q Did you work for the Governor's office in any capacity in 


February 2014, March 2014, up until September 2014?  


A I advised the Governor in a volunteer role during that time 


period.  


Q Did you work directly with the Governor?  Or did you work 


with others on his staff during that time period?  


A Both, yes.  I worked with the Governor.  And I worked with 


the Governor's office staff.  


Q What staff?  


A May I ask a clarification? 


Q Sure. 


A I think you asked me if I was paid? 


Q I did.  First, I asked --  


A Okay.  You started with, right, whether I was paid, just 
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so that I'm not, because I wasn't trying, right.   


The first question was whether I was paid.  And the answer is no, 


I didn't have any paid relationship with the Governor, the Governor's 


office, during that time period.  Now, you're asking a different set 


of questions, right?   


Q Yes.   


A Okay.  


Q Did you receive payment from any sources from January 2014 


until -- just the September 2014 started receiving money from the 


campaign --  


A Right. 


Q -- between that period, were you receiving payment from any 


other sources?  


A No.   


Q And who on the Governor's staff did you work with?  


A Primarily, I worked with the Governor and his chief of 


staff.   


Q Okay.  And who was that?  


A Mike Bonetto.  


Q Did you work with any other individuals on his staff?  


A Occasionally I worked with two other, maybe three other, 


staff people, his healthcare adviser Sean Kolmer, his legislative 


adviser who also did some work with communications, Dimitri -- I can't 


remember Dimitri's last name right now.   


Q That's okay.   
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A And his communications director, Nkenge Harmon.    


Q Okay.  And what were your primary responsibilities for the 


Governor's office starting, when you started this unpaid position for 


the Governor's office?  


A Ask me that again? 


Q So you started working for the Governor and his chief of 


staff primarily in January 2014, you said in an unpaid advisory role.  


And what were your primary responsibilities when you started in that 


role?  


A The primary role was in response to the Governor's request 


for additional communications capacity in the Governor's office.  And 


I think, as you well know, he was facing quite a combustible moment 


with Cover Oregon.  The Web site had failed to go online.  There was 


a lot of media and public interest.  It was very intense.   


He had undergone in November and December some staff transitions 


not related to Cover Oregon.  But he had a new communications director 


and he had a chief of staff who was new to that position.  And as a 


result of some encounters through January, he found himself, uniquely 


for him, unprepared in a public setting, both in anticipating some 


questions, and responding to them, related to Cover Oregon, and 


convened a group of people to ask their advice on how and what needed 


to be done to improve his communications capacity in the office.  And 


that was how I initially got involved.  


Q Did you have any prior healthcare experience when the 


Governor reached out to you to work on Cover Oregon?  
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A No.  None.   


Q When you were working for the Governor's office in an unpaid 


advisory role, did you have a State email account?  


A No.   


Q Were your personal emails discussing State issues archived 


by the State?  


A I believe so.  


Q Did you receive any training from the Governor's office?  


A I had been a chief of staff at one time, so I was familiar 


with some of the -- it had been a while, but I was familiar with some 


of the protocol.  So I don't -- no.  


Q Do you still work for Governor Kitzhaber in any capacity?  


A No. 


Q Or former Governor Kitzhaber. 


A Former Governor Kitzhaber. 


Q Do you still work for the Governor's office in any capacity 


under the new Governor?  


A No.  And I would like to go back, if I might, just to make 


clear that -- you transitioned from work to volunteer and continue to 


use the word work.  I was an unpaid adviser to the office.  And I was 


a volunteer who was not being paid to the office.  And I was asked to 


participate by the Governor.   


Q Okay.  Did you have a role with the Governor's 2014 


re-election campaign?  


A Yes.   
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Q When did you begin in that role?  


A September of 2014.   


Q You didn't work on the Governor's -- did you work on the 


Governor's re-election campaign at all before September 2014?  


A Incidentally, as he asked questions about it, but not 


primarily, no.  


Q When you worked on the Governor's campaign incidentally 


when he asked questions about it, who did you work with in that role?  


A Part of the reason that the Governor would have a discussion 


with me is that there really wasn't a campaign.  He didn't have a 


campaign manager.  He didn't have a structure yet established in 


January, February, or March.  He had the formal entity that's required 


by law.  And he had some fundraisers.  But he had not activated the 


campaign yet.  


Q So would you term yourself an unofficial adviser to get his 


campaign started and off the ground?  Or is that what your role 


primarily was?  


A Was I an unofficial adviser?  I don't know what the 


difference would be between official and unofficial.  He asked my 


advice and help in getting something up and moving.   


Q But you don't consider yourself to having been working on 


the campaign in that period?  


A No.   


Q Did you work on other issues other than Cover Oregon when 


you were a volunteer for the Governor's office?  
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A No.  I traveled.  May I modify that just a bit?  I would 


get asked to do volunteer work from other entities related to other 


things.  And occasionally, I would advise somebody on something.  But 


it was not routine.  It was not ongoing.  It was not repetitive.  So 


if the business association called me and asked me to go to a breakfast, 


I would go to the breakfast and discuss an issue with them.  And it 


wasn't health care or something.  But I only did that occasionally.  


I just wanted to be totally honest about that.  


Q Okay.  Thank you.  So I was going to move on and start 


talking about the First Data report.   


A I'm sorry -- the what?   


Q The First Data report issued by Oregon.  Are you familiar 


with the First Data report on Cover Oregon initially released by 


Governor Kitzhaber on March 20, 2014?   


A I am.  


Q Do you know who drafted the questions to be asked by First 


Data?  


A No.  I don't.  


Q Do you know who decided who was interviewed by First Data?  


A No.  I don't.  


Q Did you have any insight into the assessment by First Data 


while it was being conducted?  


A I was out of the country.   


Q I'm going to introduce the second exhibit into the record.   


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 2 
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    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  


Q I'll give you a few minutes to read the exhibit.  It's 


rather short.   


A Yes.   


Q Did you send this email?  


A It's part of a longer email.  This is not the entire email.   


Q Okay.  First off --  


Ms.   Can we just make sure that she's had a chance to 


read the email?  


The Witness.  It's really short.   


BY MS.    


Q So in the email, you say, "campaign hires Tim 4 to 6 weeks 


almost full time.  Coordinates with Nkenge but does all the leaning 


into the plan and manages to the extent possible the independent review 


path.  I had started shopping this idea last night.  Tim is willing.  


Mark and Kevin think a good idea.  You, what do you think?  How will 


it play with Mike and Nk."   


Who is Tim when you say the campaign hires Tim?  


A Tim Raphael, his former communications director, who he 


replaced with Nkenge Harmon Johnson.  


Q Do you know what role Tim served in February 2014 when you 


sent this email?  


A He was an independent consultant, communications 


consultant.  
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Q And then who is Mark?  


A Mark Wiener is a political consultant and communications 


consultant.   


Q Who is Kevin?  


A Kevin is the same, Kevin Looper.   


Q And who is Mike?  Is that Mike Bonetto?   


A Yes.  May I ask a question about --  


Q Sure.   


A Will you enter the entire email or just this portion?  So 


you're cutting and pasting emails?   


Q This is how it was produced.  This was the production 


from -- that we received.   


A Oh.   


Q I'm not sure -- do you have the whole chain of this email?  


A Yeah.  You have the whole chain of this email from me.  This 


is the one that ultimately results in the SWAT team.  This is the one 


that results in the whole issue you guys are all interested in.  


Q But the exchange was between you and Kitzhaber, the entire 


chain that you're talking about?  Or are you talking about a different 


chain?  This is the chain between you and Governor Kitzhaber with the 


subject line Tim.   


A I thought it was part of the full chain.  So maybe I'm 


mistaken.  This is one where I write down the exhibit or where this 


came from and then I check?   


Q We will check on that.  But this is an email specifically 
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between you and John Kitzhaber with the subject line Tim.   


A Yes.   


Q What is missing on this chain?  


A I believe I sent him an email that is the one that everybody 


has reported on, that suggests after his call that we have a 


conversation, and I report back what I heard from the conversation about 


the needs out of the Governor's office.  And I reiterate what I believe 


those needs are.  And then I put a discussion draft together.   


Q Okay.  I'll go back and look and see if that is the chain.  


But I'll ask you a few questions about this email in particular.   


A Sure.  


Q And so, what did you mean that Tim coordinate with Nkenge 


while being paid by the campaign?  Is that what you were recommending?   


A Yes.  In Oregon, and the same with Mark and Kevin, Mark and 


Kevin had been on the Governor's campaign salary since early 2013, and 


had been communications advisers to him in that capacity all through 


2013 to help him with his agenda in others areas, right, not health 


care, completely separate areas.   


It's not unusual or, it's not unusual that campaign funds can be 


used to support an official in his official capacity, like a Governor, 


or a Congressperson, or a Secretary of State.  The suggestion here was 


in order to help improve the capacity of the Governor's office.  I was, 


in some ways, just volunteering.  I wasn't asking to be paid, because 


I didn't think I was going to be spending that much time on it.   


The suggestion was that we would bring Tim on board in a way that 
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would allow him to earn some income by paying him from the campaign 


to facilitate and add capacity to the Governor's office.  


Q Okay.  And why were you volunteering in the unpaid 


capacity?  


A Because he's my friend.   


Q And then you suggest that Tim manages, to the extent 


possible, the independent review path.  What independent review path 


were you referring to?  


A The communications strategy, which was part of what the 


Governor had expressed his frustration on, was that the office itself, 


because of a new communications director and a new, who had no executive 


experience in an executive office, and the chief of staff were not 


facile enough to understand that there's a need to have thoughtful, 


good work.   


They understood that.  But delivering it and preparing the 


Governor for it, so that he can be the most effective in communicating 


it was missing.  And that was the concern coming with the First Data 


report, that this was a major piece of work that was being done.  And 


it was going to be released sometime in, I believe, February or March.  


And that the Governor was, it was the next step in the Cover Oregon 


evolving, emerging issues.  And the Governor wanted to be confident 


that we -- and there was a plan for addressing the issues that came 


out of it and a way to communicate about it.  


Q So do you know, did you or Tim help the Governor prepare 


for his First Data interview?  
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A I know that I believe I communicated on behalf of the 


Governor to Tim and requested that he give some thought to what his 


outline, or an outline for the Governor's interview, should look like.  


And Tim did that and I believe gave it to the Governor.  


Q Do you know, did Tim, you may not know, so that's okay, but 


does Tim have any background in healthcare policy?  Or had he worked 


on Cover Oregon issues?  How was he developing an outline for the 


Governor's First Data interview?  


A As a professional, he's been involved for a long time in 


communications issues and can understand and appreciate the way the 


media might approach an issue.  You don't always have to have the 


specific depth that you are asking about in a healthcare issue, or in 


some other kind of issues, to be a competent and capable adviser to 


the Governor on managing or communicating about a topic.   


And I think Tim had a long and productive history in being a 


communications person and could easily determine what the interesting 


issues might be to the press. 


Q Are we talking about the Governor's interview with the press 


or the Governor's interview with the First Data team conducting the 


assessment for Cover Oregon?  


A I think it's the First Data interview.  


Q With the employees at First Data before they issued their 


report when the Governor was interviewed by them?  


A Oh, maybe I misunderstood the interview.  


Q Okay.  So do you know, did Tim help the Governor prepare, 
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or did you help the Governor prepare for his interview with First Data 


during their evaluation of the project?  


A I don't recall.  I don't know when that would have been.  


I'm sorry.  I don't recall. 


Q It would have been, so you don't -- okay.  In the email you 


also ask Governor Kitzhaber how your proposal in the email will play 


with Mike and Nkenge.   


A Nkenge.   


Q Nkenge?   


A Nkenge.   


Q What did you mean by that?  


A That the Governor and others, some inside and some outside 


of State government, had been critical of the office and its responses 


generally to the dealing with the challenges of Cover Oregon.  There 


were two, as I said, they were relatively new staff people who the 


Governor had confidence in, but I think felt that they needed to grow 


in their job, and was concerned about them personally not being 


undermined.   


And all of this work that I think comes forth recognizes that 


sensitivity.  And that's what, that's directly what was meant by the 


question how will they respond to it, will they see it as undermining 


them, being critical of them.  Because they were aware that there was 


criticism up there.  


Q Do you remember how the Governor responded to your question, 


how he thought it would play with Mike and Nkenge?   
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A I, again, remember another document.  So maybe I should 


wait until that document --  


Q We just want you to recall what you remember.  You can share 


what you remember.   


A I'm worried I'm confusing this with another document.  So 


I would prefer to wait and see whether there's another document that 


deals with this.  


Q I mean, do you recall if the Governor had an opinion on how 


he thought it would play with Mike and Nkenge?  


A I recall that he sent an email that said this was great.  


I think he said nice things about the work, the development, the trying 


to -- I think he was positive about it all.  


Q Okay.  I think I know what chain you're talking about.  


It's a different chain.  I think we do have that.  I will double check.   


A This language is in that email that you're discussing.   


Q We'll check.   


A All right.  It could be in two emails, right?   


Q I'm introducing exhibit 3 into the record.   


A Uh-huh.   


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 3 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  


Q Is this an email from Tim Raphael to you sent on February 


16, 2014?  


A Yes.  It is.  
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Q In the email, Raphael says, "a couple of issues, one of the 


First Data interviewers worked with Carolyn in California."   


A I see it now.  


Q They have been removed, but could obviously raise questions 


about level of independence, competence of the review.   


A Uh-huh.  


Q Do you know if this issue was ever discussed?  Or did Tim 


discuss this issue with you?  


A Well, he sent it to me on an email.  So he certainly raised 


it.  He must have raised it with me.  I think this was a list of things 


that he was keeping track of at the time, a couple of issues.  I don't 


remember any specific --  


Q Did you guys discuss the questions that potentially could 


be raised about the level of independence or the competence of the First 


Data review?  


A I don't recall a conversation about that.    


Q Okay.  And then Tim Raphael in the next bullet point says:  


Having trouble getting visibility on review.  We should talk about 


this.   


A Uh-huh.  


Q Did you talk to him about whether he was having visibility 


into the review and --  


A No.  I don't know.  I'm sorry, where is this?  


Q The third bullet point down.   


A Having trouble getting visibility on review.  We should 
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talk, we should talk about this.  


Q Is the review the First Data review?  


A I don't know.   


Q Okay.   


A And I don't know what visibility he's talking about.  


Q Okay.  Did you ever talk about whether Tim Raphael was 


getting visibility into the First Data review while --  


A What does visibility mean?  I'm confused about visibility 


and communications.  


Q Was there a team that was working on preparing the Governor 


for the First Data review?  


A I recall that there were people in the Governor's office 


who were somehow involved with preparing him for the interview.  I 


know, I recall that there was a scheduled interview by whoever the First 


Data review people were.  


Q Did you or Tim want visibility into that interview?  


A That's just not the way we talk.  So that's what is throwing 


me about -- visibility into an interview.  So that doesn't --  


Q Did you want visibility into the discussions preparing the 


Governor for that interview?  


A I didn't.  I know I didn't.  But I don't know whether Tim 


did or not.   


Q Okay.  Thank you.  Do you recall why Bruce Goldberg 


resigned in March 2014?  


A I do.  
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Q Do you know?  Why did he resign?  


A He was asked to resign by the Governor.  


Q Did you talk to the Governor, before he was asked to resign, 


about Bruce Goldberg potentially resigning?  


A I did.  


Q What did you talk to the Governor about?  


A Bruce Goldberg was his friend.  And it was really a hard 


discussion.  


Q Did you make a recommendation to the Governor?  


A No.  I didn't.  


Q Why did the Governor ask Bruce Goldberg to resign?  


A As part of the First Data report, which, again, I believe 


that it came out sometime in March, mid-March, end of March, it was 


clear that there had been failures in oversight in many different 


levels.  The Governor, himself, owned quite a bit of it.  And Bruce 


was in the hierarchy, the person who had the next level of oversight 


and responsibility.  He had been a trusted and good State employee for 


a long time.  And it was a very sad and difficult time.  And the 


Governor thought he had to be held accountable.  


Q What did the Governor talk to you about when he discussed 


possibly asking Bruce Goldberg --  


A The sadness.  


Q Did you talk to anyone else about the potential of having 


Bruce Goldberg resign?  


A No.  I was informed that it was going to happen and then 
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talked about the communication pieces related to that, related to the 


announcing it.   


Q Did you discuss whether Bruce Goldberg should resign with 


Cylvia Hayes at all?  


A Not that I remember.   


Q Was the Governor going to fire Bruce Goldberg if he did not 


resign?  


A I don't think that ever would have been a question.  I don't 


think we were, I don't think the relationship that the Governor and 


Bruce Goldberg had would have ever required that to be on the table.  


Q And after Bruce Goldberg resigned, at any point were you 


concerned about Bruce Goldberg staying involved in Cover Oregon 


matters?  


A I was concerned, I remember this, I was concerned at a moment 


in time, because the Governor had said in a very public event, a press 


conference, where he was reiterating the -- not reiterating, where he 


was explaining the findings from the First Data report.  And as part 


of that -- and there were many things that were, the findings, that 


were not pleasant.   


This was a really intense review that found a whole series of 


failings across a wide range of people and companies.  And that 


he -- I'm sorry, I forgot the question.  I'm really sorry.  


Q That's okay.  That was very helpful.   


A The door did open.  


Q I was asking if at any point, you were nervous about Bruce 
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Goldberg continuing to stay involved in Cover Oregon?   


A And he announced very clearly, he announced at that press 


conference that he was resigning.  He said it as a statement, as a 


direct and --  


Q At what press conference?  


A The press conference where he was announcing the results 


of the First Data report.  And there was a whole list of items that 


he was reporting on.  And he concluded in that press statement or in 


that press conference with the statement that Bruce Goldberg was going 


to resign.  And immediately or soon after, there was a conversation 


among different people that, perhaps, Bruce would be staying on.  And 


I think I raised a concern immediately about that in terms of 


communications.   


That, at this point, when the Governor goes forward and tells the 


world that somebody is going to resign, that doesn't mean that maybe 


they're going to stick around for 6 weeks, or can get a separate contract 


or do something like that.  So I did, I believe I weighed in and said 


in terms of communications, you need to be aware that it diminishes 


in many ways the clarity of your message and raises questions about 


how serious you are about this.  


Q And you said others had talked about keeping Bruce Goldberg 


on.  Do you know why they potentially wanted to keep him around?  


A Oh, because he was really talented and really good.  And 


we were all drinking from a firehose at the whole -- the Governor's 


office, the Cover Oregon board, and the Oregon Health Authority.  They 
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had people who were losing their jobs.  They were manually trying to 


enroll people.  They were looking for paths to go forward.  I mean, 


it was topsy-turvy.  


Q Did those individuals think keeping Bruce Goldberg on at 


Cover Oregon would have helped the project move along more quickly? 


A No.  I think it was primarily, not unusual, in State 


government, oftentimes you have a transitional period.  And I think 


that's what this was about, whether there was an appropriate 


transition.  And, as I recall, they worked one out.   


Q Do you know how long Bruce Goldberg stayed on at Cover 


Oregon?  


A I don't.  


Q So next I was going to ask you a list of individuals.  And 


just to the best of your knowledge, you could say whether you thought 


that they were a State employee or worked for the campaign.   


A Sure.  And by working for the campaign, you mean being paid 


by the campaign?   


Q Or unpaid if you can clarify which --   


A Okay.  


Q -- capacity they served in.   


A Sure.  


Q So Michael Bonetto?  


A State.  


Q Did he work for the campaign at all?  


A No.   
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Q Did he volunteer for the campaign?  


A Yes.   


Q When did he volunteer for the campaign, do you recall?  


A The structure where he would participate as a member of an 


executive committee didn't actually get up and going until mid-April, 


I believe.  And he served in that capacity.   


Q Can you clarify what you mean?  So he served in the 


capacity --  


A It was an executive committee that would advise the 


campaign.  It didn't get up and running.  There wasn't any other real 


structure.  And so I believe he was a member of that executive 


committee --  


Q Starting in April, he was -- 


A Yes.  


Q And Kevin Looper?  


A He had been on a campaign, as a consultant to the campaign 


maybe starting in 2012.   


Q Did he work as an unpaid adviser to the Governor similar 


to you?  Or did he not --  


A In this capacity, he was working in an unpaid adviser role, 


not for the campaign.  


Q In what capacity?  


A The Cover Oregon capacity.  He was part of a team of people 


that the Governor put together to advise him on communications issues.  


Q So in the Cover Oregon world, he was an unpaid adviser to 
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the Governor?  


A Yes.   


Q And then on other issues, he was the campaign consultant?  


A Yes.   


Q And then Sean Kolmer?  


A State.  


Q Did he work for the campaign at all?  


A He may have.  I don't know whether he volunteered for the 


campaign in other capacities.  


Q Tina Edlund?  


A Tina Edlund, was she State?  She wasn't campaign.  But I 


believe she was State.  


Q But --  


A Cover Oregon was sort of semi-State.  I'm not sure she was 


Cover Oregon or Oregon Health Authority.  


Q Okay.  Thank you.  Mark Wiener?  


A Mark was a consultant who had contracts with the campaign 


for that same time period, 2012, 2013.   


Q Did Mark Wiener work for the Governor's office in an unpaid 


capacity?  Or was he only a campaign consultant?  


A He was advising as a communications consultant in the SWAT 


team that we had designed.  


Q And Tim Raphael?  


A He worked as the Governor's communication director since 


he was elected in 2010, and resigned in October or November of 2013, 
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and then came on and was paid out of the campaign to coordinate the 


efforts of this communications effort.  


Q Tim Raphael was paid by the campaign? 


A Yes. 


Q Did he also work for the Governor's office?  After he 


resigned or retired in December 2013, did he work in the Governor's 


office starting in January 2014?  


A He was an outside adviser, who was being paid for by the 


campaign, who was coordinating all these volunteers' efforts to advise 


the Governor's office and the Governor.  


Q Bruce Goldberg?  


A State.  


Q Did he work for the campaign at all?  


A No.   


Q Steve Bella?  


A He didn't work for the campaign, but he was a friend and 


supporter of the Governor and the Governor's partner.  And so he had 


access to the campaign through them.  And I think he, I don't think 


he was ever paid by the campaign though.  


Q And Christian Gaston?  


A He was an Oregonian reporter who was really the first hire 


of the campaign I think in April of 2014, primarily to deal with 


policy-related issues and writing for endorsements and questionnaires 


and those kind of things that would come up in a May primary.  


Q Did he work for the State at all?  
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A I don't know.  


Q Thank you.  And then Jan Murdock?  


A Jan Murdock was the scheduler in the Governor's office, left 


the Governor's office and moved to the campaign, this goes back to when 


the campaign really began to take some format, in May of 2014.  


Q Do you know when she started working for the campaign, did 


she continue to work for the Governor's office?  Or did she move 


exclusively to the campaign --  


A No.   


Q -- in May 2014?   


A No.  She moved exclusively to the campaign.  So she stopped 


working for the State, moved to the campaign.  When the campaign was 


over, she went back to the State.  


Q Thank you.  I'm going to introduce exhibit 4 into the 


record.   


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 4 


    Was marked for identification.]  


The Witness.  Are you going to read into the record that he calls 


me a princess?   


Ms.   I wasn't planning on it.   


Mr.   I think you just did.   


The Witness.  It's a little embarrassing.  No.  This is that.  


Right.  Yep.   


BY MS.    


Q Is this the email that you were thinking about earlier when 
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you asked about the chain?  


A There's another one.   


Q So this is not the chain you were thinking of?  


A No.  It starts to deal with it.  But, no, it's not the same 


one.  


Q Would you describe this as an email chain from February 8th 


and 9th, 2014 between you and John Kitzhaber and then one of the emails 


Cylvia Hayes as well?  


A Yes.   


Q I wanted to direct your attention to the last email in this 


chain which starts at the bottom of the first page.  You sent this email 


to John Kitzhaber and Cylvia Hayes.  Who is Cylvia Hayes?  


A The Governor's partner.  


Q Why did you include Cylvia Hayes on the email?  


A Because I think in -- I don't recall actually.  


Q Did you include Cylvia Hayes on most emails?  Were you 


sending this in your capacity for a campaign?  Is that why?  Was she 


working on the campaign?  Or was this State email?   


A So let me reconstruct in my own head.   


Q Was Cylvia Hayes involved in Cover Oregon issues at all?  


A No.   


Q In the email to John Kitzhaber and Cylvia Hayes, you say 


Mike chairs a joint campaign and key staff meeting weekly starting ASAP.   


A Uh-huh.  


Q What did you mean by a joint campaign and key staff meeting?  
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A So on February 7th, the Governor had a phone call with all 


of us.  And in that phone call he expressed the issues I raised with 


you all before, concerns about the overall capacity.  And there were 


a number of people on the phone.  I believe Mark and Kevin were on the 


phone, Tim, Nkenge, Mike.   


And I believe there's another email that follows up from that from 


Mike Bonetto, that outlines his take-away from the call.  And this is 


a follow-up to that in terms of the combined take-away from the call.  


And this is a reaction and a response, and a proposal to the Governor 


to begin to think about how we could address the issues that he 


identified on that phone call.  And they were all wrapped around his 


concern and lack of feeling prepared generally about moving forward.  


And some of that had to do with, most of it had to do with Cover Oregon 


and his ability to communicate effectively about it, and how he was 


paralyzed, and his office was unprepared.   


Some of it was also about the recognition that he needed to get 


a campaign up and running and what was the process and the format for 


doing that.  So this was the first draft at a response on how to address 


that.  


Q Okay.  And the team that you created, was that referred to 


as the SWAT team?  


A That was the proposal which came, I believe, in an email 


later.  


Q Do you know if it was termed the SWAT team?  Was that --  


A I made that up.  
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Q Okay.  So it was the SWAT team?  That was my question.   


A It wasn't like a real SWAT team.  


Q So the SWAT team was the joint campaign and key staff meeting 


that you're referencing?  


A Well, that was the proposal.  It actually didn't evolve 


that way.  


Q What do you mean it didn't evolve that way?  


A Well, Mike ended up not chairing anything.  There ended up 


not being a concerted or concentrated campaign effort until late April.  


It didn't even have a campaign manager, a poll, any of those things 


until May.  So the focus really was, and really did move to, dealing 


with the communications issues that were confronting the Governor.  


Q So this was the SWAT team, but it didn't evolve in the way 


that you --  


A No.   


Q So why are you recommending that the Governor's office 


coordinate with the campaign?  Is that --  


A Again, I understand the question because of the word 


campaign.  And people read into that re-election I think.  Is that what 


you're asking?  Because I think I've made it clear that what we did 


was use funds that were available out of the campaign to add capacity, 


in an appropriate and legal way, to work to support the Governor.   


And so that's what campaign is, the distinction there is that it's 


campaign funds that can be used to support the Governor in his official 


capacity.  And we hired Tim to do that.   
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Q Okay.  You then suggest in the email that you staff him -- is 


him Mike Bonetto?  


A Yes.   


Q Quietly and privately with the campaign-related items that 


help focus/drive Kevin and Mark.  What did you mean by quietly and 


privately?  


A Nobody can believe I'm ever quiet or private.  It's been 


a subject of a bit of ridicule.    


Q Why would you staff him quietly and privately as opposed 


to --  


A Because the Governor had made it clear, and I felt this way 


personally as well, that we wanted to support Mike in his job.  We 


wanted him to succeed in his job and have the confidence and the 


credibility of the people who were the Governor's trusted advisers, 


as well as his staff.   


And I wanted to make it clear to the Governor that I understood 


that that was his priority, and that helping Mike would be something 


that I could do in a thoughtful, not abrasive, larger-than-life kind 


of way.  And that's what I meant by that.  


Q So how was the structure then in your role as an unpaid 


adviser?  Were you reporting to the Governor?  Or were you reporting 


to Mike?  Or were you in between the two, the Governor and Mike?  


A I helped -- reporting is an interesting word.  So I 


primarily briefed the Governor and kept him current of events and 


actions that would allow him to be prepared for the questions that he 
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was getting in his external daily activities.  Mike and the Governor's 


team were primarily dealing with solving the problems with Cover 


Oregon.   


They actually had the skills, the talents, the background to do 


that with the Cover Oregon team.  I didn't.  I was sort of the air 


traffic controller with information that was beneficial to, and 


necessary for, the Governor to have in order for him to be Governor 


and do a good job in this fishbowl of media and public interest about 


the issue.   


Q So would you say the Governor turned to you for advice, and 


Mike Bonetto both, and that is kind of how it worked?  


A Yes.  The Governor didn't ask me what I thought about much.  


Q He didn't ask you much --  


A No.   


Q Did you share what you thought about things with the 


Governor often?  


A I was pretty busy trying to keep with the information to 


get what I thought he needed so he could be informed.  


Q Did you feel like when you shared the advice with the 


Governor did he listen to you?  


A I didn't share advice.  I didn't have any to give on this 


topic, seriously.   


Q So on the second page, I'll have you turn over the email.  


You say:  Tim comes on almost full time, for a limited time, paid for 


by the campaign, to manage Cover Oregon Getting it in Perspective Plan.  
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To do that, he would identify what Mike and Nkenge need to be managing 


from the gov office, bridging the information gap with the campaign, 


and, most importantly, identifying and teeing up the critical and 


emerging Cover Oregon issues for the combined team so we can develop 


a plan and be more prepared both at the State level and the campaign.  


We need one person whose entire purpose is getting their head around 


this from a communications, planning perspective, and providing the 


rest of us with the right level of information to make informed 


decisions.   


So what concerned you the most about Cover Oregon?  Was it the 


media coverage of Cover Oregon issues?  


A Yes.  It didn't work.   


Q What do you mean by it didn't work?  


A The entire effort around the Web site failed.  That was kind 


of a concern.   


Q Can you also please describe what you envisioned for Tim's 


role for the campaign when you say, Tim comes on almost full time, for 


a limited time, paid for by the campaign, to manage the Cover Oregon 


Getting it in Perspective Plan?   


A I think this explains it and is consistent with what I've 


said, that the Governor had a need in this evolving and intensely both 


public and media-related world to have real-time information, 


understand to the best of his ability what the scope, timing, and 


decisionmaking process was for all of these entities out there.  


Because he was the one who was getting the questions about this.  
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He was the one who was out every day being asked, not asked always 


kindly, I mean, constantly being barraged.  And he felt, and was not 


adequately prepared just in terms of communicating the process, the 


timing, the planning for this.  And that's, as a former communications 


director and somebody who knew State government and who knew the 


Governor, Tim was helping identify how to do that.   


You asked the question about Mike and Nkenge and bridging the 


information gap, this was advising them on the kinds of things in a 


communication realm, which is exactly what the Governor pointed out 


was missing, needed to be focused on out of the communications team 


in the Governor's office.  


Q And so Tim is being paid by the campaign.  Are these 


campaign funds his re-election campaign funds?  


A There is only one campaign.  It's been in existence for 


however long it's been in existence.  


Q There are the same funds that he would then use for his 


re-election campaign?  


A Yes.   


Q Tim was being paid by the funds that he would use for his 


re-election campaign?   


A Yes.   


Q So when you say that the SWAT team didn't materialize the 


way that you envisioned, I'm kind of seeing it as Tim was paid by the 


re-election campaign, he was a member of the SWAT team?  


A Yes.   
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Q And Mike Bonetto was also a member of the SWAT team.  Is 


that correct?  


A Yes.  To the extent that you're still calling it the SWAT 


team, but yes.  


Q Well, the joint team, whatever name you want to use.   


A Uh-huh.  


Q So you have an individual being paid by the campaign, and 


then the Governor's chief of staff, isn't that sort of what you're 


talking about in this email, a joint campaign and key staff meeting?  


A You know, I disagree with your emphasis.  And you keep 


coming back to it.  And I'm going to keep disagreeing with this 


emphasis.  And I appreciate this emphasis, and I understand why you're 


asking about it.  The materials that you have in front of you, though, 


demonstrate that we were dealing not with a re-election campaign, 


there's nothing to indicate that this was about electoral politics in 


the thousands of emails you all have.  That what you have in front of 


you is clearly that the Governor -- and that his funds from his campaign 


were going to assist him in his formal capacity, which is entirely 


legitimate to do, and that if there were campaign-related secondary 


items that -- and they were incidental and not the focus of this group 


of people's work at all.  


Q Okay.  So you're saying this has nothing to do with the 


campaign.  But to be clear, then you are saying that Tim was paid by 


the campaign?  


A I think I've said that, yes.  
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Q Okay.  And was --  


A I think I volunteered that at the beginning.  


Q Do you think that Cover Oregon was not going to have any 


impact, the media coverage of Cover Oregon was not going to impact the 


Governor's re-election efforts?   


A I would say that there wasn't a person in the room at that 


point in time who was worried about the Governor's re-election.  


Q You didn't think that the media coverage --  


A I thought that it was heartbreaking to watch what it was 


doing to his agenda and to the issues that he cared about.  And it was 


a distraction from a broader agenda that was really important to him 


for his final term.  


Q Okay.   


A He won with 89 percent of the vote in the primary.  


Q And then on the first page of the email, you say in your 


email from you to Kitzhaber on Saturday, February 8th, it's in the 


middle of the exchange, at the bottom of your email, you say phew, we 


get it started on the correct foot and it will get you what you need.  


So keeping in mind at this point you were still talking about the joint 


campaign and key staff meeting, what did you mean it will get you what 


you need?  


A The background, the preparation, the sense of confidence 


that he had a team who was keeping him moment by moment apprised of 


developments and narratives and emerging issues and timelines so that 


he could do the job that he needed to do.  
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Q So did it have to do with the campaign?  If you turn to the 


bottom email, you are talking about potentially setting up a campaign 


committee and an Area 51 team.   


A Again, this was a draft.  It was for discussion purposes.  


It was a structure.  It was about dealing and addressing through a 


mechanism and a structure, a way in which to provide him with 


communication capacity.  It didn't end up evolving this way.  And I 


was in all of the meetings.   


So at the time, it was a reflection of what might have been a 


possible way to approach it, which might have worked or it might not 


have.  But that's not the way it ended up materializing.  


Q Was the Area 51 team ever formed that you reference in your 


email?  


A Yes.  I think I said on the record earlier that it, Cylvia 


Hayes ended up being the convener.  And the first meeting I think was 


sometime in April.  


Q I'm introducing exhibit 5 into the record.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 5 


    Was marked for identification.]  


The Witness.  So we're not going chronologically?   


BY MS.  


Q I'm sorry?   


A We're not going chronologically in this?  The first one was 


the 16th.  Now we're going to the 9th.  And now we're going to March 


31st.  
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Q That's right, March 31st.  Since we were just talking about 


the SWAT team, I wanted to ask you a few questions about the SWAT team.     


A Yeah.  This isn't the SWAT team.  


Q I mean the Area 51 team.     


A Uh-huh.   


Q So is this a message that was forwarded to you, to Dan Carol, 


from Cylvia Hayes to the Area 51 team, on March 30th and 31st, 2014?   


A Uh-huh.  


Q Were you a member of the Area 51 team?  


A I was.  


Q What was the Area 51 team?  


A A group of supporters and some other trusted folks that were 


personal friends of the Governor and the first lady.  


Q This was a campaign group of supporters for the Governor?  


A Yes.   


Q What were your responsibilities for the Area 51 team?  


A To be pithy.  


Q Can you elaborate on that?  What do you mean to be pithy?   


A Like all of the people, we had a personal and long history 


with John Kitzhaber.  And we were there because I think he valued us 


and wanted our input on the overall agenda items and direction of the 


campaign.  


Q On the second page of the email, Cylvia Hayes writes agenda 


items for this call -- which I believe is the Area 51 kick-off meeting?  


A Uh-huh.  
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Q If you look at the second to last bullet point, she writes 


the Cover Oregon 100-day plan.  Do you know what the Cover Oregon 


100-day plan was?  


A You know, I don't directly.  Whether that was just clever 


wordage at that point, but it should have been on the agenda.  It would 


have been on the agenda there for sure.  


Q What do you mean it should have been on the agenda?  


A There was no one who wasn't talking about the, 


quote-unquote, "debacle" that was Cover Oregon.  And the Governor's 


supporters, with as much as intensity as anyone, were interested in, 


concerned about what was happening.  So there was, it would have been 


inevitable that it would have been a topic for the people in this room 


to just want to know what was going on.  


Q So you think the supporters of the Governor's re-election 


campaign would definitely be interested in knowing what was going on 


with Cover Oregon?  


A Sure.  There was nobody who didn't want to know what was 


going on with Cover Oregon, including national media, foreign media.  


They were following him around the State.  


Q Did you participate in this kick-off meeting?  


A I don't remember whether I did.  I had been out of the 


country -- when was the actual meeting?   


Q I think it says date of first call Tuesday, April 1st, 5 


p.m.  


A I don't remember whether I did or not.  
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Q Do you remember if the Area 51 team had a lot of discussions 


about Cover Oregon?  


A I don't remember.   


Q I know earlier you said you weren't entirely sure, but can 


you remember anything about what the Cover Oregon 100-day plan was?  


A Well, I think I called it the Keeping it in Perspective Plan.  


So I don't know whether it's the same thing or not.   


Q Okay.  What is the Keeping it in Perspective Plan?   


A Oh, it was a way of me just framing the need to keep it in 


perspective, get a communication piece together around it, understand 


how to, what was necessary to give the Governor the confidence that 


he needed that he was well versed.  Let's keep this in perspective.  


We know how to do this.  It was yet another bad title I came up with.   


Q Did you have any documents or memos that outlined what the 


100-day plan was or the Keeping it in Perspective Plan was?  


A While I was gone, I believe that Tim Raphael did a 


communication plan.  I think it's in the emails I sent you.  


Q Do you remember what --  


A I don't.  


Q Do you know why it was 100-day plan?  Why they would say 


100 days?  


A Because we always make things like that up, right?  I mean, 


I just imagine it was the first 100 days of 2014.  It was just the first 


100 days of 2014.  It was media, what do we do by now.  I just think 


it was -- no, I don't.    
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Mr.   That's the end of the first hour.  We'll take a 


few minutes. 


[Recess.]
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[11:20 a.m.] 


Mr.   For the record, we're joined now by Mr. Grothman.  


EXAMINATION  


BY MS.    


Q Hi, Ms. McCaig.  Once again, I'm , minority 


counsel with Ranking Member Cummings.  And I'm going to ask you a couple 


questions this hour.  Okay?  


A Yes. 


Q So I first want to direct your attention back to exhibit 


4.   


Okay.  And so this is an email chain with a subject line of 


Temporary Plan.  So I want to direct you back to the email at the bottom 


and to the line that my colleagues asked you about in the last hour.  


It says, "I staff him quietly, privately with the campaign-related 


items."  So I just wanted to clarify here, have you clarify, what did 


you exactly mean when you said you wanted to staff him quietly and 


privately?  And who is "him?"   


A Him is Mike Bonetto. 


Q And what did you mean when you said you wanted to staff him 


quietly and privately?   


A That I wanted to recognize specifically in the email to the 


Governor, that I understood the Governor's direction, that he wanted 


to support Mike, and that he wanted Mike to succeed in his job, while 


I'm sure he was hearing from some others that they didn't.  He was 


making it very clear that he wanted Mike to succeed, and that any help 
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and advice that we could give him would be beneficial, but that we didn't 


want to undermine him with his staff in any way or with any of the other 


Governor's advisers or supporters.  


Q Okay.  And at that time Mr. Bonetto was new in his role.  


Correct?   


A Yes, he had -- yes.  He was new in his role.  


Q Okay.  And so just to be clear, you're saying when you said 


staff quietly and privately, it was just in a manner that you would 


be staffing Mike so as to not undermine him in front of his staff and 


other members of the staff?   


A Absolutely. 


Q And you weren't trying to be sneaky or secretive in your 


staffing?  


A No. 


Q Okay.  All right.  Thank you.   


So, Ms. McCaig, I'm going to ask you a couple of questions about 


a letter that you sent to this committee, and I would like to enter 


into the record as exhibit 6.   


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 6 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  


Q It's a letter that you sent to  dated May 5, 2015 


in response to the committee's request for you to produce documents 


related to the Cover Oregon congressional investigation.  Do you 


recognize this letter?  
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A I do. 


Q And although the letter is dated -- 


A It is wrong --  


Q -- May 5, 2015, I believe the letter was actually sent to 


the committee on June 5, 2015.  Does that sound correct?   


A Yes.  I'm sorry about that. 


Q Okay.  So I'm going to give you a couple of minutes to review 


this.  I know it's a pretty long letter.  And let me know when you're 


ready for me to ask you questions.   


Okay.  Let me put the exhibit sticker up there first.   


A Okay. 


Q Okay.  So are you ready to walk through a few of the 


statements you made in the letter regarding your role as it relates 


to Governor Kitzhaber in the State of Oregon?   


A Kitzhaber.  Kitzhaber.   


Q Kitzhaber.  Thank you.   


So let me direct your attention to page 2 of your letter.  And 


I'm going to direct you to the last paragraph on the page under the 


section titled "my role."  You write, and I quote, "Since 2003 I have 


been a communications consultant to government, business, labor, and 


not-for-profit organizations.  I have an extensive background in 


communication strategy, planning, and execution.  In addition, I have 


experience working with and supporting elected officials.  My work in 


the State legislature, the secretary of state's office, as a Governor's 


chief of staff, and as an elected official has contributed to my ability 
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to do this work effectively."  Did I read that correctly?   


A Yes.   


Q Is that an accurate statement, Ms. McCaig?   


A I think it is. 


Q Okay.  So you state that you have an extensive background 


in the area of communication strategy.  Correct?   


A Yes. 


Q So what does communication strategy entail?   


A Ensuring, particularly when it relates to public policy and 


government, to ensuring that the process by which you arrive at a 


decision is well documented and thoughtful.  Because that only 


enhances your ability to communicate it effectively.   


So in order to deal with particularly complicated public policy 


issues, and it's really important for there always to be someone in 


the room who is present about, not just solving the problem, but 


understanding the context and the scope of the discussion, and the way 


it's going to roll out, the timelines, when decisions have to be made, 


what the challenge is to it, what the emerging issues will be around 


it.  And keeping that present in order to help develop a communication 


narrative around it.  That's what it is. 


Q Does communication strategy mean making the underlying 


policy decision?   


A Never. 


Q Okay.  Would you consider yourself to be an expert in 


communication strategy?   
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A Well, that sounds a bit grandiose.  I work hard at being 


good at it.  


Q Would you consider yourself to have an extensive background 


in --  


A I have extensive background in it.  


Q Okay.  And how did you develop this extensive background 


in it? 


A Trial and error. 


Q Okay.  Well, you mention in the letter, in the quote that 


I read from your letter, that you provided communications consulting 


to government, business, labor, and not-for-profit organizations.  


Can you tell me about some of the experience, say, for instance with 


labor?   


A I was involved in some time -- I bet it was 12 or 13 years 


ago in dealing with -- on behalf of government, dealing with a really, 


a very difficult issue, which was the public employees retirement 


system.  And there was an effort to develop a negotiation and a path 


forward which would reduce some of the burdens to the State around that.  


I ended up working with some of the labor folks at the table in order 


to help them construct a narrative and think through the best way to 


be effective in that discussion. 


Q Okay.  And what about some experience in communication 


strategy with government?   


A I think the most recent example of that is since 2006, 2008, 


I worked for the Columbia River Crossing, and it was a large and 
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complicated public works project that was crossing State lines and had 


substantial Federal funds.   


It had 18 local jurisdictions, two States, lots of United States 


Senators, eight local governments, along with tribes.  There was both 


internal and external communications of all sorts of different nature 


from maritime-related issues to the fact that they were discussing 


tolling, to ongoing discussion with Congress about funding for light 


rail.  And I was responsible for coordinating all of those efforts and 


developing strategies around the policies that were enacted. 


Q And would you say that you've had a long working history 


with the State of Oregon?   


A Yes. 


Q Okay.  And when did that history begin?   


A 1979, when I worked in the State legislature. 


Q Okay.  So, Ms. McCaig, you just touched on a topic that I 


want to ask a couple questions about.  You mentioned it on page 3, if 


I can direct your attention to page 3.  In the first paragraph of the 


letter to  you wrote, quote, "In 2008 through 2009, I was 


recruited by the State of Oregon to work on the Bi-State project to 


replace the Interstate 5, I-5, bridge across the Columbia River."  So 


that's an accurate statement?   


A Uh-huh. 


Q Okay.  You continue on to say, "For over 5 years in that 


position, through February 2014, I was responsible for developing 


leading comprehensive internal and external communication strategies 
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involving 18 government jurisdictions, the public, and a wide array 


of stakeholders to deliver the project's goals.  As part of that work, 


I was tasked with keeping elected officials, including two Oregon  


Governor's office informed of project challenges, critical path 


issues, timelines, and emerging issues."   


So would this be an accurate statement of --  


A Yes.  


Q -- your responsibilities?   


And you laid out some additional responsibilities that you had 


under this project just recently.  And you said what was your role under 


this bridge project?   


A I, at one time, was the communications director and then 


I moved up and did additional senior staff advisory.  


Q Okay.  Okay.  Let's go to the second paragraph on the same 


page of the letter.  You write, quote, "In August 2010, Governor 


Kitzhaber asked me to assist him in his November 2010 comeback 


campaign."  Did I read that correctly?  


A Yes.  


Q So is that an accurate statement?  


A Yes. 


Q And what was your role, again, with Governor Kitzhaber's 


2010 campaign?  


A I came back in in August of 2010, at his request, to take 


on the role of campaign director because he was looking for more 


leadership in his campaign.  
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Q And what were your responsibilities as campaign director?  


A I was going to say whack-a-mole, but that was not the right 


answer.  To line up all of the different elements of the campaign in 


a more focused, deliberative way, so that there was a daily focus, with 


daily results, and a product that would allow him to have the 


information and the background that he needed to go out and campaign.   


So it was really managing the effort.  Not doing any of the 


specifics, but really identifying the necessary things that had to get 


done every day in order for him to be re-elected.  And, again, 


re-elected was, he was coming back after having not been in office for 


a while. 


Q Okay.  So the 2010 campaign, was this the first time that 


you worked with Governor Kitzhaber?  


A No.  There was a time earlier.  We had a relatively 


tortuous relationship.  He challenged my boss.  And ultimately, she 


chose not to run.  So I didn't have much dealings with him for quite 


a while.  And then the State was facing some critical tax issues.  


We're a big initiative State, and there had been a series of initiatives 


that had been put on the ballot by some anti-tax advocates.  And 


Governor Kitzhaber called me and asked me to chair his effort to defeat 


these issues as a volunteer.  And I became the director of this effort, 


which was a joint effort of labor and business, and a huge coalition 


of people who came together to defeat these draconian measures.  


Q Okay.  And when did this working relationship begin?  


A I think that was 1998 maybe. 
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Q Okay.   


A It was tense.  It was a tense working relationship. 


Q Okay.  So let's return back to your letter that you sent 


to the committee.  If we go to the second paragraph, we're going to 


read the next line.  It says, quote:  I returned to the I-5 bridge 


project --  


A I'm sorry.  Where are you? 


Q I'm sorry.  The second paragraph.   


A Oh.  


Q The second line.   


A Yeah. 


Q You wrote, quote, "I returned to the I-5 bridge project in 


January 2011 where I worked until February 2014 when the project ended."  


Did I read that correctly?  


A Yes.  


Q Is that an accurate statement?  


A Yes.  


Q And what role did you assume when you returned back to the 


I-5 bridge project?   


A Really right back into the fold.  We were attempting to get 


funding for the project from both States, and I basically resumed the 


responsibilities that I had when I left. 


Q And what were those responsibilities? 


A Coordinating the communication, and directing the 


communication activities of a staff of nine, or twelve, or --  
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Q Okay.  And how long did you remain in that role once you 


returned back?   


A Until the bridge ceased to exist.  The project on the Oregon 


side folded, with a lack of support from the State of Washington, in 


2014.  So the project literally mothballed.  It went away.  


Q Okay.  And so, Ms. McCaig, you made a statement earlier when 


I asked you how long you had this working relationship with the State 


of Oregon and you said since 1979.  Can you tell me what you were doing 


at that time?  Were you doing communications?   


A No.  I was a legislative aide in the senate, and then went 


from there to be executive assistant to the secretary of state.  And 


I worked in the legislature for a while, from 1979 until 1984, and then 


went to work in the secretary of state's office.  And from there went 


on to be the Governor's chief of staff.  And then after that I had some 


work with the Department of Transportation.  I don't know if I've 


had --  


Q And as you said, you worked with -- as the Governor's chief 


of staff.  Which Governor -- 


A Governor Roberts.  Governor Robert Roberts.  


Q And what were your responsibilities in that role?   


A As chief of staff?   


Q Yes. 


A To oversee and manage the Governor's agenda, using the 


resources of the office to do it. 


Q Were you involved in any way with communication strategy?  
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A Yes. 


Q Okay.  Would you say that was the time when you started to 


develop your expertise in the area of communication strategy?   


A No.  I think I began learning about it in 1979, when I was 


working in the legislature, and working for a State senator, and 


understood the importance of being able to communicate effectively and 


that it takes organization.  That it's not a lot of people getting in 


the room and chattering, that you need well documented and thoughtful 


and mindful and specific actions that are well documented and that gives 


you the foundation to be able to discuss difficult public policy issues.   


And that was also true dealing with the complicated tax measures 


that were on the ballot and all of those kind of things was, a growing 


hands-on information.  After a part of that, I was recruited and went 


to work for a polling company that did quantitative and qualitative 


polling, a lot of focus group work and a lot of those kind of things, 


partly because I understood the value of messaging, and I understood 


the way in which you do it.  I only did that for a couple of years because 


you have to be objective. 


Q So, Ms. McCaig, is it fair to say that you've had since -- if 


we look at from 1979 to 2014, you've had over 35 years of experience 


in communication strategy.  Is that correct?   


A Yes. 


Q Okay.  So we're going to stay on the letter.  Page 3, 


paragraph 3 of your letter, you wrote, quote, "In late February 2014 


I began a long anticipated 6-month sabbatical."  Did I read that 
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correctly?  


A Yes.  


Q And is that an accurate statement?  


A Yes.  


Q Okay.  Now we're going to move to paragraph 4 of your letter 


where you wrote, quote, "During this time, February to September 2014, 


I did not seek or receive payment for any professional services, public 


or private.  I did not have any clients, contracts, or income from any 


work.  Between March and August, if asked and if available, I 


volunteered advice and other counsel on many different topics to many 


different people, including business and civic leaders, campaigns, 


elected officials, government entities and others.  I performed all 


of this work strictly as a volunteer."  Did I read that correctly? 


A Uh-huh. 


Q Is that an accurate statement? 


A Uh-huh. 


Q I'm sorry, Ms. McCaig, we will need you to say yes for the 


record? 


A Yes. 


Q So, Ms. McCaig, did I read that correctly?  


A Yes.  


Q And is that an accurate statement?   


A Yes. 


Q Thank you.   


So just to be clear, from February 2014 through September 2014, 
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you were not paid by Governor Kitzhaber's campaign.  Correct?  


A That's correct.  


Q And from February 2014 through September 2014, although you 


may have volunteered, you were not employed by Governor Kitzhaber's 


campaign.  Is that correct?  


A That's correct. 


Q And from February 2014 through September 2014, you were not 


paid by the State of Oregon.  Correct?  


A That's correct.  


Q And from February 2014 through September 2014, you were not 


employed by the Governor or the State of Oregon.  Correct?  


A That's correct. 


Q And Cover Oregon's board of directors made the decision to 


switch from the State exchange to the Federal technology in April 2014.  


Correct?   


A April.  Yes.  


Q Okay.  So when the decision by the Cover Oregon board was 


made, you were not being paid by the State, Governor Kitzhaber, or his 


campaign.  Correct?   


A That's correct. 


Q So let's turn back to your letter.  In the next paragraph 


you write, quote, "In late March 2014, the Governor asked for my advice 


and assistance on his Cover Oregon communication strategy and plan."  


Did I read that correctly?  


A Uh-huh.  Yes. 
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Q Okay.  Is this an accurate statement?   


A Yes. 


Q Okay.  In the next sentence you write, and I quote, "At his 


request I helped to develop his timelines relevant to breaking issues 


with Cover Oregon, reviewed drafts of documents for public 


dissemination, reviewed his media coverage on the Cover Oregon crisis, 


worked through the Governor's office to gather current information from 


the experts about upcoming issues with Cover Oregon, offered advice 


on the Governor's response, and helped the Governor prepare his 


response," in parentheses, "(timing, content, venue)" end parentheses, 


"on those issues."  Did I read that correctly?   


A Yes. 


Q Is this an accurate statement of your responsibilities?   


A Yes. 


Q Were there any additional responsibilities that you had 


during this time that you did not include in this letter?   


A Related to the Governor?   


Q Yes. 


A No.  


Q To March 2014.   


A Related to Governor, no.  


Q Yes.  Okay.  Did you have a formal role or title at this 


time?  


A No. 


Q Do you think it's accurate to describe your function at that 
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time as an unpaid adviser to the Governor?  


A I do. 


Q Okay.  Now, Ms. McCaig, I'm going to hand you -- I'm handing 


you exhibit 7.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 7 


    Was marked for identification.]  


The Witness.  Wow. 


Ms.   Which is a transcript of Mr. Michael Bonetto's 


deposition before this committee.  I'm only going to ask you about a 


few portions of the document, not the entire --  


Mr.   We would ask, based on your own request, that she be 


given adequate time to review the entirety of this.   


Ms.   We are going to be asking about very small snippets 


of this.  We will give the witness opportunity to review any portion 


of this document that she likes.  If you would like to spend the rest 


of the day reviewing this transcript, we are happy to go off the record 


and discuss that --  


Mr.   These are your questions.  That was your 


instructions at the beginning, that she needs adequate time to review 


things.   


Ms.   Would you like the witness to take the time to 


review this transcript?   


Mr.   It's your time.  It's your decision.   


Mr.   Whatever time she needs, obviously, as we agreed 


to at the beginning.   
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Ms.   We will give the witness whatever time she needs 


to review this document to answer our questions, for sure.   


Mr.   And I'm going to start the clock again.   


Ms.   Okay.   


Ms.   So just for the record, we agreed that we will give 


the witness whatever time she needs to review this exhibit in order 


to be able to answer the questions that counsel will propound to her.   


BY MS.  


Q Okay.  Ms. McCaig, can you please turn to page 39.   


Okay.  Actually, Ms. McCaig, I will just ask you a couple of 


questions.  And I'll mention a portion of this document.  You can 


actually put it to the side.  Okay.   


So, Ms. McCaig, in Michael Bonetto's testimony during this 


deposition he agreed that Governor Kitzhaber's advisers were brought 


in to help assist the Governor with what was going on with Cover Oregon.  


And he described the experience and expertise of the Governor's other 


advisers as, quote, "crisis communications and with government 


agencies."   


Would you say that's a accurate characterization --  


A Yes.  


Q -- of your expertise?   


A Yes.   


Q And is his characterization consistent with the reason why 


Governor Kitzhaber told you he brought you on board in late March 2014?  


A Yes. 
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Q How long were you acting as an unpaid adviser to the Governor 


Kitzhaber on Cover Oregon issues?   


A I became a paid campaign worker paid for out of the campaign 


in September.  And by September, as I recall, I don't think there were 


any or very few issues related to Cover Oregon left. 


Q Okay.  And what about the time when you were an unpaid 


adviser?  How long were you acting as an unpaid adviser for Governor 


Kitzhaber?  


A Through the February to September time period.  


Q So February 2014 through September 2014?   


A With periods of time where I wasn't available, but yes, 


generally --  


Q Okay.   


A -- that was the time.  


Q Okay.  So you were advising the Governor on a volunteer 


basis in the spring and summer of 2014.  Correct?   


A Yes. 


Q But you were not making yourself consistently available.  


Correct?  


A That's correct. 


Q Because this wasn't a normal job, you weren't working for 


the Governor in a typical capacity.  Correct?   


A That's correct. 


Q Okay.  I have a couple of other questions for you in time.   


Okay.  Ms. McCaig, I'm going to direct you once again back to your 
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letter, which is exhibit 6.  If you can refer to page 3 and paragraph 


5 of the letter, according to that letter you began providing Governor 


Kitzhaber with, quote, "Advice and assistance on his Cover Oregon 


communication strategy and plan."  Is that right?  


A Uh-huh.  Yes. 


Q And you also wrote that you provided your assistance, quote, 


"Strictly as a volunteer."  Correct?  


A Yes. 


Q So would it be accurate to say that by the time the Governor 


asked for your advice you already had established a reputation as an 


expert communication strategist?   


A Yes. 


Q And we've already established here that you've had over 35 


years of experience as a communication strategist by the time the 


Governor asked you to assist.  Correct? 


A Yes. 


Q And you had developed a personal/professional relationship 


with the Governor.   


A Yes.  


Q And you, in your opinion, you consider him a friend.  


Correct?  


A Yes. 


Q So did it seem unusual that the Governor would then ask for 


your expertise in communication strategy to address a high-profile 


issue like the failure of the Cover Oregon Web site?  
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A No. 


Q Okay.  So you provided advice and assistance to Governor 


Kitzhaber and his staff regarding Cover Oregon press?   


A Yes. 


Q Were you making State policy decisions regarding Cover 


Oregon?  


A No. 


Q Did Governor Kitzhaber and his staff ever lead you to 


believe that you were making State policy decisions regarding Cover 


Oregon?   


A No. 


Q Did you ever require or coerce Governor Kitzhaber or his 


staff to take your advice regarding Cover Oregon?   


A No. 


Q Did the Governor and his staff take your advice 100 percent 


of the time?  


A No. 


Q And, Ms. McCaig, you mentioned earlier during the last hour 


that the Governor didn't ask what you thought about much.  You didn't 


have anything to share on a given topic.  Can you describe what you 


meant by that?  


A I think it was in relation particularly to health care.  So 


the Governor -- I believe others would characterize him as a leader 


in healthcare-related issues.  I know that his 30-year career in Oregon 


has been dedicated to working towards providing affordable healthcare 
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and healthcare cost containment.  I also know that it was a centerpiece 


of his overall agenda because it brought down costs that would allow 


other elements of the State budget to be reinvigorated.  So in this 


area particularly, my advice was not sought nor did I feel any urge 


to provide it. 


Q Okay.  So any statements that you made to the Governor you 


would consider that as just statements that you made, not mandates or 


policy decisions.  Correct?   


A Correct.  I compiled information for him and reported to 


him based on the information that I compiled.  I didn't create 


anything.  I wasn't out there developing policy, directing anything.   


I was assessing and ensuring that in realtime he was getting the 


kinds of pieces of information he needed to be informed, and to make 


the decisions, and take the positions that he needed to take.  I was 


just a conduit with that, but that was in fact the role I was playing.  


While other people were trying to solve the problem, I was trying to 


get him the information about how things were developing.   


Q Okay.  So, Ms. McCaig, you've seen a few emails today about 


your communications with other outside consulting experts and some of 


the Governor's employees, as well as the Governor himself.  So did you 


frequently communicate with the Governor's office?  


A Yes.  


Q And who in the Governor's office did you communicate with?  


A Primarily Mike Bonetto. 


Q So when asked in his deposition whether there was anything 
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unusual or improper about you speaking to him or Governor Kitzhaber, 


Mr. Bonetto said emphatically no.  Would you agree?   


A I would agree that there was nothing untoward or improper. 


Q And why was it necessary to communicate regularly with 


Governor Kitzhaber's staff on breaking issues like Cover Oregon?   


A Again, it was the confidence that the Governor had in me 


to provide him the information that he needed to stay abreast, plugged 


in, and present on the issues related to Cover Oregon and the rest of 


his team, the communications office in the Governor's office, the 


staff, they were dealing with the real problem.  They were actually 


the people who were trying to figure out what to do.   


And to the extent that Mike could communicate with me and provide 


just sort of the reporting on what was going on, I could package that 


and get it to the Governor in an effective way that satisfied Mike, 


the Governor, and everybody else who was involved. 


Q Okay.  And to your knowledge, did Governor Kitzhaber or his 


staff consult with other outside advisers about high profile or 


breaking issues?   


A Yes. 


Q To your knowledge, did Governor Kitzhaber or his staff 


consult with other outside advisers about Cover Oregon?   


A Yes. 


Q And based upon your experiences as a communication strategy 


expert, is it unusual for an adviser to receive realtime updates on 


high-profile breaking issues?   
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A No.  And when a Governor requests it and requires it, 


somebody needs to deliver it. 


Q Are you aware of any laws that specifically prohibit 


communications between expert advisers and State employees or 


government officials?   


A No. 


Q And in your opinion, was your communication with Governor 


Kitzhaber's office unusual or improper?   


A No. 


Q Ms. McCaig, I'm going to now discuss Oracle's work on 


Oregon's health insurance exchange.  So understanding that you were 


an unpaid adviser and not an employee of the State, I have a few 


questions for you. 


A Okay.  


Q So I'm going to turn you back to the letter that you sent 


to this committee on June 5, 2015.  In this letter you provided a Cover 


Oregon timeline.  Is that correct?   


A Yes.  My own.  


Q Yes. 


A Yes.  


Q So let's go over this timeline with you, starting on page 


1 of the letter.  According to your timeline, in March 2013 you wrote, 


quote, "The Cover Oregon board began to manage the Oracle America, Inc. 


contract to develop the state's health insurance exchange, which 


included a Web site for open enrollment under the ACA."  Did I read 
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that correctly?   


A Yes.  


Q Was it your understanding that Oracle was hired to develop 


the Web site technology for Oregon's health insurance exchange?   


A Yes. 


Q Were you aware of the deadline that Oracle had to finish 


this exchange Web site?   


A Not until they didn't meet the deadline, I didn't. 


Q And what was the deadline?   


A October.  


Q October of what year?   


A 2013.  October, November of 2013 was when the crisis hit. 


Q So at October 2013, Oracle did not meet the deadline to 


deliver a functioning Web site?  


A Right.  


Q Correct?  


A But I think your question was did I know about the date 


relayed in March 2013.  I didn't know about the date until they didn't 


meet it. 


Q Okay.  So let's go back to your timeline.  Under the next 


date of October 2013, you write, quote, "The Web site was not 


operational on its launch date and could not be used to enroll those 


seeking health insurance."  So here you note launch date.  What date 


is that?   


A The actual date, I don't know.  
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Q Okay.  Was it October 2013?  


A Yes.  It's -- you mean, it's within the October 2013 time 


period it failed to launch.  The actual date within October 2013, I 


don't recall. 


Q Okay.  So to be clear, the Web site that Oracle developed 


for the State did not go live to the public in October 2013.  Correct?  


A When it was expected to, correct. 


Q Okay.  And how did you learn this information?   


A News. 


Q Okay.   


A Media.  I learned about it externally, not internally. 


Q Okay.  So do you know what happened after the Web site 


didn't go live in October by the launch date in October 2013?   


A I know when I -- through news accounts later, I didn't know 


at the time, but Cover Oregon began withholding the payments to Oracle 


at that point. 


Q And do you know what happened next with the Cover Oregon 


Web site?   


A As I recall, it was the need to develop a parallel system 


in order to enroll people.  And the Cover Oregon team, I believe, began 


developing a manual process by which to enroll applicants.  


Q And how did you learn this information?   


A It was all media.  It was front page news.  Pictures of 


people trying to do it.  I was working on a different project and was 


out of the country, actually, in October. 
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Q Okay.   


A And picked it up on Oregon Live.  


Q So do you know if the Web site went live to the public in 


November of 2013?   


A I don't believe it ever went live.  I believe a portion of 


it went live that then crashed.  And that portion was for a small 


constituency.  So the general population piece I don't think ever went 


live, and I'm not certain, so I probably shouldn't speculate on that, 


that there was a piece that they tried. 


Q Okay.  Ms. McCaig, let's go back to your timeline.  We'll 


get back to some of the comments that you just made.   


If you'll turn the page to page 2, under January 2014, you wrote, 


quote, "Interim Cover Oregon head Bruce Goldberg tells the legislative 


committee that all or part of the system might need to be scrapped and 


a decision due in the next month or two whether to being incorporating 


a system either used by other States, of the one used by the Federal 


Government."  So did I read that correctly?   


A Yeah.  But I think I have a typo in there. 


Q So how did you know what Bruce Goldberg told the legislative 


committee?   


A I literally went and looked at news accounts to put this 


together for you.  And it's a front page story in the Oregonian which 


shows him in front of the committee and that's the message. 


Q The message that you have on your timeline --  


A Yes.  
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Q -- is what was reported in the --  


A Right.  


Q -- media? 


Okay.  And is it your understanding that Bruce Goldberg made 


these statements because the Web site wasn't functioning and live to 


the public at that time in January 2014?   


A Yes. 


Q Okay.  Under February 2014, you note that legislators 


wanted answers regarding Cover Oregon.  How did you know that the 


legislators wanted answers?  


A And so what I was doing with this, just to confirm this, 


I was giving you an example of the context that all of this was happening 


in.  So these were publicly known, publicly experienced, media 


related -- all of these were media related things which created the 


backdrop that the rest of the activity took place in.   


So in January and February a couple of legislators in January 


called for the close of Cover Oregon.  There was a big public moment 


where a legislator announced that he had gone to the FBI a year earlier.  


Congressman Walden then followed right on the heels of it and announced 


a GAO, General Accounting Office, I think, investigation.  So this was 


a very public backdrop as part of what was going on with the very real 


work that was being done by the Cover Oregon board, and the Governor, 


and the Oregon Health Authority to figure out what the solution was 


for the problem.  


Q And so this information that you provided is not based on 
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inside information?  


A No.  That was the point I was trying to make.  No.  Yeah.  


Q Okay.  And so from what you're saying, it was common 


knowledge that the Oracle Web site was not functioning.  Correct?   


A It was -- yes.  It was common knowledge and intensely being 


followed. 


Q Okay.  If you don't mind, I'd like to turn you back to your 


timeline under March 2014 where you wrote, quote, "Cover Oregon 


convened an IT technical work group to review the State's options, which 


included a State exchange with Oracle, a State exchange with another 


technology vendor, or a switch to the Federal exchange."  Did I read 


that correctly?   


A Yes. 


Q Okay.  And once again, how did you know that the IT work 


group was convened?   


A I had been out of the country and I got back in, and I had 


a Google alert, and it was all about the convening of the IT committee. 


Q Okay.  Do you know why this IT group was created?   


A Yes.  I think it was in -- I'm trying to remember who 


convened it.  It was convened, I believe, by the Oregon Health 


Authority, an interim director of Cover Oregon, Bruce Goldberg.  I 


believe he convened it.  And its purpose was to review the State's 


options.   


And I believe, given the failure of the Web site and the timeline 


that the State was under in order to produce a working Web site by 
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November of 2014, there was real pressure to come up with a solution 


and a path to be able to develop it, test it, and have enrollment ready 


to go in November of 2014.  And these were the certifiably smart people 


who knew how to talk about bugs and platforms and pathways. 


Q Okay.  So the individuals on this IT technical work group, 


that you said, you considered them to be the experts?  


A Yeah. 


Q Correct?  


A Yes.  


Q Okay.  And are you aware that this work group met frequently 


to discuss Oregon's exchange technology options?   


A I wasn't particularly at the time.  In March, I didn't know 


how long or when they were meeting, or what they were meeting.  I do 


now.  


Q Okay.  And you can put your letter to the side.   


So you are aware that they met frequently, correct? 


A Yes.  


Q Did you ever attend any of the tech work group meetings?   


A No, I didn't know they were meeting frequently while they 


were meeting frequently. 


Q Okay.  And are you aware of the date that the tech work group 


made its final recommendation?   


A That date I am aware of.  


Q Okay.  And date was that?   


A April 24 and -- yes.  April 24.  
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Q Of what year?  


A Oh, 2014. 


Q And what was the work group's recommendation?   


A The work group's recommendation was to move away from the 


Oracle-based platform and transfer, using as much as was useable as 


humanly possible, to the Federal exchange. 


Q And when was the work group's recommendation given to the 


board, Cover Oregon board? 


A The next day.   


Q Okay.  So what date would that be? 


A The 25th. 


Q Of what --  


A April 2014. 


Q Okay.  Did you ever instruct the technology work group to 


disregard the other technology alternatives that were being considered 


before the work group?   


A No. 


Q Did you give any instructions at all to the technology 


options work group?   


A I never met with, never was part of, the work group.  No. 


Q And, to your knowledge, did any of the Governor's other 


advisers instruct the tech work group to disregard the other 


technology?  


A Not to my knowledge.  No.  


Q To your knowledge, did the Governor or his staff instruct 
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the work group to disregard the other technology alternatives?   


A No. 


Q And did you ever instruct the technology work group to make 


the recommendation to switch from the State exchange to the Federal 


technology?   


A No. 


Q And, to your knowledge, did any of the Governor's other 


advisers ever instruct the technology work group to make the 


recommendation to switch from the State exchange to the Federal 


technology?  


A No. 


Q To your knowledge, did the Governor or his staff ever 


instruct the technology work group to make the recommendation to switch 


from the State exchange to the Federal technology?  


A No. 


Q And, to your knowledge, was the recommendation to switch 


to the Federal technology a unanimous decision by the work group?   


A Yes. 


Q So, Ms. McCaig, I want to discuss some of the assessments 


of Cover Oregon Health Insurance Exchange project by independent third 


parties.   


Are you aware that the State hired independent third-party 


contractors to conduct assessments of Oregon's online health insurance 


exchange Web site?  


A Yes. 
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Q Do you know which third-party contractors conducted the 


assessment?   


A I believe I do.  I know one of -- well, again, I don't know 


which is an assessment and which is which.  I know that there were three 


firms, I think, who were doing different reviews of -- one was Deloitte, 


one was -- First Data did a review, but not that kind of an assessment.  


Maximus was doing some sort of quarterly review and reports.  And then 


I think Plan B.  And I don't know whether Plan B was the name of the 


company or -- but I think they were doing some sort of review.  


Q Okay.  You mentioned Maximus doing quarterly reports.  Did 


they report to Cover Oregon?  These were Cover Oregon reports?   


A I don't know that.  I believe that.  


Q Okay.  Are you aware of Maximus's findings in these reports 


as it relates to Oracle's work and work product?  


A I am aware of those.  


Q And what were some of the findings mentioned by Maximus in 


its reports?   


A That they had consistently and repeatedly failed to meet 


timelines, that they had underestimated the amount of time and scope 


of work that was required to do their work.  That they had not 


performed.  


Q Is "they" Oracle?   


A Yes.  I'm sorry, Oracle had not performed. 


Q Okay.  So it's fair to say that the Maximus reports 


indicated that Oracle was performing poorly and providing -- and was 
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not providing a Web site that was fully functioning at the time?  


A That's fair to say. 


Q Okay.  And let's talk First Data.  You 


mentioned -- actually, I'm sorry.  Maximus, would you consider them 


to be an independent contractor?  


A Yes. 


Q Would you consider their work to be credible?  


A I'm not in a position to judge that.  But I have confidence 


in the people who contracted with them.  So yes. 


Q Okay.  Did you have any reason to believe that their work 


was not credible or reliable?   


A No. 


Q Okay.  And so let's turn to First Data.  You mentioned they 


also provided a review or report on Cover Oregon.  Correct?  


A Yes. 


Q Do you know what they found?  


A Yes.  I know -- well, to the extent that I can recall it, 


they found failure at a lot of different points, actually, in the 


process, and including a need for better involvement, and oversight, 


and improvement of some of the scope and work review for the State of 


IT projects generally.  But then they also signalled out that Oracle 


had again, I think, overstated their ability to do the work, that they 


had missed repeated deadlines, and that they had provided inaccurate 


reports on the development of the Web site and its ability to launch. 


Q Okay.  So they also -- so what does it mean that Oracle had 
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inaccurate reports?  


A And I'm doing this from recollection.  So I guess I want 


to put the qualifier in there that I believe this was in the First Data 


report, that in their interviews they determined that Oracle had not 


accurately reported to the people who were overseeing it at the State 


level, the bugs that they were encountering.  


Q The bugs in the Web site?  


A Yes.  The problems that they were encountering in the 


development of the Web site, that Oracle had not adequately informed 


the people who were responsible at the State with a clear picture of 


the challenges and the delay that they were facing in delivering the 


Web site.  


Q Okay.   


A In developing and delivering the Web site.  


Q Okay.  So it is fair to say that First Data also found that 


Oracle was performing poorly by missing deadlines and not delivering 


a fully functional Web site?  


A That's a shorter way to say it. 


Q Okay.  And would you consider First Data to be an 


independent --  


A Yes.  


Q -- contractor?   


Would you consider First Data to be credible?   


A Yes, and I would just reiterate that I think the breadth 


of their interviews, and I'm familiar with it because when I came back 
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in March this was part of what the -- what I did review was, I think 


they interviewed 65 people and 32,000 documents, it sticks in my head, 


that it was a pretty extensive review in order to give the Governor 


a picture of what had worked and what hadn't worked.  


Q And is it fair to say that it was a credible review?  


A Yes.  


Q And First Data's a credible contractor?   


A Yes. 


Q Okay.  So let's turn to Deloitte, another contractor that 


you mentioned.  Would you consider Deloitte to be an independent 


contractor?   


A Yes. 


Q Okay.  And would you consider them to be a 


credible -- Deloitte to be a credible contractor?   


A I -- yes. 


Q And would you consider Deloitte to be a reliable contractor? 


A I haven't had personal experience with them, but I --  


Q Okay.  So Deloitte provided an analysis of cost, risks, and 


schedule for several technology options for Oregon to choose for its 


residents to enroll in healthcare in the upcoming 2015 open enrollment 


period.  Right?  


A Yes. 


Q And as you were saying, you're aware of this Deloitte 


assessment.  Correct?  


A I became aware of it after the fact, yes.  
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Q Are you familiar with the findings of the Deloitte 


assessment?   


A Yes. 


Q Do you know how many technology options Deloitte started 


to look at?   


A I know that the IT committee started either with nine or 


twelve.  And I assume those were what was transferred to Deloitte for 


their initial review.  But they may have narrowed it down to six or 


five for the Deloitte review.  So no, I guess I don't.  


Q Okay.  And you said they narrowed down.  Are you saying the 


work group --  


A The IT committee.  


Q Okay.  And how many options did they -- do you know how many 


options they narrowed it down to?  


A Oh, I think they went thorough a process that continued to 


take them off the table as they got further and further and more 


information about them.  So it was a parallel process of identifying 


the problem, and then gathering the information they needed, and then 


moving forward, and as they did, some options fell off the table.  So 


I think they started with nine or twelve, then they got to six, and 


then ultimately I think three, and then ultimately to one. 


Q Okay.  And what were these final three technology options?   


A Oh, gosh. 


Q Do you know?  


A Yes. 
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Q Okay.   


A Yes.  The brain cells just came back.  One was -- I barely 


know these words.  One was the moving to -- one was adopting another 


State's exchange, that was one option.  The other option was to use 


the existing platform, I think, that was Oracle created but use a 


different vendor to do the next iteration of it.  And then the third 


option was to move to the Federal exchange.  


Q Okay. 


A And that's purely out of my memory.  So if I'm wrong, I 


apologize.  Or some version of it.  


Q Okay.  That's correct.  Do you know Deloitte's findings on 


these three technology options?   


A I think their findings evolved --  


Q Okay. 


A -- with more information.  I think there was a preliminary 


report that showed that the Federal exchange was a least costly option, 


but also gave some additional information about whether moving to 


another State and using the other vendor, both of those continued to 


be in the running while they did more work on it.   


As they got to more information in a further assessment, I think 


they concluded that going with another State was too expensive and 


wouldn't meet schedule.  And they did a better job at estimating what 


the costs were going to be to move to the Federal exchange.  And it 


was a different cost.  I can't recall what it was.   


And that they had uncovered that the number of bugs and problems 
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with the existing Oracle platform were substantially more than they 


had originally assessed, and that the ability for a new vendor to come 


in and attempt to do it wouldn't meet any of the criteria of the 


committee, risk, cost, or schedule. 


Q Okay.  So the current platform would have been too risky?  


A Would have been too risky.  


Q Okay.  And you said cost --  


A Cost, risk, and schedule were the issues that after ongoing 


review and additional information, that that option failed on all three 


counts.  


Q Okay.  So the cost to keep the current was too expensive.  


Okay. 


A With modifications that would need be in order to make it 


work. 


Q Okay.  And so you mentioned the Deloitte's assessment of 


the Federal exchange with it being the lowest risk.  Was this the 


ultimate decision of the Cover Oregon board, to go with the lowest risk 


option, which was the Federal exchange?  


A It was a unanimous vote out of the Cover Oregon board, but 


there were three criteria.  And it was important that all three 


criteria related to one another.  I mean, it was on schedule, cost, 


and risk.   


Q Okay.  So based on your knowledge of the findings of these 


three reports that we just went through, it's fair to say that the 


technology Oracle developed for Oregon was not in a state that it could 
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go live and be used by the public to be enrolled in health care.  


Correct?   


A That's correct. 


Q And as you said, quote -- let me go back.   


Was it widely known at that -- in a March and April of 2014 that 


Oracle still had not produced a fully functioning Web site?   


A It was as widely known then and growing.  The interest in 


whether we were going to find a solution or a path was top of mind for 


everyone.  Yes. 


Q Okay.  So, actually, speaking of widely known, can we go 


back to your letter, please, Ms. McCaig.   


I'd like to turn your attention to page 4 of your letter, if we 


can.  Under number 2, primary advocate.   


A Yeah.  Just because I'm pithy.  


Q You note in this section that -- you note that you only 


advised the Governor, had no decisionmaking authority, am not a public 


figure, and made no comments publicly on Cover Oregon.  Did I read that 


correctly?  


A Yes.   


Q Is this an accurate statement?  


A Yes. 


Q However, you also note that, quote, "There were many who 


did," end quote, make public comments regarding Cover Oregon's Web 


site.  Isn't that right?  


A Yes. 
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Q And you provide a list of media reports that include 


comments from public officials recommending the move to the Federal 


technology for Oregon's health exchange.  Correct? 


A Yes.   


Q So the first media report you list is titled, quote, "State 


rep ditch Cover Oregon in favor of Federal exchange."  Did I read that 


correctly?   


A January 10, 2014.  Yes.   


Q Thank you.  And this media report you noted, quote, 


"Republican State Representative and Oregon gubernatorial candidate 


Dennis Richardson says he's going to introduce legislation in 


February's legislative session to dismantle the state's troubled 


health insurance exchange and replace it with the Federal exchange, 


he said Friday in a news release."  Did I read that correctly?  


A Yes. 


Q And who is Dennis Richardson, Ms. McCaig?   


A He was a State Representative from Southern Oregon who had 


declared as the Republican candidate for Governor.   


Q So he was Governor Kitzhaber's opponent in the 


gubernatorial race.  Correct?  


A He was.  


Q So even the Governor's opponent wanted the State to move 


from the State exchange to the Federal technology.  Isn't that right?   


A That's right.  


Q The next media report you list is titled, quote,  "Conger 
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urges Governor to kill the epic failure," January 15, 2014.  Did I read 


that correctly?  


A Yes.   


Q And the media reported, quote, "Cover Oregon is a huge and 


costly failure and a national embarrassment for Oregon.  Conger wrote, 


'Members of the legislature, including me, had to decide between a 


Federal Government exchange or one Oregon controlled.  We opted for 


local control.'"  Ms. McCaig, who is Representative Conger?   


A He was a candidate for the United States Congress at that 


time.  And he was a State Representative. 


Q And was he suggesting the State move from the current Oracle 


developed Web site --  


A Yes.  


Q -- which was not fully functional to the Federal exchange?   


A To the Federal exchange, yes. 


Q Okay.  Great.  And I'm close to being out of time.  So I 


will thank you for your time. 


A Oh, okay. 


Q Thank you.   


Mr.   Take 5 minutes.  


[Recess.] 


[12:28 p.m.]   


BY MS.  


Q Okay.  I just wanted to go back to the first round when I 


was talking with you earlier.  And just to clarify, did you work with 
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the Governor's office on Cover Oregon issues in February of 2014?  


A Not really.  I did the couple of memos about the structure.  


And then I left town February 23rd I think.  So my involvement was 


really limited to structural, mechanical things, kind of --  


Q You were working on Cover Oregon in some capacity?  


A It was really about the Governor's office and structure.  


It wasn't anything specific to Cover Oregon.  


Q Thank you.  Were you working on Cover Oregon in January 2014 


or December 2013 or was --  


A No.  Again, in January, it was a call from the Governor, 


February 7th or so, where it was a complaint about, or a concern, about, 


capacity issues which dealt with Cover Oregon.  But I didn't, I don't 


think I did, through February actually have any conversations with 


anybody about the actual topic.  It was about the mechanism for 


addressing the issues and communications around the topic.  


Q Okay.  Thank you.  And then it sounds like you are somewhat 


familiar with the technology advisory group -- convened?  


A Only after, only after the fact and before the April 24th 


meeting.  I didn't know they were meeting or who they were until then.  


Q So you didn't know who the technology advisory group was 


until April 24 --  


A Sometime in April when the State got a new, what was it 


called, I think it was an interim IT director for Cover Oregon came 


on board March 31st or April 1st.  And in the news accounts of his 


presentation to the Cover Oregon board, he laid out a timeline.  
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Q In his presentation when?  On what date?  


A To the Cover Oregon board I think on March 31st.  Because 


I think that's when he first appeared.  And in that news account, I 


remember, I do remember this, he said that he was brand new, I mean 


he had started with the State in January, and he been deployed to this, 


by somebody, I don't know how he got there, and this was his sort of 


introduction I think to the board, that there was going to be another 


board meeting on April 10th, which was important to know.   


But that was the first time that I had seen that anybody had said 


that he was going to need, or they were going to need, 90 days to test 


any result of the process that they were going through in order to ensure 


that it was fully operational for a November launch date, that they 


would need 90 days to back up from the November launch date.  That's 


what he said in this news account.  


Q Are you familiar with the preliminary recommendation that 


the technology advisory group made at the end of March?  Did he talk 


about that in the news account that you're recalling?  


A No.  He did, though, in a phone call, when we invited him 


to a meeting, it was a phone call.  He came in and he called -- to give 


us an overview of the timing of all of this.  And this was the 


communications advisers, all of us around the room were the people who 


were concerned about managing communications, and the flow for the 


Governor and all that.  And so he was talking about it then.  


Q I'll get back to that call in a second.  I just wanted to 


also ask whether you were aware who the members of the technology 
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advisory groups were.   


A I wasn't.  


Q Did you work with Bruce Goldberg at all, have any 


conversations about Cover Oregon?  


A Yes.  I did.  


Q Did you have any conversations with Sean Kolmer?  


A Yes.   


Q Did you have any conversations with Alex Pettit about the 


technology division for Cover Oregon?   


A Yes, I did after April 1st, yeah.  Were Bruce and Sean on 


the IT committee?  Okay, I thought that was a link there.  And I didn't 


know they were.  Okay.   


Q I was wondering if you could please describe the role the 


Governor had in deciding the technology path for Cover Oregon?   


A He didn't decide the technology path for Cover Oregon.   


Q Was he involved in the evaluation process for evaluating 


the different technology options?  


A No.  He was, I think, asked and was kept apprised of what 


the options were as they were being developed by Bruce, and Alex, and 


then Clyde Hamstreet, eventually.   


Q Do you know when he started to get involved in the 


conversations about technology decisions?  


A You know, I think, I don't know whether he was updated by 


whoever was leading the IT committee or not.  


Q Did you update the Governor on the discussions about the 
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IT decision?  


A I updated him immediately after the phone call with Alex 


Pettit.  Or Alex Pettit.  Alex Pettit. 


Q I'm introducing exhibit 8 into the record.   


A Uh-huh.  Okay.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 8 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  


Q Is this a March 21st, 2014 email from Tim    Raphael --   


A It is.  


Q -- to you, copying Mark Wiener and Kevin Looper?  


A Uh-huh.  


Q In the email, Tim says:  Patricia, just got off the phone 


with Mark, Kevin, and Mike.  Made a push on completing the pivot for 


the Governor, getting him out of the day-to-day decisionmaking at CO.  


Mike said he agrees, but I'm not convinced he gets what that means, 


or what it is going to take.   


The Governor is meeting with George Brown today about next steps 


on technology, leadership, etc.  Mike thinks day- to-day at CO is okay 


with Bruce and Aaron.  Triz is shocked and could leave.  I don't know 


how to predict what Oracle might do.  Priority next steps include, and 


the first bullet says technology decision, ensuring there is a 


rock-solid process to bring the Governor a recommendation, within 2 


weeks, question mark, to determine the technology route?   


A Uh-huh.  Bring the Governor a recommendation to determine 
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the technology route.  All tech options take time and fall enrollment 


is already in jeopardy.  Well, the Governor was going to have a position 


on whatever the technology decision was or recommendation was.  He 


would take a position on it.  And he wanted to know what it was going 


to be.  


Q Okay.  First, I wanted to ask about George Brown and the 


conversation, the Governor meeting with George Brown.  So who is George 


Brown?  


A I don't know if he was the chair, I don't think he was the 


chair, he was a Cover Oregon board member.  


Q Do you know why the Governor was meeting with George Brown 


about the technology?  


A I think George Brown and the Cover Oregon board was 


consistently, constantly interested in meeting with the Governor 


about --  


Q Did they meet with him frequently throughout April 2014?   


A You'll have to look at the calendar.  But I don't know.  I 


assume so.   


Q Do you know if there were certain board members that the 


Governor met with more regularly than others?  


A I don't.  


Q Do you know what they discussed, the Governor and George 


Brown, during their meeting?  


A I don't.  But I think -- the Governor's meeting with George 


Brown today about next steps on technology leadership -- there were, 
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as part of the First Data report, there were leadership changes 


happening at Cover Oregon.  There were people who were being let go, 


people who were quitting, there were all sorts of things happening.   


And the Governor was front and center in getting all the questions 


about these things.  He was the person that the press was asking about.  


My assumption is that he was getting consistently updated on what was 


happening there.   


Q Do you know if the Governor was giving the Cover Oregon board 


members direction on what leadership should and shouldn't stay in place 


at Cover Oregon after the First Data report was released?  


A They were an independent board.  So I would imagine the 


conversation, if there was one, was more of a discussion between peers, 


rather than somebody giving direction to somebody else.  


Q What did Tim mean when he said that priority next steps 


include ensuring there is a rock-solid process to bring the Governor 


a recommendation?  


A Well, again, I think a rock-solid process is everything we 


were attempting to communicate.  That he needed to have a process that 


you could document, that was transparent, that people understood it, 


that you could defend, and that the timeline was what was a growing 


recognition about the urgency to be able to have a process in place 


that would allow the November enrollment to occur -- which must be what 


the within 2 weeks is.  


Q Do you know if he brought a recommendation to the Governor 


within 2 weeks?  
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A I don't.  Well, we can do the math.  No --  


Q Did you bring a recommendation to the Governor?  


A We didn't bring it.  April 25th was when the Cover Oregon 


board voted on the technology.  The technology committee brought the 


recommendation to the board on the 24th.  


Q And were any recommendations made to the Governor before 


the Cover Oregon board meeting about the potential technology options 


and what should be done --  


A There were briefings to the Governor about the information 


that was being revealed as it became available, and what the options 


were that they were exploring, the work that they were doing on them, 


what they were finding out about them, what was likely, what was not 


likely, what challenges were existing around them.  Those things were 


being brought to the Governor so that he could stay present and updated.  


Q Do you have any IT experience in your background?  


A None.  


Q So you were working --  


A Even producing these emails were a challenge, trust me.  


Q So you were working for the Governor primarily, you say, 


in a communications capacity?  


A Huh-huh.  


Q Why were you involved in these discussions?  Was 


information at this point in time being publically communicated on what 


they were evaluating?  


A On this one, I don't think there is any discussion 
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particularly about it, it's just -- 


Q Well if you look on the 4th bullet point down --   


A It's a list of things that might need to be done.   


Q On the 4th bullet point down, Tim Raphael, towards the end 


of the bullet point, says:  Also the public Web site going live is still 


an option and we need to make a decision about spiking it or using it 


soon.   


A Uh-huh.  


Q So what does he mean we need to make decision about spiking 


it or using it?   


A I think it's a discussion in March about the information 


that we're getting from other people about what the strengths and 


weaknesses of it are.  At that point, they don't know all of the costs, 


they don't know all of the bugs.  There's lots of conversation about 


it in the paper.  I think there are articles that are using language 


like whether we should go with it or not go with it.   


And I think he's just reflecting that that's a common perception 


that somebody is going to need to make a decision about it because it's 


time consuming and what are we going to do?  It's not a unique 


discussion at that point.  


Q Okay.  I'm going to introduce exhibit 9 into the record.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 9 


    Was marked for identification.]  


The Witness.  Yep.  


BY MS.  
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Q So is this an email exchange from April 1st, 2nd, and 3rd, 


over the course of a few days, about an upcoming SWAT team meeting?  


A It is.  


Q And in these emails, are you discussing the agenda for a 


5:30 p.m. SWAT team meeting call on April 2nd?  I think it says, the 


first email says tomorrow, Wednesday evening, 5:30, and that was on 


April 1st.   


A Yes.   


Q April 2nd, 5:30 SWAT team meeting.  In the middle of the 


email chain, you ask, Mike, have you been able to confirm with 


Alex -- and who is Alex?  


A I think his late name is Pettit, not Petite, Alex Pettit, 


who had been the day before announced as the interim director, interim 


IT director, I believe, of Cover Oregon.  So he was responsible for 


working with the IT committee and all those kind of things.  


Q Okay.  And why are you requesting that Alex Pettit join the 


SWAT team call?  


A So that all of these people who were dealing with 


communications issues would have a chance to ask him about timelines, 


scope of work, what he expects when, the details around providing the 


Governor with a clear and accurate picture of what they're looking at, 


and when it's going to be decided, and what tools they're going to use 


to decide it so he can be informed and thoughtful as he's out there 


discussing it.  


Q Okay.  And then you say I'd like to run tonight's meeting.  
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And I think it should be limited to Cover Oregon issues.  Did you 


typically run the SWAT team meetings?  


A There really wasn't anything typical yet about the SWAT 


meetings.  But Mike had sent an email that said he wanted a 


communication strategy around the upcoming, next week, Cover IT 


decision, Governor's involvement, timing, core message.   


And the second was the clarity on the 3-month calendar and focus.  


My response to that was, beyond the, have you been able to confirm, 


I would like to run tonight's meeting and I think it should be limited 


to the Cover Oregon issues, not the 3-month calendar, but the Cover 


Oregon issues because -- this was on April 2nd.  


Q Uh-huh.   


A On April 10th, the Cover Oregon board was meeting.  On April 


9th or 10th, the Governor was going to be asked questions about the 


new hire for the Cover Oregon board, Clyde Hamstreet.  It was going 


to be announced by the board, I think, the day before the meeting.  And 


Greg Van Pelt was heading to Congress the next day.  So you had a 


Governor, in a period of 4 or 5 days, who was going to be out in public 


everywhere, in editorial boards and everywhere else, where all of these 


issues are the ones they're asking him about.  And we needed to have 


a narrative and a calendar about what was happening when, how it was 


happening, who was doing it.  And it was an important thing to have 


a conversation about.   


My reason for suggesting that I chair it is because the people 


in the room were all interested in the communications elements of it, 
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not the mechanics of the platforms and what was it.  It was the timing, 


it was the scope of work, it was all of those kinds of things.  And 


Mike and Alex were the people who had the answers.   


So Mike was the Governor's former healthcare guy.  He was the guy 


who was hands on, on it.  It was logical that I would chair the meeting 


and assure that we kept it directed at the communications elements and 


that Mike and Alex could give us the information that we needed to advise 


the Governor and put a plan together.  


Q Okay.  And then do you remember during the call what 


information Alex Pettit shared with you about the progress of the IT 


decision?  


A I think the most important thing is that he was starting 


to talk about calendar.  And that was the first time that any of us 


had.  And I think even the email that you're talking about with Tim, 


we were just starting to get some recognition of how quickly these 


things were going to be coming up.  The IT committee, he was proposing, 


I believe, because new information was coming in, that he would give 


an update to the Cover Oregon board on April 10th, which turned out 


to be a big meeting.   


And that at that board meeting, he was suggesting that the IT 


committee would then meet, I think, on April 21st.  And that that would 


give him, as a new person in this, the time that he needed to assess 


all of the information that was coming in and be able to put some work 


into it, to present to the IT committee on.  


Q When you say the person, so do you know if Alex Pettit was 
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on the IT work group before March 31st, 2014?  


A I think he was.   


Q So he had that --  


A He started in Oregon in January.  I mean he came from 


another State in January.  And he had a different job.  So I don't know 


if he attended all the -- I don't know.  


Q Did you have an opinion of the information that Alex Pettit 


shared with you during the call about the technology advisory group's 


progress on --  


A We didn't talk about the progress, we talked about a 


calendar.  


Q You talked about a calendar.  What did you talk about for 


the calendar?   


A The upcoming board meeting on April 10th.  


Q And you didn't talk anything about the IT process and the 


technology -- 


A No.  I think what he was reporting on was what he was going 


to tell the board then, which was about the calendar, about the timing 


for making these decisions.   


Q Did you receive any briefings from Alex Pettit in early 


April on the IT --  


A Yes.  On April, a week later, on Monday, April 6th, April 


7th, I think that we were on phone call, this group didn't.  Me, maybe 


Tim, Mike Bonetto, Bruce Goldberg, Sean Kolmer.   


Q Why was it a different group?  
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A Because we were doing the hands-on, more day-to-day.  This 


group was not involved in --  


Q So this group was the communications list, and then the 


other one was a day-to-day, more involved group?   


A We were the communications people who were having the 


interface with the Governor's staff.  This group didn't have much 


interface with Governor's staff.   


They had other jobs, they had other lives, they were, this was, 


we were doing this more full time.  What was your question?    


Q I was asking what information Alex Pettit briefed you on 


about the IT recommendation made by the technology advisory group.  And 


you were saying he didn't talk about, even though your agenda for the 


night includes IT recommendation, context, process, and timing, you 


said he didn't share that information during the call?  


A I think it was about the content of the decisionmaking and 


when it was going to occur, and when we would know.  We didn't know 


anything other than his schedule for getting briefed on questions that 


he had, and the committee had, about all of the outlying areas that 


were still being reviewed at the IT committee.  So I, yeah, I don't 


think there was much --  


Q Okay.  But the SWAT team was on the call, including Mark 


Wiener and Tim Raphael and --  


A So on this call --  


Q On the April 2nd call.   


A -- I don't remember if they were on it or not.  They were 
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emailed so I assume they were.   


Q Okay.  I'm going to introduce exhibit 10 into the record.   


A Oh, okay.  Yep.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 10 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  


Q Okay.  So did you send this email to Mark Wiener, Kevin 


Looper, and Tim Raphael on April 3rd?  


A I did.  


Q In the email, you say:  Had a long, difficult call with 


Bonetto last night.  He has a lot to think about.  Do you remember what 


long, difficult call you had with Bonetto?  


A I do.  


Q What was that call?  


A The lack of support he was getting from some members of his 


team.   


Q Can you elaborate on that?  


A He had been in the eye of the storm with the whole issue 


about some of the lack of responsiveness and communication channels 


in October, November, and December.  I think the Oregonian had called 


for his resignation sometime in all of that.  There were, I don't know 


if any of you -- the knives were out.  That's the way I would describe 


some of the ways things happen in Governors' offices.  And I think he 


was reevaluating his ability to be successful in this job.  


Q So was the long, difficult call focused primarily on the 
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support he was getting with Cover Oregon issues?  


A No.  It was personal.  It was about his ability to do his 


job as chief of staff.  


Q Who was his team that wasn't supporting him in your opinion?  


A It was office-related.  It was all office, 


Governor's-office related.  


Q So you didn't think he had enough capacity with his 


Governor's office staff?   


A I wasn't doing this.  I wasn't prompting this.  He was 


reporting that he was concerned about his ability to be effective with 


his office.  And as a former chief of staff, it was a managerial issue.  


He had some personnel issues.  


Q So what did he have to think about after the call?  


A Whether he was going to resign.  


Q Okay.   


A Whether he wanted to stay.  I'd say it differently -- 


Q Did you make any recommendations to him during the call?  


A I think I urged him to stay.   


Q And then in the next line, you ask if a certain conference 


number is the Kitz only or is it their work, your work conference number.  


Regardless, is it available next Tuesday for me to use at 4:00.  Do 


you remember what call you were arranging?  


A No.  I don't.  


Q And then on four you say, I'm thinking of dismantling our 


Tuesday meeting and then reestablishing it.  Change the Mike and Nkenge 
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dynamic which isn't helpful or worth our time.  Do you care?  Thoughts?  


What was the Mike and Nkenge dynamic that wasn't helpful?  


A This really isn't related to Cover Oregon.  It's a 


personnel issue.  They had a personnel issue.   


Q Okay.  And then for Number five, you ask them to hold Friday 


a.m. for a meeting with JK on Cover Oregon IT.  Bonetto supposed to 


let me know this a.m.   


A Uh-huh.  


Q What type of meeting were you having with -- is JK John 


Kitzhaber?  


A Yeah.   


Q On Cover Oregon IT.   


A Yes.  Yes.  What day is Friday?  So what day is April 3rd?  


I need to think through what --  


Q I think it might have been --  


Mr.   According to exhibit 9, April 2nd was a Wednesday.  


BY MS.  


Q So it would be Friday, April 4th.  


So on April 4th, you were having a meeting with John Kitzhaber?  


A Well, I imagine it is all about the updating on the timeline 


for the decisionmaking, about the IT decision on the Cover Oregon board, 


and the changes that are going to happen there.  The first 2 weeks of 


April, the first 2, 3, actually all of April, there was a lot of incoming 


on a lot of different fronts related to Cover Oregon, and a lot of 


scheduling for the Cover Oregon activities that had a direct 
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relationship for the Governor's calendar, and where he was going to 


be, and what he was going to be asked about.  So I think it was all 


prep on that.  


Q Did you ask anyone to prepare any documents --  


A I didn't, not that I recall.  


Q -- for the April 4th meeting?  


A I don't remember that meeting.  I don't even know if I was 


at that meeting.  


Q Do you remember if there were any documents produced for 


John Kitzhaber on the Cover Oregon IT decision --  


A Yes.   


Q -- in early April? 


A I gave him some briefing memos.  


Q After the April 2nd call?  Or when did you give Kitzhaber 


briefing memos?  


A Well, if you have them, you should give them to me because 


I don't recall doing one on the 2nd and the 3rd.  I know that I had 


emails back and forth with him on the 7th, back and forth with the 


Governor.  And I was on the phone the night of the 7th.   


And then, I believe, I had a phone call on the 8th and provided 


him a memo on the 9th, which then was predictive of what we assumed 


the calendar was going to be, and what Alex was going to be discussing 


on April 10th in a public way to the Cover Oregon board.  So I know 


that I was in that mix.  


Q Okay.  We actually have one of the emails you were talking 
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about.   


A I can't quite get the calendar in my brain.   


Q I'm introducing exhibit 11 into the record.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 11 


    Was marked for identification.]  


The Witness.  Is April 7th a Monday?  Does anybody know?  Okay.   


Mr.   What was the question?   


The Witness.  Is April 7th a Monday?  Thank you.  The Cover 


Oregon board was on Thursday and that was the 10th.  That makes sense.  


Okay.   


BY MS.  


Q Is this an email chain between you and John Kitzhaber --  


A It was.  


Q -- on April 7th, 2014?  I want to direct your attention to 


the last page of the email exchange.  And Kitzhaber starts with saying, 


so I'll send Cover Oregon information, we need to make a decision.  Why 


is Kitzhaber emailing you with the list of information that you need 


to make a decision about the technology?  


A Because I think he knows that I am gathering information 


for him from his staff.  From his staff, and from the people who they 


work with to present and think through a communications strategy around 


it.  And he's going to be making a decision about what his position 


is on whatever the recommendation is.   


And these are the kinds of things in a narrative, or in explaining 


it to an editorial board, or talking to anybody, the public, these are 
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the kinds of things he's outlining that will be the things he's going 


to be judging against when he makes a decision.  


Q So you think that the way that a particular recommendation 


can be communicated was important in terms of what he would feel was 


the right technology path for Cover Oregon?  


A No.  I understand the way you're asking that question.  And 


I think the emphasis is on the wrong thing.  That our job is to 


understand what the policy criteria are that really matter and to 


identify them early on, so that they can be accommodated.  And then 


that helps us be able to put a narrative together that's effective.   


It's not that you do it the other way around, that you try to make 


a choice for something that's communication easy.  You actually don't 


want to do it that way.  You want to take the time to have a thoughtful, 


in-depth, and mindful process so that you can explain to people why 


you made the decision you did.   


And as he says, these are thoughts.  And he's starting to think 


through, what the elements for him, are going to be important, on 


whether he takes a position, and how he evaluates a position he's going 


to take.  And he's being asked constantly about this.   


Q Okay.  And so why was he emailing you about this information 


rather than his Chief of Staff Mike Bonetto?   


A I'm not sure that we weren't all one in the same when it 


came to this.  


Q I'm sorry, can you elaborate?  


A That we were all closely attuned.  That Mike may have 
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already known this.  I don't know that he didn't.  In fact, Mike 


probably would have been able to outline these things to me exactly 


the same way.  


Q Okay.  At the end of the email, Kitzhaber says on the Cover 


Oregon board, I think we should have a hearing this week and be very 


transparent about the complexity and the options we are addressing, 


even if we are not ready to make a final decision at this point.   


And by hearing, does he mean a Cover Oregon board meeting?  Or 


are you not sure?  


A I don't know whether he's referring to a legislative 


oversight hearing there.  He doesn't usually call a board meeting a 


hearing.   


Q Do you know, that aside, not looking at the email language, 


if the Governor had any influence on whether Cover Oregon board meetings 


were held and when they were held?  


A No.   


Q Did he have any insight or influence into whether 


legislative oversight hearings were held?  


A A little more actually.  I mean, if they wanted him or an 


executive from the executive branch to be there, the executive branch 


had the ability to negotiate with the legislature about the hearings.  


But not the Cover Oregon board, they had way too many schedules and 


other things that they dealt with all as independent --  


Q Did you ever discuss with John Kitzhaber or Mike Bonetto 


how to handle Cover Oregon meetings?  
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A Not the Cover Oregon board meetings, but the press had 


picked up that the IT committee meetings were not public.  And the 


Governor's office was getting questions about it.  The Governor was 


getting questions about it.  And the Governor asked both Mike and me 


why weren't they public, why were the IT meetings not public.  And --  


Q The press asked you?  


A No.  The Governor asked me, I mean, did I know and asked 


Mike, do you know.  Again, they weren't our meetings.  And I think 


Bruce Goldberg was asked whether they needed to be public or not.  He 


said they could be private.   


And they took it to the Cover Oregon board on April 10th because 


of the concern that was being raised by the press.  And the Cover Oregon 


board decided to make the next meeting public.  So that's the only place 


I know where there was a conversation about what they were doing.  


Q Thank you.  Now I want to direct your attention to the page 


that has 66 at the bottom, second page of the email.  And you start, 


you're responding to Governor Kitzhaber's email to you, and you say:  


Governor, we're tracking.  What did you mean by we're tracking?  What 


were you tracking?   


A I understand him.  


Q You understood him?  What did you understand him to be 


asking?   


A I understood what kinds of issues he was interested in 


ensuring were important to him.  And I'm tracking, I understand.   


Q And at the bottom of the email, you say this is important.  
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At this point, we do not think you should even raise the possibility 


of a need for Federal funds with folks in D.C.  We need so much more 


information before that decision.  And if that does become the 


decision, it will require substantial political set-up.   


A Uh-huh.  


Q And what do you mean, we do not think that you should raise 


the possibility of a need for Federal funds with folks in D.C.?  Who 


is we?  


A So this entire document is based on me restating from a phone 


call that we had on the 7th, I think it was the 7th, and there was another 


one on the 8th with Mike Bonetto and Bruce Goldberg about where they 


were with the process.  I was not directing any of this.  I was writing 


it down and putting it in a memo for him to understand where we were 


going.   


So when we say, when I say we need so much more information before 


that decision, is that your question.   


Q Yes.   


A That was a recognition that I'm saying to him from the people 


who are on the phone, who are the people that you've entrusted with 


working through and dealing with this, that they all agree that, and 


that's what the -- we need more information before that decision, I'm 


communicating to him that this isn't me, this isn't them, this is his 


team arriving at this conclusion.  And I'm relaying and reporting it 


to him.  


Q Was Mike Bonetto one of those --  
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A Yes.   


Q -- then he was entrusted to work with, was he working with 


Bruce Goldberg on --   


A Yeah. 


Q -- the IT piece? 


A Bruce was an agency head. 


Q Okay.  Did he -- 


A Bruce was on the whole Cover Oregon board and IT piece.   


Q Okay.  Was Michael Bonetto working with Bruce Goldberg on 


evaluating the IT options?  


A I'm sure that Mike Bonetto was being informed of the 


progress and the information that was coming in from the different 


assessments related to the IT work.   


Q In the same way that you were on these phone calls or in 


a different -- 


A In a way more, probably a more detailed way than I was.  


Because he would ask questions.  And I didn't have any questions.   


Q Okay.  Thank you.  Also at the bottom of the email, what 


did you mean it would require substantial political set-up?  


A Well, we had, it was a recognition that Senators Wyden and 


Murkley had been critical of Cover Oregon and lost confidence in them.  


It was a recognition that there was potentially an FBI investigation 


of it.  And there was a recognition that the Republican Governors' 


Association had sent out a press release that criticized and called 


the entire operation and everybody in it into question.  That Dennis 
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Richardson had, using an email newsletter, where he was consistently 


raising questions about it.  And that the likelihood that we were going 


to find a receptive audience for putting more funding into a project 


that was described as a debacle, and where there was a concern that 


we were wasting money, and that we had managed it poorly, would require 


a bit of work.  


Q Do you know if they ever asked for additional funding from 


CMS?  


A No. In fact -- I don't know.  I don't know.  I know that 


as the, this went on, that one of the cost elements that were the 


criteria was that they had to do it with existing funds.  


Q I'm introducing exhibit 12 into the record. 


A Uh-huh.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 12 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  


Q Is this an email from you, is it to the SWAT team on April 


8th?  Or is that a different group of people?  


A It's the people who were, yes, I guess you could call it 


the SWAT team.  As I said, that morphs into a smaller group with, yes, 


Mark Wiener, Kevin Looper, and Tim.  


Q Okay.  Are you setting up a call for 6 p.m. on April 8th?  


Given that the email was sent on April 8th and you say here is the 


information I think we are expecting tonight.   


A Yes.  It must be 6 p.m. tonight and 2 in the afternoon.  2 
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a.m. it says.  Oh, it's 7, okay.  I'm tracking.  All right.  All 


right.  Okay.   


Q And Alex Pettit and Bruce Goldberg are also planning on 


joining the call according to your email?  Here's what I think we are 


expecting information on tonight from Alex and Bruce -- we all on the 


same page? 


A Right.  So it's a follow-up from all of this, yes.  


Q In the earlier emails --  


A Yes.   


Q -- to Kitzhaber?  


A Yes.  A deadline for the IT decision, pros and cons.   


Q In the email, you say a financial estimate for moving to 


the Federal Exchange, a $30 million scope of work for staying with the 


current and/or going to Connecticut, the pros and cons financial 


staying with the hybrid process through November, but ready with 


something in 2015, and a deadline for the IT decision and the logic 


for the deadline.  Do you know who created this list of information 


for the phone call?  


A I think this was my evolution out of the earlier -- both 


what the Governor was interested in, the phone call I had on the 7th 


where these things were coming up.  And I think each of these topics 


had been the subject of much speculation in the press about what was 


going to happen at the April 10th meeting.  So these were all the sort 


of present issues that people were wondering about.  


Q Were you getting up-to-date information from Alex Pettit 
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and Bruce Goldberg about these items that you list on the call?  


A I think we were going to ask them whether they had some of 


the -- when could we expect a financial estimate for moving to the 


Federal Exchange?  That was a legitimate question that the Governor 


certainly would like to know.   


Q Do you know was the technology advisory group being updated 


as well?  Were they on this call?  


A No.  The IT committee wasn't on this call.   


Q Do you know if they were being updated with the same 


information?  


A I had no communication with the IT committee.  


Q But do you know if they were being updated with information?   


A I don't.  


Q At the bottom of the email, you say --  


A The IT committee had not met, this is April 8th, the IT 


committee, I think their last meeting had been March 31st, and the next 


one was, the board meeting was going to be on the 10th, and then, I 


think they were going to meet on the 21st.  


Q At the bottom of the email, you say we will do further cost, 


time, reliability refinements of staying with the current technology 


and the Connecticut option after we review the information above.  Why 


were you going, who decided that you would do the refinement to the 


current technology and Connecticut after you review the information?  


A I'm just so sorry that I said we.  This is, this was the 


direction and the decision that Alex and Bruce were presenting about 
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where they were going.  And they were the Governor's team.  They were 


part of, the Governor hired Bruce, they were part of his team.   


I was reporting back the things they had identified that were 


going to be on their plate, that they were going to be addressing moving 


forward.   


Q But do you know who decided the order of this information, 


of gathering this information, and then doing the cost, time, and 


reliability refinements?  


A Bruce and Alex.   


Q Do you know if these refinements were ever conducted?  


A The cost, time, and reliability, or schedule were what the 


IT committee ultimately and had been using as their criterion in making 


a recommendation.  


Q But was it necessary to have refinements to the information 


after their March 31st meeting?  


A You'll have to ask Alex Pettit about that.  You'll have to 


ask him about it.  But my understanding was that they were doing two 


things at a parallel time, that the March meetings. 


I don't know when they first began to meet, but that there was 


a lot of work that was being done parallel in identifying what the 


problems were, which is what the IT committee could do immediately and 


as part of that, identifying the issues that they needed a contractor 


or somebody like Deloitte to go out and do further refinement, further 


assessment. 


So that they were kind of doing this with getting information back 
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and readjusting and reassessing based on the information they got.   


I think they got to a point that there was a new set of information 


they were waiting for.  And that was somewhere in early April or mid 


April, that was after that March 31st meeting that they were still 


waiting for additional information.  That's why all of the likely's 


and the maybe and based on further information.  They never had all 


of the information at the same time, you know.  I was --  


Q And then during these calls, when you heard these updates 


from Alex Pettit and Bruce Goldberg, did you have an opinion on the 


appropriate pathway technology options?  


A I was barely keeping up in trying to articulate what I 


thought was for the Governor, based on the calls, the primary issues 


that they were actually discussing that were important and relevant 


because they were -- so no, I didn't.  


Q I'm introducing exhibit 13 for the record.   


A Uh-huh.   


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 13 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  


Q I'll direct your attention to the email starting from you 


to Governor Kitzhaber on April 9th, 2014.  Are these your notes from 


the call that you had the night before with Alex Pettit and Bruce 


Goldberg?  


A These are my notes from the last 2 or 3 days consolidated.  


Q Okay.  And at the bottom of the email, under managing, 
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staging the decision, on Number 8, you write:  Regardless, the Cover 


Oregon board would hear and accept the Federal Exchange recommendation 


April 22nd, 23rd, or 24th.  How do you know that this would be the 


recommendation that the board will hear and accept?  


A I don't.   


Q Why did you write it?  


A I think it's likely.  But let's go back to the in a nutshell, 


from last night and go to Number four.  So I'm trying to prepare the 


Governor for a timeline and potential activities that are going to be 


very public and discussed the next day in a board meeting that he's 


going to get questions about, and wants to have some background, and 


some ability to know how to answer them, and where to point people about 


what is going to happen when.   


The important part in here, one of them, this is a big deal, that 


we've learned that a final decision must be announced or made, and we 


learned this, we didn't set this, we learned there's nothing that 


indicates we set this, that a final decision must be made, announced 


no later than the end of April and, if possible, sooner in order to 


provide adequate time for developing, implementing, and testing the 


technology.   


The Cover Oregon board has to make a decision.  The Governor needs 


to know this, everybody needs to know this, that if they want to have 


a working Web site by November, they've got to make this decision by 


then.  Then I go and, you know, managing, staging the decision, it's 


just staff work about a meeting, what's going to happen in a meeting.  
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It's predictive.   


It's my trying to explain what we think is likely about what is 


going to happen in the meeting.  I can't make it so.  I'm not trying 


to make it so.  It's what people have reported as the basis for their 


work --  


Q When you say people have reported, what do you mean?  


A Mike and Bruce who staffs the Cover Oregon committee, he's 


reporting in on what he thinks the, that's what these calls were about. 


Q Report from Mike Bonetto and Bruce --  


A Bruce Goldberg and Alex.  Bruce and Alex will present an 


update at the Cover Oregon board.   


Q When they say under one, the consensus is to let it go -- the 


investing further in the Oregon option.  With more current information 


from Deloitte and tech folks on the costs and complexity of the Oregon 


option, the consensus is to let it go.  Do you know what they mean by, 


what you mean by the consensus is to let it go?   


A I'm reporting to the people on the phone generally think 


that it's not there, you're not going to be able to go the distance 


with it and you should let it go.  


Q Who are the people on the phone who think it should be let 


go?  


A And you should ask them if they were on the phone, I think 


it's Mike Bonetto, Bruce Goldberg, and Alex Pettit.  But I don't know 


whether Alex was on all of the phone call, the phone call the day before.   


Q So would you say that on April 8th, that's when a decision 
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was made that the consensus was to, let it go?  


A There wasn't a decision made.  Nobody is making a decision.  


As you move through it, I'm evaluating and writing what I heard from 


people on the phone, what they're going to likely talk about at the 


board meeting the next day.   


And so if Bruce is in front of the board the next day and there 


are questions or discussions about these and/or from the press, the 


Governor should not be surprised that this is the kind of thing he's 


going to hear.  Because it's going to be in the press tomorrow.  And 


I --  


Q I guess I was asking you say the consensus was to let it 


go, was the April 8th call the first time you had heard that the 


consensus was to let it go --  


A Well, if it's not anywhere else, I would assume so.   


Q But you don't remember?  


A I don't.  I wasn't tracking that particularly.   


Q That's okay.  We don't have to focus on the email anymore.  


Thank you.   


A But I want to.  Because the regardless piece I don't think 


we finished with.   


Q The regardless, okay -- if you want to add something about 


the regardless, you're welcome to.  Did you have something you wanted 


to add about the Cover Oregon --  


A I was trying to link it back -- 


Mr.   Try to wait until she finishes with her question 
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and alternate back and forth so the court reporter can -- 


The Witness.  I'm genetically bad at this. 


BY MS.    


Q Did you have something you wanted to add about your 


statement that regardless, the Cover Oregon board would hear and accept 


a Federal Exchange recommendation April 22, 23, or 24?  


A Yes.  I did.  The regardless was the driven by the need for 


a decision.  And the content was that it was likely to be the Federal 


Exchange recommendation based on what people were talking about.  But 


it clearly was indicated that it wasn't a done deal, that they were 


still reviewing, and that they were still looking for additional 


information, and that there was the possibility that something else 


could come up.   


But based on what we knew at this point in time, and what Bruce 


was going to say the next day, this was the direction.  The regardless 


had way much more to do with the need for a decision to be made on the 


24th, the 25th, or the 26th.  


Q Okay.  Thank you.  I'm going to introduce exhibit 14 into 


the record.   


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 14 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  


Q Tell me when you're ready for me to ask you about the email 


you sent to Mr. Bonetto.   


A When was this?   
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Q April 8th, 2014.   


A Yes.   


Q So did you send this email to Michael Bonetto on April 8th, 


2014?  


A Yes.   


Q Did you send this after your call on April 8th with Bruce 


Goldberg and Alex Pettit, the email was sent at 9:48 p.m. your call 


was at 6 p.m.  


A Yes. 


Q And in the email, you say did you see this?  Am I the only 


one who did not know or understand that Bruce had presented this as 


a recommendation to legislators last week while we were all still 


discussing it?  We need to go through it and make sure that we don't 


trip ourselves up in the pros and cons.   


Unfortunately, it doesn't start with cost or risk, but does 


include them in the pros, cons, and does end with the, requires more 


cost information.  Do you know what Bruce presented as a 


recommendation?  


A So this was actually presented earlier in the week, the week 


before, correct?  This document was presented to a legislative 


committee.  


Q Okay.  That's what you say in your email, submitted to 


legislators last week.   


A Right.  And so a great example of everything.  So this was 


covered in the press.  That's how I learned about it.  And the way in 
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which he's talking about it here is not the way that I've represented 


it based on his conversations the night before in the memo that happened 


on the 7th and the 8th.   


So the concern was that it was inconsistent and there was a gap 


between the way he was talking about it publicly and the way he was 


going to talk about it publicly the next day.  And I think the truth 


of it is, that there was more information that came in in that window 


of time.   


I mean, I think, that's the answer to why it was presented one 


way 10 days earlier and then a slightly different way on the April 10th 


when he presented it.  


Q When you say we need to go through it and make sure that 


we don't trip ourselves up in the pros and cons.  What do you mean trip 


ourselves up?  


A I imagine it has to do with clarity of language and 


consistency on the way we're talking about pros and cons.   


Q Did you revise or edit any of the PowerPoint presentations 


for the technology advisory group or meetings?  


A I did.  I reviewed it for clarity at, I think, Clyde 


Hamstreet's request or Bruce's request.   


Ms.   Do you need time to look through the document in 


order to answer the question completely? 


The Witness.  Let me go back to -- what was the question about 


the pros and cons here?   


BY MS.  
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Q I was asking if you knew what you meant don't trip yourselves 


up on the pros and cons, not necessarily --  


A Let me see if I can find them so I know what I was worried 


about.  


Q That's okay.  You don't have to worry about the question.   


A Well, I can tell you just by looking at it that it wasn't 


very clear.  


Q Sorry, what do you mean it wasn't very clear?  


A It didn't communicate very effectively what the pros and 


cons were.  I mean, you can see how hard it was to find them.  I don't 


know.  


Q And then you were just talking about whether you edited the 


technology advisory group PowerPoint presentation.   


A I did, along with, I think, literally, 27 other people, and 


I'm not exaggerating that, reviewed the IT committee --  


Q This was the PowerPoint presentation given --  


A That was made to the Cover Oregon board.   


Q Did you edit the PowerPoint presentation that was given to 


the technology advisory group team on April 24th, 2014?  


A I might have.  It may have been the same presentation.   


Q Why were you involved in editing the PowerPoint 


presentation for the technology advisory group?   


A Stunningly, some people think I'm pretty good at helping 


focus and clarify materials.  And I have a lot of experience with doing 


PowerPoint presentations and being effective in a room.   
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And given the nature of this topic and that there was going to 


be national media and everybody else there, I think they asked me to 


take a look at it.  And I made some clarifying recommendations.  But 


I don't recall anything substantive.  


Q And what were the slides trying to be focused and clear on?  


A I think they were trying to update their progress to date 


and find a way to visually communicate what their process had been to 


document what their decisions were.  


Q And who were you working with when you were editing --  


A It was, it was a large group.   


Q Was it the SWAT team or --  


A No.  No, they weren't, they weren't involved.  This was, 


I think Sean Kolmer was on the phone, I think Mike Bonetto was on the 


phone.  I think Clyde Hamstreet was on the phone by that point.   


Q Thank you.  And then I had a question, so you talked some 


about the April 10th, 2014 Cover Oregon board meeting.  Do you know 


if Cover Oregon canceled a contract with Deloitte in April 2014?  


A I don't.  


Q You're not familiar with any news stories or media coverage 


of Cover Oregon canceling a contract with Deloitte?  


A If they did, it just didn't get on my, I mean, it just didn't, 


I don't recall that significant moment in time.   


Q Did you work with the Governor's office at all in helping 


decide whether Clyde Hamstreet should serve as the director at Cover 


Oregon?   
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A No.  I was involved with how the announcement was going to 


be communicated.  


Q But you weren't at all involved in the decision-making 


process of whether to bring Clyde on board?  


A Not, no.  I don't recall being involved in it.  


Q Okay.  And then were you involved in any of the 


conversations about whether the Governor should ask for the resignation 


of Triz dela Rosa and Aaron Karjala --   


A No.  


Q -- when the First Data report was released?  


A No.   


Mr.   That's the end of our hour.
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[1:35 p.m.] 


BY MS.    


Q Okay.  Ms. McCaig, we're going to talk about the role and 


authority of the Cover Oregon board of directors we referred to here.  


Are you familiar with the role of the Cover Oregon board of directors?  


A Some, yes. 


Q Okay.  To your knowledge, were there criteria for being a 


part of the board?   


A There were criteria established by the legislature when 


they established it, yes. 


Q Are you aware of what the criteria was?   


A I'm not. 


Q Okay.  Are you familiar with what type of decisions the 


board makes?   


A Limited.  I mean, I'm limited in my familiarity with the 


breadth of the board and what they do. 


Q Okay.  So the board would -- do you know if the board would 


make decisions like appointing an executive director for Cover Oregon 


and --  


A Yes.  


Q What other decisions do you know that the board would make?  


A I think they're responsible for the oversight of the 


management of the contracts and all of the enrollment activities of 


Cover Oregon.  It was created by the legislature, I think, in 2011.  


The Governor makes appointments to the board.  I think they have to 
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have some background in health care.  And a couple of State agency 


people serve on the board.   


But honestly, I have never been to a Cover Oregon board meeting.  


I really don't know what they don't do when it's not related to this. 


Q Okay.  And were you ever a member of the Cover Oregon board 


of directors?   


A No. 


Q Okay.  And as you already know, Oracle has alleged that you 


were involved in the decision to switch from the State exchange to the 


Federal technology.  Are you aware of that allegation?   


A Yes. 


Q Okay.  Now, Ms. McCaig, I'm handing you an exhibit marked 


15.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 15 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  


Q Which appears to be the meeting minutes from the Cover 


Oregon board of directors meeting held on April 25, 2014.  Are you 


familiar with this document?   


A No. 


Q Okay.  What do they appear to you to be to you?   


A It's the minutes -- I'm sorry.  What's your question?   


Q What do they appear to be?  This document appear to be to 


you?  


A It's the minutes from the Cover Oregon board meeting on 
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April 25. 


Q What year?   


A 2014.  And it includes the IT work group recommendation. 


Q Okay.  And what's the significance of April 25, 2014?   


A It was the date that the IT and Cover Oregon folks had 


identified as sort of the go/no go for making a recommendation on moving 


forward with developing a path to have a working Web site in 2014.  


There's a shorter way of saying that. 


Q Okay.  And, Ms. McCaig, what decision was made by the board 


at this April 25, 2014 meeting?  


A After the IT recommendation, the board voted to move to the 


Federal exchange as the mechanism to supply enrollment in 2014, in 


November of 2014. 


Q Okay.  Ms. McCaig, I would like for you to look at the first 


page again where it says, "board members present."  It says, quote, 


"Ken Allen by phone, Liz Baxter by phone, Laura Cali, Dr. George Brown, 


Tina Edlund, Jose Gonzales, Gretchen Peterson.  Cover Oregon staff 


present:  Clyde Hamstreet, Mark Schmidt, Alex Pettit, Amy Fauver, 


Kelly Harms, Alyssa McClure."  I don't see your name listed.  Were you 


present at this April 25, 2014 board meeting?   


A No.  


Q Do you have any reason to believe that the board was coerced 


into voting to switch from the State exchange to the Federal technology? 


A No.  


Q Did you hold any decisionmaking authority in regards to the 
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technology decision?  


A No. 


Q And to your knowledge, who had the decisionmaking authority 


to switch from the State exchange to the Federal technology?  


A The Cover Oregon board. 


Q Okay.  Thank you, Ms. McCaig.   


So, Ms. McCaig, you mentioned that you have a personal 


relationship, and a professional relationship, with Dr. John 


Kitzhaber.  So I wanted to ask you, John Kitzhaber, he's a former 


emergency room physician.  Correct?   


A Yes. 


Q And Dr. Kitzhaber has always been focused on health care 


and healthcare reform.  As you said earlier, he's really focused on 


affordable healthcare for Oregonians.  Is that correct?  


A Yes. 


Q Are you familiar with Modern Healthcare?  They're a leading 


source of healthcare business and policy news?   


A No. 


Q Okay.  I'm handing you an exhibit marked 16.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 16 


    Was marked for identification.]  


Ms.   Which is a page from a Modern Healthcare 2013 issue.  


It's a list of the 100 most influential people in healthcare? 


Mr.   I think we've lost our Member. 


Mr.   Stop the clock, and we'll stop the questioning.  
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[Recess.] 
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[2:23 p.m.] 


Ms.   Go back on the record.   


At the beginning of this deposition, my colleagues in the majority 


made a brief statement outlining the rules for this process.  In the 


course of that statement, my colleague Mr.  stated that our 


rules do not permit members or committee staff from making an objection 


during a deposition.  It is minority staff's position that our 


committee rules do not in fact prohibit members or staff from making 


objections during depositions.  Thank you.   


Mr.   I'll just clarify for the record, we're proceeding 


under the rules of the committee today, and rule 15(h), as I stated 


at the outset, requires that any objection made during a deposition 


must be stated concisely in a nonargumentative and nonsuggestive 


manner.  And the witness may refuse to answer a question only to 


preserve a privilege.   


The rule goes on to spell out what happens if you ultimately do 


refuse to answer a question and how the chairman would handle that.  


And so I think we're good to proceed unless you have anything else to 


add.  Thanks. 


Ms.   No, thank you. 


BY MS.    


Q Great.  Okay, Ms. McCaig, back on the record to ask you a 


couple of questions.  So, and I'm not going to ask you questions about 


this.  So you can put that to the side.   


In his deposition before the committee, Mr. Bonetto was asked a 
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series of questions about personal email and appropriateness of his 


use of personal email and the appropriateness of State employees use 


of email.  So we have already established here today that during your 


time with Governor Kitzhaber you were an unpaid adviser from February 


2014 to September 2014.  How'd you communicate with State employees?   


A Primarily by private email. 


Q Okay.  And how did you communicate with Governor Kitzhaber?   


A Primarily by private email.  


Q When communicating through email, did you receive emails 


from State employees' personal email accounts?   


A Would you ask that again.   


Q When you received emails from State employees, was it 


through their personal email accounts?   


A Both.  Both private and public, but primarily private. 


Q Okay.  And did you communicate with the Governor and 


others, concerning Cover Oregon, using your personal email account in 


an attempt to keep your communications a secret?   


A I only had one account.  


Q Okay.   


A I only had a personal account. 


Q So is that a no?  


A That's a no. 


Q Okay.   


A That's a no. 


Q Okay.  In fact, you maintained your emails from your 
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personal account that are relevant to Cover Oregon.  Correct?   


A I did.   


Q Are you aware of any law that prohibited Oregon State 


employees from using personal email for work purposes?   


A No.  I'm not aware of any law which prohibited them from 


using personal emails for State purposes. 


Q Okay.  In fact, many state officials, specifically 


Governors, have used personal emails to conduct official business.  


Isn't that right?   


A Yes, for years. 


Q Okay.  I would like to introduce an article into the record 


as exhibit 17.  Give you a couple minutes.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 17 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  


Q Okay.  This is an article from the Wichita Eagle titled, 


"Governor Sam Brownback also used private email address to communicate 


with staff," dated May 16, 2015.   


I would like to read some lines from this article.  So I'd like 


to direct your attention to page 1 of the article, paragraph one, and 


you can follow along with me as I read.  The article starts, quote 


"Governor Sam Brownback uses a private email address to communicate 


with his staff and others, meaning that many of his communications will 


fall outside the bounds of the state's open records law."  Did I read 


that correctly?  
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A Yes.  


Q So it appears that Governor Brownback used his personal 


email to conduct official business.  Is that right?  


A It does. 


Q And if you turn to page 2, paragraph two, which says, quote, 


"The Governor prefers to communicate in person or on the phone whenever 


possible, Holly said in the email.  However, when he does use email, 


he uses a personal email account."  And who is the Governor this article 


is referencing again?   


A Brownback. 


Q What's his full flame?  


A Governor Sam Brownback. 


Q Okay.  Back to page 2, paragraph four, the article says, 


quote, "The Eagle reported in January that Brownback's budget director, 


Sean Sullivan, had used a private email address to send a draft of the 


State budget several weeks before it was released to law makers."  So 


according to this article, Republican Governor Sam Brownback was using 


his private email to discuss official business with his staff, and the 


staff was using personal email to discuss official business.  Correct?   


A Yes. 


Q Okay.  I would like to introduce exhibit 18 for the record.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 18 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MS.    


Q Which is an International Business Times article titled, 
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Chris Christie had two private email accounts.  New Jersey Governor 


blocks release of any messages he may have sent to government officials, 


dated October 4, 2015.   


Can you please direct your attention to page 2, paragraph two, 


and you can follow along with me as I read.  Quote, "When I'm President 


of the United States, you'll have a right to know what your President 


is doing, and we have the obligation to be held accountable for what 


we're doing, he declared.  Yet back in New Jersey, the Republican 


Governor's administration is asserting executive privilege to block 


the release of any emails he may have sent to state officials from two 


private email accounts."  And who is this article about again?   


A Republican candidate for President Chris Christie.  


Q And that's Chris Christie who's a Republican Governor of 


New Jersey.  Correct?  


A Governor of New Jersey, yes. 


Q Okay.  And can you turn to page 4 of this article, paragraph 


1.  Says, "Christie said in March that, quote, 'There is no law in New 


Jersey that requires you to do State business on a State email 


account,'" end quote.  So according to Governor Chris Christie, New 


Jersey law does not require official business to be conducted via State 


or official email.  Right?   


A According to that article, yes.  


Q Okay.  I would like to introduce exhibit 19 for the record.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 19 


    Was marked for identification.]  
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BY MS.  


Q Which is an article from the Texas Tribune titled Et tu, 


Rick?  Perry has own private email trail, dated March 4, 2015.  If you 


could please direct your attention to page 2, paragraph two, and follow 


along with me as I read.  Quote, "In reviewing non-confidential 


documents related to the UT Board of Regents' investigation, and 


reviewing public testimony by Regent Brenda Pejovich of the UT Board 


of Regents, it's clear to me based on that review that then-Governor 


Perry was using a private email account to communicate with members 


of the board of regents."  And who is Rick Perry?   


A Is he currently Governor when this is done?  No.  He's 


former Texas Governor Rick Perry. 


Q Okay.  And if you can now move to paragraph six on the same 


page, page 2.  The middle of the paragraph, it says, "The emails in 


which Perry is identified as only RP show him corresponding with a 


number of UT regents, as well as Jeff Sandefer, a prominent Republican 


donor and informal advisor to Perry."  So this article also references 


then-Republican Governor Rick Perry's use of private email to 


communicate with his personal advisor, correct?   


A Correct. 


Q I would like to introduce exhibit 20 into the record.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 20 


    Was marked for identification. 


Ms.   Which is an AP news article which is titled, Bobby 


Jindal aids use personal emails to strategize on Medicaid cuts.  
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[Discussion off the record.] 


BY MS.  


Q Okay.  I would like to introduce exhibit 20.  Once again, 


it's, Bobby Jindal aids use personal email to strategize on Medicaid 


cuts.  It's dated -- excuse me.  It's dated December 10, 2012.  I want 


to read a few direct quotes from the article.  So can you direct your 


attention to page 1, paragraph one, and follow along with me as I read.   


Quote, "Top officials in Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal's 


administration used personal email accounts to craft a media strategy 


for imposing hundreds of millions of dollars in Medicaid cuts."  And 


who was this article referring to?   


A Bobby Jindal, who was Governor at the time.  Yes.  


Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal. 


Q Okay.  The beginning of the next paragraph says, quote:  


Emails reviewed by the Associated Press reveal that non-State 


government email addresses were used dozen of times by state officials 


to communicate last summer about a public relations offensive for 


making $523 million in -- million dollars in healthcare cuts. 


So this article references state officials using personal email 


to develop a communication strategy relating to a controversial 


healthcare decision, correct?   


A Yes. 


Q Thank you.   


Please go to the third paragraph.  The second sentence says, 


quote, "Though Jindal wasn't included in the email discussions reviewed 
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by the AP, his spokeswoman said the Governor uses a private email 


account to communicate with immediate staff."  So this article is 


saying Governor Jindal uses his personal email to discuss state 


official business with his staff, correct?   


A Yes. 


Q And still on page 1, please go to paragraph seven which says, 


quote, "While Governor in Massachusetts, Romney used two private email 


addresses to communicate with aides, develop policy and political 


strategy and edit op ed articles and press releases."  And which 


Governor is this quote referring to?  


A Governor Romney of Massachusetts. 


Q So Republican Governor Mitt Romney used personal email 


accounts to conduct official business, correct?   


A Yes. 


Q And the article also says on the second page, the first 


paragraph, quote:  If government official -- if government business 


is conducted or information about it is sent or received on personal 


computers or through personal email accounts, that does not keep it 


from being the public's business.  Do you agree with that statement?   


A I have to reed it again.  Sorry. 


Q It's okay.  The second page, first paragraph.   


Ms.   You have a different copy.  It's actually the 


third.   


The Witness.  I got lost on the last one.   


If government business is conducted or information that sent or 
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received. 


BY MS.    


Q Okay.  It says if government business is conducted --  


A I agree with that, that it does not keep it from being the 


public's business.  I agree with that. 


Q Okay.  Thank you.   


I would like to introduce exhibit 21.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 21 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  


Q Which is an article from the Washington Post, which is 


titled, As Governor, Jeb Bush Used Email to Discuss Security, Troop 


Deployment, dated March 14, 2015.  I'm just going to read a couple of 


quotes from the article, if you can follow along with me.   


So I'd like to direct your attention to page 1, paragraph 18.  It 


says, "Jeb Bush used his private email account as Florida Governor to 


discuss security and military issues such as troop deployment to the 


Middle East and the protection of nuclear plants."  And who is this 


article referring to?   


A Governor Jeb Bush of Florida. 


Q Okay.  And the last paragraph on page 1 says, quote, "As 


Governor, Bush used his account jeb@job.org to conduct official 


political and personal business, including plans to woo new businesses 


to the State, judicial appointments, and military matters, the email 


records show."   
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So this article is saying then-Governor Jeb Bush used his personal 


email to conduct high-level official business.  Correct?   


A Yes. 


Q So, Ms. McCaig, I'll ask you again.  Did you use personal 


email to communicate with Governor Kitzhaber and State employees in 


an attempt to hide anything?   


A No. 


Q And you produced emails relating to Cover Oregon to this 


committee.  Correct?   


A Yes. 


Q And those were personal emails.  Correct?   


A Yes. 


Q And are you aware that the Governor's other advisers and 


State employees, like Mike Bonetto and Governor Kitzhaber, all 


maintained and produced documents to this committee which included 


their personal email correspondence?  


A Yes.  


Q So is it fair to say that many Governors, including 


Republicans, view the use of personal email to conduct business, as 


appropriate, in the absence of a law or policy prohibiting the practice?   


A Yes. 


Q Okay.  And, Ms. McCaig, were you a State employee in 2013?   


A I was a contractor in 2013. 


Q So that would be a no?  


A I think that would be a no.  
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Q Were you a State employee in 2014?   


A No. 


Q Okay.  So technically Oregon's public records law did not 


apply to you as a non-State employee.  Right?  


A That's correct. 


Q Okay.  But as we already established here, you saved your 


emails related to Cover Oregon.  Correct?  


A I did save my emails as related to Cover Oregon, and I also 


recognize that if a State official or a State employee was deliberating, 


or doing some activity, related to State business, that they had an 


obligation to keep their emails. 


Q Okay.  And this committee sent you a request for documents 


regarding any communication with Governor Kitzhaber.  Correct?   


A And everybody else in the world.  Yeah, I mean, it was 


extensive. 


Q And what do you mean by "extensive?"   


A As I recall the letter, it was not related to Governor 


Kitzhaber.  It was anybody I had any conversation with, personal or 


professional, related to Cover Oregon.   


Q Okay.  And Governor Kitzhaber would be one of those 


individuals?  


A Yes.  Yeah.  


Q Okay.  And this committee asked for documents regarding 


communications about the ACA, Cover Oregon, and healthcare.gov, 


correct?  
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A That's correct.  


Q And you readily produced those documents to this committee, 


correct?  


A To the limited -- readily was difficult with the 


technology.  But yes, I did.  I did. 


Q Okay.  In fact, you made four document productions which 


consisted of over 1,500 pages.  Isn't that correct?  


A That's correct.  


Q And the committee never had to issue subpoenas for those 


documents, correct?  


A That's correct.  


Q And you never raised the prospect of asserting any executive 


privilege --  


A No.  


Q -- over those documents?  


A No.   


Q And you never withheld any documents or portions of the 


documents during your production to this committee, correct?   


A The thing that was recorded in one of the transmittals to 


Sean, I believe, had to do with a pending lawsuit disclosure motion 


that was happening concurrently.  And asked for graciousness out of 


the committee to do one first and then the other, and they allowed it. 


Q Okay.  And but you produced those documents --  


A Oh, I did. 


Q -- to the committee?  
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A Yes. 


Q Okay. 


A But there was a timing issue.  


Q Okay.  And you're here today testifying in the matter 


that's in full compliance with the committee rules, correct?  


A Yes. 


Q Okay.  So, Ms. McCaig, I want to direct you back to some 


emails that you discussed in the last hour with my colleagues from the 


majority.  Exhibit 13 in particular.   


Okay.  So this is a letter that you produced to -- or that you 


sent to John Kitzhaber with the subject line:  Update.  Can you tell 


me what this letter entails?   


A This --  


Q Or email.  I'm sorry.   


A This was an email that was summarizing a series of 


conversations that had occurred in the preceding days and was designed 


to provide him the most recent, up-to-date, information prior to a 


public meeting the next day where all of this was going to occur, both 


some of the content issues, as well as, a discussion of the potential 


calendar.  


Q And who is "him" that you're referring to?   


A Governor Kitzhaber. 


Q Okay.  And conversations with who?   


A Mike Bonetto, Bruce Goldberg, and I assume Sean Kolmer.  I 


don't remember who else was on those calls.  
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Q And so you received this information from those three 


individuals?   


A Yes. 


Q Okay.  And there was a question about the last -- number 


8, the regardless statement.  I'll read it.  Quote, "Regardless, the 


Cover Oregon board would hear and accept the Federal exchange 


recommendation April 22, 23, or 24," end quote.  When you wrote this 


line, did you know that the Cover Oregon board would accept the exchange 


and vote on it on one of these dates?   


A I knew that the presentation that was going to be made the 


next day, about the calendar, would include that the board should be 


meeting on the 22, 23, or 24.  And given the topic that -- and the 


process that had been outlined, that it was likely that moving to the 


Federal exchange would be the recommendation.   


But the important part about it was that a decision, whether it 


was to go or not go with the Federal exchange, needed to be made on 


one of those days in order to keep moving forward to meet the November 


14 deadline for enrollment.  


Q And you say likely, is that just predicting based on your 


conversations with other individuals like Mike Bonetto and Sean Kolmer?  


A This was a recap, a summary, of their work to date, not my 


judgment. 


If it's helpful, I don't know whether to interject this or not, 


but there were media accounts, I believe on April 1, on, potentially 


April 3, which were predicting that it was likely that Oregon was going 
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to go -- I mean it was not a secret that this was a topic that was being 


reviewed, revealed, dissected, and put back together.  I mean, this 


was clearly a topic of discussion for the community of interest on this. 


Q Okay.  But when you wrote "regardless the Cover Oregon 


board would hear and accept the Federal exchange recommendation April 


22, 23, or 24, you did not know that they would accept the 


recommendation?   


A I didn't know.  And I can tell you that they ended up not 


meeting on April 22, 23, or 24.  I didn't know that either.  Right.  


This was to the best of my ability at that time, given the information 


that had provided predictive about what the discussion was going to 


be the next day, and the likelihood of possible outcomes and the 


calendar.   


And they ended up meeting on a slightly different day, and they 


did end up going ahead and unanimously supporting the move to the 


Federal exchange.  But something could have gone -- they could have 


gotten additional information from their IT folks and concluded that 


wasn't the way to go.  


Q Okay.  Ms. McCaig, now, you said earlier that you regretted 


using the particular pronoun "we."  You used "we" in this email in the 


first line saying, "We don't see a path to save it."  And also in exhibit 


12 saying, "We will do further cost time reliability refinement."  Who 


were you referring to when you said "we?"   


A I think it was predominantly Mike Bonetto and me.  And to 


some extent it included, depending upon who was on the call at that 
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time, Bruce Goldberg or Alex.  And it was meant to convey to the 


Governor that it was his team who was proposing these things, not 


anybody else. 


Q And who was providing the substantive information during 


those conversations and calls?  


A Primarily if Alex was on, he was providing a level of detail.  


But Bruce Goldberg, and then Mike Bonetto, sort of in that order.  


Q And what were you providing?   


A Thoughtful and anticipatory kinds of questions that they 


might get as they were talking about these kinds of things.  And as 


they discussed it, then recapturing it, in a way that would allow me 


to provide, and they knew this, the Governor the most updated, concise, 


boiled-down version of where we were and what the information was. 


Q Okay.  But you didn't provide substantive information?   


A No. 


Q Okay.   


A I think I'm clear about these, that I'm not sophisticated 


in it, that I'm describing a general path, and that these are general 


updates and conclusions.  They're not mine. 


Q Okay.  And you do make a point in this email in the first 


line of the April 9 email from exhibit 13, I'm not -- quote, "I'm not 


sophisticated in healthcare/IT talk, but I think I can describe the 


general path."  So can you once again explain what you meant by that?  


A That I was trying to give him a briefing of what I took from 


the calls and -- that I'd been part of that was what he could expect 
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was going to happen in the external world based, on the best information 


I was getting from Mike Bonetto and Bruce Goldberg, in anticipating 


that they were making a public presentation the next day. 


Q Thank you.  Okay.  Now I'm going to go back to the questions 


that I was leading up to in the last hour before we ended.   


The Modern Healthcare page which is exhibit 16.  Ms. McCaig, are 


you familiar with Modern Healthcare?   


A No. 


Q Okay.  So I handed you a page from Modern Healthcare's 


emagazine which is a list of the 100 most influential people in health 


care in 2013.  And in 2013 Modern Healthcare named Dr. John Kitzhaber 


the second most influential person in American health care, just under 


HHS, or Department of Health and Human Services, Secretary Kathleen 


Sebelius and above Barack Obama, President of the United States.  Is 


that right?   


A Yes.  


Q Okay.  And you testified here earlier that Governor 


Kitzhaber had a 30-year career in Oregon dedicated to leading to 


affordable health care for Oregonians.  It was the centerpiece of his 


agenda.  Is that correct?   


A Yes. 


Q And you would consider health care and healthcare reform 


to be a significant issue for Kitzhaber's re-election campaign in 2010?   


A Yes.  In 2010?   


Q 2010, yes.   
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A Yes.   


Q What about his campaign in 2014?  Were those significant 


issues, health care and healthcare reform?   


A At that point there was only the Governor's office 


discussion of his agenda.  And, frankly, when this occurred in October 


and November and then on through February, March, April, the size and 


the scale of Cover Oregon and its attention dwarfed the ability to have 


a thoughtful conversation about pretty much anything else related to 


health care or anything else.  It was very difficult to push through 


and have a conversation in 2014 beyond Cover Oregon. 


Q All right.  Are you aware of the Kitzhaber administration's 


plan to build a no-wrong-door approach to addressing healthcare 


enrollment?  


A A wrong door --  


Q No wrong door.   


A No wrong door? 


Q Yes.  


A No, I'm not.  


Q You're not familiar with that.  Okay.   


Would you say that Governor Kitzhaber was excited about the plan 


to have the State exchange that he was creating with the help of Oracle?   


A It was his life's dream to have this work. 


Q Okay.  So as you may be aware, Oracle claims that the State 


exchange, the Web site, was fully functional in February, but the 


Governor and Cover Oregon declined to go live with this Web site.  Are 
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you aware of this allegation?  


A I'm aware of the allegation, yes.  I'm aware of the 


allegation. 


Q And during Michael Bonetto's deposition, when he was asked, 


quote, "If the Web site was in fact fully functioning as Oracle claimed, 


wouldn't it have been politically favorable to go live with the Web 


site?"  Mr. Bonetto responded, quote, "Absolutely."  So you're saying 


that the Governor -- sorry.  Do you agree with that statement?  


A I do agree with that statement. 


Q And so you said that this was the Governor's life's dream.  


What do you believe exactly by that?   


A That he had assembled a great team, and when he ran for 


re-election in 2010, and part of the reason he decided to come back, 


because he was always a bit of an uncomfortable Governor, it was not 


always a natural fit for him, and he decided to come back because he 


really believed that the time was right for him to be able to work with 


the legislature and others to begin to make real progress on providing 


affordable health care in Oregon.   


And it also was the nexus with his other great passion, which was 


the State budget and figuring out how to fundamentally redirect and 


minimize some of the costs that were dragging down the ability of the 


State to have funds to invest in other things that were equally 


important.  So it was a packaged deal for him, in governing, that these 


two things would move forward, and he was looking forward to that in 


2014.  
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Q And along those lines, Mr. Bonetto in his deposition also 


said, quote:  To have a fully functioning Web site would be, quote:  


That would have been one of the best things for Oregonians, to enroll 


in health insurance, and, you know, it would have been a very big 


political win to have a functioning Web site, end quote.  Do you agree 


with those statements by Mr. Bonetto?  


A I agree with those statements.  And I just have to heap on.  


It is just so unfathomable to me that anybody would believe that it 


would be in our best interest to not have a working Web site.  It just 


begs the question of logic:  How could that possibly be?  This was 


important to the Governor.  It was important to the taxpayers.  It was 


important to the Federal Government.  It was in everyone's best 


interest universally, except for one entity, that we move forward with 


a working Web site for Oregonians. 


Q Okay.  So it's clear -- what entity would not -- you said 


there -- except for one.  There was one entity.  Who would that --  


A Oracle. 


Q -- be? 


Okay.  And why would you say that?   


A Because I never had heard that there was ever the 


possibility in February in a working Web site.  The first I heard of 


that was in their lawsuit in August or September.  Now, maybe others 


had, but that -- in none of my emails, in no conversation that I was 


ever part of was there any discussion that there was a working Web site 


in February.  It's not in the IT materials.  It's nowhere.   
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So if anybody thought that was credible, I have to imagine the 


IT community and others would have picked up on it in a heartbeat.  When 


the committee decided -- the Cover Oregon board decided to go to the 


Federal exchange, there was then, I think, a recognition that there 


were other actions that might be necessary to move forward in terms 


of reconciling the contract dispute that existed between Oracle and 


the State of Oregon.  So I think that was still outstanding when 


the -- after the Cover Oregon board decided to go forward.  


Q Right.  And so for Oracle to say that the Governor would 


not go live with a functioning Web site, it makes no sense to you, 


correct?   


A It never has made any sense to me.  


Q So is it fair to say that it would have been politically 


favorable for Governor Kitzhaber to keep the current technology and 


fix it?  


A The Governor wanted a working Web site. 


Q Right.  But this Web site was not working.   


A And this Web site wasn't working. 


Q But would it have been politically favorable to stick with 


the current Web site and fix it?   


A And if politics means would it have met the criteria of 


schedule, cost, risk, been an effective way to move forward, absolutely 


it would have been politically the right thing to do.  But it didn't 


matter.  It wasn't there.  There was no functioning Web site in 


October, November, December, January, or February. 
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Q Okay.  And, Ms. McCaig, in your opinion, was the decision 


to switch from the State exchange to the Federal technology politically 


motivated?   


A No. 


Q Okay.  And what was it based on?   


A Facts and information and technical evaluation about the 


cost and the schedule and the risk.  All of those things were the 


criteria which the decision was made on, and ensuring that we had a 


working Web site, we -- ensuring that there was a working Web site by 


November of 2014. 


Q And if I understand your testimony here today, you did not 


participate in that decision.  Correct?  


A I did not participate in that decision.  The Cover Oregon 


board independently makes those decisions.  


Q And what would you say to anyone who would believe that 


Governor Kitzhaber believed that the decision that Governor Kitzhaber 


politicized the decision related to Cover Oregon?   


A I think they would have a motive for wanting to say that. 


Q Okay.  And do you think that he did?   


A No.  No.  Whoever would say that would have a motive for 


wanting to say that about Governor Kitzhaber.  Is your question whether 


he had a --  


Q But do you believe that he politicized the decision?   


A No.  He was totally driven by the agenda of providing his 


lifelong commitment to affordable health care, reducing healthcare 
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costs, and reshifting the dynamics of the State budget.  It was his 


passion and his reason for running for re-election.  It was what he 


cared about. 


Q Okay.  Ms. McCaig, again, who is Kevin Looper?  


A He was an independent consultant who had a contract 


with -- he had one of many contracts.  He had many contracts, and the 


Kitzhaber campaign was one of his contracts. 


Q And who is Scott Nelson?  


A Scott Nelson was a former employee of the Governor's office 


who left the Governor's office in the same time period I referenced 


earlier, sometime in October, November, December, and did some 


short-term consulting for the Governor through the campaign, on the 


payroll of the campaign.  


Q And who is Tim Raphael again?  


A The communications director for the Governor through 


November of 2013.  And then left the Governor's office and became a 


communications consultant.   


Q Okay.  And who is Mark Weiner again?  


A Mark Wiener is an independent communications and political 


consultant who also had a contract with the Kitzhaber campaign, one 


of many.  He had many other contracts. 


Q Ms. McCaig, I'm going to hand you exhibit marked 22.   


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 22 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  
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Q It's the complaint for a case designated Oracle America, 


Inc. versus Kevin Looper, Patricia McCaig, Scott Nelson, Tim Raphael, 


and Mark Weiner.  Are you familiar with this document?  


A I am familiar with this document. 


Q Oracle defined you, Kevin Looper, Scott Nelson, Tim 


Raphael, and Mark Weiner as the defendants in this case.  Correct?   


A Correct. 


Q And in this case, Oracle alleged that you and four of the 


defendants played a major role in Oregon's decision to abandon Cover 


Oregon, which is the State's health insurance exchange, and instead 


go with the Federal exchange.  That case was later dismissed.  


Correct?  


A It was. 


Q So let's discuss some of the specific allegations in this 


complaint.   


A Which they have appealed.  


Q Right.  Okay.  So if you can turn to page 4, line 10.  


Oracle claimed -- sorry.  Are you there?   


A Yes. 


Q Okay.  Oracle claims that you and the other defendants in 


this case, quote, and this the line 10, "Orchestrated an effort to 


induce Cover Oregon, an independent public corporation, to transition 


Oregon to the Federal exchange and foreclose any possibility that 


Oregon would operate its own exchange in the future in order to help 


Governor Kitzhaber in public opinion polls and bring an end to public 
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discussion regarding Cover Oregon's failure."  Did I read that 


correctly?  


A You did.  


Q Ms. McCaig, are you aware of this allegation?  


A I am aware of this allegation. 


Q And if you would turn -- go the line 15, Oracle also says, 


quote, "Defendants undertook a concerted effort to use the access and 


influence that Governor Kitzhaber enjoyed to insert themselves 


surreptitiously and improperly into the nonpublic internal 


decisionmaking of the independent public corporation Cover Oregon."  


Is that true?   


A Is the statement true?   


Q Is the allegation true?  


A No. 


Q Were you involved in the decisionmaking --  


A No.  


Q -- of Cover Oregon?  


A No.  


Q Were you involved in the decisionmaking that the -- of the 


Cover Oregon board?   


A No. 


Q If you turn to line 18 on the same page 4 --  


A I'm sorry.  


Q -- Oracle further says, quote, "Defendants failed to 


disclose to Cover Oregon officials that they were paid campaign 
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operatives acting for political purposes on behalf of the Governor's 


re-election campaign rather than policy advisors who act in a manner 


consistent with Cover Oregon's objectives."  Did I read that 


correctly?  


A You did.  


Q So, Ms. McCaig, just to confirm again, you were an unpaid 


volunteer advisor to the Governor and his office between --  


A Correct.  


Q -- February and September 2014, correct?  


A Correct. 


Q And when were you paid by the campaign?   


A Starting, I believe, in September of 2014. 


Q And when was the decision made by the Cover Oregon board 


to switch from the state exchange to the Federal technology? 


A The end of April 2014. 


Q Okay.  So that decision was made prior to your -- 4 months 


before you began receiving payment from the campaign, correct?   


A Yes.  Yes.   


Q So let's go to page 5, line 14.  Oracle alleges that the 


defendants -- actually, did you, Ms. McCaig, as Oracle claimed on line 


14, quote "attempt to" or did you induce Cover Oregon to serve the 


Kitzhaber campaign's political and self-interested goal of winning 


reelection rather than carrying out Cover Oregon's statutory duties 


and obligation to take actions for the benefit of the citizens of 


Oregon?   
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A I don't even know what that means.  Let me -- attempt to 


induce Cover Oregon to serve the Kitzhaber campaign's -- no.  And 


self-interested goal of winning reelection.  No.  Rather than 


carrying out Cover Oregon's statutory duties and obligations.  So one 


was traded out for the other?  No.  No. 


Q And what was the decision based on, the decision to switch 


from the State exchange to the Federal Government technology by the 


Cover Oregon board?  What was that based on again?  


A An independent review of cost and risk and schedule by 


people who were recruited by the Cover Oregon board and the Cover Oregon 


director who had IT background and experience. 


Q Okay.  And the decision to the Federal exchange was the 


least costly, correct?  


A The least costly and provided the least risk and the 


greatest opportunity to meet schedule for the November 2014 enrollment.  


Q Okay.  And also on page 5, line 1, Oracle alleges, quote:  


Defendants used personal pressure and their influence which derived 


from their relationship with the Governor, and the Governor's position 


of trust, as chief executive of the State, and a public servant to the 


people of Oregon, to direct and manipulate the decisionmaking at Cover 


Oregon as part of an effort to publicly and falsely deflect blame onto 


Oracle and ensure that Cover Oregon would decide to discard the Oracle 


technology, break ties with Oracle, and abandon its efforts to build 


or operate a health insurance exchange, HIX.  Is that true?   


A No.  That's not true.  
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Q Did you personally pressure or exert influence over Cover 


Oregon board members to make or manipulate a decision to switch?   


A No. 


Q Okay.  And did you interfere in any way with the technology 


work group's review --  


A No.  


Q -- of the State technology alternatives?   


A No. 


Q And did you coerce any members of the technology work group 


to make them come to a conclusion to switch?   


A No. 


Q And as we said it before, and I just want to clarify it, 


Judge Kantor dismissed these claims brought against you and the four 


defendants by Oracle.  Correct?   


A That's correct.  


Q He actually made a few statements.  In his opinion, that 


I would like to enter into the record as exhibit 23.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 23 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  


Q It is the Opinion and Order Granting Special Motion to 


Strike for Case No. 15CV04705, Oracle America, Incorporated versus 


Kevin Looper, Patricia McCaig, Scott Nelson, Tim Raphael, and Mark 


Wiener.  Are you familiar with this document?  


A I am. 
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Q Okay.  I'm going to read a couple of statements in the 


opinion.  So you can just follow along with me.  You can turn now to 


page 10 of the opinion order, to the last paragraph.  Judge Kantor 


writes, quote, or wrote, quote:  Each defendant is a campaign 


consultant whose focus was on the public image of former Governor 


Kitzhaber in the context of a fight for reelection.  It is not at all 


surprising that they would be part of a team that met regularly to 


discuss Cover Oregon.  Do you agree with Judge Kantor's statement?  


A No, actually, I don't. 


Q Okay.  Why don't you agree?   


A I think he wasn't diving very deep into the difference 


between advisers and campaign consultants.  And sort of the -- the 


easiest way to describe this all was a campaign consultant and somebody 


who was concerned about the fight for reelection.  I don't think that 


was central to what the issue was that he was addressing.  


Q Okay.  So what would be the difference between -- you said 


the campaign consultant and other individuals who were involved?  You 


said the judge did not get that, correct?   


A Well, I think the judge was focusing on -- the name given 


to that team is insignificant.  I think that was the point, that whether 


it was narrowly defined as a campaign team or more broadly defined as 


unpaid advisers.  It was insignificant because the work they were 


doing -- the work we were doing was appropriate regardless.  That was 


the point he was making. 


Q Okay.   
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A That people, whether they were campaign consultants or 


others, had every right to be meeting and discussing these topics. 


Q Okay.  So let me ask a question here about the use of the 


term "campaign consultant."  I just want to be clear on that.   


A Sure.  


Q So you believe the judge got that wrong, that label wrong, 


to label all of the defendants as campaign consultants.  Correct?  


A It's a personal thing with me.  Yeah.  I do.  


Q Okay.  So what would have been the most accurate term to 


use?   


A And I think in my response to this I used an unpaid adviser 


to the Governor. 


Q So instead of campaign consultant, it should have been 


unpaid adviser?   


A Yes.   


Q Okay.  Also so now if you can turn to page 18 of the opinion, 


the end of the first paragraph, Judge Kantor says, quote, "The court 


finds plaintiff's excellent argument totally unsupported by the 


evidence provided."  By "plaintiff's," did Judge Kantor mean Oracle?   


A Yes. 


Q Okay.  And on this page, in the second paragraph, Judge 


Kantor also says, quote, "There is simply not sufficient evidence 


linking the decision by Cover Oregon to choose the much less expensive 


Federal exchange over continuing a business relationship with 


plaintiff and any efforts of interference by defendants to support a 
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probability that plaintiff can establish causation."  Do you agree 


with that statement?   


A Yes. 


Q Okay.  He further continues on page 18, the last paragraph.  


A sentence says, quote, "Additional, the cost of continuing with 


plaintiff was several times higher than the cost of transitioning to 


the Federal exchange.  None of these facts were the manufacture of 


defendants or occurred as a result of action by defendants."  Do you 


also agree with that statement?  


A I do. 


Q And, Ms. McCaig, if you can turn to page 20 of the opinion 


and order where Judge Kantor summarizes his findings.  The last 


paragraph says, quote, "There is no evidence of any interfering actions 


taken by defendants Weiner, Looper, or Nelson.  Defendant Raphael 


allegedly, but merely, lead meetings.  Defendant McCaig has the most 


specific evidence presented against her of all the defendants, but it 


is not sufficient to support plaintiff's allocations.  Plaintiff has 


not shown the abrupt change of the Cover Oregon leadership from a 


commitment to continuing a relationship with plaintiff to a termination 


of that relationship in favor of using the Federal exchange."  Do you 


agree with that statement?  


A I do. 


Q And do you believe that Judge Kantor's opinion should be 


given significant weight and consideration?  


A I do. 
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Q Do you agree with the decision of the court to dismiss 


Oracle's case against you and the other four defendants?   


A I don't have $33 million.  Yes.  I do. 


Q And, Ms. McCaig, I just want to ask you again, did you 


interfere in the decisionmaking process regarding the State selection 


of the Federal technology?   


A No, I did not.  


Q And to your knowledge, did Kevin Looper, Tim Raphael, Scott 


Nelson, or Mark Weiner interfere in the State's decision to choose the 


Federal exchange technology?   


A No. 


Q Okay.  All right.  Thank you.  I'll go off the record.   


[Recess.]
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[3:27 p.m.] 


Mr.   Rule 15(e) requires that a member of the committee 


is present for all questioning during a deposition.  It's my 


understanding that the witness is willing to waive that requirement 


and proceed with questioning.  So I just want to confirm for the record 


that that's the case.  


The Witness.  That's correct.   


Mr.   Okay.  Thanks.   go ahead.   


Ms.   Sure.   


BY MS.  


Q I'm going to introduce exhibit 24 into the record.   


A Okay.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 24 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MS.   


Q Is this an email exchange from Sean Kolmer to you, Mike 


Bonetto, Tim Raphael, and Dmitri Palmateer from April 16th, 2014?  


A It's to Mike Bonetto.  And we're copied, yes.  


Q And in the email, Sean Kolmer says "budget, talked with BG 


yesterday."  Is BG Bruce Goldberg?  


A I would assume so, yeah.  


Q And here is where I think we are.  And then if you skip down 


to number 3, he says "Bottom line, we should not have AP only present 


the IT budget as a reason for the decision.  He should get those 20 


percent estimates to also use.  And then it can be part of the whole 
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package for CO board."  Who is AP?  


A I imagine it's Alex --  


Q Pettit?  


A -- Pettit.  


Q And so do you know what Sean Kolmer meant by we should not 


have AP only present the IT budget as a reason for the decision?  


A No.  I don't.  


Q Did you talk with this group about the Cover Oregon budget?  


A And he should get those 20 percent estimates to also use.  


And then it can be part of the package to, for the Cover Oregon.  No, 


I don't know what this is about.  


Q You don't recall this email or a conversation about the 


status of the Cover Oregon budget?  


A No.  It feels like it was probably a conversation other 


people were having and they cc'd us.  


Q Do you recall having any conversations about the Cover 


Oregon budget in late April?  


A Yes.  In April, I don't know where it was that, it may have 


been part of the PowerPoint presentations.  Somewhere there was a 


conversation about what the Cover Oregon budget was.   


Q Do you know why this group, or Sean Kolmer is deciding what 


Alex Pettit presents as the reason for the IT decision?  


A Well, he's the healthcare adviser.  And I think --  


Q Healthcare adviser to --  


A -- to the Governor.  And I think -- was he on the board?  
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I don't recall.  No, I think this is all within the context of people 


working through options and solutions and trying to figure out what 


was relevant and what wasn't.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 25 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MS.   


Q Okay.  Thank you.  I'll introduce exhibit 25 in the record.   


A Uh-huh.  I remember this email.  


Q Did you send this email on April 24th, 2014 to John Kitzhaber 


and copying Jan Murdock, Tim Raphael, Mike Bonetto, and Sean Kolmer?  


A I did.  


Q And did you send this email at 8:44 a.m. according to the 


time stamp --  


A Yes.   


Q -- on the email?  On April 24th, 2014, do you recall what 


time the technology advisory group met?  


A Probably later in the day.   


Q Okay.  And so do you know if the IT committee had already 


met when you sent this email?  


A I doubt it.  I think this was anticipating their actions 


and being prepared.  


Q Okay.  And then, so, in the email, you only, you discuss 


you might be asked today about the recommendation from the IT committee 


to move forward with using the Federal Web site technology.  And so 


how did you know that was going to be the IT committee's recommendation 
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on April 24th?  


A I didn't know they were going to make that decision, but 


all of the indications were that that was likely.  


Q Okay.  And you didn't feel the need to address the 


possibility what the Governor should say if he was asked something, 


if there was a different decision made?  


A No.  I didn't.  I thought it was very likely that that was 


going to be the outcome based on all of the press coverage on it, on 


advice of Mike Bonetto and Bruce Goldberg, that that was the likely 


outcome.  


Q Okay.  And then under, you say, "miscellaneous, number one, 


if asked about the possibility of retaining some elements of control 


in the State exchange, be optimistic working with our Federal partners, 


but details still being worked out.  FYI, this is and will be a win 


for us.  But it is premature to try to make it a win today or tomorrow.  


We don't know enough about costs, et cetera.  We want a big clear win 


on it within the next few weeks."  What do you mean it is a win for 


us?  


A That if the State is successful in navigating this with the 


Federal Government, that it is a win-win for everything the Governor 


was trying to achieve with health care, that it allowed some autonomy 


for Oregon, that it provided still some branding that was 


Oregon-centric, that it was good for his agenda.  


Q So you considered the potential recommendation by the IT 


committee on April 24th to be a win?  
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A You were asking me about the possibility of retaining some 


of the elements of control, the State exchange --  


Q Okay.   


A -- and why would that be a win.  That was the part about 


the Federal part.  I didn't, I didn't, I didn't know enough to know 


whether going to the Federal exchange was a win or not.  I think making 


a decision was a really great thing.  But this piece you asked me about 


was what was it related to about keeping some elements of the State 


control.  And that would be a positive thing for the money that had 


been invested in Cover Oregon at the time, and continuing to keep the 


brand of Cover Oregon alive if it were possible.  


Q What did you mean we don't know enough about the costs?  


A Nobody knew enough about what it would cost to -- number 


2?   


Q Number 1, still.   


A Yeah, I think just that, that people didn't know enough 


about the costs.  And all of that was part of the information that had 


to be gathered before we talked about it any further.  


Q They didn't know about the costs for what?   


A I don't know.  What were the elements of control?  


Something about portals and --  


Q If you don't recall, that's okay.   


A Yeah, I really --  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 26 


    Was marked for identification.] 
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BY MS.   


Q Thank you.  I'm introducing exhibit 26 into the record.   


A What was the date of this one?  Oh.   


Q Is this email an email from John Kitzhaber to you and Michael 


Bonetto on April 27th, 2014?  


A Yes.  I'm copied on it.  


Q So it's an email from John Kitzhaber to Michael Bonetto 


copying you --  


A Yes.   


Q -- on the email.  Kitzhaber says in the beginning of the 


email, "First, let me be clear that I am totally in support of our 


decision to go to the Federal Exchange and the way we rolled it out."   


A Uh-huh.  


Q What did he mean by our decision to go to the Federal 


exchange?  


A I think he met the State.  


Q Do you know what he meant by that he is totally in support 


of the way we rolled it out?  


A I think he felt that it was described and communicated 


effectively.  


Q If you look at the fourth paragraph down, Kitzhaber says 


I do not want to be naive going into the general election.  But I also 


do not want us to make short-term political decisions at the expense 


of our policy agenda.   


A Uh-huh.  
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Q Was -- did Kitzhaber have conversations with you about 


connecting the election to the IT decision?  Why is he concerned that 


you may be naive going into the general election?  


A He didn't want to be naive going into the general election.  


But I also do not want us to make short-term political decisions at 


the expense of our policy agenda.  The policy agenda is the only reason 


I'm doing this again.  And I'm willing to burn some political capital 


on this.  And I don't want the culture in Cover Oregon to let go of 


our vision either.  I would argue that talking about a pathway to shop 


would be good politics because of the need and popularity of small 


business.   


My recollection of what this is about is that the media around 


the decision, that there was a portion of the media that was moving 


a message when we decided to go to the Federal exchange, that Cover 


Oregon was done, that it was, in fact, there were headlines that said 


Cover Oregon was abandoned.  I think it was that kind of thing.  And 


this is what I think this was relating to.  And there were different 


elements within Cover Oregon, shop was one of them.  I don't know what 


shop stands for, but I remember it was part of the discussion out there.   


And I think the Governor took it to heart and was committed to 


keeping the hope he had alive about what Cover Oregon could do.  And 


he did express in other ways more than once that he didn't want the 


decision to go to the Federal exchange to be perceived that he was giving 


up on Cover Oregon.  And --  


Q Did he have conversations about moving to the Federal 
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exchange potentially being a short-term political decision?  


A No.  I don't think that's the part he's referring to is that 


going to the Cover -- the Federal exchange as a short-term political 


decision, that we're completely giving up on Cover Oregon.  It goes 


back to this, this piece about whether there was a way to keep some 


unique imprint that was Oregon was really important to him.  And he 


didn't want to sacrifice that because all of the political darkness 


out there about Cover Oregon.  


Q Did you have an opinion of what happened to Cover Oregon 


after it was switched to the Federal exchange?  


A It was, it wasn't even part of the conversation that I was 


involved in until July, maybe, where people started discussing the 


different elements and what could happen next.  


Q Did you have an opinion at that point about what happened 


to Cover Oregon?  


A Eventually, the Governor arrived at a conclusion, a 


position that he thought that the elements of Cover Oregon would be 


best served -- this might have been in August -- by looking 


at -- identifying the specific pieces and those that would fit well 


could be moved to existing State agencies, and that it would be a more 


effective way of bringing more oversight from the legislature and 


others into what was left of Cover Oregon.   


Q Did you make any recommendations to the Governor regarding 


the future of Cover Oregon at that point?  


A I don't recall.  I know I prepared a talking point document 
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for him that he wanted -- he asked me to do.  Because he was going to 


call Cover Oregon board members individually and share with them his 


position on -- and how he arrived at it, about the future of Cover 


Oregon.  And, by the way, they disagreed and didn't do it.  


Q Did the Governor meet with Cover Oregon board members 


regularly, or have conversations with them --  


A You know, I really didn't keep track of when he was meeting 


with them.  So I don't know that.  I know he did meet with them, but 


I don't know when.  And I think they were reaching out to him as well.   


Q For exhibit 26, so earlier you testified to, when Ms.  


was asking you questions, that politics did not impact Cover Oregon 


decisions, correct?   


A Yes, I did.  


Q And this email references general election and good 


politics.  How do you reconcile your statement with this email?  


A Oh, I think that one indication or two or five out of 


thousands of documents during one of the most heated political and 


media-related events in Oregon's history, that there are a few times 


that there's a recognition doesn't, in any way, indicate that any of 


the decision-making around it was political.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 27 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MS.   


Q I'm introducing exhibit 27 into the record.  Just for when 


you're reading, I'm only going to cover the first page of the email 
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exchange, not the attachment.   


A Okay.  So I should start at the bottom.  Okay.  Uh-huh.  


Okay.  The creep thing.  Right.  Right.  Oh.  Okay.  Yeah.  Okay.   


Q Okay.  Is this an email exchange between you, Sean Kolmer, 


and Michael Bonetto from the end of April 2014?  


A It is.  


Q I want to direct your attention to the bottom of the first 


page where, on April 28th, 2014, Sean Kolmer writes, "Apologies for 


the call tonight.  Not as tight as needed to be and understand the 


frustration of what you all heard.  Will put something for us to review 


the next time we get together versus the free form format that does 


not lend itself to clarity of what we have already agreed we were doing 


and what we are doing moving forward."  Do you recall what happened 


during this call that he's apologizing for?  


A It was unfocused, unproductive.  I don't remember what the 


topic was, but it wasn't moving through an agenda.  I was late.  I want 


to say it was an 8:00 o'clock call.  People were tired.  It had been 


a really, really, really busy week.  And it was just kind of a 


revolving, not very productive call.  


Q Was the telephone conversation about Cover Oregon?  


A Yes.  It was something about --  


Q The topic was Cover Oregon?  


A Yes.  Yes. 


Q Do you recall who was on the call or some of the people on 


the call?  
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A At a minimum, it had me and Mike Bonetto on the call.  I 


don't recall if there were other people on it at 8:00 o'clock at night.  


Q Then you respond on April 29th, yes, I am very worried about 


the creep.  Mike --  


A I think you need to talk to the Governor again.  Is that 


where you are?   


Q I'm sorry.  "Mike, I think you need to talk to the Governor 


again if possible before he talks to George Brown.  May be too late.  


I do not think we are/were clear enough on the future of Cover Oregon.  


I regret that I wasn't more direct with him on the call."  Do you know 


who you weren't direct with on the call?  


A Oh, the Governor I think.  


Q So the Governor was also on the call?  


A I don't think it was this call.  It wasn't this call.  


Q It was a different call you had?  


A I think it must have been a different call.  He wasn't on 


the call at 8:00 o'clock at night.  


Q Okay.  But you regret that you weren't more direct with the 


Governor?  


A Uh-huh.  


Q What were you not direct with about to the Governor?  


A Probably on the process and timing of the discussion related 


to future of Cover Oregon.  


Q So what is the creep that George Brown might discuss with 


the Governor?  What do you mean by "the creep"?  
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A That, whether there was some ability or hope or opportunity 


to create a different kind, some different kind of entity, I really 


don't know, out of Cover Oregon that could address one of their, one 


of their stakeholder groups, that there was some -- I don't remember 


what constituency it was within Cover Oregon because I don't know all 


of the different people who were users of Cover Oregon, but there was 


one constituency that I think some of the board members were interested 


in trying to keep a portion of it alive and different.  


Q A portion of the technology alive?   


A No.  I don't think, I don't know whether it was about the 


technology.  It was about the way it was served.  It wasn't about 


Oracle, I don't think it was about that.  I'm sorry, I don't --  


Q So you don't know what George Brown wanted to keep the door 


open regarding?  


A I do recall that there was some urge, some interest out of 


George and a couple of them on trying to find a way to keep a part of 


Cover Oregon alive in a different way.  I really do remember that.  


Q When you say "George has heard our collective message about 


that, but even at board expressed his view that we should keep door 


open."  So when you say at board, do you mean at the --  


A I didn't say that.  


Q On April 29th, you say --  


A No.  I thought, so I thought that was Sean Kolmer saying --  


Q Oh, that's Sean Kolmer.  So Sean Kolmer, you're correct, 


sorry.  Sean Kolmer says --   
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A Sean was the Governor's healthcare adviser.  He was at the 


board meetings.  He was the guy who dealt with the board.  So he would 


know this.  


Q On April 29th, when he says "George was heard our collective 


message about this, but even at board, expressed his view that we should 


keep the door open," Sean Kolmer was referring to the April 25th Cover 


Oregon board meeting?  


A I bet, yes.  Uh-huh.  So it's on the record whatever that 


discussion was on the 25th.  So whatever that discussion was, then it 


occurred in that board meeting.  And he's reporting on it.  And he's 


saying George is going to go talk to the Governor about it, which is 


not inappropriate.  


Q And then on April 29th, you also emailed the group saying 


"OBP just announced that Liz Baxter on think out loud.  I thought we 


put a stake in that in Friday and Clyde was going to call her."   


A I was part of a call on Friday with everyone about the -- so 


it was Clyde Hamstreet was on the call.  Mike Bonetto was on the call.  


I think Sean was.  And this was all related to the communications after 


the Cover Oregon board had made their decision on the Federal exchange.  


And it was, you know, I can't think of many things there was more media 


around than there was this going to the Federal exchange.  New York 


Times was there; Wall Street Journal was there; NBC was there.  It was 


incredible.  And as part of that, I didn't suggest this, but as part 


of it, there was a collective agreement out of the group that Clyde 


was going to be the only spokesperson about the board's decision.  
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Clyde and his team had decided that, that they didn't want Cover Oregon 


board members going off randomly talking to the media, that they were 


trying to manage that activity.  And I heard on the radio that she was 


going to be appearing on a radio station.  And that's what resulted 


in the, I thought this was done, I thought this wasn't going to happen.  


Q Do you know why they wanted it to be structured in that way 


and not having the board members going to talk to the media?  


A I don't.  I think Clyde really embraced being the 


spokesperson for Cover Oregon, and wanted -- wanted to -- wanted that 


role.  And I think the Cover Oregon board members probably were tired 


of the scrutiny they had been getting from the media.  So I don't think 


it was a hostile thing at all.  


Q Were you familiar with the structure of how the Cover Oregon 


board was -- whether the executive, Clyde Hamstreet, served as the 


interim director of Cover Oregon, did he serve at the pleasure of the 


board?  


A He was hired by the board, yes.  


Q Okay.   


A And then I asked whether Clyde tried or not.   


Q I think we've already covered this a little earlier, but 


I just want to ask, do you have any insight into how Alex Pettit was 


chosen to serve as the interim chief information officer of Cover 


Oregon?  


A None.  


Q You said that the Governor's office was involved in the 
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decision to hire Clyde Hamstreet at Cover Oregon?  


A Yes, to some extent they were.  They -- the decision to hire 


Clyde was the board's.  But the Governor had reached out to Clyde.  So 


Bruce Goldberg had been asked to leave.  So there was a leadership 


vacuum at Cover Oregon.  They were facing a whole series of structural, 


lots of staff changeover and some financial difficulties.  And the 


Governor called Clyde, who he had met in other circumstances, about 


possible names for the board to consider.  And I think out of that, 


he thought that Clyde might be the right candidate and went to the 


executive, chief executive officer of the State and to the board chair 


and handed him over, Clyde over to them to have a discussion about 


whether there was anything mutually interesting to the people involved.  


And then they took it from there.  


Q Okay.  Thank you.  Did you work with Clyde Hamstreet while 


he was worked at Cover Oregon at all?  


A Some.  


Q And when you say some, when did you work with Clyde 


Hamstreet?  


A Primarily when he requested it.  


Q So what did you work with Clyde Hamstreet on regarding Cover 


Oregon?  


A He -- he called and asked to meet with me about his 


presentations to -- he was going to do some sort of introductory 


walk-through with a bunch of legislators, and maybe the press.  I'm 


not sure whether the press was there at the same time.  And he called 
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and said he was going to do it.  I was concerned that he wasn't prepared 


for the intensity of the questions he was getting.  He was a businessman 


who led a relatively important but quiet life.  And I think the 


attention around this and the intensity of the questions could have 


been surprising to him.   


So I -- he had asked for, he had asked for some advice.  And so 


after talking to him, I thought he needed some advice.  And I gave it 


to him.  


Q Where did you get the information that you gave to him as 


advice?  Who did you get that information from?  


A Oh, about the -- how he communicated about himself?  That 


was all about me.  That came from me.  It wasn't about Cover Oregon.  


It was about how to present himself on what he had done in the past 


and answer those kind of questions.  It was basic communication, 


executive director stuff.  


Q And when you were advising Clyde Hamstreet, were you working 


in your capacity as an unpaid adviser to the Governor or --  


A He called me probably in that capacity, yeah.   


Q And are you familiar with the report put together by Clyde 


Hamstreet during his time at Cover Oregon?  


A I am.  


Q Did you have any conversation with Clyde Hamstreet about 


that report?  


A No, I didn't.  


Q Did you have any conversations with Michael Bonetto about 
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the Hamstreet report?  


A I did.  There was some back and forth from others about when 


it was going to be released and how it was going to be released.  I 


don't think I participated in weighing in on that.  


Q When did you learn about the Hamstreet report?  


A I have no idea.  


Q Do you remember vaguely a month or --  


A I know he left in July of, July, middle of July of 2014.  


I'm not sure when the report, whether the report was as he was leaving 


or before or after, but it was a final report so it was somewhere around 


there.  


Q Did you have any conversations with John Kitzhaber about 


the Hamstreet report?  


A I don't think so.  


Q So you don't recall any conversations with --  


A I don't recall having a conversation about it.  


Q What were your thoughts on the Hamstreet report?  


A I don't think I reviewed the Hamstreet report until there 


was a conclusion drawn by a press person about a comment that Clyde 


made that it applied to me.  And that was the first time I knew about 


the comment.  And I don't think it applied to me.  And the comment in 


the press was taken out of context.  


Q So were you involved in any discussions about whether Clyde 


Hamstreet would issue a written report or give an oral report?  


A I know that there was a discussion about whether he would 
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or not.  I don't recall having any, any interest in that topic.   


Q Do you know of anyone who attended the oral report given 


to Clyde Hamstreet?  


A Did he give an oral report?  I thought he gave a written 


report.  


Q His written report was a draft report.  So he had an oral 


report.   


A Oh, yeah, no, I don't know who, I don't recall knowing who 


met with him.  I didn't.  


Q Okay. 


A If you interview Clyde, I hope you will ask him whether that 


applied to me.  Because I don't think it did.  I really don't.  He kind 


of liked me.   


Q If what applied to you, I'm sorry?   


A If that quote applied to me --  


Q What quote?  


A I think there was a quote about politics --   


Q Do you remember what that --  


A -- in Federal -- well, you guys used it in it your letter, 


the letter that you sent me.   


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 28 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MS.   


Q I'm introducing exhibit 28 into the record.  It's an email 


with a memo on the back.   
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A October 14th?   


Q October 14th, 2014.   


A Oh, I didn't write this.  


Q Do you know who wrote this memo?   


A So how did I get this?  And who am I sending it to?  


Attachment, forward, I didn't write this.  This is not, I wouldn't have 


referred to him as Mr. Hamstreet's finding.  So somebody drafted 


language out of the Governor's office to respond to the report and sent 


it to me.  Begin forwarded message.  


Q I was wondering if you remembered anything about this 


memo --  


A No.   


Q -- or where you got it from?  


A No.  I don't.  


Q You did not draft this report about the --  


A No.  I didn't draft this.  This is not me.  That's not my 


language.  I didn't draft this.  I think it was drafted in response 


to some inquiry or something in the Governor's office, and they sent 


me a copy of it.  But, no, I didn't, not me.   


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 29 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MS.   


Q Thank you.  I'm introducing exhibit 29 into the record.   


A What is this?  Oh, yeah.  Yes.   


Q So is this an email exchange between you and Clyde Hamstreet 
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on July 8th, 2014?  


A It is.  


Q At the bottom of the email exchange, Clyde Hamstreet emails, 


I'm guessing, Mike Bonetto and you?  


A Right.  


Q And he says he's attached a draft of questions he proposes 


that be asked in a survey.  Why was Clyde Hamstreet sending you draft 


questions that he proposed were asked in a survey for Cover Oregon in 


July?   


A I have no idea.  And this was, I have no idea, other than 


I think he knew that I had a background in doing polling generally, 


and how to do this.  I thought the whole idea of Cover Oregon doing 


a poll was just the stupidest idea on Earth.  


Q Why did you think that?  


A I don't think -- and they hadn't thought about what they 


were going to do with the information, how they were going to use it, 


who was going to pay for it, and all of the stuff that's going on, that 


they're spending money on a poll, I never looked at the document.  I 


have no idea what it was asking.  And the elevated interest around Cover 


Oregon in July, when there had just been this debacle and series of 


decisions, it's unlikely they could get any valuable information at 


that point.  I don't know who got to him or why he wanted to do it.  


But it made no sense to me.  And without ever knowing what it was for, 


it made no sense to me.  


Q So you responded that Clyde, you got my text last Monday --  
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A It's a bad idea.  


Q So you said it was a bad idea without looking at the 


document -- 


A I didn't even look at the document. 


Court Reporter.  One at a time. 


Mr.   Please try to let each other finish. 


BY MS.  


Q So you said this was a bad idea, but you don't, you didn't 


look at the document?  


A It was hard to understand from my perspective.  Again, I 


wasn't a decision maker.  He reached out to me and wanted my opinion 


on it because I think he valued my ability and communications and all 


sorts of other things.  And there was no way I could understand where 


the money was going to come from for it, who was going to pay for it, 


why it would be justified in front of the taxpayers right now about 


Cover Oregon doing a poll.  It was the last kind of public scrutiny 


questioning and doubt about what they were spending their time and 


energy doing.  What it was testing was irrelevant to me.  It didn't 


matter because it was not a good idea.  


Q So do you know if the poll was ever conducted?  


A I don't think it was.  If it was, and none of those bad 


things happened, then I was wrong.  


Q And say "Clyde, you got my text last Monday."  And so when 


he sent this email, did you initially reply to him in a text message?  


A I must have.  
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Q Did you often text message Clyde --  


A No.  I didn't often text then actually.  I text more now.  


Who did the "Do you have time to meet?"  Because I think that's from 


Clyde.   


Q I'm not sure.  This is how it was produced I think from you.  


I'm not sure. 


A Yeah.  It is.  Yeah.  And I think I was traveling which is 


why I texted, on July 8th, I think I was out of the Portland and was 


in Bend.  So I think I texted him.  


Q Did you ever text any other individuals that worked on Cover 


Oregon?  


A Yes.   


Q Who did you text?  


A Who worked on Cover Oregon?  I texted Tim occasionally.  


And primarily, with Mike Bonetto, we texted to establish times for 


meetings, times for calls.  


Q Did you ever text Governor Kitzhaber about Cover Oregon?  


A I smile only that he -- he couldn't even print off 


documents.  So texting was not his chosen way of communicating.  If 


we did, I don't recall it.   


Q Okay.  Thank you.  Each of -- a lot of the things you said 


today is you were really focused on the communications as an unpaid 


adviser for the Governor.  


A Yes. 


Q So I was just wondering in that role, what was your 
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communication strategy for Cover Oregon when you became involved in 


the project?  


A To identify what decisions needed to be made in order for 


it to move forward with a successful Web site and enrollment in 2014.   


Q Did you think it was important to try and pivot or change 


the dialogue in the media for Cover Oregon?   


A Yes, I did.   


Q Did you have a proposal how you thought that would be best 


possible to achieve?  


A By being clear about what the decisions were, and by showing 


forward-leaning actions that moved us away from the swirl of it not 


working, and constructively show a direction by which it could work 


and begin to enroll people.  


Q And did you have any major concerns with the way that the 


media was covering Cover Oregon?  


A Yeah.   


Q What were those?  


A That it was an endless, relentless drumbeat of failure.   


Q Thanks.  So you just said that you wanted to make forward 


actions.  What were the forward actions that you were referring to?   


A I didn't know what they should be.  I thought there needed 


to be constructive forward actions.  I didn't know what they should 


be.  And that was part of understanding what the decision and timeline 


needed to be in order for there to be a working Web site in 2014.  


Q And so through that process that you participated in 
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throughout April was to figure out those forward actions?  


A Well, I think the IT committee and the Cover Oregon board, 


through the work they were doing, were laying out what was necessary 


for it to work.  I was -- once it was laid out, I was able to help 


identify it as a sequence of activities, and be able to describe it 


in a way with the Governor so that he understood and could use it as 


a way to explain to the world what was happening, what they could look 


forward to.   


When he went into an editorial board, to be able to say, this was 


huge, to be able to say the IT committee is going to meet on such and 


such a date, whether he said it's likely or it may not, or they're 


looking at the Federal exchange, and that the Cover Oregon board, we 


hope, will have -- those were really important things for a Governor 


to be able to say to the world at large when all of the swirl was going 


on out there.  


Q Okay.  So one of the most important things was just for him 


to have definitive things to say about Cover Oregon?  


A That's a great way of putting it.   


Q Okay.  So thank you.  I appreciate that.  Next, I want to 


a little bit talk about -- are you familiar with the Committee on 


Oversight and Government Reform holding a hearing in April 2014 titled 


"Examining Obamacare's Problem-filled State Exchanges"?  


A When?   


Q It was April 2014 --  


A Yeah.  It's the one where I edited the testimony, that one, 
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yes.  


Q So Bruce Goldberg was invited to testify for Cover Oregon.  


And Gregory Van Pelt was chosen to testify instead.  Is that correct?  


A I'm sorry, ask me that again.  


Q Did Gregory Van Pelt testify on behalf of Cover Oregon?  


A He did.  


Q Do you know how Gregory Van Pelt was decided to be the one 


to testify?  


A No.  What do I know about that besides my other piece?  


Bruce Goldberg broke his leg.  So Bruce Goldberg broke his leg.  I 


don't know, I don't think it was to avoid the hearing.  I think it was, 


like, the day before or 2 -- it was literally right then.  And the first 


I think I knew about it was an email from Mike Bonetto where he was, 


again, informing all of us that this was going to be a media event.  


It was coming up, that the committee had asked, that Bruce was unable 


to go, and that there needed to be a conversation about who would appear 


on the State's behalf.  


Q And then you said that you edited the testimony for the 


hearing?  


A Well, other people claim that, as an extension of my broad 


power and reach, that I took congressional testimony and altered it.  


I would describe it slightly differently.  


Q How would you describe it?  


A That the Governor's office sent to a handful of people, not 


just me, but others, the proposed testimony for Greg Van Pelt, who I 
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have never met, and on a very short turn-around, maybe 12 hours, or 


24-hour notice, and asked if we would review the testimony, other people 


review the testimony.  And I think many people reviewed the testimony.  


I did it in about a nanosecond, and made proposed edits that were so 


meaningless, they were, they had to do with where a paragraph was, and 


moving a paragraph around, and submitted those edits back to the 


Governor's office, and had no idea whether they were going to be 


accepted or not.  


Q Do you know why the Governor's office was arranging the 


appearance of Gregory Van Pelt rather than Cover Oregon?  


A Well, I assume it was in coordination with Bruce Goldberg.  


And he probably felt that he -- I mean, I would assume Bruce and the 


Governor would talk to the Governor's office about this, because you're 


Congress.  It's kind of a big deal.  It's going to be a media thing.  


And I think the Governor would be expected to be informed about that.  


And there was a cooperative working relationship.  I mean, it 


wasn't -- so I'm not surprised by that, that the Governor's office would 


be involved in that conversation.  


Q And other than your comments about the testimony, did you 


do anything else to help prepare for the hearing?  


A I know that on -- well, just talking about one of those items 


you showed me earlier, we had a conversation in one of those meetings 


about what was the -- these are my words now -- what was going to be 


the media spillover on all of it?  And who was going to respond to what 


the questions were going to be coming out of the congressional hearing 
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on it?  What was the Governor's office and others hoping to achieve 


out of all of that?  I did participate in a conversation about that.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 30 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MS.   


Q Thank you.  I'm introducing exhibit 30 into the record.  


Just so you know, I'm going to ask you questions about your email to 


John Kitzhaber in the middle of the first page.   


A Okay.  


Q And so would you describe the middle email --  


A Don't be disheartened.  George Mitchell had 843 


consecutive days of failure before he had a productive meeting 


brokering peace in Ireland?  I love that.   


Q So on May 19th, 2014, did you send an email to John Kitzhaber 


with the subject line "Cover Oregon messaging"?  


A I responded to his email.  


Q So you responded to one of his emails?  


A I didn't initiate this.  It was in response.  


Q John Kitzhaber initiated the conversation?  


A Yes.   


Q And you responded to his email?  


A Yes.   


Q In the middle of the first paragraph, in your response to 


John Kitzhaber, you say "This is going to be a long, slow turn, 


incremental, Fed Web site, next Oracle, the working Web site.  We need 
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to show the taxpayers that we are going after the money.  It doesn't 


really matter if it is $200 million or $40, or how many people enrolled 


until we make it clear that we're going after the money.   


A Yes.   


Q And so was this what you saw as a Cover Oregon messaging 


strategy?   


A It was for the Governor talking about how he talked about 


it, absolutely.  And this was May 20th.  It was after the Federal 


exchange.  We had already gone to the Federal Web site.  And he's, he's 


talking in here about holding Oracle accountable.  That's part of what 


he wants to do.   


Q So you thought it was good strategy for the media was a long, 


slow turn, incremental, Fed Web site --  


A Well, I would rather it would have been a faster turn.  I 


didn't want a long, slow turn.  It was going to take a really long time 


in order to build back confidence in the leadership and the direction 


of Cover Oregon.  It wasn't going to be quick.  It wasn't going to be 


quick.  And since, I don't know when, since January, the Governor had 


made it clear that he was interested in, first, holding the State 


accountable, but then, figuring out what the cost had been to taxpayers, 


and going after Oracle to recover some of those costs.  


Q So it had been a discussion you guys had been having?  


A The State had stopped paying them.  So other people had that 


conversation long before I was involved.  


Q So did you talk to Governor Kitzhaber about this plan to 
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make a long, slow, incremental turn?  When did you first have this 


conversation with Kitzhaber not when other people were discussing it?  


A I think I'm responding to his email where he's expressing 


wanting to be on offense rather than defense.  And I'm suggesting 


that's right, yes, but recognizing that he would like it to happen much 


more quickly, that it would be -- that the media and everyone would 


begin to have the confidence again in Cover Oregon and healthcare 


reform.  And it wasn't going to be quick.  The damage had been real. 


Mr.   We're going to have a few more questions.  So we'll 


take a break here.
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[4:28 p.m.]  


BY MS.   


Q Okay.  Ms. McCaig, I want to ask you a couple follow-up 


questions from some of the questions you were asked in the last hour.  


In the last round you said that the Governor asked you and some other 


people to review testimony being submitted to this committee, Mr. Van 


Pelt's testimony?   


A The Governor's communications director.  


Q Okay.  Did you think there was anything improper about 


that?  


A None.  


Q Okay.  And I want to call your attention back to exhibit 30.  


Yeah, it's actually the last one.   


A Oh.  


Q You also said in the last hour that since January, the 


Governor made clear that he wanted to hold someone accountable for the 


failing Web site.  Is that correct?  


A Yes.  


Q And in this email, the Governor suggested going after Oracle 


for the failing Web site, correct?  


A Correct.  He has it in the back.   


Q Right.  I'll direct your attention to page 2 of this 


document.  I think you're referring to the last sentence where it says, 


quote, "We will go after Oracle for the difference and perhaps damages."  


So the Governor did suggest -- he was the first one to suggest going 
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after Oracle, correct?  


A Well, he actually -- I hadn't seen that.  Up above he says, 


I have held people inside State government and Cover Oregon, 


accountable for the failed Web site, and now we're going to hold Oracle 


accountable.  But our work to transfer Oregon's healthcare system has 


not missed a step.  That was clearly his direction for a long time.  


Q And so this wasn't your idea or your suggestion?  


A No.  


Q Okay.  In this email response back to the Governor, you were 


just advising the Governor of communications strategies on the issues 


that he brought up in the email?  


A Yes.  


Q Okay.  Great.  I'm done.  We can go off the record.   


[Recess.] 


BY MR.  


Q Hi, Ms. McCaig, just one quick thing that we wanted to bring 


up.  Do you know who Liani Reeves is?  


A I do.  


Q And can you describe who Liani Reeves is.   


A She was Governor Kitzhaber's legal counsel.  


Q How often would you speak with Liani in your role either 


as an unpaid adviser or communications strategist for the Governor?  


A I don't believe I ever had a phone conversation or meeting 


with her.  


Q Do you have her email?  
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A I don't believe I ever emailed her directly, no.  


Q Was information, that Liani was working on it, ever shared 


with you?  


A Yes.  


Q Okay.  What was that information?  


A It would depend on the topic and whether the chief of staff 


and the Governor thought I should see it.  


Q And can you elaborate on generally what you were seeing.  


I presume it was related to Cover Oregon.   


A Some of it was related to Cover Oregon.  What was it about 


Cover Oregon?  I don't recall it being significant enough that I can 


recall it right now.  


Q All right.  How did you become aware that the committee 


wanted to interview you?  


A I have no -- I recall the letter, but I don't recall any 


other contact.  


Q Okay.  After learning that we wanted to interview you, who 


did you talk to concerning our interview?  


A I'm sorry.  So you're talking about the initial request 


that came with the letter to provide the material or the actual 


testimony?   


Q Testimony itself.   


A Ah, the testimony.   


Ms.   Are you asking like who in the world she talked to?  


I'm sure you mean something more specific.   
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BY MR.  


Q I'm just curious, like, who did you solicit advice from?   


A Got it.  Is another way of asking that how did I prepare?   


Q Yeah.   


A Okay.  Now I'm tracking.  I did a couple of things, as you 


know.  I have nobody covering any of my costs for any of my attorney 


fees on anything, because I wasn't a State employee so I have no -- and 


Oracle has -- well, so in order to prepare, I reviewed the letter from 


the committee where you outlined the issues.  I reviewed my responsive 


documents.  I hadn't talked to anybody yet.  I reviewed my responsive 


documents.   


And then I reviewed Oracle's lawsuit against me and the responsive 


documents that were provided in that.  Oracle has also subpoenaed me 


for information in their lawsuit that the State brought against 


Oracle -- all the same claims.  Nothing different, all the same.   


And in the context of that, I spoke with the attorney who's 


representing me in the Oracle lawsuit about the discovery materials 


and the similarities between those materials and what had been 


provided.   


Q Is the attorney representing you in the Oracle lawsuit 


Ms. Hoffman?  


A No, that's the Governor's criminal defense attorney.  


Q Oh, I'm sorry.   


A That's okay.  That's like really --  


Q Who was the attorney advising you on that?   
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A Maureen Leonard.  


Q Okay.  And did you consult with Per Ramfjord about your 


testimony today?  


A I had a conversation.  Maureen had him in the room on the 


format and the process of going through a deposition.  


Q Okay.  And can you describe what information he shared with 


you?   


Ms.    could we go off the record for a second.   


Mr.   Sure. 


[Discussion off the record.] 


Mr.   So can you share with us the advice that Per gave you 


about how to prepare for today.   


Ms.   I think that misstates facts in evidence.  I don't 


think the witness has testified that Per told her how to prepare for 


today.   


BY MR.  


Q Let me broaden that.  What did Per tell you specifically 


about today's testimony?   


A Be concise, talk slowly, that the room was cold, what the 


table looked like, that I wouldn't be in front of a testimony, like 


in a committee hearing.  It was the process and nature of a debate -- of 


a deposition.  


Q Okay.  And did Per share with you any information or 


specifics of what was asked or discussed during Mr. Bonetto's 


deposition?   
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A No.  


Q Why did you not choose to come voluntarily to this?  


A Intentionally, I thought I would be better served to be on 


the record and to have a focused questioning and answer.  My experience 


thus far hasn't been very pleasant with how I've been represented in 


the media and in a lawsuit, and it has been personally costly and 


grueling.  And I felt my best protection was to be here and to be deposed 


and to have it on the record.   


Q Okay.  Originally, we had subpoenaed you for February 1, 


but you asked to reschedule.  Why was that?  


A Because I had a personal trip that I had planned for.  It 


had already been on the books when I got the subpoena in January.   


Q Okay.  And where did you go?  


A Texas.  Big Bend, Texas, National Park.  


Q Really.  For what purpose, Big Bend?  


A It was a personal trip.  


Q And how long were you there for?  


A Eight days.  


Q And did you have any conversations with anybody that advised 


you to push for a later date for this deposition?  


A No.  


Q Did you discuss Mr. Bonetto's deposition with anyone?  


A No.  


Ms.   Object to the extent that it refers to her knowing 


anything about Mr. Bonetto's deposition.   
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Mr.   I think we've already disclosed that she did, but 


that's in the record.   


The   I did.   


Ms.   It seems like the questioning implies before today.   


BY MR.  


Q Just to be clear, you had a conversation with Per Ramfjord, 


who is Mr. Bonetto's attorney?  


A Uh-huh.  


Q And he let you know he was at a deposition featuring 


Mr. Bonetto?   


A Uh-huh.  


Q So you understand that Mr. Bonetto had a deposition?  


A Yes, I do.   


Q All right.  We're just going to try to clean up here, so 


apologies if we jump around a little bit.  But it's 744.  This is 


exhibit 31.   


A This is August?   


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 31 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MR.  


Q August 31, 2014, correct.   


A Okay.   


Q Let me know when you're ready.   


A Yes.   


Q Okay.  And you'll see that the subject line of this 
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information is a long -- or subject of this email is a long conversation 


with JK.  JK, I presume, is Governor Kitzhaber?  


A Yes.  


Q Okay.  In the email you say, he may reach out to you.  It 


comes down to the importance of George and the bigger agenda.  JK is 


weighing the options of the plan we laid out versus delaying until after 


November.  I did point out, if we do the leadership now plan 


successfully that it may be possible that it is a George and board issue, 


not JK.  Whether that would make George less upset, I don't know.  


Personally, I'd like to clarity of a position to close Cover Oregon 


down.  It just seems to let the steam out of so much of the attacks?   


What do you mean by until after November?  


A The Oregon legislature, there is sort of a ramp up to this.  


This is August 31, and I have to get my -- so besides the issue of going 


to the Federal exchange, in June, July, and August, Cover Oregon was 


confronted with other embarrassing issues that did not have to do with 


the Federal exchange.   


One was Clyde Hamstreet offered $650,000 in buyouts to employees 


that was unknown to anybody and it was a shock in the legislature and 


everyone became upset about it.   


In another, there were inappropriate expense accounts, which 


included roundtrip tickets to Hawaii, and alcohol.  Financially, they 


won a lot of money but it wasn't helpful to the Cover Oregon's.   


And there was another one that had to do with -- and I'm not sure 


that that was before August or not, but I think it was -- the 
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inappropriate tax credits which meant that there was some issue that 


was not good.   


And in August, I believe the first drum beat started to occur from 


the legislature -- well, it happened in January.  There were people 


who won it.  But there was a discussion at the board level and at the 


legislative level whether to bring up the topic of closing down Cover 


Oregon at the September board meeting or waiting until their next 


scheduled board meeting, which was in November.   


If you're asking me whether it was election related, it wasn't.  


It had to do with a legislative calendar or a Cover Oregon board meeting 


calendar.  


Q And what were you discussing regarding George Brown?  


A I had not talked to George.  I think this has been told to 


me that -- and this was difficult for the Governor.  George did not 


want to close down Cover Oregon, and it was personal to him, and he 


was -- "disappointed" may be too strong of a word, but he was engaging 


the Governor in that conversation about the Governor's position to 


close down Cover Oregon.  And the Governor was struggling back and 


forth with the options that were possible.  


Q And why did you think at this time that closing Cover Oregon 


down let so much steam out of the attacks?  


A It was an embarrassment to everybody involved.  It was 


beyond just the failed Web site.  That was enough of an embarrassment.  


The attorney general had, I believe, by then released her decision that 


she was going after Oracle, not just for false claims, which is what 
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we in the Governor's letter had requested her to look at, but she had 


announced that she was going after them for fraud and racketeering in 


addition to false claims.   


So all of this was the culture that was the Cover Oregon dark cloud 


that was out there in August and September.  So in my view -- and the 


Governor was struggling with this -- it was a discussion about was 


there -- what was the appropriate next steps with Cover Oregon.  And 


that was my reaction that it would let the steam out of so much of it.  


Q And did you speak with Michael Bonetto after this email?  


What did he think of your opinion?  


A I doubt if I arrived at this opinion without -- he's on the 


email.  So I don't think there was any distance between Mike, or Tim, 


or I in this conversation at all.  


Q Okay.  And you mentioned that -- or this email took place 


on August 31, and before you had mentioned that you were waiting until 


after November, because that was the next time the board for Cover 


Oregon met?  


A I believe that's right.  


Q It's your testimony then that you do not believe the board 


met between August 31 and after November?  


A I don't recall.  But I think the August 31 is not the board 


meeting.  I think there's an upcoming board meeting in September versus 


November.  


Q So why was it important to wait until -- you just said that 


waiting until after November was related to a board meeting after there.  
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Why not do it at the board meeting in September?   


A I think that's what the conversation was about.  I think 


that it was a September versus November issue, and that's why George 


was in, talking that there was an upcoming board meeting.  I believe 


that was the nature of it.  


Q Ms.  has asked you several times today about the 


nature of using public versus private email accounts.  And I'd just 


like to use this as an example.  This is your private email account, 


correct?  


A I only had one.  


Q And you sent it to the private email account to Mr. Bonetto, 


Sean Kolmer, and Tim Raphael.   


A Uh-huh.  


Q Do you know if these emails are archived by the State?  


A I believe Tim's weren't because he didn't work for the 


State, but I believe that Bonetto's emails were archived.  


Q And why do you believe that?  


A Because I know he's had public records requests and 


delivered them.  I don't know about Sean.  


Q I'm curious, if you only had one private email request, have 


you been the subject of public records requests?  


A I haven't had any public records requests except for Oracle 


and you guys. 


Q Okay.  So I'm just curious, like if a private citizen in 


Oregon wanted to see these emails, you're advising a couple of Oregon 
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issues, would they be able to have access to your emails?  


A No.  Only if I were in communication with an elected 


official.  As a private person, another private person doesn't have 


access to my emails.  As a private person who is in any deliberations 


on State business -- and it, by the way, needs to be a deliberation, 


right.  It needs to be something tangible -- the law requires the State 


employee, regardless of the server, to keep their emails.  And that's 


how it would become public.   


So if you wanted to know whether I had contact on an issue that 


was important, the way you would know that is through my involvement 


with my State employee --  


Q Okay.  And then when was it -- I'm sorry.   


A -- besides asking me.   


Q When was it publicly disclosed that you were working for 


the Governor in an unpaid capacity?  


A I think there was a news report speculating that I was going 


to be advising him in early February.   


Q Okay.  And then you received our first inquiry about this 


on April 17, 2015, correct?  


A Yeah, April 2015.  


Q And have you spoken with Michael Bonetto about Cover Oregon 


since receiving that letter?  


A Yes.  


Q Okay.   


A Have I spoken to him about Cover Oregon or spoken to him?   
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Q Spoken to him about Cover Oregon or this investigation.   


A No, but I have spoken to Mike since then.  


Q This investigation or Cover Oregon has not come up since?  


A Only to the extent that I received a letter.  


Q Okay.  And have you spoken with Tim Raphael about --  


A Yes.  


Q And did you speak about Cover Oregon in this investigation?  


A Yes, I did with Tim.  


Q Okay.  And what did you talk about with him?  


A That I had been subpoenaed, that I was coming back.  He is 


one of the codefendants on the Oracle stuff, and I think that was pretty 


much it.  


Q And have you spoken with John Kitzhaber about Cover Oregon 


since receiving our letter?  


A No, I haven't.  


Q Have you spoken since receiving our letter?  


A Since what. 


Q Since receiving our letter.  Have you spoken with him at 


all?  


A I have spoken with him.  I have not spoken with him at all 


about Cover Oregon or about this investigation.  


Q And when was the last time you spoke with Mr. Bonetto?  


A On the anniversary of the Governor's resignation, which was 


about 10 days ago.  It was February 18, and it was not about this.  It 


was --  
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Q This committee's investigation did not come up at that time?  


A No, it didn't.  


Q Do you currently work with Mr. Bonetto in any capacity?  


A No.  


Q And when was the last time you spoke with Mr. Kitzhaber?  


A I haven't spoken to him since Thanksgiving.  I've had some 


notes from him though, probably two or three, one over the holidays.  


They were personal in nature.   


Q All right.  This is exhibit 32.  I'll give you some time 


to review this.   


A May 25.  Yes.   


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 32 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MR.  


Q And I'm only going to be asking you, it looks like, about 


the first page here.   


A All right.  


Q In this email you say, "To make sure we are all on the same 


page, the proposed list of actions currently in the works are," and 


then there's A --  


A Okay, where are you?   


Q I'm sorry.  It's right after the red writing there.   


A Okay. 


Q "To make sure we are all on the same page, the proposed list 


of actions currently in the works are:  A, Governor's letter to the 
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AG."  You'll see A, B, C, D.  I'm going to go through each one of these 


individually.   


The first proposal is Governor's letter to the AG requesting 


expedited action to pursue damages from Oracle.  Who came up with that 


idea?  


A The Governor and the State of Oregon hired a law firm in 


February or January to investigate its options on recovering the losses 


associated with the failed Web site.  So it had been in the works about 


whether to move forward on that for months.  


Q And how were you informed of this as a potential option for 


an action?  


A The Governor had consistently in many of the materials that 


you brought forward talked about a very methodical process to deal with 


the State issues, the ones he was directly responsible for, and then 


turn his sights on the appropriate way to hold Oracle accountable.  So 


this was consistent with the Governor's intention of moving forward.  


Q Okay.  And then, maybe in the interest of saving time, 


you'll see that B, C, and D provide other options here.  I imagine the 


answer might be the same.  So how did you come up with those specific 


actions?  


A I don't think that they were -- and maybe I misunderstood 


you -- they weren't alternative options.  It was if the Governor was 


going to decide to move forward on requesting an expedited action to 


pursue damages from Oracle, that there would be a package of things 


that he would do in response to the other issues that people had raised 
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as potential ways of recovering damages.  These were all ideas that 


had come forward.  


Q Okay.  And in drafting this email, did you consult with 


anybody at the time of putting it together?  


A All of this was a compilation of at least everybody on this 


cc list and others' thoughts about what options might exist.  


Q Can you go through the others that were consulted in 


relating to this.   


A Mike, Sean, Tim.  I don't believe that Mark or Kevin were 


part of this.  The Governor was clearly part of it.   


Q How was the decision made of who to send letters to about 


Oracle?  


A Well, these were just options.  So, in fact, some of this 


didn't happen.  B didn't happen.  D, I don't think D happened.  So, 


again, it was the proposed list of actions, and in order to move forward 


with the proposed list of actions you've got to work through and see 


whether there's something there to be done, and how credible it is.  


And that's what we were identifying is what were the options. 


Q Did you consult with anyone from Cover Oregon when creating 


these lists?  


A No, I didn't.   


Q Do you think they should have been consulted?  


A No, actually.  This was the Governor's issue.  


Q Okay.  You mentioned this was an ongoing issue, but in 


creating this email and the list of things, what materials did you reply 
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upon to draft this up?  


A What materials did I use to draft -- to come up with this 


list?   


Q Uh-huh.   


A Conversations with folks about -- brainstorming with folks 


about what possible items would be appropriate.  


Q Okay.   


A Identify the two or three most appropriate, yeah.  So --  


Q It appears there weren't many replies to this.  Did you get 


responses from John Kitzhaber about what he wanted to do here?  


A I'm surprised there aren't responses to this.  So let me 


think about that.  Well, so this was to John summarizing what we were 


all working on, so I'm not surprised that I didn't hear back from any 


of these people.  


It was a summary of what we had discussed and what the work plan 


was.  That's really what this was, was a description of the work plan.  


We're working on the actions, which is the basis for the Governor's 


announcement.   


So the Governor had already told us clearly that he was 


considering making an announcement of his intent to pursue Oracle.  I 


didn't initiate that, and so that's what the intent is, and this is 


the work plan that's going to go with delivering that for the Governor.  


Q And did you speak with Mike Bonetto about this email?  


A I don't know if directly about this email -- well, yes.  


There are elements of this that we all participated in in the 
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development.  There was a mini draft to an AG letter.  There was a 


discussion about pursuing the investment counsel that Mike was engaged 


in, and somebody on the staff figured out a reason that that didn't 


work.  I don't recall the Wyden, Merkley, GAO, and I think we ended 


up for some reason -- so Mike was needing all of that.  I was describing 


the work plan to get it done.   


Q I'd like to introduce exhibit 33.   


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 33 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MR.    


Q This is another email.  I'll giver you time to review that.  


Let me know when you're ready.   


A Okay.   


Q This is an email from Governor Kitzhaber to you and Mike 


Bonetto?  


A Yes.  


Q And he drafted the memorandum that's attached to it?  


A He drafted the memorandum, yes.  


Q Do you know what happened the day before that caused him 


to write the memo?  


A I do.  


Q Yeah, what happened?  


A I do.  It was awful.  We had a -- he had a guy who was 


mentally imbalanced.  I want to be careful about that because I don't 


know if that was -- but he was a State police risk.  He was a serious 
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risk to the Governor and had followed him around.  And then there was 


a particular news station which was particularly hostile to the 


Governor on the Cover Oregon stuff.   


And there was a combustible moment where this guy who was 


dangerous and said horrific things to the Governor and shouted them 


out in very inappropriate ways.  And channel 2 and a couple of reporters 


caught the Governor by himself, and it was just not pleasant.  It was 


really not pleasant.  


Q This sounds like something that the Governor wouldn't 


forget, it seems like you're saying, that it was a pretty bad incident.   


A Yeah.  It was a -- for this Governor, being unprepared 


really bothers him.  Some people are quick on their feet.  And he's 


pretty quick on his feet, but he likes being prepared.  


Q Do you know if -- were you present when this happened?  


A No.  


Q Was Mike Bonetto present or --  


A No.  It was on the news.  So other news people filmed this 


thing happening, and it was played on the channels that night, showing 


the Governor kind of --  


Q Where did this take place?  


A Outside of public speaking event that he was going into at 


Portland State University, if I remember correctly.  So he was -- I 


think -- did he use the word here "ambushed"?  This fits -- I think 


he used that word here, and that's the way he felt, and he -- it really 


upset him.  
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Q And did you talk to Mike Bonetto about this incident?  


A We all talked about it.  Part of it was the -- Mike had to 


deal with State police issues as well because the Governor was moved 


from one place to another in a way that he wasn't protected, so there 


were -- there was a whole series of --  


Q Oh, so Mr. Bonetto, as a result of this incident, would have 


to handle the security relating to it?  


A Yeah, right.   


Q So the memo on the second page here, and it's the beginning 


of the third --  


A Sandini is the guy who was the person who had a concealed 


weapon permit and the State police had been watching him.  And so that's 


the name of the guy who I was speaking about.  


Q And actually, I'm sorry, I guess it would be just the first 


page of the memo.  It's the second page of the email.  And you'll see 


down here at the bottom where it says, "We are totally on the defensive 


now.  Cover Oregon has derailed any forward momentum." 


What do you think the Governor meant by that?  


A That he felt that he had lost the ability to talk about and 


raise the other issues on his agenda that were really important to him.  


Q And then if you go to the last page, you'll see that there 


are all these arrow bullet points here.  I'd like to ask you about the 


last paragraph right above those.  It begins with, "And yet, we can't 


seem to compete with the free independent expenditure campaign that 


the Cover Oregon issue is giving to Dennis Richardson."   
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And you testified to this earlier, but who is Dennis Richardson?  


A Dennis Richardson was his Republican opponent in the 


general election.  


Q And what do you believe he meant by "free independent 


expenditure campaign"?   


A That it was an issue of incredible public intensity, and 


that it was being coopted and used extensively in some very political 


ways in electoral politics.  


Q And just to ask again, you had testified earlier that 


politics never came into any Cover Oregon decision.  So how do you 


reconcile the Governor's statement here about the free independent 


expenditure campaign with the idea that it never came into play?  


A Well, he said that we can't compete with a free independent 


expenditure campaign.  And what he's talking about there is his ability 


to get messages out about other kinds of things that he cared about 


on his agenda, because there was a constant drum beat by Dennis 


Richardson and predominantly Republicans at this point to link the 


Governor to failure on it.   


So just because two things happened to be linked or real doesn't 


mean one causes the other.  So it was a political environment.  Nobody 


would tell you that it was not a political environment.  But because 


it was a political environment does not mean that the decisions that 


were made by the Cover Oregon board were politically driven or were 


influenced by politics.  


Q But I asked you about whether the Governor's decisions were 
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politically motivated?  Not the Cover Oregon board.   


A No.  The Governor's issues -- the Governor's decisions 


were not driven by politics.  Expressing frustration that the issues 


that he cared so deeply about didn't have and couldn't get the light 


of day because he was being ambushed and continually assaulted by the 


less noble elements of politics was pretty frustrating to him.  


Q And I'll just note that at the bottom of this email, for 


the last three bullet points, it says -- it's underlined, "On the 


campaign side."   


A And this was not unlike what I said before that where there 


was an opportunity to use the campaign in a way to assist him in his 


official capacities by putting somebody like Tim Raphael on to do it, 


that it was totally legitimate to do it.   


Because if there were funds available to put the Governor on 


television, on Cover Oregon, that would be totally appropriate to do 


with a campaign and that's not something that he could have done with 


State resources at the time.   


So he's raising the question, are we at a place now where we should 


consider doing other kinds of activities using the campaign funds as 


a vessel for moving a broader message about Cover Oregon.   


Q And so this was obviously a very stressful day, and he wrote 


this email.  Did you reply to him about this?  


A I did.  There is a reply that says something like, take a 


deep breath.  I'm going to go out and get some food.  I remember this 


because I knew this was a stressful email from a guy who didn't sleep 
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the night before.   


Q Yeah.   


A And what I was uncertain about was whether it was a moment 


in time where we had some systemic problems with the way we were staffing 


him and what we needed.  I didn't know.  And I remember, I sent him 


an email, and I think so did -- boy, I think somebody else did too, 


just trying to walk him back in off the ledge a little bit.  


Q So what did you end up -- what did you end up doing as a 


result of this email?  


A Nothing.  I mean, as it relates to this, I think my email 


was comforting in saying that, you know, we were -- I have to look at 


my email.  But I don't think we responded specifically to any of the 


items in here.   


Q Wait, so just so we're clear here, he talks about Cover 


Oregon.  You didn't respond specifically to anything related to Cover 


Oregon after this?  


A No.  We were already in the midst of Cover Oregon, so there 


was nothing -- Cover Oregon was already an ongoing issue that we were 


all dealing with.  So it wasn't like we hadn't been doing anything with 


Cover Oregon and the next day we did.  We were already -- this was 5/24 


and this was -- oh, this is the 5/25.   


So we were already beginning to think about what we were doing 


and had had conversations in order to produce that.  


Q So just to make sure we get this on the record too, I'd like 


you to go back down to the few more thoughts section.   
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A On the campaign -- oh, uh-huh. 


Q It says in the second paragraph, what is our plan for the 


next 2 months?  Is it written down?   


Did you come up with a plan related to that?  


A No.  


Q So as you mentioned here, what's the date of this email that 


the Governor sent?  


A The 24th.  


Q And then the email that we showed you before where you 


outlined your plan to send a letter at Oracle, what day is that?  


A The 25th.  


Q So that's the next day?  


A Yeah.  But this isn't the kind of work one does overnight.  


Coming up with this --  


Ms.   What is "this"?   


The   Oh, I'm sorry.  Exhibit 32.  This isn't the kind 


of work somebody comes up with overnight. 


Mr.   How long were you working on that email then? 


Ms.   Could we let Ms. McCaig finish her answer, please.    


The Witness.  In order to even have arrived at these suggestions, 


as I said earlier, people were brainstorming and coming up with 


conversations about this.  This had been in the works even in one of 


these other about the Governor wanting to go after Oracle and we were 


looking at our options long before this happened. 


BY MR.  
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Q Specifically related to the May 25 email though --  


A You're not really saying -- I want to be clear I understand 


your emphasis here.  You're suggesting that this email, where the 


Governor admits to being concerned, and on the defensive, is that thing 


which propelled us to go forward and suggest suing Oracle?  That there 


was not other obvious reasons, like a failed Web site, that had 


embarrassed the State, and wasted endless dollars; that he was doing 


it because of this?   


Q I'm merely asking you about what the dates are in the emails 


at this point.   


A Well, a coincidence between dates doesn't seem to negate 


that there was an entire extraordinary body of work documenting a failed 


Web site with a company that took advantage of the State of Oregon and 


people who had done really good work.  


Q And that is actually something that we needed to clarify 


for the record.  Who was the systems integrator for Cover Oregon?  


A I have no idea.  


Q Do you know what a systems integrator is?  


A No.  


Q Do you know who hired Oracle?  


A I don't know who.  The Cover Oregon board maybe.  


Q Do you know who is responsible for managing or doing 


oversight of Oracle's work?  


A To some extent the Governor was.  I had heard that in his 


first data report that he was responsible for part of that.   
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Q Let's go back to the May 25 email.  When did you draft this?  


A Well, it says at 2:46 p.m.  


Q So you wrote this all in one sitting?  


A Well, it takes me a long time to write, so --  


Q Did you begin writing this email before --  


Ms.   Will you let Ms. McCaig finish her answers to your 


questions.  She doesn't have counsel here.   


The Witness.  So tell me what you're asking.   


BY MR.  


Q Did you draft this email on May 25?  


A I did draft this email, and I did write it on the 25th, and 


it was a continuation of a lot of work and effort that had been going 


in, evaluating what the steps were available to the Governor to regroup 


the losses that the State had incurred because of poor performance from 


Oracle.  


Q In between this email on May 24 at 5:14 p.m. --  


A May 24, the trash email.  


Q Yes.  And your May 25 email at 2:46 p.m., did you draft any 


other emails to the Governor?  


A I did.  


Q What were those related to?  


A I responded to this.   


Q Okay.  But it was just related to that incident?  


A Yeah.  I don't know if there were others, but I know that 


I responded to this.  
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Q Okay.  And as you mentioned before it was comforting.  It 


didn't discuss any issues --  


A Yeah.  


Q All right.  I'd like to introduce exhibit 34.   


A We done with these two?   


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 34 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MR.  


Q For now.  Thanks.   


A Okay.   


Q Let me know when you have had time to read this.   


A Yes.  


Q What's the date of this email?  


A May 30.  


Q And who is Dmitri P.?  


A He works for the Governor, in the Governor's office.  He 


was doing his legislative stuff.  And at this point he may have been 


sharing some of the communications -- no, not at this point.  He 


wasn't.  He was just his legislative aide.  


Q And who's Duke Shepard?  


A He worked in the Governor's office and was a senior policy 


adviser on -- I don't remember his areas of senior policy advice.  He 


had specific areas that he was responsible for.  


Q Okay.  And what's the subject line of this email?  


A "Oracle Yahoo stock page."  
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Q And the text of this email from Dmitri says, "Look at picture 


and the stories under their stock headlines.  That is our goal, 


national stories that drag on their stock price." 


Do you agree that's what this email says?  


A Yes, I do agree that's what the printed words say.   


Q Would you have a different interpretation of what they say?  


A It's slightly humorous.  It's intended to be -- we 


were -- yeah -- I mean --  


Q I mean, explain on that.  How is it humorous?  


A Oracle had been a really bad partner and people were 


frustrated, and I think this is all part of just the sort of bravado 


that sometimes goes with that.  


Q And then you responded, "We must develop a strategy on all 


of this.  It is too good.  Who is the SWAT team?  I'm willing to do/get 


the work done." 


What did you mean by that?  


A Engaging in the fun-ness of wouldn't it be fun to do 


something like this.  But nobody thought this was real.  


Q So you said, "We must develop a strategy on all of this."   


A It's too good.  Who's the SWAT team, question mark, 


question mark.  And there is -- it went nowhere.  No one ever did 


anything with this.  No one had any time, inclination.  It was a 


one-off.  


Q So did you have any other discussions with Dmitri P. about 


the impact on Oracle?  
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A This impact on Oracle?   


Q Just generally.   


A The impact on Oracle.  Whose impact on Oracle?   


Q This email is clearly about the goal is national stories 


that drag in the stock price.  Did you ever discuss that with Dmitri 


P. outside this email?  


A No.  


Q Did you ever discuss that with Duke Shepard outside this 


email?  


A About the price drop?  No.   


Q And did you ever discuss it with Mr. Bonetto?  


A No.  There was no time for good natured fun.  


Q I'm just going to take a moment here so hopefully we don't 


have to do another round.   


In your role as an adviser to the Governor's reelection campaign, 


did you ever conduct or participate or see any polls related to his 


reelection efforts that asked about Cover Oregon?  


A Yes, in May I did.  


Q That was the only time you would ever poll on that was in 


May?  


A No, we did not poll in January, February, March, April.  We 


started developing polling sometime in, I think, early May, late April.  


Q And how often would you say the campaign polled on --  


A We didn't.  


Q Oh, you never polled during the campaign?  
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A No, not until this poll in April or May.  


Q Okay.  But were there any polls after that?  I'm sorry.   


A Oh, yes, there was a poll after he found out his partner 


had been married three times and he thought she'd only been married 


twice, and that was in October.   


Q Wow.  Was that poll just about that incident, or were there 


other policy issues in there?  


A There may have been some policy issues in it, but the focus 


was broader or narrower than that, because there was even more.  


Q I'm sorry.   


Can I ask you generally, Ms. McCaig, I've noticed that you seem 


to recall a lot of the conversations in the meetings you had on this.  


And I'm curious --  


A I went over every one of these emails.  


Q Okay.  You've --  


A I worked really hard at this.  It's one of the reasons I 


really wish -- I want to convey, I mean, it's a big deal for me.   


And I don't have legal representation, and I have worked on this 


for 3 weeks.  I have gone through every one of the emails I sent you, 


which were a lot.  I've gone through all of the Oracle stuff.  I really 


have leaned into this.  


Q We may have just a few more minutes, after we're done here, 


but one of the things I want to give you the opportunity to do here, 


while we have 14 minutes left on our time, is you have mentioned, both 


in our conversations before producing these materials and several times 
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today, that you believe that the media aspect of this has treated this 


very unfairly, either you or what happened.   


And I'm just curious if you want to take the opportunity to lay 


out what you think was incorrect or what you think we should take a 


closer look at?   


A I'm not quite sure I understand the focus of that question.   


Q If you generally have anything you want to put on the record 


based to how you think that the media has gotten this wrong.  I just 


say that as, you know, you've mentioned that to us before.  And I'm 


curious if you want to just take the opportunity to say anything.   


A Well, in terms of the Governor?   


Q Governor, Cover Oregon, Oracle, everything.   


A I think what I've said is that there was extensive 


relentless drive and fascination about the failures of Cover Oregon 


that usurped any other time, space, or capacity for other agendas.   


I'm not sure that the media was always wrong.  I'm just saying 


it was overwhelming, and it paralyzed his ability to have conversations 


about other agenda items and made it difficult to move forward on some 


of the Cover Oregon pieces.  Some of the news reports were accurate.   


As it relates to me, I believe that the committee's decision to 


investigate me, based on three quotes, that you pulled out of one 


newspaper article, from a reporter who created his own narrative based 


on those, seems like a big reach into a person's private life based 


on those, when I tried to give you a legitimate response to what my 


involvement was.   
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But I actually appreciate the role of government in asking these 


kind of things.  But --  


Mr.   And since we have 12 minutes, are you guys going to 


do another round?  Because if you are, we can take a minute to make 


sure we go over everything, otherwise I will just use this next 


12 minutes.  It's just a question if you have more questions, I cannot 


waste the people's time sitting here.   


Ms.   I think it would more expedient to go off the 


record, take a minute, gather your thoughts, and finish.  That's fine 


with us.   


Mr.   Yeah, that's fine.   


Ms.   We will have some quick follow-up questions, but 


we don't have a full other round.   


Mr.   Yeah.  Well, let's end it there and you guys go, and 


we'll just probably need another like minute or two.   


Ms.   Let's go off the record. 


[Recess.] 


BY MS.  


Q Hi, Ms. McCaig.  My name is   And I'm going to ask 


you a few very quick questions and then we'll call it a day.   


In the last round in your conversation with my colleague in the 


majority, you discussed receipt of the subpoena from this committee 


dated February 1.  Do you recall that?  


A Yes.  


Q Did the committee contact you to determine whether you were 
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available to fly from Oregon across the country to D.C. to spend a full 


day with this committee to provide your testimony prior to sending you 


the subpoena dated February 1?  


A No.  


Q So the first day that you knew we wanted you to appear on 


February 1 was the date you received the subpoena.  Is that correct?  


A That's correct.  


Q Upon receiving the subpoena from this committee dated 


February 1, did you contact this committee?  


A I did.  


Q And what was the sum and substance of your response to this 


committee upon receipt of the subpoena?  


A That I was more than willing to participate, but that I 


had -- I was not available February 1, and that I would make myself 


available any other day after February 15 or before February 1 to 


participate.  


Q In fact, did you provide approximately 45 available 


days -- fewer, if we're counting working days -- maybe approximately 


30 works days in February and March in which you'd be available to appear 


and provide testimony before this committee?  


A My intent was -- yes, I did.  I did.  And my intent was to 


demonstrate my interest and willingness to participate, and that I 


really would be -- make myself available at any date after February 15 


to appear.  


Q My colleagues in the majority referenced a conversation 
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that you had with Per Ramfjord in advance of this deposition.   


A Yes, with my other attorney in the room, yes.  


Q Did Mr. Ramford coach you or suggest specific answers that 


you should provide to this committee over the course of today's 


deposition?  


A Not at all.  He did coach me on being more brief, more 


concise, and focused, and being present with the questions when they're 


asked.  


Q But he didn't tell you what to say in response to questions?  


A No.  No.   


Q Did Mr. Bonetto tell you what to say in response to 


questions?  


A We never had a conversation about the deposition.  


Q Can you put before you exhibits 33 and exhibits 32.   


A I have them.  


Q I believe exhibit 32 is an email from Governor Kitzhaber 


to yourself and Mr. Bonetto dated May 24.  Is that correct?  


Mr.   That's exhibit 33, I think.   


The Witness.  No.  32 is --  


BY MS.  


Q Let me try that again.  I believe exhibit 33 is an email 


from Governor Kitzhaber to Mr. Bonetto and yourself on May 24.  Is that 


correct?  


A Is that a trick question?   


Q It's not.   
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A All right.  Yes, that is correct.   


Q And then exhibit 32 is an email from yourself to Governor, 


Mr. Bonetto, Mr. Kolmer, Mr. Raphael --  


A Yes.   


Q -- the next day, correct?  


A Yes.  


Q Did you write the email on May 25 in response to the email 


that you had received from Governor Kitzhaber the previous day, 


exhibit 33? 


A Absolutely not.
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[5:31 p.m.]  


Q In exhibit 32, the email dated May 25 that you send to the 


Governor and Mr. Bonetto, amongst others, you list a series of actions 


that are, quote, "currently in the works."  Did you develop or propose 


these actions?   


A No. 


Q Did all of these actions occur?  


A No. 


Q I believe you mentioned that one of the actions, the 


Governor's letter for the AG requesting expedited action to pursue 


damages from Oracle, was generated from a law firm that was hired months 


earlier in February and January.  Is that correct?   


A No.  I don't -- if I implied that, that's not an accurate 


statement. 


Q Can you clarify for me?   


A I said that -- that there was a State interest in reviewing 


actions to pursue damages, and that that State action had been well 


known and had started sometime in January or February when the State 


hired a law firm to begin reviewing these kinds of things, not that 


they had come forward with this specific idea, but that it wasn't my 


idea that I came out of nowhere to come up with looking for a way to 


recover damages from Oracle, that that had been an ongoing and real 


conversation with a lot of different parties before I had anything to 


do with it.  


Q Was recovering damages from Oracle one of the things the 
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law firm that had been hired in January of 2014 was considering?   


A I assume that.  Yes.  In fact, I believe there's an article 


to that effect, which is how I actually know it, but --  


Q So the possibility of recovering damages from Oracle was 


something that was being considered well before Governor Kitzhaber 


wrote you and Mr. Bonetto an email the night before?  


A Oh, yes.  And was publicly known that there -- that the 


Governor and others were looking at recovering damages from Oracle, 


yes.  


    [McCaig Exhibit No. 34 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MS.   


Q Can you turn to exhibit 34?  Exhibit 34 is an email chain, 


and the top email in the chain is from you to Dmitri P, Duke Shepard.  


And, actually, let's jump to the first email, which is from Dmitri P 


to you.  And he says, "Look at picture and the stories under their stock 


headlines.  That is our, goal national stories that drag on their stock 


price.  Probably coincident that their stock price dropped a bit in 


after hours trading but worth a dream anyway.  Dmitri."  And then you 


respond to Dmitri and copy Duke Shepard, "We must develop a strategy 


on all of this.  It is too good.  Who is the SWAT team?  I am willing 


to do/get the work done.  PMc."  Did I read that correctly?   


A Yes. 


Q Did you, in fact, develop a strategy to drag on Oracle's 


stock price?   
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A Can I hit pause here for a second?  And I understand this 


is the way this came across, but I would not have replied and -- and 


done Duke -- and I think this went from Dmitri to the three of us.  And 


I don't know why it doesn't show up here, just for the record.  There 


is -- this was not just me.  I think I hit a reply all, just for the 


record.  Okay.  Did I do what?   


Q Did you develop a strategy to --  


A No.  


Q -- drag on Oracle's stock price?   


A No.  No.  


Q You mentioned before when you were speaking with my 


colleague in the majority that you believed this email was intended 


to be humorous.  Is that correct?   


A I do.  I believe it was intended to be humorous. 


Q Looking back on it, do you think, perhaps, this was in poor 


taste?   


A Poor taste?  Worth a dream anyway?  It is clearly an 


acknowledgment that it's a frivolous, just acting-out kind of email.  


Yes.  It was probably in poor taste.  


Q Were you expressing frustration about the situation with 


Oracle?   


A Yes. 


Q Did you take any action to try to impact Oracle's stock price 


or good standing as a company?   


A No.   
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Q Are you aware of Dmitri P taking any action to impact 


Oracle's stock price or standing as a company?  


A No.  


Q Are you aware of Duke Shepard taking any action to impact 


Oracle's stock price or standing as a company?  


A No.  


Q Are you aware of Governor Kitzhaber, or any other State 


employee, taking any action to impact Oracle's stock price or standing 


as a company?   


A No. 


Q You mentioned the last line of the email, "probably 


coincident that their price dropped a bit."  Do you think it is in fact 


a coincidence that Oracle's stock price dropped at this time?  


A I have no idea what that is about.  Coincidence -- look at 


picture and the stories under their stock headlines.  I don't know what 


the pictures and the stories were.  National stories that drag -- so 


isn't he saying that you look at the picture and the stories under their 


stock headlines, and that that's what the coincidence is related to?  


I don't -- I have no idea what the -- what the reason that -- what the 


coincidence was that their prices dropped a bit.  What am I missing?   


Ms.   Okay.  We will go off.  


[Whereupon, at 5:37 p.m., the deposition was concluded.]
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Mr.   This is a deposition of Michael Bonetto conducted 


by the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform.  This 


deposition is occurring under a subpoena issued by Chairman Chaffetz 


as part of the committee's investigation of Cover Oregon.   


Before I get into my preamble, I'll mark the subpoena as exhibit 


1 and enter that into the record.   


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 1 


    Was marked for identification.]  


Mr.   The date on the subpoena is January 25, 2016, and 


that date was modified by the agreement of the parties to accommodate 


the witness' and counsel's schedules.  The chairman also agreed to 


modify the start time to 8 a.m. to accommodate the witness' and 


counsel's travel plans.  Could the witness please state your name for 


the record?   


Mr. Bonetto.  Michael John Bonetto. 


Mr.    


  And I will ask everyone else present 


from the committee at the table to introduce themselves as well.   


   


   


 


 


   


  . 
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Mr. Chaffetz.  Jason Chaffetz, the chairman of the Oversight and 


Government Reform Committee.   


Mr.   That's everybody.  Because the witness is 


compelled to be here by a subpoena, we are operating pursuant to the 


committee rules, specifically rule 15, which covers the guidelines for 


today's deposition.  We have copies of the rules here with us 


today -- they're on the table over there -- so we can all stay on the 


same page.   


And I will go over the rules briefly now as well.  The way the 


questioning proceeds is the majority will ask questions first for up 


to an hour, and then the minority will have an opportunity to ask 


questions for an equal period of time if they choose.  We will firmly 


adhere to the 1-hour time limit for each side, and I'll manage the clock.  


So we all know exactly how much time is remaining in any given round, 


the timer is displayed right there at the end of the table.   


Questions may only be asked by a member of the committee or a staff 


attorney designated by the chairman or ranking member.  We will rotate 


back and forth 1 hour per side until we are out of questions, and the 


deposition will be over.   


As I mentioned, we are operating under compulsion.  The offer was 


made to the witness through counsel to proceed with a voluntary 


transcribed interview.  That offer was declined.  Unlike in the 


voluntary interview setting, the witness is required to answer all 


questions posed, except to preserve a privilege.  The witness or his 
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counsel may object to a question to preserve a privilege and not for 


any other reason, such as if the answer would be uncomfortable or 


confidential.   


If the witness or his counsel objects to a question, the objection 


should be stated clearly and in a nonargumentative manner.  The members 


and committee staff are not permitted to raise objections.  Only the 


witness or his counsel may do so.  The chairman will rule on the 


objection after the deposition has adjourned, and there is a process 


in the committee rules for adjudicating any objections.   


As you can see, there is an official reporter taking down 


everything we say to make a written record, so we ask that you give 


verbal responses to all questions.  It's also important that we don't 


talk over one another so the court reporter can make a clear record.  


Do you understand that?   


Mr. Bonetto.  Yes. 


Mr.   We encourage all witnesses who appear before the 


committee to freely consult with counsel, and you do have counsel 


present today.  Would counsel please state his name for the record?   


Mr.   .   


Mr.   Thanks.  We want you to answer our questions in 


the most complete and truthful manner possible, so we will take our 


time.  If you have any questions or if you do not understand any of 


our questions, please let us know.  You're welcome to confer with 


counsel at any time throughout the deposition, but if something needs 


to be clarified, we ask that the witness make that known.  If you need 
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to discuss anything with your counsel, we will go off the record and 


stop the clock to provide the opportunity to do so.  If you honestly 


don't know the answer to a question or do not remember, it's best not 


to guess.  Please give us your best recollection.  It's okay to tell 


us if you learned information from someone else.  Just indicate how 


you came to know the information.  If there are things you don't know 


or can't remember, just say so, and please inform us who, to the best 


of your knowledge, might be able to provide a more complete answer.   


We would like to take a break whenever it's convenient for you.  


This can be after every hour of questioning, after a couple of rounds, 


whatever you prefer.  During a round of questioning, if you need 


anything, water, to use the restroom, confer with counsel, just let 


us know, and we'll go off the record and stop the clock.  We would like 


to make this process as easy and as comfortable as possible.   


The witness has expressed a desire to catch his flight home at 


6:35, which the chairman accommodated by modifying the start time of 


today's deposition, which I mentioned earlier.  We will not, however, 


be in a position to reduce the number of questions or otherwise limit 


the interview, so we should be mindful of the breaks we take.  We have 


a soft target of 4:30 to wrap up and get Mr. Bonetto on his way to the 


airport.   


The majority has planned for approximately 4 hours of questions.  


If the minority uses an equal amount of time, we'll be very close to 


4:30 if we take just a few short breaks.   


Committee rule 15(e) requires a member of the committee to be 
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present during the deposition.  And the chairman is present now, and 


different members of the committee will rotate in and out throughout 


the day.  The House of Representatives is in session today, and there 


may be votes on the floor at some point, and there are a number of 


different committee activities as well, so there may be times when we 


have to unexpectedly take a break until a member returns.  We are not 


able to circumscribe our questioning to account for time that we lose 


because members have busy schedules, but the witness may waive the 15(e) 


requirement at any time.   


In a moment, you'll be placed under oath.  Title 18, Section 1621 


of the U.S. Code requires that you answer questions truthfully when 


you are under oath.  Also Title 18, Section 1001 requires you to answer 


questions from Congress truthfully.   


Do you understand?   


Mr. Bonetto.  Yes. 


Mr.   This also applies to questions posed by 


congressional staff.  Do you understand that?   


Mr. Bonetto.  Yes. 


Mr.   Witnesses that knowingly provide false testimony 


could be subject to criminal prosecution.  Do you understand that?   


Mr. Bonetto.  Yes. 


Mr.   Is there any reason that you are unable to provide 


truthful answers to today's questions?   


Mr. Bonetto.  No. 


Mr.   Pursuant to the committee rules, the witness will 
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be sworn in before providing testimony, and the reporter will do that. 


[Witness sworn.] 


Mr.   Let the record reflect that the witness answered 


in the affirmative.   


And, just finally, the content of what we discuss here today is 


confidential.  We ask that you not speak to any outside individuals 


other than your counsel about what was asked or your responses.  That's 


the end of my preamble.  My colleague  will start the first hour 


of questions for the majority, and I'll start the clock now. 


EXAMINATION  


BY MR.    


Q Hello, Mr. Bonetto.  What is your current occupation?  


A I'm currently a healthcare consultant.  


Q What positions did you hold in the Governor's Office under 


Governor Kitzhaber?  


A Health policy adviser and chief of staff.  


Q And why did you stop working for the Governor's Office?  


A The Governor resigned, and I stepped down as well.  


Q Did you work on Kitzhaber's 2014 reelection campaign?  


A Yes.  


Q What was your role in the Governor's reelection campaign?  


A An adviser.  


Q Were you paid by the campaign?  


A No.  


Q What were your responsibilities for the campaign as an 
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adviser?  


A Providing, you know, insight to campaign activities.  


Q And how would you define "campaign activities" there?  


A From speeches to policy platforms.  


Q Okay.  What did you do to prepare for this deposition?  


A Reviewed several third-party documents from current 


litigation to former audits and assessments.  


Q And you received a letter from this committee reviewing 


Cover Oregon on September 3, 2015.  Correct?  


A Correct.  


Q Since receiving this committee's letter, have you had any 


discussions with Patricia McCaig about this committee's investigation?  


A No.  


Q Who is Patricia McCaig?  


A Patricia McCaig, I believe, is an independent consultant 


and had some involvement in Cover Oregon.  


Q And since receiving this committee's letter, have you had 


any discussions with Bruce Goldberg about the committee's 


investigation?  


A No.  


Q Can you describe your knowledge of who Bruce Goldberg was?  


A Bruce Goldberg was a former director of the Oregon Health 


Authority and then also an interim director at Cover Oregon.  


Q And based on his role heading Cover Oregon, would you agree 


that he has sufficient knowledge of the Cover Oregon project?  
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A Correct.  


Q Since receiving this committee's letter, have you had any 


discussion with Kevin Looper about the committee's investigation?  


A No.  


Q And can you describe your knowledge of who Kevin Looper is?  


A Kevin Looper, a political consultant.  


Q And since receiving this committee's letter, have you had 


any discussions with Tim Raphael about the committee's investigation?  


A No.  


Q Can you describe for me your knowledge of who Tim Raphael 


is?  


A I believe he now works for a marketing and lobbying firm, 


Strategies 360.  


Q Since receiving this committee's letter, have you had any 


discussions with Mark Wiener about the committee's investigation?  


A No.  


Q Can you describe your knowledge of who Mark Wiener is?  


A Political consultant.  


Q Were you on the technology advisory group that was created 


related to Cover Oregon?  


A No.  


Q Can you describe what you understand the purpose of the 


technology advisory group to be?  


A Was to help determine a path forward based on the current 


status back in March of 2013.  
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Q And is it your understanding that this group was convened 


by Bruce Goldberg?  


A To my recollection, yes.  


Mr.   We're going to show you an email that --  


Mr.   We'll mark this as exhibit 2.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 2 


    Was marked for identification.]   


Mr.   There you go, sir.   


Mr.   Thank you.   


BY MR.  


Q You would agree that this email was sent from you to a number 


of people, and it contains a draft charter for the Cover Oregon 


technology advisory group in March 2014?  


A Correct.  


Q Why do you believe Bruce Goldberg would be involved in the 


creation of this technology advisory group?  


A This was something Bruce put together to help inform him 


of possible options moving forward.  


Q And you sent this to a number of people, and I'd just like 


to ask you about each person's individual role at the time.  At the 


time Tim Raphael, what was his occupation?  


A I believe he was at Strategies 360.  


Q Okay.  Was he an employee of the State at the time?  


A No.  


Q There is an address that is Kevin at Fulcrum Political.  Who 
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is this?  


A I believe that is Kevin Looper.  


Q Okay.  What was his occupation at the time?  


A Political consultant.  


Q And was he an employee of the State?  


A No.  


Q We also went over who Mark Wiener is, but do you know what 


his occupation was at the time you sent this email?  


A Political consultant.  


Q Was he an employee of the State?  


A No.  


Q Patricia McCaig, do you know what her role or occupation 


at the time was?  


A No.  Political consultant, I would assume.  


Q And was she an employee of the State, to your knowledge?  


A No.  


Q Nkenge Harmon Johnson, who is this?  


A The Governor's Office communications director.  


Q What was her occupation at the time?  


A Communications director.  


Q So she was an employee of the State?  


A Correct.  


Q Why did you send this to her email account that was not her 


State email account?  


A This was a group that we had been working on in February 
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to help manage the Cover Oregon situation.  This was at the Governor's 


request to help better inform the office of how to deal with day-to-day 


communication.  After I transitioned into the chief of staff role at 


the beginning of the year, there was a huge gap within the office in 


terms of capacity and competency: so Tim Raphael was the former 


communications director; my predecessor, Curtis Robinhold, was chief 


of staff; and a former staffer, Scott Nelson.  We had three, I mean, 


significant people in the office who left who were really responsible 


for a lot of strategy and communication on a day-to-day basis.  So when 


they left, we had a huge void.  At the same time, we had a growing issue 


with just communication issues around Cover Oregon, so this group was 


mobilized to really help on day-to-day communication issues.  


Q You just mentioned that several people left and there was 


a void.  Where did these people go?  To the campaign?  


A Curtis Robinhold, I believe went to the Port of Portland, 


and Scott Nelson I believe was doing independent work.  


Q And then Dmitri P, who is this?  


A Dmitri Palmateer was the deputy chief of staff in the 


Governor's Office.  


Q So he was an employee of the State?  


A Correct.  


Q Why did you send it to his personal email account?  


A He was another individual part of the team.  


Q Were these the only people in this group?  


A For this purpose, yes.  There were other people who were 
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brought in to help with information flow as well as communication 


strategy.  


Q Did this group have a name?  


A It had been termed the SWAT team in some documents that I 


have reviewed, but it never had an official name by our means.  


Q Did the SWAT team have either an official or unofficial head 


or leader?  


A I think, in some initial documents, I was in charge of 


helping coordinate this group and making sure that information was 


flowing from situations within Cover Oregon to the Governor.  


Q Okay.  Can you describe the role of the Governor's Office 


in deciding that Cover Oregon should switch from the State-supported 


IT platform to healthcare.gov?  


A Sure.  I would back up to August-September of 2013, where 


the State stopped paying Oracle, and this was for nondelivery of a work 


product.  And, you know, that subsequently then led to a breakdown 


where we had been promised over and over again a working Web site.  So 


October 1st came and went with no working Web site, even though we were 


being promised that.  Mid-October came and went with, again, a promise 


that it was going to be up and running.  November, same.  December, 


the same.  January, the same.  February, the same.  So, by that 


timeframe, there was just not a lot of, I think, hope or optimism that 


Oracle would be able to deliver.  When Bruce Goldberg came on as that 


interim director at the beginning of the year, he had hired Deloitte 


to do an analysis of what our options might be.  By mid-February -- I 
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believe it was around the 10th or so of February -- Deloitte put 


together an initial assessment that showed what those options were, 


of staying with the current technology as opposed to making the 


transition.  So we were at that time beginning to look at what those 


options would be, and I think that's when there was a bigger realization 


that we were going to be well beyond budget and well beyond timeframe 


to actually continue to be able to enroll people.  


Q So, based on what you just said, you believed that the 


decision was based on evaluating a new timeframe and a new budget?  


A There were three things, and this was really the directive 


of the IT committee, which Alex Pettit led, and that was the risk, the 


schedule, and the cost of how we were going to move forward.  So the 


risk was, what's the probability of success?  The schedule, would you 


be able to continue to enroll people and, more importantly, be ready 


for November open enrollment date?  And then the cost, were you 


actually going to be able to stay within budget.  So those were the 


three big variables that were really front and center.  


Q Okay.   


Mr.   I'm going to show you an email here that Jon will mark 


as exhibit 3.   


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 3 


    Was marked for identification.]  


Mr.   Bear in mind he asked, what was the Governor's role 


in this decision?  Who made the decision?  I think you should clarify 


that.   
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The Witness.  The decision was made by the Cover Oregon board.  


BY MR.  


Q I realize this is a long email, but you will see that halfway 


down that first page in the paragraph that begins with the word "but, 


well, first off, because the formatting is a little off, you sent this 


email to John Kitzhaber?  


A Correct.  


Q And you'll see that halfway down the page in that paragraph 


beginning with "but," you wrote that you don't need an IT platform that 


is, quote, "going to be highly scrutinized over the next several years."  


What did you mean by that?  


A I can't exactly recall, but I would think it was more focused 


on the Governor's healthcare agenda and the segment before that of 


moving the marketplace.  


Q And this was on March 23rd of 2014.  Did you have a 


preference at this time to close up Cover Oregon and move to the 


federally facilitated exchange known as healthcare.gov?  


Mr.   Mr. Bonetto personally? 


Mr.   Yes.  


The Witness.  In March, I think there were several factors that 


we were still looking at.  One still had to do just with the viability 


of the vendor and, again, being promised over and over again that we 


were going to have something, and it never materialized.  And then the 


second really was then looking at this IT committee and looking at their 


recommendations through the lens of risk, schedule, and cost.  
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BY MR.  


Q And, at that time, did you know if the Governor had a 


preference to move to the federally facilitated exchange?  


A The Governor, the last thing that he wanted to do was to 


make this transition.  He was very committed to making this work.  


Q Did you discuss the need to have an IT platform that is not 


highly scrutinized with Patricia McCaig?  


A Not that I recall.  


Q Did you discuss the need to have a IT platform that is not 


highly scrutinized with Tim Raphael?  


A Not that I recall.  


Q Did you believe that an IT platform that was highly 


scrutinized could negatively impact the Governor's political standing?  


A No.  


Q Did you believe the high scrutiny surrounding Cover Oregon 


could negatively impact the Governor's reelection campaign?  


A No.  That was not the focus.  The biggest thing was to have 


the opportunity to enroll individuals for health care, which really 


led into his healthcare agenda and transformation.  


Q I understand you may say that's not the focus, but at the 


time, did you have any belief that a highly scrutinized exchange could 


negatively impact the Governor's political standing?  


A At the time, I would say no, and if you look at where he 


was with polling, there was really very little concern.  


Mr.   We're going to go to another exhibit now.   
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Mr.   We'll mark these as exhibits 4 and 5.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit Nos. 4 and 5 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MR.    


Q You will see that one of these emails was from Sean Kolmer 


to you in which he says:  "I think it is a mistake to hedge our bets 


with the Federal exchange as the backup."  At the time, what did you 


believe Sean Kolmer meant by "I think it is a mistake to hedge our bets 


with the Federal exchange as the backup"?  


A I don't recall.  


Q Then you'll see that this next document is from John 


Kitzhaber to Sean Kolmer and you, and this was the day before, and if 


you go to the second-to-the-last page, you will see that, in this yellow 


section, the Governor himself said -- or in this document that was 


attached to his email -- the Governor said:  "I think it is a mistake 


to hedge our bets hedge our bets with the Federal exchange as the 


backup."  Now, first, I need to ask you the fact that, in this email, 


is it your understanding that the attachment to this email that has 


"Staying with Current Technology" at the top and "Going to the Federal 


Site," was this document created by the Governor?   


Mr.   Take your time to look at it.   


The Witness.  I believe so.  


BY MR.  


Q What do you believe the Governor meant by, "I think it is 


a mistake to hedge our bets with the Federal exchange as the backup"?  
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A I'm not exactly clear.  


Q At the bottom of that section under "Going to the Federal 


Site," it says:  "Downside:  Lost all or most of our investment to 


date."  Would you agree with that?  


Mr.   There's a subsequent page too.   


The Witness.  Yes. 


BY MR.  


Q Did you ever discuss this document with the Governor?  


A Not that I recall.  


Q Did the Governor ultimately make the decision to abandon 


Cover Oregon and revert to healthcare.gov?  


A It was the Cover Oregon board that made the decision, but 


the Governor supported that decision.  The other thing that I would 


highlight is that this is March 26th, so this is prior to the IT 


committee having completed its work.  


Q What did you advise the Governor to do related to the 


decision of changing from Cover Oregon to a federally facilitated 


marketplace?  


A So I looked through the recommendations from the IT 


committee after they had completed their work and came to that same 


conclusion in terms of the risk, schedule, and cost.  


Q Before this decision was made to move to the Federal 


exchange, did you or anyone in the Governor's Office review the 


Governor's legal authority to make any decisions about Cover Oregon?   


Mr.   I'm going to object.  It calls for privileged 
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information provided by counsel to the Governor's Office.   


Mr.   Can you restate that?   


Mr.   I'm going to object to the extent the answer calls 


for any privileged information in the nature of advice given by the 


Governor's counsel to the Governor's Office, which Mr. Bonetto would 


have received as chief of staff for the Governor.   


Mr.   So the attorney-client relationship is between 


the Governor and his counsel.  


Mr.   And his counsel, and Mr. Bonetto is testifying 


before this committee concerning his role as the Governor's chief of 


staff.  That privilege belongs to the State of Oregon.  I believe that 


he can't waive that privilege.  Mr. Bonetto can't waive that privilege.  


That's the State's privilege, the Governor's privilege.   


The Witness.   can you ask that question again?  


Mr.   I was just wondering if you or anyone in the 


Governor's Office reviewed the Governor's legal authority to make 


decisions about Cover Oregon?  


Mr.   You can answer yes or no.   


The Witness.  No. I understand Per's comment.  I guess, from our 


perspective, the decision was from the Cover Oregon board. 


Mr.   I'd like to state for the record that I believe that 


privilege will be overruled, so I think it would be in everyone's 


interest if you answer the question.  


The Witness.  I'm fine with that.  I think the answer would be 


no, because, again, we never looked at the Governor making that 
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decision.  The decision was through the Cover Oregon board. 


Mr.   And, generally, are you aware of any legal authority 


the Governor had to make decisions about Cover Oregon?  


Mr.   Objection.  Broad.  Any decisions?   


Mr.    maybe you can rephrase the question, but an 


objection that the question is broad is not really --  


Mr.   I understand, but I just think that, for the 


record, it would be useful to rephrase the question in a manner that 


makes it meaningful.  "Any decision" could encompass anything 


whatsoever, including whether he personally liked it or not.   


Mr.   We'll revisit this later.   


BY MR.   


Q When was the decision made to abandon Cover Oregon and use 


the federally facilitated marketplace, healthcare.gov?  


A I believe the IT committee made their recommendation at the 


end of April, and then subsequently the Cover Oregon board agreed with 


that recommendation toward the end of April.  


Q And so would the first decision you just mentioned there 


at the end of April, was that made by the technology advisory board?  


A That subsequently went to the Cover Oregon board.  


Mr.   I'm going to show you another email now. 


Mr.   This is exhibit 6.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 6 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MR.  
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Q We provided you with the whole chain, but our focus for the 


time being is going to be on the first page.  You will see that there 


is a call being scheduled for the evening of April 2, and you wrote 


at the bottom:  Tomorrow, Wednesday, evening.  So you would agree that 


there was a call being scheduled for the evening of April 2?  


A Correct.  


Q Then you will notice that Patricia McCaig asked you:  "Have 


you been able to confirm Alex?"   


To your understanding now, who would "Alex" be?  


A Alex Pettit.  


Q And at the time he was?  


A The chief information officer at Cover Oregon who had 


transitioned over from the State.  


Q Okay.  And why did McCaig request that Alex Pettit join this 


call?  


A I believe so Alex could inform the group information from 


the IT committee.  


Q And, at this time, Patricia McCaig was not an employee of 


the State?  


A Correct.  


Q Why would she be asking for State employees to participate 


in calls?  


A She was part of this Cover Oregon team that was helping with 


communication issues.  


Q And do you recall what was discussed on this call?  
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A I do not.  


Q Sometime after this call, did you discuss what to do 


regarding Cover Oregon with Patricia McCaig?  


A Yes.  As the month progressed, we continued to have 


meetings and to get information from the IT committee.  


Q I would say within the 24 hours surrounding this call, did 


you have a conversation with Patricia McCaig about what to do regarding 


Cover Oregon?  


A I don't recall.  


Q If McCaig were to describe a long and difficult call with 


you during this time period regarding Cover Oregon, what do you believe 


she would be referring to?  


A I don't recall.  


Mr.   I'm going to show you another document now.  Mark it 


as an exhibit -- 082.   


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 7 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MR.  


Q I recognize that you are not on this email chain, and this 


is an email from Tim Raphael to Mark Wiener and Kevin at Fulcrum 


Political, and it has a memo to the Governor regarding "Cover Oregon 


Technology Options."  After the April 2nd call, did you receive this 


memo as well?  


A I don't know.  I don't believe so.  


Q Did you ever see this memo during this time period?  
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A Not that I recall.  


Q Were you aware that, during this time, Patricia McCaig was 


updating the Governor on technology options for Cover Oregon?  


A Yes, based on the information that was coming in at the time.  


Q And did you provide her with information about technology 


options related to Cover Oregon to update the Governor with?  


A At times, yes.  


Q On the April 2 call, was there a decision made to move to 


the Federal exchange?  


A No, not that I recall.  


Mr.   I'm going to show you another exhibit here, 7872. 


Mr.   It's going to be exhibit 8.   


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 8 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MR.    


Q You will see that this is an email chain that begins with 


Patricia McCaig emailing you in which she says:  "Here's what I think 


we are expecting information on tonight from Alex and Bruce."  To your 


understanding, would you agree that "Alex" is Alex Pettit and "Bruce" 


is Bruce Goldberg?  


A Correct.  


Q Do you recall what was discussed on this April 8 call?  


A No, I don't recall.  


Q At the bottom of this email, in item 4, Patricia McCaig wrote 


to you that something that they needed information on was a deadline 
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for the IT decision and the logic for the deadline.  What is your 


understanding that she meant by this?  


A This was something that I believe was already laid out in 


the IT committee's work, that there was a drop-dead date for a decision 


in order to get work done for the November open enrollment.  


Q And did you participate in any of the IT committee meetings?   


A No.  


Q And did you receive any information from the IT committee 


about what they were discussing?  


A Secondhand through Alex Pettit. 


Mr.   This is going to be exhibit 9.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 9 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MR.  


Q This is another email from April 8 that Bruce Goldberg sent 


to you and Sean Kolmer, and this was earlier the day before the April 


8 call you had that night with Bruce Goldberg and Alex Pettit.  Do you 


know why Bruce Goldberg and Sean Kolmer were on a call with Marilyn 


Tavenner from CMS?  


A I believe it was to better understand what our options were.  


Q If a decision of moving to the Federal exchange was made, 


would you agree that Marilyn Tavenner would be an individual that needed 


to be informed?  


A Correct.  


Q Why did you share this update with the Federal Government 
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with Patricia McCaig?  


A Again, I think this was gathering information to understand 


what our options were.  


Q Why would you, as the Governor's chief of staff, need to 


know about the call with Marilyn Tavenner -- first, why would you, as 


the Governor's chief of staff, need to know that Bruce Goldberg had 


a call with Marilyn Tavenner?   


A To understand the issues involved in potentially making a 


move to the Federal exchange, the cost, the timeframe, the risk.  


Q And that is a decision that would be made by the Cover Oregon 


board?  


A The Cover Oregon board.  


Q Why would Ms. McCaig need this information?  


A This was part of the bigger analysis to understand all of 


that information so she could help brief the Governor.  


Q And, as your understanding, what would she be briefing the 


Governor on?  


A The options that the IT committee was reviewing.  


Q Earlier in this, you described Patricia McCaig's role in 


this whole process as -- I don't have the record here, but what would 


you describe her role in advising the Governor?  


A I think in assisting in synthesizing information about the 


options, as well as helping with communication issues within the 


office.  


Q And you would agree that, as helping with communication 
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issues, she needed to know the day-to-day updates on the IT decisions?  


A I would clarify that they weren't IT decisions.  At that 


time, IT, you know, information, and I would say, yes, she did.  


Q Okay.  283. 


Mr.   This is exhibit 10.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 10 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MR.  


Q I apologize for the formatting here.  Unfortunately, this 


is just how it came in.  You will see that what we just handed you was 


an email from Patricia McCaig to Governor Kitzhaber on April 9, which 


is the next day.  It contains a lot of discussion about investing 


further in the Oregon option, utilizing another State's technology, 


moving to the Federal exchange.  I would like to direct your attention 


to the very last line of this email under the line of Managing and 


Staging the Decision, it says:  "Regardless, the Cover Oregon board 


would hear and accept the Federal exchange recommendation on April 22, 


23, or 24."  So the next day, McCaig emails the Governor.  How does 


McCaig know that you will all be moving to the Federal exchange?  


A I would say she doesn't, and if you look at this, I think 


if you go up to line, bullet point 6, it says, at the IT meeting on 


April 21, it is likely -- there is no confirmation there.  I think she 


is hypothesizing that, based on the information at hand, this is the 


decision that would be made.  And then on 8, when it says, "Regardless, 


the Cover Oregon would," I think that is her anticipation based on 
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information.  It's not saying will hear and accept.  So I think that 


is she is trying to make the assumptions based on the information at 


hand.  


Q And why do you believe Ms. Patricia McCaig knew what the 


IT committee would recommend?  


A Based on the information that we were seeing from Alex on 


risk, schedule, and cost.  


Q So, based on the timeline we have just shown you, you have 


an April 2nd SWAT team call, an April 8th call with Bruce Goldberg and 


Alex Pettit, a call to Marilyn Tavenner, then McCaig informing the 


Governor -- we may disagree on this -- about the possibility of moving 


to the Federal exchange at the end of April.  Would you agree that the 


decision to switch to the Federal exchange was made in early April?  


A No.  I think that there was information at the time, you 


know, showing a high probability because of, again, the risk, schedule, 


and cost, but that decision was not completely done until the IT 


committee reviewed it and made that decision.  


Q But you're saying that there was a high probability at the 


beginning of April that they would move to the Federal exchange?  


A Based on the information that was being reviewed at the 


time.  


Q So we have also gone over this April 2nd call and this April 


8th call, which are obviously related to a Cover Oregon decision to 


move to Federal technology.  Would you agree with that generally, the 


possibility to move to it?  
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A Correct.  


Q What members of the Cover Oregon board participated in 


either of these calls?  


A None, I believe.  


Q Do you believe that, given the fact that this decision 


needed to be made by the board, they should have been involved in these 


calls?  


A I would say this was information that they were also seeing.  


This group wasn't making any decisions.  


Q Did you ever edit any PowerPoint presentations for the 


technology advisory group?  


A I do recall reviewing them.  I can't recall if I actually 


made any edits or not.  


Q Are you aware of any other campaign advisers editing 


PowerPoint presentations for the technology advisory group?  


A I think this group did review and make edits.  I would say 


that these were edits that were made based on, you know, communication 


issues, from a communication standpoint.  


Mr.   We're going to do another exhibit here.   


Mr.   This is exhibit 11.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 11 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MR.  


Q You'll see that this is an email from Aaron Patnode at the 


bottom.  And who is Aaron Patnode, to your knowledge?  
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A At the time, I believe he worked for Kaiser Permanente.  


Q He starts his email with:  "I write to you today as my level 


of concern regarding Cover Oregon continues to increase."  What do you 


believe his level of concern was?  


A I don't want to speculate.  I don't know.  I can't speak 


for Aaron.  


Q He says:  "While I understand that there was a vast amount 


of work and evaluation that needed to be completed prior to putting 


either of the plans in motion, I have been surprised at the lack of 


communication with this group given our expressed interest to be 


involved as that evaluation continued."  Do you understand what he 


means by "plans" in quotes there?  


A I do not.  


Q Do you understand what he means by the "lack of 


communication" with the IT advisory group?   


A I do not.  


Q He writes then:  "It is concerning to be learning through 


the press about critical changes that have direct impact on the 


validity, and credibility, for that matter, of our recommendation."  


Do you understand what he means by that?  


A No.  


Q He then writes:  "I'm left questioning the value of our past 


and continued participation in the IT advisory committee."  Did any 


other members of the IT advisory group communicate these concerns to 


you at the time?  
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A No.  


Q You just mentioned that, based on the information the IT 


advisory group was providing you, it seemed highly likely that they 


were going to move to a Federal exchange.  Based on this email that 


was sent in the middle of April, that doesn't seem to be that they are 


being listened to.  Would you agree?  


Mr.   Who? 


BY MR.  


Q The IT advisory group.  Sorry. 


A If you go back and review much of this material, the options 


that were laid out had to do with staying with the current technology 


or moving.  I think, during this time, the key person really who would 


be able to answer this would be Alex Pettit.  He was working with 


Deloitte and making sure that the numbers and everything were as precise 


as possible, and I think there may have been some angst from committee 


members to have more regular communication.  But, again, that would 


be something that Alex would be able to more clearly identify.  


Q And, again, you said earlier that this was highly likely, 


based on the information you were receiving, that the decision was being 


made to move to the Federal exchange.  This email says there was a vast 


amount of work and evaluation that needed to be completed prior to 


putting either of the plans in motion.  Now, you said, based on calls 


on April 2nd and 8, that it was highly likely you were moving there, 


but on April 16th, Aaron Patnode is saying that there is still a vast 


amount of work and evaluation that needs to be done.  How do you 
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reconcile those two statements?  


Mr.   Just I'd object.  The rest of the sentence:  Vast 


amount of work that needs to be done prior to putting either of these 


plans in motion.   


The Witness.  I can't speak for Aaron.  I think that would be a 


better question for Alex. 


Mr.   Okay.  Well, let's go to the part that you're 


involved in in this email.  Next, you said:  "Just saw this.  All the 


more reason to land on a date ASAP."   


What did you mean by that?  


The Witness.  I don't recall.  


Mr.   We're going to go to one more exhibit here.   


Mr.   This is exhibit 12.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 12 


    Was marked for identification.]  


Mr.   This is another email chain between you and Ms. 


McCaig, and this all takes place between Tuesday, April 22nd, and 


Wednesday, April 23rd.  And you'll see that Patricia McCaig writes, 


on April 22nd, at 7:10 p.m.:  "We are making progress, but I'm a bit 


nervous.  Especially about Friday."  What was she nervous about?   


The Witness.  I don't recall.  Possibly the upcoming board 


meeting.  


Mr.   We're going to go to another email right now.  It's 


896.   


Mr.   This is exhibit 13.  
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    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 13 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MR.  


Q You will see this email, from Patricia McCaig to you, Sean 


Kolmer, and she copied the Governor on it, in which she says that "timing 


is everything" and links to a KATU article on Oracle.  And to your 


understanding, Oracle is the contractor responsible or hired to build 


Cover Oregon, correct?  


A Correct.  


Q And you can see that the investigation finds Oracle shares 


blame with Cover Oregon for Web site disaster.  She writes:  "FYI, 


timing is everything."  Why do you believe McCaig said --  


A Where does it say that --  


Q I'm sorry.  The link is very small.   


Mr.   Do you have a copy of that article?   


Mr.   We do not, but we will provide you with one. 


Mr.   And what does it say? 


Mr.   It says:  KATU investigation finds Oracle shares 


blame with Cover Oregon for Web site disaster. 


BY MR.  


Q Why did McCaig say timing is everything in respect to this 


article about Oracle sharing the blame with Cover Oregon?  


A I don't know.  


Q Do you have any knowledge if campaign advisers or yourself 


or anyone from the Governor's staff worked with reporters to publish 
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negative stories about Oracle on the condition that they were granted 


anonymity?  


A No.  


Q I see we only have 12 minutes left, and I'd like to find 


something to go over here that won't straddle the break.   


Quickly, obviously you know that you are currently before the 


Oversight and Government Reform Committee, and are you familiar 


with -- 727, please,  -- you are aware that, in 2014, people 


from Oregon were invited to testify before this committee?  


A Correct.  


Q Were you involved in the decisions on who would testify for 


that hearing?  


A I was part of discussions.  


Q Are you aware of why Bruce Goldberg did not testify at the 


hearing?  


A Yes.  He had a broken leg.  


Q How did you end up deciding who would testify?  


Mr.   Meaning Mr. Bonetto personally? 


Mr.   Governor's Office or any personal involvement you had 


in that decision?  


The Witness.  I don't recall.  


Mr.   We're going to show you an email here.   


Mr.   This is exhibit 14.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 14 


    Was marked for identification.] 
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BY MR.  


Q You'll see that this email chain begins with the former 


counsel for the committee inviting someone from Cover Oregon to 


testify.  This email at the beginning was sent to Amy Fauver at Cover 


Oregon.com.  You then forwarded this email from your personal email 


account to the SWAT team.  You'll see this was March 21 at 3:48 p.m.  


Why did you take this email to your personal account and forward it 


along to individuals?  


A So we had done this, when this group began to form, and since 


there were individuals who had associations with the campaign as well 


as kind of in a noncampaign role in helping as unpaid advisers, I think 


really being as conservative as possible, we wanted to keep that 


information flow on private email, I would say, with full disclosure, 


knowing full well that if there was any communication that was deemed 


to be public, that it would be released.  And as I'm reading it today, 


it's been released.  These are all public documents.  


Q Can you describe, generally, when you were the chief of 


staff for the Governor, what is your understanding of the rules 


prohibiting campaign activity by yourself as an employee of the State?  


Are you allowed to do this during business hours, or do you have to 


do it on your personal time after hours?  


A This is State work, so this group was helping inform the 


State on day-to-day communication issues.  Anything related to 


specific campaign activities, yes, had to be done off hours.  


Q And you just said that you forwarded this to private emails 
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because you had concerns about the separation between State work and 


campaign individuals.  Correct?  


A Correct.  


Q Would you not agree that it is not appropriate to then to, 


on a Friday, at 3:48 in the afternoon, during working hours, to be 


involving the campaign people while you were --  


A I would disagree.  For the Cover Oregon issues that we were 


dealing with when this team was mobilized, really this team was 


mobilized, they were unpaid policy advisers to the Governor at the 


Governor's request.  


Q You've mentioned at length that the SWAT team or these 


people involved are policy advisers, and they were brought in to help 


assist the Governor with what was going on with Cover Oregon.  To your 


understanding, what experience does Mark Wiener have in building IT 


systems or on healthcare policy?  


A I don't know, but his background for this had much more to 


do with crisis communication and with government agencies.  


Q And what experience does Kevin Looper have with health IT 


systems or healthcare policy?  


A I would echo the same that I just did with Mark.  


Q And what role or experience does Patricia McCaig have with 


health IT or health policy?  


A I would say the same for Patricia as well as Tim.  


Q So, for Tim Raphael, you would say he also has no experience 


in health IT planning or healthcare policy?  
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A With crisis communication and with government agencies.  


Q And Nkenge, did she have any experience in health IT or 


healthcare policy?  


A Her background was in communications.  


Q So this is an email in which the Committee on Oversight and 


Government Reform is informing you that they would like someone from 


Cover Oregon to testify regarding Cover Oregon and needs someone from 


the State, and you sent it to people who do not have any experience 


in health IT policy or healthcare policy?  


A But they do have experience in communication and strategy 


and how we should be able to think through this.  


Q I'm hoping that we will be able to get through this in the 


time we have left, so I will apologize if we have to cut it off.  After 


the decision was made to switch to healthcare.gov, did you have any 


conversations with members of the Cover Oregon Board of Directors?  


A Can you be more specific?   


Q The decision to switch to or abandon Cover Oregon and move 


to Federal exchange, your testimony is that was made on April 24th when 


the board --  


Mr.   The board met --  


Mr.   When the board met.  Would you agree with that 


general timeline? 


The Witness.  If it was April 24th or not, I can't remember.  


Mr.   April 24th, 25th, around then.  So we're talking, 


after April, did you have any conversations with members of the Cover 
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Oregon Board of Directors?  


Mr.   On any subject? 


BY MR.  


Q Related to the decision to move to Federal exchange.   


A I believe I may have with Liz Baxter and George Brown at 


some point during the summer months.  


Q Can you recall how Liz Baxter or George Brown reacted to 


the decision to move to healthcare.gov in April?  


A No.  


Q Did they express any concerns to you about the decision to 


move to healthcare.gov?  


A Not that I recall.  


Mr.   I'm going to show you another email.  It's 254.   


Mr.   This is exhibit 15.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 15 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MR.    


Q This is an email from you to Sean Kolmer approximately after 


a decision was made to move from Cover Oregon to the Federal exchange, 


correct?  You'll say in the middle of this email:  We should connect 


tomorrow a.m., if possible.  Had a long conversation with Liz tonight 


about the board.   


Would you agree that's Liz Baxter who you just referenced?  


A Right.  


Q Continuing the email:  And safe to say they are not in a 
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good spot.  Gretchen submitted her resignation again.  It sounds like 


there are others lined up to do the same.  Last week's board meeting 


didn't help, as well as how the Tina announcement got rolled out.  


Fixable, but we'll need to think this through.   


What did you and Liz Baxter talk about regarding the board?  


A I don't recall.  


Q Do you recall why they weren't in a, quote, "good spot"?  


A No, I don't.  


Q You write in this email:  "Gretchen submitted her 


resignation again.  It sounds like there are others lined up to do the 


same."  Who was "Gretchen"?  


A I believe it was Gretchen Peterson.  


Q Had Gretchen Peters attempted to resign from the Cover 


Oregon board before?  


A I believe so.  


Q Do you know why she attempted to resign from the Cover Oregon 


board?  


A I do not.  


Q Did she resign this time?  


A I believe so.  


Q Did you ever have any conversations with any of the board 


members about not resigning?  


A I don't believe so.  


Q Okay.  Did you ever have any concerns that a board member 


resigning would be a negative political story or an embarrassment to 
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the Governor?  


A No.  


Q Did you have any understanding why any others would be 


interested in resigning?  


A No.  


Q Okay.  And you say at the end that:  "We will need to think 


through this."  Do you know who that would include, you would have to 


think this through?  


A No.  


Q Do you have any idea what was decided to be done regarding 


these board resignations?  


A No.  


Q Just give me a moment here please.  This email ends with:  


"And was then thinking of having us talk about this with Patricia at 


either 9:15 or early evening."  And that is Patricia McCaig.  Correct?  


A Correct.  


Q Why would Patricia McCaig be involved in conversations 


about the resignation of Cover Oregon board members?   


A As it would relate to communication issues within the 


office.  


Q Okay.  Why would that be a communications issue?  


A If there was a board resignation or anything within Cover 


Oregon?   


Q Yeah.   


A That would be something that the office would be responding 
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to at some point.  We would want some communication strategy around 


that.  


Q But you just told me there was no concern that stories of 


people resigning would be embarrassing or politically inconvenient?  


A Correct.  


Q So why is --  


A But there would still need to be messaging communication 


strategy around that.  


Q And returning to Patricia McCaig's role, why was she brought 


in and not hired by the Governor's Office if her role was just simply 


basic communication from the Governor's Office?  


A She had volunteered to be an unpaid adviser on this.  


Mr.   We only have 56 seconds left in this round, so we'll 


take a pause.   


[Recess.]
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[9:27 a.m.] 


Ms.   Hi, Mr. Bonetto.  Once again, I'm   


with the minority.   


EXAMINATION 


BY MS.  


Q I wanted to bring your attention back to exhibit 11, which 


was the email from you to Patricia McCaig, but the original email was 


from Aaron Patnode.   


So my colleagues in the majority read a line to you in the email, 


so I wanted to reread that line to you, if you'll follow along with 


me.   


"While I understand that there was a vast amount of work and 


evaluation that needed to be completed prior to putting either of the 


'plans' in motion, I have been surprised at the lack of communication 


with this group given our expressed interest to be involved as the 


evaluation continued."   


So by "plans," could Mr. Patnode have meant the recommendations 


to move forward by the board with this decision?   


A Correct, in terms of how to move forward.  


Q Okay.   


Also, my colleagues in the majority suggested that this email 


shows that the IT advisory group wasn't being listened to.  As the 


Governor's chief of staff, was it your impression that the Governor 


was listening to this IT advisory group's recommendation?  


A Yes. 
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Q Do you believe that the board listened to the advisory 


group's recommendation?   


A Yes. 


Q Okay.   


So I want to call your attention back to or direct you back to 


exhibit 5.  This was an email from John Kitzhaber to Mr. Sean Kolmer 


and copying yourself. 


Are you there?  


A Yes.  


Q Okay.  And what's the date on this email?   


A March 26th. 


Q And when did the IT adviser group make their final decision 


or recommendation?   


A At the end of April.  


Q Okay.  So this email came before the IT group's 


recommendation.   


A Correct. 


Q So did the Governor's opinion change after seeing the IT 


advisory group's recommendation?   


A After he saw the full information on their -- for risk, 


schedule, and cost, yeah, he agreed with their recommendation. 


Q And the Governor relied on the IT work group's 


recommendation?   


A Correct. 


Q Okay.   
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So many questions from my colleagues in the majority discussed 


conversations that you or other State employees had with Ms. McCaig 


and other non-State government employees about Cover Oregon.  Do you 


recall those questions?  


A Yes.  


Q Was it out of the ordinary for you to communicate with 


non-State employees about this matter?   


A No.  I mean, the Governor continually relied on outside 


advisers, outside individuals, on multiple issues, Cover Oregon being 


one. 


Q Okay.  And so what you're saying is you weren't limited in 


your day-to-day conversations with just State employees.   


A Correct. 


Q And would you say that the Governor wasn't limited in his 


day-to-day activities to just speaking with State employees?   


A Correct. 


Q So sometimes yourself or the Governor also consulted 


individuals outside of the State or outside of the Governor's office 


based on their expertise?  


A Correct. 


Q And did Ms. McCaig have any outside expertise?  


A In crisis communications, yes.  


Q And did the Governor rely on her expertise in that area?  


A Yes.  


Q So it wasn't unusual for you or the Governor to consult Ms. 
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McCaig about issues pertaining to her expertise?   


A Correct. 


Q And just to reiterate, what was Ms. McCaig's role in regard 


to Cover Oregon?   


A She was a part of a team that the Governor had put together 


to help inform him of communication strategies as well as understand 


the scope of the issue.  


Q Okay.  So there was nothing unusual about Ms. McCaig 


speaking to the Governor.   


A No.  


Q Okay.  Or was there anything improper about Ms. McCaig 


talking to you or the Governor about Cover Oregon?  


A No. 


Q Okay.   


So I want to turn your attention back to the -- it's been called 


the IT advisory group or the technology options workgroup.  Who made 


the decision to assemble this IT workgroup?  


A I believe it was both the Governor and Bruce Goldberg.  


Q Okay.  And why did the Governor and Bruce Goldberg decide 


to convene this IT workgroup?  


A There was a need to better understand the options, what 


those options were to move forward, and needing to know really from 


IT experts, from their recommendations, with the information at hand. 


Q And when was this technology options workgroup created?   


A I don't recall.  That is something Bruce would be able to 
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identify specifically, but I believe the March timeframe. 


Q Okay.  And do you recall who the members of this technology 


options workgroup were?  


A I do not recall all the members, but I do remember that many 


of them were, you know, either chief information technology advisers 


or officers within specific, you know, health plans or other 


health-related groups.  


Q So it's fair to say that this IT options workgroup consisted 


of qualified individuals who would be able to give a recommendation --  


A Correct.  


Q -- on the State's technology options.   


So just to go back, when you said the technology advisory group 


was created sometime in March, were you -- is that March 2014?  


A 2013.  2014, excuse me, excuse me.  Yes.   


Q Okay.  So the technology options workgroup was created in, 


you're saying, March 2014.   


A Correct.  That I'm aware of.  


Q Okay.  So how often did this IT options workgroup meet?   


A I don't recall.  I believe there was a May report that Alex 


Pettit put together that had their full scope of meeting dates and their 


recommendations and the scope of work that they did.  


Q Okay. 


A I don't remember how many meetings they had.  


Q And when did the technology workgroup make their final 


recommendation to the board, to the Cover Oregon board?  
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A I believe that was at the end of April.  


Q Would that be April 24th, 2014?   


A I believe in that timeframe, yes. 


Q And what was the workgroup's recommendation?   


A That based on the information they had reviewed from 


Deloitte looking at the risk, schedule, and cost of all of those 


options, that their recommendation was to move to the Federal Web site. 


Q Okay.   


Let's talk more about the factors that you just discussed.  Can 


you describe or can you explain what the factors that the technology 


group used to come to their recommendation, what they were?   


A Well, this is what I, you know, have learned through Alex 


Pettit.  Alex really was the driver of this and had, you know, great 


background in doing these assessments.   


But those three really had to do with risk or the probability of 


success of any one of those options, of being able to make this 


transition work in a timely manner so that you would actually be able 


to have a functional Web site for the November 2014 open enrollment 


period.  So just the overall success rate.   


And then the schedule of whether or not we would actually be able 


to meet that timeframe within that limited window, to be able to get 


that transition up and running, whether it was to fix the current 


technology or to make that transition.   


And then the last was cost.  Could we actually do it within 


available funds that Cover Oregon had?   
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And after reviewing all of those, you know, the amount of money 


that it was estimated to take to work with the current system was well 


beyond the resources that Cover Oregon had and would have required Cover 


Oregon to go seek additional Federal funds.  


Q And when you talk about scheduling, you said when the 


technology had to be up and running.  Was there a date when this 


technology had to be up and running?   


A I believe the date was February 15th, 2014, in 


order -- November 15th, 2014, in order to enroll in the 2015 open 


enrollment period.  


Q So, to your knowledge, the workgroup looked at -- evaluated 


the options based on whether technology would be available, up and 


running, by this November --  


A Correct.  


Q -- 2014 date?  


A Correct. 


Q Okay.   


Now -- and I'll finish asking the question, and then if you can 


answer after I finish the question, that would be great.   


So this IT workgroup, were they involved -- were they concerned 


with any politics of the decision?   


A I don't know. 


Q Okay.  Do you know why the group came to the recommendation 


to switch to the Federal technology?  


A I believe based on the facts that they were looking at. 
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Q And do you know if this recommendation was unanimous by the 


IT group, to switch to the Federal technology?   


A I believe so, but I'm not 100 percent certain. 


Q Okay.   


Now I'd like to ask you a couple of questions about Cover Oregon's 


board of directors.  What was the role of Cover Oregon's board of 


directors?   


A To oversee the operations of the health insurance exchange.  


Q To your knowledge, was there any criteria for being a part 


of the board?   


A I believe that was laid out in statute.  I don't recall the 


specifics. 


Q What type of decisions would the Cover Oregon board 


typically make?   


A I believe that board was responsible for, you know, 


overseeing the budget as well as the key policy issues impacting the 


exchange relating to number of plans offered and the criteria for the 


plans to be sold on the exchange.  


Q Could you describe the Cover Oregon's board decisionmaking 


process?  


A Not that I recall, other than, you know, having monthly 


board meetings. 


Q So did the board typically rubber stamp decisions already 


made by the State or the Governor's advisers?  


A Not that I'm aware of. 
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Q Did they offer advice?  Or did they make decisions 


unilaterally?   


A Not that I'm aware of. 


Q Okay. 


So let's switch to the -- let's switch to discuss the board's 


decision to switch to the Federal technology.  Did the board hear 


multiple presentations from this IT advisory group?   


A I believe they were continually updated as their work 


progressed. 


Q Okay.  And was the board able -- do you know if the board 


was able to ask questions or did they have briefings where they could 


ask questions about the IT workgroup's work?   


A I believe so. 


Q Okay.   


So who ultimately made the decision to switch from the State 


exchange to the federally supported State-based exchange?  


A The Cover Oregon board.  


Q And do you know if this vote was unanimous at all?   


A I don't recall. 


Q Okay.  Do you have any reason to believe that the board was 


coerced into voting to switch from the State exchange to the Federal --  


A No. 


Q -- platform?   


So was it the board's responsibility to decide the direction of 


the State exchange?  Is that what you're saying?  
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A Yes.  


Q It was the board's ultimate decision --  


A Yes.  


Q -- to decide the fate of the State exchange.  


A Yes. 


Q Okay.   


So let's go backwards for a little bit to discuss Oracle's role 


in the development of the State exchange.   


So, at some point, Oregon decided to create its own State 


exchange.  Is that correct?  


A Correct.  


Q Do you know who made that decision?   


A I do not. 


Q Okay.  At some point, the State decided it was going to 


select a vendor to create the State exchange.  Is that correct?  


A Correct.  


Q And do you know who the State chose as the vendor for the 


State exchange?  


A Oracle.  


Q Okay.  Do you know why the State chose Oracle as its vendor?   


A Just from a report that I've read from third parties, 


whether it was from the First Data report or from CMS reports. 


Q And what is the First Data report?  


A The First Data report was an audit that the Governor's 


office requested be done at the beginning of 2014 to better understand 
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the situation of why we were in the current situation, to make sure 


that we were going to be able to prevent anything like that happening 


again. 


Q Okay.  And what situation are you referring to?  


A The Cover Oregon. 


Q Okay.   


Do you know if any information was made available to Oracle that 


identified when the Web site needed to be fully functioning?   


Excuse me.  Let me go backwards.  Do you know what Oracle was 


hired to do for the State?   


A To have a functional Web site up and running by October 


1st --  


Q Okay.   


A -- 2013.  


Q Okay.  And do you know if any information was made available 


to Oracle that identified when the State exchange needed to be fully 


functioning?   


A It was very clear, in terms of just when open enrollment 


began was October 1st, 2013. 


Q And you said it was very clear.  What do you mean, it was 


very clear?  


A From the Federal regulations to, you know, when everybody 


had -- every State had to have that up and running.  


Q Okay.  Do you know if the State informed Oracle of the date 


that the Web site needed to be fully functioning?  
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A I believe so.  Yes. 


Q Okay.   


Did you ever meet with Oracle representatives after the State 


entered into a contract with Oracle?  


A Yes. 


Q Okay.  And how often did you meet with Oracle 


representatives? 


A Not on a regular basis. 


Q Okay.  And when you were present for meetings with Oracle, 


who was involved from Oracle?   


A One key meeting I had was with Kate Johnson, who was a senior 


executive at Oracle, along with Cover Oregon executives. 


Q And in that meeting with Kate Johnson, what was discussed?   


A This was in April of 2013, and it was discussing the progress 


of the Web site to date and their commitment to having a functional 


Web site by October 1st and that they were putting everything they had 


into this. 


Q And during that meeting, did Kate from Oracle ever express 


any concern --  


A No. 


Q -- about the Web site --  


Mr.   Wait till she finishes the question. 


BY MS.  


Q And during this meeting, did Kate ever express any concern 


about Oracle's ability to create a fully functioning Web site?   
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A No. 


Q Did Kate ever express any concern about Oracle being able 


to produce this Web site by the October 1st, 2013, deadline?   


A No. 


Q Were there any representatives from the State in this 


meeting as well?  


A Not that I recall.   


Mr.   Other than Cover Oregon. 


The Witness.  Other than Cover Oregon, correct. 


BY MS.   


Q Okay.  Who from Cover Oregon? 


A I believe Rocky King was --  


Q Who?   


A Rocky King at the time was the executive director of Cover 


Oregon. 


Q Okay.   


Mr.   Just so we're clear, you said that was one meeting 


you had with them.  Did you have other meetings just --  


The Witness.  Not that I recall.  


Mr.   Okay.  All right.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 16 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.    


Q I'm handing you an exhibit which was marked as exhibit 16.  


It appears to be an email from Nkenge -- it'll be Harmon Johnson, 
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correct?  


A Correct. 


Q -- dated January 19th, 2014, with a timeline attached to 


it.  Are you familiar with this document?  


A Yes. 


Q Please look at the first page of the document, which is Bates 


stamped GOV_HR00053519.  I'm going to read the text of the email.  Just 


follow along with me as I read.   


It says, "Attached please see two documents that you may find 


useful for your background information.  Please note that the timeline 


is the document that Mike and I used to further our discussions with 


Nick, Jeff (Oregonian), and Jeff and Gosha (AP) this week."   


Now, the Mike that Ms. Harmon Johnson is referring to, is that 


you?   


A Correct. 


Q Okay.  And do you recognize this document, the timeline?   


A I do. 


Q And did you help create the timeline?  


A I did. 


Q Is it accurate?   


A I believe so, yes. 


Q Okay.   


So let me draw your attention to the third page of the document, 


which is Bates stamped GOV_HR00053521.   


If you go to the date marked April 9th, 2013 -- are you there?  
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A Yes. 


Q Okay.  I'm going to read -- I'm going to read this -- I'm 


sorry.  Can you go to the date May 29th, 2013?   


A Yes. 


Q Okay.  I'm going to read what's written beside May 29th.  


"Briefing meeting on IT project with Sean Kolmer, Mike Bonetto, Rocky 


King, Aaron Karjala, Erinn Kelley-Siel, Bruce Goldberg and Carolyn 


Lawson.  Update:  On track." 


So, earlier, you described who some individuals were.  And just 


to repeat, who is Sean Kolmer?  


A He was also a health policy adviser to the Governor. 


Q Okay.  And Rocky King, as you already noted, was the 


executive director --  


A Correct.  


Q -- for Cover Oregon.  And Aaron Karjala, who is he?  


A Aaron was the, I believe, chief information officer for 


Cover Oregon. 


Q And Erinn Kelley-Siel?  


A Erinn was the director of the Department of Human Services 


for the State. 


Q And Bruce Goldberg, at the time?  


A Was the director of the Oregon Health Authority for the 


State.  


Q And Carolyn Lawson?  


A Carolyn Lawson was the chief information officer, I 
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believe, for both the Oregon Health Authority and for the Department 


of Human Services.   


Q Okay.  Thank you.   


So let's go back to the timeline.  You mentioned, or you wrote, 


"Update:  On track."  On track for what?  What does that mean?   


A That refers to on track for an April 1, 2013, launch date.  


Mr.   October 1? 


The Witness.  October 1. 


BY MS.   


Q And did "on track" pertain to Oracle's work in creating the 


State exchange Web site?  


A Correct.  


Q So does that mean Oracle was on track to produce the Web 


site by October 1st, 2013, as you just said?  


A Correct.  


Q Okay.  Who told you that the IT project was on track?   


A At this briefing meeting, where we had regular updates. 


Q Okay.  And who at the meeting said that the project was on 


track?   


A I believe it was a combination from Cover Oregon and DHS 


and OHA.  So all parties confirmed. 


Q And what is DHS?  


A Department of Human Services. 


Q And what is OHA?  


A Oregon Health Authority.  
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Q Okay.  And what was the basis for Department of Human 


Services and Oregon Health Authority officials telling you that the 


IT project was on track?   


A This project involved all of those agencies, as the scope 


of the project was, you know, centered around what was called the No 


Wrong Door policy, so that if you were accessing any human health 


services, that you'd be able to come and have access through one portal.  


So all agencies were kind of aligned with this project. 


Q So did someone from Oregon Health Authority or Department 


of Human Services explain why they believed the IT project was on track, 


as you noted?   


A As I recall, this was, you know, information that they had 


at the time, believing that, you know, based on the scope and the time, 


that they believed that they were going to be able to accomplish this.  


Q Was this based on conversations with Oracle?  


A I believe so.  


Q Okay.  And when you received this update, who did you 


inform?  


A We, Mr. Kolmer and I, continually kept the Governor and the 


chief of staff, Curtis Robinhold, up to date. 


Q And why did you update the Governor on the progress of the 


IT project?   


A To make sure that he was apprised of the situation, that 


we were on track. 


Q Okay.   
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I'm going to draw your attention to the same page but to the June 


3rd, 2013, date.  I will read as you follow along.   


It says, "Rocky King briefs Mike Bonetto and Bruce Goldberg that 


the interface connections with insurance carriers is behind schedule 


and that Medicaid eligibility and enrollment may need to be modified 


to only a Medicaid assessment."   


What were you referring to here?   


A I believe that that was the first time that the discussions 


of kind of modifying the scope or decreasing the scope in order to meet 


the October 1 timeframe. 


Q So was Medicaid eligibility and enrollment part of the same 


IT project as the State's health insurance exchange Web site?  


A Correct.  


Q Was Oracle working on this Medicaid system?  


A Correct. 


Q So, under this note, you mentioned that the interface 


connections with insurance carriers was behind schedule.  Were you 


concerned at all that part of the IT project was behind schedule?   


A This was the first time that we were notified by Rocky that 


they were behind to this degree.  So, yes, concerned.  


Q Did that raise concerns that the other parts of the IT 


project, such as the State exchange Web site, were possibly behind 


schedule?   


A At the time, yes.  But I would just follow up that the 


subsequent meetings we had then identified and they confirmed that they 
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were on track. 


Q Okay.  So why didn't you question whether the creation of 


the State exchange was behind schedule?   


A We were notified on June 3rd that there were concerns that 


they were behind schedule, but then, again, 2 weeks later, they came 


back and said that they were on track. 


Q Okay.   


Let me draw your attention to the next page, Bates stamped 


GOV_HR0005352.  If you go to date June 19th, 2013, I'll read as you 


follow along.   


It says, "Briefing meeting on IT project with Sean Kolmer, Mike 


Bonetto, Rocky King, Aaron Karjala, Erinn Kelley-Siel, Bruce Goldberg 


and Carolyn Lawson.  Update:  On track."   


Did I read that correctly?  


A Correct. 


Q So here, what does "on track" mean?  


A Again, for an October 1 launch date. 


Q And this "on track" pertained to Oracle's work on the State 


exchange?   


A Correct. 


Q So who told you at this meeting that the IT project was on 


track?   


A Again, I believe that was a combination of consensus from 


this group. 


Q And did they explain to you why they felt that the project 
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was -- the IT project was on track?   


A Based on the information that they were reviewing and that 


they felt that it was on track. 


Q Would that be based on representations from Oracle?   


A I believe so, yes. 


Q Okay.  And once you received this information, did you 


inform anybody of the information you received at this meeting?  


A I believe we kept the Governor and the chief of staff 


informed. 


Q Okay.   


And now I'd like to move down to the July 12, 2013, date on the 


timeline, same page.  It reads, "Briefing meeting on IT project with 


Sean Kolmer, Mike Bonetto, Rocky King, Aaron Karjala, Erinn 


Kelley-Siel, Bruce Goldberg and Carolyn Lawson.  Update:  On track.  


Bonetto and Kolmer inform Governor."   


Again, what does "on track" mean here?  


A On track for an October 1st launch. 


Q And does "on track" pertain to Oracle's work on the IT 


project?   


A Correct. 


Q And do you know who at this meeting informed you that the 


IT project was on track?   


A Again, these meetings really were from everybody, a group 


consensus that this project was on track. 


Q Okay.  Was the consensus based on representations from 
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Oracle?   


A I believe so, yes. 


Q Okay. 


And you note under the July 27th [sic], 2013, date that you and 


Sean Kolmer informed the Governor.  Why did you inform the Governor?   


A I believe this may have been specifically in writing.  I 


don't recall.  But we kept him, you know, continually updated on this 


progress.  


Q Okay.  And why did you keep him continuously updated on 


this?  


A This was a project of great magnitude and concern for the 


State that he wanted to understand where we were. 


Q Was there a reason that you informed the Governor in writing 


at this time?   


A I don't recall.  It may have been a monthly update for him 


through the chief of staff. 


Q Okay.  And was there anything unusual about the Governor 


being briefed on matters that were important to his constituents?   


A No. 


Q Had he expressed any concern -- had the Governor expressed 


any concern about the status of the IT project and Oracle's work?   


A No. 


Q Okay.   


Let's go to the next date on the timeline, which says July 27th, 


2013, on the same page.  Follow along with me.   
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It says, "Briefing meeting on IT project with Sean Kolmer, Mike 


Bonetto, Rocky King, Aaron Karjala, Erinn Kelley-Siel, Bruce Goldberg 


and Carolyn Lawson.  Update:  On track."   


So "on track" here, what does that mean?   


A On track for an October 1st launch date for the exchange.  


Q And does this "on track" pertain to Oracle's work on the 


IT project?  


A I believe so, yes.   


Q And who at this meeting informed you that the project was 


on track?   


A This was a group consensus indicating on track. 


Q Okay.  And was this consensus based on the representations 


from Oracle?   


A I believe so, yes. 


Q And who did you update?  Did you update anyone about the 


progress of --  


A I believe we continually kept the Governor and his chief 


of staff updated.  


Q Okay.   


And let's move to the next date on the timeline.  It says July 


31st, 2013.  "Briefing meeting on IT project with Sean Kolmer, Mike 


Bonetto, Rocky King, Aaron Karjala, Erinn Kelley-Siel, Bruce Goldberg 


and Carolyn Lawson.  Update:  May need to do a staged launch -- but 


project on track."   


What does "staged launch" mean?   
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A I recall the staged launch had to do with how the exchange 


was going to function with health insurance agents and that there may 


need to be a staged launch in terms of how their involvement was going 


to apply, that maybe it would be pushed back 2 to 3 weeks in terms of 


from an agent perspective.  


Q So would a staged launch be reducing the scope of the 


project?   


A I believe it had more to do with the timing of the sequencing 


of certain aspects of the project. 


Q So I'm just trying to understand what "staged launch" is.  


Can you describe more in detail what a staged launch would be?   


A I would defer to Rocky King and, you know, Cover Oregon, 


you know, executives who were, you know, framing this as a staged 


launch.  But to your earlier point, was it a decrease in scope, I think 


that could be a fair, you know, assessment, is, yes, in order to achieve 


the October 1 start date. 


Q And why was there a need to do a staged launch at this point?   


A I believe that at the current -- at that current point in 


time, they were at risk of not meeting October 1 with the current scope.  


Q And who is "they"?   


A Cover Oregon and this team -- and this team from the 


Department of Human Services and the Oregon Health Authority.  


Q So who asked to decrease the scope or do the staged launch 


for this IT project?   


A I believe this was, again, a group consensus. 
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Q Was this based on Oracle's representations to the group?   


A I would believe so, yes. 


Q So a staged launch means that fewer people would be able 


to enroll or have access to the IT Web site on October 1st, 2013?   


A I don't know. 


Q Okay.   


Let's move to -- and, after this meeting, who did you -- did you 


update anybody about the project?   


A I believe, again, we kept the Governor and the chief of staff 


up to date.   


Q Okay.   


And also in this bullet point, you put:  But the project is on 


track.  So there's a staged launch, but the project was on track.  So 


was it your -- so were you being told that, even though there's going 


to be a staged launch, this project, the IT Web site, would still go 


live October 1st, 2013?  


A That is correct.  


Q And was this based on representations from Oracle?   


A I believe so, yes. 


Q Okay.  And did you or any members of the team express any 


concern about the staged launch?   


A Not that I'm aware of. 


Q Okay.   


So let's move to September 3rd, 2013, on the timeline, the same 


page.  It says, "Briefing meeting on IT project with Sean Kolmer, Mike 
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Bonetto, Rocky King, Aaron Karjala, Erinn Kelley-Siel, Bruce Goldberg 


and Carolyn Lawson.  Update:  Will be a staged launch -- but project 


on track."   


So, here again, I just want to be clear, what is a staged launch?  


What do you mean by "staged launch" here?   


A I believe that there were components of the Web site that 


would not be fully functional for a period of time after the launch.  


And I can't tell you the specifics of what those functionalities were.  


I can't recall. 


Q So would that -- so you said there were components that 


would not be fully functional.  Would that impact individuals being 


able to enroll on the Web site by the October 1st, 2013, deadline?  


A It is possible, but I would defer to the Cover Oregon folks 


for the specifics on that. 


Q Okay.   


And you note the project will be on track.  Does "on track" mean 


that the Web site was still expected to go live October 1st, 2013?  


A Correct.  


Q Okay.  And did you inform anybody of the -- or brief anyone 


about the meeting?  


A Again, we kept the Governor and the chief of staff up to 


date.  


Q Okay.  Did the Governor express any concern when he heard 


of the staged launch?   


A Not that I'm aware of. 
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Q So let me draw your attention now to the next date, September 


6th, 2013.  It reads, "Cover Oregon informed Sean Kolmer and Mike 


Bonetto that Cover Oregon has established a core triage team to handle 


major problems if they arise on 10/1."   


Did I read that correctly?  


A Correct. 


Q And the 10/1 you're referring to here, is that October 1st, 


2013 --  


A Yes. 


Q -- the rollout date?   


Okay.  And what is a core triage team?   


A I believe this meant that they put a team together to handle 


immediate incoming problems once the Web site would go live. 


Q And who is "they"?  Who established the core triage team?  


A Cover Oregon.  


Q Okay.  And did you ask why a team was being created to, 


quote, "handle major problems if they arise on 10/1," why it was 


necessary?   


A No.  I think that was their response to mitigate any 


potential issues from a large project like this.   


Q And do you know who was on the team, on this core triage 


team?  


A No, I do not. 


Q So when you learned of the core triage team being created, 


did it suggest that there were major problems likely to occur on the 
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October 1st, 2013, deadline?   


A There were suggestions that there may be, but I think there 


was still a level of optimism that they were going to be able to launch 


this successfully. 


Q Did Cover Oregon express concern that there was a 


possibility that the Web site would not be functioning at this time?   


A No. 


Q Was there any indication that the Web site would not be up 


and running and live by the October 1st, 2013, deadline?  


A No. 


Q Okay.   


Let me draw your attention to the last date on the timeline.  It 


says, "Sept 9th, 2013:  Sean Kolmer and Mike Bonetto communicate to 


Governor about staged launch with registered users and organizations 


having initial access to" -- next page -- "determine and fix any bugs 


before opening to the broad public."   


So, under this reduced scope, did the public have access to enroll 


through the Web site?   


A No. 


Q Okay.  But even with the reduced scope, it was still 


expected that the Web site would go live October 1st, 2013?   


A Correct.  


Q And who would have access to the Web site during this reduced 


scope or staged launch?  


A It was just health insurance agents who had been kind of 
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registered within the Cover Oregon system. 


Q And was there any indication that the Web site would not 


be available to these health insurance agents by October 1st, 2013?   


A No. 


Q Okay.   


Let me direct your attention to the September 16, 2013, date on 


the timeline.  The page is GOV_HR00053523.  I'll read the bullet 


beside the date.   


It says, "House Health Care Committee:  Update on Cover Oregon 


by Rocky King where he explains launch strategy and staged launch.  


Presentation slide:  'Bottom Line:  We are on Track to Launch.'"   


What is the House Health Care Committee?  


A That is the Oregon House Health Care Committee. 


Q Okay.  And why was Rocky King briefing the Health Care 


Committee?  


A I believe he was invited testimony to give them an update.  


Q Was this typical?  


A Yes. 


Q Okay.  And was it your understanding that -- I'm sorry.  


Were you in attendance at this meeting?   


A No, I don't believe so. 


Q And was it your understanding that Rocky King was relaying 


what Oracle had told him during this meeting on the status of the 


project?  


A Yes, I believe so.  
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Q Do you know if any other legislators expressed any concern 


about the functionality of the Web site or whether the Web site would 


be live by October 1st, 2013? 


A I don't recall. 


Q Do you know if anyone from Oracle was present at this 


committee meeting?   


A I don't recall. 


Q Okay.   


Let me draw your attention now to the September 20th, 2013, date.  


It says, "Sean Kolmer and Mike Bonetto communicate to Governor about 


status of project and staged launch."   


Why did you brief the Governor on this date about the status of 


the project?   


A I think just giving him an overall update before October 


1, saying that -- informing him more about the staged launch and, again, 


that we were on track. 


Q Okay.  And it was standard and usual for you to brief the 


Governor on this issue?  


A Yes. 


Q Did the Governor express any concerns about Oracle's work 


product or ability to meet the October 1st, 2013, go-live date?   


A There were concerns based on the State having stopped 


payment to Oracle for not having met all of its deliverables.  That 


being said, we were still under the assumption, based on information 


from Oracle and Cover Oregon, that this would still be launched on 
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October 1. 


Q And what deliverables were met -- were not met?  I'm sorry.   


A Those specifics really would be with Cover Oregon since they 


were holding the contract and withholding payment. 


Mr.   Do those have to do with the staged launch?   


The Witness.  I don't know.   


Mr.   Okay. 


BY MS.    


Q So you mentioned deliverables.  So the contract with Oracle 


had specific deliverables that had to be met at a specific time? 


A I believe so.  


Q Okay.   


Okay.  Well, let me call your attention to September 30th, 2013, 


on the timeline.  It reads, "Cover Oregon informs Mike Bonetto that 


Web site will not be up and running on 10/1 -- but will be pushed back 


1 week for agents and community partners and 2 weeks for public.  


Bonetto informs Governor."   


Did I read that correctly?   


A Correct. 


Q So, at this point, the scope of the project had already been 


reduced; it was already a staged launch.  Is that correct?  


A Correct. 


Q So does that mean that, even after the staged launch or 


reduced scope, Oracle told the State it still could not produce a Web 


site by the go-live date of October 1st, 2013?   
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A Correct. 


Q And was this the first time that you heard that Oracle would 


not be able to produce the State exchange Web site by the October 1st, 


2013 --  


A Yes.  


Q -- go-live date?  And did Oracle say why it would not be 


able to produce the Web site?   


A I don't recall. 


Q And September 30th, that was the day before the go-live 


date, correct?  


A Correct. 


Q And, as you stated, that was the first time you heard that 


Oracle would not be able to produce a fully functioning Web site.   


A Correct. 


Q And so Oracle promised to produce a fully functioning Web 


site to agents and community partners in a week from the go-live date, 


which was around October 8th, correct?   


A Correct. 


Q And Oracle promised to have the Web site fully functioning 


and up and running for the public 2 weeks from the go-live date, so 


around October 15th, correct?  


A Correct. 


Q Did the Cover Oregon Web site go live to the public on the 


scheduled October 1st, 2013, go-live date?  


A No.  
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Q Did the State exchange Web site even go live to agents and 


community partners on October 1st, 2013?  


A No. 


Q Okay.  So let me -- so did the Web site -- did the Web site 


go live on October 8th, 2013?   


A No. 


Q Did the Web site go live on October 15th, 2013?   


A No. 


Q Did the Web site go live at all in October of 2013?   


A No. 


Q Were you briefed by Cover Oregon staff or Oracle staff about 


why the exchange wasn't ready?   


A That the technology was not ready. 


Q Who told you that?  


A I believe that was Rocky King. 


Q And were you given another go-live date for the exchange 


after the end of October 2013?  


A I believe it was the middle of November.  


Q The middle of November was the next go-live date promised 


by Oracle?  


A I believe so.  


Q And did the Web site go live in the middle of November of 


2013?  


A No. 


Q Do you know why or why not?   
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A I believe the technology was not ready. 


Q Who told you that the technology wasn't ready?  


A I believe, again, that was through Rocky King.  


Q And do you believe Rocky King was relaying information that 


he received from Oracle?   


A I believe so, yes. 


Q Okay.   


Was there another go-live date given after mid-November?  


A I believe it was at the end of November/beginning of 


December.  


Q And at the end of November/beginning of December 2013, did 


the Web site go live?   


A No. 


Q Do you know why it didn't go live?  


A I believe the technology was not ready. 


Q And do you know who told you that the technology wasn't 


ready?  


A I believe Rocky King. 


Q And, during that time, do you know how people were 


registering or enrolling in health care during that time?   


A That became a manual paper process. 


Q And when you say "manual," what do you mean?  


A That people had to fill out a paper application and submit 


that to Cover Oregon. 


Q Okay.  And, during this time, did Oracle bring in 
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additional staff to assist with the Cover Oregon project?   


A I believe so. 


Q And would this staff be the, quote/unquote, "A team" that 


Oracle has referred to? 


A I believe that's what we were told.  


Q And would you characterize this A team as Oracle's best and 


brightest technology experts?   


A Well, in terms of getting the Web site up and running, I 


would say no. 


Q Why would you say that?   


A Because we never had a functional Web site.  


Q Okay.  So, despite bringing in Oracle's A team, Oracle 


still did not deliver a fully functioning Web site at the time that 


the team came on staff.   


A Correct. 


Q And so we left off at the beginning of December.  The Web 


site still wasn't live.  Did the Web site go live at the end of December 


2013?  


A No. 


Q Do you know why it didn't?  


A Again, I believe the technology was not ready. 


Q And who told you the technology wasn't ready?   


A I believe that was Rocky King. 


Q And do you believe that Rocky King was relaying information 


that he had received from Oracle?   
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A I believe so, yes. 


Q Did the Web site go live in January 2014?  


A No. 


Q Why not?   


A I believe the technology was not ready. 


Q Do you know who told you that the technology wasn't ready?   


A In January, that would have been Bruce Goldberg.  


Q Okay.  And how did Bruce know this information?   


A I believe that would have been through Oracle. 


Q Okay.   


And was another go-live date given after January 2014?  


A The beginning of February.  


Q Okay.  And did the Web site go live at the beginning of 


February?  


A No. 


Q Do you know why it didn't?  


A The technology was not ready. 


Q And do you know who told you that the technology wasn't 


ready?  


A I believe that would have been through Bruce Goldberg.  


Q And do you know if Bruce Goldberg received that information 


from Oracle?  


A I believe so. 


Q Okay.   


And was another go-live date given after the beginning of February 
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2014?   


A I believe there may have been a mid-February or an end of 


February. 


Q And, to your knowledge, did the Web site go live --  


A No.  


Q -- at mid-February 2014?  


A No.  


Q Okay.  And how do you know that the Web site wasn't live 


at that time -- or ready to go live at that time?   


A I believe the technology was not ready. 


Q Do you know who told you --  


A I believe that was Bruce Goldberg.  


Q And do you know how Bruce Goldberg knew this information?   


A I believe through Oracle.  


Q Okay.   


Was another go-live date given to the State at this time?  


A Not that I'm aware of. 


Q Okay.   


So was the Web site functioning at the -- in February 2014?   


A No. 


Q So, according -- as you probably know, according to Oracle, 


they delivered a fully functioning Web site to the State in February 


2014.  Is that true?   


A No. 


Q What is your response to Oracle's claims that they delivered 
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a fully functioning Web site to the State by the end of February 2014?  


A The first time we heard that was in a meeting with Oracle's 


CEO, Safra Catz, and Oracle's chief technology officer, Edward Screven, 


in a meeting with the Governor, myself, Bruce Goldberg, and Aaron 


Karjala.  And, at that time, Ms. Catz indicated that they had produced 


a fully functional Web site and that it was ready to go. 


Q And what was the date of that meeting?   


A I believe that was at the end of February.  Possibly 


February 26th. 


Q 2014?   


A Correct. 


Q So, in this meeting, you said that Oracle informed you and 


the Governor that the Web site would be -- that it was functioning at 


the end of February.   


A Correct.  


Q Did they offer any proof to the State or to the Governor 


that the Web site was fully functioning at that time?  


A No.   


Q Did Oracle -- do you know if Oracle ever told anyone at Cover 


Oregon or Oregon Health Authority that the Web site was fully 


functioning?   


A I don't know. 


Q Okay.  Did the State ever test the Web site at that time 


or do a test run to see if it was functioning?   


A I believe so.  And that's something that Bruce Goldberg 
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would be able to speak to in much more detail.  And I recall Bruce 


saying, I mean, the error rate that they were seeing was far too high 


to go live.  


Q And when you say "far too high," do you know what he was 


referring to?  


A That if you were an individual trying to enroll through the 


exchange and get health insurance, that there were too many flaws in 


the system, that you would be timed out or unable to complete your 


application process.   


Mr.   Is that at the same meeting?   


The Witness.  Bruce did voice his concerns on the high error rate 


at that meeting.  Correct. 


BY MS.    


Q And when did Bruce test the Web site in terms of the time 


around the meeting?  Was it after the meeting or before the meeting 


with Oracle?  


A That's something to discuss with Bruce.  But I believe this 


was a constant, you know, testing and evaluation of the system, of 


whether it was ready to go live. 


Q So do you know if Bruce had tested the Web site in March 


of 2014?   


A I believe they continued to test. 


Q And do you know if errors were still found in March 2014?   


A Correct. 


Q Do you know how people were enrolling into health care at 
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this time?  


A Through a manual process of paper applications.  I believe 


they also developed this hybrid approach that was able to utilize a 


portion of the technology but then also was paper-based, as well. 


Q Do you know if the Web site was functioning at all after 


March 2014?   


A Other than it was a part of this hybrid process that they 


continued to use through the end of the 2014 open enrollment period, 


which I believe ended April 30th. 


Q And when you say "hybrid process," can you explain that?   


A Again, that would be details for Cover Oregon, but I believe 


it involved this combination of a paper application as well as the 


back-end piece of the technology. 


Q So, to your knowledge -- so you're saying that Bruce was 


constantly testing the Web site and Bruce -- so Bruce was constantly 


testing the Web site and found errors in the system, correct?   


A Correct. 


Q And so would you say that you disagree with Oracle's claim 


that the Web site was functioning at any time?   


A Correct. 


Q Okay.   


And so you mentioned Bruce testing the Web site constantly in 


March and then, following March, that Bruce continued -- do you know 


if Bruce continued to test the Web site?  


A He did.  And I would also highlight Alex Pettit, because 
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Alex was the key figure in, you know, understanding the significance 


of that error rate.  And Alex was the chief information officer for 


the State, who was then brought over to Cover Oregon to help manage 


this.  And so he was brought in on day-to-day activity and had a much 


better understanding of that error rate and the underlying issues 


around the code that was written. 


Q So is it your understanding that the Web site continued to 


have a very high error rate even past March 2014, as you previously 


mentioned?   


A Correct. 


Q And would you characterize the error rate as so high that 


the Web site was not functioning at all?   


A Correct. 


Q And would you say the public would not be able to enroll 


through the Web site that Oracle had created in April -- or, excuse 


me, in 2013 and 2014?   


A Correct. 


Q So, to your knowledge, did Oracle ever deliver a fully 


functioning Web site to the State?   


A No. 


Q In your opinion, why do you think Oracle was never able to 


deliver that fully functioning Web site?  


A Because we were never able to launch a fully functional Web 


site.  


Q Okay.   
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And just to go back, you mentioned Alex Pettit, who was the chief 


information officer for Oregon.  You said he also tested the Web site, 


correct?  And he also found a high error rate, correct?   


Ms.   Can you answer? 


The Witness.  Yes. 


BY MS.   


Q Thank you.   


And was Alex Pettit involved in the IT workgroup?   


A Yes, I believe he was at the workgroup.  


Q Okay.  So, even in his role with the IT workgroup and being 


the chief information officer with Oregon, he still found that the Web 


site that Oracle presented to the State was not functioning and could 


not enroll individuals.   


A I believe so, yes. 


Q Do you believe that Mr. Pettit shared this information with 


the Cover Oregon board?   


A I believe that he did highlight the error rates and his 


concerns, yes. 


Q Okay. 


Mr.   Ten seconds left here. 


Ms.   Okay.  I'm done.  Thank you. 


[Recess.]
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[10:30 a.m.] 


Mr.   Let's start the clock. 


BY MR.  


Q I'd like to get back to this calendar real quick right here 


that they brought up, which is, just going through this, you are in 


a lot of meetings here.  On April 9th, 2013, Mike Bonetto meets with 


Cover Oregon Oracle team.  On May 7th, 2013, you're in another meeting 


there.  May 29th, Mike Bonetto.  June 3rd, Rodney King briefs Mike 


Bonetto.  June 19th, July 12, July 27th, July 31st, September 3rd, 


September 6th, September 9the.  Let's see, we are going to get all the 


way up to September 30th, 2013.  I counted, and you're on this calendar 


14 times having briefings on Cover Oregon.  Based on what you have said 


about Oracle's inability to deliver what was promised, you had 14 


different briefings or incidents on this timeline.  Why didn't you warn 


anybody the site wasn't going to work?  


A I'm sorry, I'm unclear.  I mean, based on these meetings 


that we -- 


Q You had a lot of conversations --  


A -- that showing us on track?   


Q Yeah.  So your testimony is essentially that you believed 


that Cover Oregon was completing on track until what date?  


A The first time that it was highlighted that there were 


issues was June 3rd.  


Q Did you ever talk about delaying the Web site launch?  


Mr.   Did he ever talk to anyone? 
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BY MR.  


Q Well, did you ever talk to the Governor about it?  


A I believe that may have been discussed as we were 


progressing through and understanding that there were issues.  


Q Why didn't you delay the Web site launch?  


A It did get delayed.  


Q Why didn't you ask for more time publicly? 


A We did.  


Q On September 30th here, you say that Cover Oregon informs 


Mike Bonetto that the Web site will not be up and running on 10/1, but 


will be pushed back one week for agents and community partisan, 2 weeks 


for public.  Did the Governor's Office put out a statement on the fact 


that this would be delayed?  


A I don't recall.  


Q Do you recall any public statements being made at that time 


that Cover Oregon would a not be ready on October 1st?  


A I believe that was through Cover Oregon.  


Q Do you have an opinion on why most of the Nation seemed to 


be surprised that Cover Oregon didn't seem to work the next day?  


Mr.   Objection.  Calls for speculation on what most of 


the Nation felt, but you can go ahead and answer.   


Mr.   I could provide you with many news articles if you'd 


like me to follow up.   


The Witness.  Can you repeat that?   


Mr.   I'll just move on. 
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BY MR.  


Q You also talked about Bruce Goldberg and the errors he was 


finding.  Bruce Goldberg was finding a lot of errors after Oracle told 


you on February 26th that they had a functioning Web site; that's your 


testimony, that Bruce Goldberg could be relied on to determine whether 


this Web site was functioning?   


A Correct.  


Q When was Bruce Goldberg fired?  


A I believe he resigned March, April timeframe.  


Q Did the Governor call for Bruce Goldberg's resignation on 


March 20th?  


A I believe Bruce resigned voluntarily.  


Q So, March 20th, Bruce Goldberg resigned.  This is 24 days 


after your relying on him to tell you that there are a lot of problems 


with Cover Oregon.   


A This is in addition to Alex Pettit, who was also overseeing 


us and providing insight and updates.  


Q You just testified just a second ago that Bruce Goldberg 


was the person that was telling you that there were a lot of errors.   


A I believe I also mentioned Alex Pettit as well.  


Q Cool.   


All right.  Let's turn to the Federal Government's oversight of 


this.  One quick thing, do you know what a systems integrator is?  


A From what I read through the third party pieces, the system 


integrator was the entity that would be the bridge between the vendor 
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and the contractor.  


Q And who is the vendor in Cover Oregon?  


A Oracle.  


Q Okay.  And who is the systems integrator?  


A The State chose to be.  


Q Okay.  The State, correct?  


A Right.  


Q So who is ultimately responsible for the performance of the 


vendor given your understanding of what a systems integrator is?  


A Right and I think this is --  


Q No, I am asking you, who is ultimately responsible for the 


performance of the vendor under your understanding --  


Mr.   Objection.  Argumentative.  Let him answer the 


question before you interrupt him. 


Mr.   I'm sorry.   


The Witness.  So the state was responsible, or Cover Oregon was 


responsible.  And I think this is at the heart of the current litigation 


from the State with Oracle, that there were, again, alleged 


behind-the-scene effort to ensure that the State didn't use a systems 


integrator, that Oracle would be able to have their own way during this 


time. 


BY MR.  


Q And just to clarify one thing there, it's your testimony 


that Cover Oregon never had a functioning Web site?  


A I believe the statement that was made was a fully 
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functioning Web site.  


Q And "fully functioning" on your understanding means 


everything that was in the plan before the Cover Oregon board and the 


entity itself?  


A Correct.  


Q Do you believe that it was wasn't fully functioning because 


there were remaining bugs left in the system?  


A Correct. 


Q So, under your definition, if there was one bug in the 


system, would it not be fully functioning?  


A No, I believe it had to have an acceptable error rate.  


Q Okay.   


A And we can discuss that.  


Q I'd like to talk a little bit more about the Federal 


oversight here.  You were given a substantial amount of money from the 


Federal Government to do this.  Were you involved in any way with the 


application process for the Federal grants for the Oregon Health 


Insurance Exchange Corporation, both the Oregon Health Authority and 


Cover Oregon?  


A No.  


Q Okay.  Do you know if Cover Oregon tried to hide any issues 


of the development and placement of the exchange from the Centers for 


Medicare and Medicaid Services?  


A No. 


Mr.   We're going to go to an email here.  This is going 
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to be exhibit 17.   


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 17 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MR.  


Q Just a chance it look at this, do you know who David 


Berenberg?  


A David Berenberg, I believe, was the lobbyist that Cover 


Oregon had.  


Q Okay.  And then you just say here:  He was getting other 


advocates to come along and raise some of the questions and concerns 


about what is going on with the exchange.   


Now, this is early January 2013.  Are you aware are of a time -- 


A I'm sorry, where are you?   


Q Oh, I'm sorry, it's the second line in the email at the 


bottom.  The quote about what is going on with the exchange.  This is 


well before the launch; do you know what those questions -- what the 


concerns about what would be going on with the exchange would be? 


A I don't.  


Q Okay.  Are you aware of anybody raising concerns with the 


Federal Government at that point in January 2013 about problems with 


the Cover Oregon exchange?  


A No.  


Q Okay.  Are you aware that at the beginning of January 2013, 


representatives from the Center for Consumer Information Insurance 


Oversight, which I am going to call CCIIO, visited Oregon to review 
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the beginning of a Cover Oregon project?  Did you attend any meetings 


with representatives from CCIIO?  


A I did not.  


Q So you would not recall anything that was being discussed 


at that time?  


A No. 


Q Okay.  Did you have any conversations at that time if any 


representatives from the Federal Government had been expressing 


concerns about what was going on with Oregon?  


A No. 


Q Okay.  Do you have any understanding if Federal Government 


officials expressed any concerns about the scope or timelines of the 


Cover Oregon project?  


A Not that I'm aware of.  


Q You had earlier mentioned the No Wrong Door process.  Do 


you believe that that might have been a scope that was too broad in 


the timeline to complete?  


A That was highlighted in the first data report, that scope 


was a significant factor.  


Q Okay.   


Mr.   I'm ready to go to another email here, which is 13743.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 18 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MR.  


Q You'll see in this email this is an email from Rocky King, 
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to yourself, Kolmer, Bruce Goldberg, as well as others, summarizing 


the CCIIO visit, which, again, is the Center for Consumer Information 


Insurance Oversight for the Federal Government that was responsible 


for recommending these grants.  And you'll see that on the first page 


here, the third line down, it says:  "The representatives of CCIIO 


headed out Friday afternoon to, A, resume a vacation; B, visit another 


state; or, C, return to D.C.  They all had smiles on their faces."  Do 


you recall receiving this email?  


A I don't recall, but, obviously, I did.  


Q Would you agree that Rocky King's line, "they all had smiles 


on their faces," would indicate that the Federal Government 


representatives were pleased with the plan for Cover Oregon?  


Mr.   Do you want to read the whole email?   


Mr.   Yes, take your time.   


The Witness.  Yes. 


BY MR.  


Q I am going to jump ahead a little bit, and this is the bottom 


of page 13744.  And the same email, Rocky King writes:  "No state is 


as far along as ours, and they are convinced if we can't do it, many 


of the others will not be able to."  Would you agree that this indicates 


that the Federal Government representatives believe Cover Oregon would 


be successful?  


A Yes.  


Q And then, on the last page, let's see, one of the very last 


lines of the email says:  "They left more impressed than before they 
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arrived."  And would, again, you agree this indicates that Federal 


Government representatives believed that Cover Oregon would be 


successful?  


A Yes.  


Q Okay.  So, after this meeting, before the launch of Cover 


Oregon, did you have any conversations with representatives of CCIIO, 


CMS, or HHS about Cover Oregon, either one-offs or on a rolling basis? 


A No.  


Q So you had no context with the Federal Government about the 


project?  


A Other than through Cover Oregon.  


Q Okay.  Do you recall any representatives of the Federal 


Government expressing concerns before the launch of Cover Oregon about 


the potential Cover Oregon would not be properly functioning on launch, 


either from them directly or from Cover Oregon?  


A I don't believe so, other than potentially in September of 


'13.  I don't recall.  


Q And do you recall any representatives of Federal Government 


expressing any concerns before the launch about the scope of the Cover 


Oregon project?  


A Not that I'm aware of.  


Q And do you recall any representatives of the Federal 


Government expressing concerns about the timelines for the Cover Oregon 


project?  


A Not that I'm aware of.  
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Q Do you recall any representatives of the Federal Government 


expressing concerns for the launch of Cover Oregon about the 


contractors involved in the Cover Oregon project?  


A Not that I'm aware of.  


Q Okay.   


Mr.   And I need 496.   


You recall that we talked earlier about testimony before the 


Oversight and Government Reform Committee in April 2014?   


Mr. Bonetto.  Yes.  


Mr.   We're going to go back to that. 


Ms.   I am entering Exhibit 19. 


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 19 


    Was marked for identification.]   


BY MR.  


Q I apologize for the fact that this is a bit of a long forward 


here, but we're going to start on the back page, which is 79497.  Now, 


you were sent this email by Triz delaRosa.  Who is Triz delaRosa?   


A Triz I believe was the chief operating officer of Cover 


Oregon.  


Q This is regarding the day in which representatives from 


Oregon testified before the Oversight and Government Reform Committee 


on Cover Oregon.  And, in this email, Mr. DelaRosa writes about a call 


from CCIIO in which he heard frustration and disappointment with lack 


of clarity about what is taking place in Oregon.   


Aside from this email, at this time, did they -- were any Federal 
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representatives expressing frustration to you about the lack of clarity 


or what is taking place?  


A Not that I'm aware of, no.  


Q Triz also writes:  The theme and tone of these 


conversations concern me because we've had a great relationship in the 


past with CCIIO, and our reputation of reliability is now being 


questioned.   


At the time of this, did you believe the Federal Government was 


questioning the Oregon administration's reputation?  


A I don't know.  


Q At the time of this email, did you believe the Federal 


Government was questioning the reliability of the Oregon 


administration?  


A I don't know.  


Q So would you say that, based on the fact that you don't know 


this, would you say that even though your relationship with the Federal 


Government just by this email, you'd still say it's a positive one at 


this time?  


Mr.   April 4th, 2012? 


Mr.   Yeah -- 2014.  


The Witness.  I think it's just -- some speculation of how you 


define "positive."  But we would continue to work with the 


administration on a number of issues. 


BY MR.  


Q Let me try this another way.  Cover Oregon fails to launch 
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on October 1st, and then this email finally showing some complaints 


when the administration comes on April 4th several months later.  


Between October 1st and April 4th, were you privy to any conversation 


with administration officials in which they expressed their 


displeasure?  


A I did have a call, and I can't recall if it might have been 


with this individual Terrance man -- with Rocky King.  Again, it may 


have been in the November, December timeframe of 2013.  I believe that 


may have been the only discussion I had with them.  


Q So you say it was just one call?  


A I believe.  


Q So, in the 7 months after the problematic launch of Cover 


Oregon, in which the Federal Government has given you $300 million to 


build this, you had one call and then this email expressing displeasure 


by the Federal Government?  


A Well, let me back up.  This was a contract that the Federal 


Government had with Cover Oregon, not with the Governor's Office.  


Cover Oregon was the entity that was communicating with the Federal 


Government on a very regular basis.  


Q And as we established in the timeframe earlier, you were 


having routine conversations with the Cover Oregon officials about how 


the project was going, correct? 


A Correct. 


Q And did they relay to you that the administration was 


calling Cover Oregon complaining about how things were going?  
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A Let me -- I want to make sure I'm clear on timelines.  So 


the timeline that we're currently --  


Q After the launch came out?  


A -- previously looking at, it was 2013.  


Q Uh-huh.   


A And then now we're talking about 2014.  


Q Correct.   


A So, by that time, yes, we were having daily conversations 


about our concerns of the current status of Cover Oregon?  


Q Who from the Federal Government did you hear from Cover 


Oregon people -- or Cover Oregon officials was contacting to express 


their frustration for their daily conversations and concerns about 


Cover Oregon?  


A I don't know those individuals specifically, that would 


have been, you know, through Rocky King and with Bruce Goldberg and 


with Triz, those officials at Cover Oregon.  


Q Just to be clear, you are certain that, on a routine basis, 


after October 1st, there were conversations with Federal officials 


happening at Cover Oregon?  


A I can't say I'm certain.  That would be a conversation for 


Rocky and Bruce.  


Q Okay.   


Mr.   We're going to show you another email now; 6657, 


please.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 20 
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    Was marked for identification.]   


Ms.   I am entering exhibit --  


BY MR.  


Q This is an email from Sean Kolmer to Patricia McCaig, Tim 


Raphael, Nkenge, and yourself.  And it is a timeline of discussions 


with CMS related to Cover Oregon.  Would you agree with that 


description of this?  


A Yes.  


Q Why would Sean Kolmer send an email of this timeline to these 


people?  


A Because he was the individual looking at what would be the 


timeline and options around making a transition.  


Q Okay.  Now you notice in this email that the week of March 


24 says S.K., which is Sean Kolmer, reaches out to CMS; April 3rd, S.K. 


meeting with CMS officials; April 8th, meeting with Marilyn Tavenner; 


April 11th, meeting with CMS and Oregon staff; April 14th-18th, work 


to come to agreement of core functions in the hybrid agreement; April 


22nd, S.K. calls CMS.  These are all official actions that would need 


to be taken by the State of Oregon regarding the exchange, correct?  


A Just clarify what you mean by "official actions."  


Q I mean, these are -- Sean Kolmer is reaching out to CMS.  


He is doing so, I presume, on behalf of the Governor?  


A And Cover Oregon.  


Q And Cover Oregon, these are official State actions.  They 


are not campaign related?  
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A Correct.  


Q So why is Sean Kolmer sending this email from his private 


email account to Patricia McCaig's private email account, to Tim 


Raphael's private email account, to Nkenge's private email account, 


and to your private email account?  Why is this not being conducted 


on State systems?  


A So as I -- as we discussed earlier, with this team that 


included these outside advisers, we were discussing Cover Oregon issues 


on a very regular basis, and many of these individuals did have some 


interaction with the campaign.  And it was, you know, in our 


conservative approach that all of these emails would be on private email 


with the understanding that if anything was determined to be a public 


document, that it would be released as it is right now.  


Q Okay.  And on this day -- this is April 24th here that Sean 


Kolmer is sending this.  And at this time and through the week of March 


24th through the end of this timeline on April 22nd, what again was 


Sean Kolmer's role?  


A He was the health policy adviser to the Governor.  


Q Okay.  And is your testimony the Cover Oregon board is 


ultimately just responsible for this decision to move from the State, 


from Cover Oregon to the Federal exchange?  


A Correct.  


Q Was Sean Kolmer and employee of Cover Oregon?  


A No. 


Q Was he an employee of the Oregon Health Authority?  
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A I am pausing because of the way that he was paid, it may 


have been through the Health Authority, but we had multiple health -- we 


had multiple advisors in the Governor's Office that were paid via an 


agency.  It was not uncommon.  So when you say that, I just want to 


make sure I'm clear.  


Q Understood.  Still leads me to ask, why is Sean Kolmer 


reaching out to CMS officials and Marilyn Tavenner and senior CMS staff 


and not Cover Oregon employees?  


A I think that was an agreement and acknowledgment with Cover 


Oregon, you know, even with Bruce Goldberg, that Sean had 


relationships, and he could have those conversations, and that would 


be a conversation really with Bruce and Sean.  


Q So Bruce Goldberg and Sean agreed that he would have a unique 


role in which he could speak on behalf of Cover Oregon?  


A Again, that would be a discussion to have with Bruce and 


Sean.  


Q Do you find it troubling that Sean Kolmer is given this 


unique ability to speak for Cover Oregon and then is able to share this 


information immediately with people who are working on this campaign 


working group?  


Mr.   Objection.  Assumes facts not in evidence.  


The Witness.  No.  But this information that Sean was able to 


acquire was also information that helped inform the IT committee as 


well in terms of the scope and the timeline and the cost of any eventual 


transition. 
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BY MR.  


Q The last line of this email says:  CMS is surprised by the 


timing, considering our meeting with CMS the following week, but 


understood our choice.  Do you believe that CMS was surprised by the 


timing switching to the Federal exchange?  


A I don't know.  


Q And it ends with Sean Kolmer saying CMS understands this 


was our choice.  Do you know what he meant by that?  


A I don't.  


Q Do you believe this maybe indicates the decision on moving 


to the Federal exchange was not one for the administration to 


make -- the Federal administration?  


A I don't know.  


Q And this is returning to the meeting -- kind of those 


conversations we had -- but this also references that April 8th meeting 


with Marilyn Tavenner and senior CMS staff, and you did not participate 


in this meeting?  


A No, not that I recall.  


Q And do you have any -- were you relayed anything that was 


discussed at this meeting?  


A No, other than, you know, I believe Sean reporting back on 


having that conversation.  


Q Again, you have described this working group as a collection 


of people to help advise the Governor on switching from the State 


exchange to the Federal exchange, correct?  
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Mr.   Objection, mischaracterizes his testimony? 


BY MR.    


Q Please say again how you would describe it.   


A So this was a group that was put together to help the office 


respond on really day-to-day communication issues related to Cover 


Oregon and to help inform the Governor on policy options moving forward.  


Q Okay.  So but this email was sent on April 24th, correct?  


A It looks like that, yes.  


Q And April 24th is the day the decision was made to switch 


to the Federal exchange, correct?  


A I don't know if it was the 24th or 25th.  


Q 24th.  Around then.   


Do you believe that this email was related at all to the Governor's 


reelection campaign?  


A I don't know.  I don't believe so.  


Q Do you believe that any of the individuals in this would 


use the information in the email to assist the Governor's reelection 


campaign?  


A I don't know.  


Mr.   Let's go to 4868 please.   


Ms.   Exhibit 21 entered into the record.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 21 


    Was marked for identification.]   


Mr.   You'll see that this is an email from Patty or 


.  Who is Patty Wentz?  
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Mr. Bonetto.  Patty Wentz was the communication director at the 


Oregon Health Authority who also then, I believe, went over to do 


communications for Cover Oregon.  


Mr.   Okay.  In this email, she's referring to a CMS press 


office discussion that says:  They say a statement may have to go all 


the way to the White House.  Sounded very, very stressed.   


Do you recall what this statement was about?  


Ms.   That's actually not an accurate reading.  


Mr.   Do you want to read the whole sentence?   


Mr.   Yeah:  "They say a statement may have to go all the 


way to White House, but they will push it, sounded very, very stressed."  


So not only is it going to the White House, they will push it. 


The Witness.  Yeah, I don't know if this had to do with the 


decision around the future of Cover Oregon.  I'm not sure. 


BY MR.  


Q Do you know why the White House would be coordinating on 


a statement with the communications director for the Oregon Health 


Authority?  


A I don't.  


Q Did you ever have any conversations with Patty about what 


this was about?  


A I don't believe so.  I don't know.  


Q Do you know what "OPB" is?  


A I believe that's Oregon Public Broadcasting.  


Q It says:  OPB would like to help us tamp this story down.   
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Do you recall what the story was?  


A I don't.  


Q And this email is from Patty Wentz' personal email account, 


yes?   


A Correct.  


Q Why didn't she send this from here State email account?  


A Patty was also one who was included in many of these --  


Q So she was also in -- okay.   


And this was sent to your personal email account, yes?  


A Correct.  


Q And you believe this going to your personal email account 


was appropriate?  


A As I mentioned earlier, with this group, there was I think 


a more conservative approach taken, knowing that any one of these 


documents that was considered public would be raised, and it's here.  


Q Did you ever have conversations or discussions with White 


House officials about the switch from Cover Oregon to federally 


facilitated market --  


The Reporter.  Excuse me, may I have that again please?   


Mr.   Yes, I got a little mumbly there. 


BY MR.    


Q Did you have any discussions with White House officials 


about the switch from Cover Oregon to the federally facilitated 


marketplace?  


A No. 
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Mr.   And we're going to 8865.  


Ms.   I am entering exhibit 22 into the record.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 22 


    Was marked for identification.]   


BY MR.  


Q You see that this email is talking points for Marilyn 


Tavenner.  This is from Tina Edlund to Patricia McCaig, yourself, and 


Sean Kolmer.  Who is Tina Edlund?  


A Tina Edlund was the interim director at the Oregon Health 


Authority for a period of time.  And then, during this time, she was 


a special project manager of the transition of the project of getting 


things to the Federal Web site.  


Q So she was a State employee, then?  


A Correct.  


Q And would you agree that this email was related to -- I mean, 


it is talking points from Marilyn Tavenner, this discussion about the 


Cover Oregon's board, public statements, talking about direct 


enrollment, early entry to the Federal marketplace for current Cover 


Oregon employees.  It seems like official actions related to Cover 


Oregon, correct?  


A Your question was -- I'm sorry.  


Q This seems like Ms. Edlund acting in her official capacity 


as an employee for the State.  Would you agree with that?  


A Correct.  


Q And, again, why was Ms. McCaig copied on this -- sent this 
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email?  


A I believe that this had to do with communication issues.  


Patricia was asked to help advise.  


Q Okay.  Did you ever participate in any briefings on the 


annual reports that Cover Oregon put out?  


A I may have.  


Q Just we're not going to waste your time giving you a document 


that's very substantial or long, but the 2000 [sic] Cover Oregon annual 


report highlighted potential inconsistencies and noncompliance with 


Federal grant requirements and inadequate controls?  


Mr.   2000 what?   


Mr.   2013 Cover Oregon annual report. 


I'm just curious if you ever had any discussions about what was 


being found in the Cover Oregon annual reports or ways to potentially 


address the problems?  


A I don't recall.  


Q Okay.  And did you ever need to have conversations about 


concerns that switching to the federally facilitated marketplace would 


violate the terms and conditions of their Federal grant?  


Mr.   You mean Cover Oregon's. 


Mr.   Yes, I'm sorry.  Cover Oregon's grant.  


The Witness.  I believe those issues did come up and were being 


discussed with CMS. 


BY MR.  


Q In February 2014, Oracle, the Cover Oregon contractor that 
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helped build the site, they signed a transition agreement.  Can you 


describe the role of the Governor's Office in negotiating that 


agreement?  


A So this was as a result of the February 26th meeting, between 


Safra Katz, Edward Screven, the Governor, Bruce Goldberg, myself, and 


Aaron Karjala.   


At that meeting, Ms. Katz made it clear that they were demanding 


payment for $20-plus million; otherwise, they were not going to show 


up on Monday morning.  She also disclosed that Oracle was going to be 


in violation of a disclosure event if they did not receive that payment 


so that that payment had to come.  And if they didn't receive it, then, 


again, they were not going to show up.   


So we were in a position that we would not have been able to enroll 


anybody in coverage, and we would not have been able to have anything 


functional by November 2014 for the next open enrollment period.  So 


I would say the stakes were extremely high, and the Governor, I think, 


was taken aback at that time when that ultimatum was put on the table.  


So that then led into the negotiations about in order to prevent Oracle 


from abandoning this, what was the safest way to move forward?  So those 


negotiations began to find a way to pay them some of their demands but 


also keep them working and continue to enroll people.  


Mr.   I need 550. 


BY MR.  


Q Were individuals from the Governor's reelection campaign 


provided information about the negotiations or status of potential 
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agreement between the State and Oracle?   


A Yes.  


Q Why were they provided that information?  


A Through the Governor's request, that he determined that 


information was attorney-client privileged, and he was the client, and 


it was his determination that he needed -- he wanted these individuals 


to see it to help with communications issues.  


Q Was information about the negotiations or status of a 


potential agreement between the State and Oracle utilized by the 


Governor's reelection campaign to help the reelection campaign in any 


efforts?  


A Not that I'm aware of.  


Mr.   I'd like to show you this exhibit.  It is exhibit 23.   


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 23 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MR.  


Q Apologies for the formatting again, that is just how it came 


in to us, but you'll see that at the long forward here is an email from 


yourself on February 28, 2014, at 11:56 a.m., Gmail mjbonetto wrote:  


"Just got off the phone with Liani."  Pronouncing that correctly?  


A Correct.  


Q Who is Liani?  


A Liani Reeves was the Governor's general counsel.  


Q The information you obtained from the counsel's office here 


has been circulated to Mark Wiener, Kevin Looper, Dmitri Palmateer, 
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Patty Wentz, Tim Raphael, and Nkenge Harmon Johnson.  Did you send in 


this information to these people because their role as State of Oregon 


employees?  


A In terms of how we were going to coordinate our messaging 


from the Governor's Office.  


Q Did you send this information also because of their roles 


in the Governor's political operation?  


A No. 


Q Why did you send this information to their personal email 


accounts?   


A Again, as I had mentioned earlier, this was the team that 


was helping on the Cover Oregon issue, and as unpaid advisors, this 


was the team that the Governor wanted reviewing this.  


Q Why do you believe Liani shared this information with you?  


A Because I was the chief of staff.  


Q Do you think it is appropriate to immediately share that 


information with political operatives?  


A I would say these weren't -- again, for this situation, 


these were advisors to the Governor who had come together to really 


help understand and respond to the Cover Oregon crisis.  


Mr.   I need 616, please. 


Ms.   I am entering exhibit 24 into the record.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 24 


    Was marked for identification.]   


Mr. Jordan.  Jim Jordan.    
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Mr.   Good morning. 


BY MR.  


Q We just need some clarification on this one.  This was sent 


by Tim Raphael to Governor Kitzhaber, Mr. Wiener, Kevin, your Gmail 


account, Nkenge, and Dmitri.  It has this Kitzhaber Cover Oregon draft 


communications plan attached to it.  So you can see that it is stamped 


Strategies 360.  Was this document created by Strategies 360?  


A By Tim, I believe. 


Q Okay.  And with Strategies 360 -- I know we discussed this 


earlier, but can you tell us again, what is Strategies 360?  


A A marketing and public affairs organization.  


Q And do you recall who was compensating them at the time, 


the Governor's Office or the reelection campaign?  


A At this time, I do not recall.  


Q If you turn to page 1 of this document and just go down to 


item 5.  It says:  "Position the Governor to lead the State for another 


4 years and galvanize public support for a focused policy agenda aligned 


with voters' values."  Is it fair to say that this document is a 


document to help with the Governor's reelection strategy?  


A The intent of this document was to help the office manage 


day-to-day issues.  I think when we start to look through the specific 


priorities, the tasks that are outlined are really from a Governor's 


Office perspective of how to manage this.  


Q So just to be clear, when it says "to lead the State for 


another 4 years and galvanize public support," you do not read that 
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as being related to the campaign?  


Mr.   Objection.  That's one statement in a multipage 


document.   


Go ahead and answer to the extent you can.   


The Witness.  Again, I think the overall intent of this document 


really was to help frame up how the Governor's Office was going to 


respond. 


Mr.    can you and me 2872 please?  


Ms.   I am introducing exhibit no. 25 into the record.   


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 25 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MR.  


Q You will see that this is an email from John Kitzhaber to 


yourself and Patricia McCaig.  It is a debrief from yesterday, and it 


has a document at the back of this.  It says:  "I thrashed around a 


bit last night and got up and wrote down my thoughts."  So, based on 


this, you would agree that the thoughts on the back of it are from John 


Kitzhaber himself, correct?   


A Correct.  


Q Okay.  You will see that -- let's see here -- under "A Few 


More Thoughts," on the second page of this document, Governor Kitzhaber 


expressed concerns to you that Cover Oregon has derailed any forward 


momentum.  Do you see this line?  


A I do.  


Q Okay.  The Governor wrote in this email to you that we can't 
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seem to compete with the free independent expenditure campaign that 


the Cover Oregon issue is giving to Dennis Richardson.  It is right 


above the bullet point there on the last page.  Do you agree that's 


in this document?  


A Yes.  


Q Who Dennis Richardson?  


A He was the Republican candidate.  


Q He was running against the Governor during the Governor's 


reelection campaign, correct?   


A Correct.  


Q Okay.  What is the date and time of this email that he sent 


to you?  


A May 24th at 5:14.  


Mr.   All right, let's go to 397. 


Ms.   I am entering exhibit No. 26 into the record.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 26 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MR.  


Q You'll see that this is an email from Patricia McCaig you 


are cc'd on, a communication with the Governor.  Do you agree with that?  


A Yes.  


Q In this email, McCaig references the need to work on 


specific actions which form the basis of his intent to pursue Oracle 


and hold them accountable.  What's the date and time of this email?  


A May 25th, 2:46 p.m.  
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Q And this is less than 24 hours than the previous email we 


showed about the Governor complaining about the free independent 


expenditure campaign his opponent was receiving, correct?  


A Correct.  


Q So, based on these two emails, you would agree that the first 


email has the Governor complaining about the free independent 


expenditure campaign that Dennis Richardson is receiving.  And then 


this email suggests to the Governor specific actions that he can take 


regarding Oracle, correct?  


A Yes.  My only highlight would be that this body of work that 


you're referring to --  


Mr.   You mean in exhibit 26?   


The Witness.  In exhibit 26, was an ongoing discussion, you know, 


really, with the Governor and myself of trying to understand how tax 


dollars -- what are the options of recouping those tax dollars?  And 


this was back, you know, in the December timeframe saying:  If we truly 


don't have a functional Web site, what are we going to be able to do?  


And, you know, truly, I think when we were moving through this, you 


know, the best thing we wanted was to have a functional Web site.  


There's no question from a political standpoint, and the last thing 


we wanted to do was to look at anything from a litigation standpoint.  


But when our options were limited, we wanted to make sure that, you 


know, we had some opportunity to recoup those tax dollars.  


BY MR.  


Q At this time, was Patricia McCaig an employee of the State? 
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A No.  


Q At this time, was Patricia McCaig a campaign operative for 


the Governor?  


A I don't know.  I don't believe so.  


Q Why is she recommending official actions by the Governor 


if she's not an employee of the State?  


A She is advising the Governor.  I think the Governor has, 


you know, continued through throughout that period, you know, asked 


for her insights and opinions, and this is one.  


Q Okay.  As the Governor's chief of staff, did you feel any 


obligations to not let her micromanage decisions being made at State?  


Mr.   Objection to the characterization of 


micromanaging decisions, but go ahead and answer to the extent you can.  


The Witness.  No, I valued Patricia's opinion.  She was a former 


chief of staff for a Governor herself.  She had a very good, you know, 


handle of how the office runs and certainly around crisis 


communications. 


Mr.   I'd like you to take a look at this news story that 


we found.  The headline is "Governor Kitzhaber Seeks Lawsuit over Cover 


Oregon Health Exchange."   is going to mark that as an exhibit.   


Ms.   I'm introducing exhibit 30 [sic] into the record.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 27 


    Was marked for identification.]   


Mr.   Do you agree that the headline says, "Governor 


Kitzhaber Seeks Lawsuit over Cover Oregon Health Exchange"?  
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Mr. Bonetto.  Correct. 


Mr.   What is the date of this news article?  


Mr. Bonetto.  May 28th.  


Mr.   Now I'd like to look at another email you provided 


the committee, 7676 please.   


Mr.   That's exhibit 30?   


Mr.   I think we are at 26.  Should that be 27?   


Mr.   Yeah, we skipped a sticker.   


Yeah, I need 7676, and it will be 28.   


Ms.   I'm introducing exhibit 28 into the record.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 28 


    Was marked for identification.]   


BY MR.   


Q Again, I know we've gone over some of these people, but I 


am just going to have to ask you again.  This is another email you 


provided to the committee.  What's the date of it, this email?  


A May 30th.  


Q And this is from Patricia McCaig to Dmitri P.?  Again, I'm 


sorry, again who is Dmitri P.? 


A Dmitri Palmateer, deputy chief of staff.  


Q Okay.  And then who is Duke Shepard?  


A Duke Shepard was a policy adviser on human services to the 


Governor. 


Q Okay.  And just to be clear, Dmitri P. is the deputy chief 


of staff to the Governor.  Duke Shepard is a policy adviser, and you 
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are the chief of staff, and you're all using your personal email 


accounts, correct?  


A Correct.  


Q Okay.  The subject line of this email is "Oracle Yahoo stock 


page," correct?  


A Correct.  


Q And the text of this email from Dmitri says:  Look at 


picture and the stories under their stock headlines.  That is our goal, 


national stories that drag on their stock price.   


Yes?  


A Yes.  


Q Did you participate in any discussions about the need to 


impact Oracle stock price?  


A No. 


Q Doesn't this email indicate that you did?  


Mr.   Receiving an email doesn't indicate discussions, 


but go ahead.   


The Witness.  Not that I recall. 


BY MR.  


Q Did you participate in any other discussions about the need 


to impact Oracle financially?  


Mr.   Objection, assumes that he participated in some 


discussions, but go ahead.   


The Witness.  No, other than to recoup the tax dollars that were 


lost on the project. 
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BY MR.  


Q Did you participate in any discussions about utilizing 


public statements from Oregon officials to apply pressure to Oracle?  


A Not that I'm aware of.  


Q Did you participate in any discussions about utilizing 


public statements from Oregon officials to make Oracle appear to be 


the villain of Oregon problems?  


A Villain?   


Q The heel, the bad actor, however you would characterize it.  


The Governor is the good guy and Oracle is the problem.   


A I think it was always an attempt to provide factual 


information.  The Governor was very clear that there was, you know, 


some accountability on the State side, and I would see equal 


accountability on the Oracle side.  


Q Do you believe the Governor's reelection campaign attempted 


to pivot to blaming Oracle in order to help the Governor politically?  


A No, I believe that the pivot was to help position the State 


to recoup the lost tax dollars.  


Q I'd like to revisit the timeline here on this.  The site 


attempted to launch on October 1st, correct?  


A Correct.  


Q A decision was made by the Governor's Office to move to the 


Federal exchange sometime in early April, April 8th or 9th?  


A In terms of a recommendation --  


Q Yeah. 
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A -- the decision was from the Cover Oregon board.  


Q Uh-huh.  You say that, in early April, the Governor 


was -- you were moving towards a recommendation to move towards the 


Federal exchange?  


Mr.   Objection.  I don't recall any testimony 


regarding that. 


Mr.   Skip it.  The board voted to abandon Cover Oregon on 


April 24th, correct?   


Mr.   25th.   


The Witness.  I believe that's correct. 


Mr.   Then, on May 24th, a full month after abandoning Cover 


Oregon, the Governor expresses his displeasure at how things are 


going -- correct? -- in the email we just showed you, that Cover Oregon 


has derailed any forward momentum and that his political opponent is 


getting a free independent expenditure campaign, correct?  


Mr.   Along with everything else in that email. 


The Witness.  Correct. 


BY MR.  


Q Now, the next day, May 25th, Patricia McCaig writes a 


detailed email about the Governor's intent to pursue Oracle.  We just 


showed you that email, correct?   


A Correct.  


Q And then, on May 25th, in the news article that we showed 


you, Governor Kitzhaber announces he's seeking a lawsuit over the Cover 


Oregon exchange, correct? 
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A Correct.  


Q And then, the next day, on May 29th Dmitri P. writes:  That 


is our goal, national stories that drag down on their stock price.   


Correct?  


A From Dmitri's email, correct. 


Q Okay.  So, within 4 days, the Governor complains about his 


political opponent's free expenditure campaign and then the Governor 


announces plan to sue Oracle, correct?  


Mr.   Objection, incomplete.  Those are isolated 


statements out of a long train of discussions and emails that went on, 


and this is just an oversimplification of the facts, but you can go 


ahead and answer the best you can.  


The Witness.  Again, I would go back to, you know, from are the 


beginning, and the Governor was very committed to understanding what 


his options were around recouping those tax dollars.  


Mr.   Did you reply to the Governor's email?  


Mr. Bonetto.  Which email?   


Mr.   The one in which he said he's getting derailed any 


forward momentum?  


Mr.   28 -- no, 26?  


The Witness.  I don't recall. 


Mr.   Do you recall having a conversation with the Governor 


about this?  


Mr. Bonetto.  About moving forward with this?  I believe the 


Governor and I did --  
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Mr.   Wrong email. 


Mr.   The Governor's email?  


Mr.   Do you recall having a discussion about this email 


or this statement in the email that refers to Cover Oregon has derailed 


future momentum or the free publicity to Mr. Richardson?  Just part 


of that email.   


A Yeah, no -- I -- my recollection was having discussions 


around the best way that we would be able to recoup the tax dollars.  


Q Why didn't you write that back to the Governor, that you 


wanted to recoup the tax dollars?  


A Those were conversations we had had ongoing for some time.  


Q So your testimony is that you communicated with the Governor 


routinely about the importance of recouping the tax dollars?  


A We had ongoing conversations.  


Q Can you provide any documentation that you've already 


submitted?  Can you point to a document in which you talk about the 


importance of recouping tax dollars?  


Mr.   We could do that if you wanted --  


Mr.   No, I'm just saying if you want to provide that.   


Mr.   Sure.  We'll provide documents to show that that 


was a subject of discussion as far back as December. 


Mr.   Okay.   


Mr.   In fact, we already provided them.  All we can do 


is give you specific Bates numbers of documents we have already 


provided. 
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Mr.   I just wanted to address your concerns that this was 


oversimplified. 


But returning to our point here, you would agree that these emails 


we are representing correctly here is that the Governor expressed his 


displeasure -- the Governor expressed his displeasure with the free 


independent expenditure campaign his opponent was getting, correct?  


Mr.   I object to the statement that you characterized 


them correctly.  You've read portions of them.   


BY MR.  


Q Okay.  Would you like to take the time to read this email?   


A Okay.  


Q Would you say this email contains the Governor complaining 


about his political opponent receiving a free independent expenditure 


campaign because of the problems at Cover Oregon?  


A I'll say yes, but in the context of everything that's 


outlined in this email.  


Q And then the day after this email, Patricia McCaig sent her 


email outlining steps that you could take, correct?   


A Correct.  


Mr.   I object that that other email -- there are also 


numerous emails in the chain relating to Ms. McCaig's email.  It does 


not include --   


BY MR.  


Q And then, 3 days later, there is a news article about the 


Governor announcing his plans to sue Oracle.   
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A Can I step back?   


Q Please.   


A The Governor's plans -- the Governor can't sue.  The 


attorney general.  So this was significant, though.  So the Governor 


could only make a recommendation or, you know, to advise.  The attorney 


general is an elected office in Oregon, and the attorney general is 


not going to move forward with a case if there is not enough evidence.  


So if -- he can make the recommendation, and if the attorney general 


said, "no," again, that would be the worst political move for the 


Governor; he looks like he has egg on his face.  


Q Were you ever worried about the attorney general not 


following through on your recommendations?  


A I think, at the time, we felt like there really was enough 


evidence in terms of just the poor workmanship, the poor coding, in 


terms of all the other deliverables that they hadn't met, that they 


had promised an out-of-the-box, off-the-shelf product that never 


turned out to be that way.  So, yeah, we did feel confident that there 


was enough evidence at the time that she could move forward. 


Mr.   Can I have 9374, please? 


Ms.   Entering exhibit 29.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 29 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MR.  


Q And while we are marking that up, I'll ask you, did you ever 


discuss the need to switch the conversation to Oracle with Patricia 
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McCaig?  


A Can you clarify what you mean by "switch"?   


Q To make the story Cover Oregon about Oracle and not the 


Governor's management of it.   


A I think there was always a goal to have equal accountability 


on this other responsibility.  And I think what was always a difficult 


thing from the Governor's Office and the Governor in particular was 


that if I go back to the February 26th meeting with Ms. Katz and 


Mr. Screven, there was no accountability or no responsibility, 


nothing.  And I think as we look at lack of progress of deliverables, 


instead of I think trying to partner with the State and working through 


it, they demanded payment.  They demanded -- initially, it was $70 


million, or they were walking.  Instead of saying, "No, this is under 


the warranty; we're going to continue to work through this and make 


this work, and then we'll get paid," it was very threatening, that "you 


either pay us or we are leaving and abandoning this."  


Q You just mentioned that the AG is independent, correct?  


They have to make the decision to ultimately sue someone? 


A She's an elected official.  


Q I'd like you to look at exhibit 29 here, which is 9374.  This 


is an email from Duke Shepard, who -- forgive me for already 


forgetting -- this individual work for?  


A Policy adviser for the Governor.  


Q Okay.  And this is to yourself and Ms. McCaig.  It says:  


If outside counsel believes there is a case and is ready to go should 
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we have a strategy to get their assessment and eagerness out there so 


that Ellen and Fred can't chicken out easily.  Who are Ellen and Fred? 


A Ellen Rosenblum is the -- was the attorney general, and Fred 


Boss was her deputy. 


Q And then if they do, it's on them in a way that it isn't 


their assessment versus the Governor's, but it is them chickening our 


versus Markowitz' advice.   


Who is Markowitz?   


A The Markowitz firm was the firm that the attorney general 


had hired to be a special attorney general.  


Q And then:  "I just have no confidence in the AG."   


What did you guys do in -- related to this email?  Did you follow 


up and put any legal advice out there, or put anything to you the outside 


counsel?  


A I don't recall.  


Q You just said that you thought the case was strong enough 


to go there.  Why are you worried about them chickening out?  


Mr.   Objection.  It's not his statement? 


Mr.   Why do you think Duke Shepard is worried about them 


chickening out?  


Mr.   Calls for speculation.   


Mr. Bonetto.  I don't know. 


BY MR.  


Q Did you ever have any conversations with Duke after this 


email? 
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A I don't know.  Not that I recall. 


Q Did you ever have any conversation with Patricia McCaig 


after this email?  


A I don't recall. 


Q You testified at length about the importance of getting 


taxpayer dollars back, and when someone sends you an email that is 


regarding the fact that the attorney general might not move forward 


on getting the taxpayers' dollars back, you don't have any followup 


conversations?  


A You know, I think, at this point in time, it was in motion.  


There was -- I think my opinion was the facts were going to speak for 


themselves, that, you know, political pressure was not going to make 


this happen.  This was going to be based on the facts. 


Q I just have one final question here, do you believe the 


decision to pivot towards anti-Oracle stories, go after Oracle, pivot 


towards Oracle, or sue Oracle was in any way at all driven by the need 


to help to get the Governor reelected?  


Mr.   Objection.  That assumes things that may not have 


happened. 


BY MR.    


Q I'm just asking.   


A I would say, no.  This focus was on understanding kind of 


equal accountability, that the State had just gone through this process 


of trying to get a Web site up and running at the cost of, you know, 


hundreds of millions of dollars.  And when this failed and we weren't 
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able to go live, which we were trying to do on multiple, multiple 


occasions, and then being threatened that we had to actually make a 


payment for a nonfunctioning Web site, this was in Oregonians' best 


interest to figure out, how are we going to continue to enroll people, 


and how are we going to be able to recoup those dollars?   


Mr.   Perfect timing too.  You're up.  


[Discussion off the record.]
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[11:51 a.m.] 


BY MS.   


Q So I wanted to go back to exhibit 25.  It's an email from 


John Kitzhaber to yourself, Mike Bonetto, and Patricia McCaig.   


Actually, let's skip that email.   


So who decided to sue Oracle?  


A That would be the attorney general.  


Q Did the Governor make a recommendation to sue Oracle?  


A He did.  


Q Was the recommendation from the Governor to sue Oracle 


hinged on concerns about his political performance?  


A No.  


Q Was it based on -- what was it based on, the Governor's 


recommendation to sue Oracle?  


A As I was explaining earlier, I mean, it was based on his 


commitment to do everything he could to recoup the lost tax dollars 


and, I think, you know, to do everything he could at that point in time 


to try to hold Oracle accountable since they had really been unwilling 


to, I think, in his view, to be a good partner.  


Q And why did the State sue Oracle?  For the same reason?  


A I believe that is in the, you know, claim against Oracle 


that the attorney general has filed with kind of a laundry list of issues 


that surrounded, you know, evidence relating to them trying to have 


a behind-the-scenes effort to make sure that Cover Oregon didn't 


hire -- the State didn't hire a systems integrator, that they missed 
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continual deadlines, that the work products that they were delivering 


was below industry standards, and then what they had initially promised 


was, you know, 95-percent off-the-shelf and that it didn't turn out 


to be anything close to that.  It turned out -- you know, 5 percent 


that needed to be configured, and it was more like 40 percent, which 


I think threw the whole project into a bit of turmoil.  


Q Okay. 


I want to call your attention back to exhibit 27, which is a media 


article.  If you'll turn to the second page of the article, it's 2 of 


11.  Let's go through the statements that the article mentions.   


The fourth paragraph down, are you there? 


A Uh-huh. 


Q It says, "'Oracle's failure is unacceptable to Oregonians 


who need and deserve access to quality healthcare and who have been 


faced with months of uncertainty,' Kitzhaber testified before 


lawmakers."   


Would you agree with that statement?  


A I would.  


Q Do you think Oracle should be held accountable for not being 


able to produce a fully functioning Web site to the State?  


A I do.  


Q Let's read further.  Go down two more paragraphs, and it 


says, "Kitzhaber said Rosenblum will make the ultimate decision about 


whether to file a lawsuit, but he believes the state has strong claims.  


Rosenblum responded in a letter to the governor that her legal team 
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has been reviewing options and developing legal strategies." 


So this article notes that the attorney general filed the lawsuit.  


So that's in line with what you previously testified, that it was the 


AG's, or the attorney general's, authority to sue Oracle, not the 


Governor's.   


A Correct.  


Q Okay. 


Also in this statement, it says that "Rosenblum responded in a 


letter to the governor that her legal team has been reviewing options."   


So the date of this article is May 28th, 2014.  I believe my 


colleagues from the majority were discussing the timeframe of May 24th 


through May 27th timeframe.  So, since the legal team has been 


reviewing, from what the attorney general has stated, does it seem 


possible that the attorney general's team had already been reviewing 


options to sue Oracle, from this statement?  


A I believe that they were looking at their legal options far 


ahead of time.  And I believe that the attorney general brought on the 


Markowitz firm to help with this back in December of 2013.  


Q So that means that would have been independent of the 


Governor's recommendation to sue Oracle.   


A Correct.  


Q Okay. 


And let's go down to the next line, next paragraph.  It says in 


the letter from Rosenblum, "'I share your determination to recover 


every dollar to which Oracle is entitled'" --  
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Mr.   Oregon. 


BY MS.  


Q -- "'Oregon'" -- I'm sorry -- "'Oregon is entitled,' she 


wrote." 


So did I read that correctly?  


A Yes.  


Q Okay.  So did that seem reasonable to you, that the attorney 


general would be trying to recoup funds --  


A Yes.  


Q -- for the State.  Okay.   


And, also, go down two more paragraphs.  It says, "'We understand 


the political nature of the announcement just made and that the Governor 


wants to shift blame from where it belongs,' Oracle said in a statement.  


'We are proud of the work that we have done to enable over 420,000 


Oregonians to enroll in health care.  We look forward to an 


investigation that we are confident will completely exonerate 


Oracle.'" 


What are your thoughts about that statement?  


A I disagree with the first part, that this was political in 


nature.  I mean, I think this was a matter of accountability.  And that 


when they say that they're proud of their work, you know, again, this 


was a very hybrid process where we had -- Cover Oregon hired hundreds 


of temporary positions just to, you know, manually get through these.  


So, you know, I don't know if anybody was really proud of that.  We 


were, you know -- 
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Mr.   We've lost Mr. Jordan.  We're going to have to stop 


unless you're willing to sign the waiver. 


Mr.   No.  Stop. 


[Recess.] 


BY MS.    


Q We were discussing the last paragraph.  Can you continue 


what you were saying with Oracle's statement?  Do you want me to reread 


it to you?   


A Please.  Thank you.   


Q It's on page 2 of 11, the third paragraph from the bottom.  


It says, "'We understand the political nature of the announcement just 


made and that the Governor wants to shift blame from where it belongs,' 


Oracle said in a statement.  'We are proud of the work that we have 


done to enable over 420,000 Oregonians to enroll in health care.  We 


look forward to an investigation that we are confident will completely 


exonerate Oracle.'" 


Could you again tell me your thoughts?  


A My initial statement was I would disagree with the political 


nature.  And the Governor was very clear that he wanted, you know, 


accountability from the beginning and wanted to be able to recoup those 


tax dollars.  And that I think, you know, we were equally, you know, 


looking forward to an investigation to make sure that, you know, 


everything was understood about Oracle's role.  


Q Okay. 


And let me direct you to the fourth page of the article, page 4 
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of 11.  The sixth paragraph down, it says in a quote, "'There's no 


question that the combination of a failure to hire a systems integrator 


and time and materials contracts created a perfect storm on the state 


side that created this problem,' Kitzhaber responded.  'But no one can 


convince me that Oracle, with a straight face say, oh, we didn't know 


you hired us to produce a functional website.'"   


So, from this statement and from your knowledge, is it 


clear -- would you think that the State is not saying that they're 


exactly blameless in this situation?  


A Oh, I think the Governor was very clear on that, not only 


at that point in time but also in a March press conference where he 


was, you know, relaying the facts that came out from the First Data 


assessment and took full responsibility for the management side of 


things.  


Q Okay.   


Now I would like to draw your attention to exhibit 29.  It's an 


email from Duke Shepard to yourself and Patricia McCaig.  So who is 


Duke Shepard?  


A Duke Shepard was a policy adviser on human services to the 


Governor.  


Q And I just wanted to confirm that you didn't write this 


email, correct?  


A Correct.  


Q And did the Governor, from your knowledge, have confidence 


in the attorney general?  
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A Confidence in her as a person, as a -- or in terms of the --  


Q Her ability as an attorney general to investigate this 


matter.   


A Yes.  


Q Okay.  Was a strategy enacted so that -- it says Ellen and 


Fred, so who is Ellen?  


A Ellen Rosenblum, the attorney general.  


Q And who's Fred again?  


A Fred Boss was her deputy at that time.  


Q Okay.  So was there a strategy that was enacted so that Fred 


and Ellen, the AG and the deputy attorney general, could not chicken 


out easily, as this email states?  


A Not that I'm aware of.  


Q So is it fair to say that this email was just an email from 


Duke just talking but there was no action taken as a result of this 


email?  


A Yes, I believe so.  


Q And did you send any emails to the Governor to enact any 


strategy to persuade the attorney general or the deputy attorney 


general to act in any manner?  


A No.  


Q Did you recommend to the Governor that he take any action 


or develop a strategy so that Ellen and Fred could not chicken out 


easily?  


A No.  
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Q Are you aware of any State employees that enacted any 


strategies to make sure that Ellen and Fred can't chicken out easily?  


A Not that I'm aware of, no.  


Q Okay.  


Now I'd direct your attention to exhibit 21.  It's an email from 


Patty Wentz.  And who is Patty Wentz again?  


A Patty Wentz was the communication director at the Oregon 


Health Authority and then also moved over to help on communication 


issues at Cover Oregon.  


Q Okay.  So I just want to confirm, this email, you did not 


write this email.   


A Correct.  


Q And what is the date of this email?  


A August 22nd.  


Q So this email was sent approximately 4 months after the 


board made a decision to switch to the Federal technology?  


A Correct.  


Q And during the timeframe, was Oregon in the midst of 


transitioning to the Federal technology at that time?  


A Yes.  


Q Were there any communications with CMS during that time 


period?  


A I believe that would be a discussion with Tina Edlund, who 


was heading that project, but I believe that was on a regular basis, 


yes.  
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Q Was it in your job description to talk with the Federal 


Government?   


Mr.   His job description as chief of staff? 


Ms.   As chief of staff, yes.  Was it in your job 


description to communicate with the Federal Government?   


Mr.   On Cover Oregon issues?  


Ms.   On Cover Oregon issues, yes. 


The Witness.  No. 


BY MS.  


Q Whose role or responsibility was it to communicate with the 


Federal Government on Cover Oregon issues?  


A Within the office?  Within the Governor's office?   


Q At all.  Who would be communicating with the Federal 


Government about Cover Oregon?  


A So, at this point in time, Tina Edlund was the person who 


was in charge of the transition project.  So she was coordinating both 


with Cover Oregon, with the Governor's office, and with CMS.  


Q And who was Tina Edlund?  


A Tina Edlund was a former interim director at the Oregon 


Health Authority who was then moved into a position to help lead this 


transition project.  


Q And when she transitioned from Oregon Health Authority, was 


that a role with Cover Oregon?  


A It was a role within the Governor's office.  


Q Okay. 
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Now I'll move you to transition to exhibit 27.  It's an email from 


Patricia McCaig.   


A 27?  Isn't it 28?   


Mr.   You mean 26? 


Ms.   No, 27.   


The Witness.  27 is the article.   


Mr.   28.  


Ms.   That one's 28.   


BY MS.  


Q Okay.  So I just want to confirm, you didn't draft this 


email, correct?  


A No.  


Q And did you recommend -- did you recommend to the Governor 


that he enact strategies to tank Oracle's stock price?  


A No.  


Q Did the Governor take any actions that would -- that were 


focused on tanking Oracle's stock price?  


A No.  


Q Did anyone at the Governor's office or the State agency 


enact any strategies to tank Oracle's stock price?  


A No.  


Q So is it fair to say that this will be just another example 


of someone just talking --  


A Yes.  


Q -- without action?  Was there any action taken as a result 
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of this email?   


A No.  


Q Okay.   


Now I'll turn your attention to the correct Patricia McCaig 


exhibit, 26.   


You were asked previously by my colleagues in the majority about 


Ms. McCaig's role, I guess, with Cover Oregon, and this email was placed 


in front of you.  You were specifically -- it was specifically 


mentioned that Ms. McCaig was micromanaging.  Did you believe that Ms. 


McCaig was micromanaging Cover Oregon?  


A No, not in her role.  Her role was to, again, you know, help 


with communication issues and to help, you know, synthesize all of this 


information and provide that to the Governor.  


Q Okay.  So, just to be clear, so she acted as an adviser to 


the Governor?  


A Yes.  


Q Did the Governor always take her advice?  Did --  


A No.  


Q -- he always act on her advice?  


A I don't believe so, no.  


Q So it would be fair to say that Ms. McCaig was not -- every 


decision or every advice that she gave to the Governor, the Governor 


acted on that advice or followed that advice.   


A I'm saying, correct, that he didn't do that.  Is that what 


you're saying?   
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Q Yes.   


A Right. 


Q Sorry.  Thank you.   


Okay.  So just a couple questions about the Governor's political 


aspirations, I would say.   


So is it fair -- you testified earlier today, you were asked a 


couple questions about the Web site and if it benefited the Governor's 


reelection campaign.  If the Web site was working, wouldn't it have 


been politically favorable to go live with that Web site?  


A Absolutely.  


Q Okay.  And why do you say that?   


A That would have been, one, the best thing for Oregonians, 


to enroll in health insurance.  And, you know, it would have been a 


very big political win to have a functional Web site.  


Q So was it politically favorable to continue with paper 


applications and manual processing of healthcare applications?  


A No.  


Q Was it politically favorable to abandon this IT project and 


switch to a Federal technology?  


A No.  


Q Okay.  Great. 


Now I'm going to switch you to discuss some of the reports, the 


independent reports, about Oracle's work on the Web site.   


So are you aware of the State hiring a group called Maximus at 


the start of the IT project?  
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A Yes.  And when you say "the State," I want to make sure -- it 


was either Cover Oregon or -- I believe it was a Cover Oregon contract 


with Maximus.  


Q Okay.  And who is Maximus?  


A Maximus was a third-party risk management consulting firm.  


Q Okay.  And do you know why Cover Oregon hired Maximus?  


A They hired them as a kind of neutral third party to give 


them feedback on their progress.  


Q Okay.  And would you consider Maximus employees to be 


experts in their field, in quality assurance?  


A From my understanding, yes.  


Q Okay.  And what exactly did Maximus do for Cover Oregon?  


A I believe they gave them ongoing feedback and evaluation 


from a quality assurance standpoint, you know, from a project 


standpoint of being on time and within budget.  


Q Did Maximus issue any reports, anything in writing to Cover 


Oregon?  


A They had multiple reports.  I can't be sure if it was on 


a monthly basis or on a fairly regular basis where they were providing 


that feedback.  


Q And do you know what the report entailed, like, what kind 


of feedback Maximus provided in these reports?  


A If I recall, I mean, many of these reports were either kind 


of color-coded from a green-yellow-red perspective, in terms of just 


the level of risk and the progress being made, and were highlighting 
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specific issues, whether it was from a Cover Oregon board governance 


perspective or from the actual, you know, coding that was being done.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 30 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MS.  


Q I'm handing you an exhibit marked 30.  So this appears to 


be a Maximus monthly quality status report from February 2014, dated 


March 15, 2014.  Is that correct?  


A Correct.  


Q Are you familiar with this document?  


A Not initially, no.  


Q Is this one of the reports that Maximus issued to Cover 


Oregon that you were referring to?  


A I believe so, yes.  


Q If you take a look at the page with the Bates stamp of 


GOV_HR00071552, which is page 1 of the document, under "SECTION 1:  


Introduction," the document reads, "Cover Oregon recognizes the value 


of an independent, third-party formal quality assurance (QA) 


services." 


Did I read that correctly?  


A Yes.  


Q Is that an accurate description of what Maximus was hired 


to do?  


A I believe so, yes.  


Q Okay.  And why was it important that the State receive an 
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independent, third-party formal quality assurance report? 


A So that there was somebody outside of the organization who 


had that experience to help with that evaluation of their progress, 


somebody outside of State government and somebody outside of their 


vendor contract.  


Q Okay.   


If I can direct your attention now to table 1 under the page 


Bates-stamped GOV_HR00071553, if you look under the heading that says 


"CO Risk Level," what does Maximus write?  


A Excuse me?  Risk level would be high?   


Q Yes.  And do you know what the high CO risk level means?  


A High risk level of not being able to be on time or within 


budget.  


Q And "on time" would mean what exactly?  


A At this point in time, February 2014, that the project would 


probably not be able to go live during this open enrollment period or 


perhaps not be able to meet the November 2014 next open enrollment 


period for the 15-year.  


Q Okay. 


And if you look under the next comment, it says "CO Response."  


In the "Overall" row kind of category, Maximus writes, and I quote, 


"Project risk remains high, although Cover Oregon has been 


successfully" -- next page -- "processing applications and enrolling 


consumers through a hybrid process while it finishes testing and 


implementation of online individual end-to-end functionality." 
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Did I read that correctly?  


A Yes.  


Q Do you know what that means?  Does that mean that 


individuals in the State were enrolling in health care through a manual 


process?  


A This hybrid meant it was kind of a combination of manual 


and some of the back-end technology, which required Cover Oregon 


hiring, again, hundreds of temp employees to process this -- these 


applications, which then, again, put the budget at risk moving forward.  


Q Okay.   


If I can turn your attention now to the page with Bates stamp 


GOV_HR00071555, on the second bullet, the second column, on the row 


that says "Schedule," the second bullet reads, and I quote, "Oracle's 


inability to properly estimate the work and delivery with high quality 


for any release continues to affect the system delivery."   


Was that your understanding of the project as it stood in February 


2014?  


A Yes.  


Q Do you agree with Maximus' independent assessment that 


Oracle was not properly estimating the work?  


A Yes.  


Q Okay.  Did anyone besides Oracle disagree that Oracle was 


not properly estimating their work?  


A I don't believe so.  


Q Okay.   
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Maximus also reports that Oracle's not delivering a high quality 


for any release is affecting system delivery.  Did you agree with this 


independent assessment?  


A Yes.  


Q Did anyone besides Oracle disagree that Oracle was not 


providing delivery of a high quality for any release?  


A Not that I'm aware of.  


Q Okay. 


Now I'd like to turn your attention to the page with Bates stamp 


GOV_HR00071564.  And under the "Risks" subheading, the first bullet 


says, and I quote, "While applications are being processed, the lack 


of a fully functional IT solution is significantly affecting the 


perceived business success of the enterprise."   


Do you agree with Maximus' independent conclusion that Oracle had 


not provided a fully functioning IT solution by that time in February 


2014?  


A Yes.  


Q Did anyone besides Oracle disagree that Oracle had not 


provided a fully functioning IT solution?  


A I don't believe so.  


Q Okay. 


Now moving to the third bullet under the same subheading, it says, 


and I quote, "Launching the Oracle system with known defects may result 


in a bad user experience which could affect the CO brand long term."   


"CO," what did "CO" mean here?  
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A Cover Oregon.  


Q Okay.  In other words, Oracle still had significant defects 


in their product in February.  Isn't that right?  


A Correct.  


Q So, despite Oracle claiming that the Cover Oregon exchange 


Web site was fully functioning by the end of February, it appears that 


the Web site was not fully functioning by the end of February.  Is that 


your understanding?  


A Correct.  


Q Okay.  Do you agree with Maximus' independent assessment 


that launching the Oracle system with known defects would have negative 


repercussions?  


A Yes.  


Q Okay.  So Maximus' findings would be consistent with what 


you testified earlier, what Bruce Goldberg and Alex Pettit, their 


findings with this system, the Oracle system, having bugs and defects 


and not being fully functional in February 2014.   


A Correct.  


Q Okay.   


Okay.  So please turn your attention now to page Bates-stamped 


GOV_HR00071556.  I'd direct your attention to the category that says 


"Board Governance."  In the middle column, the last quote, it says, 


"The CO board meets on a regular basis and receives updates from the 


interim Director and his staff on salient business, IT, and stakeholder 


topics."   
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Did I read that correctly?  


A Yes.  


Q Do you agree with the determination that the board met on 


a regular basis to discuss Cover Oregon?  


A To the best of my knowledge, yes.  


Q Do you agree with the conclusion that the board received 


regular updates from the interim director and the staff on salient 


business, IT, and stakeholder topics?  


A I believe so, yes.  


Q A bullet in the next column reads, "The Board will engage 


interested parties including staff and others in a stakeholder group 


that will meet with finalists for the Executive Director position."   


Did I read that correctly?  


A Yes.  


Q So the board was actively engaged in making decisions 


related to Cover Oregon.  Is that correct?  


A Correct.  


Q Okay. 


And the first bullet under the second column with "Board 


Governance," it reads:  "CO," which is Cover Oregon, "has hired 


Deloitte to conduct a risk analysis with the current system approach 


vs. other system options.  It is expected that CO," Cover Oregon, "will 


analyze these options and convene a committee in March to examine the 


analysis and make a recommendation to the Board." 


Did I read that correctly?  
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A Yes.  


Q Did the State, in fact, hire Deloitte to conduct this 


analysis?  


A Yes, I believe so.  


Q Okay.  And they conducted this analysis in February 2014?  


A Correct.  


Q Okay.  And what was Deloitte actually hired to do?  


A I believe this was an action taken by Bruce Goldberg when 


he stepped into the role as the interim director at Cover Oregon to 


better understand the situation and to better understand the options 


moving forward.  Knowing that we had missed continual dates, he wanted 


an outside, independent party to come in and help with this analysis.  


Q And do you know why, particularly, Deloitte was chosen?  


A I don't know the specifics around that selection.  


Q Okay.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 31 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MS.  


Q I'm handing you an exhibit marked 31.  It appears to be a 


policy assessment preliminary report by Deloitte, dated February 10th, 


2014.  Are you familiar with this document?  


A I believe so.  


Q Okay.  If you could please turn to page 5 of the report, 


the "Options Overview" table.  Can you tell me how many options, IT 


options, Deloitte evaluated for Cover Oregon?  
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A Within these four categories?   


Q Yes.   


A We have 10 here -- 11.  


Q And what are the IT options?  


A To stay the course by keeping the current vendor or keeping 


the current technology; find a new solution for Cover Oregon, either 


transfer of State-based marketplace or use an Exeter solution; 


transition to the federally facilitated marketplace, just for 


individual and SHOP or through a partnership model or through a hybrid 


model; or have a new role for Cover Oregon, possibly through a regional 


exchange, software as a service option, or direct to carrier.   


Q Okay.   


So I want to direct your attention now to page 9 of the Deloitte 


assessment report.  The heading says, "1.1:  Stay the Course, Keep the 


Technology:  Summary of Analysis." 


First, do you know what "stay the course, keep the technology" 


means?  


A It would be to continue to use the current technology and 


make, you know, modifications as needed moving forward.  


Q So the current technology, would that be the technology that 


Oracle developed for Cover Oregon?  


A Correct.  


Q And would this mean -- would this option include Oracle as 


the vendor for developing the Cover Oregon Web site?  


A I believe this example here says it would replace Oracle 
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as vendor of production support and enhancement services.  


Q Okay.   


I'm going to read part of the summary for this option.  Deloitte 


writes, "Analysis indicates that this solution will have medium 


technical risk and would take until November 2015 to implement at a 


cost of $22M in 2014 plus 150K" -- which is 150,000 -- "hours in 2015.  


In addition, Oracle would need to participate in transition, 


enhancement, remediation, and production support through June 2014, 


which could add up to 100K additional hours." 


Did I read that correctly?  


A Yes.  


Q So, to your understanding, was this a feasible option for 


Cover Oregon?  


A At this stage, in the middle of February, I don't think 


anything was off the table.  So I think, in terms of feasibility, we 


were trying to understand kind of where on the continuum, on the risk 


continuum, the cost continuum, everything fit.  So I don't know if I 


would say that it was really unfeasible, but just trying to understand 


where it fit.  


Q Did Cover Oregon need technology that would be available 


by a certain date?  


A Well, I believe the two big dates were that we needed to 


continue to have technology function through the end of April, through 


that initial open enrollment period, and then, obviously, you know, 


be live by November for the 2015 enrollment period.  
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Q November 2015 or November 2014?  


A Before the 2015 open enrollment period, the 2015 open 


enrollment period, which began in November of 2014.  


Q Okay.  So Cover Oregon needed technology that would be 


available by November 2014.  Is that correct?  


A Correct.  


Q Okay.  But this option here under Deloitte's analysis said 


that it would take until November 2015.  Is that correct?  


A Correct.  


Q So that would be past the November 2014 date.  Is that 


correct?  


A Correct.  


Q So would that mean that this would not be a feasible option 


for Cover Oregon?  


A At that time, correct.  


Q So I would like to direct your attention to page 10 of the 


Deloitte assessment report, under the section that says, "1.2:  Stay 


the Course, Keep the Vendor:  Summary of Analysis."   


First, do you know what that means, "stay the course, keep the 


vendor"?  


A Much like the prior one, stay the course would be, you know, 


keeping the Oracle technology, and keeping the vendor would be having 


Oracle remain as that vendor.  


Q Okay.   


And I'm going to read a section of the summary under this section.  
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It says, "Analysis indicates that this solution will have medium 


technical risk and would take until November 2015 to implement at a 


cost of $45M in 2014 plus 150K hours in 2015."   


To your understanding, was this a feasible option -- 


A Right. 


Q -- for Cover Oregon?  


A I apologize.  When you said this before, I was looking at 


that as November 2014, so I realize that that was this 21-month period.  


So, you know, both of those options, when we saw that timeframe, knew 


that that was going to be, you know, something that really was not going 


to be a feasible option.   


Based on the information that we had at this time -- and, you know, 


I think the idea was that we would have an IT committee that would really 


get into more details and help refine and ask more questions about, 


you know, the validity of these numbers and making sure that these were 


as solid as possible before any final decision was made.  


Q So is it fair to say that, based on the Deloitte assessment 


report, that neither option -- staying the course, keeping the current 


technology; or staying the course and keeping Oracle as a vendor -- was 


a feasible option for Cover Oregon?  


A Yes.  And I think, again, much had to do even with the -- not 


only the time, but the cost.  So, you know, we were always trying to 


work within the Cover Oregon budget through the Federal grant.  And 


as this hybrid process evolved and there was hiring of, you know, 


hundreds of additional staff, that burn rate began to exceed, you know, 
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projections.  At the same time, you know, we were facing, you know, 


a demand from Oracle for, you know, $70 million in payment.  You know, 


those together on top of this estimated fix, you know, put this at a 


very unsustainable path.  So we really had to look at what those other 


options were.  


Q So what was the cost for keeping the current technology?  


A I'm looking here at keeping the current technology with 


Oracle, they had estimated it at $45 million just in 2014.  


Q So that would be keeping Oracle as a vendor?  


A Correct.  


Q Okay.  And the first option of keeping the current 


technology with a new vendor, what would be the cost?  


A Estimated at $22 million.  


Q Okay.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 32 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  


Q Now I would like to draw your attention to another report.  


I'm handing you a document marked exhibit 32, which appears to be the 


First Data report you've been referring to in your testimony.  It's 


entitled "Cover Oregon Web Site Implementation Assessment," dated 


April 24th, 2014.   


Do you recognize this report?  


A I believe so, yes.  


Q Are you familiar with the document?  
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A Yes.  


Q Okay.   


Please turn to page 1, number 1, and direct your attention to the 


executive summary.  The document reads, and I quote, "In January 2014, 


the Governor's office executed a Statement of Work with First Data 


Government Solutions through Master Contract No. 107-2852-11 to 


conduct an independent, third party review of the state's health 


insurance exchange website project." 


Did I read that correctly?  


A Yes.  


Q Okay.  Do you agree that the First Data report was, in fact, 


independent, an independent report?  


A Yes.  


Q And were they a third party?  


A Yes.  


Q Okay.  Who made the decision to have First Data conduct this 


independent, third-party review of the Cover Oregon exchange?  


A I believe that decision was made through the Department of 


Administrative Services and the Governor's office.  


Q And why did the Governor determine that he needed -- another 


independent, third-party review of the State's Web site project was 


necessary?  


A I think there was a need to understand, from kind of a larger 


perspective, of how multiple things went wrong, maybe not just from 


a quality assurance standpoint but from the project's beginning.  
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Q And do you think that he was also trying to ensure that the 


board was basing their decision about the future of the exchange on 


accurate, independent information?  


A Correct.  


Q Okay.   


So how did First Data conduct its report?  


A As I'm reading this executive summary, I mean, they were 


tasked with, you know, answering these, you know, seven questions that 


were framed to help, you know, better understand, you know, what went 


wrong and why and making sure that, you know, the State was positioned 


to have that not happen again.  


Q Do you know what methodology they took to answer the seven 


questions?  


A I believe mainly through direct interviews.  


Q Okay.  Did they review any -- do you know if they reviewed 


any documentation as well?  


A I believe they were looking at the Maximus -- thank you.   


So, on page 1, where it says the interviews, the documentation 


review, and then putting their final assessment.  So the documentation 


review, you know, included the Maximus reports, I believe, as well as 


any CMS updates.  


Q Do you know if Oracle allowed their staff to be interviewed 


as part of this report?  


A From my understanding, they did not.  


Q Do you know why Oracle did not allow their staff to be 
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interviewed for this report?  


A I do not.  


Q Okay.   


I want to direct your attention now to page 38 of the report.  It 


would fall under the heading of "Oracle Performance."  First Data 


includes a couple quotes from a September 2013 Maximus report.   


One of the bullets in the middle of the page states, "Oracle's 


performance is lacking.  Their inability to adhere to industry 


standards and professional software and project management tenants 


warrants further review." 


Also on that page, the next quote says, "Each software release 


from Oracle increases the overall amount of defects."   


So this clearly points to Oracle's poor performance and their 


inability to deliver a functioning Web site.  Do you agree?  


A Yes.  


Q So, in short, Maximus, the third-party, independent 


reviewer, quality assurance contractor, expressed some concerns about 


Oracle's capabilities at this point, correct?   


A That's correct.  


Q And Deloitte's independent, third-party review was useful 


in determining that keeping Oracle as a vendor or keeping the current 


technology was not a feasible option for the State -- or for Cover 


Oregon.  Is that correct?  


A Correct.  


Q So First Data, if you recall, recommended that Cover Oregon 
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conduct an analysis of different Web site technology alternatives to 


go forward with in light of the current state of the exchange project.  


Is that correct?  


A That's correct.  


Q Okay.  So is it fair to say that based on all of these 


reports and assessments from independent, third-party experts, there 


was significant concerns about Oracle's ability to deliver a fully 


functioning Web site to Cover Oregon for the upcoming 2004 healthcare 


open enrollment period -- or, 2015 open enrollment period?  


A Correct.  


Q Did you believe that Oracle would be able to deliver a fully 


functioning Web site for the current or existing 2013 -- or 2014 open 


enrollment period?  


A I would say we continued to remain hopeful through this 


time.  I mean, again, if you look back at my testimony earlier, I mean, 


we were looking at a beginning-of-February date for a launch, where 


we thought that was going to happen.  So we were constantly hopeful 


that this was going to go live. 


And when you have reports like this and from Deloitte, there comes 


a point in time, you know, do we continue down this course and pay more 


money, with a level of uncertainty that I think was going to jeopardize 


the future of the entire exchange.   


Q Okay.   


So was there a widespread agreement among the Governor's staff 


that Oracle would not have -- would not be able to deliver that fully 
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functioning Web site by the next upcoming 2015 open enrollment period, 


as well?  


A I think based on -- as I said earlier, I mean, I think there 


was always a hope that we were going to be able to reconcile with Oracle 


and get this Web site functioning.  I do believe that when Ms. Catz 


put down her ultimatum, that, you know, it was a payment or they were 


walking, it changed the tenor of the relationship, in terms of just, 


you know, having any sort of trust to be able to move forward with them.  


Q And at that point and after reviewing the reports and 


assessment, was there an agreement among the staff that it was best 


to switch from the State exchange to the Federal exchange 


technology -- excuse me -- for the upcoming healthcare enrollment 


period?  


A I think as I go back to that February meeting with Ms. Catz, 


I think even the Governor and Bruce Goldberg, I think, were surprised 


and, I think, made that determination that having a continued 


relationship with Oracle was going to put the State at further risk.  


Q And so, moving past February to your previous testimony, 


you testified that even in March and May there were still serious issues 


with the Web site, correct?  


A Correct.  And I would again defer to, you know, Alex Pettit 


for any -- really, in that timeframe, for those specific details there.  


Q Right.   


So, based on those issues and your conversations with Cover Oregon 


staff, was it fair to say that there was pretty much an agreement that 
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there was a need to switch to the Federal technology?  


A Yes, after understanding all of those -- the risk factors 


and the cost and understanding really the further analysis that the 


IT group looked at.  


Q So, just to be clear, I know you've mentioned this before, 


but the board did vote to switch from the State exchange to the Federal 


technology platform, correct? 


A Correct.  


Q And the board reviewed this information from the Deloitte 


report?   


A Yes, I believe they reviewed that -- the February report, 


and then they reviewed the full assessment of what the IT committee 


had looked at, as well.   


Q Okay. 


Okay.  So I'm going to talk about the March test in the next couple 


of minutes, or I wanted to talk about after the decision to switch to 


the Federal exchange or what occurred after that enrollment period.   


So when did Governor Kitzhaber leave office?  


A I believe it was February 18th of 2015.  


Q Okay.  And I'm sure you mentioned this previously, but I'll 


ask you again.  Did you remain in your role as chief of staff for --  


A No, I stepped down.  


Q Okay.  And do you currently hold a position with the current 


Governor's office?  


A No.  
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Q Okay.   


And I'll ask you again:  On April 25th, 2014, the board, Cover 


Oregon board, voted to transition from the State exchange to the 


federally supported State-based exchange, correct?  


A Correct.  


Q So that's been almost, what, 2 years since that decision 


was made?  


A Correct.  


Q How many healthcare open enrollment periods have there been 


since that decision?  


A The two.  Correct.  


Q Okay.  So there's been how many, just to get it on the 


record?  


A Two.  


Q Okay.   


Do you know how many people in Oregon have enrolled in healthcare 


insurance through the exchange in Oregon using the Federal platform?  


A I don't have those numbers off the top of my head.  


Q Do you have any estimates of the numbers?  


A I don't.  I just roughly know that we have an uninsurance 


rate of roughly 5 percent.  


Q You have an uninsurance rate of how much?  


A Roughly, I think, 5 or 6 percent.  


Q Has that been reduced over the years since --  


A Yeah, through ACA.  
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Q -- since the ACA was implemented? 


A Correct. 


Q Okay.  Would you -- 


Mr.   What was it before, just so the record's clear?  


The Witness.  I believe it was around 14 percent. 


BY MS.  


Q Okay.  So, since the ACA, Oregon's uninsurance rate has 


dropped from roughly --  


A I believe roughly 14 percent.  


Q -- 14 percent to -- 


A Five or 6 percent.  


Q -- 5 or 6 percent.  Okay.   


Would you characterize -- would you say there has been success 


through the Federal platform or technology that's been used?  


A I think it's provided a great deal of stability and 


certainty to this process, no doubt.  


Q Okay.  And do you have any information about -- or do you 


know if Oregon has expanded Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act?  


A Oregon did.  


Q Okay.  And do you know how many people have obtained 


insurance as a result of that Medicaid expansion?  


A I don't have those numbers off the top of my head.  


Q Would you say there has been -- Medicaid expansion has 


benefited many Oregonians who would not have had insurance?  


A I think that's an accurate statement, yes. 
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Q Okay. 


Ms.   Okay.  Those are all my questions. 


[Recess.]
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[1:11 p.m.] 


BY MS.    


Q So I'm going to start with exhibit 32, going back out.  It's 


the First Data report.  And I was just wondering if you could briefly 


describe who paid for the report, if you know. 


A I believe that it was either through the Department of 


Administrative Services or through the Governor's Office.  


Q Okay.  And do you know how First Data was selected to 


perform the assessment?   


A I believe there were a number of vendors who were looked 


at.  And I remember, you know, Sarah Miller from the Department of 


Administrative Services was really in charge of going through that 


process. 


Q Okay.  Thank you.  And then do you know how much the State 


paid for the assessment?   


A I believe it was around 200 to $250,000. 


Q All right.  Thank you. 


Ms.   And then, next, I'm going to introduce exhibit 34 


into the record -- 33.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 33 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MS.  


Q And I realize that earlier you testified that you were not 


on the technology advisory group.  But are you familiar with the 


assessment that they did of the technology to switch from the 
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State-based platform to healthcare.gov?   


A I just want to make sure I'm clear.  Am I familiar with this 


report?   


Q This report, and also just their -- the process they used 


to have meetings in March.  I think we talked about it where Bruce 


Goldberg and you said the Governor had convened the technology advisory 


group.   


A Correct.  


Q Have you seen this report before?   


A I believe so. 


Q And if you look on page 3, please, the technology advisory 


group meetings are listed out.  And on March 27 and March 31 they say 


that they have a preliminary recommendation.  Are you familiar with 


the preliminary recommendation that was made on March 27th from the 


technology advisory group?  


A I would have to go back and review that.  


Q Okay.  If you want to flip to page 7, please.  It says:  The 


preliminary recommendation:  "Based upon the information provided to 


the work group by the Cover Oregon staff and consultants, the TOW 


recommended that Cover Oregon should continue development and 


deployment of the current technology solution with a new vendor while 


actively retaining the ability to migrate to the FFM solution as a 


contingency if key Cover Oregon milestones were missed."   


I'm sorry; I was going to ask -- and then, earlier, I think you 


had testified that you felt, in early April, it was highly likely that 
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the State was moving to the FFM.  And I was just wondering if you knew 


anything about if the technology advisory group was making its 


recommendation at the end of March, how that changed so quickly. 


A This is something that Alex Pettit was continuing to keep 


in front of us, you know, from the Governor's Office's perspective and 


then also from this IT work group, and that he really -- and this is 


something for him to really explain in detail -- but was looking at 


this dual track, that, you know, we would keep, you know, looking at 


this system.  And then if we were not able to continue on that path, 


that we had a secondary path moving to the Federal exchange lined up.  


Q Do you know at what point they decided not to continue on 


the path with staying with the same technology?   


A I don't recall all of his trigger dates and his trigger 


action items.  But I know that's what he was attempting to lay out so 


if any one of those were missed or any of his pieces on risk, schedule, 


or cost exceeded that, then that would be a trigger.  But I think that 


would be -- it's more specific for Alex. 


Q Okay.  So you're saying that Alex Pettit would be the person 


most likely to be able to answer the questions about this report?   


A Correct. 


Q Thank you.   


Ms.   Then I was going to introduce exhibit 34 into the 


record.   


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 34 


    Was marked for identification.] 
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Ms.   Again, I realize you weren't on the technology 


advisory group, but I'll give you a minute to look at the document, 


but these are meeting notes that refer to the technology advisory group 


summarizing one of their meetings.  And then I'll just draw your 


attention to where I'm most interested in, which is on GOV HR 90443, 


the last page of the document.  And if you'll read the last bullet point 


of the first box, it says:  "In general, level of effort to build 


Federal interfaces is not significantly different from what is required 


to get fully operational on Cover Oregon."  Had you heard that 


statement before when you were discussing the IT recommendation 


with Bruce Goldberg and Alex Pettit. 


Mr. Ramjford.  Where is that? 


The Witness.  Here.   


Mr. Ramjford.  Okay. 


The Witness.  No.  But I'm also trying to better understand, you 


know, effort, and then also relation to cost. 


Ms.   Okay.  So do you think, was cost one of the main 


concerns?  


The Witness.  Cost was one of the three concerns in terms of risk, 


schedule, and cost. 


Ms.   So it wasn't the only -- okay. 


That's okay if you're not familiar with it.  I just thought I 


would just see if you had heard that statement, if you had more that 


you could provide.  But I don't -- and then I was going to turn back 


to an exhibit earlier from today.  I think it was exhibit 11 -- 16, 
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exhibit 16.  Sorry.  Perfect.  And then did you testify that the first 


time you had heard that Cover Oregon was not on track to launch October 


1 was June 3, 2013?   


The Witness.  I believe that's right. 


Mr. Ramjford.  In full function. 


The Witness.  Correct. 


Ms.   Okay.  And then I was going to introduce an email 


into the record as exhibit 35.   


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 35 


    Was marked for identification.]  


Ms.   Give you a little time to look over that email. 


I was just wondering when you received this email, in the email, 


Rocky King says:  Simple.  I don't know if I will need another 3 months, 


6 months, or 1 year to stabilize the system, debug it, and what the 


scheduled priorities are until we go live.   


Did you have any conversations about the concerns with the 


exchange when you received this email?   


Mr. Ramjford.  Take your time to read this document. 


The Witness.  Okay.   


BY MS.    


Q Do you remember receiving this email from Rocky King?   


A I may have.  I mean, not off the top of my head.  I think 


this was also, I think, a continuation from December of 2012 when there 


were also highlighted concerns where, you know, Cover Oregon and the 


Health Authority were able to come together and, you know, address these 
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risks in front of the Governor, in front of me, to say that we are still 


on track.  So this, from my perspective, when we were dealing with this, 


it was not uncommon that, you know, I could hear from Rocky like this.  


And then the next month, we would have a meeting, and he would say we 


were on track.  So if you look at my outline, you know, this is February 


of '13.  Yet, you know, we have meetings after that, you know, meeting 


after that where he's coming back and saying we're on track. 


Ms.   Okay.  I was just seeing to refresh your memory if 


maybe that you did think that you'd had conversation before June 3 about 


the Web site not being on track.   


The Witness.  June 3 was the first time where it was presented 


in a way that it was at a bigger risk than this.  You know, after this 


time, in April, I had had conversations with an Oracle executive who 


really had provided much more assurances that we were on track. 


The Witness.  Okay.   


Mr. Ramjford.  Let's finish the sentence.  It also refers to 


after we go live on October 1 or on October.  So -- 


Ms.   Okay.  Next I was going to go back to 31, the First 


Data report.   


Mr. Ramjford.  I think it was 32.  Wasn't it? 


BY MS.  


Q Thirty-two.  First Data.  No, the Deloitte report -- and 


I think some of the cost estimates had been pulled out of the Deloitte 


report.  If you turn to page 9, discuss the cost of keeping the 


technology.  And then also on page 10, they talked about keeping the 
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technology but keeping -- and keeping the same vendor.  Was this the 


most up-to-date cost estimate that you had at the time of making the 


decision to switch to healthcare.gov, or were there other estimates?   


A I believe those estimates were refined as more information 


came in.  And I believe that it is something that was highlighted in 


the May 8 report from Alex.  And that's something that Alex would be 


able to speak to in more detail.  


Q Okay.  Thank you. 


And then I'm entering exhibit 36 into the record.   


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 36 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MS.   


Q And this is an email that you sent to Patricia McCaig with 


a timeline for moving to the Federal facilities marketplace.  And I 


was just wondering if you knew where this pro forma cost 


estimate -- what company made it.  Look on the back page.  It says that 


in 2014 the low cost of moving to the Federal technology is 74 million 


anticipated.  And the high cost would be 78 million. 


A I believe these were documents that I was looking over from 


Bruce Goldberg and Alex Pettit.  


Q You don't know who created them.  Would it be Bruce Goldberg 


or Alex Pettit?  


A Or possibly Deloitte. 


Q Okay.  Do you know why you were sending them to Patricia 


McCaig on April 30?  
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A I think, again, to keep her informed on possible 


communication issues.  


Q Okay.  Thank you.   


So, earlier, you had talked about the SWAT team was a crisis 


communications group helping the Governor's Office and advising.  Are 


you familiar with a group called Area 51?  


A Area 51, that had a group that was more focused on the 


Governor's campaign. 


Q Can you describe the primary purposes for Area 51 during 


the Governor's reelection campaign?   


A I think to help with campaign planning was the main purpose.   


Q Okay.   


Ms.   I'm going to introduce exhibit 37 into the record.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 37 


    Was marked for identification.] 


Ms.   And just focusing on the top portion of the email.  


So would you explain maybe what you meant by this crew that is developed 


to control the Cover Oregon strategy would then transition to A51?  


Were they pretty much the same membership that was in the Cover Oregon 


SWAT team and the Area 51 team?   


Mr. Ramjford.  I believe that says: would, slash, could 


transition. 


BY MS.    


Q So would/could -- would, slash, could transition A51, what 


you meant by that?   
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A I think that you would have strategic advisers who could 


make this transition over time.  But it never materialized.  This crew 


was focused on -- this particular crew was focused on the Cover Oregon 


issue for that timeframe.  Area 51 was a completely separate group of 


individuals that did not include all of these people. 


Q So when you say "it never materialized," do you mean that 


there was the same individuals that were on the SWAT team were not on 


the Area 51 team?  


A Correct.  


Q And then why did you break the names into two different 


groups on the email where it has your name and then Dmitri and Nkenge 


and Duke, and then the other individuals?  Do you know why there -- was 


there a certain type of grouping you were doing in the email?  


A Folks who were within the Governor's Office and those who 


were outside advisers. 


Q Okay.  Thank you.   


Ms.   I'm now introducing exhibit 38 into the record.   


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 38 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  


Q This is an email from Patricia McCaig.  So I'll give you 


some time to review it since I'm not sure if you've seen it before.   


And also I'll direct your attention down to the bottom of the first 


page.  That email, beginning of that chain is where I'm going to ask 


the questions.   
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Do you know why Patricia McCaig would offer to staff you quietly 


and privately?  Why she wouldn't want to do it publicly?   


A What I think, as I highlighted earlier, you know, as we were 


dealing with individuals who were really on this issue, you know, being 


outside advisers, we wanted to make sure that there was as conservative 


approach as possible dealing with anybody who may be also working on 


the campaign.  


Q And can you elaborate on what you mean by that?  You didn't 


want the public to potentially know that there were advisers working 


for the Governor that were -- I mean, I don't want to put words in your 


mouth.  Could you just elaborate on what you mean?   


A Sure.  Well, many times, there's constant communication 


outside of State business to make sure that, you know, communication 


or events are coordinated.  And, you know, to run afoul of any, you 


know, campaign -- campaign law, it was a more conservative approach 


to do everything on private email, again, knowing that anything that 


was a public document was going to be released or could be released 


if it was requested. 


Q So the "quietly, privately" just meant that she was going 


to use her personal email?  Or what do you think she meant by quietly 


and privately staff you with campaign-related items?   


A You know, that is something that she would have to address 


herself. 


Q Okay.  Thank you.  


Ms.   Now introducing exhibit 39 into the record.  
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    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 39 


    Was marked for identification.]   


BY MS.  


Q So this is an email exchange between you, John Kitzhaber, 


and Patricia McCaig discussing the creation of the SWAT team.  And in 


it, Patricia McCaig attaches a "Goals, Structure, and 


Responsibilities" sheet and an organizational chart for the SWAT team.  


And I was wondering if you could please elaborate on a statement you 


make where you say you want to think more about the org chart as it 


relates to MJ and the First Data piece because you know that -- and 


how you should interact with him on this. 


A MJ refers to Michael Jordan, who was the director at the 


Department of Administrative Services.  And it was his office with 


Sarah Miller who were coordinating the First Data piece and overseeing 


that.  So we wanted to make sure that there was a connection there that 


that information ultimately in the First Data report was part of, you 


know, communication and strategies moving forward.  


Q Okay.  And then, in the email, Patricia McCaig says, "being 


mindful of not putting too much on paper," which that is her words.  


But I'm wondering if you would potentially know what she meant why she 


wouldn't want to put too much on paper.   


A Yeah.  I think that's a discussion with her.  When I 


reviewed the "Goals, Structure, and Responsibilities," I mean, it seems 


like that's a significant amount on paper that outlines this.   


Q And if you'll turn the next page to the organizational 
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chart, can you explain how it was expected to operate.  How it -- was 


Raphael in charge of the advisers or how was the SWAT team --  


A This was, I think, much more of a hypothetical, you know, 


structure.  That it became much more informal on a daily or weekly 


basis.  That this group was, you know, convened to really help on these 


day-to-day communication issues specific to Cover Oregon.   


You know, as I highlighted earlier -- and that was in 


Patricia's -- one of her earlier emails.  You know, we had a transition 


of Tim Raphael leaving the office, along with Curtis Robinhold, along 


with Scott Nelson.  And the current staff that we had at the Governor's 


Office did not have the bandwidth or the competency to deal with these 


day-to-day issues.  So bringing this team together, it really helped 


to ride that level of support. 


I would -- one other thing I would add, that the timing of this, 


I think, was also very important, that when we go back and look at the 


initial Deloitte assessment, I believe that was February 10.  


Q Sounds right.   


A So, again, we were looking at having deliverables by -- from 


Oracle at the beginning of February, which didn't materialize.  We then 


have the Oracle assessment that came out on the tenth.  And, at that 


point, you know, you know, options were becoming limited.  We didn't 


know if we were going to have, you know, a pattern that could actually 


deliver.  So we really wanted to get our hands around how we were going 


to be able to move forward.  


Q So was the SWAT team purely working on messaging, or were 
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they also then -- when you say "moving forward," did they have a role 


to play in determining what recommendation was brought to the Governor 


in terms of the IT decision?  


A Yeah.  I think, you know, what -- the words on this paper, 


you know, I -- they are what they are.  But, you know, I was in these 


meetings, and I would say, you know, the focus was on the communication 


strategy, and, you know, looking at -- I think Patricia was in a 


position to, you know, provide her two cents to the Governor on 


recommendations and, you know, he was doing that with a lot of folks 


of understanding the path forward. 


Q And in the structure and responsibility sheet, she says this 


is a combined team of both public and private resources.  Did you 


often -- was that referring to coordination between the campaign staff 


and the Governor's Office?   


A And I would just, you know, for this -- you know, for this 


purpose, we really -- these were -- this was not a campaign, you know, 


process.  These were, you know, unpaid, you know, advisers to the 


Governor to help on this specific issue.  


Q But did you coordinate with your campaign staff in the 


Governor's Office on messaging issues?  


A Well, again, I'm not calling them campaign staff.  I'm 


calling them unpaid advisers for these specific issues.  And, under 


that, I would confirm that, yes, I was doing that.  


Q And would you say -- did most of the -- did any of the SWAT 


team members also work on the Governor's campaign team?   
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A Some did, yes.  


Q Do you know which ones?  Did Patricia McCaig?   


A Over time, she did, along with Kevin Looper and Mark Wiener 


and Tim Raphael. 


Q Okay. 


Mr. Ramjford.  "Over time" meaning later, or what? 


The Witness.  Later.  I don't -- I don't know the timeframe of 


their potentially even paid positions or -- within the Governor or the 


activities that they were doing on the campaign side. 


Ms.   I'm introducing exhibit 40 into the record.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 40 


    Was marked for identification.]   


BY MS.    


Q This is an email exchange between you, Governor -- and 


Governor Kitzhaber.  And towards the bottom of the exchange, under 


where it says March 9, 2014, you said you had just gotten off the phone 


with Aelea Christofferson.  Do you know who she is? 


A Aelea Christofferson was a Cover Oregon board member at the 


time. 


Q Okay.  And do you remember what you guys talked about during 


her phone conversation?   


A As I'm reading it now, she was, you know, disclosing to me 


that she was going to run for Congress. 


Q Okay.  And then the Governor responded.  In the middle of 


his response, he said:  I am very concerned that we do not have our 
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ship in order going into battle.  We are running out of time.  We need 


a candid conversation.  We have almost no margin left to be reacting 


to this -- to the administration, let alone the First Data report.   


Did you talk to him about what he meant by that statement that 


we have absolutely no margin left to be reacting on this and that you 


do not have your ship in order going into battle?  


A I think it's a conversation for the Governor.  But I do know 


that he was very focused on having an appropriate response from the 


First Data report.  And I think there was some anxiety with him just 


really understanding the proper steps that need to be taken after the 


results of that report came out.  


Q And do you know why having a board member from Cover Oregon 


resign would have him fear that you guys were not ready and prepared?   


Mr. Ramjford.  Objection.  Calls for speculation as to what he 


was thinking.   


Mr.   Do you want to rephrase that question,    


Ms.   Did the Governor ever connect your email when you 


told him that the board member was resigning the next day?  When you 


had the meeting or you set up a meeting to talk with the Governor, during 


your conversation with the Governor, did you discuss the board member's 


resignation?   


The Witness.  I believe we may have discussed her running for 


Congress.  But, I mean, that was the extent of it. 


Ms.   Okay.   


I'm introducing exhibit 41 into the record.   
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    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 41 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  


Q This is an email from Cylvia Hayes announcing the Area 51 


kickoff meeting.  Could you summarize, again, the purpose of the Area 


51 team?   


A As it's highlighted here, you know, to provide oversight 


to the campaign. 


Q And so all the individuals that are included on this email 


chain on March 30, 2014, were part of Area 51 team?   


A I believe so.  Yes. 


Q And then, on the second page of the email, in the agenda 


items for the call that she set up, the second-to-last bullet point 


says, the "Cover Oregon 100-day plan"?  Do you know why the Cover Oregon 


100-day plan was on the Area 51 team agenda?   


A I think it was to inform the group of where the situation 


was with Cover Oregon.  


Q Did you participate in the call?   


A I don't recall. 


Q Do you recall any conversations that the Area 51 team had 


about the Cover Oregon 100-day plan?   


A I don't recall. 


Q Do you recall what the Cover Oregon 100-day plan was?   


A I believe that may be referring to the communications plan 


that Tim Raphael constructed. 
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Q Okay.   


A I believe. 


Q Now, I'm going to go back a little in time.  Sorry.  I'm 


going to ask you a general question about just describing the process 


of how -- what happened in Oregon to establish the Oregon health 


insurance exchange, which is more commonly known as Cover Oregon, and 


the Governor's transformation goals for the healthcare agenda in 


Oregon?   


A So specific question is --  


Q Is just the process to establish the Oregon health insurance 


exchange?   


Mr. Ramjford.  What was that process? 


BY MS.   


Q What was the process?  


A The initial step was legislation that was passed in 


2012 -- 2011, excuse me, that put forward a process of getting a board.  


And then they had to come back with implementation legislation based 


on their analysis and report for the February 2012 legislative session 


that was then approved to then officially put the exchange -- move the 


exchange forward.  Those are the two, I think, bigger -- bigger steps 


in terms of process.  


Q Okay.  And then how did the Oregon health insurance 


exchange actually get created?  It was through that legislation?  


A It was -- I believe it was a quasi-public corporation that 


was set up that was kind of outside of traditional State government.  
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Q And do you recall what authority was given to the Governor 


over Cover Oregon through the legislation establishing the exchange?   


A I believe he had the authority to appoint the initial board, 


and I believe possibly the initial executive director, all based upon 


senate confirmation.  


Q So who was responsible for any decisionmaking about Cover 


Oregon under the Oregon legislation? 


A That would be the board.  


Q The full position and the authority of the board was to make 


the decisions about the future of Cover Oregon?   


A Correct. 


Q So after -- did you talk to the board members at all leading 


up to the decision from when you started talking to Bruce Goldberg in 


early April until they made the decision at the end of April to 


switch -- until the board voted to switch to the healthcare.gov?  


A You know, I don't know for sure.  I may have had -- again, 


may have had a conversation with Liz Baxter, the chair, or also may 


have had a conversation with George Brown.  And, obviously, what you 


just had highlighted with Aelea Christofferson, you know, called me 


during that time to announce her candidacy. 


Q I wonder if you could please discuss how Bruce Goldberg was 


chosen to replace Rocky King as the interim executive director of Cover 


Oregon in December 2013.   


A So I think this was through a recommendation by the Governor 


to the Cover Oregon board where Bruce was brought in to help with the 
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manual paper application process, since that was what he had a strong 


background with in terms of running the Medicaid organization.  That's 


what they had done for many, many years.  So Bruce was brought in to 


help coordinate that.  Once -- which was in, I believe, December of 


2013.  And then Rocky King, I believe, went on medical leave beginning 


of the first of the year of 2014, and then the board put Bruce in charge 


as, I believe, it was director or interim director.  


Q Okay.   


Ms.   I'm going to introduce exhibit 42 into the record.   


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 42 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  


Q If you would turn to the Bates stamp -- that is 18795, the 


second page of the email.  And at the top, this is an email from Rocky 


King to Bruce Goldberg and you.  And he said:  If the three of us can 


agree on a plan, then I will call Liz.  Recommendation would be to 


cancel the board meeting on Monday to give time off for line discussion 


with board members as to next steps.   


Was it the Governor's -- was the Governor able to determine the 


next executive director for Cover Oregon, or was it the board of 


directors' decision who would fill that spot if Rocky King were to 


resign?  


A It was the board's decision with, I mean, the Governor 


having the, you know, the opportunity to weigh in and provide his 


recommendation. 
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Q Do you know why Rocky King reached out to you and said he 


would call the board to resign if you could agree on a plan or discuss 


the different options that he saw, which are listed at the bottom of 


the first page of the email?   


A I don't.  I think that's something for Rocky to, you know, 


articulate.  I do know that he was having serious medical issues that 


he was trying to figure out how to work through them. 


Q And then do you know why Bruce Goldberg eventually left 


Cover Oregon as the interim executive director of Cover Oregon?   


A You know, that is something that Bruce did, you know, 


voluntarily.  And I think that was his decision.  And that would -- you 


know, something to ask Bruce. 


Q Do you know how long -- when he actually ended his work at 


Cover Oregon, when he stopped working on issues related to Cover Oregon?   


A I don't know the specific date, but I do know that there 


was a transition that he was a part of.  And I don't know the end, the 


final end date. 


Q Okay.   


Ms.   I'm entering exhibit 43 into the record.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 43 


    Was marked for identification.]   


BY MS.  


Q This is an email from you to Sean Kolmer.  And in the email, 


you say:  FYI.  Something that Patricia and discussed was Bruce's 


involvement moving forward.  She and Tim are very nervous about 
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anything that might entail a new contract for Bruce like Clyde mentioned 


today. 


Can you please elaborate on what made Patricia and Tim nervous 


about a new contract for Bruce?   


A I'm not exactly recalling, but I believe it may have been 


that Clyde Hamstreet, who was the interim director brought in after 


Bruce, was looking at having a specific contract for Bruce for a period 


of time to help in the transition.  


Q Why were you passing on the concerns of who you identified, 


Patricia McCaig and Tim Raphael, as part of a communications crises 


team to Sean Kolmer about their concerns for a new contract with Bruce?   


A I think just, you know, trying to be able to articulate the 


rationale as to why somebody who had just resigned would be, you know, 


having to continue.  I'm just trying to understand just how that would 


be messaged appropriately. 


Q Do you know if it ultimately was Clyde's call, or did you 


continue to discuss this issue with Sean Kolmer and others at Cover 


Oregon?   


A I believe this was Clyde's decision since he was the 


director. 


Q And then I was wondering if you would also discuss how Alex 


Pettit was decided to serve as the interim chief information officer 


at Cover Oregon. 


A I believe that took place after the first of the year in 


2014.  Again, this would be -- I think the specifics would be really 
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with Bruce Goldberg.  But as Bruce took on the executive director role, 


I think he realized he needed some additional IT experience and help.  


So we were able to kind of secure Alex and transition him from the state 


CIO, chief information officer, and bring him over and help with Bruce 


over at Cover Oregon. 


Q So it was the Governor's Office that transitioned Alex 


Pettit over to Cover Oregon, I'm sorry, or Bruce Goldberg?  


A So Bruce Goldberg, who was the interim director at Cover 


Oregon. 


Q Okay.   


Ms.   I'm introducing exhibit 44 into the record.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 44 


    Was marked for identification.]   


BY MS.  


Q And if you look at this email, it's an email on the bottom 


of the chain from Sarah Miller.  Who is Sarah Miller?  


A Sarah Miller was a deputy under Michael Jordan at the 


Department of Administrative Services. 


Q And so, in the email to a variety of other individuals, she 


says:  "I'm going on temporary assignment full time at Cover Oregon 


on Monday to help with all the transitions underway.  Alex Pettit is 


going to act as Cover Oregon's CIO until a new one can be hired as well."   


If you look at the top of the email chain, Bruce Goldberg sends 


you and Sean Kolmer an email with the comment:  "I had no idea about 


this.  Really.  We need to talk."   
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Do you know what he meant that he had no idea about?  


A You know, I would certainly direct you to Bruce for the 


specifics.  But I believe there was just, you know, some 


miscommunication around how Alex was transitioning in the role.  And 


it was Alex's, I think, desire to bring Sarah on.  And I don't believe 


that, you know, Alex had probably notified Bruce about that ahead of 


time.   


Q So you never talked to Bruce about his concerns where he 


says at the top of the email that you need to talk?  


A I believe we did end up talking about this, and I think we 


did understand that there was, you know, some miscommunication from 


Alex's part of, you know, him transitioning into the Cover Oregon's 


new role, and he was bringing on, you know, some of the staff of his 


own without necessarily checking with Bruce first.  


Q So, Bruce Goldberg, just to clarify, he said there was 


miscommunication about Alex Pettit going to Cover Oregon?  


A No.  


Q No, just Sarah Miller. 


A No, just Sarah.  But Sarah was working under Alex.  So it 


was Alex's call, but he did not necessarily go through chain of command 


to talk that through with Bruce.  


Q And did Alex Pettit work with you before March 30, 2014, 


to tell you that Sarah Miller was going to join Alex Pettit at Cover 


Oregon?   


A I don't recall.  
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Q Who would have made that decision to let Alex Pettit bring 


in Sarah Miller? 


A That would have been Michael Jordan. 


Q Thank you.   


And I was wondering if you could also talk about how Clyde 


Hamstreet, if you know, was decided to -- sort of how Clyde Hamstreet 


was chosen to serve as the interim executive director of Cover Oregon.  


Was the Governor's Office involved in that decisionmaking process?  


A The Governor had reached out to Clyde.  I think he had known 


Clyde as a turnaround specialist.  Clyde was then, I think, put forward 


and recommended to the Cover Oregon board as a kind of an immediate 


interim next step. 


Q And who did -- was involved in the Governor's Office in 


recommending Clyde Hamstreet to serve as the interim executive 


director?  


A I think the Governor himself.  Sean Kolmer may have been.  


But that ultimately then, you know, subsequent discussions, interviews 


would have been with the Cover Oregon board.  


Q Had Clyde Hamstreet worked at the State at all before 


serving as the interim executive director of Cover Oregon on any 


projects or as a consultant?   


A I'm not aware.  I don't know.  


Q How did he get on the radar to work at Cover Oregon?   


A I believe that the Governor had known him, as many other 


key business leaders in the State knew of Clyde, as more of a turnaround 
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specialist.  


Mr. Ramjford.  Oregon's a small place.  Everybody knows Clyde. 


Ms.   I'm entering exhibit 45 into the record.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 45 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  


Q So this is an email exchange between you and Patricia 


McCaig.  And it's discussing the hiring of Clyde Hamstreet and feedback 


you had gotten on whether Cover Oregon was able to hire Clyde Hamstreet 


as the interim executive director of Cover Oregon.  And I was wondering 


if you could please elaborate on why you were telling Patricia McCaig 


or asking her that you'll need to figure out a way through this tomorrow. 


A I believe this had to do with, one, from her perspective, 


the best way to communicate how we were going to respond to bringing 


Clyde on.  And as I recall, the big issue with Clyde was that he -- in 


order for this contract to work for him.  He wanted to remain an 


independent contractor and not be a State employee.  So that was the 


issue that we were trying to work through in the contract. 


Q And did you typically share legal advice with volunteers 


or advisers to the Governor?   


A As I've been saying, I mean, with this particular issue, 


when it had to deal with specific communication issues that the Governor 


was interested in, you know, getting outside, you know, support on, 


then, you know, I did. 


Q And did Governor Kitzhaber give you approval to share 
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attorney/client privileged materials with his advisers?   


A Yes. 


Q And I was wondering, could you please discuss how Tina 


Edlund was brought on to serve as the transition project director for 


Cover Oregon?   


A I believe that was a decision made by Clyde and the board.  


Tina had a deep working knowledge of Federal policy and deep 


relationships with CMS and knew the plan of what we were trying to get 


done and was in a very strong position to help lead that project. 


Q Did you work with Tina Edlund at all before the decision 


was made by Clyde and the board to determine whether she would be brought 


on as the transition project director?   


A I don't recall.  It's -- I don't know. 


Q You don't remember if you worked with Tina Edlund to bring 


her own as the transition project director?   


A You know, I -- I'm trying to remember the timing of that, 


of when that occurred.  You know, I do know that Sean Kolmer and I, 


you know, did have conversations about, you know, Tina being the person 


to help lead it from the Governor's Office.  And I'm not entirely clear 


of the sequencing of how that unfolded.  


Q How was the decision made to have the Governor's Office lead 


the transition project?  Was the Cover Oregon board involved in that 


decision?   


A The -- if I recall the structure, it really had to do with 


both Sarah Miller and Tina Edlund leading this project almost as 
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coleaders.  And Sarah at the time was within Cover Oregon helping lead 


that.  So we kind of had those two individuals.  So it was kind of a 


combination of both offices. 


Q Are you familiar with the report that Clyde Hamstreet put 


together after serving as the interim executive director of Cover 


Oregon?  


A I think so.  Do you have a date that you're referring to?   


Q So he issued his draft report.  So are you familiar with 


the report that -- he was hired as the interim executive director.  Did 


he issue a report at the end of his serving as the interim executive 


director?  


A I believe there was at least a, you know, some overview that 


he provided, yes.  


Q Did you have any conversations with Patricia McCaig or any 


of the other advisers to the Governor about the Hamstreet report?   


A I don't recall. 


Q Do you recall if Clyde Hamstreet was ever told to provide 


an oral report rather than a written report?   


A I do recall that.  And I believe that came from the Cover 


Oregon -- the new Cover Oregon director was Aaron Patnode.  


Q Do you know why he made that decision?   


A I don't.  


Q Do you know who was in attendance at the oral report for 


Clyde Hamstreet?   


A I don't. 
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Q Did you ever ask for a briefing on what was discussed during 


the Clyde Hamstreet oral report?   


A No.  I don't believe I did.  


Q So you were the Governor's chief of staff, and you were 


interested in how Cover Oregon re-messaged to the State, but you never 


asked for how Hamstreet --  


A Right.  


Q -- gave a report and what he said during his report and the 


findings of his time at Cover Oregon?  


A I guess, you know, we had -- I had continual conversations 


with Clyde as he was updating the Governor and with me.  So everything 


that I had then read in the report subsequently, I mean, reflected all 


of those conversations.  So I didn't feel like there was, you know, 


anything new that came out.  I mean, he was very clear from the 


beginning of the situation at hand that he was dealing with at Cover 


Oregon and, you know, kept us apprised of that from the time that he 


started.  


Q You said you didn't feel that anything new might have came 


out.  Did you feel okay not being confident that nothing was said in 


the oral report that you weren't aware of?   


A No.  I mean, I think I also had confidence in Aaron at that 


time who had stepped in.  And if there were serious issues that he felt 


like needed to come to our attention, that he would have brought those 


to our attention.   


Q So you said that you and Clyde Hamstreet talked 
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continuously.  What did Clyde Hamstreet talk to you about Cover Oregon?  


And what -- did he express any concerns about the involvement of the 


Governor's Office in Cover Oregon?   


A No.  I think his main focus was on trying to understand the 


budget and trying to understand sustainability and trying to understand 


operations of how does he, you know, turn the organization around. 


Q And did Patricia McCaig work with Clyde Hamstreet at all, 


to your knowledge?   


A Yeah, I believe that she and Clyde had conversations much 


like I did in terms of, you know, Clyde, you know, briefing this group 


of individuals on a regular basis of what the situation was. 


Q So then did Patricia McCaig also work as an advisor to Cover 


Oregon in addition to the Governor's Office or was her work with Clyde 


Hamstreet through her working as an advisor to the Governor?  


A Through an unpaid advisor to the Governor, correct?   


Ms.   I'm now introducing exhibit 46 into the record.   


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 46 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  


Q And so I'd actually like to direct your attention to the 


last page of the email chain.  It reads -- the Bates stamp number at 


the bottom is GOV -- underscore -- HR00035564.  And, in that email, 


Clyde Hamstreet says to you and Aaron Patnode in middle of the email:  


"As part of my first day transition briefing, I told Aaron about your 


and my discussion a week ago last Friday evening regarding the need 
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for opinion research and how it would not be needed if we left the Cover 


Oregon Web page and name unchanged until after the elections."   


Why were you discussing with Clyde Hamstreet and Aaron Patnode 


whether opinion research would be needed if the name was changed for 


Cover Oregon before the elections?  Why were the elections factoring 


into that conversation at all?   


A You know, that is something that Clyde put down.  I -- you 


know, that might have been top of his mind.  And this was an idea that 


Clyde had that I can't say that I supported. 


Q Can you elaborate what you mean that you didn't think the 


opinion research was needed, or what do you mean you didn't support 


his idea?   


A I didn't support his idea. 


Q What do you mean you didn't support his idea?  


A Of doing this research.  You know, my -- I believe the core 


focus for Clyde was to really, you know, get this organization back 


on track and not have to worry -- and not being focused on, you know, 


outside opinion polls. 


Q And do you know if you ever expressed any concern whether 


this opinion poll would be conducted before the election or after the 


election, why he would decide to include that in the email?   


A No, I don't. 


Q And when you responded, you only -- you responded -- look 


at the email forwarded to Aaron Patnode.  You say:  Aaron, I just saw 


this email from Clyde.  Even though you and I haven't officially met, 
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I wanted to make sure that, one, I offered my many, many thanks for 


taking on this Herculean task; and, two, I would greatly appreciate 


an opportunity for just two of us and Sean to connect tomorrow to ensure 


we're in sync moving forward.   


Did you constantly try to stay in sync with Aaron Patnode on Cover 


Oregon issues?  Or what did you mean by that comment?  


A Yeah.  I think ensuring that, you know, we understood what 


he was seeing, and, you know, his recommendations moving forward.  And 


I think, you know, Sean Kolmer was the one on a more day-to-day or weekly 


basis that was having those conversations with Aaron.  But I also, you 


know, had updates from Aaron. 


Q And how was Aaron Patnode chosen to be the executive 


director of Cover Oregon?   


A That process was through a search that I believe the Cover 


Oregon board had a subcommittee that with an executive search firm that 


went out and did that recruitment process.  


Q And were you part of that recruitment process?  


A I was not.  


Q Was anyone from the Governor's Office part of that 


recruitment process?  


A I don't know.  Sean may have been.  I don't recall.  


Q Do you know why they would have included someone from the 


Governor's Office as part of that recruitment process? 


A That would have been a decision from, I think, Dr. Brown, 


George Brown, led that.  So that would have been his decision to include 
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Sean. 


Q Did you have many interactions with Dr. George Brown about 


Cover Oregon?   


A On occasion. 


Q Do you know if he had any concerns with the decision to 


switch to healthcare.gov?   


A I think he was passionate about trying to make things work.  


And I think he was very frustrated at seeing the options that were in 


front of him in terms of the amount of money that it would cost and 


the timeframe that it would cost to, you know, have to potentially scrap 


it.  


Q Did you share those concerns with the other communications 


crises members of the SWAT team that worked for the Governor?   


A I may have. 


Q Do you recall what their reactions were to --  


A No.  I don't. 


Q -- Mr. Brown's concerns?   


Ms.   I'm introducing exhibit 47 into the record.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 47 


    Was marked for identification.]   


BY MS.  


Q So this an email from you to Sean Kolmer.  And, in the email 


to Sean Kolmer, you tell him that you're a little gun shy about having 


too much of a paper trail to the chief of staff at this point.  It sounds 


like, to me, in the email, you're discussing an agenda for an upcoming 
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presentation to the Oregon legislature.  Is that your understanding 


of the email?  


A I believe so.  Agenda, but more important just the 


communication that was within that material to the legislature.   


If I can also just highlight that, you know, I clarify that by 


being gun shy at this point.  And then I also say "maybe I shouldn't 


be.  I'm just not sure."  So I --  


Q And what were you concerned about with that statement?  


A I think, again, still just dealing with, you know, having 


this communication with folks from outside the Governor's Office and 


wanting to make sure that we were, you know, clear of how all of this, 


even from a public perception, that, you know, we were being careful. 


Q So, in the email, you say that you "believe our regular call 


includes," and you list individuals.  And then you say that "I can send 


out to Patricia and Tim."  Why wasn't Sean Kolmer sending it out to 


Patricia and Tim as well if they were advisers for the Governor's 


Office?  Were they included on group emails, or were they always sent 


materials separately from groups?   


A Well, I think it's that group email was on the State side, 


then my sense it was done separately.   


Q Why were they not included on emails that were sent on State 


accounts?  


A As I've highlighted before, when we were dealing with these 


outside advisers, we were trying to be as cautious as possible and, 


you know, making sure that that was done on private email, knowing that, 
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you know, if anything was determined to be a public document, that that 


would be released.  


Q Did you let the individuals know that you were working on 


Cover Oregon -- that were getting the emails through the State 


servers -- that you were working with outside advisers in the Governor's 


Office? 


A Did --  


Q Were you letting -- when the email was sent, when Sean 


Kolmer sent this email to this group where he was going to provide the 


agenda for the upcoming call, did he say that you were also sending 


it to Patricia McCaig and Tim Raphael, assuming that's who --  


A I don't know. 


Q Did they often join the calls that you had --  


A Yes.  


Q -- with State staff?  


A Regular calls that they were a part of that helping through 


communication strategies and issues, and I would just, you know, 


highlight when look at, even many of the edits that were performed on 


many of these documents, these PowerPoints, I mean, the edits that were 


made, even from outside advisers, were done in a way to help simplify 


or communicate specific issues.  The contents or anything never 


changed.  It was really always about, how straightforward to the public 


can we make this?   


Q So do you recall if you edited or if the campaign advisers 


or the Governor's, sorry, unpaid advisers edited the technology 
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advisory group's PowerPoint presentation?  


A From a public perception, public communication, there may 


have been edits.  But in terms of the content or the framing of that, 


I don't believe so. 


Q So did you believe that the PowerPoint that was given to 


the technology advisory group to make the decision for a recommendation 


regarding Cover Oregon should have the edits of the Governor's unpaid 


advisers because they should also be messaging documents?   


A Well, ultimately, it was going to be Alex's decision about 


what edits he did or did not want to accept since he was chairing that 


and was responsible for finalizing and putting it in front of not only 


the IT committee but then also in front of the Cover Oregon board.  So, 


you know, it was his call to whether accept or reject any of those edits. 


Q Okay.   


So I am looking at exhibit 32, the First Data report.  And if 


you'll turn to page 38 of the First Data report, at the bottom of the 


page it says, "Oracle would not allow any of its project staff to be 


interviewed for this assessment, with the exception of the company's 


chief corporate architect."  So is it your understanding that the First 


Data Corporation spoke with Oracle's chief corporate architect?   


Mr.   We'll have to pick that up when we resume. 


[Recess.] 
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[2:50 p.m.] 


BY MS.  


Q Okay, Mr. Bonetto, I'm going to point your attention back 


to exhibit 41, which is an email from Dan Carol -- it's a forwarded 


email from Dan Carol to you.  Are you there?  


A Yes.  


Q And I'm going to draw your attention to the second page of 


the document with Bates stamp MBG2004016.   


Now, my colleagues from the majority mentioned this email to you 


and drew your attention to the agenda items for the call, correct?  And 


under the agenda items, they drew your attention to the Cover Oregon 


100-day plan.   


So the individuals in Area 51, you said they're campaign staff, 


correct?  


A Campaign advisers.  


Q Okay.  And the purpose of this email, would you say, was 


to discuss campaign issues?  


A Yes.  


Q Okay.  So, to you, is there anything improper or unusual 


about campaign advisers discussing an issue like Cover Oregon that's 


clearly an important issue to the Governor's constituents?  


A No. 


Q Okay.  And there's nothing in this email or this document 


that's directing State policy or State staff to make any policy 


decisions, correct?  
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A Correct.  


Q Okay. 


All right.  Mr. Bonetto, are you aware of any laws that prohibit 


the use of personal email to conduct any official business by State 


employees?   


I can reword the question for you.  Are you aware of any laws that 


prohibit State employees from using personal email to conduct any 


official business?  


A No. 


Q Okay.  And your testimony is that you were aware that the 


emails that you were sending from your personal emails could be made 


public.  Is that correct?  


A Yes.  


Q And you also testified that you made a point to keep a record 


of any emails that were sent from your personal account.   


A Correct.  


Q Okay.  And you did that knowing that they could be one day 


made public, correct?  


A Correct.  


Q And you also voluntarily produced those emails to this 


committee, correct?  


A Correct.  


Q Okay.  And did you use your personal email to have secret 


conversations or to hide any of the conversations that you were having 


on your personal email account?  
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A No. 


Q And let's go back to exhibit 47, which is an email that you 


wrote to Sean Kolmer.   


In this email, my colleagues from the majority read a line to you, 


which states, and I quote, "Think I'm getting a little gun-shy about 


having too much of a paper trail to the CoS" -- chief of staff -- "at 


this point...maybe I shouldn't be...just not sure." 


To continue on, it says, "But think it may make more sense coming 


from you...just want to take much off your plate as possible." 


Did I read that correctly?  


A Yes.  


Q Now, could this email -- could that statement be that you 


were trying to take -- this was to Sean Kolmer, who was -- could this 


be that you were trying to take as much off of Sean's plate as possible, 


he was overburdened, had a lot of responsibilities at the time?  


A Correct.  


Q And let's go to exhibit 39.  It's an email from you to John 


Kitzhaber and Patricia McCaig.   


At the bottom of this first page, which has a Bates stamp PMc 


00003, the Patricia McCaig email dated February 16th says -- and my 


colleagues from the majority quoted this to you -- "Hi, being mindful 


of not putting too much on paper" -- so trying not to put too much on 


paper. 


Was it your impression that McCaig was trying to be secretive 


about her comments or her statements to you?  
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A No. 


Q Could this have been read that -- you obviously responded 


to this email, correct?  


A I did, yes.  


Q Okay.  And you responded to that, so would it be fair to 


say that you responded to Ms. McCaig's emails online versus offline?   


Mr.   You mean online versus by telephone or orally?   


Ms.   Right. 


BY MS.  


Q You had a paper trial of your conversations.   


A Correct. 


Q And you weren't trying to be secretive about your 


conversations with Ms. McCaig.   


A Correct.  


Q Okay.   


And you've been shown several documents here, emails, where 


you've had conversations or emails between you and Ms. McCaig, correct?  


A Correct.  


Q So is it fair to say that, once again, you were not trying 


to be secretive with your conversations with Ms. McCaig?  


A Correct.  


Q Is there anything improper or unusual about your 


communication with Ms. McCaig?  


A No. 


Q Okay.  And if you were trying to be secretive about your 
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communications with Ms. McCaig, would you have been emailing back and 


forth with her several occasions, frequently?  


A I don't believe so.  No.  


Q Okay.   


I want to draw your attention now to exhibit 33, which is the 


technology workgroup finding report dated May 8th, 2004 -- 2014.  Let's 


walk through, again, some of the decisions by the workgroup.   


So, as you previously stated in your testimony, there 


were -- there was an option for keeping the technology and going with 


a new vendor.  Is that correct?  


A Correct.  


Q There was also an option for keeping the technology -- or 


keeping the current vendor, Oracle, correct?  


A Correct.  


Q And then there were eight other options, correct, that would 


be a new direction, as the report states on page 4?  Is that correct?  


A Correct.  


Q Okay.   


So tell me again -- okay.  So if you turn to page 7 of the report, 


it goes through the preliminary recommendation, but I would like to 


draw your attention to the 100-day plan.   


Under the "100 Day Plan," the statement -- there is a statement 


there that reads, "The 100 Day Plan was for Cover Oregon to move forward 


with dual path approach respective of the milestones described in Table 


3.  These milestones were described as contingency triggers, where 
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failure to achieve a milestone would trigger the contingency to 


implement the move to the FFM.  This plan required that the FFM solution 


be actively pursued simultaneously during the 100 day period."   


I'll stop there.  What is the FFM?  


A I believe there was the federally facilitated marketplace.  


Q Okay. 


Read further, it says, "If Cover Oregon were to have successfully 


completed the necessary tasks through June 30, 2014, the FFM 


contingency effort would have been halted and all resources focused 


on the completion of the current technology solution." 


Was that your understanding?   


Mr.   This preliminary plan recommendation?   


Ms.   The 100-day plan, yes, but -- 


Mr.   Okay.  All right. 


The Witness.  Yes, but I think the other piece that was also 


layered in were those elements of, again, the risks, schedule, and the 


costs of also understanding as you were moving through even these tasks 


that there still was refinement of the costs and trying to understand 


what those costs would be through -- with even that moving forward. 


BY MS.  


Q Okay.   


And the last sentence on the page says, "While the June 30 date 


is the last go / no go formal decision point, failure to achieve any 


milestone would trigger the commitment to move to the FFM."   


Did I read that correctly?  
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A Correct.  


Q And what does that mean?  


A That, along those points that were decided to be trigger 


dates, if any of those were missed, or if it was determined that that 


option exceeded a viable budgetary alternative, that they would have 


to make a move to the Federal facilitated marketplace.  


Q And were there any milestones that were missed?  


A I believe so, yes.  


Q Okay. 


And let's discuss the -- do you happen to know when the first 


milestone was missed?  


A I would have to look through this again.  Off the top of 


my head, no.   


Q Okay.   


And if I can direct your attention to page 8 of that report, under 


the subheading of "Deloitte Assessment of the Current Technology," you 


mention three factors that were important to the workgroup, the IT 


workgroup, when discussing the options available to the State.   


How much was -- for the current technology, did Deloitte state 


how much it would cost for the State to keep the current technology?  


A I believe that there were revised estimates that were 


similar to the numbers that we looked at in the February report.  And 


these are the estimates that came in after Alex Pettit, I think, had 


done further review.  And I do recall Alex looking at this $200-an-hour 


blended rate, so approaching the $80 million, which did not include 
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cost of hardware, software, licensing, and staff. 


Q So, at a minimum, the cost to keep the current technology 


would have been almost $80 million.   


A Correct.  


Q Okay.   


And utilizing the Federal technology, on the same page you are 


looking at, page 9, do you know how much it would have cost the State 


to keep -- or to transfer to the Federal technology?  


A The estimates that we were looking at with Deloitte, and 


I believe even through CMS, in the range of $4 million to $6 million.  


Q Okay.  And just making a comparison, would you -- in your 


opinion, $78 million compared to $4 million to $6 million is a 


significant jump, correct?  


A It was -- 


Q A significant difference.   


A It was a significant difference.  And it also was in -- you 


know, trying to understand just the resources available to Cover Oregon 


at the time, the $78 million, you know, far exceeded, you know, what 


they had available.  


Q Okay.  So, just to make sure I have this correct, you would 


say that the cost of keeping the current technology and the cost of 


transferring to the Federal technology was of significant concern to 


the workgroup, the technology workgroup.   


A Yes.  And, you know, I would also put this -- what we had 


talked about before, but just this other element of risk, of, you know, 
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any thought of having the flawed coding that was there, the amount of 


time and money it was going to take, and potentially having -- you know, 


the thought of having Oracle continue in that role, when they weren't 


able to deliver, you know, really, I think, emphasized the increased 


risk the State could be looking at.  


Q Okay. 


So you just described the risk of keeping Oracle on as the current 


vendor.  Do you -- can you describe the risk of keeping the current 


technology but going with a new vendor?  


A You know, I would, you know, certainly defer that analysis 


to Alex Pettit.  So he was, I think, intimately involved in, you know, 


understanding the coding issues and the amount of work that it was going 


to take.  But, you know, really, if I recall, you know, his assessment 


was that it was well beyond -- the coding of the Web site was so 


dysfunctional that it was going to take, you know, far above what the 


Cover Oregon budget had in place.  


Q And do you recall which option was the lowest risk for the 


State?  


A I believe it was the, you know, moving to the Federal 


marketplace.  


Q Okay.   


And if you turn to page 10 of that report, you'll see the final 


recommendation.  And we have discussed this, but the final 


recommendation, under this subheading, it says, "The final TOW" -- and 


what does "TOW" mean?  
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A The technology workgroup.  


Q Okay.   


"The final TOW meeting was a public meeting held at Cover Oregon 


offices on April 24, 2014.  The workgroup found that milestones to fix 


the current technology were not met." 


So what does this mean?  If the milestones were not met, what does 


that mean?  


A That the trigger then meant -- to make the move to the 


Federal exchange.  


Q Okay.   


"Based upon risk, schedule, and cost, all TOW members agreed 


moving forward with the Federal Exchange for QHP and leveraging our 


current investment to support Medicaid in OHA" -- what is "QHP"?  


A That refers to a qualified health plan.  


Q And, according to the statement, it says all TOW members 


agreed to move forward.  Is your understanding that this was a 


unanimous decision?  


A On this, yes.  


Q Okay.  And, in your opinion, did it make sense 


for -- according to the Deloitte assessments, did it make sense to 


switch to the Federal exchange at this point?  


A Yes.  


Q Okay. 


Mr. Bonetto, do you know when Clyde Hamstreet was hired by Cover 


Oregon?  
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A I believe Clyde was hired in the middle of April sometime 


of 2014.  


Q April 2014.  Was that before the board's recommendation? 


A That would have been before the board's recommendation, 


yes.  


Q And do you know the date of Mr. Hamstreet's draft report 


on his time at Cover Oregon?  


A I don't recall exactly.  I believe it was sometime much 


later, I think towards the end of summer 2014. 


Q Does August 29th -- 


A Something -- 


Q -- ring a bell?  So 2014?  So that was a couple months past 


the board's recommendation to transfer to the Federal technology, 


correct?  


A Correct.  


Q So have you read Mr. Hamstreet's report?  


A I believe I have.   


Q Okay. 


A I don't have it in front of me.  


Q So any recommendations that Mr. Hamstreet would have made 


in this draft report would have been long after the board made the 


decision to switch to the Federal technology.   


A Correct. 


[Discussion off the record.] 


BY MS.  
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Q So, Mr. Bonetto, I'll ask you maybe one last question, but, 


in your opinion, the decision to switch from the State-based exchange 


to the Federal technology, was that politically motivated?  


A No. 


Q And whose authority was it to make the decision to switch 


to the Federal technology?  


A It was the Cover Oregon board's decision. 


Q Okay.  Thank you.   


[Recess.] 


BY MR.  


Q One thing we just wanted to go back to that we ran out of 


time in the last time is, in this First Data report, on page 38 -- which 


is exhibit 32, everyone.   


I believe -- I'm just correcting the record here.  I believe your 


original testimony here was that no Oracle people were talked to.  But 


I just wanted to clarify that Oracle would not allow any of its project 


staff to be interviewed for this assessment, with the exception of the 


company's chief corporate architect, who was not involved with the 


project until November 2013.   


So it's not no Oracle employees, but the chief architect?  


A That is correct.  I just want to make sure that for the 


record we would go back and look at the way it was framed, because I 


think it was who was directly involved in the project.  


Q Okay.  Yeah.  I just wanted to make sure that we were clear 


on that.  
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I would like to revisit what you just talked about relating to 


your emails.  And there's a -- frankly, most of the emails that we've 


discussed today, many of them are on your personal accounts.  And I 


believe just  asked, but there is no law in Oregon regarding 


the use of your personal or -- the use of your personal emails for 


official business.   


A Correct.  


Q Are you given any training at all about the appropriateness 


of using your personal email for official business?  


A Yes.  


Q What is that training?  


A I believe that we had, in the Governor's office, our legal 


counsel provided training as to what was considered a public document 


and that, you know, those would be -- you know, anything that was 


determined to be a public document, whether it was on private email 


or a State email, would be deemed to be released.  


Q Okay.  So, in the emails you provided us, are these all 


public documents?  


A Anything that was related to public work, that would be 


related to a public document, so yes.  


Q Define "public work," then, for me a little bit.  On how 


it might relate to the communications people advising the Governor?  


Area 51?  Where's the line there?  


A I think anything that had to do with State work and involving 


the Governor's office was considered a public document.  
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Q Okay.  So if an email -- is it fair to say that if an email 


had John Kitzhaber on it or yourself or a person employed by the State, 


that is qualified as a public document?  


A I think it is dependent on the substance of that email and 


the discussion, if it had to do with a public issue that -- 


Q Like Cover Oregon?  


A Correct.  


Q Okay.   


So how are these all being archived then?  How are they becoming 


public documents?  You no longer work for the State.  Do they have a 


complete record of your emails, your private emails?  


A They have, I believe, everything that this body has.  


Q And how did you provide those to the State?  


A I would have to check with my counsel.  


Mr.   They were provided to the State as part of 


responding to Public Records Act requests.  


Mr.   Okay.  


So the only way that they would be provided to the State would 


essentially be if someone comes in and asks for them under a public 


records request and then you go and search?   


Mr.   The same way that other records are searched for 


in that same way.  When Public Records Act requests were made, these 


documents were made available. 


BY MR.  


Q But if an email is on your State email account, that's 
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already in the government's system there, correct?  


A Correct.  


Q Okay.  So if someone were to ask about Cover Oregon 


documents related to Mike Bonetto, they would have easy access, 


correct, to the State email account address?  They would all be there.   


A Correct.  


Q Can you guarantee that all of the emails that are in this 


private thing would be as easily accessible?  


A I think, to the best of my knowledge, when any request came 


in, that we did that in a timely manner, to, you know, respond to those 


requests and make those documents public.  


Q Okay. 


I'd like to go back to -- I'm sorry to jump around.  A report's 


here -- that one.  This is the Deloitte report, exhibit 31.  


Mr.   And just for the record, you know, I know that 


documents were provided in response to Public Records Act requests.  


I don't know whether the State had also had access to that material 


beforehand.  So I just want to make sure --  


Mr.   That's fine.   


Mr.   -- that that's clear.  


Mr.   We just wanted to know what the requirements were 


there.   


Mr.   Right. 


BY MR.  


Q So this is the policy alternative assessment that was 
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prepared by Deloitte.  Was Deloitte hired to take over some of the work 


related to the Cover Oregon exchange?   


A You know, that's a discussion for Bruce Goldberg.  So he 


had brought Oracle on to, one, look at options and I also think to help 


with some of the internal issues at the time.  


Q But do you know if Deloitte was hired to do any of the work 


related to Cover Oregon after you decided to move to the Federal 


exchange?  


A Deloitte did help with that transition, I believe, yes.  


Q So the people who did this analysis not to use Oracle 


eventually got the work that Oracle lost?  


A I believe so, yes.  


Q I'd like to go back to a lot of questions that we've asked 


you today in light of the fact that you have testified that there was 


nothing secretive about using these email accounts.   


And we talked a lot about phone calls.  In particular, we talked 


about a phone call that you had on April 2nd related to, most likely, 


the decision to move to the Federal exchange.  Did anyone take any notes 


on this phone call?  


Mr.   Which phone call are you referring to?   


Mr.   The April 2nd -- 


Mr.   Do you have a document? 


Mr.   Just give me a second.  I can find you guys the 


exhibit number.   


Ms.   Exhibit 6.  
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Mr.   Exhibit 6?  Ah, yes, exhibit 6.   


So, as you'll recall, this is a phone conversation where Patricia 


McCaig says, "I'd like to run tonight's meeting and I think it should 


be limited to Cover Oregon issues," specifically the IT recommendation; 


Greg Van Pelt's appearance; the Hamstreet contract, reporting 


authority, messaging, spokespeople.  And this is an April 2nd call.   


I'll ask you again:  Do you recall what was discussed on this 


phone call on April 2nd?  


A I don't, but I would infer that it was hitting those three 


topics.  


Mr.   Is this a phone call or a meeting?  Do you know?   


BY MR.  


Q Yeah, was it a phone call or meeting?  


A I don't recall.  Many times, it was a combination of some 


people in a meeting, some people on a conference line.  


Q In light of the fact that using the personal email accounts, 


to your testimony, was not related to secrecy at all, did anybody take 


any notes on this meeting?  


A Not that I'm aware of.  


Q Did you take any notes on this meeting?  


A No, I don't -- 


Q Did you summarize this meeting after the fact in an email?  


A I don't know.  


Mr.   And then what was our April 8th phone call? 


Exhibit 8.  Perfect. 
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BY MR.  


Q Now, if you recall, because we discussed this earlier, this 


was the phone call with Alex and Bruce that was at 6 p.m. for the evening 


of Tuesday, April 8th.  And, again, this is Ms. Patricia McCaig setting 


up a phone call, and here is what she expects:  a financial estimate; 


$30 million scope; pros and cons; deadline for the IT decision.   


Before, I asked you if there was a deadline for the IT decision 


made.  After reviewing all the materials we've given you today and the 


discussions we've had, do you have any further recollections on what 


that discussion regarding a deadline for the IT decision might be?  


A I would want to go back to the May 8th report that 


highlighted the triggers.  And that was a lot of those -- of the 


deadline and the decisionmaking.  That was, again, kind of in Alex's 


purview.  


Q Okay.   


And, again, going back to the fact that these are all being 


conducted under your personal email accounts, which won't 


automatically be captured by the State servers --  


[Discussion off the record.] 


BY MR.  


Q Sorry.  We'll come to that in a second. 


Going back to the fact that these are on personal email accounts 


and this took place on a call and that secrecy was not the concern, 


did anyone take any notes about this phone call, to your knowledge?  


A I don't know.  
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Q Did you take any notes about this phone call, to your 


knowledge?  


A I don't believe so. 


Q Did you summarize this phone call, to your knowledge?  


A I don't know.  


Mr.   Other than the summary information that's 


reflected in this email.  


Mr.   That's fair.  Right. 


Did you have any conversations with people after this phone call 


about what was discussed? 


The Witness.  I don't recall.  


Mr.   Okay. 


You've mentioned at length that McCaig was -- Patricia McCaig was 


hired to provide communication services for the Governor as an advisory 


basis, correct? 


Mr.   Hired?  No.   


Mr.   Or was unemployed?  Or working for free?   


Mr.   Unpaid adviser.  


Mr.   Unpaid adviser to provide help with communications 


stuff, is mainly what I'm getting at here.  To provide help with the 


communications aspect.  


Mr.   That's one aspect, yes.   


BY MR.  


Q What documents, to your recollection, did Ms. McCaig 


produce in that capacity?  Did she provide talking points?  Outlines 
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or strategies?   


A Oh, I think it was a combination of what you had just 


mentioned, certainly from talking points for the Governor, 


communication points for the office, you know, all of that, I think, 


on a regular basis, of how the office would be responding to kind of 


ongoing Cover Oregon issues.  


Q We also talked about -- at length earlier about the Federal 


oversight of this project.  And one of the things that happens, as we 


have experienced here, when CMS finds that there is an issue with 


State-based exchange, they will often send either a corrective action 


plan or an enhanced oversight plan.   


Did you ever see a corrective action plan or enhanced oversight 


plan from CMS?  


A I don't believe so.  No. 


Mr.   And I'm sorry.  Pardon us for a second.   


Mr.   Can we take a quick break while you're doing --  


Mr.   Yeah, yeah.  Please. 


[Recess.] 


Mr.   Just returning really quick to this May 8th 


report -- perfect.  You have it right in front of you.  You mentioned 


milestones being missed related to the Cover Oregon build-out.  And 


we were just wondering if you knew what those milestones being missed 


were.   


The Witness.  You know, I believe I was asked that earlier from 


the minority office, and I don't recall specifically.  That would be 
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a question for Alex Pettit, who was running this and, I think, had a 


good grasp of what those triggers and what was missed.  


Mr.   Okay.   


All right.  Just a few more emails here. 


Which exhibit are we at right now? 


Mr.   48. 


Mr.   So this will be 48? 


Mr.   Yeah, this will be 48. 


Mr.   Okay. 


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 48 


    Was marked for identification.] 


Mr.   This is an email from Governor Kitzhaber to yourself.  


And you have testified at length today about the fact that the decisions 


on Cover Oregon were going to be made by the board, correct? 


The Witness.  Correct. 


Mr.   Okay.  You'll see that it's one paragraph, two 


paragraphs -- the third paragraph here says this:  "I am not going to 


second guess the decision to replace the CIO and COO.  That needed to 


happen.  More importantly, however, there needs to be one clear 


accountable decisionmaker about our course going forward.  And it is 


clear to me that I am the one who will have to make that decision after 


weighing the risks involved with various courses of action."   


Do you believe this shows that the Governor felt he was in charge 


of the decisionmaking process related to Cover Oregon?   


Mr.   Take time to read the whole thing.   
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The Witness.  Okay. 


Mr.   It says that -- the Governor is writing, "It is clear 


to me that I am the one who will have to make that decision after weighing 


the risks involved with various courses of action." 


Did the Governor view himself as the decisionmaker on Cover 


Oregon?   


Mr.   For all issues or for going to the Federal exchange 


or for what?   


Mr.   We're going to through more of this email, so, right 


now, going to the Federal exchange. 


The Witness.  Well, first, I would say that is a, I think, 


specific question for the Governor.  I think, as I am reading this, 


for me, it really has the context of him, you know, taking a leadership 


position and having that opinion and that recommendation, I mean, 


knowing that ultimately this really was going to be the board's 


decision, but I think he felt like it was on him to help provide that 


leadership of what that direction needed to look like.  


BY MR.  


Q You'll notice at the top of this you wrote, "Will give you 


some thoughts this afternoon."  What did you tell the Governor?   


A I don't know.  I -- if there is a followup email or not.  


Q Just walking you through this document here, going to the 


second page, which you have now read, you'll notice that there are 


several issues here.  I won't belabor reading them all out loud.  But 


you'll see that the first one is, "The first and single most urgent 
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and mission-critical task is to change the culture in Cover Oregon; 


to rebuild the leadership; build a project management process, a clear 


government structure," et cetera.   


"It is abundantly clear that regardless of what choice we make 


on the technology going forward, we will fail unless we can successfully 


rebuild leadership, governance, discipline accountability within the 


Cover Oregon organization."   


Where is the Cover Oregon board involved in the Governor's 


decision and discussions he's making right there?  


A Well, I think these are -- I look at this as more of his 


observations, in terms of just what he believes needs to get done to 


get Cover Oregon on track.  


Q And, again, you will give him some thoughts this afternoon.  


You did not bring up the Cover Oregon board at that time, or you do 


not recall?  


A I don't recall.  


Q Okay. 


Number two, "The second issue is to make a very clear command 


decision about the technology solution going forward in order to be 


prepared for the start of the November 14 open enrollment period." 


"So let's start by clarifying what we want the technology solution 


to achieve in terms of our long term objection:  which is to ensure 


that all Oregonians have financial access to a health care delivery 


system that provides better health at a lower cost.  Cover 


Oregon" -- question mark -- "and the website are means to that end, 
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not an end in itself."  


Again, does this not reflect the Governor believing that he is 


in charge of the decision on changing the Cover Oregon Web site to the 


Federal exchange? 


A I view that as, you know, him, you know, talking about his 


end goals and the importance of, you know, what this technology 


means -- I think the overall transformation of what he was trying to 


accomplish.  


Q Okay.  And, again, will give you some thoughts this 


afternoon.  You wrote to him.  Do you recall any thoughts you gave to 


him related to that?  


A I don't.  


Q Okay.   


"What has happened to us represents a management failure and a 


technology failure, not a policy failure." 


Do you believe that this shows that the Governor was interested 


in addressing the technology issues?  


A I think he was interested in both of those avenues and 


ensuring that, you know, nothing like that happened again.  


Q We've asked you also about the Cover Oregon 100- day plan.  


You do not recall what the Cover Oregon 100-day plan was?  


A I want to make sure we're clear on -- could be looking at 


two different pieces.  


Q Are there two 100-day plans?  


A No.  I think one that I may have miscommunicated earlier 
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had to do more with the communications plan that Tim Raphael put 


together, and I don't ever recall if that was actually termed "100-day 


plan."  I think that may have been more like a 3-month plan.   


But I think the 100-day plan that was being referred to had to 


do with the technology committee and that 100-day window of whether 


or not the triggers were going to be hit and that, you know, expediting 


move to the Federal.  


Q Why 100 days?  


A Again, I think, even based on this email, I mean, this is 


something that Alex had been highlighting, that at that time, I believe, 


that put it to, I believe, sometime in June, where there was, I think, 


a critical point for, I think, Alex to make that decision.  


Q Do you recall when the Governor's primary was in 2014?  


A I believe that's usually in mid-May.  


Q Would it surprise to you to know that 100-day plan in the 


middle of March kind of ends up right there?   


Mr.   Objection.  It's unclear when the 100-day plan 


originally started from.  But --  


Mr.   I can rephrase it if you'd like.  


Mr.   -- if you want to say that this email is 


approximately --  


BY MR.  


Q Did you have any conversations with the Governor about his 


primary?  


A No. 
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Q You're his chief of staff, and you never talked to him about 


his primary?  


A No.  I mean, he was unopposed.   


Q Really? 


A There was no -- no.  


Q At the end of this email, the Governor says, "What I Need:  


A decision matrix, which clearly lays out the cost of each option as 


well as the pros and the cons in terms of the technology 


product/solution produced (I can do the political risk calculation 


myself)." 


And you'll see that this says:  risk involved; customization or 


lack of customization; ability to move toward single portal; retention 


or loss of Federal grants; ongoing cost of the system; financial 


sustainability of the system; cost of lost investment; portions of 


technology that can be salvaged. 


He then wants to have a meeting with the entire technology team, 


and they want them to respond to the following question:  "Knowing what 


the overall system objective is, if you had to make a decision today 


between these two options which one would you choose and why." 


If this is a decision for the Cover Oregon board, why does the 


Governor need to know this?  


A I think, as the chief executive of the State, he was trying 


to understand what recommendation they would have.  I mean, this is 


after 6 months of not having a functional Web site.  So him, as the 


chief executive for the State, he wanted to, you know, obviously, have 
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a better understanding of this.  


Q I'd like to also go back to that, when you say "functional 


Web site."  When you talk about entering things on a paper application, 


isn't it also utilizing a system that was built to enter that data?  


A Or the hybrid process that was created.  That is correct; 


it used both elements.  


Q So you were utilizing computer systems that had been built 


for Cover Oregon.   


A Correct.  


Q Okay.   


One exhibit I'd like to show you now, which will be exhibit -- and 


I apologize for never remembering what these numbers are -- exhibit 


49.   


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 49 


    Was marked for identification.] 


BY MR.  


Q This is an email sent by Bruce Goldberg on March 25th to 


yourself, Sean Kolmer, Chris Goldberg again for some reason, and Tina 


Edlund.  And he says that attached is his attempt to summarize the 


issues, outline costs, and address some of the Governor's questions.   


Now, the first question is, had Bruce Goldberg resigned already 


at this point?  


A I believe he had.  


Q Okay.  Why is he still sending you work?  


A He was still part, I think, of the team of helping with this 
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transition.  He had announced his resignation.  


Q And then what we'd like to ask you about is on the very last 


page here, where it says, "Cost:  Early estimates -- still needs work," 


you'll notice that the option for the Federal technology drops 


significantly in the off-years, and we're wondering what your knowledge 


of why that would happen is.   


A I don't have a -- I can't answer that.  I don't know what 


Bruce had on that.  


Q Do you know that when the board was presented with the cost 


of switching to Federal exchange, was that just the cost of switching 


the Web site, or did that include the cost of the entire system, changing 


over the Medicaid enrollment process as well?  


A I believe that that was for both.  I'm not entirely sure.  


Q Okay. 


I lost my email copies here.  Let me see if I have it.  Here we 


go.  It's this email, but I don't have the number written on it.   


Ms.   28.   


BY MR.  


Q I'd like to revisit what Ms.  asked you about this 


email.  Patricia McCaig starts at the top, "We must develop a strategy 


on all of this."  What was the strategy that you guys ended up 


developing?  


A I'm not sure.  


Q You're not sure?  Who was the SWAT team that you created 


for this? 
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A This was the team that I had referred to earlier.  


Q Okay.   


When Ms. McCaig says, "I'm willing to do/get the work done," what 


work did she end up getting done on this?  


A I don't know.  


Q Okay. 


When this came up earlier -- and I'm paraphrasing here because 


I don't have a transcript in front of me -- you testified to the fact 


that nothing happened after this email.  So you're certain that nothing 


happened after this email, but there are several things at the top of 


this email that you're now not clear what happened on following up after 


that.  


Mr.   I'm going to object.  The testimony was that 


nothing happened in terms of trying to drive down Oracle's stock price 


or disparage Oracle or take specific actions to demonize Oracle, as 


opposed to -- I don't know whether nothing happened, and I don't know 


whether he testified to that. 


BY MR.  


Q And I'm glad you brought that up because, as you'll recall, 


what led to this email was the previous day the Governor announcing 


that he was going to file a lawsuit or ask the AG to file a lawsuit 


against Oracle.   


Isn't it totally fair to read this email not as a proactive action 


to go do this but as a reaction to what has already happened? 


A I guess you could speculate that.   
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If I could just comment, I mean, when I look at this email on 5/30 


from Patricia, she's asking the question of who is the SWAT team, which, 


again, is a question for her, which I think I'm not even clear on what 


that means since the SWAT team had been in place for some time.  


Q Do you think it's odd she would ask you or cc you on an 


email --  


A I guess, when I look at just the entire piece of that email, 


I'm unclear.  


Q All right.   


We've also talked, again, at length about how this is all in the 


public record.  Were you -- and I believe that  asked you this 


already, but you were not present when Clyde Hamstreet gave his oral 


report?  


A I was not.  


Q I realize that the Hamstreet has been obtained under the 


open record law.  Are there notes or transcripts from Clyde Hamstreet's 


oral report?  


A That I don't know.  That would be with Cover Oregon.  


Mr.   For the record, I think there is a PowerPoint.  


BY MR.  


Q Okay.  Aside from the PowerPoint, you do not know if there 


was a transcript --  


A I don't.  


Q -- from Clyde Hamstreet's remarks?  Okay.   


Do you have an opinion or knowledge of what happened to the 
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technology that was built for Cover Oregon after you moved to the 


Federal exchange?  Because this isn't simply a Web site.  It was a 


series of computer systems to help improve your Medicaid system, 


improve enrollment for small businesses.  What happened to that 


technology when you moved to the Federal exchange?  


A That would be, I think, a discussion with Tina Edlund, who 


was helping with that transition.  I believe, certainly, there's some 


aspects that are still helping with Medicaid eligibility.  


Q So the State is utilizing some of the same stuff that was 


built?  


A I don't know to what degree they are.  


Q And do you know what happened to Cover Oregon essentially 


itself?  It was created under State law.  It was a State entity.  Has 


it been dissolved?  


A I believe there was legislation in 2015 that phased out 


Cover Oregon.  


Q Did you have any conversations with the Governor on whether 


you had a preference of whether this would be dissolved, phased out, 


or retained?  


A I would believe that we had conversations about that.  


Q And so, if you had conversations about it, what was the 


Governor's preference?  


A You know, I think it was going to be based on understanding 


the functions that would remain with Cover Oregon, and I don't know 


if he had a particular preference.  
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Q You mentioned earlier that you were against doing polling 


on Cover Oregon, correct?   


Mr.   In respect to one email on one occasion, just for 


the record.  Against the polling recommendation made by Mr. Goldberg 


at one point in time.   


The Witness.  I'll just clarify, that was Mr. Hamstreet.  


Mr.   Or Hamstreet.  I'm sorry.  Right.   


Mr.   Did you ever -- oh, yeah, I'm sorry.  Here is the next 


exhibit, 50.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 50 


    Was marked for identification.] 


Ms.   I am entering exhibit 50 into the record. 


Mr.   Did you ever have any conversations with the Governor 


about conducting polling related to Cover Oregon?  


The Witness.  As you lay this out, I'm not entirely clear.  But 


this -- obviously, there was some discussion in April. 


Mr.   So you would admit you had conversations with the 


Governor about polling related to Cover Oregon.   


Mr.   Does the email suggest conversations that you 


don't recall?  Is that fair?   


The Witness.  That is fair.  


BY MR.  


Q Who is Steve Bella?  


A Steve Bella was an outside adviser.  


Q For who?  Do you know who he works for?  
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A He did some work assisting the first lady and also the 


Governor, as well.  


Q Was he the pollster for the Governor's campaign?  


A No.  


Q Was he working just in a nonpaid capacity here?  


A Yes. 
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[3:56 p.m.] 


Mr.   And to be clear, then, this poll was not a poll for 


the Governor's reelection campaign?   


Mr.   Was this poll ever done?   


Mr.   Well, we're going to get there. 


The Witness.  I'm unclear.  I don't know.  


Mr.   Unclear as to whether it was for the reelection 


campaign or whether it was actually ever conducted?  


The Witness.  Whether it was conducted. 


Mr.   Okay. 


So I think we had a little crosstalk here, so I'm sorry to repeat 


myself, but you would agree this would be a poll related to the 


Governor's reelection campaign, but you were unclear if it was ever 


conducted? 


The Witness.  I can agree with that. 


Mr.   Okay.   


I would like to ask you about one part in here where it says "Cover 


Oregon -- response."  It's on page 26694 at the bottom there.  "I think 


the best pivot off Cover Oregon politically is to admit mistakes were 


made and we are moving to the Federal exchange."   


Now, this is April 17th.  This is a week -- 8 days before the 


decision to move the Federal exchange is made.  Why does the pollster 


seem to think that they are moving to the Federal exchange?   


Mr.   I'd object.  It speaks for itself and calls for 


speculation as to what the pollster thinks.   
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The Witness.  I would also just add this wasn't the pollster.  


BY MR.  


Q Wait.  So I'm curious here.  Steve Bella is not a pollster?  


A No.   


Q Oh. 


A That's what I answered before.  No.  


Q Okay.  Did you talk to Steve about this memo?  


A Not that I'm aware of.  


Q So you got this memo.  Did you talk to Patricia McCaig about 


this memo?  


A I don't recall.  


Q Do you recall talking to anyone about this memo?  


A Not that I recall.  


Q Let's try this paragraph again then.   


"I think the best pivot off Cover Oregon politically is to admit 


mistakes were made and we are moving to the Federal exchange.  The 


Governor's message then shifts to the more important goal which is 


Oregon continue the bipartisan efforts that have improved quality 


health care for Oregonians while reducing costs.  Then we shift to 


making the argument that Oregon can't afford to have Washington 


partisan politics enter this state and destroy all the politics we have 


made."  


Mr.   "Progress" you mean.   


Mr.   "Progress we have made." 


Would you agree that that is essentially what ended up happening?  
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You pivoted off, you went to the Federal exchange, and you, yourself, 


have testified today about the important work to improve quality health 


care for Oregonians while reducing costs.   


The Witness.  So,  again, the question was do I agree with 


this?   


Mr.   Do you agree that that's what happened? 


The Witness.  No, not entirely.  I wouldn't -- I can't agree with 


all of this, with -- no.  


Mr.   Just give us a minute here. 


[Discussion off the record.] 


BY MR.  


Q I'm going to ask you one more question to see if you recall 


any conversations with the Governor.   


Did you ever have a conversation with Governor Kitzhaber about 


how the Cover Oregon problems might affect his reelection campaign?  


A No, not that I recall.  


Q You do not recall ever speaking to the Governor about Cover 


Oregon and how it might impact him politically?  


A I don't.  I -- this really, truly was a business decision.  


You know, it was a, you know, point in time where you either continue 


to pay millions of dollars to a vendor who hadn't produced, with no 


guarantees of having a Web site functional, without the ability to 


enroll people, or you -- you know, you have to look at those risks and 


weigh those odds.  And, again, from a political perspective, by far, 


the best option was to go live, I mean, to go live in December, January, 
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February.  I mean, that would have been the --  


Q I understand.  I was just merely asking if you can recall -- 


A I was just -- 


Q -- any conversations you've ever had with --  


A -- expanding on that.  


Q One more thing, then, under the Area 51 team.  Can you 


describe to us again what the Area 51 team was?  It was a collection 


of campaign advisers? 


A You know, outside advisers who had been longtime --  


Q And did Governor Kitzhaber participate in these?  


A I believe he may have on some.  


Q And so what would your reaction be to what we brought up 


earlier, that in one of these documents Cover Oregon 100-day plan is 


on the Area 51 team?  Does that not qualify as a potential conversation 


about his campaign related to Cover Oregon?  


A I think to brief campaign members on what was happening in 


terms of just the overall issues of the day within the office.  I mean, 


I think that's a fair briefing for them to understand just the lay of 


the land.  


Q But you wouldn't qualify that as a conversation with the 


Governor about politics or the political impact of Cover Oregon?  


A Not in terms of the final decision, the decisionmaking 


process, in terms of giving them an update of where things were.  I 


mean, if it was in the news on a regular basis, to inform that group 


of, you know, what the status was, I think that was fair. 
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Q Okay. 


Mr.   Anything else? 


We're done, guys.  Thanks for coming in. 


The Witness.  Thank you. 


Do you have any more? 


Ms.   Yeah, we have some followup. 


[Recess.] 


BY MS.    


Q Okay, Mr. Bonetto, I wanted to go back to just one thing 


that my colleagues from the majority mentioned earlier about the 


Deloitte report.   


Was there any indication that Deloitte was going to get a contract 


based on the information that they provided to the State in their 


report?  


A Not that I'm aware of.  


Q Was it common knowledge that they would be hired -- that 


Deloitte would be hired based on their report findings?  


A Not that I'm aware of.  But, again, I would defer to Bruce 


Goldberg, who was really overseeing that at the time.  


Q Okay. 


I wanted to draw your attention back to exhibit 48, and it's an 


email from John Kitzhaber to you.  If we go to the page with the Bates 


stamp CONGJK001257, and under "What I Need," the Governor lists -- he 


wanted to find out information about the risk involved, and he clearly 


states "not political but from an operational technology standpoint." 
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So is it your understanding that the Governor didn't care about 


the political ramifications of the decision, he just wanted to make 


the right decision in regards to the technology?  


A I would agree, and ensuring that people were going to get 


involved.  As you look at that matrix, it really was very much in terms 


of what the technology team was trying to look at, as well.  


Q And in regard to the technology team, later in this email 


Governor Kitzhaber says he would like to meet with the technology team 


just to hear their responses in regard to a couple questions about the 


overall decision and the options available.   


Would you say this is the Governor seeking information or just 


having a -- or seeking a clearer understanding of the decision for the 


technology options based on the facts?  


A Correct, and from technology experts.  


Q All right.   


And did the Governor have a clear understanding that it was the 


board's decision to make the decision to switch technology options?  


A Yes, I believe so.  


Q And, in this case, switch to the Federal technology.   


A Yes.  


Q Okay. 


So now I'd direct your attention to exhibit 50, and this is the 


email from Steve Bella.   


So I just wanted to confirm that you said you did not know if this 


poll was even ever done.  Was that correct?  
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A Correct.  


Q Okay. 


And if you go to page Bates-stamped MBG2026694, my colleague from 


the majority pointed to the "Cover Oregon -- response" section, but 


wasn't it common knowledge that the Web site was rampant with problems 


and there was a possibility or a likely move to the Federal exchange?   


Mr.   During this time period? 


BY MS.  


Q During this time period.  This is April 17th, 2014.   


A That that was a possibility, yes.  


Q And did the Governor make any State policy based on polling, 


to your knowledge?  


A No.  


Q Okay. 


Now I have a couple questions just about personal email.  You were 


asked a couple of questions from my colleagues in the majority about 


access to your personal email and the records.   


To your knowledge, when there's a FOIA request, you do a search 


on your -- a search of your entire official account, government email 


account, correct?  


A Correct.  


Q And you would also do a search -- when it's a FOIA request, 


you would also do a search of your personal email account relevant to 


the request, correct?  


A Correct.  
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Q So, regardless, you made sure to store your -- any emails, 


whether it's personal from the personal account or State account, you 


made sure to keep a record of those emails, correct?  


A Correct.  


Q And so you don't just produce all of the documents within 


your official account; you search based on the request that you received 


in the FOIA request, correct?  


A Correct.  


Q Okay.   


And the public doesn't have access to the documents in your 


official account -- all of the documents in your official account, 


correct?  


A Prior to a public records request --  


Q Right, prior to a public records request.   


A -- no.  Correct.   


Q And even if there is a FOIA request, you would search your 


official documents, not the public, correct?  


A Correct.  


Q Okay.  So, to your understanding, when you receive a FOIA 


request, would the process be the same when you're searching your 


official emails as well as your personal email account?  


A I believe the process would be the same.  Correct.  


Q And just to be clear, you received a request from this 


committee, a document request from this committee, regarding Cover 


Oregon matters, and you searched your official account and your 
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personal account, correct?  


A Correct.  I believe I was no longer within State 


government, so I believe that was done through the Governor's office 


when I wasn't there.  


Q All right.  And you produced documents or emails from your 


personal account in response to the request received from this 


committee, correct?  


A Correct.   


Q Okay. 


Ms.   Okay.  Great.  That's it for us. 


The Witness.  Thank you. 


[Recess.] 


Ms.   So I'm going to look at exhibit 6 again.   


Ms.   I'm sorry, what number is that?   


Ms.   Exhibit 6.   


I just wanted to clarify what the SWAT team -- you said the SWAT 


team was a -- do you want to restate the purpose of the SWAT team?   


Ms.   I'm sorry.  I'm having a really hard time hearing 


you.   


Ms.   I was asking him to please restate the purpose of 


the SWAT team who advised the members of --  


Mr.   How many times are you going to ask him? 


Ms.   Okay.  So then this was a SWAT team call then, 


correct?  At the bottom, where it says "SWAT team discussion"?  


A I believe so, yes.  
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Q And the SWAT team was not campaign-related, you've said?  


A Correct.  


Q And so the SWAT team called or setting up is going to be 


for 5:30, April 2nd?  I'll give you some time try and see that.  If 


you look at the bottom of the email, you write, "Since our regularly 


scheduled meeting has been canceled tonight, I would like to see if 


we can meet, even by phone, tomorrow, Wednesday evening, 5:30."  And 


that was on April 1st, so presumably "tomorrow" would be April 2nd at 


5:30 p.m.?  


A Okay.  


Q So, to you, it seems like you're arranging for a SWAT team 


call on Wednesday, April 2nd, at 5:30?  Is that your understanding of 


this email?   


A I understand.  Uh-huh.   


Q I'd like to introduce the next exhibit, exhibit 51.  


    [Bonetto Exhibit No. 51 


    Was marked for identification.]  


BY MS.  


Q I'll give you a minute to look at this email.   


If you look at the email, it's an email from you, but below that 


there's an email that is from Tim Raphael on April 1st.  And he wants 


to set up a call.  He said, "I think we need a call tomorrow morning."  


The subject line of the email is 7:00 a.m. call.   


And under those bullet points under "I think we need a call 


tomorrow morning," the first bullet point is "prep for 5:30 campaign 
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meeting."   


So on this April 1 email where he says we need a call tomorrow 


morning to prep for the 5:30 campaign meeting, is he talking about the 


5:30 p.m. SWAT team meeting on the 2nd?  


A I am not entirely sure, but I would believe so.  


Q Do you know why he was calling it a campaign meeting?  


A If I go back to the prior one -- since I believe that meeting 


that he was referring to may have been canceled, which meant that we 


were going to try to do a SWAT team the next day.  


Q So you were doing a joint SWAT team and campaign meeting?  


A No, that was just a SWAT, I think.  It could have been -- I 


don't recall exactly -- that that first one may have just been a 


campaign meeting.  I'm not entirely clear.  


Q But you did do joint SWAT-campaign team meetings?  


A No, the SWAT team obviously had, you know, folks who had 


involvement on the campaign side.  But in terms of our discussions with 


Cover Oregon, it was very much driving, you know, communications issues 


within the Governor's office.  


Q And how did you make certain -- how were you certain that 


the campaign advisers who worked in a campaign capacity that also were 


advisers for the Governor were separating those two roles, if they were 


saying they worked on campaign and Cover Oregon issues?  


A I think this is, you know, going back to the very beginning 


of how this group was formed.  I mean, it really was on helping 


day-to-day management of Cover Oregon issues, where we just didn't have 
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the capacity or competency to do that. 


Q Okay. 


Ms.   I don't have any other questions. 


The Witness.  Thanks, everyone.  


[Whereupon, at 4:25 p.m., the deposition was concluded.]
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           .  This is the deposition of Sean 107 


Kolmer conducted by the House Committee on Oversight and 108 


Government Reform.  This deposition is occurring under 109 


subpoena issued by Chairman Chaffetz as part of the 110 


committee's investigation of Cover Oregon.   111 


Before I get into my preamble, I'll mark the 112 


subpoena as Exhibit 1 and enter it into the record. 113 


(Exhibit 1 was marked and entered.) 114 


Will the witness please state your name for the 115 


record?  116 


Mr. Kolmer.  Sean Kolmer. 117 


  Thank you.   118 


   119 


 Chairman Chaffetz' committee staff, and I'll  


ask everyone else from the committee at the table to please 121 


introduce themselves as well.   122 


         123 


         


   


     126 


  


    


   129 


   


  with the law firm  131 
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.   132 


   133 


 from the ranking member staff.  We're  


introducing ourselves for the record.  You're up.   135 


   ranking member 136 


staff.  137 


  Because the witness is compelled 138 


to be here by a subpoena, we are operating pursuant to the 139 


committee rules, specifically Rule 15, which covers the 140 


guidelines for today's deposition.  We have copies of the 141 


rules here with us today, so we can all stay on the same 142 


page if anyone has questions, but I'll also go over them 143 


briefly for the record. 144 


The way the questioning proceeds is the majority 145 


will ask questions first for up to an hour, and then the 146 


minority will have an opportunity to ask questions for an 147 


equal period of time if they choose.   148 


We will firmly adhere to the one-hour time limit 149 


for each side, and I will manage the clock so we all know 150 


exactly how much time is remaining in any given round.   151 


Questions may only be asked by a member of the 152 


committee or staff attorney designated by the chairman 153 


ranking member.  We will rotate back and forth, one hour 154 


per side, until we are out of questions and the deposition 155 


will be over.   156 
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As I mentioned, we are operating under 157 


compulsion, unlike under a voluntary-induced setting.  The 158 


witness is required to answer all questions posed, except 159 


to preserve a privilege.   160 


The witness or his counsel may object to a 161 


question to preserve the privilege and not for any other 162 


reason, such as if the answer would be uncomfortable or 163 


confidential.  If the witness objects to a question, the 164 


objection should be stated clearly and in a 165 


non-argumentative manner.   166 


Members and committee staff are not permitted to 167 


raise formal objections, only the witness or his counsel 168 


may do so.  The chairman will rule on the objection after 169 


the deposition has adjourned, and there is a process in the 170 


committee rules for adjudicating any objections.   171 


With respect to objections, be advised that the 172 


House of Representatives and the committee do not recognize 173 


any purported nondisclosure privileges associated with 174 


common law, including, but not limited to, the deliberative 175 


process privilege, the attorney-client privilege, and 176 


attorney work product protections, and any purported 177 


contractual privileges, such as nondisclosure agreements.   178 


As you can see, there's an official reporter 179 


taking down everything we say to make a written record, so 180 


we ask that you give verbal responses to all questions.  181 
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It's also important that we don't talk over one another so 182 


the court reporter can take down a clear record. 183 


Do you understand that? 184 


Mr. Kolmer.  Yes. 185 


  All witnesses who appear before 186 


the committee may be accompanied by counsel, and you're 187 


appearing here today with counsel.  Your counsel introduced 188 


himself for the record.  We want you to answer our 189 


questions in the most complete and truthful manner 190 


possible, so we'll take our time.   191 


If you have any questions or if you do not 192 


understand any of our questions, please just let us know.  193 


If you honestly don't know the answer to a question or do 194 


not remember, it's best not to guess.  Please give us your 195 


best recollection, and it's okay to tell us if you learned 196 


information from someone else, just indicate how you came 197 


to know the information.   198 


And if there are things you don't know or can't 199 


remember, just say so, and please inform us who, to the 200 


best of your knowledge, might be able to provide a more 201 


complete answer.   202 


We'd like to take a break whenever it's 203 


convenient for you.  This can be after every hour of 204 


questioning, after a couple of rounds or whatever you 205 


prefer.  During a round of questioning, if you need 206 
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anything, water, a quick break, just let us know.  We'll go 207 


off the record and stop the clock.  We'd like to make this 208 


as easy and comfortable as possible.   209 


Committee Rule 15(e) requires a member of the 210 


committee to be present during the deposition.  It's my 211 


understanding that Mr. Kolmer waived that requirement for 212 


today's deposition; is that correct?   213 


  That's correct.  214 


  In a moment, you will be placed 215 


under oath.  Title 18, Section 1621 of the U.S. Code 216 


requires that you answer questions truthfully when you are 217 


under oath.  Also, Title 18, Section 1001 requires you to 218 


answer questions from Congress truthfully.   219 


Do you understand that? 220 


Mr. Kolmer.  Yes. 221 


  This also applies to questions 222 


posed by Congressional staff.   223 


Do you understand that? 224 


Mr. Kolmer.  Yes. 225 


  Witnesses that knowingly provide 226 


false testimony could be subject to criminal prosecution.   227 


Do you understand that? 228 


Mr. Kolmer.  Yes. 229 


  Is there any reason that you're 230 


unable to provide truthful answers to today's questions?  231 
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Mr. Kolmer.  No. 232 


  Pursuant to the committee rules, 233 


the witness will be sworn in before providing testimony.   234 


Whereupon, 235 


SEAN KOLMER, 236 


called as a witness, having been first duly sworn to 237 


tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, 238 


was examined and testified as follows: 239 


Mr. Kolmer.  Yes, I do. 240 


  Thanks.  And I'll just wrap up by 241 


noting that the content of what we discuss here today is 242 


confidential, so we ask that you not speak about what we 243 


discuss in the deposition to anyone who's not present 244 


today.   245 


That's the end of my preamble.  My colleague, 246 


, will start the first hour of questions, and I'll 247 


start the clock.  248 


         EXAMINATION   249 


   250 


Q Good morning.  Can you please state your name 251 


and current occupation for the record?  252 


A Sean Kolmer.  I'm currently the senior vice 253 


president of policy and advocacy for the Oregon Association 254 


of Hospitals and Health Systems.  255 


Q Thank you.   256 
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And what positions did you hold in the 257 


governor's office under former Governor Kitzhaber?   258 


A I was the governor's health care policy advisor.  259 


Q Is that only the position that you held under 260 


the former Governor Kitzhaber?  261 


A Correct.  262 


Q And how long did you hold the position as his 263 


health policy advisor?  264 


A I started there in March of 2011.  I left in 265 


late October of 2013, came back January 1 of 2014, and was 266 


there through his resignation, February 18th of 2015.  267 


Q And you said you left in late October 2013.  268 


Where did you -- did you temporarily have another position, 269 


or why did you leave in October 2013?  270 


A I accepted a position with the Oregon Health 271 


Authority.  272 


Q Why did you go back to the governor's office on 273 


January 1st, 2014?  274 


A I was asked to come back by Chief of Staff Mike 275 


Bonetto and the governor.  276 


Q Did they give you a reason for asking you to 277 


come back to the office?  278 


A One of the reasons was to make sure that we had 279 


everybody that we needed to work through the issues that we 280 


were having with Cover Oregon.  281 
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Q Did you work on Kitzhaber's 2014 reelection 282 


campaign at all?  283 


A No.  284 


Q Did you assist in any capacity on his reelection 285 


campaign?  286 


A No.  287 


Q Have you held any other positions with the state 288 


of Oregon?  289 


A Yes.  290 


Q What else?  What other positions have you held 291 


for the state of Oregon?  292 


A In the Office of Oregon Health policy and 293 


Research, I was the research director.  I was the deputy 294 


director.  295 


Q Did you hold those positions before or after 296 


working for former Governor Kitzhaber?  297 


A Before.  298 


Q Have you held any position for the state of 299 


Oregon since leaving the governor's office?  300 


A Since leaving Governor Kitzhaber's office?   301 


Q Yes.   302 


A Yes.  I was appointed to the same position of 303 


health care policy advisor to the current Governor Kate 304 


Brown.  305 


Q And how long did you hold that position?  306 
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A I held that position until August of 2015.  307 


Q Thank you.   308 


What did you do to prepare for this deposition?   309 


A I met with counsel both here in D.C. and in 310 


Oregon.  311 


Q Thank you.   312 


Were you ever an employee of Cover Oregon?   313 


A No.  314 


Q Since leaving the governor's office, have you 315 


had any discussions with Michael Bonetto about Cover 316 


Oregon?  317 


A Not about Cover Oregon.  318 


Q Since leaving the governor's office, have you 319 


had any discussions with Bruce Goldberg about Cover Oregon?  320 


A Not about Cover Oregon.  321 


Q Since leaving the governor's office, have you 322 


had any discussions with Patricia McCaig about Cover 323 


Oregon?  324 


A Not about Cover Oregon.  325 


Q Since leaving the governor's office, have you 326 


had any discussions with Patricia McCaig about this 327 


committee's investigation?  328 


A No.  329 


Q Since leaving the governor's office, have you 330 


spoken with John Kitzhaber about Cover Oregon?  331 
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A No.  332 


Q Since leaving the governor's office, have you 333 


had any discussions with Michael Bonetto about this 334 


committee's investigation?  335 


A Yes.  336 


Q What did you discuss with Michael Bonetto about 337 


this investigation?  338 


A That he was subpoenaed as well.  That's as far 339 


as it went.  340 


Q Did you discuss his deposition with the 341 


committee at all?  342 


A No.  343 


Q Did he say what he was subpoenaed for?  344 


A No.  345 


Q When did you first become involved in the Cover 346 


Oregon project?  347 


A I believe when I was the deputy administrator at 348 


the Office of Oregon Health Policy and Research as the 349 


state was beginning to think about applying for 350 


establishment grants.  351 


Q And did you stay involved in the Cover Oregon 352 


project throughout its duration?  353 


A From a policy perspective and a direction 354 


perspective, yes.  355 


Q Is it your understanding that the Oregon 356 
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legislators established Cover Oregon as a public 357 


corporation with its own independent Board of Directors?  358 


A Yes.  359 


Q And what was the role of the Cover Oregon Board 360 


of Directors?  361 


A They were accountable for the oversight, the 362 


direction, and the implementation of our health insurance 363 


exchange.  364 


Q And what was the role of the executive director 365 


of Cover Oregon?  366 


A To implement the wishes of the board and the 367 


enabling legislation.  368 


Q And did the executive director of Cover Oregon 369 


report to the governor in any capacity?  370 


A He advised the governor, but he reported to the 371 


Board of Directors.  372 


Q Did the Oregon legislature establish any 373 


requirements that the executive director of Cover Oregon 374 


advised the governor?  Was he obligated to advise the 375 


governor in any way?  Did the governor have any type of --   376 


A I don't believe he was obligated by statute.  377 


Q And who did the executive director report to in 378 


the organization?  379 


A The chair of the Board of Directors and the 380 


board.   381 
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Q And were you familiar with Cover Oregon's 382 


government structure and policy manual?  383 


A To a degree.  384 


Q Can you describe, to the extent that you are 385 


familiar with the Cover Oregon government structure, how 386 


you understood it to operate?  387 


A I understood it to operate where the board set 388 


outcomes for the staff, and the executive director had 389 


authority to work within those outcomes and create any 390 


structure underneath him to make that work and to deliver 391 


on those outcomes.  392 


Q As the governor's health policy advisor, were 393 


you aware of any authority that the governor was given over 394 


Cover Oregon by the Oregon legislature?  395 


A Not to my knowledge.  396 


Q Did the governor communicate with members of the 397 


Cover Oregon Board of Directors on a regular basis?  398 


A I wouldn't say on a regular basis.  399 


Q How frequently did the governor communicate with 400 


members of the Cover Oregon Board of Directors?  401 


A I don't remember.  402 


Q Did you communicate with the Cover Oregon Board 403 


of Directors on a regular basis?  404 


A Probably not on a regular basis, but I did 405 


communicate with them.  406 
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Q Beginning in April 2014, how frequently did you 407 


communicate with the Cover Oregon Board of Directors, so 408 


throughout the month of April 2014?  409 


A I don't remember.  410 


Q Do you recall why Oregon decided to have a 411 


state-based exchange?  412 


A We felt, and the legislature felt, that it was 413 


really important for Oregon to control its own destiny and 414 


to use the opportunity of the ACA to expand health 415 


insurance coverage, and we thought it best for us to do it 416 


and for us to establish our own state-based exchange.  417 


Q And can you describe the vision that Oregon had 418 


for its state-based exchange?  419 


A The overall vision was a seamless end-to-end, 420 


anyone could go with their laptop out in the sunny weather 421 


and enroll in coverage end-to-end and also connect them to 422 


any social services that they might need as well, so a 423 


one-stop shop for government services that are either 424 


offered through health insurance or through other services 425 


like TANF and food stamps and WIC and things like that.  426 


Q And can you describe the role of the Oregon 427 


Health Authority in the Cover Oregon project?  428 


A Oregon Health Authority is the state's Medicaid 429 


agency.  So the health insurance exchange was designed not 430 


only for commercial coverage and enrollment in the 431 
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commercial market, but also allow people to enroll into 432 


Medicaid as well and determine eligibility for Medicaid as 433 


well.  434 


Q And can you describe how the various agencies 435 


that played a role in the Cover Oregon project worked 436 


together on the project?  437 


A They worked closely together from what I 438 


remember.  The initial establishment grant and the funding 439 


from the federal government came through the Oregon Health 440 


Authority because Cover Oregon didn't exist for some of 441 


that time period, so they had to work closely together not 442 


only from that perspective, but also from a policy 443 


perspective and a vision perspective of making that 444 


seamless for individuals to enroll into commercial coverage 445 


and Medicare at the same time.  446 


Q Did you ever experience any conflict between the 447 


different agencies that worked on the Cover Oregon project?  448 


A Conflict in what way?   449 


Q Between the agencies, did they have different 450 


competing priorities, OHA and the staff at Cover Oregon or 451 


their goals?  452 


A It was a very complicated project and a very big 453 


project that no one in the state had undertaken before.  I 454 


know there were disagreements.  I can't remember which ones 455 


they were specifically.  But when you have those kind of 456 
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big decisions between a lot of people and a lot of 457 


agencies, there's going to be disagreements.  458 


Q And so OHA, Oregon Health Authority, and Cover 459 


Oregon played a role in the project.  What other state 460 


organizations played a role in the project?  461 


A I believe the Department of Human Services, 462 


which is our social services agency.  I believe the 463 


Department of Administrative Services, which is the 464 


administrative branch of state government.  The Department 465 


of Consumer and Business Services, which is where our 466 


health insurance division is or insurance division lives.  467 


I believe those are the only agencies involved.  468 


Q Did anyone ever express any concerns that there 469 


was distrust between OHA and Cover Oregon to you?  470 


A Not that I know of.  471 


Q And can you describe how the scope for the 472 


project changed over time throughout project development?  473 


A Well, the objective of Cover Oregon's 474 


establishment and our exchange establishment and the vision 475 


of that didn't change.  I believe as the project got more 476 


complicated and the timelines became more apparent, the 477 


scope had to change in order for anything to work and for 478 


things to happen at all.  479 


Q You said as the timelines became more apparent.  480 


Can you elaborate on what you mean by, as the timelines 481 
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became more apparent?  482 


A So as I remember, in the summer of 2013, I began 483 


to know from reports from Cover Oregon and the staff there 484 


that they might need to do a staged launch, and that's 485 


different than what we had heard previous to that point.   486 


They still believed that we were on track.  They 487 


still believed that we were going to launch in October for 488 


open enrollment, but that was the first indication of, at 489 


my level, scope changes on the project as we moved forward.  490 


Q How often did the staff from Cover Oregon brief 491 


you on the project development?  492 


A From what I recall, at least monthly during the 493 


work.  494 


Q Monthly from what time period?  495 


A Probably from its initial inception.  So from 496 


about 2011, we had a health care roundtable, for lack of a 497 


better word, from the governor's office that involved Cover 498 


Oregon.  So it might have been policy issues.  It might 499 


have been implementation issues.   500 


And then, obviously, as things began to get more 501 


challenging over there, we met with them much more 502 


frequently, both over the phone and in person.  503 


Q And who did you meet with most frequently from 504 


Cover Oregon?  505 


A Probably most frequently Rocky King who was the 506 
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executive director at the time; Amy Fauver, who I don't 507 


know what her official role was, but she was communications 508 


and marketing; and on occasion his other leadership team.  509 


Q Rocky King's other leadership team?  510 


A Yeah, Rocky King's leadership team.   511 


Q And when Rocky King left Cover Oregon, who did 512 


you meet with from Cover Oregon?  513 


A Same group except for Rocky, and then at that 514 


point when Rocky left, Dr. Bruce Goldberg assumed the role 515 


of executive director of Cover Oregon.  516 


Q And was there ever any concern that Oregon had 517 


tried to accomplish too much, given the tight deadlines 518 


that were established under the Patient Protection and 519 


Affordable Care Act?  520 


A Yes.  521 


Q Did CMS ever raise any concerns about Oregon's 522 


ambitious vision?  523 


A Not to me directly.  524 


Q Do you know if they raised concerns to -- did 525 


you ever hear of them raising concerns to anyone else?  526 


A Not that I remember.  527 


Q Were you involved in -- with the application 528 


process for the federal grants for the Oregon Health 529 


Insurance Exchange Corporation?  530 


A I don't remember if I did them or not.  531 
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Q Do you know if Cover Oregon received funding 532 


from any other source other than the federal government?  533 


A I don't believe so.  534 


Q I'm introducing Exhibit 2 into the record. 535 


(Exhibit 2 was marked and entered.) 536 


Q So this is an email that Rocky King sent to you, 537 


copying David Barenberg and Mike Bonetto, in February 2013.  538 


Can you please describe your level of involvement with the 539 


Cover Oregon project at around this time?  540 


A So at this time, I was the governor's health 541 


care policy advisor.  I believe our Oregon legislature was 542 


in session at this point, and I believe this is a response 543 


from Bob Cummings, who was the legislative lead for IT 544 


projects, especially Cover Oregon, and I believe he raised 545 


some concerns that the Cover Oregon team was attempting to 546 


address from him and the speaker's office.  547 


Q Can you clarify what you mean by, he raised some 548 


concerns that they were trying to address?  Do you recall 549 


the concerns that Bob Cummings raised in February 2013?  550 


A I don't recall them because most of the concerns 551 


that I remember about Bob were very technical, and I'm not 552 


a technical software person, or project management person, 553 


so those were usually his kinds of concerns that I saw and 554 


were expressed.  555 


Q Okay.  Well, then on the first page of the 556 
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email, Rocky King writes:  "There is clarity on commitment.  557 


As I've said to all that will listen and in writing 558 


(Gootee, Kotek, Conger, Cummings, Dewey, the board, staff, 559 


Barney, Mike, etc.), I will make a decision on the specific 560 


time frame after we go live in October.  Why?  Simple.  I 561 


don't know if I will need another 3 months, 6 months or 1 562 


year to stabilize this system, debug it, and what the 563 


scheduled priorities are until we go live.  That said, it 564 


will be accomplished prior to expanding to larger groups in 565 


2016.   566 


Let's be direct here.  This project is full of 567 


risk, the time frames are nearly impossible and I'm not 568 


sure we can make the time frames as it now stands.  Our QA 569 


just gave a report to us stating they believe the IT side 570 


is 2 to 4 months behind (we disagree, but it is not an 571 


issue of being behind, just a disagreement on how much).  572 


Everyday we are reducing the scope of the project and I'm 573 


not about to take 3 weeks of scarce resources to 574 


retool/redesign the small group interface and shopping 575 


experience prior to going live."   576 


Did Rocky King often express concerns to you 577 


about the status of the project and whether it would be 578 


able to launch on October 1st, 2013?   579 


A He always told me and us that they were going to 580 


launch in October.  I think Rocky, as you can see in this 581 
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email, expressed all kinds of concerns.  This was a large 582 


project, very complicated project, both on the IT side and 583 


on the management side.  So Rocky expressed concern to me 584 


every time I talked to him, whether it was warranted or 585 


not.  He was anxious all the way through this.  586 


Q So when he expressed concerns to you and was 587 


anxious, even though he may have said he felt it was going 588 


to launch on October 1, 2013, were you ever concerned that 589 


it wouldn't be able to launch, given how broad the project 590 


scope was?  591 


A I didn't get concerned until we got closer to 592 


October 1st.  593 


Q And do you recall the project to build the 594 


health insurance exchange being handed over from Oregon 595 


Health Authority to Cover Oregon around May 2013?  596 


A I believe so, yes.  597 


Q And do you recall why the project was handed 598 


over from the Oregon Health Authority to Cover Oregon? 599 


A I believe it was a financial move.  600 


Q And can you elaborate on what you mean by, it 601 


was a financial move?  602 


A I believe the state OHA had the establishment 603 


grant and the federal funding to establish the exchange and 604 


were transferring those monies and that responsibility and 605 


that oversight over to Cover Oregon.  606 
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Q And do you remember at the time when it was 607 


handed over there ever being any concern that OHA had less 608 


money in its budget than it had anticipated, so the project 609 


should be handed over earlier than they expected, or was 610 


the site not developed as fully as they had anticipated?  611 


A Yes.  I do remember them turning it over 612 


earlier, but I didn't know the details about why they were 613 


doing it, and I don't remember those details.  614 


Q Did Rocky King talk to you about the details of 615 


why they were turning it over earlier?  616 


A I believe so, yes.  617 


Q And do you recall what he told you about...   618 


A I don't remember.  619 


Q Did Bruce Goldberg tell you about them turning 620 


it over earlier?  621 


A I'm sure he did.  622 


Q And do you recall what he said about...   623 


A I do not.  624 


Q Do you believe that when OHA handed the project 625 


over to Cover Oregon in May 2013, it was a functional 626 


insurance exchange?  627 


A No, I do not.  628 


Q Do you know if they believed it to be a 629 


functional insurance exchange?  630 


A I don't believe anybody thought it was a 631 
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functioning exchange at this point.  632 


Q Do you know if CMS delayed the issuance of any 633 


guidelines or regulations that were important for project 634 


development and resulted in a delay in the project's 635 


timeline?  636 


A I don't know.  637 


Q Were you ever involved in any discussions about 638 


feeling pressure to launch on October 1, 2013, regardless 639 


of the status of the website?  640 


A No.  641 


Q So you never were involved in any discussion 642 


about potentially feeling that there was pressure to launch 643 


on October 1, 2013?  644 


A No.  I didn't feel like there was pressure to 645 


launch.  646 


Q You talked about it a little bit already, but 647 


can you describe when you first became aware that the 648 


website might not be ready to launch on October 1, 2013?   649 


A So in the summer, there was -- Rocky began to 650 


tell us indications of a staged launch, which meant only 651 


certain things were going to be open on October 1st, and 652 


then as we got closer to October 1st, I believe it was 653 


sometime at the end of September, early October, it was 654 


really clear that it wasn't going to launch as everybody 655 


had envisioned it to launch and not just be a staged 656 
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launch. 657 


And then as October went through, every deadline 658 


that the contractor and the vendor and the IT vendor would 659 


give Cover Oregon was missed, and so we continued to delay 660 


the full launch of what was expected, which -- meaning an 661 


end-to-end enrollment process.  662 


Q And so you said Rocky King gave you updates.  663 


Was OHA still involved in the project even after they 664 


handed it over to Cover Oregon?  665 


A Yes. 666 


Q And were they also involved in determining the 667 


status of the website?  668 


A Not to my knowledge.  669 


Q And then can you describe how the website was 670 


rolled out, beginning with what happened on October 1, 671 


2013, until the portal was launched for agents and 672 


community partners?   673 


A Can you say that one again?   674 


Q Can you describe how the website was rolled out, 675 


beginning with what happened on October 1, 2013, how the 676 


website was used on that date, until the portal was 677 


launched for agents and community partners?  678 


A To the best of my knowledge, it was essentially 679 


a static website, that people could print a PDF and then 680 


submit it, and then there would be a whole host of manual 681 
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processes to actually determine somebody eligible and then 682 


enroll them into coverage, whether that be commercial 683 


coverage or Medicaid.  684 


Q And do you recall if the way the website 685 


operated between October 1, 2013, and April 2014, changed?  686 


A Not to my knowledge.  687 


Q You're not aware of it changing in its 688 


operations and whether it opened to community agents and --  689 


A It may have.  I don't remember when it did.  It 690 


may have.  But it never did what it was supposed to do, is 691 


what I mostly remember.  692 


Q Do you know who would be responsible for making 693 


the decision about whether the website did launch to 694 


individuals?  695 


A The ultimate decision was the Cover Oregon 696 


board.  They had the responsibility as the group that was 697 


responsible for Cover Oregon and the health insurance 698 


exchange.  699 


Q So you said that the website didn't launch as 700 


anticipated on October 1, 2013.  Can you describe, to the 701 


extent you're familiar with it, how the IT team responded 702 


to the failed launch in October 1, 2013?  703 


A I don't recall how they responded.  I'm not an 704 


IT guy.  705 


Q Were you really involved with the IT details at 706 
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all, or were you just more on --  707 


A No, I'm the policy guy.  So my job was to make 708 


sure I had enough information to understand what was 709 


happening and leaning on the IT experts, the folks that 710 


really knew the details of what was happening and whether 711 


things were going to happen or weren't going to happen.  712 


Q So is it fair to say you really had no  713 


first-hand knowledge of the status of the technical 714 


operations of the website, that you just heard through 715 


other people?  716 


A Correct.  717 


Q Okay.  Thank you.   718 


And did you ever discuss whether the exchange 719 


could be financially sustainable in April 2014?   720 


A Yes.  721 


Q And who did you discuss it with?  722 


A From who I remember, the staff at Cover Oregon, 723 


probably some board members, and governor's office staff.  724 


Q And did you guys believe that it could be 725 


financially sustainable in April 2014?  726 


A I did not believe that.  727 


Q Did anyone believe that?  728 


A I don't know.  729 


Q Why didn't you believe it?  730 


A At that point, we still didn't have a functional 731 
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exchange.  We didn't have a technology or website that was 732 


doing what it was supposed to be doing, and I believe by 733 


that point we had some objective analysis of what the IT 734 


system actually looked like.   735 


It wasn't just the staff at Cover Oregon telling 736 


us it wasn't working.  It was experts and outside experts 737 


saying it's not working, and looking under the hood and 738 


saying it's not working, and then them being able to tell 739 


us and tell me this is how much more expensive it's going 740 


to be if you're going to try and fix this.   741 


So I didn't believe that it was sustainable 742 


based on the financing of what we currently had versus what 743 


we might have to pay to fix it.  744 


Q Okay.  Thank you.   745 


A Yeah.  746 


Q So I'm going to list some individuals, and I was 747 


wondering if you could please describe their role that each 748 


of the individuals played with the governor's office, and 749 


then also if they weren't involved in the governor's 750 


office, the governor's reelection campaign.   751 


A Okay.  752 


Q Michael Bonetto, was he -- did he work for the 753 


governor's office?  754 


A Yes.  755 


Q And what did he do for the governor's office?  756 
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A He was initially my colleague as the health 757 


policy advisor and then he was chief of staff.  758 


Q And did he work for the governor's reelection 759 


campaign to your knowledge?   760 


A I don't think so.  761 


Q Did Alex Pettit work for the governor's office?  762 


A Not to my knowledge. 763 


Q Did Alex Pettit work for the governor's 764 


reelection campaign?  765 


A Not that I know.  766 


Q Did Kevin Looper work for the governor's office?  767 


A Didn't work for the governor's office.  768 


Q Did he work for the governor's reelection 769 


campaign?  770 


A I believe so.  771 


Q Did Tina Evan work for the governor's office?  772 


A She worked for the governor's office in -- yes, 773 


March, I think it was.  774 


Q Did she work for the governor's office before 775 


March 2013?  776 


A I believe don't so.  777 


Q Did she work on the governor's reelection 778 


campaign?   779 


A Not that I know of.  780 


Q Did Mark Wiener work for the governor's office?  781 
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A No.  782 


Q Did Mark Wiener work for the governor's 783 


reelection campaign?  784 


A I believe so.  785 


Q Did Cylvia Hayes work for the governor's office?  786 


A I don't know.  787 


Q To your knowledge, did Cylvia Hayes work for the 788 


governor's reelection campaign?  789 


A Not that I know of.  790 


Q To your knowledge, did Bruce Goldberg work for 791 


the governor's office?  792 


A No.  793 


Q To your knowledge, did Bruce Goldberg work for 794 


the governor's reelection campaign?  795 


A Not that I know of.  796 


Q To your knowledge, did Steve Bella work for the 797 


governor's office?  798 


A I don't know.   799 


Q To your knowledge, did Steve Bella work for the 800 


governor's reelection campaign?   801 


A I don't know.   802 


Q Did Christian Gaston work for the governor's 803 


office to your knowledge?  804 


A I believe he did after the election.  805 


Q So after November 2014?  806 
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A Correct.  807 


Q Did he work for the governor's office before 808 


November 2014 to your knowledge?  809 


A Not that I know of.  810 


Q Did Christian Gaston work for the governor's 811 


reelection campaign to your knowledge?  812 


A I believe so, yes.  813 


Q Did Dan Carol work for the governor's office?  814 


A Yes. 815 


Q What did Dan Carol do for the governor's office?  816 


A I don't remember his official title, but he did 817 


a lot of environmental work and energy work for the 818 


governor.  819 


Q And for what periods do you recall that Dan 820 


Carol worked for the governor's office?  821 


A To the best of my knowledge, he worked there 822 


from when I started in March of 2011 through the 823 


resignation.  824 


Q And to your knowledge, did Dan Carol work on 825 


Cover Oregon issues?  826 


A Not that I know of.  827 


Q Did Dan Carol work on the governor's reelection 828 


campaign to your knowledge?  829 


A I don't know.  830 


Q Did Jan Murdock work for the governor's office?  831 
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A Yes.  832 


Q In what capacity did she work for the governor's 833 


office?  834 


A She was his executive assistant.  835 


Q And do you know how long she worked for the 836 


governor's office as his executive assistant?  837 


A For his entire term.  838 


Q And do you know if Jan Murdock worked for the 839 


governor's reelection campaign?  840 


A I believe so, yes.  841 


Q And during his reelection campaign, did she ever 842 


stop working for the governor's office?  843 


A I believe she did, yes.  844 


Q Did you know when she stopped working for the 845 


governor's office?  846 


A I don't remember.  847 


Q Okay.  Thank you.   848 


And what was Tim Raphael's role with the 849 


governor's office?   850 


A He was the communications director.  851 


Q How long was he the governor's communications 852 


director?  853 


A I believe he was the communications director 854 


from the start of his term, I believe, until November, 855 


December 2013.  856 
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Q And what did Tim Raphael do when he left the 857 


governor's office in November or December 2013?  858 


A I believe he was hired for a communications 859 


consulting firm.  860 


Q Do you know if he worked for the governor's 861 


office at all after he left as communications director in 862 


November or December 2013?  863 


A I don't know.  864 


Q Do you know if Tim Raphael worked on the 865 


governor's reelection campaign?  866 


A I don't know.  867 


Q Can you describe your understanding of Tim 868 


Raphael's role as it relates to Cover Oregon?  869 


A He had a role when he was in the governor's 870 


office.  That's the role I know about.  871 


Q Did you work with Tim Raphael at all on Cover 872 


Oregon issues after he left the governor's office?  873 


A I didn't work with him.  874 


Q Did you understand him to have a role in Cover 875 


Oregon issues after he left the governor's office?  876 


A Yeah.  Tim is a very smart communications 877 


expert, and when we began to have the tremendous challenges 878 


that we were having with Cover Oregon, as we do with a lot 879 


of other issues, we call the folks that we know and trust, 880 


whether inside or outside state government, to help us 881 
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think through issues.  882 


Q Do you know who worked with Tim Raphael on Cover 883 


Oregon issues?  884 


A No, I don't know.  885 


Q And what was Patricia McCaig's role with the 886 


governor's office?  887 


A As far as I know, she didn't have an official 888 


role.  889 


Q Did you work with Patricia McCaig at all while 890 


you worked for the governor's office?  891 


A I talked with Patricia McCaig while I was in the 892 


governor's office.  893 


Q On what issues did work with Patricia McCaig?  894 


A Cover Oregon issues.  895 


Q And approximately, do you recall what time 896 


periods you worked with Patricia McCaig on Cover Oregon 897 


issues?  Was it throughout the entire Cover Oregon project 898 


or did it start at a certain point?  899 


A It wasn't through the entire Cover Oregon 900 


project.  Very similar to Tim's engagement, it was, you 901 


know, the first couple months of 2014 probably, as far as I 902 


can remember.  903 


Q So you mostly worked with Patricia McCaig on 904 


Cover Oregon issues then during the beginning of 2014?  905 


A Right.  906 
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Q Okay.  Thank you.   907 


And did you work with Patricia McCaig on any 908 


issues other than Cover Oregon?   909 


A Not to my knowledge. 910 


Q And to your knowledge, did the governor's office 911 


use campaign funds to supplement its work at all?  912 


A Not that I know of.  913 


Q Do you believe that the governor's office should 914 


use campaign funds to supplement its work?  915 


A No.  916 


Q Do you know if governors -- if staff from the 917 


governor's office coordinated with members of the 918 


governor's reelection team on different issues?  919 


A Not that I know of.  920 


Q Are you aware of any policies and procedures 921 


established by the state of Oregon or the governor's office 922 


in Oregon to limit the commingling of campaign activity 923 


with official actions of the governor's office?  924 


A Yes, I'm aware.  925 


Q And what policies or procedures are you familiar 926 


with that limits the commingling of activity?  927 


A Generally, I remember being in a room just like 928 


this, with a bunch of lawyers telling us we can't commingle 929 


our state business and any campaign business that we would 930 


be doing personally.  So I don't remember the exact 931 
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policies, but it's pretty clear to us the lines.  932 


Q Could you elaborate on what some of those lines 933 


were when you sat in that room, what they told you that you 934 


were allowed to do and what you weren't allowed to do?  935 


A Sure.  I had two cell phones at the time.  I 936 


couldn't use one cell phone for personal business or 937 


campaign business.  We had a state email address.  There 938 


couldn't be any campaign activities, if we were engaged in 939 


the campaign at all, which I was not.  We weren't allowed 940 


to use state business for that.   941 


We weren't allowed to advocate for a particular 942 


position that was going to be on the ballot.  Those kinds 943 


of things were the kinds of things they said make sure you 944 


don't do these things if you're going to do them in your 945 


personal life.  946 


Q Did that mean if you -- did they advise that if 947 


it was a campaign issue, you should use your personal email 948 


account?  949 


A Yes, if we were engaged with the campaign. 950 


Q And then were official staff for the governor's 951 


office or Oregon employees allowed to brief and update 952 


campaign staffers for the governor?  953 


A Were we allowed to?   954 


Q Was that something they discussed in your 955 


meetings of whether an official state employee was allowed 956 
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to work with the campaign staffers for the governor?  957 


.  Those are two different questions.  958 


Can you be a little more specific?   959 


Q Sure.  So did they discuss whether or not, in 960 


your official capacity, the work that you did you could 961 


talk to and brief campaign staffers on those issues and 962 


keep them up-to-date on what was occurring in the 963 


governor's office?  964 


A So on state business, as long as it was state 965 


business, we could talk to anybody we needed to talk to for 966 


advice or counsel or insight, regardless of whether they 967 


had a role or not on a campaign.  968 


Q And then are you familiar with a team that was 969 


created by Michael Bonetto to address Cover Oregon issues?  970 


A I'm not aware of any official team.  971 


Q Were you part of any sort of group that was 972 


created by Michael Bonetto to talk about Cover Oregon 973 


issues?  974 


A I assume.  We had a lot of groups at that point 975 


in time.  976 


Q Do you recall who you spoke with most frequently 977 


about Cover Oregon issues?  978 


A My chief of staff and the governor. 979 


Q Was there anyone else that you spoke with 980 


frequently about Cover Oregon issues, other than the chief 981 
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of staff and the governor?  982 


A Yeah.  At that point, Dr. Bruce Goldberg in his 983 


role as the director of the Oregon Health Authority and 984 


then as the interim director of Cover Oregon.  Tina Edlund, 985 


who was the chief of policy at the Oregon Health Authority 986 


and became the interim director of the Oregon Health 987 


Authority when Bruce left.  I'm sure there's others.  It 988 


was a tumultuous time.  989 


Q Did you communicate with Patricia McCaig 990 


regularly in the beginning of 2014 on Cover Oregon issues?  991 


A Yes. 992 


Q Thank you. 993 


I'm introducing Exhibit 3 into the record.  994 


(Exhibit 3 was marked and entered.)  995 


Q So it looks like from this email chain on 996 


February 2, 2014, you email a group of individuals and say, 997 


"Talked to Mike about getting a call together with all of 998 


us later this evening.  I propose 8:30 using the following 999 


call in info."   1000 


It looks like you sent this email from your 1001 


personal email account; is that correct?   1002 


A Yes.  1003 


Q And did you send this to Bruce Goldberg, Mike 1004 


Bonetto, Nkenge Harmon Johnson, Pat Wentz, and Tina Edlund?  1005 


A Yes.  1006 
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Q And did you send it to all of their personal 1007 


emails addresses?  1008 


A Yes.  1009 


Q And do you recall why you were using your 1010 


personal email account?  1011 


A I don't recall.  I have all of their personal 1012 


email accounts because I'm friends with all them in a 1013 


personal way.  So I don't recall why I did it that way.  1014 


Q And do you recall why you were -- why you would 1015 


have been emailing to get a call together with this group 1016 


of individuals?  1017 


A We frequently had a call with this group of 1018 


individuals around the work that we were doing.  1019 


Q And did you frequently schedule these calls by 1020 


using your personal email?  1021 


A I don't recall if I did or not.  1022 


Q And then Michael Bonetto, it looks like he sends 1023 


the email to Patricia McCaig and says -- asks if there's 1024 


any chance that she can make the call later this evening, 1025 


and he says that the plan is to discuss some Cover Oregon 1026 


media issues, want to make sure we have a handle on things.   1027 


Did you know that he was going to invite 1028 


Patricia McCaig to join the call?   1029 


A I don't remember.  1030 


Q Do you recall if anyone else was invited to join 1031 
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the call, or did you have a lot of group calls with these 1032 


individuals?  1033 


A With the individuals that I sent the email to?   1034 


Q Yes.   1035 


A Yes.  I had a lot of calls with those folks.  1036 


Q And was there anyone else that often joined 1037 


those calls that you had with that group of individuals 1038 


that are on this email chain?  1039 


A I'm sure, but I don't remember.  1040 


Q Do you remember if Patricia McCaig often joined 1041 


those calls?  1042 


A I know she was on some of the calls.  Yeah.   1043 


Q And do you recall if Tim Raphael often joined 1044 


the calls that you had with this group of individuals?  1045 


A I don't recall Tim being on these calls.  1046 


Q Do you recall if Kevin Looper joined some of the 1047 


calls you had with this group of individuals?  1048 


A I don't remember. 1049 


Q Are you familiar with a team that was called the 1050 


Area 51 Team?  1051 


A No, I'm not.  Fun name, though.   1052 


Q So is it fair to say you weren't a member of the 1053 


Area 51 Team?  1054 


A Not to my knowledge.  I've been called a lot of 1055 


things.  I don't know.  1056 
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Q And are you familiar with the technology 1057 


advisory group that was convened for Cover Oregon?  1058 


A Yes, I am.  I think I know what the group is.  1059 


Yeah.  1060 


Q Was it maybe the Technology Options Work Group?  1061 


Is that...   1062 


A I think that's -- I think I know what group 1063 


you're talking about.  Yes.  Got a whole bunch of names.  1064 


Yes.  1065 


Q And then can you describe what this group was?  1066 


A To the best of my knowledge, that group was 1067 


convened by Cover Oregon and the technology team to bring 1068 


in outside experts from health systems, health insurers, 1069 


technology people that didn't have intimate knowledge of 1070 


what was happening or how the system was built, but really 1071 


to help them think through what do we do next, how do we 1072 


make this thing work, how do we change things, develop some 1073 


options, and really have a group of outside experts do 1074 


that.  1075 


Q And do you recall who established this group?  1076 


A I don't recall.  1077 


Q And were you a member of the technology advisory 1078 


group?  1079 


A I was not a member of it.  1080 


Q Did you attend the technology advisory group 1081 
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meetings?  1082 


A I believe so, yes.  1083 


Q So you say you weren't a member, but you 1084 


attended the meetings.  What was your role with the group?  1085 


A My role was a listening role.  Part of my job in 1086 


the governor's office was to get as much information as 1087 


humanly possible around a particular topic, and it was in 1088 


that capacity.  1089 


Q And were there other people that attended the 1090 


meetings, to your knowledge, that also weren't members 1091 


or...   1092 


A I believe so, yes.  1093 


Q And were the technology advisory group meetings 1094 


open to the public?  1095 


A I don't believe so.  1096 


Q Do you recall if there were voting and nonvoting 1097 


members of the technology advisory group?  1098 


A I don't remember.  1099 


Q Did you feel as though the Cover Oregon Board of 1100 


Directors was relying on this technology group to make a 1101 


recommendation to them about the technology solution for 1102 


Cover Oregon?  1103 


A Yes.  That was the point of the group, from what 1104 


I remember.  1105 


Q Do you remember if the technology group reported 1106 
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to the Cover Oregon Board of Directors?  1107 


A I don't remember how it worked.  1108 


Q Do you remember whether meeting -- who 1109 


determined whether meetings were held for the technology 1110 


advisory group?  1111 


A I don't remember.  1112 


Q Do you remember how membership was determined 1113 


for the technology advisory group?  1114 


A I don't know.  1115 


Q Do you remember if the technology advisory group 1116 


made a recommendation at the end of March for the Cover 1117 


Oregon technology option?  1118 


A I don't remember when.  I know they made a final 1119 


recommendation that eventually went to the board.  1120 


Q Okay.  So do you remember before the final 1121 


recommendation if they made a preliminary recommendation?  1122 


A I believe so.  1123 


Q Do you recall what that preliminary 1124 


recommendation was?  1125 


A I believe it was a two-track recommendation, 1126 


where I think Alex said it best.  It's a 100-day sprint of 1127 


whether they could fix what Cover Oregon currently had, 1128 


with very clear milestones and trigger points, and if any 1129 


one of those things weren't met on those deadlines, then 1130 


the recommendation would be to transition to the Federally 1131 
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Facilitated Marketplace.  1132 


Q Okay.  Thank you. 1133 


I'm introducing Exhibit 4 into the record. 1134 


(Exhibit 4 was marked and entered.) 1135 


Q I'd like to direct your attention to the email 1136 


that begins on the page with the Bates Stamp No. 1137 


GOV_HR00051184, that Bruce Wilkinson sent on March 28, 1138 


2014.  So Bruce begins the email saying, "Bruce, thank you 1139 


for this opportunity.  I do plan to participate and very 1140 


much appreciate the opportunity to contribute to this 1141 


ongoing work toward the success of Cover Oregon.  I did not 1142 


have a lot to add to Thursday's meeting as I agreed with 1143 


almost everything that was discussed.  In that spirit, I 1144 


will say that I fully support the consensus decision of the 1145 


group (option 9+2 or, as Sue rechristened it, option 11).   1146 


However, one possible concern that we might well 1147 


consider for a minute or two fairly soon is this:  Now that 1148 


we have decided to mitigate the risk of Option 2 by setting 1149 


a trigger date of late May or early June for invoking 1150 


Option 9 as a contingency, it seems reasonable to infer 1151 


that the risk of a successful Option 9 rises incrementally 1152 


from day-to-day between now and the trigger date, unless we 1153 


are doing something to develop that option.  Of course, 1154 


working on parallel fronts also has a cost.  Based on the 1155 


group response to my question about a 'two front war' (that 1156 
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we have decided to only work on Option 2 until the end of 1157 


May), I inferred that we have chosen to believe that the 1158 


risk increment accruing to Option 9 during the next two 1159 


months is negligible relative to the cost of a parallel 1160 


attack." 1161 


Do you recall who Bruce Wilkinson is?  1162 


A I believe he works for Providence.  1163 


Q And do you recall if he was a member of the 1164 


technology advisory group throughout the duration of the 1165 


group?  1166 


A I know he was a participant.  I don't know if it 1167 


was for the duration.  1168 


Q And so is it fair to interpret what I just read 1169 


as Mr. Wilkinson stating that at its March 27, 2014, 1170 


meeting, the technology advisory group had initially 1171 


recommended to continue with the existing technology and 1172 


have the FFM as a backup but not to work on the two plans 1173 


simultaneously?   1174 


Does that sound familiar, it sounds like?   1175 


A It sounds fair.  1176 


Q And then do you remember having this discussion 1177 


in the March 27, 2014, technology advisory group --  1178 


A I don't remember.  1179 


Q -- meeting about whether to do them 1180 


simultaneously or separately?  1181 
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A I don't remember specifically.  1182 


Q Okay.  But do you recall if on the March 27th 1183 


meeting before making its preliminary recommendation, the 1184 


technology advisory group had recommended just continuing 1185 


to work on developing and deploying the existing technology 1186 


and holding off on doing anything with the federal exchange 1187 


until May?  1188 


A I don't remember.  1189 


Q Okay.  Thank you. 1190 


So before the email, you had discussed a little 1191 


bit that you do remember the preliminary recommendation of 1192 


the technology advisory group to work on the existing 1193 


technology with the FFM as a contingency.   1194 


Are you aware of Alex Pettit briefing anyone 1195 


about the technology advisory group's preliminary 1196 


recommendation?   1197 


A I know he briefed me.  1198 


Q He briefed -- you attended the meetings, 1199 


correct?  1200 


A Correct.  1201 


Q So he briefed you as well.  Was that in a 1202 


separate meeting he briefed you?  1203 


A It was usually in a separate meeting, but I was 1204 


in most of those meetings, from what I remember.  1205 


Q So why did he brief you?  Did he brief you on it 1206 
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separately from the group as well?  1207 


A Yes.  1208 


Q And was anyone else attending that briefing?  1209 


A I'm sure there were people on that briefing 1210 


other than me.  I know there were.  1211 


Q So why was that briefing being held?  1212 


A Frankly, I'm not a technology guy.  So as 1213 


they're going through their three or four hours of 1214 


technology, I needed the dumbed-down version of what 1215 


they're actually talking about and what they're actually 1216 


doing and why one is better than another.  1217 


Q Do you remember if there was a certain group 1218 


that this briefing was being given to?  Was it for the 1219 


governor's office?  Do you know who Alex Pettit -- you said 1220 


you don't recall what members, who was at the briefing, 1221 


but...  1222 


A So in my role, Alex reported to the governor's 1223 


office in his old role as the CIO of the state, and he felt 1224 


an obligation to continue to make sure we understood what 1225 


was going on in the governor's office and for the governor.  1226 


Q Do you recall if Michael Bonetto was at the 1227 


briefing?  1228 


A I assume he was at some of them.  1229 


Q So can you -- so there were multiple briefings 1230 


on... 1231 
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A I don't remember.  1232 


Q Was Bruce Goldberg at the technology advisory 1233 


group meetings that you recall?  1234 


A I believe he was at some.  1235 


Q Did he also brief you on the technology advisory 1236 


group's work?  1237 


A From what I remember.  1238 


Q Did you brief anyone about the technology 1239 


advisory group's recommendation or work in early 1240 


April 2014? 1241 


A Yes.  1242 


Q Who did you brief?  1243 


A Governor and chief of staff.  1244 


Q And do you recall what you told them during that 1245 


briefing?  1246 


A I don't remember.  1247 


Q Did you have any concerns about the technology 1248 


advisory group's preliminary recommendation?  1249 


A No.  I just had concerns generally about where 1250 


we were on that process.  The overarching message that I 1251 


kept receiving from the technology group and the briefings 1252 


about them is time was not on our side.  The system that we 1253 


had was innately broken, and every minute we wasted was 1254 


going to put more pressure on any option we chose.  1255 


Q Do you know if the governor had any concerns 1256 
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about the technology advisory group's preliminary 1257 


recommendation?  1258 


A I don't remember if we did or not.   1259 


Q Do you remember if Michael Bonetto had any 1260 


concerns about the technology advisory group's preliminary 1261 


recommendation?  1262 


A I don't remember.  1263 


Q And can you describe the role of the governor's 1264 


office in deciding that Cover Oregon should switch from the 1265 


state supported IT platform to healthcare.gov?  1266 


A It wasn't the governor's decision.  1267 


Q But to the extent that the governor was 1268 


involved, in your opinion, what was the governor's office 1269 


role?  1270 


A Our role was to take all the information in, and 1271 


it was clear we had a preference, and it was clear we had a 1272 


recommendation, but that was it.  The Cover Oregon board 1273 


had all the responsibility to change the direction of what 1274 


Cover Oregon was doing.  1275 


Q And you said it was clear you had to preference.  1276 


What was the preference of the governor's office?  1277 


A The preference for us was to move to the 1278 


Federally Facilitated Marketplace for the 2015 open 1279 


enrollment period.  1280 


Q Do you know when that became the preference of 1281 
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the governor's office?  1282 


A I don't remember.  1283 


Q To your knowledge, did former Governor Kitzhaber 1284 


ever believe that he would be the one that had to make the 1285 


decision for Cover Oregon's technology?  1286 


A I don't know if he felt that or not.  1287 


Q Did Michael Bonetto ever tell you that Oregon 1288 


did not need an IT platform that was going to be highly 1289 


scrutinized over the next several years?  1290 


A I don't remember.  1291 


Q Did former Governor Kitzhaber ever tell you that 1292 


Oregon did not need an IT platform that was going to be 1293 


highly scrutinized over the next several years?  1294 


A I don't remember.  1295 


Q Were you concerned about having an IT platform 1296 


that was going to be highly scrutinized over the next 1297 


several years?   1298 


A Yes.  1299 


Q Is that one of the reasons that you preferred 1300 


that Oregon switch to the Federally Facilitated 1301 


Marketplace?  1302 


A My preference was to make sure we could enroll 1303 


people into coverage, and at that point, we hadn't been 1304 


able to do that with the system that we paid for.  1305 


Q Okay.  Thank you.   1306 
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I'm introducing Exhibit 5 into the record. 1307 


(Exhibit 5 was marked and entered.)   1308 


Q This appears to be an email chain from March 26, 1309 


2014, with you, Michael Bonetto, and Governor Kitzhaber 1310 


included on the chain.  Would you agree?  1311 


A Yes.  1312 


Q And so in the middle of the first page, you ask 1313 


former Governor Kitzhaber if he will be joining tomorrow at 1314 


10 for tech team.   1315 


Kitzhaber responded to your email and said, "10 1316 


a.m. works.  However, I would you to set up the meeting at 1317 


the beginning with the attached risk assessment (really a 1318 


summary of what Bruce put together yesterday) which lays 1319 


out what I think is the single most essential question we 1320 


need to answer:  what is our degree of confidence that our 1321 


current technology platform is the right platform; that it 1322 


will work, that we can get it up soon enough; and that it 1323 


will perform reliably and be within our budget." 1324 


Do you know why Governor Kitzhaber had asked 1325 


Bruce Goldberg to put information together on the 1326 


technology options for him?  1327 


A So he could understand what was happening.  1328 


Q And do you know why this work was being 1329 


discussed outside of the technology advisory group?  1330 


A So he could understand what was going on.  1331 
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Q And then do you recall if Governor Kitzhaber 1332 


attended the technology advisory group meeting?  1333 


A I don't remember.  1334 


Q If you turn back to the -- I believe it's the 1335 


risk assessment, beginning on the page with Bates Stamp No. 1336 


MBG2037567.  Is it your understanding that this is the risk 1337 


assessment that Governor Kitzhaber was referring to in his 1338 


email?   1339 


A I don't know if this is the one that he's 1340 


referring to.  1341 


Q Do you know who created this document?  1342 


A I don't remember.  1343 


Q If you'll go to the middle of the portion that's 1344 


highlighted in yellow that begins with "So... Central 1345 


Question," the page says, "The entry level technology 1346 


question really hinges on whether we believe we can get the 1347 


current code and technology architecture up and running, 1348 


how soon, how reliable, and how much the cost.  I think it 1349 


is a mistake to hedge our bets with the federal exchange as 1350 


the  1351 


backup."   1352 


Do you know what was meant by, I think it is a 1353 


mistake to hedge our bets with the federal exchange as the 1354 


backup?   1355 


A I don't know what he meant here.  1356 
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Q Did you have any discussions about that 1357 


statement with anyone?  1358 


A I don't remember.  1359 


Q Do you know if the governor, did he ever express 1360 


any concerns to you that it was a mistake to hedge your 1361 


bets with the federal exchange as the  1362 


backup?  1363 


A Not that I remember.  1364 


Q Do you recall if you discussed the statement 1365 


with Michael Bonetto?  1366 


A Not that I remember. 1367 


Q I'm introducing Exhibit 6 into the record and 1368 


see if that helps refresh your memory.  1369 


(Exhibit 6 was marked and entered.) 1370 


Q So in this email from you to Michael Bonetto, 1371 


sent on March 27, 2014, you write:  "I was re-reviewing his 1372 


take on where he is.  Caught this sentence that I missed 1373 


before.  I think it is a mistake to hedge our bets with the 1374 


federal exchange as the backup.  Call me prior to 8."   1375 


Do you remember why this particular sentence may 1376 


have caught your attention?   1377 


A I don't remember.  1378 


Q And so do you recall whether you and Mike 1379 


Bonetto discussed this statement on March 27, 2014?  1380 


A I don't remember.  1381 
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Q Okay.  Thank you. 1382 


Do you recall how Alex Pettit was chosen to 1383 


serve as the interim chief information officer of Cover 1384 


Oregon?  1385 


A I believe he was asked by the governor.  1386 


Q Did you have any involvement in the process?  1387 


A I believe I didn't, until it was already done.  1388 


Q So what involvement did you have after it was 1389 


already done then, I guess?  1390 


A As I was with a lot people there, I was a 1391 


liaison for the governor and his representative, as Alex 1392 


needed me for anything.  1393 


Q So you worked with Alex once he served in that 1394 


role, not that you had any --  1395 


A Correct.  I didn't know Alex before, correct.  1396 


Q And do you recall if Sara Miller went with Alex 1397 


Pettit to Cover Oregon?  1398 


A I believe she did.  Yes.  1399 


Q And do you know what role Sara Miller was going 1400 


to serve at Cover Oregon?  1401 


A I don't know what her official role was.  1402 


Q And do you know how it was decided that she 1403 


would go with Alex Pettit to Cover Oregon?  1404 


A If I remember, it was Alex's request.  1405 


Q Do you recall if Sara Miller had any involvement 1406 
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in the project to transition to healthcare.gov?  1407 


A Yes, she did.  1408 


Q And what role did she serve?  1409 


A I believe she was the lead project manager.  I 1410 


don't know what her official title was.  1411 


Q And do you know what her responsibilities were 1412 


as the lead project manager?  1413 


A I believe it was to make sure it got done.  1414 


Q And at that time, was she still working in Cover 1415 


Oregon, or did she transition into another office to serve 1416 


in that role?  1417 


A I don't remember.  1418 


Q And did anyone else assist her with her role as 1419 


the lead project manager to assist with the transition to 1420 


healthcare.gov?   1421 


A There was a lot of people that helped her do it.  1422 


Q Were there any individuals that were the primary 1423 


individuals that helped her in that role?  1424 


A The primary responsibility from the governor's 1425 


office was Tina Edlund at that time.  1426 


Q And how was Tina Edlund selected for that role?  1427 


A She was the best person for the job.  1428 


Q And do you know who selected her for that role?  1429 


A It was a joint decision and a recommendation 1430 


from myself and Mike Bonetto to the governor.  1431 
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Q And did the Cover Oregon Board of Directors 1432 


participate in that decision to select her to serve as the 1433 


person who was in charge of the project to switch to 1434 


healthcare.gov?  1435 


A I don't recall. 1436 


  We will take five minutes and 1437 


rotate chairs. 1438 


(Off the record.)  1439 


         EXAMINATION 1440 


   1441 


Q Thank you again for being here.  I wanted to ask 1442 


briefly about your position in the governor's office.  How 1443 


would you describe your responsibilities? 1444 


A I advise the governor on policy, on his health 1445 


care agenda, and implementation of his health care agenda.  1446 


Q Did you ever act as a liaison to other state, 1447 


federal agencies, or entities --  1448 


A Yes.  1449 


Q -- in that capacity?   1450 


Did you act as a liaison to Cover Oregon after 1451 


it was established?   1452 


A Yes.  1453 


Q And who did you most frequently communicate 1454 


with?  1455 


A Most frequently, Rocky King.  1456 
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Q And how did you view the purpose of that, of 1457 


your liaison role?  1458 


A Cover Oregon and the health insurance exchange 1459 


was a central component to the governor's health care 1460 


agenda.  It was really important for him to get people 1461 


coverage, and in order to do that, Cover Oregon and the 1462 


health insurance exchange had to work, and my role was to 1463 


make sure it was continuing down that path from a vision 1464 


perspective, from a policy perspective, and then as Cover 1465 


Oregon needed stuff or needed conversations with our state 1466 


legislature, our delegation, federal partners, I could help 1467 


assist in that way.  1468 


Q What other agencies did you communicate with in 1469 


this way?  1470 


A State or federal?   1471 


Q State.   1472 


A State.  The Oregon Health Authority, which is 1473 


our Medicaid agency.  Department of Human Services, 1474 


Department of Consumer and Business Services, which is 1475 


where our insurance division is, and then any other state 1476 


agency that had a role at any point.  1477 


Q And you mentioned that you would occasionally 1478 


consult with outside experts?  1479 


A Uh-huh.  1480 


Q What was the purpose for doing that?  1481 
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A That I need smart people and smart advice.  1482 


There was a lot of times where we would get somebody who 1483 


had -- was a retired executive of some health care industry 1484 


or was a really smart researcher from another place, that 1485 


we just needed ideas from and conversations with.  We knew 1486 


we weren't the smartest people on everything, so we needed 1487 


to make sure we were, and bringing in outside people to do 1488 


that was usually the best way, whether they were inside or 1489 


outside state government.  1490 


Q And would you say you regularly did that on a 1491 


regular basis -- 1492 


A Uh-huh.  1493 


Q -- for a variety of issues?  1494 


A Yes.  1495 


Q Do you know how the concept for Oregon's health 1496 


insurance exchange first came about?  1497 


A I don't recall the exact moment, but Oregon had 1498 


been on a path since about 2007 to develop its own health 1499 


insurance exchange well before the ACA.  So the ACA created 1500 


a tremendous opportunity for us to do that.  1501 


Q And why did Oregon want to develop its own 1502 


exchange?  1503 


A We believed it was the best way to provide 1504 


coverage for people who didn't have coverage.  At that 1505 


point in time, Oregon had about a 17% uninsured rate, and 1506 
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we, as a small state, were having a real challenge in 1507 


figuring out to cover those folks.  We believe that was a 1508 


necessary first step in the reform efforts.  1509 


Q And where were you working when Oregon first 1510 


began developing its insurance exchange after the ACA was 1511 


enacted?  1512 


A I believe I was still at the Oregon Health 1513 


Authority as the deputy director of the policy SHOP.  1514 


Q And what was your level of involvement at that 1515 


time, in the early phases of the insurance exchange 1516 


development?  1517 


A It was really policy goals, policy objectives, 1518 


what we were attempting to achieve, and then how that 1519 


translates into what legislation would look like for the 1520 


state to have its own.  1521 


Q And were you aware of the IT component of that 1522 


project at the time?  1523 


A I was aware of it.  Yes.  1524 


Q To what extent were you involved in that 1525 


component?  1526 


A I wasn't involved, as far as I know.  1527 


Q Just aware and kept informed?  1528 


A Aware that we needed IT to make it all work.  1529 


Yeah.  1530 


Q Do you know when Oregon decided to contract out 1531 
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the development of its insurance exchange website?  1532 


A I don't remember the exact time.  1533 


Q Do you know why Oregon decided to contract out 1534 


the development of the website?  1535 


A I believe they felt it was the best option to 1536 


deliver technology on time and on budget.  1537 


Q At a high level, do you know how Oregon came to 1538 


select Oracle to do that work?  1539 


A I don't remember, no.   1540 


Q Do you know if any other vendors submitted bids 1541 


to develop the exchange website?  1542 


A I don't remember.  1543 


Q Do you know why Oracle was selected?  1544 


A I believe that the group that selected them 1545 


believed they could do the work and that Oracle said they 1546 


could do the work in the scope that was described and on 1547 


the timelines that we all knew were there.  1548 


Q Are you aware of any representations Oracle made 1549 


at the time about the level of customization that would be 1550 


required to develop the exchange website technology?  1551 


A Yes.  To the best of my knowledge, they 1552 


essentially said it was off the shelf, and then as reports 1553 


later would come to note, that it wasn't off the shelf.  It 1554 


was highly customizable, which I think created challenges 1555 


on the technology side to deliver what they said they would 1556 
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deliver.  1557 


Q I'd like to show you a document marked Exhibit 1558 


7.   1559 


(Exhibit 7 was marked and entered.) 1560 


Q And this is the First Data Cover Oregon Website 1561 


Implementation Assessment dated April 23rd, 2014.  Are you 1562 


familiar with this document?  1563 


A I am.  1564 


Q And who is First Data?  1565 


A I believe they are a consulting firm.  1566 


Q And do you know why they put together this 1567 


report?  1568 


A I believe they were asked by the governor and 1569 


the state to do an analysis, an objective analysis, of what 1570 


went wrong and how we could do better moving forward.  1571 


Q If you turn to page 5, the second to last 1572 


paragraph on that page, the report reads:  "It should be 1573 


noted that the amount of Oracle software customization 1574 


required has been significantly more than anticipated.  1575 


Although the Oracle software was reported to meet 95% of 1576 


the original requirements without customization, a HIX-IT 1577 


Project Assessment Report from May 2013 estimated the 1578 


system to be 60% COTS" -- which is Commercial Off the 1579 


Shelf -- "and 40% custom configuration."   1580 


Were you aware that First Data had made this 1581 
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finding about Oracle software?   1582 


A I am.  1583 


Q What's your interpretation of the finding?  1584 


A That the arrangement that the state went into 1585 


with Oracle to deliver on its head wasn't correct.  They 1586 


promised that it wasn't going to be customizable, they 1587 


didn't think it was, and turns out it was highly 1588 


customizable.  1589 


Q Why would it have been preferable to Oregon that 1590 


only 5% of Oracle's product was customizable as opposed to 1591 


40%?   1592 


A Well, this was a very large project, a project 1593 


that we hadn't encountered before, that no one had 1594 


encountered before, and the less customization, the better 1595 


so it could be on time and it could work the way that we 1596 


needed it to work.   1597 


Every time you go in and try to customize 1598 


something, something else is going to change.  And clearly, 1599 


in this case, a lot of that customization created a lot of 1600 


the challenges that the technology never worked, and it 1601 


wasn't what the state signed up for.  1602 


Q Do you know when individuals within Cover Oregon 1603 


or OHA or elsewhere came to the realization that the 1604 


technology was much more customizable than they thought?  1605 


The First Data report references a May 2013 assessment 1606 
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report.   1607 


Do you know if this is -- if that's the date 1608 


they became aware?   1609 


A I don't know if that's the exact date.  I think 1610 


when I got more engaged at the end of the summer, early 1611 


fall of 2013, and hearing from experts and getting 1612 


objective eyes inside the system, they kept telling me over 1613 


and over that it's more of a mess than we thought, it's 1614 


more customizable than we thought.  1615 


Q And who are "they" that you're referring to?  1616 


A Well, one example is Alex Pettit, I think when 1617 


he came, and he wasn't from the state.  He just got there.  1618 


He was an expert.  He was a respected expert in the field 1619 


and kept advising us that it's more of a mess than we had 1620 


anticipated.   1621 


Q And he and others were learning this information 1622 


from outside experts that were brought in or from Oracle?  1623 


A They were learning it from outside objective 1624 


observers who are technology experts, who were looking at 1625 


the technology and saying it doesn't work, of course it 1626 


doesn't work because of this.  Those are the folks that 1627 


were doing it, not folks like me.  1628 


Q Do you know what Oracle -- what representations 1629 


Oracle was making about the level of customization at that 1630 


time?  1631 
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A From what I remember, they continued to say that 1632 


it should work, it does work.  I never witnessed it ever 1633 


working the way that it was supposed to work.  1634 


Q When were you made aware of the October 1st, 1635 


2013, deadline for Oregon's exchange website to go live to 1636 


the public?  In other words, to have a fully functional 1637 


exchange website that could be used by the public to enroll 1638 


in health care insurance?  1639 


A My expectation would have been October 1.  1640 


Q And when did you become aware of that deadline? 1641 


A The deadline, that that was the deadline?   1642 


Q Yes.   1643 


A When the ACA passed, right, everybody knew that 1644 


deadline.  1645 


Q So you just answered my next question.  But was 1646 


this a deadline that, in your opinion, was widely known by 1647 


individuals working on the exchange project?   1648 


A Absolutely.  1649 


Q Is this a deadline that you would have expected 1650 


Oracle to be aware of?  1651 


A Yes.  1652 


Q Was it your understanding that Oracle had 1653 


committed to completing a fully functional exchange website 1654 


that could be used by members of the public by October 1, 1655 


2013?  1656 
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A Yes.  1657 


Q And what was the basis of your understanding?  1658 


A That they were the contractor that was supposed 1659 


to deliver that.  1660 


Q And why was it important for the exchange to go 1661 


live by October 1st?  1662 


A That was the date of open enrollment.  That was 1663 


the first date that people could get health insurance that 1664 


couldn't afford it, that didn't have it.  We had a huge 1665 


need in Oregon.  17% uninsured.  And they were waiting for 1666 


October 1st to come so they could enroll.  1667 


Q And they were planning to do that by going 1668 


online to the website that Oracle was building?  1669 


A Correct.  1670 


Q At a high level, what was your understanding of 1671 


Oregon's expectations for what the end product of the 1672 


website would look like?  1673 


A The end product of the vision that Oregon had, 1674 


and the vision that was the reason we contracted with 1675 


Oracle, was anyone could take a laptop, as long as they had 1676 


an Internet connection, could sit down without help from 1677 


anybody else and enroll, shop, buy, enroll in coverage 1678 


end-to-end in half an hour, 45 minutes, an hour.   1679 


And again, to the best of my knowledge, that 1680 


never happened.  1681 
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Q Do you know whether Oregon communicated that 1682 


expectation to Oracle?  1683 


A I don't know, but I hope so.  1684 


Q Would it be your assumption that that 1685 


expectation was communicated?  1686 


A Yes, it is my expectation.  1687 


Q Are you aware of any actions Oracle took that 1688 


would have suggested it did not understand Oregon's 1689 


expectation for the end product of the website?  1690 


A Not that I know of.  1691 


Q To your knowledge, before filing its lawsuit, 1692 


did Oracle ever dispute the expectation that it would 1693 


deliver a fully functional website that could be used by 1694 


members of the public by October 1, 2013?  1695 


A Not to my knowledge.  1696 


Q So in the months leading up to the October 1st 1697 


go live date, what was your level of involvement in the 1698 


development of the website?  1699 


A I had no involvement in the development of the 1700 


website, but I was briefed by the Cover Oregon staff on the 1701 


progress to date on whether they felt like we were going to 1702 


open on October 1st, and then as I stated previously, what 1703 


that was going to look like, and so then how we could talk 1704 


about it and how we could prepare the public for what was 1705 


going to happen on October 1st.  1706 
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Q Who at Cover Oregon and OHA were providing these 1707 


updates to you?  1708 


A Predominately, it was Rocky King and his 1709 


leadership at Cover Oregon, and at that time, it was still 1710 


Bruce Goldberg and his leadership team, Oregon Health 1711 


Authority.  1712 


Q And in the summer months leading up to 1713 


October 1st, generally speaking, what were you hearing from 1714 


Rocky King and others at Cover Oregon and those at OHA 1715 


about how the website was coming along?  1716 


A It was a high-risk project, it was a  1717 


high-risk project the moment they started, but we're on 1718 


track.  We're assured by our contractors and by our IT 1719 


folks that we're on track.  1720 


Q Sorry.  When you say "our contractors," who were 1721 


you referring to?  1722 


A I'm referring to Oracle.  1723 


Q Going back to the First Data report, if you turn 1724 


to page 63, so this is a timeline of key events that was 1725 


prepared by First Data, it says at the top of the page 1726 


there.  If you look at the next page, page 64 and go to the 1727 


entry dated June 19, 2013, it reads:  "Governor's office 1728 


briefing meeting on IT project with Sean Kolmer, Mike 1729 


Bonetto, Rocky King, Aaron Karjala, Erinn Kelley-Siel, 1730 


Bruce Goldberg, and Carolyn Lawson.  Update - Project on 1731 
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Track."   1732 


Can you briefly tell me who the individuals 1733 


listed here are, apart from yourself?   1734 


A Sure.  Mike Bonetto was the health care advisor 1735 


with the governor.  Rocky King, the executive director of 1736 


Cover Oregon.  Aaron Karjala was the chief information 1737 


officer of Cover Oregon.  Erinn Kelley-Siel was the 1738 


director of the Department of Human Services.  Bruce 1739 


Goldberg was the director of the Oregon Health Authority, 1740 


and Carolyn Lawson was the chief information officer of the 1741 


Oregon Health Authority.  1742 


Q Do you recall attending this meeting?  1743 


A I don't recall attending this meeting.  1744 


Q Do you know what the purposes -- from reading 1745 


the description here and from your general recollection of 1746 


being briefed at the time, do you know what the purpose of 1747 


this meeting would have been?  1748 


A The purpose of this meeting was a usual and 1749 


consistent update that these team members had to the 1750 


governor's office, to make sure we understood where they 1751 


were on the project, progress to date, any challenges, and 1752 


let us know, like it says here, that the project is on 1753 


track.  1754 


Q And what was your understanding of what "on 1755 


track" meant?  1756 
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A "On track" to me at that time period meant the 1757 


website was going to be fully functional and fully 1758 


operational on October 1st.  1759 


Q To your knowledge, did "on track" pertain to the 1760 


status of Oracle's work on the exchange website?  1761 


A Yes.   1762 


Q And who was telling you that the project was on 1763 


track at these meetings?  1764 


A The Cover Oregon team and the OHA team, 1765 


especially the IT experts in that group.  1766 


Q And what was the basis of their belief that the 1767 


project was on track?  1768 


A I believe and I understand that they were 1769 


hearing that from Oracle and other contractors that they 1770 


had.  1771 


Q If you turn to page 65, are three descriptions 1772 


at the top of the page.  The first two are dated July 12, 1773 


2013, July 27, 2013.  They both read:  "Governor's office 1774 


briefing meeting on IT project with Sean Kolmer, Mike 1775 


Bonetto, Rocky King, Aaron Karjala, Erinn Kelley-Siel, 1776 


Bruce Goldberg and Carolyn Lawson.  Update - Project on 1777 


Track."   1778 


Do you recall attending any of these meetings in 1779 


July of 2013?   1780 


A I don't recall them specifically, but I was 1781 
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clearly in these meetings.  1782 


Q And what was your understanding of what "on 1783 


track" meant?  1784 


A We were going to have a fully functional health 1785 


insurance exchange website on October 1st.  1786 


Q And who was telling you that the project would 1787 


be on track?  1788 


A Cover Oregon and Oregon Health Authority.  1789 


Q And what did you understand to be the basis of 1790 


their belief that the project was still on track at this 1791 


time?  1792 


A I believe they were hearing from contractors, 1793 


Oracle specifically, around whether they were going to 1794 


deliver the project on time and on budget.  1795 


Q The next entry is dated July 31, 2013, reads:  1796 


"Governor's office brief meeting on IT project with Sean 1797 


Kolmer, Mike Bonetto, Rocky King, Aaron Karjala, Erinn 1798 


Kelley-Siel, Bruce Goldberg and Carolyn Lawson.  1799 


Update - May need to do a stage launch but project on 1800 


track."   1801 


Do you recall this meeting?   1802 


A I don't recall the specific meeting.  1803 


Q Do you recall first being informed that the 1804 


website would -- may need to do a stage launch?  1805 


A Yes.   1806 
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Q Do you recall what was conveyed to you about 1807 


what had changed between the prior meetings when the 1808 


project was simply on track and in this meeting when the 1809 


website would have to be staged?  1810 


A My recollection of staged doesn't mean it's not 1811 


going to be done.  It means it might not be done 1812 


October 1st.  So my expectation out of that meeting was 1813 


things were still on track to have a fully functional 1814 


website that Oracle was going to deliver.  It just might 1815 


not happen on October 1st.  1816 


Q And do you know whether staged launch pertained 1817 


to who could actually use the website when it did open, for 1818 


example, just a member of the general public versus an 1819 


agent or a community partner?  1820 


A Yes, and that was my expectation of a staged 1821 


launch.  And what I was being told at that point in time 1822 


was, open it up to folks who could navigate through it and 1823 


help other people navigate it through it, to fix things if 1824 


there were things that weren't working and then be able to 1825 


open it up to the general public.  1826 


Q And was it your understanding that the more 1827 


limited website, which could be used by agents and 1828 


community partners, would still be live October 1st?  1829 


A Yes.  1830 


Q And who told you about the staged launch, do you 1831 
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recall?  1832 


A The Cover Oregon staff and the Oregon Health 1833 


Authority.  1834 


Q What explanation did they provide?  1835 


A They continued to say that the contractor, 1836 


Oracle specifically, had confidence that they were going to 1837 


get to October 1st and, even with the staged launch, would 1838 


be able to open up a fully operational exchange that the 1839 


general public could use.  1840 


Q And at this point in time, in July 2013, what 1841 


was your level of confidence in Oracle's ability produce a 1842 


functional website by October 1st, 2013?  1843 


A In July?   1844 


Q Uh-huh.   1845 


A I was as confident as I could be at that time.  1846 


Again, it was a large scale project, but everything I was 1847 


hearing from the experts was that we were going to launch 1848 


and that we were going to be open for business October 1st.  1849 


Q By "experts" there, do you mean Cover Oregon?  1850 


A The Cover Oregon team, OHA team.  And they were 1851 


hearing it from Oracle and other contractors that things 1852 


were going to work.  1853 


Q Please go to the next page, page 66, to the 1854 


entry dated September 3, 2013.  This entry reads: 1855 


"Governor's office briefing meeting on IT project with Sean 1856 
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Kolmer, Mike Bonetto, Rocky King, Aaron Karjala, Erinn 1857 


Kelley-Siel, Bruce Goldberg and Carolyn Lawson.  1858 


Update - Will be a staged launch but project on track."   1859 


Do you recall attending this meeting?   1860 


A I don't recall the specific meeting, but I know 1861 


the content.  1862 


Q At this point in time, on September -- you know, 1863 


roughly, September 2013, was it still your understanding 1864 


that the website project was on track notwithstanding the 1865 


staged launch?  1866 


A Yes.  1867 


Q And what was the basis of your understanding at 1868 


that time?  1869 


A Was hearing from the Cover Oregon team and the 1870 


Oregon Health Authority team, which was hearing from Oracle 1871 


and other contractors that it was just a delay in time, not 1872 


that it wasn't going to be delivered, and these are things 1873 


that could be expected and that it would work.  1874 


Q And when you say it would be delivered --  1875 


A Health insurance exchange, where the general 1876 


public could go online and enroll without the help of 1877 


somebody.  1878 


Q Okay.  Please turn to page 68, the entry dated 1879 


September 28, 2013.  This entry reads:  "Cover Oregon 1880 


conducts an internal website end-to-end test with Oracle 1881 
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leadership that fails.  Rocky declared at that meeting that 1882 


'he was pulling the plug' on the website."   1883 


Do you know what the end-to-end test referenced here 1884 


was?  1885 


A My belief is the end-to-end test is the general 1886 


public could go on to a website and shop, buy, and enroll 1887 


in health insurance coverage end-to-end without somebody's 1888 


help.  1889 


Q Were you aware of this test at the time?  1890 


A I was aware of the test at the time.  1891 


Q And were you aware that the test failed?  1892 


A I was aware that it failed.  1893 


Q What was your reaction to that?  1894 


A Astonishment, disbelief, 'cause everything that 1895 


we had heard, that I had heard up to this point was things 1896 


were on track, don't worry, it was going to work.  1897 


Q You had heard that from?  1898 


A From the Cover Oregon team, the Oregon Health 1899 


Authority team, who was hearing it from the contractors, 1900 


Oracle specifically, who was building the website.  1901 


Q Do you know what Oracle's response to the 1902 


failure of this test was?  1903 


A I don't know.  1904 


Q What was the response of individuals that you 1905 


worked with at Cover Oregon and OHA?  1906 
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A I think they all shared my disbelief and then, 1907 


frankly, turned to concern very quickly.  We had a large 1908 


campaign to get people into coverage.  People were waiting 1909 


to get into coverage, and we were two days out from 1910 


October 1st, and Oracle and the IT folks were telling us it 1911 


wasn't going to work.  1912 


Q And was this the first time that you became 1913 


aware that it wasn't going to work?  1914 


A Yes.  1915 


Q To your knowledge, was this the first time that 1916 


individuals at Cover Oregon and OHA became aware that it 1917 


wasn't going to work?  1918 


A I believe so, yes.  1919 


Q I'm sorry.  When I say "it," I mean the website.   1920 


A Correct.  1921 


Q Did the website, in fact, launch to agents and 1922 


partners on October 1st?  1923 


A I don't recall if it was October 1st or not.  1924 


Q Do you know when the website went live to the 1925 


general public as initially planned? 1926 


A I don't believe it ever did.  1927 


Q What was your reaction to Oracle's inability to 1928 


have the website ready to launch on October 1st?  1929 


A My reaction was disbelief.  They appeared to be 1930 


a very capable IT company that the state had expectations 1931 
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on, and they said they could do it, and they didn't 1932 


deliver.  1933 


Q So after the website failed to launch as planned 1934 


on October 1st, did you still at that point in time believe 1935 


that Oracle would eventually produce a fully functional 1936 


website that could be used by members of the public to 1937 


enroll in insurance?  1938 


A Yes.  1939 


Q Why?  1940 


A Oracle continued to tell the Cover Oregon staff 1941 


that they needed more time, that they needed a little bit 1942 


of this or a little bit of that to fix it and get it up and 1943 


running.  So every indication that I was receiving was that 1944 


it would be up, it was just a matter of time.  1945 


Q So it was your understanding that officials at 1946 


Cover Oregon and OHA still believed at this point in time 1947 


that Oracle would eventually produce a fully functional 1948 


website that could be used by members of the general 1949 


public?  1950 


A Yes.  1951 


Q And again, what did you understand to be the 1952 


basis of their belief?  1953 


A Because Oracle kept telling them they would do 1954 


it.  1955 


Q Okay.  I'd like to show you a document marked 1956 
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Exhibit 8. 1957 


(Exhibit 8 was marked and entered.)  1958 


Q So this is an email from Rocky King to you and 1959 


Mike Bonetto and others on November 20, 2013.  Do you 1960 


remember receiving this email?  1961 


A I don't remember receiving it.  1962 


Q This email is dated November 20th, which is 1963 


almost two months after the website failed to launch; is 1964 


that correct?  1965 


A Correct.  1966 


Q Had the website subsequently gone live by this 1967 


point, November 20th, 2013?  1968 


A To the best of my knowledge, it had not gone 1969 


live to the general public as it was supposed to.  1970 


Q And who is Rocky King?  1971 


A Rocky King was the executive director of Cover 1972 


Oregon.  1973 


Q Mr. King appears to be forwarding an email chain 1974 


between himself and Edward Screven.  I may not be 1975 


pronouncing that correctly. 1976 


Do you know who Edward Screven is?   1977 


A He's an Oracle employee.  1978 


Q Turn to the last page of the document, Bates 1979 


numbered GOV_HR0006828.  This is the first e-mail in the 1980 


chain from Mr. Screven to Mr. King.  Mr. Screven writes:  1981 
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"For the time being, the team is to focus exclusively on 1982 


issues that block 'go live.'  Working on an enhancement 1983 


will need my approval."   1984 


How do you interpret Mr. Screven's comment that Oracle 1985 


was focusing solely on issues that blocked going live at 1986 


this point in November 20th, 2013?  1987 


A It was my understanding that go live meant the 1988 


general public would be able to enroll into coverage on a 1989 


publicly facing website and then go live, that's the 1990 


reference to go live.  1991 


Q And in your opinion, did Mr. Screven's email 1992 


give any indication that the website would not go live to 1993 


the general public?  1994 


A No.  1995 


Q If you can turn back to the first page of the 1996 


email chain, this is Bates number ending 68276.  This is an 1997 


email from Mr. King to Mr. Screven.  He writes:  "I concur 1998 


with no new requirements, scope, functionality, etc., 1999 


unless related specifically to our goal of a functioning 2000 


system 12-9 and 12-16."   2001 


Are you with me?   2002 


A Yeah, I hear you.  I was waiting for a question.  2003 


Sorry.  2004 


Q What do the numbers 12-9 and 12-16?  2005 


A December 9th and December 16th, I believe.  2006 
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Q And do you know what those dates referred to?  2007 


A These dates referred to the dates that the 2008 


Oracle told the Cover Oregon staff that they would have the 2009 


go live system, fully functional system.  2010 


Q And by "fully functional system," you mean?  2011 


A A fully functional health insurance exchange 2012 


website that the general public can enroll into health 2013 


insurance coverage.  2014 


Q And when you were receiving this email in 2015 


November 2013, would you have been under the impression 2016 


that the website would go live at some point in December 2017 


from the content of this email?  2018 


A Yes.  2019 


Q And was it your understanding at this point in 2020 


time that Oracle's sole focus was working on the core goal 2021 


of getting the website to go live by the December dates of 2022 


12-9 and 12-16?  2023 


A That was my understanding.  Yes.  2024 


Q The next paragraph down, Mr. King writes:  "It 2025 


is also important to note that the October 1st deliverable 2026 


included end-to-end individual, SHOP and their supporting 2027 


interfaces, as well as a significant number of dashboards 2028 


(CSR, agents, carriers, etc.).  At Oracle's request, we 2029 


have continually cut initial launch scope over the last 4 2030 


months in an attempt to bring up the basic portal site."   2031 
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What is your understanding of what "end-to-end" means?  2032 


A Where the general public can go to a computer 2033 


and, without assistance, shop and enroll into health 2034 


insurance coverage.  2035 


Q And what does SHOP refer to, S-H-O-P?  2036 


A The small business exchange.  2037 


Q And were you told at this point why Cover Oregon 2038 


had, quote, continually cut launch scope as Mr. King wrote?  2039 


A Say that again.  2040 


Q Did you have an understanding at this point in 2041 


November 2013 of why Cover Oregon had continually cut the 2042 


launch scope, as Mr. King writes in his email?  2043 


A Yes, 'cause I believe it was clear to him that 2044 


the contractor, namely Oracle, wasn't delivering on 2045 


specific pieces of the contract.  2046 


Q So the need to cut the scope was because Oracle 2047 


was not producing everything that --  2048 


A Correct.  2049 


Q -- would be needed for, you know, an original 2050 


fully functional website --  2051 


A Correct.  2052 


Q -- intended? 2053 


At the bottom of that paragraph, Mr. King 2054 


writes:  "So while I support 'drawing the line' I just 2055 


think it is important to say that we have been moving that 2056 
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line (in the broadest sense) continually in support to 2057 


bring up the 'basic' portal functionality."   2058 


What did you understand Mr. King's remark to 2059 


be -- to mean here?   2060 


A That Cover Oregon was continually allowing 2061 


Oracle to miss deadlines on other things in order to make 2062 


the general public website and interface operational on 2063 


October 1st.  2064 


Q And what was your understanding of why Cover 2065 


Oregon was letting Oracle miss those deadlines on other 2066 


things in order to make the public facing website go live? 2067 


A Because we had people who needed health 2068 


insurance.  2069 


Q So was it your understanding that Cover Oregon 2070 


was prioritizing the basic portal functionality so that 2071 


individuals could enroll in insurance at the expense of 2072 


other features that may have been included in the 2073 


initial --  2074 


A Yes.  2075 


Q -- expectation of the project?   2076 


And at this point in time, did you still believe 2077 


that Oracle would be able to produce a fully functional 2078 


website that could be used by members of the public?   2079 


A Yes.  2080 


Q What was the basis of your belief at that point?  2081 
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A The Cover Oregon team and the Oregon Health 2082 


Authority team, through communications with Oracle, kept 2083 


telling us that.  2084 


Q When you say "through communications with 2085 


Oracle," what do you mean by that? 2086 


A Well, this email indicates they kept telling us, 2087 


Oracle kept telling us they were going to deliver.  2088 


Q Okay.  I'd like to show you another document 2089 


marked Exhibit 9. 2090 


(Exhibit 9 was marked and entered.)  2091 


Q So if you take a look at the second email on the 2092 


first page, which is Bates numbered GOV_HR00071459, this is 2093 


an email from Bruce Goldberg to John Kitzhaber, Mike 2094 


Bonetto, yourself and others, on January 12th, 2014.  The 2095 


subject line "Internal Advisory."   2096 


Who is Bruce Goldberg?   2097 


A Bruce Goldberg, I believe, at this time was the 2098 


interim director at Cover Oregon.  2099 


Q Do you recall receiving this email in January of 2100 


2014?  2101 


A I don't recall receiving it.  2102 


Q Dr. Goldberg appears to be forwarding an email 2103 


chain between himself and someone named Ravi Puri.  Do you 2104 


know who Ravi Puri is?  2105 


A He's an Oracle employee. 2106 
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Q Had the website gone live to the general public 2107 


by this date, which is January 12, 2014?   2108 


A No.  2109 


Q If you turn to the last page of the document, 2110 


Bates number ending in 71461, the email at the top of the 2111 


page is from Dr. Goldberg to Mr. Puri on January 11, 2014.  2112 


He writes:  "Any sense of when I will get the plan for 2113 


2/3?"   2114 


What does 2/3 mean?   2115 


A February 3rd of 2014, I believe.  2116 


Q And what do you understand Dr. Goldberg to be 2117 


referencing here?  2118 


A He was asking when Oracle would deliver the go 2119 


live fully functional website that they continued to 2120 


promise.  2121 


Q And do you know what the plan for February 3rd 2122 


was?  2123 


A The plan to launch the website on February 3rd.  2124 


Q Go back one page to the Bates number ending in 2125 


71460, Mr. Puri responds to Dr. Goldberg on the same day, 2126 


January 11, 2014.  He writes:  "Regarding the plan, a 2127 


meeting has been scheduled with you, Aaron, Joli and Brad 2128 


Sachar for Tuesday (1/14) and Thursday (1/16) to review the 2129 


plan in anticipation of the 2/3/14 date."   2130 


Do you know who these individuals referenced 2131 
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here are?   2132 


A I believe Aaron is likely Aaron Karjala, the CIO 2133 


of Cover Oregon at that time.  I don't know who the other 2134 


two are.  2135 


Q And what is the plan that Mr. Puri is referring 2136 


to?  2137 


A I believe it's the plan for the expectation that 2138 


Oracle set to have a go live, fully functional website on 2139 


February 3rd of 2014.  2140 


Q And by "fully functional," you mean?  2141 


A General public can go online anywhere and shop 2142 


and enroll in health insurance coverage.  2143 


Q Now, let's go to Dr. Goldberg's email to you and 2144 


others on January 12th, which is on Bates number ending 2145 


71459, the first page of the chain.  He writes in the first 2146 


paragraph:  "Governor, Oracle has committed to a 2/3 2147 


deliverable.  I have continued to ask for a clear plan with 2148 


milestones that we can track to assure we will be 2149 


successful on 2/3."   2150 


Again, what was your understanding of the 2/3 2151 


deliverable.  2152 


A The 2/3 deliverable was a fully functional 2153 


website where the general public could shop and enroll in 2154 


health insurance coverage.  2155 


Q Why do you think Dr. Goldberg was looking for "a 2156 
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clear plan with milestones" in advance of this go live 2157 


date?  2158 


A My understanding is at that point Oracle had 2159 


continued to offer dates that they were going to deliver a 2160 


fully functional website, and they hadn't done that to this 2161 


point.  And Bruce had anxieties, we all had anxieties, 2162 


about their ability to deliver based on their past 2163 


performance.  2164 


Q Do you know whether the plan for "2/3" was one 2165 


that was proposed by Oracle or one that was developed by 2166 


Cover Oregon?  2167 


A I don't remember. 2168 


Q So in the next paragraph, Dr. Goldberg writes:  2169 


"When I asked once again for the plan for a 2/3 go live... 2170 


I was not given the plan, but rather, once again, the bills 2171 


for work done to date, and work that will be done 2172 


through 2/3, that I mentioned to you previously (see 2173 


attached).  This really concerns me and angers me."   2174 


Do you know why Dr. Goldberg would have been 2175 


concerned and angered by this. 2176 


A Yes, 'cause we continued to get commitments from 2177 


Oracle to deliver on the product they said they were going 2178 


to deliver, and we weren't getting a fully fleshed out plan 2179 


with milestone deliverables from them.  2180 


Q And at the time that you received this email on 2181 
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January 2014, did you share Dr. Goldberg's concern?  2182 


A Yes.  2183 


Q Did you agree with Dr. Goldberg's assessment 2184 


that Oracle was providing bills rather than a clear plan or 2185 


a functioning website?  2186 


A Yes.  2187 


Q And were you disturbed by the fact that Oracle 2188 


was providing bills rather than a plan?  2189 


A Yes.  2190 


Q So at this point in time, despite all the 2191 


previous missed deadlines, was it still your impression 2192 


that your contacts at Cover Oregon and OHA still believed 2193 


the website would eventually go live and be fully 2194 


functional to members of the public?  2195 


A Yes.  2196 


Q And was it your understanding that the website 2197 


would still be fully functional and go live to members of 2198 


the public?  2199 


A Yes.  2200 


Q And what was your understanding of the basis of 2201 


their belief that the website would go live?  2202 


A Oracle continued to tell the state contacts that 2203 


it was going to work.  2204 


Q I'd like to show you one more document marked 2205 


Exhibit 10. 2206 
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(Exhibit 10 was marked and entered.)  2207 


Q I'm sorry.  Bear with me one second.  So, again, 2208 


this is an email from Dr. Bruce Goldberg to yourself and 2209 


Mike Bonetto, dated February 12, 2014.  This is page Bates 2210 


number GOV_HR00082871.   2211 


Do you recall receiving this email?   2212 


A I don't recall.  2213 


Q The date of this email is a little over a week 2214 


after the website was scheduled to go live on February 3rd, 2215 


2014, as referenced in the prior email chain; is that 2216 


correct?  2217 


A Correct.  2218 


Q Do you know if the website had gone live for the 2219 


general public at this point?  2220 


A It had not.  2221 


Q The subject of the email is "Forward R1.1 1:00 2222 


PM status call notes," and it appears to be an email 2223 


forwarded from David Ford, with notes from the 1:00 p.m. 2224 


call.   2225 


Do you know who David Ford is?   2226 


A I don't know who David Ford is.  2227 


Q And were you aware of the status call that the 2228 


email refers to?  2229 


A I'm aware of it.  Yeah.  2230 


Q What was it?  2231 
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A I believe they had calls like this on a fairly 2232 


regular basis with the IT teams at Cover Oregon and the 2233 


Health Authority and the Oracle staff.  2234 


Q Dr. Goldberg writes in his cover note to you, 2235 


"Tech details re" -- means regarding -- "system for you 2236 


tech savvy guys.  The first few paragraphs tell it all."   2237 


If you turn the page, page Bates number 82872, the 2238 


notes read in the first full sentence there:  2239 


"Troubleshooting continues for Cherry Avenue/5503 (people 2240 


doing manual application processing).  These are the three 2241 


main issues that we are tracking."   2242 


Do you know what Cherry Avenue is?   2243 


A Cherry Avenue is a location in Salem 2244 


where -- because the Oracle system never worked and because 2245 


we never had a fully functioning website, we had to 2246 


manually process every application we got, not only for 2247 


commercial health insurance but also for Medicaid.  2248 


Q And what did that mean, "manually process"?  2249 


A We had to hire over 200 people.  We had to use 2250 


faxes and copy machines and paper to do eligibility and 2251 


enrollment into health insurance. 2252 


Q Do you know what the main issues identified 2253 


besides numbers one, two and three refer to? 2254 


A I don't know what they refer to.  2255 


Q Did you understand them to be errors with the --  2256 
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A Yes.  2257 


Q -- website process?  2258 


A Yes.  2259 


Q In your opinion, were these issues that would 2260 


have been created by user error?  2261 


A Not that I'm aware of.  These are errors that 2262 


are caused by the underlying technology that we were trying 2263 


to use in our manual process.  2264 


Q So a bit farther down the page, the note states:  2265 


"In addition to the three main issues, the Triage Team is 2266 


continuing to track the following issues."   2267 


Do you know what the Triage Team was?   2268 


A The Triage Team was a combination of Cover 2269 


Oregon staff, Oregon Health Authority staff, other state 2270 


staff, who are in charge of the manual process, and daily 2271 


met to make sure that we could continue to enroll people 2272 


into health insurance coverage.  2273 


Q I'm sorry.  Did you say Oracle was --  2274 


A Oracle was not, as far as I know, part of that 2275 


team.  2276 


Q And I counted here 11 bullets reflecting 2277 


additional issues with the website.  Is it your 2278 


understanding that all of these additional issues pertain 2279 


to the hybrid manual application process you were 2280 


describing earlier?  2281 
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A Yes.  2282 


Q And again, is it your understanding that these 2283 


issues would have been caused by user error?  2284 


A No.  These are Oracle technology errors that 2285 


even though we didn't have a fully functional website on 2286 


October 1st, and we never had one, we continue to have 2287 


problems with software they did build even though our 2288 


manual process.  2289 


Q So despite all of these issues, was it still 2290 


your understanding and belief that the website would 2291 


eventually go live to the public?  2292 


A Yes.  2293 


Q Do you know what representations Oracle was 2294 


making at this point about whether and when the system 2295 


would go live to the public?  2296 


A They continued to tell us that it would go live, 2297 


that Oracle told us it would go live.  I don't recall at 2298 


this point whether they gave us a date or not.  2299 


Q Did Oracle produce a fully functional website 2300 


that could be used by members of the public by October 1st, 2301 


2013?  2302 


A No.  2303 


Q Did Oracle produce a fully functional website 2304 


that could be used by members of the public by December 9th 2305 


or December 12th, 2013?  2306 
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A No.  2307 


Q Did Oracle produce a fully functional website by 2308 


February 3rd, 2014?  2309 


A No.  2310 


Q Did Oracle produce a fully functional website in 2311 


March of 2014?  2312 


A No.  2313 


Q Oracle has claimed that it produced a fully 2314 


functional website in February 2014.  What is your response 2315 


to that claim?  2316 


A I never saw a website that worked the way that 2317 


it was supposed to work.  2318 


Q Do you know whether anyone, besides Oracle, 2319 


considered the website to be fully functioning and ready 2320 


for the public's use at any time during the 2014 open 2321 


enrollment period?  2322 


A Not that I know of.  2323 


Q I'd like go back briefly to Exhibit 2.  So when 2324 


you were discussing this email with  -- and 2325 


again, this is an email from Rocky King to you and others 2326 


on February 12th, 2013, first page, Bates number 2327 


GOV_HR00017625, you mention that despite Mr. King's 2328 


anxieties about the website, which are illustrated in this 2329 


email, he still believed that the website would go live on 2330 


October 1st.   2331 
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Do you know what the basis of his belief was?   2332 


A My understanding is he was continually assured 2333 


by Oracle that that would happen. 2334 


Q Even though Mr. King obviously had concerns 2335 


about the website, which are contained in this email, it 2336 


was your understanding that he still believed the website 2337 


would go live?  2338 


A Correct.  2339 


Q And this was in February 2013?  2340 


A Correct.  2341 


Q And do you know whether this email pertains 2342 


specifically to issues with the pediatric dental benefit?  2343 


A It looks like the original email title was the 2344 


stand-alone pediatric dental benefit.  2345 


Q In the first paragraph of Mr. King's email in 2346 


the second line, he says, "I will make a decision on the 2347 


specific time frame after we go live in October."   2348 


Do you know what he's referring to here?   2349 


A I believe he was referring to there's some state 2350 


decisions about our health insurance market around the 2351 


product that's offered, not the technology, and he wanted 2352 


to make sure that that decision on pediatric dental benefit 2353 


happened after the technology and the website went live 2354 


October 1st of 2013.  2355 


Q So is it your understanding that at the time 2356 
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Cover Oregon was prioritizing getting a fully functional 2357 


website that could be used by members of the public before 2358 


addressing additional issues like this standalone pediatric 2359 


dental benefit?  2360 


A Yes.  2361 


Q I'd like to ask you a few questions about the 2362 


Technology Options Work Group that you were discussing 2363 


earlier.  Do you recall who decided to convene the 2364 


Technology Options Work Group?  2365 


A I believe it was Cover Oregon.  2366 


Q In your opinion, why was the work group 2367 


convened?  2368 


A I think they felt, and frankly I felt, we needed 2369 


an objective view of the technology that we had from folks 2370 


who understood technology to do an objective assessment of 2371 


what we had so that the Cover Oregon board could decide how 2372 


to move forward.  2373 


Q And how would you describe the work group?  2374 


A The work group was an amazing amalgamation of 2375 


technology experts who left their full-time jobs for long 2376 


four-, five-, six-hour meetings with their colleagues for a 2377 


sense of purpose because they understood the need and the 2378 


desire to make sure this worked.  2379 


Q And were work group members selected for 2380 


particular expertise or experience in their fields that 2381 
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they were working in?  2382 


A Correct.  Most of them, if I remember correctly, 2383 


were chief information officers for large health systems, 2384 


large health insurers, or had a very extensive background 2385 


in technology.  2386 


Q And you mentioned earlier that you participated 2387 


in the meetings of the work group.  What was your role in 2388 


the work group?  2389 


A My role was to be a liaison for the governor's 2390 


office and to listen and to understand their 2391 


decision-making process as they develop their 2392 


recommendations, so I could understand what they were 2393 


doing, how they were doing their work, and what the end 2394 


result of that work was going to look like.  2395 


Q And why was it important for you to understand 2396 


what they were doing?  2397 


A Because it was really important for the governor 2398 


to understand what was happening, because even though he 2399 


wasn't the decision maker on any of this, he was going to 2400 


be held publicly accountable for all of this anyway.  2401 


Q So why did the governor need to understand what 2402 


the work group was doing?  2403 


A This was about getting people health insurance 2404 


coverage.  It was a pillar of his legacy.  It was a pillar 2405 


of the work we were trying to do.  This was a key 2406 
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component.  So it really was going to shape what we were 2407 


going to do moving forward, and that was really important.  2408 


Q Were you the only member of the governor's 2409 


office that participated in the work group?  2410 


A I don't believe so.  I believe Mike Bonetto had 2411 


joined at one time or another.  At that point, he was the 2412 


chief of staff.  So I was the primary point of contact for 2413 


the group. 2414 


Q Did you vote on the work group's ultimate 2415 


recommendation to switch to the federal technology?  2416 


A I don't believe so.  2417 


Q Did the work group solicit and receive expert 2418 


input from other sources?  2419 


A I believe so, yes.  2420 


Q Do you know which sources those might have been?  2421 


A I believe Deloitte was a primary developer of 2422 


options but ultimately not a recommender.  The group did 2423 


the recommendations.  2424 


Q That leads me to my next question.  What was the 2425 


objective of the work group?  2426 


A The objective of the work group, to the best of 2427 


my understanding, was to objectively analyze the technology 2428 


that we had, with the goal being how do we most effectively 2429 


and efficiently enroll people into coverage, and we needed 2430 


to make sure that we had the lowest risk, on time, least 2431 
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costly option for open enrollment November of 2015.  2432 


Q And how did the group carry out its objective?  2433 


A They met regularly.  I don't know what the pace 2434 


of them was.  I don't remember.  They met regularly for 2435 


multiple hours.  I believe they had conference calls.  They 2436 


asked staff to do work at -- the IT staff at Cover Oregon.  2437 


They leaned on expertise of Deloitte to bring them options, 2438 


and they asked anybody else that they needed to for 2439 


information to make an objective decision about the 2440 


functionality of the technology that was currently 2441 


available.  2442 


Q I think I'm going to really let you win and stop 2443 


here, because I want to make sure I get through -- I want 2444 


to talk about the report that the work group put together, 2445 


but I want to make sure I can do it all in one setting.  2446 


You get six minutes of your life back.   2447 


A Okay.   2448 


(Off the record.)  2449 


         EXAMINATION 2450 


   2451 


Q Sorry.  I don't mean to jump around on timing.  2452 


My questions are going to go back to sort of the beginning 2453 


of April 2014 when you were working on evaluating the 2454 


different technology options for Cover Oregon.  I had an 2455 


exhibit.  I'm entering Exhibit 11 into the record. 2456 
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(Exhibit 11 was marked and entered.)  2457 


Q This email chain indicates that a call was held 2458 


on April 5th, 2014, about Cover Oregon, would you agree, if 2459 


you look at the email from Bruce Goldberg that he sent on 2460 


Sunday, April 6th to Alex Pettit, Mike Bonetto, Patty 2461 


Wentz, and you?  2462 


A Yes.  2463 


Q It says, "Following up on our call from 2464 


yesterday."   2465 


A Yes.  2466 


Q So do you recall if, in the beginning of April, 2467 


you participated in a lot of calls with this group of 2468 


individuals?  2469 


A I believe so, yes.  2470 


Q Do you recall this call that you had on 2471 


April 5th with Bruce Goldberg, Alex Pettit, Mike Bonetto, 2472 


and Patty Wentz?  2473 


A I don't remember the call.  2474 


Q Do you remember discussions that you had with 2475 


this group of individuals during this weekend?  2476 


A I don't remember specifically, no.  2477 


Q Do you recall what you would have been 2478 


discussing with this group of individuals?  2479 


A Well, based on this email, yeah.  2480 


Q So can you describe what you would have been 2481 
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discussing with them?  2482 


A I believe it's the progress of the technology 2483 


work group that Cover Oregon had convened.  2484 


Q Do you recall -- it says, "Alex, email tech team 2485 


Monday morning to postpone meeting for a week."   2486 


Do you recall why Alex Pettit was being asked to 2487 


postpone the tech team meeting?   2488 


A I don't know.  2489 


Q And then it also says, "Alex, costs of moving to 2490 


Connecticut system."   2491 


Do you recall why Alex was exploring the cost of 2492 


moving to the Connecticut system?   2493 


A I believe it was one of the options that was 2494 


being considered by the technology group.  2495 


Q Do you know if in this period, in early April, 2496 


you were still exploring that option with this group?  2497 


A I don't remember.  2498 


Q During these discussions, were you exploring 2499 


different options or what exactly were you doing with -- so 2500 


you were updating them on the progress of the technology 2501 


advisory group, you said.  But what was Alex and Bruce, 2502 


what were they presenting to you?  2503 


A I don't know what they were presenting on any of 2504 


these calls.  What was happening at that time was they were 2505 


making sure we understood the conversations and the options 2506 
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that the technical advisory group was walking through, so 2507 


we understood what was happening and could help wherever we 2508 


could.  2509 


Q If you'll turn to the page with the Bates Stamp 2510 


No. GOV_HR00049298, I believe it's an email from Patty 2511 


Wentz, and she says, "Sorry for not sending this sooner.  2512 


Was offline most of today but I did recall something Alex 2513 


mentioned on the call yesterday, which is that he is 2514 


planning to give contractors their 30-day notice."   2515 


Do you recall why Alex was planning on giving 2516 


contractors their 30-day notice?   2517 


A I don't recall.  2518 


Q Do you recall what contractors he was giving the 2519 


30-day notice to?  2520 


A I don't.  2521 


Q Do you recall the discussion about giving 2522 


contractors a 30-day notice?  2523 


A I don't remember.  2524 


Q So the email indicates also that Bruce is going 2525 


to gather the Cover Oregon budget and remaining funds by 2526 


Monday morning.  Do you recall the discussions that you 2527 


were having about the Cover Oregon budget at this time?  2528 


A I don't recall specifics, no.  2529 


Q And Mike Bonetto emails Bruce and says, "I'm 2530 


going to keep the 9 a.m. call scheduled for tomorrow," in 2531 
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his email he sent on April 6, 2014, near the top of the 2532 


page.   2533 


Do you recall what conversation or telephone 2534 


call Michael Bonetto would been keeping scheduled?   2535 


A I don't recall. 2536 


Q I'm introducing Exhibit 12 into the record. 2537 


(Exhibit 12 was marked and entered.) 2538 


Q So in this email that was sent on April 8th, 2539 


2014, Bruce Goldberg is emailing Mike Bonetto and you, and 2540 


he says, "Sean and I were on a call with Marilyn Tavenner 2541 


today regarding timeline for decision making about our 2542 


exchange."   2543 


Do you recall what your conversation was with 2544 


Marilyn Tavenner about the timeline for decision making 2545 


about the exchange?   2546 


A I don't recall specifically, no.  2547 


Q Do you know why you were having a call with 2548 


Marilyn Tavenner?  2549 


A I would routinely have calls with our partners, 2550 


whether they were federal or not, to make sure they 2551 


understood where the technology group was going or was 2552 


going to recommend and what implication that might have on 2553 


our relationship with our federal partners.  2554 


Q And were you working a lot with CMS during the 2555 


month of April?  2556 
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A I was communicating with CMS during the month of 2557 


April.  2558 


Q And did you -- do you recall telling them about 2559 


the technology work group's preliminary recommendation?  2560 


A I don't remember, no.  2561 


Q And so in this email, Bruce Goldberg also said 2562 


there was a new piece of information regarding the federal 2563 


exchange.  He says, "Two weeks ago Teresa Miller and team 2564 


were very clear that states who choose to go to the FFM 2565 


will not get any funding, etc.  They have now reconsidered 2566 


that.   2567 


Should we choose to go to the FFM... they would 2568 


like to consider any state that goes to the FFM a 2569 


state-based market.  In that regard, there will be funding 2570 


for some functions through 2015."   2571 


Do you recall learning that they changed their 2572 


position?   2573 


A I don't recall, but the email says that.  2574 


Q So you don't recall whether Teresa Miller 2575 


explained why they changed their position?  2576 


A I don't remember, no.  2577 


Q Did you ever discuss whether Oregon would be 2578 


able to retain their premium assessment fee if it switched 2579 


to healthcare.gov with CMS?  2580 


A Yes.  2581 
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Q When did you start discussing that possibility 2582 


with CMS?  2583 


A I don't remember.  2584 


Q Do you recall when you learned that Oregon would 2585 


able to retain their premium assessment fee if it switched 2586 


to healthcare.gov?   2587 


A I don't remember.  2588 


Q Do you know what Oregon anticipated doing with 2589 


the premium assessment fee if they retained it?  2590 


A To the best of my knowledge, we were going to 2591 


continue to operate our state-based exchange.  2592 


Q Can you elaborate what you mean by, continue to 2593 


operate your state-based exchange?  2594 


A So Cover Oregon was a state-based exchange, both 2595 


designation from the federal government and based on our 2596 


state legislation, and any fee assessment would continue to 2597 


be used as it was previously being used.  2598 


Q And do you know how -- was Oregon able to retain 2599 


its premium assessment fee?  2600 


A From what I remember, yes.  2601 


Q And do you know how Oregon used it?  2602 


A Not that I know.  2603 


Q Do you recall when CMS made the decision to 2604 


allow Oregon to retain its premium assessment fee?  2605 


A I don't remember. 2606 
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Q I'm introducing Exhibit 13 into the record. 2607 


(Exhibit 13 was marked and entered.) 2608 


Q So on April 8, 2014, you emailed Mike Bonetto:  2609 


"To be clear, we will have to run the hybrid process 2610 


through December in any scenario." 2611 


Do you remember what you meant by that 2612 


statement?   2613 


A We were currently running a hybrid manual 2614 


process because the Oracle technology didn't work as it was 2615 


supposed to, so I wanted to make sure that, as 2616 


conversations were happening, everyone was clear that all 2617 


the information that I was receiving, that we have to 2618 


continue that process through 2014.  2619 


Q Do you know why you felt the need to have to 2620 


clarify it to Michael Bonetto?  Was there any discussion 2621 


where somebody believed there would be a different option?  2622 


A I don't know what others believed, but Mike was 2623 


my boss at that time.  2624 


Q Did you seem to think that he wasn't 2625 


understanding that you would need to run the hybrid process 2626 


through December?  2627 


A I don't know what he believed, but I wanted 2628 


to -- I believe I wanted to make sure he understood all of 2629 


the scenarios as we were understanding what was the process 2630 


moving forward.  2631 
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Q And then on the email below your email, it's an 2632 


email from Patricia McCaig, and she's discussing a call 2633 


that was going to occur on April 8, 2014.   2634 


Do you recall if you participated in this call?   2635 


A I don't recall.  2636 


Q Do you recall if you participated in any phone 2637 


calls with Patricia McCaig and Tim Raphael and this group 2638 


of individuals in April?  2639 


A Not that I recall.  2640 


Q Do you know why Michael Bonetto would 2641 


have -- did Michael Bonetto forward this email to you that 2642 


Patricia McCaig sent to the group?  2643 


A I don't know.  It appears so, but I don't -- it 2644 


doesn't look like it.  2645 


Q Did Michael Bonetto ever discuss the 2646 


conversations that he was having with Patricia McCaig about 2647 


Cover Oregon with you?  2648 


A Yes.  2649 


Q What did he tell you about his conversations 2650 


with Patricia McCaig?  2651 


A Patricia was a communications expert, and he 2652 


wanted to make sure that as we were getting information, he 2653 


was also getting counsel and advice, and we were also 2654 


getting the best counsel and advice we could, to then 2655 


deliver that information to Cover Oregon and others for the 2656 
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process of moving forward.  2657 


Q And when you say you were getting the best 2658 


counsel and advice, what -- who were you getting counsel 2659 


and advice from?  2660 


A Could have been from people in state government, 2661 


could have been Cover Oregon, could have been old 2662 


executives that are no longer a part of health systems, a 2663 


whole range of people were helping us on Cover Oregon.  2664 


Q And what was Patricia's role exactly?  2665 


A She didn't have an official role, as far as I 2666 


know.  2667 


Q So he worked with Patricia McCaig.  Can you give 2668 


an example potentially of how he utilized Patricia McCaig?  2669 


A I can't tell you how Mike used her.  2670 


Q Did you ever collaborate with Patricia McCaig on 2671 


issues?  2672 


A Yes.  2673 


Q And what did you collaborate with Patricia 2674 


McCaig on? 2675 


A One of the things I collaborated with her on is 2676 


once the technology advisory committee made their 2677 


recommendation and the board was going to make their 2678 


recommendation and their decision about how to move 2679 


forward, I seeked out her counsel and advice about how to 2680 


talk about it, how to communicate it in the non-technology 2681 
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way and in the non-policy walkway, so the general public 2682 


could understand what we were doing and why we were doing 2683 


it.  2684 


Q And so you said you sought out her advice after 2685 


the board had made their recommendation.  Do you mean after 2686 


the board had -- the technology advisory group had made 2687 


their recommendation?  Do you mean after the technology 2688 


advisory group made their preliminary recommendation or 2689 


when they made their final recommendation on April 24th?  2690 


A I don't remember. 2691 


Q Did Michael Bonetto ever discuss his 2692 


conversations Tim Raphael with you?  2693 


A I'm sure he did.  2694 


Q Do you recall what he said about his 2695 


conversations?  2696 


A I don't remember.  2697 


Q Did you have any conversations with Tim Raphael?  2698 


A When?   2699 


Q In April 2014?  2700 


A I'm sure I did.  2701 


Q What would you have talked to Tim Raphael about?  2702 


A My recollection is the same kinds of 2703 


conversations I would have with Patricia or with a 2704 


communications director at Cover Oregon, to help us think 2705 


through how we talk about it with the public so they 2706 
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understand what we were going to do.  2707 


Q During this time in April 2014, do you know if 2708 


Patricia McCaig was updating former Governor Kitzhaber 2709 


about the technology options for Cover Oregon?  2710 


A I don't know.  2711 


Q Were you updating the former governor about 2712 


technology options for Cover Oregon?  2713 


A Yes.  2714 


Q Did Patricia McCaig participate in those 2715 


conversation with you?  2716 


A I believe she might have participated in some.   2717 


Q Do you believe that -- did Tim Raphael 2718 


participate in those conversations with you?  2719 


A I believe so.  2720 


Q And did Mark Wiener participate in those 2721 


conversations between you and the governor?  2722 


A Not that I remember.  2723 


Q Did Kevin Looper participate in those 2724 


conversations?  2725 


A Not that I remember.  2726 


Q Do you recall the April 10, 2014, Cover Oregon 2727 


board meeting?  2728 


A I don't.  2729 


Q Did anyone ever discuss staging the April 25, 2730 


2014, Cover Oregon Board of Directors meeting with you?  2731 
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A Say that again.  2732 


Q Did anyone ever discuss staging the April 25, 2733 


2014, Cover Oregon Board of Directors meeting with you?  2734 


A I don't know what staging means.  2735 


Q Did anyone talk about how to prepare for the 2736 


April 25, 2014, Cover Oregon Board of Directors meeting?  2737 


A Yes, I'm sure.  2738 


Q Who would have discussed preparing for the Board 2739 


of Directors meeting with you?  2740 


A The director of the -- of Cover Oregon, Bruce 2741 


Goldberg.  2742 


Q Do you recall anyone else discussing preparing 2743 


for the Cover Oregon Board of Directors meeting with you?  2744 


A I don't recall.  2745 


Q Did anyone ever discuss preparing for the final 2746 


technology advisory group meeting on April 24, 2014, with 2747 


you?  2748 


A Yes.  2749 


Q Who discussed preparing for the meeting with 2750 


you?  2751 


A Bruce Goldberg, as the director of Cover Oregon 2752 


at the time.  2753 


Q Did Alex Pettit discuss preparing for the 2754 


April 24, 2014 --  2755 


A I assume, but I don't remember.  2756 
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Q And how long was Bruce Goldberg involved in 2757 


Cover Oregon work?  2758 


A As the director?   2759 


Q Yeah.  So you said he helped you prepare for the 2760 


April 24th, 2014, technology advisory group meeting.  I was 2761 


wondering how long did you work with him on Cover Oregon 2762 


issues?  2763 


A Well, he was the director of the Health 2764 


Authority from its inception, so he was always involved in 2765 


those conversations or a lot of those conversations, and he 2766 


was the interim director starting in January, and I don't 2767 


remember when his resignation date was.  2768 


Q But you do remember working with him to prepare 2769 


for the final technology advisory group meeting?  2770 


A Yeah.  2771 


Q Do you remember how you worked with him?  2772 


A I don't remember.  2773 


Q I'm introducing Exhibit 14 into the record.   2774 


(Exhibit 14 was marked and entered.) 2775 


Q So did you send this email to Michael Bonetto, 2776 


copying Patricia McCaig, Tim Raphael, Patty Wentz and 2777 


Dmitri Palmateer on April 16, 2014?  2778 


A Yes.  2779 


Q And who is Patty Wentz?  2780 


A Patty Wentz at that time, I believe, was the 2781 
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communications director at the Oregon Health Authority.  2782 


Q And who is Dmitri Palmateer?  2783 


A He was the legislative director for the 2784 


governor.  2785 


Q And just for the record, who was Tim Raphael?  2786 


A Tim Raphael was a private citizen at that point.  2787 


Q And who was Patricia McCaig?  2788 


A Patricia McCaig was a private citizen at that 2789 


point.  2790 


Q And who was Mike Bonetto?  2791 


A He was the governor's chief of staff.  2792 


Q And the subject line of the email reads:  "Draft 2793 


from Alex."   2794 


Do you recall what draft from Alex was being 2795 


referred to in the subject line of the email?   2796 


A I don't.  2797 


Q Do you remember who Alex was that was being 2798 


referred to in the subject line?  2799 


A I believe it's a reference to Alex Pettit.  2800 


Q Do you recall if the draft from Alex that you 2801 


were referring to in the subject line is a draft of a 2802 


PowerPoint presentation for the final technology advisory 2803 


group meeting?  2804 


A I don't, I don't know.  2805 


Q Did you discuss the final PowerPoint 2806 
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presentation for the technology advisory group meeting with 2807 


this group of individuals that are copied on the email?  2808 


A I believe so, yes.  2809 


Q And so in the email, you say, "Budget - talked 2810 


with BG yesterday" --   2811 


Who is BG?   2812 


A I believe BG is Bruce Goldberg.  2813 


Q -- "yesterday and here is where I think we are."   2814 


Why are you emailing this group about your 2815 


discussion with Bruce Goldberg about the Cover Oregon 2816 


budget?   2817 


A This group of individuals has expertise and 2818 


insight and counsel that we needed during this process.  2819 


Q What type of expertise do they have that you 2820 


needed?  2821 


A The Cover Oregon board was going to be making a 2822 


fairly monumental decision, and the public was watching, 2823 


and we needed to make sure that they had all the tools that 2824 


they needed to effectively communicate that.  2825 


Q And next to number three, you say, "Bottom line:  2826 


We should not have AP only present IT budget as the reason 2827 


for the decision.  He should get those 20% estimates to 2828 


also use and then it can be part of the whole package for 2829 


CO Board."   2830 


Who is AP?   2831 
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A I believe it's Alex Pettit.  2832 


Q And what was his role?  2833 


A I believe he was the chief information officer 2834 


at Cover Oregon at the time.  2835 


Q And do you recall what you meant by the comment 2836 


that "We should not have AP only present the IT budget as 2837 


the reason for the decision"?  2838 


A I don't recall.  2839 


Q Do you recall what decision you were referring 2840 


to in the email?  2841 


A I don't.  2842 


Q Do you refer -- do you remember what 20% 2843 


estimates you were asking for?  2844 


A I don't.  2845 


Q And under number 2, at the end, you say, "We 2846 


should have Clyde ask for that work as well."   2847 


Do you recall who Clyde is? 2848 


A I believe it references Clyde Hamstreet.  2849 


Q And who was he?  2850 


A He was a contractor that the Cover Oregon board 2851 


brought in to help with Cover Oregon.  2852 


Q Did he have a specific position at Cover Oregon?  2853 


A I don't believe at this time he did.  Although, 2854 


he became the interim director of Cover Oregon.  2855 


Q Okay.  Thank you. 2856 
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I'm introducing Exhibit 15 into the record.   2857 


(Exhibit 15 was marked and entered.) 2858 


Q So in this email that you sent to Patricia 2859 


McCaig, copying Mike Bonetto on April 19th, 2014, you say 2860 


towards the end of the email, "I talked to MB but wanted to 2861 


make sure you know as well.  We will have just a quorum on 2862 


Friday and won't have either chair or vice chair in the 2863 


room.  Liz could join by phone.  I will have Cover Oregon 2864 


hold the time for the members for Friday."   2865 


Do you recall if you're referring to the 2866 


April 25th, 2014, Cover Oregon board meeting?   2867 


A I don't recall.  2868 


Q Who's MB?  2869 


A I believe that's Mike Bonetto.  2870 


Q So do you remember whether or not you talked to 2871 


Cover Oregon board members before their April 25th, 2014, 2872 


meeting?  2873 


A I believe I have, but I don't remember the 2874 


specific instance.  2875 


Q What conversations do you recall having with the 2876 


Cover Oregon board members before the final meeting on 2877 


April 25th, 2014?  2878 


A I don't remember.  2879 


Q Do you remember if there was a reason that you 2880 


would have wanted to have the Cover Oregon board meeting 2881 
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the week of April 19th, 2014?  2882 


A I don't remember.  2883 


Q Did you play any role in scheduling Cover Oregon 2884 


board meetings?  2885 


A I don't recall if I did.  2886 


Q To your knowledge, did former Governor Kitzhaber 2887 


call or meet with any of the Cover Oregon board members 2888 


before the April 25th, 2014, meeting?  2889 


A I don't remember.  2890 


Q Did he often speak to Cover Oregon board members 2891 


before board meetings?  2892 


A He would speak to board members.  I don't know 2893 


if they were before board meetings specifically.  2894 


Q Okay.  Thank you. 2895 


I'm introducing Exhibit 16 into the record.   2896 


(Exhibit 16 was marked and entered.) 2897 


Q So is this an email chain between you, Michael 2898 


Bonetto, and Patricia McCaig from April 22, 2014?  2899 


A Yes.  2900 


Q So on April 22, 2014, it looks like you emailed 2901 


the group and say, "I want to send CMS the IT draft today.  2902 


Any concerns?  I want them to weigh in on any dog whistles 2903 


for them.  They are wanting us to frame 'continue working 2904 


with our federal partners' which allows us to own the 2905 


decision but does not box them in."   2906 
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Do you recall what draft you wanted to send to 2907 


CMS?   2908 


A I don't, but I assume it was about the decision 2909 


that the Cover Oregon board was going to make.  2910 


Q And do you know why you would be sending it to 2911 


CMS?  2912 


A Because they have a significant stake in our 2913 


shared success.  2914 


Q And do you recall the conversations you were 2915 


having with CMS about the IT decision?  2916 


A I don't recall specifically.  No.  2917 


Q Do you recall any general details about the 2918 


conversations you were having with CMS?  2919 


A My role was to make sure that CMS was informed 2920 


about the decisions that the Cover Oregon board was 2921 


planning on making and when they would make them and any 2922 


insight and guidance they had for us that would be helpful.  2923 


Q Do you know why you were emailing Patricia 2924 


McCaig and Mike Bonetto, asking whether they had any 2925 


concerns if you send CMS the IT draft?  2926 


A I sent it to Mike Bonetto as my boss.  He was 2927 


chief of staff at that time.  And again Patricia is a 2928 


communications expert and wanted make sure that the 2929 


PowerPoint made sense and if she had any feedback or 2930 


insight that I could consider.  2931 
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Q And do you recall if you asked anyone else about 2932 


sending the draft to CMS?  2933 


A I don't recall.  2934 


Q At the bottom of the email, you say, "They heard 2935 


from us this was likely to happen before our D.C. trip but 2936 


talking with them today made it real so they will give us 2937 


more attention."   2938 


Do you know what they heard was likely to happen 2939 


before your trip to D.C.?  2940 


A I believe it's a reference to the Cover Oregon 2941 


decision.  2942 


Q And so what did they hear was likely to happen 2943 


before your trip to D.C.?  2944 


A I believe this is a reference to the meeting 2945 


that going to happen.  2946 


Q So the meeting they anticipated to be -- would 2947 


happen.  Did you know at this point what the outcome of the 2948 


meeting was going to be?  2949 


A I don't recall.  2950 


Q Okay.  Thank you. 2951 


So after the April 25, 2014, meeting, did any 2952 


members of the Cover Oregon Board of Directors express any 2953 


interest to you in keeping the door open and potentially 2954 


returning to having a state based IT platform?   2955 


A Yes.  2956 
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Q Do you recall what members of the Cover Oregon 2957 


board wanted to keep the door open?  2958 


A I believe George Brown.  2959 


Q Do you know if any other members wanted to keep 2960 


the door open?  2961 


A I don't remember.  2962 


Q Did you have discussions with him about his 2963 


desire to keep the door open?  2964 


A Yes.  2965 


Q And what did you discuss with him?  2966 


A My conversation with George was, what we were 2967 


hoping for is they would choose the least risky, lowest 2968 


cost, on-time option.  2969 


Q And what did George respond to your statement?  2970 


A I don't remember what he said.  2971 


Q Do you know if Alex Pettit ever expressed any 2972 


interest in keeping the door open and potentially returning 2973 


to having a state-based IT platform to you?  2974 


A I don't remember. 2975 


Q I'm introducing Exhibit 17 into the record. 2976 


(Exhibit 17 was marked and entered.) 2977 


A Small print.  2978 


Q Sorry.  That's how it was produced. 2979 


At the bottom -- this is an email chain between 2980 


you, Patricia McCaig, and Michael Bonetto; would you agree?  2981 
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A Yes.  2982 


Q From April 30th, 2014, and a few days before 2983 


that date, starting on April 28th, 2014?   2984 


A Yes.  2985 


Q And so on April 28th, 2014, you say, "Apologies 2986 


for the call tonight.  Not as tight as needed to be and 2987 


understand the frustration of what you all heard.  Will put 2988 


something for us to review the next time we get together 2989 


versus the free form format that does not lend itself to 2990 


clarity of what we have already agreed we were doing and 2991 


what we are doing moving forward."   2992 


What had you guys already agreed that you were 2993 


doing?   2994 


A I don't remember.  2995 


Q Do you remember at this point what your plan was 2996 


to do moving forward?  2997 


A Our plan moving forward, what do you mean?   2998 


Q So I guess I would start with -- you say 2999 


"apologies for the call tonight."  Do you remember having a 3000 


call with Patricia McCaig and Michael Bonetto around this 3001 


period, April 28th, that you would be apologizing for not 3002 


being as tight as it needed to be?  3003 


A I don't remember, but apparently, I was so...  3004 


Q And so Patricia McCaig, she responds to your 3005 


email and says, "Yep, I'm very worried about creep... Mike, 3006 
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I think you need to talk to the governor again, if 3007 


possible, before he talks to George Brown.  May be too 3008 


late.  I do not think we are/were clear on the future of 3009 


Cover Oregon.  I regret that I wasn't more direct with him 3010 


on that call."   3011 


Do you remember what Patricia McCaig meant by 3012 


"the creep"?   3013 


A I don't.  3014 


Q Were you concerned about George Brown discussing 3015 


his interest in keeping the door open with the governor?  3016 


A I wasn't concerned about the governor talking to 3017 


George Brown.  3018 


Q Were you concerned about George Brown discussing 3019 


his desire to keep the door open on the technology options?  3020 


A Not that I remember.  3021 


Q So in the email a few lines up, on April 29th, 3022 


2014, Patricia McCaig wrote in the chain:  "Obp just 3023 


announced Liz Baxter on think out loud.  I thought we put a 3024 


stake in that on Friday and Clyde was going to call her," 3025 


and you respond seeming surprised by that statement.   3026 


Do you recall why you would be surprised that 3027 


"Obp just announced that Liz Baxter on think out loud?"   3028 


A I don't remember.  3029 


Q Do you remember if there was any discussion 3030 


about limiting the amount of people that talk to the media 3031 
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after the April 25, 2514, Cover Oregon board meeting?  3032 


A Yes.  3033 


Q And what were those discussions?  3034 


A I collectively believed that we needed to speak 3035 


with one voice when the Cover Oregon board made the 3036 


decision and wanted to make sure that we could do that the 3037 


best we could do.  3038 


Q And do you remember who -- did you identify 3039 


somebody as the one voice that would speak for Cover 3040 


Oregon?  3041 


A I don't remember.  3042 


Q Was it Liz Baxter, or seemingly from the email 3043 


chain, by being surprised that she was talking to Obp?  3044 


A I don't know, but she was the chair of the board 3045 


at that time.  3046 


Q Do you know who participated in those 3047 


conversations of wanting to limit the number -- the amount 3048 


of people who talked to the media after the Cover Oregon 3049 


board meeting on April 25th?  3050 


A I don't remember.  3051 


Q Do you remember after the board meeting, so 3052 


starting around in May 2014, any members of the Cover 3053 


Oregon Board of Directors expressing concern with whether 3054 


or not the governor's office is becoming heavily involved 3055 


in Cover Oregon?  3056 
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A Yes.  3057 


Q Do you recall what board members expressed 3058 


concern?  3059 


A I don't remember which board members, but they 3060 


expressed concern.  3061 


Q Do you remember their concerns?  3062 


A I don't specifically, no.  3063 


Q Do you remember speaking about their concerns 3064 


with anyone?  3065 


A I'm sure I did, but I don't remember 3066 


specifically.  3067 


Q Did the board have any reaction to Tina Edlund 3068 


getting selected to lead the transition project to 3069 


healthcare.gov?  3070 


A I don't remember what their reaction was.  3071 


Q Do you recall if you talked to Patricia McCaig 3072 


about the concerns of the Cover Oregon Board of Director 3073 


members?  3074 


A Say that one again.  3075 


Q Do you remember if you talked to Patricia McCaig 3076 


about any concerns that members of the Cover Oregon Board 3077 


of Directors were having in May 2014?  3078 


A I don't remember. 3079 


Q I'm introducing Exhibit 18 into the record. 3080 


(Exhibit 18 was marked and entered.) 3081 
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Q So is this a June 6, 2014, email that you sent 3082 


to Mike Bonetto and Patricia McCaig?  3083 


A Yes.  3084 


Q And was the subject of the email preparing for 3085 


an upcoming Cover Oregon Board of Directors meeting?  3086 


A Yes.  3087 


Q And so in the Item No. 3 in the email, you say, 3088 


"ED search:  They will be recommending Aaron in the morning 3089 


at the Search Committee and approving moving forward at the 3090 


Board.  PM:  Aaron is an exec at Kaiser and on board for 3091 


where we want to go."   3092 


In this item, are you discussing Aaron Patnode 3093 


being brought on to Cover Oregon as the executive director?   3094 


A Yes.  3095 


Q And how do you know that they will be 3096 


recommending Aaron in the morning?  3097 


A I believe it was a conversation with members of 3098 


the Search Committee.  3099 


Q And then you say, "PM: Aaron is an exec at 3100 


Kaiser and on board for where we want to go."   3101 


Are you telling -- is PM, Patricia McCaig?   3102 


A I assume, yes.  3103 


Q And do you recall what you meant by, Aaron is on 3104 


board for where we want to go?  3105 


A He understood what we wanted to achieve and what 3106 
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we wanted to accomplish by enrolling people in the 3107 


coverage.  3108 


Q And why did you feel the need to tell Patricia 3109 


McCaig that he was on board with where you wanted to go?  3110 


A Patricia isn't a health care person.  She 3111 


doesn't know these people, and Aaron was an unknown 3112 


quantity to her, so I felt important for her to know who 3113 


she was -- or who he was, excuse me.   3114 


Q And why was it important for her to have that 3115 


knowledge about who Aaron was?  3116 


A 'Cause this was a very important topic that we 3117 


were working on.  3118 


Q And what was Patricia McCaig's involvement in 3119 


June 2014 with Cover Oregon?   3120 


A She had no official involvement in Cover Oregon.  3121 


Q So at the bottom of the email, you say, "I have 3122 


Clyde not wanting to talk with Board about legal actions at 3123 


the Board meeting but getting small groups of the Board to 3124 


get briefed by legal.  Don't know if this will hold but we 3125 


need to keep this conversation away from the Board 3126 


meeting."   3127 


Do you recall why you wanted to keep the 3128 


conversation away from the board meeting?   3129 


A I don't recall specifically, no.  3130 


Q Do you recall any details about why you may have 3131 
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wanted to keep it away from the board meeting?  3132 


A I don't recall.  3133 


Q Did you ever discuss with Patricia McCaig and 3134 


Michael Bonetto the need to try and shut down Cover Oregon?  3135 


A Yes.  3136 


Q And can you elaborate on what you mean by the 3137 


need to shut down, why you would have discussed shutting 3138 


down Cover Oregon?  3139 


A From a policy perspective, my recommendation to 3140 


the governor eventually was that it wasn't working, the 3141 


current structure didn't work, and it needed to be brought 3142 


back into state government.  3143 


Q And did you discuss the need to shut down Cover 3144 


Oregon with Clyde Hamstreet at all?  3145 


A Yes, I assume I did.  3146 


Q Do you recall Clyde Hamstreet's opinion on 3147 


whether Cover Oregon needed to be shut down?  3148 


A I don't remember his opinion.  3149 


Q Thank you. 3150 


I'm introducing Exhibit 19 into the record. 3151 


(Exhibit 19 was marked and entered.) 3152 


Q So is this an email that you sent on July 17, 3153 


2014, to Patricia McCaig, Tim Raphael, Dmitri Palmateer, 3154 


Nkenge Harmon Johnson, Tina Edlund and Mike Bonetto, with 3155 


comments about an upcoming Cover Oregon Board of Directors 3156 
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meeting?  3157 


A Yes.  3158 


Q And who is Nkenge Harmon Johnson?  3159 


A She was the communications director for the 3160 


governor at the time.  3161 


Q Thank you.   3162 


And do you recall why you were sending this 3163 


information from your personal email account?   3164 


A I don't recall why.  3165 


Q Do you remember the times you -- why you would 3166 


choose to use your personal email account for work-related 3167 


business?  3168 


A I don't recall.  But I knew the rules of 3169 


engagement and never had any expectation of this not being 3170 


public.  It was public work.  3171 


Q Okay.  Thank you.   3172 


I was just wondering if there were certain 3173 


reasons, certain times you did use your personal email 3174 


account and other times using your work account.   3175 


Did you ever email Patricia McCaig from your 3176 


work account?   3177 


A I don't recall if I did.  3178 


Q Did you ever email Tim Raphael from your work 3179 


account?  3180 


A When?   3181 
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Q After he left the governor's office, so I guess 3182 


after December 2013.   3183 


A I don't remember if I did or not.  3184 


Q Okay.  Thank you.   3185 


So at the bottom of the email on the page with 3186 


Bates Stamp No. MBG2008316, you state:  "Main worries.  1.  3187 


I still have not seen material and sounds like Clyde has 3188 


been heavily involved in most of them.  When I get them, I 3189 


will send.  Main area of concern the 'economic framework' 3190 


that my gut tells me is Clyde making his business pitch to 3191 


save this thing."   3192 


So do you remember what you meant by, you were 3193 


concerned that Clyde has been heavily involved in most of 3194 


the materials?   3195 


A I don't recall.  3196 


Q And were you worried in July 2014 that Clyde 3197 


Hamstreet was going to make a business pitch to save this 3198 


thing?  3199 


A Apparently, I was, 'cause that's in the email.  3200 


Q Do you recall anything about what you were 3201 


worried he was going to make a pitch to save?  3202 


A I believe I was talking about Cover Oregon as an 3203 


entity.  3204 


Q And do you remember if there were discussions at 3205 


this time about whether or not to retain Cover Oregon as an 3206 
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independent entity?  3207 


A I don't remember.  3208 


Q Okay.  Thank you.   3209 


I'm introducing Exhibit 20 into the record. 3210 


(Exhibit 20 was marked and entered.) 3211 


Q So in this July 20, 2014, email that you sent 3212 


Tim Raphael, Tina Edlund, Dmitri Palmateer, and Mike 3213 


Bonetto, copying Patricia McCaig, you say, "Here is a new 3214 


version with edits I have gotten.  I still think we need to 3215 


get stronger that the tech decision has been made and the 3216 


only real work is about the remaining functions."   3217 


And do you remember within the summer of 2014 3218 


there was still some ambiguity about whether the tech 3219 


decision had been made for Cover Oregon?   3220 


A Not that I remember.  3221 


Q Do you remember why you were saying in this 3222 


email that you thought you needed to get stronger that the 3223 


tech decision has been made and the only real work done is 3224 


about the remaining functions?  3225 


A I don't remember.  3226 


Q Do you recall if in this email you are 3227 


discussing an upcoming Cover Oregon Board of Directors 3228 


meeting?  3229 


A I believe so.  3230 


Q And on the page with the Bates Stamp No. 3231 
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MBG2005793, it appears there's a draft of a letter to Chair 3232 


Baxter.   3233 


Do you recall this letter?   3234 


A Yes.  3235 


Q Do you recall who drafted this letter?  3236 


A I don't.  3237 


Q Do you recall the purpose of the letter?  3238 


A The purpose of the letter was to communicate to 3239 


the chair of Cover Oregon the governor's preference.  3240 


Q And what was the governor's preference in the 3241 


summer of 2014?  3242 


A Was to move commercial enrollments to the 3243 


federal exchange.  3244 


Q Okay.  Thank you.   3245 


And so was the governor's office ever concerned 3246 


about how the media was discussing Cover Oregon?   3247 


A Yes.  3248 


Q What were their biggest concerns?  3249 


A That it was on the front page of every paper for 3250 


six months.  3251 


Q And who in the governor's office was most 3252 


concerned about the way that the media was covering Cover 3253 


Oregon?  3254 


A I think everybody in the governor's office.  3255 


Q Did you ever have any conversations directly 3256 
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with the governor about the way the media was covering 3257 


Cover Oregon?  3258 


A Yes.  3259 


Q And did he give you any strategies or directions 3260 


on how to address the media coverage of Cover Oregon?  3261 


A I assume that he did, but I'm not the media -- I 3262 


wasn't the media interface.  3263 


Q And who was the media interface for the 3264 


governor's office?  3265 


A The communications director, I believe at the 3266 


time was Nkenge.  3267 


Q How long did Nkenge work at the governor's 3268 


office?  3269 


A I don't know exactly when she left.  3270 


Q Do you know around the time that Nkenge left the 3271 


governor's office?  3272 


A I don't remember.  3273 


Q Do you remember why she left the governor's 3274 


office?  3275 


A No.  3276 


Q Did the governor's office have a media strategy 3277 


with respect to Cover Oregon?  3278 


A Yes.  3279 


Q Did you participate in developing the media 3280 


strategy with respect to Cover Oregon?  3281 
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A Yes.  3282 


Q And can you elaborate on what the media strategy 3283 


was?  3284 


A To make sure we could effectively communicate 3285 


what it was going to mean for Oregonians to get coverage on 3286 


this new path.  They had seen nothing but failure from a 3287 


technology standpoint to get people enrolled, and we wanted 3288 


to assure the public that we believed that Cover Oregon 3289 


made the right choice to move to the federal technology.  3290 


Q And do you remember who was involved in 3291 


developing the media strategy for the governor's office?  3292 


A I don't remember.  3293 


Q Were you involved in the process of bringing 3294 


Clyde Hamstreet on to serve as the interim executive 3295 


director of Cover Oregon?  3296 


A Not that I remember.  3297 


Q Do you know who was involved in the process of 3298 


bringing Clyde Hamstreet on to serve as the interim 3299 


executive director of Cover Oregon?  3300 


A I know the governor was.  3301 


Q Do you know who initiated the process of 3302 


reaching out to Clyde Hamstreet?  3303 


A I don't.  3304 


Q Do you recall why Bruce Goldberg resigned from 3305 


his position as the director of the Oregon Health Authority 3306 
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and the interim executive director of Cover Oregon?  3307 


A You'll have to ask him.  3308 


Q But do you recall within the governor's office 3309 


any discussions about whether there was a need to ask Bruce 3310 


Goldberg to resign from his positions?  3311 


A None that I was a part of it.  3312 


Q Do you recall if there was any discussions about 3313 


firing Bruce Goldberg if he did not resign?  3314 


A Not that I know of. 3315 


Q I'm introducing Exhibit 21 into the record.   3316 


(Exhibit 21 was marked and entered.) 3317 


Q So from this email chain, it looks like on 3318 


April 17th Michael Bonetto emailed you to let you know that 3319 


something Patricia and he discussed with Bruce's 3320 


involvement in Cover Oregon moving forward, and Michael 3321 


Bonetto said that Patricia and Tim are very nervous about 3322 


anything that might entail a new contract for Bruce (like 3323 


Clyde mentioned today).   3324 


Do you recall this discussion with Clyde 3325 


Hamstreet about potentially having a new contract for Bruce 3326 


Goldberg?   3327 


A Yes.  3328 


Q And do you know if Bruce Goldberg did continue 3329 


working at Cover Oregon and enter into a new contract after 3330 


this date?  3331 
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A I don't know if he entered into a new contract.  3332 


I know he continued to help at Cover Oregon at Clyde's 3333 


request.  3334 


Q And so in the email, you say, "I thought we have 3335 


always been clear this is Clyde's call.  Frankly, we need 3336 


him during this time and that letter for him at Cover 3337 


Oregon was always about him staying until a new Ed is on 3338 


board and the transition time is good." 3339 


Why did you believe that it was important for 3340 


Bruce Goldberg to remain in Cover Oregon work?   3341 


A He was an incredible asset to help that 3342 


organization and help Clyde in the transition.  3343 


Q And do you know why Patricia and Tim were very 3344 


nervous about anything that might entail a new contract 3345 


with Bruce?  3346 


A I don't know.  3347 


Q Did you have a conversation outside of this 3348 


email exchange with Michael Bonetto about their concerns?  3349 


A Not that I remember.  3350 


Q Do you know why Michael Bonetto was telling you 3351 


about Patricia McCaig and Tim Raphael's concerns about 3352 


anything that might entail a new contract for Bruce?  3353 


A You'll have to ask Mike.  3354 


Q Do you know if Clyde Hamstreet was asked to 3355 


provide an oral report rather than a written report about 3356 
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his observations of Cover Oregon?  3357 


A I only understood he had a final report to 3358 


deliver.  3359 


Q Did Clyde Hamstreet deliver a final oral report?  3360 


A I believe so, yes.  3361 


Q Did you attend the oral report that Clyde 3362 


Hamstreet presented about Cover Oregon?  3363 


A I believe it was a phone call.  3364 


Q Do you know who else either attended the report 3365 


in person or was on the phone?  3366 


A I remember Aaron.  I don't remember if there was 3367 


anybody else on it.  3368 


Q Aaron Patnode?   3369 


A Patnode.  3370 


Q Do you recall if there were any members of the 3371 


Cover Oregon Board of Directors on the call?  3372 


A Not that I remember.  3373 


Q And was there anything about his presentation 3374 


that stuck out to you as new information about Cover Oregon 3375 


or that you found particularly insightful?  3376 


A Not that I remember.  3377 


Q Do you recall if, during this presentation, 3378 


Clyde Hamstreet ever advised that they needed to get 3379 


politics out of the picture?  3380 


A I don't remember, but I assume he said it.  3381 
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Q Why are you assuming he said it?  Did he say 3382 


that frequently?  3383 


A Yes.  3384 


Q And what did he mean by, there was a need to get 3385 


politics out of the picture?  3386 


A He's a businessman.  That's all.  3387 


Q And so did he think that --  3388 


A This was a brand new space for him being in the 3389 


public eye like this. 3390 


  We will take a break here. 3391 


(Off the record.)  3392 


         EXAMINATION 3393 


   3394 


Q So in the last round of questioning, you talked 3395 


a little bit about how there was sort of sustained media 3396 


attention on Oregon's exchange and the failure to go live 3397 


in October and November and December, et cetera.   3398 


In your view, would it have been politically 3399 


favorable for the website to go live as planned on 3400 


October 1st?   3401 


A Would it have been politically favorable?  3402 


Absolutely.  3403 


Q Would it have been politically favorable for the 3404 


general public to have been able to enroll in insurance on 3405 


October 1st?  3406 
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A Yes.  3407 


Q Did the governor receive criticism or negative 3408 


media attention from the fact that the website failed to go 3409 


live on October 1st?  3410 


A Yes, quite a bit.  3411 


Q And did the governor receive criticism, negative 3412 


attention for the fact that the general public was unable 3413 


to enroll in insurance at that time?  3414 


A Yes.  3415 


Q Was it politically favorable to have sustained 3416 


media attention on the decision to switch to the federal 3417 


technology? 3418 


A I don't think so.  I think it was a policy 3419 


decision.  We wanted to make sure people got coverage.  At 3420 


that point, we weren't worried about whether it was 3421 


politically motivated or not.  3422 


Q And so the sustained attention, media attention, 3423 


on this decision to switch back to the federal technology 3424 


that the board made was not something that the governor's 3425 


office sought out or --  3426 


A Correct.  3427 


Q -- appreciated? 3428 


Do you know who made the ultimate decision to 3429 


switch to the federal technology? 3430 


A The Cover Oregon board.  3431 
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Q And to your knowledge, did any of the members of 3432 


the board hold public office at the time they made that 3433 


decision?  3434 


A Not that I'm aware of.  Although, there's ex 3435 


officio members on the board that are state employees.  3436 


Q To your knowledge, were any of the members of 3437 


the Board of Directors themselves up for reelection at the 3438 


time they made the decision to switch back to the 3439 


federal --  3440 


A Not that I'm aware of.  3441 


Q So in your view, was the board's decision to 3442 


switch back to the federal technology politically 3443 


motivated?  3444 


A No.  3445 


Q Why do you believe the board decided to switch 3446 


back to the federal technology?  3447 


A It was the only option that we had, that they 3448 


had, to ensure they could enroll people and coverage with a 3449 


publicly facing website.  The federal exchange worked.  We 3450 


knew it worked.  The system that Oracle built for Cover 3451 


Oregon didn't work, and it was going to be too costly and 3452 


too long of a time period to try to fix it based on the 3453 


technical expertise.  3454 


Q Are you aware that the state of Kentucky also 3455 


decided to establish its own state-based exchange?  3456 
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A Yes.  3457 


Q And are you aware that Kentucky successfully 3458 


established a working exchange website?  3459 


A Yes.  3460 


Q And are you aware that Kentucky's exchange has 3461 


actually been hailed as a example of a website that worked 3462 


really well?  3463 


A Yes.  3464 


Q Do you know how many people approximately have 3465 


been enrolled in health insurance through Kentucky's 3466 


exchange website?  3467 


A I don't know.  3468 


Q Are you aware that the state of Kentucky 3469 


recently elected a new governor?  3470 


A Yes.  3471 


Q And are you aware that Governor Bevin opposes 3472 


the ACA?  3473 


A Yes.  3474 


Q Are you aware that Governor Bevin ran his 3475 


campaign for governor on a pledge that he would dismantle 3476 


the Kentucky insurance exchange and switch back to the 3477 


federal marketplace?  3478 


A Yes.  3479 


Q Are you aware that another of Governor Bevin's 3480 


campaign pledges was to roll back Kentucky's Medicaid 3481 
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expansion?  3482 


A Yes.  3483 


Q And what is -- can you explain what the Medicaid 3484 


expansion was?  3485 


A It was the opportunity to partner with the 3486 


federal government to expand Medicaid coverage to 3487 


individuals up to 138% of poverty.  3488 


Q And did Governor Bevin's predecessor make the 3489 


decision to accept the Medicaid expansion?  3490 


A I believe so, yes.  3491 


Q Are you aware that in his first press conference 3492 


after being elected, the governor identified dismantling 3493 


the exchange as one of his top priorities?  3494 


A I wasn't aware of that.  3495 


Q Were you aware that the other priority Governor 3496 


Bevin articulated in that press conference was issuing an 3497 


executive order that would allow county clerks to refuse to 3498 


issue marriage licenses to same sex couples?  3499 


A I was aware of that.  3500 


Q I'd like to enter into the record Exhibit 22. 3501 


(Exhibit 22 was marked and entered.) 3502 


Q This is a letter that Governor Bevin sent to 3503 


Secretary Burwell on December 30th, 2015.  Are you aware 3504 


that in December 2015 the governor notified the secretary 3505 


of HHS that he intended to, quote, wind down and cease 3506 
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operation of the Kentucky exchange and switch back to the 3507 


federal exchange, quote, as soon as practicable?  3508 


A No, I wasn't aware.  3509 


Q Are you aware of any current Congressional 3510 


investigations into Governor Bevin's decision to switch 3511 


back to the federal exchange?  3512 


A No, I'm not aware.  3513 


Q I want to go back quickly to a discussion you 3514 


and  were having about the rule that you were 3515 


aware of around the use of official resources for campaign 3516 


purposes.  So you mentioned that you were made aware of the 3517 


rules that apply to you as a state employee; is that 3518 


correct?  3519 


A Correct.  3520 


Q And are you an ethics expert?  3521 


A No.  3522 


Q Are you a lawyer?  3523 


A No.  3524 


Q Is it fair to say that you were made aware of 3525 


the rules around state campaign resources that apply to you 3526 


in your capacity as a state employee?  3527 


A Correct.  3528 


Q Is it fair to say that any other knowledge or 3529 


opinions or understanding you would have about rules that 3530 


did not apply to you would be speculation by you?  3531 
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A Yes.  3532 


Q I'd also like to ask about your use of personal 3533 


email, which has come up a few times today.  You touched on 3534 


this a little bit in the last hour, but under what 3535 


circumstances would you typically use your personal email 3536 


for state business?  3537 


A I don't remember, but based on the record, it 3538 


was folks that I have personal relationships with and were 3539 


friends with or colleagues with.  3540 


Q Would you say that you ever purposely used your 3541 


personal email account rather than your state email 3542 


account?  3543 


A No.  3544 


Q Was it your understanding at the time -- I'm 3545 


sorry.   3546 


What was your understanding at the time of 3547 


whether these emails you were sending on your personal 3548 


account would be preserved in the public record?   3549 


A It was an expectation of mine that they would be 3550 


preserved and that I would preserve them, and anything I 3551 


talked about work related on any medium or any device is 3552 


public record and available to the public.  3553 


Q Is it your understanding that your personal 3554 


emails or the emails that you wrote on your personal 3555 


account have now been made public as part of this 3556 
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investigation and other investigations?  3557 


A Yes.  3558 


Q Did you send emails through your personal 3559 


account to the hide them from the public or make them 3560 


secret?  3561 


A No.  3562 


Q Have you purposely deleted any official emails 3563 


from your personal email account?  3564 


A Not that I'm aware of.  3565 


Q At the time you were sending these emails, were 3566 


you aware of any laws that prohibited Oregon state 3567 


employees from using their personal email accounts?  3568 


A Not that I'm aware of.  3569 


Q Were you aware of any policies or procedures in 3570 


the governor's office that would have prohibited you from 3571 


using your personal email account?  3572 


A Not that I'm aware of.  3573 


Q Would it surprise you to learn that officials in 3574 


the other states have used personal email accounts to 3575 


conduct official business?  3576 


A It wouldn't surprise me.  3577 


Q I'd like to introduce Exhibit 23. 3578 


(Exhibit 23 was marked and entered.) 3579 


Q This is an article from the Wichita Eagle 3580 


titled, "Governor Sam Brownback also used private email 3581 
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address to communicate with staff," dated May 16, 2015.   3582 


Have you seen this article before?   3583 


A I have not.  3584 


Q If you go to the first paragraph of the article, 3585 


it reads:  "Governor Sam Brownback uses a private email 3586 


address to communicate with his staff and others, meaning 3587 


that many of his communications would fall outside the 3588 


bounds of the state's open records law."   3589 


From this article, it appears that Governor 3590 


Brownback used his personal email to conduct official 3591 


business.  Would you agree?   3592 


A Yes.  3593 


Q Does this surprise you?  3594 


A No.  3595 


Q On the next page, second paragraph, the article 3596 


reads:  "'The Governor prefers to communicate in person or 3597 


on the phone whenever possible,' Hawley said in an email.  3598 


'However, when he does use email, he uses a personal email 3599 


account.'"   3600 


And then the fourth paragraph reads:  "The Eagle 3601 


reported in January that Brownback's budget director, Shawn 3602 


Sullivan, had used a private email address to send a draft 3603 


of the state budget several weeks before it was released to 3604 


lawmakers."   3605 


What do you make of the revelations in this 3606 
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article?   3607 


A I'm not surprised.  3608 


Q Are you aware of any Congressional 3609 


investigations into Governor Brownback's use of personal 3610 


email?  3611 


A I'm not aware of any.  3612 


Q I'd like to introduce Exhibit 24. 3613 


(Exhibit 24 was marked and entered.) 3614 


Q This is an article in the International Business 3615 


Times titled, "Chris Christie Had Two Private Email 3616 


Accounts; New Jersey Governor Blocks Release Of Any 3617 


Messages He May Have Sent To Government Officials."  On 3618 


page 2, the second paragraph of the article reads:  "'When 3619 


I'm president of the United States, you'll have a right to 3620 


know what your president is doing, and we have the 3621 


obligation to be held accountable for what we're doing,' he 3622 


declared.  Yet, back in New Jersey, the Republican 3623 


governor's administration is asserting executive privilege 3624 


to block the release of any emails he may have sent to 3625 


state officials from two private email accounts."   3626 


So in addition to using personal email, it 3627 


appears from this article that Governor Christie was also 3628 


taking steps to prevent those emails from being released.  3629 


Is that your interpretation of the article?   3630 


A Yes.  3631 
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Q Does this surprise you?  3632 


A No.  3633 


Q If you turn the page again to page 3, at the 3634 


bottom of the page, it reads:  "Christie said in March that 3635 


'there is no law in New Jersey that requires you to do 3636 


state business on a state email account.'  However, his 3637 


office has required since last year that officials use 3638 


government email addresses for state business, Christie 3639 


said." 3640 


So according to Governor Christie, New Jersey 3641 


law does not require official business to be conducted via 3642 


state or official email, or at least it did not.  Is that 3643 


your interpretation?   3644 


A Correct.  3645 


Q Does that surprise you?  3646 


A No.  3647 


Q Are you aware of any Congressional 3648 


investigations into Governor Christie's use of personal 3649 


email?  3650 


A No.  3651 


Q I'd like to introduce Exhibit 25. 3652 


(Exhibit 25 was marked and entered.) 3653 


Q This is an article from The Texas Tribune 3654 


titled, "Et tu, Rick?  Perry Has Own Private Email Trail, 3655 


dated March 4, 2015.   3656 
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Have you seen this article before? 3657 


A I have not.  3658 


Q If you go to the third paragraph on this second 3659 


page, it reads:  "'In reviewing  3660 


non-confidential documents related to the UT Board of 3661 


Regents investigation and reviewing public testimony by 3662 


Regent Brenda Pejovich of the UT Board of Regents, it's 3663 


clear to me based on that review that  3664 


then-Governor Perry was using a private email account to 3665 


communicate with members of the Board of Regents.'"   3666 


And then if you move to the last paragraph on 3667 


the same page, it reads:  "The emails, in which Perry is 3668 


identified as only 'RP,' show him corresponding with a 3669 


number of UT regents as well as Jeff Sandefer, a prominent 3670 


Republican donor and informal advisor to Perry."   3671 


So this article appears to reference  3672 


then-Republic Governor Rick Perry's use of a personal email 3673 


to communicate with his personal advisor; is that correct?   3674 


A Yes.  3675 


Q Does this surprise you?  3676 


A No.  3677 


Q Are you aware of any Congressional investigation 3678 


into Governor Perry's use of personal email?  3679 


A No.  3680 


Q I'd like to introduce Exhibit 26. 3681 
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(Exhibit 26 was marked and entered.) 3682 


Q This is an AP story titled, "Bobby Jindal aides 3683 


used personal email to strategize on Medicaid cuts."  This 3684 


is dated December 10th, 2012.  The first paragraph of the 3685 


first page reads:  "Top officials in Louisiana Governor 3686 


Bobby Jindal's administration used personal email accounts 3687 


to craft media strategy for imposing hundreds of millions 3688 


of dollars in Medicaid cuts - a method of communication 3689 


that can make it more difficult to track under public 3690 


records laws despite Jindal's pledge to bring more 3691 


transparency to state government."   3692 


The next paragraph reads:  "Emails reviewed by 3693 


The Associated Press reveal that non-state government email 3694 


addresses were used dozens of times by state officials to 3695 


communicate last summer about a public relations offensive 3696 


for making $523 million in health care cuts."   3697 


Does it surprise you that Governor Jindal's 3698 


aides were using their personal email accounts to develop a 3699 


PR strategy around -- for his proposed Medicaid cuts?   3700 


A No.  3701 


Q If you go to the first paragraph of the next 3702 


page, second sentence, "Though Jindal wasn't included in 3703 


the email discussions reviewed by the AP, his spokeswoman 3704 


said the governor uses a private email account to 3705 


communicate with immediate staff."   3706 
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According to this article, Governor Jindal uses 3707 


his personal email account to discuss official business 3708 


with his staff.  Is that your reading?   3709 


A Yes.  3710 


Q Moving to the fifth paragraph of this page, 3711 


starts with, "While governor in Massachusetts, Romney used 3712 


two private email addresses to communicate with aides, 3713 


develop policy and political strategy, and edit op-ed 3714 


articles and press releases."   3715 


Do you know which governor this section is 3716 


referring to here?   3717 


A I believe former Governor Romney.  3718 


Q So former Republican Governor Mitt Romney used 3719 


his personal email accounts to conduct official business; 3720 


is that correct?  3721 


A That's what it says.  Yes.  3722 


Q The article continues, "The communications were 3723 


legal under Massachusetts law, but state public officials 3724 


deemed them public records and subject to archiving." 3725 


Is that a similar approach, from your reading of 3726 


this article, that Oregon took?   3727 


A Yes.  This was always my expectation as a state 3728 


employee in Oregon.  3729 


Q Are you aware of any Congressional 3730 


investigations into Governor Jindal's use of personal 3731 
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email?  3732 


A No.  3733 


Q Are you aware of any Congressional 3734 


investigations into Governor Romney's use of personal 3735 


email?  3736 


A No.  3737 


Q I'd like to introduce Exhibit 27. 3738 


(Exhibit 27 was marked and entered.) 3739 


Q This is a Washington Post article titled, "As 3740 


governor, Jeb Bush used email to discuss security, troop 3741 


deployments."  It's dated March 14, 2015.  The first 3742 


paragraph on page 1 reads:  "Jeb Bush used his private 3743 


email account as Florida governor to discuss security and 3744 


military issues such as troop deployments to the Middle 3745 


East and the protection of nuclear plants."   3746 


Does it surprise you that former Governor Bush 3747 


used his personal email account to discuss security and 3748 


military issues?   3749 


A No.  3750 


Q The last paragraph on the page reads:  "As 3751 


governor, Bush used his account, jeb@jeb.org, to conduct 3752 


official, political and personal business, including plans 3753 


to woo new businesses to the state, judicial appointments 3754 


and military matters, the email records show."   3755 


I'm sorry, that's on the following page.   3756 
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Are you aware of any Congressional 3757 


investigations into former Governor Bush's use of his 3758 


personal email account?   3759 


A No.  3760 


Q So is it fair to say that many governors, 3761 


including Republican governors, view the use of personal 3762 


email to conduct official business, as appropriate, in the 3763 


absence of a law or policy prohibiting the practice?  3764 


A Yes.  3765 


Q Now, I'd like to go back to the technology work 3766 


group.  So on the last round, we were discussing your 3767 


involvement in the work group.  Can you just briefly, so we 3768 


get back on the same page, describe your role in the work 3769 


group, how you viewed your role in the group?  3770 


A My role was a listening role, an understanding 3771 


role, a question-asking role, but I did not have any 3772 


decision-making authority, nor a vote on the work group; 3773 


that was the technical people that were appointed to the 3774 


work group.  3775 


Q And why did you not have decision-making 3776 


authority or a vote?  3777 


A 'Cause I'm not a technical expert.  3778 


Q I'd like to show you Exhibit 28. 3779 


(Exhibit 28 was marked and entered.) 3780 


Q This is a document entitled, "Cover Oregon Final 3781 
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Report May 8, 2014."  Do you recognize this document?  3782 


A Yes.  3783 


Q What is it?  3784 


A I believe it's the final report of the 3785 


technology group's recommendation to the board.  3786 


Q And who is Alex Pettit?  3787 


A At this time, I believe he was the interim chief 3788 


information officer at Cover Oregon.  3789 


Q And why was the report issued under his header 3790 


at the top of the page?  3791 


A I don't know.  You'll have to ask him.  3792 


Q Was it your understanding, when you began 3793 


participating in the work group, that the work group would 3794 


eventually prepare a report like this to convey its 3795 


recommendation to the Cover Oregon board?  3796 


A Yes.  That was the expectation.  3797 


Q Do you know why that was the approach that was 3798 


taken?  3799 


A I don't remember why.  3800 


Q Are you confident in the information contained 3801 


in the report?  3802 


A I'm confident in the process, and I'm confident 3803 


in the result.  3804 


Q I'd like to ask about the various technology 3805 


alternatives that the work group considered.  Do you recall 3806 
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how many technology alternatives were initially on the 3807 


table for the work group?  3808 


A Not initially, no.  3809 


Q Do you recall how the various technology 3810 


alternatives that were initially on the table were 3811 


identified by the work group?  3812 


A Say that one again.  3813 


Q Do you recall how the alternatives were sort 3814 


of -- how they came to be discussed by the work group?  In 3815 


other words, how did the work group decide that these were 3816 


the alternatives that they were going to start with to 3817 


consider and then ultimately come to their recommendation?  3818 


A I believe the initial batch of options were 3819 


created by Deloitte, an objective third party, and then if 3820 


I remember correctly, options were put on the table by the 3821 


work group members themselves, as things that they would 3822 


recommend us considering and the board considering, being 3823 


technology experts.  3824 


Q And do you remember how the work group assessed 3825 


each of the different options or alternatives?  3826 


A They asked for as much information as they could 3827 


around the risk of being successful, how much each of the 3828 


options would cost, and how long each option would take.  3829 


Q So if you had to articulate those criteria, are 3830 


risk, schedule, and cost a fair summary?  3831 
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A Yes.  3832 


Q Do you recall when the work group dismissed the 3833 


option of staying the course and keeping the current 3834 


technology?  3835 


A I don't remember the exact date.  3836 


Q Do you remember why that alternative was 3837 


dismissed?  3838 


A Because it didn't meet the risk, time, and cost 3839 


objectives that they set forth in their  3840 


decision-making process.  3841 


Q And do you remember why the other alternatives 3842 


were eventually dismissed?  3843 


A For the same reasons.  3844 


Q Do you recall which of the original options or 3845 


alternatives the work group started with were left over at 3846 


the end, the final -- there were three final options?  3847 


A I don't remember specifically the three options. 3848 


Q If you go to page 6, under "Final Three 3849 


Alternatives," the first sentence of the second paragraph 3850 


reads:  "The transfer of another state's solution (Transfer 3851 


SBM) alternative was considered an 'on the bubble' option."   3852 


What is your understanding of what "on the 3853 


bubble" means here?   3854 


A My understanding is "on the bubble" means we 3855 


didn't know enough about how to do it, whether it would 3856 
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work.  If I remember the conversations correctly at the 3857 


technology group, there was a lot of concern that nobody 3858 


had done something like that before, and we'd already been 3859 


down that kind of path, and so it was an intriguing option, 3860 


but they didn't know enough about whether it could work or 3861 


not.  3862 


Q And is that why the option was eventually 3863 


dismissed?  3864 


A I believe so, yes.  3865 


Q Moving to the next page, under "Preliminary 3866 


Recommendation," the report reads:  "Based upon the 3867 


information provided to the work group by the Cover Oregon 3868 


staff and consultants, the TOW recommended that Cover 3869 


Oregon should continue development and deployment of the 3870 


current technology solution with a new vendor while 3871 


actively retaining the ability to migrate to the FFM 3872 


solution as a contingency if key Cover Oregon milestones 3873 


were missed."   3874 


What does TOW stand for?   3875 


A I believe it's the technology options work 3876 


group.  3877 


Q And what does FFM mean?   3878 


A Federally Facilitated Marketplace.  3879 


Q So in your own words, what was the group's 3880 


preliminary recommendation?  3881 
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A Bring in a new contractor to fix the technology 3882 


that never worked that Oracle built; if it could be fixed 3883 


in 100 days with specific milestones and deliverables, we 3884 


would stay that course, but the second that one of those 3885 


milestones is missed, then we would transition the 3886 


commercial enrollment functions to the FFM.  3887 


Q And do you know whether this recommendation 3888 


reflected the consensus of the work group at the time?  3889 


A I believe it did.  3890 


Q So asking about the 100-day plan that you 3891 


referenced, can you just describe what that was?  You just 3892 


briefly mentioned it just now.   3893 


A One of the things that I know the work group 3894 


talked a lot about was all of the missed deadlines from 3895 


October, all the promises that Oracle made about when 3896 


things would be done, and not having a clear timeline, 3897 


milestones, and deliverables.   3898 


And they wanted to be really clear around any 3899 


recommendations they made had those aspects built into the 3900 


plan, and then it would be an objective choice to go to the 3901 


FFM.  It wouldn't be a favor.  There would be objective 3902 


analysis about whether to go or not.  3903 


Q Why was it called the 100-day plan?  3904 


A I don't remember.  I assume it took 100 days.  3905 


Q Fair guess.  Was there a next deadline that 3906 
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everyone was working towards, a next event or deadline that 3907 


was sort of the on the horizon?  3908 


A Not that I remember.  3909 


Q Do you know when the next open enrollment period 3910 


was?  3911 


A I believe it was November 15th.  3912 


Q If you go back to the paragraph under 3913 


"Preliminary Recommendation," the last sentence says, "The 3914 


State of Oregon's Chief Information Officer would monitor 3915 


the achievement of milestones and if not met, would shift 3916 


to deployment of the FFM for 2015 open enrollment and 3917 


maintain the current Cover Oregon exchange technology 3918 


through December 31, 2014 to support 2014 QHP enrollment."   3919 


What does QHP stand for?   3920 


A Qualified Health Plans.  3921 


Q And these are the plans that are allowed to 3922 


participate in --  3923 


A In the exchange, the commercial.  3924 


Q Do you know whether the milestones that were set 3925 


in the 100-day plan were met?  3926 


A They were not met.  3927 


Q Do you know if the work group considered how 3928 


costly it would be to keep the current technology within 3929 


the new vendor?  3930 


A Yes, I do.  3931 
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Q Okay.  If you turn to the next page, the bottom 3932 


of the page, the report reads:  "Deloitte's estimate for 3933 


the total level of effort to achieve stabilization, 3934 


completion of the current enrollment solution, and 3935 


development of new functionality to support renewal and 3936 


change of circumstances is 390,000 hours.  At $200 per hour 3937 


blended rate, the cost to Oregon was estimated to approach 3938 


$78 million, which does not include the core costs of 3939 


hardware, software, licensing, and staff that Cover Oregon 3940 


currently supports."   3941 


What was your interpretation of Deloitte's 3942 


assessment of the cost to stay with the current technology?   3943 


A This was an amazing amount of cost for something 3944 


that we had been told for a long time was really close to 3945 


being done.  So it was a cost that I couldn't believe, to 3946 


be honest.  3947 


Q And just for the record, this is something that 3948 


you were -- Cover Oregon and OHA had been told was close to 3949 


being done beginning in October 2013?  3950 


A Correct.  3951 


Q And this report was dated May 8, 2014?  3952 


A Correct.  3953 


Q And was the website working at this time?  3954 


A No.  3955 


Q Do you know whether the work group considered 3956 
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how risky it would be to keep the current technology with 3957 


the new vendor?  3958 


A Yes.  3959 


Q So if you go down to the last full paragraph on 3960 


that page -- oh, I'm sorry.  Go down to the second 3961 


paragraph on that page first, reads:  "In summary, the 3962 


timeline necessary introduces substantial risk to the 3963 


project while assuming capabilities which Cover Oregon does 3964 


not currently have, and allows little margin for error.  3965 


Not all the necessary functionality can be completed by the 3966 


November 2014 deadline.  Finally, this option exceeds the 3967 


resources of Cover Oregon.  This option failed the 3968 


reasonable gap analysis trigger previously identified."   3969 


Do you know what the reasonable gap analysis 3970 


trigger is?   3971 


A I believe it was the objective analysis from the 3972 


technology advisory group to weigh the options and 3973 


recommend options to move forward.  3974 


Q And this assessment that I just read reflects 3975 


the option of keeping the current technology; is that 3976 


correct?  3977 


A Correct.  3978 


Q And do you know why the option of keeping the 3979 


current technology failed the reasonable gap analysis 3980 


trigger?  3981 
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A It cost too much money, they weren't going to be 3982 


able to deliver it by November of 2015, and they were still 3983 


tremendous risks to being able to actually build it.  3984 


Q And what was occurring in November of 2015? 3985 


A Open enrollment for 2015.  3986 


Q Do you know whether the work group also analyzed 3987 


how much it would cost and how risky it would be to use the 3988 


federal technology?  3989 


A I believe so, yes.  3990 


Q Okay.  So now under the heading "Utilize the 3991 


Federal Technology," the last full paragraph on the page 3992 


reads:  "Enrollment, renewal, and change of circumstance 3993 


functionality are currently available throughout the FFM, 3994 


providing the lowest risk option to Oregon.  All 3995 


functionality will be available before November 2014, and 3996 


the preliminary cost estimate from Deloitte of $4 million 3997 


to 6 million is within available Cover Oregon resources."   3998 


What was your understanding of why enrollment, 3999 


renewal, and change of circumstance functionality were 4000 


already currently available through the FFM?   4001 


A 'Cause the FFM worked.  4002 


Q Whereas the --  4003 


A Whereas our exchange that Oracle built didn't 4004 


work.  4005 


Q In your view, why did the work group believe 4006 
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that switching to the federal technology was ultimately the 4007 


lowest risk option for Oregon?  4008 


A It was the lowest risk because we knew it 4009 


worked.  It was a known entity.  People were currently 4010 


enrolling on it.  It was well within budget, and there was 4011 


timeline to get there.  4012 


Q So what was the work group's ultimate 4013 


recommendation to the board of Cover Oregon?  4014 


A Was to transition the commercial enrollments of 4015 


the exchange to utilize the federal technology of the FFM.  4016 


Q Do you know when this recommendation was 4017 


reached?  4018 


A I don't remember the exact date.  4019 


Q Do you know whether it was a unanimous decision? 4020 


A I believe was.  4021 


Q Did you vote on this recommendation?  4022 


A I did not.  4023 


Q Did you ever instruct the work group to 4024 


disregard any of the technology alternatives that were 4025 


originally on the table?  4026 


A No.  4027 


Q Did any individuals outside the work group 4028 


influence the work group's ultimate decision to switch to 4029 


the federal technology?  4030 


A Not that I know of.  4031 
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Q To your knowledge, did any of the governor's 4032 


advisors or staff instruct the work group to disregard the 4033 


other technology options?  4034 


A Not that I know of.  4035 


Q To your knowledge, did the governor instruct the 4036 


work group to disregard the other technology options?  4037 


A No.  4038 


Q To your knowledge, did any of the governor's 4039 


advisors or staff ever instruct the work group to make the 4040 


recommendation to switch to the federal technology?  4041 


A No.  4042 


Q To your knowledge, did the governor ever make 4043 


the recommendation or instruct the work group to make the 4044 


recommendation to switch to the federal technology?  4045 


A No.  4046 


Q Would you say that Governor Kitzhaber's upcoming 4047 


reelection factored into the work group's decision to 4048 


switch to the federal technology?  4049 


A No.  4050 


Q I want to ask quickly about Exhibit 5.   4051 


A Oh, here it is. 4052 


Q So this is the email from John Kitzhaber to you 4053 


and others on March 26, 2014.  In your discussion with  4054 


, you mentioned that Governor Kitzhaber wanted to  


know what was going on with the technology work group and 4056 
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with sort of the recommendation, how the process was coming 4057 


for the recommendation.   4058 


Why did the governor want to know about that?   4059 


A It was a hugely important topic in our state.  4060 


We had been working for almost three and four years to 4061 


expand coverage to people who didn't have coverage.  It 4062 


wasn't happening how any of us wanted it to happen.  And he 4063 


wanted to make sure he understood what we were doing moving 4064 


forward so we could continue to do that.  4065 


Q Do you think he wanted to know what was going on 4066 


so that he could influence the ultimate recommendation?  4067 


A No. 4068 


Q I want to ask about the Cover Oregon Board of 4069 


Directors.   4070 


A Sure.  4071 


Q You mentioned this before, but what was your 4072 


understanding of the purpose, function of the Cover Oregon 4073 


Board of Directors?  4074 


A The Cover Oregon board had full authority to 4075 


implement the powers that the legislature gave them as an 4076 


organization to enroll people into health insurance 4077 


coverage.  4078 


Q And what decision-making authority did the board 4079 


have?  4080 


A They had full decision-making authority over any 4081 
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Cover Oregon activity.  4082 


Q Did the executive director of Cover Oregon have 4083 


the authority to overrule a decision made by the board?  4084 


A No.  4085 


Q Did the governor have the authority to overrule 4086 


a decision made by the board?  4087 


A No.  4088 


Q You mentioned that the governor would 4089 


occasionally speak to board members.  Under what 4090 


circumstances and why would the governor communicate with 4091 


board members?  4092 


A The board members were governor-appointed, 4093 


Senate-confirmed positions, so he had conversations with 4094 


them as appointees, and he would talk to them about 4095 


preferences and would advise them on certain things, 4096 


whether it was about Cover Oregon or not.   4097 


It was a very diverse board that had other 4098 


interests, other than the work of Cover Oregon, that he 4099 


would work with them on.  4100 


Q Was it your understanding that the governor 4101 


would communicate with board members in order to influence 4102 


their decisions about Cover Oregon or other matters or 4103 


direct them to make a certain decision?  4104 


A He would never direct them.  When I would have 4105 


conversations with them on his behalf, I would make it 4106 
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clear our preferences, but it was their ultimate authority 4107 


to make a decision.  4108 


Q You mentioned that you occasionally attended 4109 


board meetings?  4110 


A Uh-huh.  4111 


Q Why did you attend those meetings?  4112 


A To understand what was happening in the 4113 


meetings.  They were public meetings.  I was a member of 4114 


the public unless I was invited by the board to participate 4115 


or to present.  4116 


Q So would you say that, except for those 4117 


circumstances in which you were invited to participate or 4118 


present, you were not an official member of the board?  4119 


A I was not an official member of the board.  4120 


Q What was your role at the board meetings?  4121 


A Sometimes they would ask me to present.  4122 


Sometimes they would ask me to sit at the table and have a 4123 


conversation with them, as counsel, as advice, but no more 4124 


than that.  4125 


Q Did anyone else from the governor's staff 4126 


typically attend the board meeting?  4127 


A I believe so, but it wasn't until later, when 4128 


Tina Edlund was officially a part of the governor's team.  4129 


Q Did any of the governor's personal advisors 4130 


attend the board meeting?  4131 
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A I don't think so.  4132 


Q So is it fair to say that, as the governor's 4133 


health policy advisor, it was your job to keep the governor 4134 


apprised of what the board was doing, as well as offer your 4135 


expert sort of counsel and opinion to the board as they 4136 


were considering various options before them?  4137 


A Yes.  4138 


Q Do you know what information the board 4139 


considered before making the decision to switch to the 4140 


federal technology?  4141 


A I don't know all of the information.  I know 4142 


they used the technical advisory work group's 4143 


recommendations and work, and the work that is in front of 4144 


us here from Alex.  4145 


Q Was there particular -- what work from Alex are 4146 


you referring to?  4147 


A The Cover Oregon final report, May 8, 2014, from 4148 


Alex Pettit.  4149 


Q And do you know whether the board received any 4150 


type of presentation from the technology options work group 4151 


before it made the decision to switch?  4152 


A I don't remember.  4153 


Q Did you attend the meeting at which the board 4154 


made the decision to switch to the federal technology?  4155 


A I believe so, yes.  4156 
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Q Do you recall approximately when this meeting 4157 


took place?  4158 


A I don't remember.  4159 


Q What was the technology options work group's 4160 


recommendation to the board at that meeting?  4161 


A It was to recommend transitioning the commercial 4162 


enrollment functions to the Federally Facilitated 4163 


Marketplace.  4164 


Q And what was the reason for the work group's 4165 


recommendation?  4166 


A It was the least risky, lowest cost, on-time 4167 


option that was available to us at the time.  4168 


Q To your knowledge, was the board required to 4169 


come to the same conclusion as the technology options work 4170 


group?  4171 


A No.  4172 


Q Who made the final decision to switch to the 4173 


federal technology for commercial insurance?  4174 


A The Cover Oregon board.  4175 


Q When was this decision made?  4176 


A I believe it was in the spring of 2014.  4177 


Q How was the decision made? 4178 


A It was made in a public setting, as they make 4179 


all of their decisions.  I'm assuming there was a rollcall 4180 


vote by the chair, and there was a record of them all 4181 
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voting.  4182 


Q Do you know whether the vote was unanimous to 4183 


switch?  4184 


A I believe it was.  4185 


Q Did you have any reason to believe that the 4186 


Cover Oregon board had been coerced or pressured into 4187 


voting to switch to the federal technology?  4188 


A No.  4189 


Q Some have claimed that the board was acting as a 4190 


pass-through or a rubber stamp rather than having real 4191 


independent authority.  How would you respond to that 4192 


allegation?  4193 


A They're an independent board.  A lot of them are 4194 


very independent-minded people.  They created a process to 4195 


inform them on their decision making.  I made it very 4196 


clear, as a representative of the governor, what I believed 4197 


was the right path and what the governor believed the right 4198 


path was, but that was just one piece of information for 4199 


them as they made their decision.  4200 


Q You laughed in response to that question.  Why 4201 


did you laugh?  4202 


A They're an independent board.  The governor 4203 


didn't have the authority to make the decision.  We didn't 4204 


have the authority to make the decision.  The legislature 4205 


made it very clear in enabling -- the enabling legislation 4206 
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of Cover Oregon board had all the authority to make these 4207 


decisions.  4208 


Q Was it your view that the governor believed he 4209 


had the authority to make the decision rather than the 4210 


board?  4211 


A I don't know what he believed, but we knew he 4212 


didn't have the decision-making authority on it.  4213 


Q Did he ever say anything to you to communicate 4214 


that he thought he had the decision-making authority?  4215 


A No, he did not.  4216 


Q I'd like to go back to Exhibit 14.  Sorry to 4217 


make you dig through.  It's an email from Mr. Kolmer with 4218 


the subject, "Draft from Alex."  So as you recall, this is 4219 


an April 16, 2014, email from you to Mike Bonetto, copying 4220 


Patricia McCaig, Tim Raphael, Patty Wentz, and Dmitri 4221 


Palmateer.   4222 


And just for the record, who is the "Alex" that 4223 


you're referring to in the subject line here?   4224 


A I believe it was Alex Pettit.  4225 


Q And do you recall what draft you were referring 4226 


to?  4227 


A I don't recall.  4228 


Q My colleague on the majority asked about the 4229 


last line of the email where you wrote:  "Bottom line:  We 4230 


should not have AP only present the IT budget as the reason 4231 
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for the decision.  He should get those 20% estimates to 4232 


also use and then it can be part of the whole package for 4233 


CO board."   4234 


And again, who is AP?   4235 


A Alex Pettit.  4236 


Q And CO board stands for?  4237 


A Cover Oregon board.  4238 


Q What do you believe that you meant when you 4239 


wrote this email, if you can recall?  4240 


A The process that the technology work group went 4241 


through wasn't just about cost.  It was about risk and 4242 


about timeline, and I believe my comment here was, Alex 4243 


also shouldn't just present it as a cost issue, that it was 4244 


really a functionality issue and a timeline issue as well.  4245 


Q And in the last round, you mentioned that you 4246 


felt the board should have all the tools they needed to 4247 


make this decision.  Does this factor into it, not just 4248 


knowing about cost but other elements?  4249 


A Correct.  4250 


Q So is it fair to say that you wanted to make 4251 


sure the board had all of the relevant context before 4252 


making the decision?  4253 


A Yes.  It was a very big decision for a group 4254 


that had been hoping the technology would have worked 4255 


October 1st, and we wanted to make sure they all the 4256 
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information they needed, whether it was from the board or 4257 


not, to make a really, really big decision.  4258 


Q I want to go back to Exhibit 17.  This is an 4259 


email chain between you, Mike Bonetto, and Patricia McCaig 4260 


on April 29, 2014, and April 30, 2014.   4261 


A You said 17?   4262 


Q Yes.  So you discussed with  on April 4263 


29th at 7:42 a.m., the second to last -- or the third to 4264 


last email on the page here, you wrote:  "You all should 4265 


know George could be supporting the creep with Governor.  4266 


So if I ask George for advice, George will want to keep 4267 


door open." 4268 


Do you recall what you were referring to there?   4269 


A I believe this was around the time where this 4270 


was a really big decision, and George had been part of this 4271 


board for a very long time and wanted to make sure they 4272 


were making the right decision and not rushing to a 4273 


decision.  4274 


Q And what was the creep you were referring to, if 4275 


you recall?  4276 


A To the best I remember, it's around the 100-day 4277 


sprint versus the FFM and wanting to make sure that we do 4278 


that well and objectively before decision.  4279 


Q Do you know -- this email is dated April 28th, 4280 


29th, and 30th.  Do you know whether the decision to switch 4281 
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to the federal technology had actually already been made by 4282 


this point?  4283 


A I think it had already been made at this point.  4284 


Q By the Board of Directors?  4285 


A By the board, correct.  4286 


Q So going to Ms. McCaig's email at 7:57, she 4287 


writes:  "Obp just announced Liz Baxter on think out loud.  4288 


I thought we put a stake in that on Friday and Clyde was 4289 


going to call her?"   4290 


And who is Liz Baxter again?   4291 


A She was currently the chair of Cover Oregon at 4292 


the time.  4293 


Q And who is the "Clyde" that Ms. McCaig was 4294 


referring to? 4295 


A Clyde Hamstreet.  4296 


Q And again, what was McCaig referring to with her 4297 


email?  4298 


A Apparently, Liz Baxter was going on an NPR show, 4299 


a radio show.  4300 


Q You responded at 8:25 saying, "The only one who 4301 


can effectively tell her to stop talking to media is gov.  4302 


No one to date has been able to put a stop to this.  We all 4303 


have had conversations at various times."   4304 


Why did you think that the governor was the only 4305 


one who could encourage Ms. Baxter not to speak to the 4306 
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media about the board's decision?   4307 


A They'd been friends and colleagues for a very 4308 


long time.  4309 


Q And you mention that there had been a collective 4310 


decision to have a single spokesperson to communicate the 4311 


board's decision to the public.  Why was that decision 4312 


made?  Why was that important?  4313 


A It was really important because of the chaos 4314 


that had happened over the last eight months.  There was a 4315 


lot of false reporting happening, false narratives, a lot 4316 


of uncertainty in the public, and it was really important 4317 


to everyone involved to make sure we were speaking, not 4318 


necessarily with one person, but with one voice, and making 4319 


sure that whoever was out talking about the decision that 4320 


Cover Oregon made was accurately portraying it so that the 4321 


public understood what was happening.  4322 


Q And was this the decision that you had made 4323 


unilaterally?  4324 


A No.  4325 


Q Was this a collective decision that --  4326 


A Collective.  4327 


Q Did this email chain have anything to do with 4328 


trying to influence or direct the board's decision to 4329 


switch to the federal technology?  4330 


A Not that I know of.  4331 
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Q As best you can tell, did this email chain occur 4332 


after the switch to the federal technology?  4333 


A I believe so, yes.  4334 


Q Okay.  I'd like to now switch gears a little bit 4335 


and talk about some of the questions my colleagues on the 4336 


majority have asked you about your interaction with 4337 


Governor Kitzhaber's campaign staff and personal advisors.   4338 


A Sure.  4339 


Q While in your role as health policy advisory to 4340 


the governor, did you ever consult with individuals outside 4341 


of the governor's office regarding health policy issues?  4342 


A Yes.  4343 


Q Who did you consult with?  4344 


A Ex-CEOs of companies, ex-leaderships in other 4345 


companies, private individuals who work at health care 4346 


companies.  A lot people that I work with don't have 4347 


official roles in state government.  4348 


Q And what was the purpose of seeking out these 4349 


people and consulting with them?  4350 


A Getting smarter about a topic, understanding if 4351 


it was an issue that we'd already talked about previously 4352 


in the state, to understand where they were, understand 4353 


what they believe the right direction was, to give me as 4354 


much information as possible to make a recommendation to 4355 


the governor.  4356 
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Q Did you ever communicate with any of the 4357 


governor's personal advisors?  4358 


A Yes.  4359 


Q Did you communicate with Patricia McCaig?  4360 


A Yes.  4361 


Q Why did you communicate with her?  4362 


A She is an expert in communications, and I sought 4363 


her counsel to make sure that the advice and counsel I was 4364 


giving the governor and, as we were talking to the public, 4365 


made sense, and any expertise she could provide me in those 4366 


conversations was  4367 


well-received and accepted.  4368 


Q Did you ever consult with any of the governor's 4369 


campaign staff?  4370 


A Not that I know of.  4371 


Q Did you ever communicate with his campaign 4372 


staff?  4373 


A Not that I know of.  4374 


Q Did you ever communicate with Ms. McCaig about 4375 


issues related to Cover Oregon?  4376 


A Yes.  4377 


Q And is it fair to say that you would seek her 4378 


advice because of her expertise in communications and not 4379 


because of her role as a health policy expert or IT expert?  4380 


A Correct.  4381 
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Q Did Ms. McCaig hold herself out as a health 4382 


policy expert?  4383 


A No.  4384 


Q Did she hold herself out as an IT expert?  4385 


A No.  4386 


Q To your knowledge, did she ever -- did  4387 


Ms. McCaig ever provide health policy advice to you or the 4388 


governor or anyone else in the governor's office?  4389 


A Didn't give it to me.  I don't know about 4390 


anybody else.  4391 


Q Did she ever provide you with IT advice?  4392 


A No.  4393 


Q Did you ever feel coerced or pressured by Ms. 4394 


McCaig to make a particular policy decision?  4395 


A No.  4396 


Q In your opinion, how did the governor sort of 4397 


perceive the advice or counsel of Ms. McCaig or his 4398 


campaign staff or others that were outside of the official 4399 


office of the governor?  4400 


A I think he just wanted the smartest people and 4401 


the people that he trusted to give him the best advice on 4402 


how to move forward as governor.  He sought the same kind 4403 


of advice from others that had nothing to do with the 4404 


campaign.  4405 


Q In your opinion, did the governor give more 4406 
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weight to the views of his campaign staff or personal 4407 


advisors than use of you or others in the governor's 4408 


office?  4409 


A I don't believe so.  4410 


Q In your opinion, did the governor make decisions 4411 


with respect to Cover Oregon independently?  Meaning, did 4412 


he receive the advice, counsel of campaign staff, other 4413 


advisors, but not take their direction necessarily?  4414 


A He was a collector of information from all kinds 4415 


of sources, and part of my job was to also give him the 4416 


best advice possible from a policy perspective.  If there 4417 


was a decision for him to make, then he would make it.  4418 


Q And just to be clear, did you ever feel 4419 


pressured by any of the governor's campaign staff, personal 4420 


advisors to reach a particular policy decision for a 4421 


political reason?  4422 


A No.  4423 


Q Did you ever feel pressured by any of the 4424 


governor's campaign staff or outside advisors to reach a 4425 


particular policy decision for his reelection campaign 4426 


purposes?  4427 


A No.  4428 


Q Are you aware of the SWAT Team that was created 4429 


in early 2014?  4430 


A I've heard it called that.   4431 
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Q And were you a member of the SWAT Team?  4432 


A I guess.  4433 


Q Do you know who the other members were?  4434 


A There was at least a couple of -- Mike Bonetto, 4435 


Bruce Goldberg.  Those are the only two that I remember 4436 


that were always on calls.  4437 


Q Do you know why this team was created or why 4438 


this group of people decided to begin communicating 4439 


regularly?   4440 


A We were in a crisis in the state.  We had a huge 4441 


project, technology project that failed and didn't work, 4442 


and we were continuing to enroll people into coverage, and 4443 


we needed all hands on deck from all places to help us 4444 


think through what the best path forward was.  4445 


Q Do you recall whether this team comprised both 4446 


campaign staff and state staff?  4447 


A I don't remember if it involved campaign staff.  4448 


Q Did the SWAT Team direct policy development with 4449 


regard to Cover Oregon?  4450 


A No.  4451 


Q Did the SWAT Team develop the underlying IT 4452 


infrastructure for the exchange website?  4453 


A No.  4454 


Q In what role was the SWAT Team expected to play? 4455 


A I believe they were expected to play an advice 4456 
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and communications role and counsel role.  Any decisions 4457 


that the governor was going to make in his official 4458 


capacity came from his official staff, recommendations from 4459 


staff.  And again, the decision wasn't his around Cover 4460 


Oregon anyway. 4461 


  I think I will give you the 4462 


remaining five minutes.  Thank you.   4463 


(Off the record.)  4464 


         EXAMINATION 4465 


   4466 


Q I'd like to back up to October 1st, 2013.  You 4467 


mentioned at length the importance to -- or you would agree 4468 


that it was important for the governor for people to get 4469 


enrolled in coverage, and that was the main concern here, 4470 


for individuals to be enrolled in health care in some form 4471 


or the other.   4472 


A Yes, for those individuals, not for us 4473 


individually.  4474 


Q And on October 1st, 2013, if I was a citizen of 4475 


Oregon and I went to coveroregon.com or .org, what would 4476 


I -- how would I be able to enroll on that day?  4477 


A The best I remember is print a PDF or fill out a 4478 


PDF application and send it in.   4479 


Q And you testified earlier that you knew that the 4480 


site was not going to go live several days before 4481 
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October 1st?  4482 


A Uh-huh.  4483 


Q Did you announce to the public in any way that 4484 


the site would not be ready?  4485 


A Cover Oregon announced it to the public, I 4486 


believe, on October 1st.  4487 


Q Why did they not announce it days before?  4488 


A They weren't prepared to make the announcement.  4489 


Q Why weren't they prepared?  4490 


A Because Oracle kept telling them it was going to 4491 


be live on October 1st, and until the demonstration that I 4492 


think is documented here, the Cover Oregon staff didn't 4493 


know it was going to work until the demonstration.  4494 


Q And that demonstration was a few days before?  4495 


A I believe so.  I think it was two days before 4496 


October 1st.  4497 


Q And the few days gap is because?  4498 


A 'Cause it was a huge thing that they just found 4499 


out.  4500 


Q Are you aware of the fact that agents and 4501 


partners were able to enroll people through a system built 4502 


as part of Cover Oregon?  4503 


A Yes.  4504 


Q And who built that system?  4505 


A Oracle.  4506 
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Q And people were using that system?  4507 


A Very specific individuals were using that 4508 


system.  4509 


Q You testified several times that nothing worked.  4510 


So something here did work?  4511 


A Pieces of what Oracle built worked.  4512 


Q What were the milestones in the 100-day plan?  4513 


A I don't remember.  4514 


Q You just testified that none of them were met.  4515 


So how do you reconcile that?  4516 


A Well, at least one of them wasn't met.  4517 


   I asked if all of them were 4518 


met, and he said no.  I didn't ask if any of them were met.   4519 


  Wait.  So you said all of them were 4520 


not met?  4521 


  No.  I said were all of them met, 4522 


and he said no. 4523 


   4524 


Q Do you know if all of the milestones were not 4525 


met?  4526 


A I don't know, but I assume they weren't because 4527 


we moved to the FFM.  4528 


Q Were any of the milestones met?  4529 


A I don't recall.  4530 


Q Are you aware of any milestones being met there? 4531 
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A I'm not aware.  4532 


Q In this report -- forgive me for not knowing 4533 


what exhibit this is.  This is the final report.  It's 4534 


page 9 there.  For the record, what exhibit is that?  4535 


A There's no -- Cover Oregon final report, May 8, 4536 


2014, from Alex Pettit.  4537 


Q Just go to page 9.  I have a quick question 4538 


about the very top of that.  The cost that Oregon was 4539 


estimating of $78 million, do you know when that estimate 4540 


was made?  4541 


A I don't.  4542 


Q And do you know who made that estimate?  4543 


A I believe it was based on Deloitte's work.  4544 


Q Okay.  And you testified before that the board 4545 


itself was an independent agency, correct?  4546 


A Correct.  4547 


Q So it would be inappropriate to have somebody 4548 


who was not a member of the board making decisions related 4549 


to Cover Oregon?  4550 


A Correct.  They couldn't make the decision.  Only 4551 


the Cover Oregon board could make the decision.  4552 


Q This is Exhibit 29.  I'll give you a second to 4553 


review it. 4554 


(Exhibit 29 was marked and entered.) 4555 


Q This is an email that Michael Bonetto sent to 4556 
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Patricia McCaig and Tim Raphael, copying you on May 23rd, 4557 


2014.  And one of the documents that Michael Bonetto 4558 


attached to the email is a Request For Special Procurement.   4559 


Michael Bonetto says, "Just wanted to check in 4560 


with you two and see if you have any final edits to these.  4561 


Folks are looking to get everything finalized asap." 4562 


Are you familiar with the document -- this 4563 


document?   4564 


A I'm not familiar with it, no.  4565 


Q You will confirm, though, that you were cc'd on 4566 


this email?  4567 


A Yes.  4568 


Q Do you know what the purpose of this document 4569 


is?  4570 


A According to what it says, "...seeks a System 4571 


Integrator that must transition the MAGI Medicaid 4572 


eligibility determination engine from Cover Oregon to OHA."  4573 


Q For the purpose of connecting it to the 4574 


Federally Facilitated Marketplace?  4575 


A Uh-huh.  4576 


Q Okay.  On line 8, it says the total estimated 4577 


cost is $40 million.  Would you agree to that?  4578 


A Yeah.  4579 


Q And do you know who was awarded the system 4580 


integrator contract?  4581 
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A I don't think so.  4582 


Q One thing I'd like to go back to now is that if 4583 


you return to this Cover Oregon final report on page 9, at 4584 


the bottom it says that all functionality will be able to 4585 


transition to the Federally Facilitated Marketplace at 4 to 4586 


$6 million.   4587 


A Uh-huh.  4588 


Q Can you explain the discrepancy between the 4589 


system integrator contract that would cost 40 million 4590 


versus the amount explained in this?  4591 


A I believe this cost for 4 to 6 million is what 4592 


Cover Oregon's cost would be to transition the commercial 4593 


enrollment system to the Federally Facilitated Marketplace.  4594 


Some of these costs are about the failure of producing a 4595 


Medicaid eligibility engine and the cost to the Oregon 4596 


Health Authority to do that.  4597 


Q And just to go back to this again, in item 3 4598 


you'll see it says that "Medicaid eligibility can be moved 4599 


to the Oregon Health Authority, requiring no further 4600 


development from Cover Oregon."   4601 


A Where is that?   4602 


Q Item 3 on page 9.   4603 


A Sorry.  Yeah.  4604 


Q So was the cost of the Medicaid transition just 4605 


left out of here?  4606 
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A I don't know.  4607 


Q And let's see here, why would Michael Bonetto 4608 


send this to Patricia McCaig?  4609 


A I don't know.  You'll have to ask him.  4610 


Q You testified at length that Patricia McCaig's 4611 


role is a communications expert, correct?  4612 


A Correct.  4613 


Q What in this is a communications product?  4614 


A I don't believe any of it is.  4615 


Q So what part of her expertise would she need to 4616 


see this for then?  4617 


A I don't know.  4618 


Q Why would Tim Raphael receive this?  4619 


A I don't know.  4620 


Q What was Tim Raphael's expertise, in your 4621 


opinion, for assisting Cover Oregon?  4622 


A Communications.  4623 


Q So why would he be receiving this document if 4624 


his expertise is in communications?  4625 


A I don't know.  4626 


Q Would you at least concede, based on this email, 4627 


that people who had expertise in communications were 4628 


receiving documents that were not related to 4629 


communications?  4630 


A I don't know.  It looks like there were a bunch 4631 
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of other attachments to this email that aren't in here.  4632 


Q And did you, Patricia McCaig, and Tim Raphael 4633 


typically edit RFPs sent out by the Oregon Health 4634 


Authority?  4635 


A Not that I'm aware of. 4636 


Q Then why would you edit this one?  4637 


A I don't believe I did.  4638 


Q Why would Michael Bonetto send this to Patricia 4639 


McCaig or Tim Raphael to edit then?  4640 


A I don't know.  You'd have to ask him.  4641 


Q And to be clear, you never had any conversations 4642 


with Michael Bonetto about why they would be sent this?  4643 


A I don't know.  I don't remember.  4644 


Q And a few more documents here.  This will be 4645 


Exhibit 30. 4646 


(Exhibit 30 was marked and entered.) 4647 


Q You sent this email to Patricia McCaig, Tim 4648 


Raphael, Nkenge, and Michael Bonetto, correct?   4649 


A Correct.  4650 


Q And are these all of the meetings that you had 4651 


with CMS about the move to the federal technology before 4652 


the April 25, 2014, Cover Oregon board meeting?  4653 


A I don't recall.  4654 


Q Do you want to take a moment to read the email 4655 


and see the --  4656 
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A Well, I don't recall if these were all the 4657 


meetings.   4658 


Q Oh, okay. 4659 


A That's what I meant.  4660 


Q But these are meetings that you had with CMS 4661 


then?  4662 


A I believe so.  4663 


Q The first item says that the "Week of March 24:  4664 


SK reaches out to CMS requesting a meeting with leadership 4665 


to discuss where we are on the work we are undertaking."   4666 


Do you recall why you reached out to CMS that 4667 


week?   4668 


A Because they were a partner of ours around Cover 4669 


Oregon.  4670 


Q And what was the purpose of your reaching out to 4671 


them?  Like, what's the subject matter?  4672 


A I believe it was to let them know what the Cover 4673 


Oregon board was doing, how things were progressing, and 4674 


when we thought there was going to be a recommendation.  4675 


Q And did anyone ask you to reach out to CMS at 4676 


this time?  4677 


A I don't recall if somebody did or not.  4678 


Q And who did you brief about your meeting with 4679 


CMS after that? 4680 


A The governor and Mike.  4681 
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Q And then next item says, "April 3rd: SK meeting 4682 


with CMS officials, discuss interest working 4683 


collaboratively down the current dual path approach from 4684 


original IT committee recommendation."  4685 


What did you mean "original IT committee 4686 


recommendation"?   4687 


A I don't recall.  4688 


Q How did CMS respond to your interest in working 4689 


collaboratively down the current dual path approach from 4690 


the original recommendation?  4691 


A We had the meeting, I think.  4692 


Q The next item says, "April 8:  Meeting with 4693 


Marilyn Tavenner and senior CMS staff.  Discuss working 4694 


moving forward together to help us with our decision-making 4695 


process to collaboratively come to a decision.  Put the 4696 


current option on the table for us to consider as a viable 4697 


path."   4698 


What was the current option that they put on the 4699 


table?   4700 


A I don't recall specifically what the current 4701 


option was on the table, but anything the Cover Oregon 4702 


board was going to be doing was going to affect the 4703 


relationship with our federal partners and wanted to make 4704 


sure they understood the conversations that were happening.  4705 


Q And why were you meeting with Marilyn Tavenner 4706 
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and CMS staff?  4707 


A I don't understand the question.  4708 


Q Why would you seek out to meet with Marilyn 4709 


Tavenner and CMS staff?  4710 


A That was part of my role as being the governor's 4711 


advisor, is I liaise with our governor to federal 4712 


officials, including CMS and HHS.  4713 


Q Do you recall if CMS were the individuals that 4714 


recommended that you potentially move to the federal 4715 


exchange?  4716 


A I don't believe they recommended it.  4717 


Q And what do you mean by "to collaboratively come 4718 


to a decision"?  4719 


A I don't know, but the tone of the message is the 4720 


same.  This was a partnership with our federal partners, 4721 


and we wanted to make sure that they were understanding 4722 


what was happening just as much as we were.  4723 


Q Do you believe that collaboratively coming to a 4724 


decision with CMS is at odds with the fact that the Cover 4725 


Oregon board is ultimately responsible for making the 4726 


decision?  4727 


A No.  4728 


Q Did you communicate your discussions with CMS to 4729 


any members of the Cover Oregon board?  4730 


A Yes.  4731 
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Q Who?  What people?  4732 


A I don't recall who, but I'm sure I did.  4733 


Q And how would you have communicated that?  4734 


A Would have a phone call, would have been maybe 4735 


an email.  4736 


Q The next item says, "April 11:  Meeting with CMS 4737 


and Oregon staff to develop workplan for 'flushing out 4738 


option.'"  4739 


And what option are you flushing out?   4740 


A I don't know at this point.  I don't remember.  4741 


Q The final item says, "April 22:  SK calls CMS 4742 


and tells them this is our path and Board will be taking 4743 


action.  They are surprised by timing considering meeting 4744 


with CMS the following week but understood our choice."   4745 


What did you tell CMS was your path on 4746 


April 22nd?   4747 


A I believe that the Cover Oregon board was going 4748 


to meet and was going to make a decision.  4749 


Q And how did you know that the board would be 4750 


meeting?  4751 


A 'Cause the board told us they were going to be 4752 


meeting. 4753 


Q Okay.  And how did you know they would be taking 4754 


action?  4755 


A Because they told us. 4756 
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Q Now, what is "our path" there?  4757 


A The state's path.  4758 


Q State's path.  Okay.   4759 


Just for the record, can you describe what that 4760 


path would be when -- on April 22nd?   4761 


A Whatever the choice the Cover Oregon board made 4762 


to make sure people can enroll in coverage was going to be 4763 


our choice.  4764 


Q Did you feel any pressure from CMS to switch to 4765 


healthcare.gov?   4766 


A No.  4767 


Q Do you understand why you wrote here that they 4768 


were surprised by the timing?  4769 


A I don't remember.  4770 


Q And why did you include Patricia McCaig and Tim 4771 


Raphael in this email chain?  4772 


A I don't remember.  4773 


Q How frequently did you -- did you communicate 4774 


with CMS as part of your role with the governor during the 4775 


Cover Oregon project?  4776 


A Probably more frequently than I would like to 4777 


remember.  4778 


Q And we went over this earlier, but CMS never 4779 


expressed any concerns to you about the scope of the 4780 


project?  4781 
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A Not to me directly.  4782 


Q And they never expressed to you any concerns 4783 


about how the money was being spent?  4784 


A Not to me directly.  4785 


Q And they never expressed any concerns to you 4786 


about the timeline of the budget and going through the 4787 


money too quickly?  4788 


A Not to me directly.  4789 


Q This is Exhibit 31. 4790 


(Exhibit 31 was marked and entered.) 4791 


Q This is Exhibit 31.  I'll just give you a moment 4792 


to take a look.  Is this an April 6, 2014, email chain from 4793 


Triz delaRosa about concerns she heard from the Center for 4794 


Consumer Information Insurance Oversight?   4795 


Would you agree to that?   4796 


A Yeah.  4797 


Q And as we just went over, you were not receiving 4798 


many concerns from CCIIO or CMS about the scope of the 4799 


project or the budgetary issues?  4800 


A Not the budgetary issues, yeah.   4801 


Q Triz delaRosa said that "Terrence and others 4802 


also expressed concerns about individuals within Cover 4803 


Oregon changing positions and the apparent lack of 4804 


understanding by the new staff about the grants and what 4805 


funds could be used for in the future." 4806 
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Do you know who Terrence is? 4807 


A I don't know who Terrence is.  4808 


Q Did you discuss the concerns in this email with 4809 


anyone?  4810 


A I don't remember if I did.  4811 


Q Triz delaRosa also says she spoke with Kevin 4812 


Kelly last week on the same issue.  Do you know who Kevin 4813 


Kelly is?  4814 


A I believe he worked for Deloitte.  4815 


Q Triz also says that when she met with Kevin and 4816 


his team, there seemed to be a limited understanding of 4817 


what we could use grant funds to pay for in the future for 4818 


a possible technology solution. 4819 


   can you point out where you 4820 


are in the document? 4821 


  Third paragraph down. 4822 


 4823 


Q Triz says that when she met with Kevin and his 4824 


team, there seemed to be limited understanding of what we 4825 


could use grant funds to pay for in the future for a 4826 


possible technology solution.   4827 


Do you know why Triz was talking with Kevin 4828 


Kelly from Deloitte on Thursday, April 3rd?   4829 


A I don't.  4830 


Q Were you involved in this conversation at all?  4831 
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A No, not that I remember.  4832 


Q Do you know what she means by, there was a 4833 


limited understanding of what you could use grant funds to 4834 


pay for in the future for a possible technology solution?  4835 


A No, I don't.  4836 


Q Do you know what else was discussed during the 4837 


conversation with Kelly -- or Kevin Kelly from Deloitte?  4838 


A I don't.  4839 


Q Did you ever take part in any conversations with 4840 


the governor or with the Health Authority officials or 4841 


Cover Oregon officials about concerns that switching to the 4842 


FFM would violate the terms or conditions of the federal 4843 


grant?  4844 


A I think we were unclear.  4845 


Q And do you know if there were any conversations 4846 


about the terms of the federal grant with CMS officials?  4847 


A Not that I remember.  4848 


Q Did anyone from HHS, CMS, Oregon, or the White 4849 


House ever ask you to delete emails or destroy documents 4850 


related to Cover Oregon?   4851 


A No.  4852 


Q Did anyone from HHS, CMS, Oregon, or the White 4853 


House ever ask you to delete emails or destroy documents 4854 


related to the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act?  4855 


A No.  4856 
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Q And did anyone from HHS, CMS, Oregon, or the 4857 


White House ever indirectly or directly suggest that they 4858 


may want to delete or destroy emails related to Cover 4859 


Oregon?  4860 


A No.  4861 


  Just give us a moment here.  That's 4862 


all for us.  Hopefully, we can get you out of here soon.   4863 


         EXAMINATION 4864 


   4865 


Q I'm going to jump around a little bit so bear 4866 


with me.  We need to go back to Exhibit 29.  So this is the 4867 


email from Mike Bonetto on May 23rd, 2014, to Patricia 4868 


McCaig, Tim Raphael, cc'ing you.   4869 


As you mentioned during the last round of 4870 


questioning, it appears from the email here that there are 4871 


several attachments to this email.   4872 


A Correct.  4873 


Q And there's only one attachment actually 4874 


attached to the email that you have before you.   4875 


A Correct.  4876 


Q So is it fair to say that this is not a complete 4877 


record of the original email that was sent?  4878 


A Yes.  4879 


Q  asked you about why communications 4880 


individuals would be asked to edit a document like the 4881 
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attached.  Just for the record, do you have any evidence 4882 


that what the -- what Ms. McCaig and Mr. Raphael were being 4883 


asked to edit was this particular document, among the 4884 


several that were attached to this email?  4885 


A I don't.  4886 


Q I would also notice there appears to be a 4887 


PowerPoint attached to this email as well from its file 4888 


extension pptx.  Is it possible -- is that correct?  4889 


A Yes, that's correct.  4890 


Q Is it possible that what Ms. McCaig and  4891 


Mr. Raphael were being asked to edit is this PowerPoint 4892 


rather than this document that was attached to this email?  4893 


A Yes.  4894 


Q Is it -- would it have surprised you that given 4895 


the intense media scrutiny and public attention around 4896 


every decision made by the Cover Oregon board for the 4897 


several months, you know, from October 1st when the website 4898 


failed to go live to the public, until this point, would it 4899 


surprised you that the governor's communications advisors 4900 


would want to be kept apprised and informed of major 4901 


decisions involving Cover Oregon?  4902 


A It wouldn't surprise me.  4903 


Q And do you have any knowledge or evidence that 4904 


Ms. McCaig or Mr. Raphael actually edited any of the 4905 


documents attached to this email?  4906 
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A No, I don't.  4907 


Q I want to go back to Exhibit 3.  This is an 4908 


email from Patricia McCaig to Mike Bonetto.  I'm sorry.  4909 


The email that was being asked about was from Mike Bonetto 4910 


to Patricia McCaig, on February 2nd, 2014, writing:  "Any 4911 


chance you can make this call later this evening?  Plan is 4912 


to discuss some Cover Oregon media issues... want to make 4913 


sure we have a handle on things.  If not... no worries, we 4914 


can catch up soon."   4915 


Is it surprising that Mr. Bonetto would have 4916 


asked Patricia McCaig to participate in a call discussing 4917 


media issues?   4918 


A No, it's not.  4919 


Q Now, going back to -- why would it not surprise 4920 


you that he would -- that Mike Bonetto would have asked 4921 


Patricia McCaig to talk about media issues related to Cover 4922 


Oregon?  4923 


A 'Cause she was a communications expert.  4924 


Q Now, going back to Exhibit 12, this is an email 4925 


from Bruce Goldberg to Mike Bonetto and yourself, and it 4926 


reads:  "Sean and I were on a call with Marilyn Tavenner 4927 


today regarding timeline for decision making about our 4928 


exchange."   4929 


Just for the record, on that call or on any 4930 


call, did you ever perceive that CMS or HHS was trying to 4931 
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pressure you or others at Cover Oregon or other Oregon 4932 


state officials into making a particular decision regarding 4933 


their -- regarding Oregon's exchange?   4934 


A No.  4935 


Q And then moving to Exhibit 30, so this is an 4936 


email from you to Patricia McCaig, Tim Raphael, Nkenge 4937 


Harmon Johnson, and Mike Bonetto on April 24th, 2014, that 4938 


 asked you about.   4939 


Do you recall sending this email?   4940 


A I don't recall sending it.  4941 


Q Is it a fair characterization of the email the 4942 


dates you were sketching out here and sort of the future 4943 


actions that you were trying to anticipate what the board 4944 


might do, rather than directing any particular outcome or 4945 


action or decision?  4946 


A Yes.  4947 


Q So when you say on April 22nd, "SA calls CMS and 4948 


tells them this is our path and Board will be taking 4949 


action," is it fair to say that you were simply 4950 


anticipating what you understood the board would be doing 4951 


based on what the board was reporting to you and based on 4952 


your involvement in board meetings and the technology work 4953 


group and sort of all the information that you'd been 4954 


collecting?  4955 


A Yes.  4956 
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Q Were you in any way trying to direct or 4957 


determine any decisions made by the board?  4958 


A No.  4959 


Q Were you aware of anyone else attempting to 4960 


direct or determine any decisions being made by the board 4961 


at this time?  4962 


A No.  4963 


Q Okay.  And then sort of at a general 4964 


level -- actually, no that was it.  We're done.   4965 


  Just while we're still on the 4966 


record, as counsel is aware, a subpoena was requested for 4967 


this deposition.  That decision was made strictly on advice 4968 


of counsel in the civil lawsuit and should not reflect on 4969 


Mr. Kolmer's willingness to cooperate with the committee on 4970 


the matter.   4971 


While his testimony today was truthful to the 4972 


best of his recollection, he reserves the right to 4973 


supplement it with any information that should come to his 4974 


attention at a later date.  Thanks.   4975 


  Go off the record. 4976 


(Whereupon, at 2:53 p.m., the deposition was 4977 


concluded.) 4978 


  4979 
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Certificate of Deponent 4980 


 4981 


 4982 


 4983 


I have read the foregoing _____ pages, which 4984 


contain the correct transcript of the answers made by me to 4985 


the questions therein recorded. 4986 


 4987 


 4988 


 4989 


 4990 


       __________________________   4991 


                Witness Name 4992 


 4993 


 4994 


        __________________________ 4995 


                                     Date4996 
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District of Columbia  4997 


Notary Public, to wit: 4998 


I, Christine A. Gonzalez, CSR, RPR, a Notary 4999 


Public of the District of Columbia, do hereby certify that 5000 


the within-named witness personally appeared before me at 5001 


the time and place herein set out, and after having been 5002 


duly sworn by me, according to law, was examined by 5003 


counsel. 5004 


I further certify that the examination was 5005 


recorded stenographically by me and this transcript is a 5006 


true record of the proceedings. 5007 


I further certify that I am not of counsel to 5008 


any of the parties, nor in any way interested in the 5009 


outcome of this action. 5010 


As witness my hand and notarial seal this 19th 5011 


of April, 2016. 5012 


 5013 


 5014 


 5015 


_______________________ 5016 


Christine A. Gonzalez, CSR, RPR  5017 


Notary Public  5018 


 5019 


My Commission Expires: 5020 


February 28, 2019 5021 
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  This is the deposition of Bruce Goldberg 65 


conducted by the House Committee on Oversight and Government 66 


Reform.  This deposition is occurring under subpoena issued 67 


by Chairman Chaffetz as part of the committee investigation 68 


of Cover Oregon. 69 


Before I get into my preamble, I'll mark the subpoena as 70 


Exhibit 1 and enter it into the record.  Mr. Goldberg declined 71 


the chairman's invitation to appear voluntarily, so we're 72 


proceeding with the subpoena in place. 73 


Would the witness please state your name for the record.   74 


Mr. Goldberg.  Bruce Goldberg. 75 


  My name i    


 for Chairman Chaffetz committee staff.  I'm going 77 


to ask everyone present to also introduce themselves for the 78 


record. 79 


   with Chairman Chaffetz' 80 


staff. 81 


   Chairman Chaffetz' staff. 82 


     83 


   with Ranking Member 84 


Cummings. 85 


   with Ranking Member 86 


Cummings.  87 


.  Because the witness is compelled to be here 88 
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by subpoena, we're operating pursuant to committee rules, 89 


specifically rule 15, which covers the guidelines for today's 90 


deposition.  We have copies the rule here with us today, so 91 


we can all stay on the same page.  I'll go over them now briefly 92 


for the record. 93 


The way the questioning proceeds, the majority will ask 94 


questions first for up to an hour and the minority will have 95 


the opportunity to ask questions for an equal period of time.   96 


We will firmly adhere to the one-hour time limit for each 97 


side and I'll manage the clock so that we all know exactly how 98 


much time is remaining in any given hour.   99 


Questions may only be asked by a member of the committee 100 


or a staff attorney designated by the chairman ranking member.  101 


We will rotate back and forth, one hour per side, until we're 102 


out of questions.  We understand your hard stop. 103 


As I mentioned, we're operating under compulsion, unlike 104 


under a voluntary induce setting.  The witness is required to 105 


answer all questions posed, except to preserve a privilege.  106 


The witness or his counsel may object to a question to preserve 107 


a privilege and not for any reason, such as if the answer were 108 


to be uncomfortable or confidential.  If the witness objects 109 


to a question, the objection should be stated clearly in a 110 


non-argumentative manner.  Members of committee staff are not 111 


permitted to raise formal objections.  The chairman will rule 112 
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on the objection after the deposition has adjourned and there 113 


is a process for adjudicating an objection.   114 


With respect to objections, be apprised that the House 115 


of Representatives and the committee do not recognize any 116 


purported nondisclosure privileges associated with common 117 


law, concluding, but not limited to, delivery process 118 


privilege, attorney/client privilege, attorney work product 119 


protection and any purported contractual privileges, such as 120 


nondisclosure agreements. 121 


As you can see we have an official reporter taking down 122 


everything we say to make a written record.  So we ask that 123 


you give verbal responses to all questions.  It's also 124 


important that we don't talk over one another, so that the 125 


reporter can make a clear record.  Do you understand that?   126 


Mr. Goldberg.  Yes.  127 


  All witnesses who appear before the 128 


committee may be accompanied by counsel and are appearing today 129 


with counsel. 130 


Would counsel please state your name for the record.   131 


      


  133 


  We want you to answer our questions in the 134 


most complete and truthful manner possible, so we'll take our 135 


time.  If you have any questions or if you don't understand 136 
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any of our questions, please, just let us know.  If honestly 137 


you don't know the answer to a question or don't remember, it's 138 


best not to guess.  Just give us your best recollection.  It's 139 


okay if you tell us if you're aware of the information from 140 


someone else.  Just indicate how you came to know the 141 


information.  If there are things you don't know or can't 142 


remember, you can say so, but please inform us who to the best 143 


of your knowledge might have that information to provide a more 144 


complete answer to the question.   145 


We'd like to take a break whenever it's convenient for 146 


you.  It can be after every hour of questioning or just after 147 


a couple of rounds, whichever you prefer.  During a round of 148 


questioning, if you need anything, a sip of water or a quick 149 


break, please just let us know and we'll go off the record and 150 


stop the clock.  We want to make this process easy and 151 


comfortable for you. 152 


Committee Rule 15(b) requires a member of the committee 153 


to be present during the deposition.  It's my understanding 154 


the Mr. Goldberg has waived that requirement for today's 155 


deposition. 156 


  That's correct.  It's actually Dr. 157 


Goldberg.  158 


  My apologies.  159 


  No problem. 160 
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  In a moment, you'll be placed under oath.  161 


Title 18 Section 1621 of the US Code require that you answer 162 


questions truthfully when you're under oath; also Title 18 163 


Section 1001 requires you to answer questions truthfully.  Do 164 


you understand?   165 


Mr. Goldberg.  Yes, I do.  166 


  It also applies to questions posed by 167 


congressional staff.  Do you understand?   168 


Mr. Goldberg.  Yes.  169 


  It also says those who knowingly provide 170 


false testimony could be subject to criminal prosecution.  Do 171 


you understand?   172 


Mr. Goldberg.  Yes.  173 


  Is there any reason that you're unable to 174 


provide truthful answers to today's questions?   175 


Mr. Goldberg.  No.  176 


  Pursuant to committee rules, the witness 177 


will be sworn in before providing testimony during the 178 


deposition.   179 


The record will reflect the witness answered in the 180 


affirmative.  I'd like to note that the content of what we 181 


discuss here today is confidential.  We ask that you not speak 182 


about what we discuss in this deposition to any outside 183 


individual, other than your counsel.   184 
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That is the end of my preamble.  My colleague,  185 


 will start questioning. 186 


EXAMINATION 187 


 :   188 


Q. Good morning.   189 


Can you please describe your current occupation.   190 


A. I am currently employed at Oregon Health Sciences 191 


University.  I work on the center for Health Systems Effectiveness 192 


in the Oregon Rural Practice Research Network.  193 


Q. Can you please explain your role as the director of the 194 


Oregon Health Authority?  195 


A. Yes.  I was director of the Oregon Health Authority from 196 


its creation in between 2009 and 2011.  The state of Oregon had, 197 


by law, split a large Department of Health and Human Services; the 198 


Department of Human Services into a Department of Human Services 199 


and the Oregon Health Authority.   200 


I was the head of the Department of Human Services.  I 201 


oversaw the transition into two agencies, was then the head of the 202 


Oregon Health Authority from -- somewhere between 2009 and 2011 as 203 


the organization was transitioning and then officially from 2011 204 


through 2013.   205 


The Oregon Health Authority is a large healthcare 206 


organization responsible for Medicaid, public health, mental 207 


health services, substance abuse and I was the director of the 208 
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agency responsible for all those activities.  209 


Q. Who did you report to in this role?  210 


A. I reported to Governor Kitzhaber from 2000 and '11 on, 211 


and prior to that reported to Governor Kulongoski.  212 


Q. Why did you stop serving in this role in 2013?  213 


A. In 2013 I was asked to temporarily lead the Cover 214 


Oregon -- Mr. Rocky King, who had been the director, become suddenly 215 


ill, unable to perform his duties and I was asked to take over Cover 216 


Oregon on an interim basis.  217 


Q. Who asked you to take over on an interim basis at Cover 218 


Oregon?  219 


A. I was ask by both, Governor Kitzhaber as well as by the 220 


board of Cover Oregon.  221 


Q. Who asked you first, Governor Kitzhaber or the board?  222 


A. I believe Governor Kitzhaber first and then formally the 223 


board.  224 


Q. Thank you.  How long did you serve in this role?  225 


A. I served from the beginning of December 2013, until April 226 


11th of 2014.  227 


Q. Then after ending your term April 11th, 2014, how long 228 


did you continue to work for Cover Oregon in any role?  229 


A. I worked for Cover Oregon, I believe, for -- between two 230 


and four weeks, following my official resignation on April 11th to 231 


help Mr. Clyde Hamstreet transition the organization.  232 
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Q. Then after that two to four week period, you no longer 233 


worked for Cover Oregon?  234 


A. Correct.  I went back and I had been on leave from the 235 


state of Oregon.  Cover Oregon was a public corporation, a 236 


different personnel system, so I had to take a leave of absence from 237 


the state to take my position at Cover Oregon.  I worked through 238 


that time at Cover Oregon, then I went back, took a -- what is known 239 


as terminal leave from the state.  I had accumulated a couple of 240 


months of leave time, took that leave time as -- and was paid for 241 


that and then terminated my employment with the state.  242 


Q. What were your primary duties when you were serving as 243 


the interim director of Cover Oregon?  244 


A. As the interim director of Cover Oregon, I was 245 


responsible for all of Cover Oregon's activities in terms of getting 246 


people enrolled into healthcare in the Oregon insurance exchange 247 


and also in terms of -- at that point helping to oversee the website 248 


and getting the website up and operational.  249 


Q. Who did you report to while you were serving as the 250 


interim executive director?  251 


A. I reported to the -- there's a board of directors of Cover 252 


Oregon that was created by statute and I was employed -- an employee 253 


of that board.  254 


Q. Did you typically consult with the governor's office on 255 


issues when you were serving in your role as interim director?  256 
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A. I did, yes.  257 


Q. Why did you consult with the governor's office on issues?  258 


A. For a number of reasons.  At that point we -- the website 259 


was not working.  We had begun a paper process to get people 260 


enrolled in the insurance exchange and into Medicaid and that began 261 


in late October, earlier November.  I was responsible for that and 262 


had overseen that and there was a lot of overlap in activity between 263 


both the Oregon Health Authority that helped staff and provide 264 


resources to that paper process, as well as Cover Oregon.  So it 265 


involved both agencies, in addition healthcare was an important 266 


issues for the governor, who was very engaged in healthcare and was 267 


very interested in progress and making certain that all that was 268 


happening within healthcare was successful, so I did consult with 269 


him quite a bit.  270 


Q. Then why did you stop serving in your role as interim 271 


executive director of Cover Oregon?  272 


A. I stopped for a number of reasons.  I had taken the job 273 


on an interim basis and I had hoped that it would be an eight- to 274 


12-week assignment.  It was becoming clear that it was going to be 275 


longer than that.  I had been planning to leave government, and what 276 


was looking for an opportunity to do that, there was obviously a 277 


lot of issues around Cover Oregon, the website.  I had gotten a lot 278 


of people enrolled, was proud of that and felt at that point, quite 279 


frankly that, you know, it was time to leave.  280 
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Q. Did anyone ask you that you should leave Cover Oregon or 281 


resign?  282 


A. No.  I had tendered my resignation.  I had offered to 283 


resign multiple times over the years for a number of reasons and 284 


this time my resignation was accepted.  285 


Q. There were no discussions before March 20, 2014 with you 286 


about potentially stepping down?  287 


A. I raised the issue.  288 


Q. Who did you raise the issue to?  289 


A. I raised the issue with both, Mike Bonetto and Patricia 290 


McCaig.  291 


Q. Why did you raise the issue with Patricia McCaig?  292 


A. I raised the issue with Patricia McCaig because she was 293 


helping work in the governor's office around issues of 294 


communication and transition and I talked to her on a number of 295 


occasions and so I talked to her about that as well.  296 


Q. Have you held any other positions with the state of 297 


Oregon?  298 


A. Yes.  Prior to the ones I spoke about?   299 


Q. Yes.  Any other ones?  300 


A. Yes.  I began my service with the state of Oregon in 2003.  301 


I was asked by Governor Kulongoski to lead the state's Office of 302 


Health Policy.  I led that office from 2003 until 2005.  In 2005 303 


I was asked by Governor Kulongoski to lead the Department in Human 304 
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Services and I led the Department of Human Services in 2005 through 305 


that period of transition I discussed, between 2009 and 2011.  306 


Q. Thank you.  Then did you have any role with Governor 307 


Kitzhaber's 2014 reelection campaign? 308 


A. No, I did not.   309 


Q. Are you familiar with the Area 51 Team for the governor's 310 


reelection campaign?  311 


A. No, I'm not.   312 


Q. Thank you. 313 


You worked for the state of Oregon for a significant 314 


period of time.  During this time, did you often work with unpaid 315 


advisors to the governor?  316 


A. I don't know who is paid and who wasn't paid, so I really 317 


don't know.  318 


Q. Did you work with Patricia McCaig on multiple issues 319 


throughout this time?  320 


A. I worked with Patricia McCaig on -- solely on the Cover 321 


Oregon issue from -- you know, my recollection is sometime in 322 


February, you know, through March.  323 


Q. Did you work with Tim Raphael?   324 


A. Yes, I worked with Tim.  Particularly, I worked with Tim 325 


when Tim was the communications director for Governor Kitzhaber.  326 


Q. Did you work with him after he left as communication 327 


director for the governor?  328 
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A. No.  329 


Q. Do you consider yourself to you have a close working 330 


relationship with John Kitzhaber?  331 


A. Yes, I do.  You know, the -- healthcare was an important 332 


issue for the governor.  He came in to office looking to --  333 


Q. That was going to be my next question.   334 


A. That's fine.  335 


Q. Thank you, though. 336 


Did you consider yourself to have a close working 337 


relationship with Mike Bonetto?  338 


A. Yes.  339 


Q. Did you consider yourself to have a close working 340 


relationship with Sean Kolmer?  341 


A. Yes.  342 


Q. What did you do to prepare for this deposition?  343 


A. I spoke with counsel and I reviewed some documents.  344 


Q. When was the last time that you had a conversation with 345 


CMS about Cover Oregon or the health insurance marketplace in 346 


Oregon?  347 


A. My recollection is sometime in late March or earlier 348 


April, were the last times that I spoke -- 2014.  Sorry.  In March, 349 


April of 2014, when I was employed by Cover Oregon, nothing sense 350 


thence.  351 


Q. Did you ever speak with anyone from the White House of 352 
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Health Reform about Cover Oregon?  353 


A. I don't recall.  I spoke with a number of people at CMS 354 


and CCIIO.  I don't know.  I honestly don't know.  355 


Q. Thank you.   356 


When did you first become involved in the Cover Oregon 357 


project?  358 


A. I was involved in the Cover Oregon project from the 359 


inception in a number of ways.  Statutorily I sat on the Cover 360 


Oregon Board.  So I was a board member from the beginning of Cover 361 


Oregon.  In addition, before there actually was a Cover Oregon, the 362 


state of Oregon had applied to CMS for some of their grants to put 363 


together health insurance exchange and that was done by my agency, 364 


the Oregon Health Authority.  365 


Q. Do you know why Oregon decided to have a state based 366 


exchange?  367 


A. Yes.  For several reasons.  At that point, I think, the 368 


state was embarked in a large scale effort to make a better 369 


healthcare system, to have lower cost and better quality.  And the 370 


state felt that by having its own exchange, it would be able to 371 


better set the contracting criteria and better able to align the 372 


private healthcare market with a lot of the reforms that were 373 


happening in Medicaid.  So there was a clear policy effort to try 374 


and do that to health insurance exchange.  375 


Q. Can you describe the vision that Oregon had for its 376 
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healthcare technology systems?  377 


A. I think the vision for the healthcare technology systems, 378 


in terms of enrollment, was to have a single point of enrollment 379 


for both, Medicaid and for the health insurance exchange, that would 380 


be seamless so that individuals could come to one place and be able 381 


to seamlessly enroll in both, Medicaid, if they were eligible or 382 


to enroll in the health insurance exchange.  The vision was also 383 


to be able to provide people with good comprehensive information 384 


so that they could make choices.  385 


Q. Can you describe the modernization project in Oregon that 386 


was occurring at the same time?  387 


A. I could describe the modernization project at a high 388 


level.  I wasn't very, very involved in that.  But the 389 


modernization project was primarily run through the Department of 390 


Human Services and it was an effort to modernize and align a number 391 


of the public services that were provided through the agency, many 392 


of which served the same clients -- food stamps, Medicaid.  There 393 


was a tremendous amount of overlap between the clients on all of 394 


those and the modernization, to my understanding, was an effort to 395 


start to align and simplify and put all of those systems together 396 


to make it easier for clients, to make it more cost effective for 397 


the state and to make it easier for workers and create better 398 


efficiency.  399 


Q. Was the modernization project connected to Cover Oregon?  400 
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A. It was in how it touched Medicaid.  So it did dovetail 401 


with it to some degree, yes. 402 


Q. Can you explain how it dovetailed with it?  403 


A. I can't really -- I don't recall a lot of the details 404 


about how that dovetailed, but I know that because of the fact that 405 


the modernization was looking to help align Medicaid with all the 406 


other services and the health insurance exchange was seeking 407 


to -- and Cover Oregon was seeking to have a single point of 408 


enrollment, there was some overlap, I think, it was particularly 409 


around how many of the Department of Human Services staff 410 


would -- how their work would or would not change based on what was 411 


happening in the health insurance exchange enrollment process.  412 


Q. Can you describe the different state agencies that played 413 


a role in the Cover Oregon project?  414 


A. Several state agencies played a role -- the Oregon Health 415 


Authority, the Department of Human Services, as I just indicated, 416 


due to the modernization and issues surrounding Medicaid; the 417 


insurance division, as part of the consumer and business -- I'm now 418 


forget the acronym, but the insurance division was a part of a larger 419 


agency, Consumer and Business Affairs, and the insurance division 420 


played a role in it.  You know, I think peripherally some other 421 


agencies, such as, you know, the Department of Justice, with 422 


contracting issue and things of that nature played a role.  But 423 


primarily in terms of working on the project, it was the insurance 424 
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division, Department of Human Services and the Oregon Health 425 


Authority.  426 


Q. Can you describe how these agencies worked together on 427 


the project in terms of was it a conflict for a competing priority 428 


among them?  429 


A. We had a steering committee that was made up between 430 


the -- you know, representative from the insurance division; 431 


myself, as head of the Health Authority; Erinn Kelley-Siel, who was 432 


head of Department of Human Services.  And, you know, it was our 433 


job to work through some of that.  I think that there were at 434 


times -- I wouldn't call them conflicts, I would say discussions, 435 


about working through how work flows and requirements for the system 436 


would or should or could be changed and those were worked through 437 


that, you know, at that steering committee level.  438 


Q. Did the agencies often have different opinions on how it 439 


should be designed?  440 


A. I would say that there were some times when that were 441 


different opinions about things that needed to be resolved.  442 


Q. Did you ever hear of any distrust between OHA and Cover 443 


Oregon?  444 


A. There are certainly -- yes, I did hear of that.  And 445 


there certainly were some issues between the two agencies in terms 446 


of -- I don't know that I would -- from my vantage point, I don't 447 


know that I would call it trust.  I had heard that.  I think this 448 
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was a --  449 


Q. Who had you heard that from?  450 


A. I heard all sorts of rumors, from all sorts of people, 451 


and I don't recall what individuals, but, you know, I heard that.  452 


And, I guess, I would characterize it as follows:  This was a 453 


pretty -- this was a complex project, highly visible, tight, tight 454 


deadlines, criteria that had -- we were designing a website for 455 


criteria that had yet to be developed.  So it was a high-stakes 456 


project.  The state -- the Oregon Health Authority -- I can speak 457 


louder.  The Oregon Health Authority was responsible for a period 458 


for doing a lot of the building of the technology and the -- Cover 459 


Oregon was responsible for setting up the business processes for 460 


what that technology would get built to do.  And I there was tension 461 


around that.  You know, there were times that I -- the health 462 


authority was putting a lot of pressure on Cover Oregon to come up 463 


with business processes.  I think Cover Oregon was feeling 464 


pressured that it didn't have all the information that it needed 465 


to do that, so it was a stressful environment.  I think that there 466 


were some issues of -- there was a lot of stress between the two 467 


agencies.  And a lot of that was, you know, played out particularly 468 


between the chief information officer for the Oregon Health 469 


Authority and the director of Cover Oregon, who I'm sure you've seen 470 


it, I have seen it, because I lived through it.  They had a lot of 471 


e-mails back and forth to each other trying to get information and 472 
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do a lot of things and I often found myself mediating between to 473 


two.  474 


Q. Then was OHA responsible for designing the architecture 475 


of the technology system?  476 


A. Designing -- I just want to be -- I'm not trying to be 477 


difficult.  All of this -- when we get into -- I'm not a technology 478 


guy and --  479 


Q. If you can elaborate on the comment you made about OHA 480 


being responsible for building -- you said Cover Oregon was more 481 


operations focused.   482 


A. Yeah.  So, I guess, I'd characterize it like this, you 483 


know, the Oregon Health Authority had the contract with Oracle and 484 


oversaw the contract with Oracle.  Oracle was responsible for the 485 


coding and the putting together the technology and -- for the 486 


beginning of the project, that then switched over to Cover Oregon 487 


later.  But the Cover Oregon was responsible for telling the 488 


builders what it is they needed.  So they needed the website to, 489 


most simply, have a place for someone to enter their name, birthday 490 


and income.  They wanted it to be able to, you know, choose health 491 


plans and to give people a variety.  You know, they told them all 492 


of the things that they needed it to do.  And then Cover Oregon --  493 


I mean, then the health authority had the contract with 494 


Oracle and Oracle were the ones to, you know, put the hammer to the 495 


nails, as I would sort of put it, to build to code to have it do 496 
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that. 497 


Q. So was there a point that the Oregon Health Authority was 498 


projected to hand the project over to Cover Oregon?  499 


A. Yes.  500 


Q. What was that date?  501 


A. I don't recall the date.  What I do recall is that we 502 


handed it over earlier.  503 


Q. Do you know why you handed it over earlier?  504 


A. Yes.  For a couple of reasons.  You know, I -- I had 505 


suggested handing it over even earlier than it was, primarily 506 


because of the relationship that I just talked about.  I felt that 507 


it actually would have been more functional to have more --  508 


You know, this all started -- the Oregon Health Authority 509 


was involved in it in the beginning because there was no Cover 510 


Oregon.  And then there was a Cover Oregon and as Cover Oregon 511 


became a mature organization, it made sense to have them both 512 


creating the business processes and responsible for overseeing the 513 


building of that.  So it -- it made sense to me to let them to that 514 


sooner.  That's where a lot of the tension was around that, so it 515 


made a lot of sense to do that.  516 


Q. So you handed it over earlier and in your statement to 517 


CMS, did you ever make any comments about the status of the project, 518 


what it would be like when you handed it over to Cover Oregon?  519 


A. I saw one IAPD document the other day that -- but other 520 
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than that, I'm -- I didn't routinely see the statements that went 521 


to --  522 


Q. I meant when you were applying for the federal funding 523 


and that process, did you have a projection of how far along the 524 


project, if you could see that, when you handed it over to Cover 525 


Oregon?  526 


A. I don't know.  I wasn't in -- involved at that level to 527 


know what we had told CMS.  My involvement in the project changed 528 


rather dramatically in the beginning of December.   529 


Q. December 2013?  530 


A. December 2013.  When I took over Cover Oregon and then 531 


I had a much -- I was much more involved in the technology and all 532 


that was happening.  533 


Q. Can you describe what a systems integrator is?  534 


A. To the best of my knowledge, again, I'm not a technology 535 


person, you know, a systems integrator has been described to me as 536 


kind of like a general contractor that helps to oversee a large 537 


project and make certain that it's coordinated and working.  538 


Q. Who was the systems integrator for the project? 539 


A. We did not have a systems integrator.  540 


Q. So was the state the systems integrator?  541 


A. Yes.  The state of Oregon functioned, in essence, as the 542 


systems integrator.  We made a decision to not hire a systems 543 


integrator.  544 
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Q. Can you describe the scope of the project and how it 545 


changed over time?  546 


A. I can describe that at a high level.  I mean, scope 547 


is -- any large IT project, or any large project, there's a couple 548 


of levers that change things; one is scope and sometimes scope is 549 


added and sometimes it's diminished.  I think over time scope, in 550 


this project, was consistently ramped down to be able to meet the 551 


deadlines and things.  The biggest things -- I'm sure that there 552 


were a lot of issues around scope that changed, most of which I 553 


didn't know.  I can tell you the big ones I knew about.   554 


You know, one was certainly a change in scope in terms 555 


of doing the SHOP, the Small Business Health Insurance Exchange, 556 


that was delayed.  And then I was aware of changes in scope 557 


certainly around the ability of the -- towards the end, the ability 558 


of the website to enroll directly with a carrier.  That was taken 559 


off the tables at some point to give people time just to get people 560 


to be able to enroll and then Cover Oregon was going to enroll them 561 


electronically with the carrier.  You know, there are a number of 562 


issues around scope that changed throughout the project.  563 


Q. Is it fair to say the scope never was completely 564 


finalized, it was always changing in --  565 


A. I think it's fair to say that, like any project, there 566 


is often changes in scope as projects progress and, you know, 567 


particularly to create the ability to meet a deadline.  568 
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Q. Was there ever any concern that you had tried to 569 


accomplish too much given the tight deadlines established by the 570 


Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act?  571 


A. You know, I think that in -- certainly in retrospect the 572 


state sought to accomplish a couple of things to combine the 573 


Medicaid enrollment with the private insurance market enrollment 574 


and also do the small business insurance exchange.  I think that 575 


was an ambitious goal.  And, you know, certainly now in retrospect, 576 


having not achieved the ability of the website to even enroll in 577 


the individual market, it's hard to not look back and say that that 578 


was an ambitious goal and that -- you know, I don't know that anyone 579 


knows if we had had a different goal, whether it would have ended 580 


any differently, but it's certainly a fair comment to make.  581 


Q. Did CMS ever raise any concerns about your ambitious 582 


goal?  583 


A. Not to my knowledge.  I mean, I -- I -- I was aware that 584 


we had, you know, multiple gate reviews and interactions with CMS.  585 


I was never aware of that being raised as an issue.  586 


Q. Were you ever involved in any way with the application 587 


process for the federal funds for Cover Oregon that were both 588 


awarded to OHA and Cover Oregon? 589 


A. I -- as head of the Oregon Health Authority, as I 590 


indicated, we applied for those initial grants to get those and then 591 


the contracting with Oracle.  I was -- I wasn't directly involved 592 
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in those.  These were standard grants and procurements, which as 593 


a large state agency, we did a lot of.  I was kept informed of 594 


progress, but I wasn't directly involved in, either the 595 


applications, or the selections of contractors.  596 


Q. Did you received -- did Cover Oregon receive any funding 597 


from any sources other than CMS for the project?  598 


A. I don't -- well, Cover Oregon did get -- while I was 599 


there, did get a certain percentage of the premium, that was part 600 


of the business plan.  So Cover Oregon did get some resources.  601 


That was part of the long term discuss sustainability plan.  So it 602 


certainly got resources from a percent of the premium dollar, that 603 


was actually set, I believe, in statute.  I'm not aware of anything 604 


other than the federal money but -- I'm not aware.  605 


Q. Then did OHA get funding from any other sources other than 606 


CMS for the Cover Oregon Project?  607 


A. OHA got money from CMS and there was some state money.  608 


Q. For the state supported IT platform or was it state money 609 


for a different project?  610 


A. There was some state money in there and I don't 611 


know -- and this gets at, I think, some of the overlap between 612 


modernization and the Cover Oregon IT project.  I know that there 613 


was some state dollars that drew down some IT match from Medicaid 614 


that helped support the project, so I know that there was some state 615 


dollars in there.  It was primarily federally funded.  But there 616 
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was a relatively small amount of, I believe, some state dollars in 617 


the project as well.  618 


Q. Are you familiar with how the funding was allocated for 619 


the share infrastructure for technology systems and for the 620 


Medicaid and the private enrollment?  621 


A. No, I was not very familiar with that.  622 


Q. Did you have any involvement in tracking the budget and 623 


allocating the cost at the Oregon Health Authority?  624 


A. When I was at the Oregon Health Authority, yes.  You 625 


know, I was directly responsible for the agency and for its 626 


finances.  And, you know, met with our, you know, financial people 627 


regularly to track our finances, yes.  628 


Q. How did you track the finances?  Did you ever notice that 629 


you potentially had less funds than you anticipated?  630 


A. Cover Oregon was -- we were operating within a budget 631 


and, you know, what I tried to do -- when I was there and we had, 632 


you know, multiple meetings with our finance committee, as well as 633 


others.  Was -- you know, we had a budget and it was our 634 


responsibility to operate within that.  You know, my job as head 635 


of the agency was to help manage the work of the agency to live within 636 


that budget.  There were certainly times when the -- we would -- it 637 


was expressed to me that it we be great to have more money to have 638 


do X, Y, Z.  And my response was always but this is the money we 639 


have and this is how we're going to allocate it to work with it.  640 
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Q. I guess my question was, when you handed the project over 641 


from OHA to Cover Oregon, was part of that reason a budgeting issue?  642 


A. It's a different issue.  I'm sorry.  I didn't --  643 


Q. That's okay.   644 


A. There was and I can't tell you a lot of the details but --  645 


Q. Who would be able to?  646 


A. It's a gentleman named Jim Scherzinger, who, to my 647 


knowledge, had some of the best information about that and that was 648 


on the state side.  He was the chief financial officer for the 649 


Department of Human Services and whoever at the time was the chief 650 


financial officer for Cover Oregon, those two individuals.   651 


The issue was -- at a high level, as I understood it, was 652 


transitioning from one grant to another.  That -- this was a large 653 


project and it was certainly -- I think the initial state grant was 654 


48 million.  It was always known that the project would cost much 655 


more than 48 million, several hundred million dollars more.  And 656 


my understanding of that situation -- and it was a while ago so I'm 657 


trying to remember that -- was that the Oregon Health Authority had 658 


looked at using more than that 48 million because the project was 659 


going to cost more than 48 million.  So when you accounted -- it 660 


was an issue of accounting for funds going from one grant to the 661 


next.  It was always about there was a budget for the project.  And 662 


that was the issue and the fact that the project at that point, like 663 


most projects, was starting to cost more.  So there needed to be 664 
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some budget adjustments for things like outreach, communication, 665 


some other things that had been, you know, funded at a fairly high 666 


level, you know, advertising and things like that.  So there needed 667 


to be an attempt to work within that budget, to trim some of the 668 


expenses on one side, to add to some of the expenses on the 669 


technology side.  670 


Q. Do you know if anyone notified CMS when you started using 671 


grant funds from one grant earlier than expected?  672 


A. I don't know.  And I -- let me back up.  I don't know that 673 


I would characterize it has using more from one.  I don't know how 674 


the payments got made from those grants, so I don't know there to 675 


be any confusion about that.  I was trying to explain it at a high 676 


level.  I don't know how things were invoiced, et cetera.   677 


Q. Thank you.  I'm introducing Exhibit 2 into the record.  678 


Are you familiar with this document?  679 


A. I briefly saw this the other day.  680 


Q. Did you see this before the other day?  681 


A. I don't recall.  I usually did not see these IAPDs.  682 


I -- so I would think not.  683 


Q. So in your role as director of the Oregon Health 684 


Authority, you do not usually see these IAPDs?  685 


A. Sorry.  It took me a while to know what it stood for and 686 


I don't think I could tell you without reading it.  Yes.  Correct.  687 


I routinely did not see those.  688 
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Q. You didn't see this.  Are you familiar with the purpose 689 


of these documents? 690 


A. Not in any great detail.  My understanding is they were 691 


a way of reporting progress, but that's about the extent of my 692 


knowledge.  693 


Q. Do you know who at the Oregon Health Authority or the 694 


Oregon Department of Human Services were responsible for overseeing 695 


these documents?  696 


A. It's my understanding that generally it was our IT 697 


department.  698 


Q. Who in your IT department?  699 


A. The director of IT for this project, Carolyn Lawson.  700 


Q. Thank you.   701 


A. She was both, the head of IT, for both Department of Human 702 


Services and the Oregon Health Authority.  703 


Q. If you would please, turn to page five.  On page five, 704 


under 2.2 accomplishments, it says, "OHA through the HIX-IT project 705 


successfully delivered a functional insurance exchange to Cover 706 


Oregon on April 30th, 2013." 707 


Do you agree with that statement?  708 


A. The -- we know now that certainly the insurance exchange 709 


didn't work to enroll people.  At this point in time, my 710 


understanding is that -- that Oracle and others we were building 711 


the project, were telling us that things were working as planned, 712 
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but certainly in retrospect, that's not the case.  713 


Q. So at this point in August 2013, you had not heard that 714 


there were delays with the launch of the site potentially?  715 


A. In August of 2013, I had heard in July or -- in July, 716 


August, in that range, somewhere in there, that -- that we would 717 


likely do a "soft launch," that the exchange would be launched on 718 


October 1 for agents and community partners and then two weeks after 719 


that for the general public, but that things were moving forward.  720 


That soft launch was described as kind of like a soft opening for 721 


a restaurant and I think the issue was that -- and it's germane to 722 


this about April 30th -- is that there just had not been sufficient 723 


time to test things, that it was built, it was felt to be 724 


operational, but it hadn't been adequately tested.  725 


Q. Do you know if Rocky King, before that July or August 726 


period ever raised concerns to you about delays in the share of 727 


services potentially implicating the launch?  728 


A. Yes.  Multiple conversations between, you know, Rocky 729 


and myself and Carolyn Lawson, about some of the Medicaid interfaces 730 


and --  731 


Q. When did those conversations begin; do you recall?  732 


A. I don't recall, but I know we had multiple conversations 733 


about that and there were concerns about the delivery of the 734 


Medicaid interfaces.  We, to my understanding, worked through 735 


those.  It was always my opinion that we would either get the 736 
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Medicaid interfaces done to be able to launch the exchange or if 737 


we couldn't, the exchange would launch for the individual insurance 738 


market.  That was the major reason to have the website was to get 739 


people enrolled in the private market.  We were already enrolling 740 


people in Medicaid.  And, you know, the state had been enrolling 741 


people in Medicaid for decade.  So the really issue here was being 742 


able to get a website up and going for the private market and the 743 


insurance exchange because that was new.  744 


Q. Do you know if you ever raised those concerns to the 745 


governor's office about the Medicaid interfaces not being completed 746 


on time?  747 


A. I believe there was some conversations with Mike Bonetto 748 


and Rocky and Carolyn Lawson and myself about some of those issues, 749 


yes.  750 


Q. Thank you.   751 


Can you describe the governance process at Cover Oregon, 752 


how it was established under Oregon law?  753 


A. To the best of my recollection, the Cover Oregon was 754 


established as a -- I believe the entity is called a public 755 


corporation, where they were board members that were, I believe, 756 


and you'd have to check and verify in the statute, but I believe 757 


the governance was a board of director that was appointed by the 758 


governor and approved by the Oregon Senate and that was the board 759 


of directors.  There were a couple of seats that were statutorily 760 
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mandated, as I had indicated, the director of the Oregon Health 761 


Authority, I believe, and I think somebody from the Department of 762 


Consumer and Business Affairs, but other than that, the board was 763 


appointed by the governor, approved by the senate.  764 


Q. Did the governor have any oversight authority over Cover 765 


Oregon? 766 


A. No.  It was -- his only involvement in the statute was 767 


the appointing of the board.  768 


Q. So was the Cover Oregon Board of Directors responsible 769 


for making decisions about Cover Oregon?  770 


A. Yes.  771 


Q. The executive director of Cover Oregon, did they report 772 


to the Cover Oregon Board of Directors?  773 


A. Yes, they're hired by and reported to and -- to the board 774 


of directors and paid by Cover Oregon as its own entity.  775 


Q. We talked about this a little bit earlier.  Can you 776 


please describe how the website launched on October 1, 2013?  777 


A. Yes.  It didn't launch on October 1, 2013.  I mentioned 778 


that it was planned to launch October 1, 2013 and -- well, initially 779 


the plan was the whole thing would launch October 1.  Then that was 780 


changed to where it would only launch initially for agents and 781 


community partners.  And then two weeks later or so, as some of the 782 


"bugs" were worked out, it would open to the general public.  But 783 


it never opened to agents and community partners on October 1.  In 784 
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fact, it wasn't until, I believe, sometime in February that we 785 


opened the website to agents and community partners.  786 


Q. Can you describe how IT teams responded to the failed 787 


launch on October 1, 2013?  788 


A. I think that my sense at that time was that, you know, 789 


there were lots and lots of efforts to make this website work.  And 790 


that the response was by everybody involved was trying to roll up 791 


their sleeves and make this thing work.  And I believe that 792 


everybody, both -- you know, quite frankly, on the state side, on 793 


the Cover Oregon side, on the oracle side -- everybody rolled up 794 


their sleeves and tried to make this thing work.   795 


I mean, the problem was every time it got tested, there 796 


were more problems, then there was more delays, and we went over 797 


a series of delay and delay and delay and as I indicated it wasn't 798 


October, November, December, January.  It wasn't until February 799 


that it even launched for the agents and community partners.  800 


Q. Were additional staffers brought on by you or any state 801 


entity after the failed launch in October 1, 2013?   802 


A. In late October, beginning of November, as the Oregon 803 


Health Authority, I brought on several hundred people.  Those 804 


individuals were brought on to process applications.  We -- at that 805 


point it was not a functional website.  It was no way for people 806 


to enroll and so we began a -- we called a hybrid process, because 807 


it involved paper -- a paper application and then behind the scenes 808 
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some of the technology to get people enrolled, so it brought on 809 


several hundred.  And then when I was at Cover Oregon, I recall 810 


bringing on several individuals.  811 


Q. Do you know if Oracle or any of the other IT vendors 812 


brought on additional staff?  813 


A. I don't recall.  814 


Q. Are you familiar with how OHA, Cover Oregon and the Oracle 815 


teams worked while fixing the website after October 2013?  816 


A. I would say I was most involved from the period in the 817 


beginning of December onward.  I didn't have a great window into 818 


how everybody was working and what they doing in December and 819 


October -- in October and November of 2013, as I was primarily 820 


responsible for the paper process and getting that enrolled.   821 


After, when I went over to Cover Oregon, I was very 822 


familiar with how the teams worked together.  And as I had 823 


indicated, I think a lot of people worked really hard to try and 824 


get this thing up and going.   825 


In December, January, and February things fell 826 


apart -- end of February and beginning of March, when, you know, 827 


Oracle rolled, you know, hundreds or so people off the project.  828 


But, you know, before then, I think everybody was making a concerted 829 


effort to make this thing work.  830 


Q. Thank you.  I'm introducing Exhibit 3 into the record.  831 


Did you send this e-mail on April 2nd, 2014 about financial 832 
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sustainability?  833 


A. Yes.  It certainly appears that way.  My name is on the 834 


top.  835 


Q. I just wanted to make sure that was you, that there wasn't 836 


another Bruce Goldberg in Oregon. 837 


A. Yes.  838 


Q. In the e-mail you state, "If Cover Oregon continues to 839 


track, as it currently is, to the revise enrollment projections, 840 


it can be financially sustainable to garner sufficient revenue to 841 


fund its revised budget." 842 


So is this correct, that you believed that Cover Oregon 843 


could be financial sustainable?  844 


A. Yes.  845 


Q. Did you continue to believe that Cover Oregon could be 846 


financial sustainable?  847 


A. I believe that Cover Oregon could be financial 848 


sustainable if it had a working website.  You know, the issue 849 


here was the agency, as indicated in here, looked to fund itself 850 


out into the future on the assessment -- the percentage of the 851 


assessment that it got once it came off of the federal grant.   852 


If Cover Oregon was able to have somewhere upwards of a 853 


hundred thousand enrollments, I'll felt at that point that the 854 


organization could be sustainable, with one big caveat.  And that 855 


caveat really relates to some of the decisions that were made, which 856 
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was -- the caveat was how much of the budget needed to go into the 857 


website.  And, as you can imagine, if there was $200 million budget 858 


and it was going to cost $150 million to fix the website, that 859 


wouldn't have been sustainable.  If it was a $200 million -- I'm 860 


just picking round figures.  I don't know that the budget was $200 861 


million.  If it was $200 million and it only cost, you know, 25 to 862 


$40 million to fix and maintain the website, then it was 863 


sustainable.  But, you know, these protections were based on having 864 


a functioning website that needed, you know, minimal dollars to fix 865 


and maintain.  866 


Q. When you say "maintain," were there any discussions about 867 


whether the staffing at Cover Oregon was appropriate to maintain 868 


the website?  869 


A. Yes, there were discussions about that.  870 


Q. What did you guys discuss, was there appropriate staff 871 


at Cover Oregon to maintain the website?  872 


A. There were a lot of discussions about that and I would 873 


say that what was -- it was unclear at that -- I mean, we didn't 874 


have a working website at that time and it was unclear exactly what 875 


staff we would need.  It was going to depend on a whole variety of 876 


decisions that would get made down the road about the website.  So, 877 


yes, there were a lot of discussions about that.  Obviously, if it 878 


was a smoothly running website that needed very little maintenance, 879 


that would have led to one kind of a staffing scenario.  A scenario 880 
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where there were constantly things that needed to be fixed, would 881 


have needed a lot more people.  882 


Q. Is it fair to say that the states who had websites up and 883 


running, because the requirements were changing between 2013 and 884 


2014, were going to have to change their system in some way, 885 


regardless of the status of their website?  886 


A. There were always changes so, yes, people would always 887 


need to change some things.  And I think the issue there is 888 


what -- how substantive the work is to change something.  You know, 889 


in my experience that's always the big difference between the 890 


technocrats and the policy people.  The policy people say, "Oh, 891 


we're just going to change this one thing and that's not a big deal." 892 


And the technology people come back to you and say, "Well, 893 


yeah, it sounds like it's not a big deal, but that is going to 894 


be -- you know, take a huge amount of money."  And I have been 895 


surprised on both ways.  Changes that I thought would be tremendous 896 


in positions on staff, they say, "Oh that's actually really easy."  897 


So I think it really depends.   898 


Q. Did you see that at Cover Oregon a lot, where the policy 899 


people had small changes, they wanted to make some type of revision 900 


in terms of how the system would operate?  901 


A. That was always a source of negotiation between the 902 


policy people at Cover Oregon and the web people who were putting 903 


it together, yes.  904 
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Q. Thank you.   905 


Are you familiar with technology advisory group that was 906 


convened for Cover Oregon?  907 


A. Yes, very familiar with that.  I put that group together.  908 


Q. That's my next question.  So you established technology 909 


advisory group?  910 


A. Yes. 911 


Q. What was the purpose of the technology advisory group?  912 


A. The purpose of that group was -- this was late February.  913 


The dates -- I don't recall the exact dates.  But this was, you 914 


know, late February, earlier March.  We did not have a functioning 915 


website and we now needed to very quickly make some decisions, not 916 


for the current enrollment period, but the next open enrollment 917 


period was eight, nine months away.  And we didn't have a working 918 


website and we needed to make some decisions about the future.   919 


So I put together a group of IT experts from the CIOs from 920 


some insurers and large health systems and a couple of board members 921 


to work through a process to look at, one, what our options were 922 


for the next open enrollment and to make a decision about that, 923 


because we needed to make a decision promptly about what to do and 924 


the group considered --  925 


Q. I'm sorry.  We'll get to that later.  I wanted to --  926 


A. Sorry.  927 


Q. That's fine.  I appreciate it.  We'll get there.   928 
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A. Feel free to cut me off.  929 


Q. I just want to make sure we're on time.   930 


I want to take a step back.  You said you established the 931 


technology advisory group.  Did you work with anyone to establish 932 


it or did you independently?   933 


A. I worked with some members of the board.  934 


Q. Members of the Cover Oregon Board?  935 


A. Yes.  936 


Q. Do you recall what members of the Cover Oregon Board?  937 


A. Primarily with the chair, Liz Baxter.   938 


Q. What do you mean by you worked with them?  939 


A. Well, talked about who should be on it.  You know, I said, 940 


"Here's what I think we need.  You know, we need some people with 941 


expertise and here are the people that I think we should have on 942 


it," and that's how we worked together.  943 


Q. Did you talk to anyone from the governor's office about 944 


who should be on the technology advisory group or how it should be 945 


structured? 946 


A. You know, I don't recall, but I my sense is that I probably 947 


did talk to people about membership on it, yes.  948 


Q. Was there a chair of the technology advisory group?  949 


A. Good question.  I'm trying to remember.  You know, I 950 


don't remember.  I don't remember whether I led it or we appointed 951 


a chair or if Liz Baxter led it.  I honestly don't remember.  952 
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Q. I think you might want to take another step back --  953 


A. Yes. 954 


Q. You said you might have reached out to the governor's 955 


office, but you don't recall.  Why would you feel that you probably 956 


would have reached out to the governor's office?  957 


A. Because I was in the habit of keeping the governor's 958 


office informed about a lot of the important issues involving the 959 


Cover Oregon so, you know, indeed, would inform them that I was going 960 


to put together this group.  961 


Q. Was anyone from the governor's office on the technology 962 


advisory group?  963 


A. I don't think so.  The membership, I'm sure is there 964 


somewhere.  I don't -- I'm pretty sure not.  965 


Q. Did the membership change over time, do you recall that 966 


or was it consistent from the first day until the end or was there 967 


a change in membership in the group?   968 


A. My recollection is pretty consistent.  There might have 969 


been a person who, for time reasons, might have thought they could 970 


have devoted the time to it and then found they couldn't and then 971 


dropped out, but I don't recall any major changes in that group.  972 


  Thank you.  No further questions.   973 


(Off the record.) 974 


EXAMINATION 975 


BY    976 
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Q. Hi, Dr. Goldberg. 977 


My name is  for the minority and 978 


I'll be leading this hour of the deposition.  I just wanted to ask 979 


you a couple of questions.  Some of the answers you've given 980 


probably -- you've already given to my colleague, but we'll just 981 


go more in depth with those.   982 


A. Happy to.  983 


Q. Let's talk about Oracle's roles and responsibilities as 984 


it comes to the Cover Oregon state exchange.  So we're going to 985 


backtrack a little bit from what my colleague, , and 986 


majority mentioned. 987 


At some point Oregon did decide that they were going to 988 


have their own state health insurance exchange, correct?  989 


A. Correct.  990 


Q. Do you know when this decision was made?  991 


A. The decision was made probably 2011 or so.  I actually 992 


don't recall the exact date.  It was when there were opportunities 993 


for states to do this by CMS or some planning grants put out and 994 


the state decided and applied for that.  995 


Q. Were you involved in any way in that decision making 996 


process?  997 


A. I was indirectly involved.  I wasn't directly involved.  998 


The Oregon Health Authority, which I was the head of, applied for 999 


those grants from CMS and I was informed of the applications, but 1000 
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I wasn't directly involved in the team.  1001 


Q. At some point Oregon decided that they were going to 1002 


select a vendor to create the state exchange website, correct?  1003 


A. Correct.  1004 


Q. Who did the state select as its vendor?  1005 


A. The state selected Oracle.  1006 


Q. Do you know why the state selected Oracle? 1007 


A. Yes.  At a high level.  I mean, there was a procurement 1008 


process.  We had engaged consultants.  It was a standard process.  1009 


I wasn't directly involved in that process.  But my understanding 1010 


was that Oracle was the best fit for what we were doing, both in 1011 


modernization, as well as with the insurance exchange; that they 1012 


had a number of modules, as it was explained to me, that there was 1013 


already configured or could be configured and that they could be 1014 


put together rather easily and they seemed to be the best choice 1015 


from the group that chose them.  1016 


Q. So Oracle knew what the project entailed -- the IT 1017 


project entailed?   1018 


A. I can't speak to what Oracle knew.  1019 


Q. I'm sorry.  To your knowledge --  1020 


A. I would certainly suspect that in bidding for the 1021 


project, they knew.  1022 


Q. The state clearly informed Oracle of what they were hired 1023 


to do.   1024 
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A. Correct.  1025 


Q. What were they exactly hired to do?  1026 


A. My understanding is they were hired to provide the 1027 


technology to build the website that was going to do, you know, at 1028 


that point, in essence, three big things:  You know, one was the 1029 


Medicaid enrollment; second was the individual insurance exchange 1030 


market enrollment; and third was the small group or what is known 1031 


as the SHOP exchange.  1032 


Q. Do you know if Oracle was made aware of the deadline to 1033 


have the website -- the health insurance exchange website up and 1034 


running?  1035 


A. Again, I can't speak to that, but I would say that pretty 1036 


much everybody in this country that was involved and worked with 1037 


the insurance exchanges, whether that be states, contractors, 1038 


politicians and otherwise, knew that open enrollment was going to 1039 


start October 1 of 2013 and that was the deadline to have things 1040 


operational.  1041 


Q. You said "every one knew," how would they know that 1042 


information?  1043 


A. That certainly in Oregon there were public service 1044 


announcements, there was lot of information that went to media, and 1045 


I'm assuming that those were there direct discussions between the 1046 


staff at Cover Oregon and the staff at the health authority.  It 1047 


was common knowledge.  Everybody was driving towards October 1.  1048 
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You know, that wasn't just -- I guess, it's a lawyerly question, 1049 


how does someone know common knowledge, but we all knew it.  1050 


Q. To be clear:  To the best of your knowledge, Oracle knew 1051 


the deadline to have the website up and running was October 1st, 1052 


2013. 1053 


A. Yes. 1054 


Q. Did you ever meet with Oracle representatives after the 1055 


state entered into a contract with Oracle?  1056 


A. A couple of times.  I recall two meetings that I would 1057 


characterize as probably courtesy meetings with the governmental 1058 


affairs people from Oracle letting me know that we're all working 1059 


well together and things were going just fine.  1060 


Q. Was there a discussion of the October 1st, 2013, deadline 1061 


during any of these meetings?  1062 


A. I don't recall.  1063 


Q. Were there any representatives from other entities for 1064 


Oregon -- the Department of Human Services, Cover Oregon --  1065 


A. The two meetings I had were myself and a person or two 1066 


from Oracle and Carolyn Lawson may or may not have been at one or 1067 


two of those.  I don't recall.  But they were small, short informal 1068 


meetings.  1069 


Q. As you discussed earlier, at some point the state did 1070 


decide to create the Cover Oregon Corporation, correct?   1071 


A. Correct. 1072 
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Q. What was Cover Oregon?  What was the purpose of the Cover 1073 


Oregon Corporation?  1074 


A. The purpose of Cover Oregon was to serve as the 1075 


organization that was responsible for the private insurance market 1076 


under the Affordable Care Act for the small group market, for 1077 


getting people enrolled in coverage, for contracting with carriers 1078 


for all of the different functions of the individual insurance 1079 


exchange market, anything from contracting with carriers, setting 1080 


standards for participation, outreach to consumers, enrollment, 1081 


obviously was a big piece of it, but everything from enrollment 1082 


information to consumers, working with carriers.  1083 


Q. At what point did Cover Oregon take this authority?  1084 


A. Cover Oregon came into the existence, I believe, sometime 1085 


in 2012, but my dates may be a little off on that.  It was whenever 1086 


the law passed -- and, you know, began to staff up and do its work.  1087 


And then, you know, I think, germane to a lot of the discussions 1088 


here, you know, as we had indicated in the initial contracts with 1089 


Oracle, to build the website were with the state, with the Oregon 1090 


Health Authority and those were transferred over to Cover Oregon 1091 


I believe sometime in mid 2013.  1092 


Q. So let's discuss Oracle's work leading up to the go-live 1093 


deadline of October 1, 2013.  We can talk about a couple months 1094 


leading up to it.   1095 


I'm handing you what has been labeled Exhibit 4.  It's 1096 
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a report from First Data entitled, "Cover Oregon Website 1097 


Implementation Assessment," dated April 24th, 2014.  Do you 1098 


recognize this report?  1099 


A. Yes, I do. 1100 


Q. Are you familiar with this report, Dr. Goldberg?   1101 


A. I'm generally familiar with it, yes.  1102 


Q. Can you please turn to the page marked 64.   1103 


A. Yes.  1104 


Q. Now, this is a timeline of key Cover Oregon project events 1105 


from March 2013 through November 2013.  Do you recognize this 1106 


timeline?  1107 


A. I've seen the report before, so I have seen this.  I'm 1108 


not intimately familiar with all the dates, but yes.  1109 


Q. Let me turn your attention to the column of "Key Timeline 1110 


and Milestone Points," May 29, 2013.  It reads, "Governor's office 1111 


briefing meeting on IT project with call Sean Kolmer, Mike Bonetto, 1112 


Rocky King, Aaron Karjala, Erinn Kelley-Siel, Bruce Goldberg, 1113 


Carolyn Lawson.  Update, project on track." 1114 


Let me first start with, who is Sean Kolmer?  1115 


A. Okay.  Sean Kolmer was the deputy health advisor to the 1116 


governor.  1117 


Q. May 29th, 2013.   1118 


A. Thank you.   1119 


Q. Who is Rocky King?  1120 
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A. Rocky King was the executive director of Cover Oregon.  1121 


Q. Who is Aaron Karjala --  1122 


A. Aaron Karjala.  He was the chief -- he was the CIO for 1123 


Cover Oregon.  1124 


Q. -- and Erinn Kelley-Siel --  1125 


A. Erinn Kelley-Siel was the director of the Department of 1126 


Human Services for the state of Oregon.  1127 


Q. -- and Carolyn Lawson?  1128 


A. Carolyn Lawson was the chief information officer for both 1129 


the Health Authority and the Department of Human Services.  1130 


Q. Do you recall an Oracle representative being at this 1131 


meeting on May 29th, 2013?  1132 


A. No, I don't.  I don't believe there was one. 1133 


Q. To be clear:  You were having a meeting with 1134 


representatives from the governor's office, Oregon Health 1135 


Authority, Department of Human Services and Cover Oregon, correct?   1136 


A. That is correct.  1137 


Q. Let's just go back to the May 29, 2013 -- what was 1138 


discussed during this meeting?  1139 


A. I don't recall the exact issues that were discussed.  We 1140 


had a series of meetings over the spring of 2013.  Briefing 1141 


both -- briefing primarily Mike Bonetto and Sean Kolmer about the 1142 


status of the website.  And, you know, we talked a lot about how 1143 


things were going, how things were going on some of the Medicaid 1144 
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interfaces and whether or not the project was on track.  1145 


Q. This May 29th, 2013, this -- there is a statement that 1146 


says, "Update, project on track."  What did you understand project 1147 


on track to mean? 1148 


A. To me project on tract meant October 1 the website was 1149 


going to launch and people could enroll in healthcare.  1150 


.  Just for the record, you keep saying May.  I 1151 


think it's June; is that correct?   1152 


Mr. Goldberg.  No.  It's --  1153 


  May.   1154 


Mr. Goldberg.  I got corrected. 1155 


  No.  May 29, 2013. 1156 


  I got you, perfect. 1157 


  1158 


Q. "Project on track," did that pertain to Oracle's work in 1159 


creating the website for the state?  1160 


A. Yes.  1161 


Q. What you're saying is on track would be on track for the 1162 


October 1st, 2013, Oracle providing a fully functional website by 1163 


that time, correct?   1164 


A. Correct.  1165 


Q. What was your basis for believing that the project was 1166 


on track?  1167 


A. My basis for believing that was Rocky King, Aaron 1168 
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Karjala, and Carolyn Lawson letting us know that that was happening, 1169 


that was the -- because they were the three that were most 1170 


intimately involved in the project.  So it was, you know, their 1171 


statements and their descriptions of what was going on.  As well 1172 


as, at that point, in May 2013, you know, we had had a number of 1173 


gate reviews from CMS that we had gone through that seemed to 1174 


indicate that things were moving towards things working.  1175 


Q. What were these gate reviews?  1176 


A. I only know of gate reviews at a very high level.  The 1177 


gate reviews were CMS staff would come out and meet with a lot of 1178 


the IT folks and would look at and gauge progress in how we were 1179 


doing.  1180 


Q. Were the statements by, you said, Carolyn Lawson, Aaron 1181 


Karjala and Rocky King, were those -- were their statements based 1182 


on representations that they received from Oracle?  1183 


A. You know, I have since come to learn that, yes, that they 1184 


were continually assured that things were working; that, you know, 1185 


they were shown different pieces of this and that they were, you 1186 


know, by report and by observation different pieces of it were 1187 


working, but that as you go forward in the end, when you put the 1188 


whole thing together and tested it, it didn't work.  1189 


Q. Let's now go to the June 3rd, 2013, date on the timeline.   1190 


A. Okay.  Got it.  1191 


Q. It reads, "Rocky King briefs Mike Bonetto and Bruce 1192 
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Goldberg that the interface connections with insurance carriers is 1193 


behind schedule and that Medicaid eligibility and enrollment may 1194 


need to be modified to only a Medicaid assessment." 1195 


Did I read that correctly?  1196 


A. Yes.  1197 


Q. What did you interpret that -- what was that referring 1198 


to there? 1199 


A. That was referring to that the -- the website was 1200 


supposed to do a couple of things.  It was supposed to enroll people 1201 


in the individual insurance market, but it was also managed to be 1202 


one stop where anybody could come in and if you were eligible for 1203 


Medicaid, it would enroll you in Medicaid; and if you were eligible 1204 


for the private insurance market, you could chose a plan and go 1205 


through that.   1206 


We were working on some interfaces.  There had been some 1207 


delays in that.  And there were concerns that we may not be able 1208 


to make the deadline to be able to include Medicaid eligibility as 1209 


part of the enrollment, which meant that -- and this is what most 1210 


other states did.  If someone came on to the website and they were 1211 


eligible for the insurance market -- private insurance market, they 1212 


could enroll in a plan.  If they were eligible for Medicaid, it 1213 


would "do an assessment."  It would do an assessment and it would 1214 


tell someone you may be eligible for Medicaid, call this number, 1215 


do whatever to enroll and they would have to enroll someplace else.  1216 
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So we were looking at this point about whether that would need to 1217 


be a contingency or not.  1218 


Q. Was the Medicaid eligibility and enrollment that you're 1219 


referring to, was that considered as part of the IT project with 1220 


the state exchange?  1221 


A. Yes.  1222 


Q. Was Oracle working on the Medicaid -- this part of the 1223 


Medicaid system?  1224 


A. Yes, they were.  1225 


Q. As you alluded to, the document reads, "the interface 1226 


connections with insurance carriers is behind schedule."  1227 


You said you were concerned.  Were you concerned that 1228 


part of the IT project was behind schedule? 1229 


A. I think that this was the first indication that some of 1230 


the interfaces were behind schedule and, you know, this clearly 1231 


pretended other things.  At this point, you know, my recollection 1232 


is there was a concern that we were behind schedule, but that we 1233 


could make up time and that things would be operational.  1234 


Q. That was for the Medicaid system, correct?  1235 


A. No.  I'm sorry.  The interface connections with 1236 


insurance carriers were not for Medicaid.  Those were interfaces 1237 


with the private carriers for the private market.  There are two 1238 


things.  It was -- the Medicaid interfaces, were one piece of this; 1239 


and the interface -- we had 12, 13, 14 carriers and those were the 1240 
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interfaces where the system had to interface with the carrier to 1241 


get someone enrolled in that carrier's project.  1242 


Q. At this point, were you concerned that the state exchange 1243 


would not meet the October 1st, 2013 deadline?  1244 


A. No.  I think that at this point we were beginning to 1245 


understand and you can see in June that we were not -- we had a sense 1246 


that we wouldn't have all of the "bells and whistles" and all of 1247 


the functionality, but that, generally, the exchange would be able 1248 


to enroll people.  I mean, the goal of this was to get people to 1249 


signed up for a health plan.   1250 


There was, in the beginning, a concern that certain 1251 


functions might need to be added later, but that it would be able 1252 


to do most of what it could do.  It would be functional.  1253 


Q. Let's move to the June 19th, 2013, date on the same page.   1254 


A. Yes.  1255 


Q. It reads, "Governor's office briefing meeting on IT 1256 


project with Sean Kolmer, Mike Bonetto, Rocky King, Aaron Karjala, 1257 


Erinn Kelley-Siel, Bruce Goldberg, and Carolyn Lawson.  Update, 1258 


project on track." 1259 


What do you interpret project on track to mean here?  1260 


A. You know, there's -- the sense, again, was that on 1261 


October 1 we would be able to enroll people in the private market; 1262 


that the project was on track to be able to enroll people.  We had 1263 


heard previously that it might not have full functionality, but, 1264 
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you know, those things were not felt to be the kinds of things that 1265 


were integral to enrollment, but that the system -- you would be 1266 


able to go on a website and pick a health plan.  1267 


Q. You said that you thought you could make up the time.  1268 


Does this mean that the project had made up that time?  1269 


A. You know, I don't know.  You know, I don't know whether 1270 


at that point the project had made up the time or not.  1271 


Q. At this point did you believe that Oracle would be able 1272 


to produce a fully functional operational website by the October 1273 


1st, 2013, deadline?  1274 


A. At this point I had nothing to suggest otherwise, that 1275 


we wouldn't be operational again.  We would not, perhaps, have all 1276 


of the things that someone might have wanted, but that generally 1277 


we would have a functional website.  1278 


Q. Who told you that the IT project was on track?  1279 


A. That came from Rocky King and Aaron Karjala and Carolyn 1280 


Lawson.  1281 


Q. Is it your understanding that they were relaying to you 1282 


what Oracle had represented to them?  1283 


A. Yes, that is my understanding.  1284 


Q. If you could turn to the next page, page 65, and go to 1285 


date, July 12th, 2013, the first date.  Are you there?  1286 


A. Yes.  1287 


Q. It says, "Governor's office briefing meeting on IT 1288 
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project with Sean Kolmer, Mike Bonetto, Rocky King, Aaron Karjala, 1289 


Erinn Kelley-Siel, Bruce Goldberg and Carolyn Lawson.  Update, 1290 


project on track." 1291 


Did I read that correctly?  1292 


A. Yes.  1293 


Q. Here, what did you interpret project on track to mean?  1294 


A. I interpreted that we were going to be able to get people 1295 


enrolled in the private insurance market on October 1.  1296 


Q. Did on track pertain to Oracle's work creating this 1297 


website?  1298 


A. Yes.  1299 


Q. From your understanding on track meant that Oracle would 1300 


produce that fully functional website by October 1st, 2013?  1301 


A. I would modify that with the exception with not fully 1302 


functional but functional.  That it had -- it would be functional, 1303 


be able to enroll people, but that it wouldn't have every single 1304 


function that we had wanted.  I mean, that's part of the 1305 


project -- is continuing to adjust scope so you can meet a deadline, 1306 


but that it would do its job.  The job of this was to enroll people 1307 


in care and that it would be able to allow people to go on a website, 1308 


choose a health plan, apply, have their subsidies taken care of and 1309 


get enroll in a health plan.  That was always my understanding of 1310 


what on track meant.   1311 


You know, the project and technical people, you know, 1312 
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they had a list of 130 things that -- and it might have been that 1313 


we were only going to get to a hundred on October 1 and a 1314 


hundred -- next ten on November 1 and, et cetera, but that, you know, 1315 


this was going to work.  1316 


Q. If we could move to July 27th, 2013, the next date on the 1317 


same page.  It says, "Governor's office briefing meeting on IT 1318 


project with Sean Kolmer, Mike Bonetto, Rocky King, Aaron Karjala, 1319 


Erinn Kelley-Siel, Bruce Goldberg and Carolyn Lawson.  Update, 1320 


project on track."   1321 


A. Correct.  1322 


Q. Here, what did you interpret project on track to mean? 1323 


A. I interpreted that we would be able to get people enrolled 1324 


in the private insurance market, have them choose a health plan, 1325 


their subsidies and enroll in care.   1326 


Q. Did this pertain to Oracle's work in creating that 1327 


functional website --  1328 


A. Yes.  1329 


Q. -- by October 1st, 2013?  1330 


A. That was what on track meant.  On track was, using our 1331 


train metaphor, it would pull in on October 1.  It was on track.  1332 


Q. Who told you the project was on track?  1333 


A. Rocky King and Aaron Karjala and Carolyn Lawson, who were 1334 


most involved in the day-to-day operations of the project.  1335 


Q. Is it your understanding that at this point they informed 1336 
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you that -- is it your understanding that at this point they were 1337 


relaying to you what Oracle had represented to them --  1338 


A. Yes. 1339 


Q. -- and that the website is on track for the October 1st, 1340 


2013, deadline?  1341 


A. Correct.  1342 


Q. If you could go to the next date on the page, it's July 1343 


31st, 2013, it reads, "Governor's office briefing meeting on IT 1344 


project with Sean Kolmer, Mike Bonetto, Rocky King, Aaron Karjala, 1345 


Erinn Kelley-Siel, Bruce Goldberg and Carolyn Lawson.  Update, may 1346 


need to do a stage launch, but project on track." 1347 


What does stage launch mean?  1348 


A. Stage launch meant that on October 1 was open the agents 1349 


and community partners and then a couple of weeks later to open to 1350 


the general public.  And the reason for that was agents were a 1351 


smaller universe.  You wouldn't have had a hundred thousand people 1352 


coming onto the website.  It would have been, you know, maybe two, 1353 


3,000; and that this would be a great way to be able to work out 1354 


some of the bugs and test things, particularly, also with people 1355 


who you could communicate with and then open it up to the general 1356 


public two or three weeks later.  So that was what a stage launch 1357 


meant, was that October 1, agents and partners and then later on 1358 


to the general public. 1359 


Q. Would you consider this stage launch to be reducing the 1360 
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scope of the IT project?  1361 


A. I -- you know, now we kind of get into semantics.  I 1362 


guess, from my standpoint, it wasn't scope so much as timing.  It 1363 


was that we would launch with agents and partners on October 1 and 1364 


a couple of weeks later.   1365 


Obviously, it wasn't ideal.  The plan was that everybody 1366 


would be able to go on this website on October 1 and this was the 1367 


first point in which we had a sense that it's not going to happen.  1368 


Q. Who asked to narrow the group of individuals that the 1369 


website would go live to?  1370 


A. That came from Rocky King, who, you know, at that point, 1371 


I think, was having some concerns, as he put it in that meeting and 1372 


a number of other meetings, that he was beginning to get a sense 1373 


that things were going to be a little, as he always said, bumpy; 1374 


that there were things that -- it was becomes clear that needed more 1375 


time to work out some of the bugs.  1376 


Q. Did this request originate from Oracle?  1377 


A. I don't know.  1378 


Q. But it still says under the date, "but project on track."  1379 


Does that mean that Oracle was on track to produce this functional 1380 


website by the go-live date of October 1st, 2013?  1381 


A. Well, to me that meant we are doing a -- may need to do 1382 


a stage launch, that we were on track to open to agents on October 1383 


1, but not to the general public.  You know, I don't know that I 1384 
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would have said on track at that point, but, you know, it is what 1385 


it is.  1386 


Q. So you were concerned that the state exchange website 1387 


would possibly not go live on October 1st, 2013.   1388 


A. Correct.  That was the first inkling that we were 1389 


starting to miss deadlines.  1390 


Q. Let's go to page 66, to the September 3rd, 2013, date.  1391 


Do you see it?  1392 


A. Yes.  1393 


Q. It reads, "Governor's office briefing meeting on IT 1394 


project with Sean Kolmer, Mike Bonetto, Rocky King, Aaron Karjala, 1395 


Erinn Kelley-Siel, Bruce Goldberg and Carolyn Lawson.  Update, 1396 


will be a stage launch, but project on track." 1397 


Here, what does stage launch mean?  1398 


A. Well, this was -- now the decision was made that there 1399 


was no way that we could open to the general public as planned on 1400 


October 1; and that there would be a stage launch, that the launch 1401 


on October 1 would be to agents and community partners and at some 1402 


point later to the general public. 1403 


Q. Who made that decision to do a stage launch on October 1404 


1st, 2013?  1405 


A. That was Rocky King's decision and the insurance 1406 


exchange.  1407 


Q. Do you know the basis of his decision?  1408 
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A. I think the basis -- my understanding at the time was that 1409 


there hadn't been sufficient testing of the system; there were still 1410 


some "bugs" to get worked out; and that the system wouldn't be 1411 


functional for the general public on October 1; and that the hope 1412 


was that some of the -- because there hadn't been enough time to 1413 


fully test, that, in essence, there would be testing and fixing with 1414 


the agents, that there would be a process of testing and fixing; 1415 


there would be an ability to close down the site for a couple of 1416 


days to be able to make some of the fixes and then open it back up, 1417 


because, again, it was a smaller universe of people, before opening 1418 


it up but that's what -- that's my understanding of what that meant.  1419 


Q. Here it still says, "but project on track."  Did you 1420 


believe the project to be on track?  1421 


A. I believed at that point that it would open the community 1422 


agents -- agents and community partners on October 1 and to 1423 


individuals at some later state.  I probably, at that point, 1424 


wouldn't say on track, but others might.  I mean, now you're getting 1425 


into semantics.  But that changes pretty quickly.  In September 1426 


when it just doesn't work for -- it doesn't -- then we get -- we 1427 


quickly become off track.  1428 


Q. Who relayed to you that the project was on track at that 1429 


point?  1430 


A. I think that was Rocky King saying, you know, 1431 


"Technically, we're on track because we're going to open, but, you 1432 
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know, it's not going to be a full opening."  It's going to be a 1433 


partial opening.  1434 


Q. Is it your understanding that he was relaying information 1435 


that he had received from Oracle that they would be on track to 1436 


deliver this functional website for community partners and agents?  1437 


A. I think both from Oracle and from his experience now 1438 


seeing more and more of the demoes as it was getting closer and 1439 


closer and he was getting more concerned about there being bugs.  1440 


I think at that point it was his hope and his understanding that 1441 


a lot of the things that he was seeing were things that could get 1442 


fixed in -- over the course of a couple of weeks and I think that 1443 


was his understanding at that point.  1444 


Q. What was his understanding based on?  1445 


A. I think his understanding was based on a couple of things 1446 


at that point -- was seeing demoes, was assurances he had from the 1447 


Oracle folks.  Those were probably the two biggest pieces of 1448 


information, but I don't know exactly all of the things Rocky King 1449 


was looking at.  You know, I had a much better insight into the 1450 


technology come December.  1451 


Q. Let's go to, on the same page, the date of September 16th, 1452 


2013.  It reads, "Rocky King presents to joint meeting of the House 1453 


and Senate Healthcare Committees.  Rocky King described the 1454 


intended stage launch concludes presentation with 'bottom line, we 1455 


are on track to launch.'"   1456 
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What are the House and Senate Healthcare Committees?  1457 


A. That refers to the Oregon House of Representatives and 1458 


the Oregon Senate, both of those had a healthcare committee and we 1459 


frequently gave updates to those committees.  1460 


Q. Were you in attendance at this meeting?  1461 


A. I don't recall.  1462 


Q. Let's go to page -- if you can turn to page 68, to the 1463 


date September 28th, 2013.   1464 


A. Yes.  1465 


Q. It reads, "Cover Oregon conducts an internal website 1466 


end-to-end test with Oracle leadership that failed.  Rocky King 1467 


declared at the meeting that 'he was pulling the plug,' on the 1468 


website." 1469 


What is an end-to-end test?  1470 


A. My understanding of what an end-to-end test was that 1471 


someone could sit down at a computer, could enter their information 1472 


and they could choose a health plan and get enrolled, that they could 1473 


sit down and complete the process from end-to-end.  I think 1474 


previously Rocky King and others had seen, you know, different 1475 


pieces of the system.  And now this was, you know, sort of putting 1476 


it all together and sitting down and it didn't work.  So you 1477 


couldn't enroll somebody.  That's what end-to-end meant.  1478 


Q. What did you interpret Rocky's statement he was pulling 1479 


the plug to mean?  1480 
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A. That we weren't going to have that soft launch on October 1481 


1, that it wasn't going to even work for community partners and 1482 


agents on October 1.  1483 


Q. So at this point you were informed that the website that 1484 


Oracle was developing would not be functioning and go live on 1485 


October 1st, 2013?  1486 


A. Correct.  1487 


Q. So did the website, in fact, go live on October 1st, 2013?  1488 


A. No, it did not. 1489 


Q. Did the website go live to the community partners and 1490 


agents on October 1st, 2013?  1491 


A. No, it did not.  The website didn't go-live to community 1492 


agents and partners until sometime in February of 2014.  1493 


Q. So we already know now that Oracle didn't provide the 1494 


functioning website, didn't go live on October 1st, 2013.  So let's 1495 


talk about the months following the go-live date.  You can put the 1496 


report to the side.   1497 


By the end of October 2013, had Oracle delivered this 1498 


functioning website to the state?  1499 


A. No, it had not.  1500 


Q. Did Oracle deliver this functioning website in November 1501 


of 2013?  1502 


A. No, it did not. 1503 


Q. Were you and the state given any other go-live dates from 1504 
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Oracle?  1505 


A. There were multiple go-live dates.  I don't recall them 1506 


all.  I know there were several go-live dates in November and 1507 


December that were not met and then --  1508 


Q. Why weren't those in December met?  1509 


A. The website didn't work to enroll people end-to-end.  1510 


Q. How did you know that?  1511 


A. I can speak directly to after December.  I wasn't 1512 


at -- after December, I knew that because we'd sit down and try and 1513 


use the website and couldn't enroll.  We had multiple 1514 


demonstrations of the live website and it didn't work and then 1515 


had -- I had brought in, in February, consumers to test it out and 1516 


only about half of them were able to enroll.  And we knew from when 1517 


we went live with agents and partners the problems we were having.   1518 


And so after December I knew multiple ways it wasn't 1519 


working both, by having internal demonstrations -- there was a 1520 


process in this that I came to learn where defects get fixed, then 1521 


they get put into preproduction and they -- defects get identified.  1522 


They get tested.  They get fixed.  They get tested again.  They get 1523 


put into a live environment and you see if it works.  And we had 1524 


multiple times over December, January, and February where I saw 1525 


firsthand things being identified that needed to get worked on, 1526 


people going, fixing them, testing them and then something else 1527 


breaking and the site just not working.  1528 
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Q. So based on your actual use of the website, the website 1529 


was not functioning in December 2013?  1530 


A. Correct.  1531 


Q. And the website was not functioning in January 2013?  1532 


A. Correct.  1533 


Q. Okay.   1534 


A. I never saw it work for individuals.  1535 


Q. What do you mean by you never saw it work?  1536 


A. It never went live for individuals.  I don't think it 1537 


ever could.  It wasn't working.  It only was -- it was only able 1538 


to enroll people about half of the time.  1539 


Q. So in February -- February 2014, where there still bugs 1540 


in the system?  1541 


A. Yes, there was.   1542 


Q. Could you give me examples of what type of defects were 1543 


currently in the system in February 2014?  1544 


A. I can't tell you technically what the defects were.  I 1545 


can tell you what would happen that -- and what I saw.  I'm not the 1546 


technical person.  You know, to me this was just really enroll 1547 


people.  And what would happen and is that people would get stuck.  1548 


They would, at various point in the enrollment process -- something 1549 


would happen where you'd get a little spinning wheel and the wheel 1550 


would just spin.  And sometimes it would spin for three or four 1551 


seconds and then move on and sometimes it would just spin forever 1552 
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and someone was blocked from going onward.  And that's what I saw 1553 


or someone would put information in and it would tell you, you can't 1554 


do that; or, I mean, it just -- you couldn't progress from sitting 1555 


down at the computer and putting your information in, choosing a 1556 


health plan and enrolling.  It thwarted you from doing that.  It 1557 


was not -- I'm not a technical person.  I turn the key of the car.  1558 


I don't know how an engine works.  But what I do know is when I turn 1559 


the key of the car -- I don't know how internal combustion engines 1560 


works, but I put my foot on the gas and my car moves forward.  This, 1561 


you sat down at the driver seat and it didn't move forward.  1562 


Q. I'm handing you what has been marked as Exhibit 5. 1563 


A. Okay. 1564 


Q. Dr. Goldberg, this appears to be an e-mail from you to 1565 


Governor Kitzhaber, dated on February 27th, 2014; is that correct?  1566 


A. That's correct.  1567 


Q. Are you familiar with this e-mail?  1568 


A. Yeah, I'm very familiar.  I actually appreciate your 1569 


bringing it up, because it's been misinterpreted in a number of 1570 


places, so I appreciate the opportunity to set the record straight.  1571 


Q. Okay.  Let's go through this e-mail.  So the beginning 1572 


of the e-mail you include a title, so to speak, that says "Cov Oregon 1573 


vs Oracle Perspective."  Is Cov Oregon short for Cover Oregon?  1574 


A. Yes, it is.  1575 


Q. Why did you include this title?  What does it mean?  1576 
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A. Well, this was around the time the governor and others 1577 


had a meeting with Oracle executives.  I don't know whether it was 1578 


right before or right after, but the governor had wanted some 1579 


information from me, because he was being told by some conversations 1580 


he had had with individuals at Oracle that the website was working 1581 


and we should go live.  And I was telling him some different 1582 


information and so he wanted to understand a couple of things.  He 1583 


wanted to understand, one, what we were shooting for, you know, what 1584 


the target was, what it meant for a system to be ready and 1585 


operational and where we were in that scheme of things.  And those 1586 


were the two questions he asked and that was the information that 1587 


I provided him.  1588 


Q. Would the title be a dispute between what Cover Oregon 1589 


believes is the status of the website and what Oracle believes is 1590 


the status?  1591 


A. Yes.  1592 


Q. The first line of the first full paragraph of your e-mail 1593 


it reads, "Cover Oregon's perspective of system readiness is that 1594 


the system can function with a 90 plus percent of accuracy for 90 1595 


to 95 percent of the population." 1596 


Did I read that correctly?  1597 


A. Yes, you did.   1598 


Q. What did you mean by this statement?  1599 


A. I meant that the -- a system was ready and working.  The 1600 
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standard for a system.  And I was very clear to say not this system, 1601 


our system, et etcetera, but the perspective of a system standard, 1602 


so to speak, that we were shooting for, what was the -- you know, 1603 


what was the goalpost was that our perspective was that the system 1604 


would be ready.  And now in retrospect, I might be worded this a 1605 


little differently to be a little clearer, but Cover Oregon's 1606 


perspective of system readiness -- a system's readiness is that the 1607 


system can function at 90 plus percent accuracy for 90 to 95 percent 1608 


of the population.  Meaning, that some -- 90 percent of the people 1609 


can sit down -- over 90 percent of the people can sit down and enroll 1610 


and they'll be enrolled with 90 plus percent accuracy; meaning, the 1611 


system would figure out its tax credits.  You know, it wasn't just 1612 


that you could pick plan a, but that it would calculate your tax 1613 


credits correctly so that -- you know, when someone get on the 1614 


website and choses something on Amazon, almost all the time, it 1615 


correctly tells you what the item, what it costs, and you go through 1616 


the process and you sit down and you can buy something, it's well 1617 


over 90 percent.  But this is what we were shooting for. 1618 


So this was my perspective on when a system -- when our 1619 


system would be ready.  It in no way said that this is the 1620 


functioning of the system right now.  Had it been, we would have 1621 


gone live.  1622 


Q. So the website that Oracle developed did not fit the 1623 


standard that you were implying --  1624 
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A. Correct. 1625 


Q. -- 90 plus percent of accuracy for 90 to 95 percent of 1626 


the population.   1627 


A. Correct.  1628 


Q. So let's go to the second paragraph.  You write, "Oracle 1629 


also said that the cause of only processing eligibility and 1630 


enrollment at about 50 percent on the first try is largely due to 1631 


Cover Oregon changing requirement specifications." 1632 


Did I read that correctly?  1633 


A. You did. 1634 


Q. Were you saying here that the Oracle created website is 1635 


functioning at about 50 percent at the time of this e-mail, which 1636 


is the end of February 2014?  1637 


A. Yes, about at time that was approximately how well it was 1638 


working.  About half the time someone could enroll and about half 1639 


the time someone couldn't.  1640 


Q. How would you compare the website that Oracle had created 1641 


at this time to Cover Oregon's standard of 90 plus percent of 1642 


accuracy for 90 to 95 percent of the population?  1643 


A. It was not working at the standard that we were expecting.  1644 


It was working far below that.  1645 


Q. Let's go to the third paragraph of your e-mail.  You 1646 


write, "Cover Oregon's perspective is that the larger issue 1647 


blocking full individual launch has been late delivery of 1648 
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development and defects in the system." 1649 


Did I read that correctly?  1650 


A. Yes.  1651 


Q. At the time of this e-mail, February 27th, 2014, the 1652 


website that Oracle developed was full of defects which prevented 1653 


it from fully launching to the public, correct? 1654 


A. That's correct.  1655 


Q. What types of defects -- could you describe those again 1656 


what types of defects were in the system at this time?  1657 


A. At that point the defects were -- I can't technically 1658 


tell you what they were, but I can tell you what happened, which 1659 


is that you would sit down to enroll and the wheel would spin and 1660 


you couldn't enroll.  We had at this point -- this was late 1661 


February.  And what had happened over the ensuing months leading 1662 


up to this was a series of problems identified jointly by both, Cover 1663 


Oregon and Oracle, saying here are the technical problems, this is 1664 


what needs to get fixed to go live and date were given.  We had a 1665 


February 3rd date and we had a number of dates.  And then a process 1666 


would happen and the process was that the technical people would 1667 


fix those things and they would test them, often when they tested 1668 


them, they would find other things that broke and then they would 1669 


fix other things and then they would put them into the live 1670 


production environment and when they did that, sometimes the whole 1671 


system would go down.  I mean, it was a -- this had become a 1672 
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recurring theme.  And from, you know, time onward, that was what 1673 


happened and that there were just defects in this system that people 1674 


would fix one thing and then something else would not happen. 1675 


Again, I'm not the technical person, but all I know is 1676 


people were working earnestly to get it fixed, but it was not 1677 


working.   1678 


And, you know, the statement that, you know, it was due 1679 


to changing requirements, we had it -- we would sit down and agree 1680 


on what the requirements were.  And we had a series of agreements 1681 


on scope and requirements.  And I can only remember -- one time when 1682 


we wanted to have something changed and we were told if we did that, 1683 


it would put things back a week or two.  That was in December, but 1684 


that wasn't out in February. 1685 


So the issue was there were just -- there were defects 1686 


in this system.  It didn't work.  1687 


Q. As you may be aware, Oracle claims that they produced a 1688 


fully functional website to the state by the end of February 2014.   1689 


A. Yes. 1690 


Q. In your opinion and from your review and use of the 1691 


system, did Oracle produce a fully functioning website to the state 1692 


by the end of February 2014?  1693 


A. No.  1694 


Q. Were there other technical issues in the system beyond 1695 


February 2014?  1696 
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A. You know, beyond February -- around in March and at some 1697 


point in March and -- you know, it was some point in earlier March 1698 


we were, you know, in essence approaching the end of open 1699 


enrollment.  And so at that point, I think on March 1, Oracle had 1700 


rolled about hundred people off of the project.  And throughout 1701 


March, we were just trying to maintain the parts of it that were 1702 


working to enroll people through the processes that we had created.  1703 


Q. How did people enroll into healthcare? 1704 


A. It was a complicated process and -- it went something 1705 


like this, someone would fill out an application, they would send 1706 


it in to the state, we would use that application to figure out what 1707 


they were eligible for, whether they were eligible for Medicaid or 1708 


the private insurance market, and we would calculate their tax 1709 


subsidy.  We would then send them back info.  So they would send 1710 


it into us.  It would take a couple of days to process.  We would 1711 


then let them know, you're eligible for Medicaid and you're going 1712 


to get enrolled or you're eligible for the insurance exchange and 1713 


here's what your tax subsidy is and then you could pick a plan and 1714 


then call us back and let us know what plan you have chosen and we'll 1715 


then get you enrolled in that plan.  So it was a very labor intensive 1716 


process.  It took a period of time from the time someone sat down 1717 


to when they were able to get enrolled, anywhere between, you know, 1718 


five days and more.  The time got shorter as we got better at it, 1719 


but that was the process we were using.  1720 
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Q. Did the state have to use additional resources in order 1721 


for Oregonians to enroll in healthcare?  1722 


A. We hired several hundred people to do that work.  It 1723 


was -- it was a tremendous amount of interest in the insurance 1724 


exchange.  We had -- you know, we ended up enrolling, I believe, 1725 


close to a hundred thousand people through that process.  We also 1726 


enrolled several hundred thousand people in Medicaid.  In fact, the 1727 


state enrolled, you know, one of the highest numbers of people.  But 1728 


it was a very labor intense process and we, yes, we had to hire a 1729 


lot of people to do that.  1730 


Q. Do you know how much money the state spent?  1731 


A. Oh, I did at one point, but I can't tell you now.  We had 1732 


budget figures.  It was several million dollars.  1733 


Q. Was it an additional cost to hire and train additional 1734 


staff and enroll Oregonians in this type of process?  1735 


A. Yes, it was.   1736 


Q. You mentioned earlier that Oracle rolled a few people off 1737 


of the project in March.  Do you know why?  1738 


A. You know, at that point my recollection was that -- you 1739 


know, we were in a dispute with Oracle at this point on a number 1740 


of fronts.  We were clearly disputing that this website wasn't 1741 


working and we were also not paying them until they would deliver 1742 


a working website.  So we had withheld some, you know, financial 1743 


resources from them.  We had legal teams working with each other.  1744 
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Things were heating up.  Oracle felt that they had delivered what 1745 


they needed to deliver and because we were not paying them, they 1746 


were going to pull their people off of the project.  So they pulled 1747 


a lot of people off the project because we weren't paying them.  1748 


Q. After pulling people off the project, did Oracle ever 1749 


produce a functioning website to the state?  1750 


A. To my knowledge, no.  1751 


Q. Was it Oracle's position that a website working only half 1752 


the time was sufficient?  1753 


A. Yes.  They thought that that was going to be okay.  And, 1754 


you know, the issue was a couple of fold:  One, as -- we had a 1755 


process that was working and, as you can imagine, if someone tried 1756 


to enroll and they got one of those stops, they would have been 1757 


informed to call customer service.  We would have had to staff up 1758 


and hire hundreds of people to answer the telephones.  And then the 1759 


issue is we couldn't fix it.  I mean, it wasn't as if then you could 1760 


say, "Oh, let's just do this," so you would have actually had to 1761 


have people go and start the same paper process that everyone else 1762 


was using.  So in order to go live, it had to be better than what 1763 


we were doing at the time.  That simply wasn't going to be better.  1764 


It was going to be more frustrating for consumers, more confusing 1765 


to tell people, "Oh, there's a website.  You can enroll," and then 1766 


to have them get on it and not enroll, that would not have been a 1767 


good thing to put forward for consumers.  So it was wasn't working.  1768 
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  Thank you.   1769 


(Off the record.) 1770 


EXAMINATION 1771 


  1772 


Q. Were you aware at the time -- so going back to before the 1773 


website, October 1, 2013, so well before that --  1774 


A. Correct.  1775 


Q. Were you aware at the time that delaying the launch of 1776 


the exchange on October 1, 2013, may have been politically 1777 


inconvenient for supporters of the Affordable Care Act?  1778 


A. Excuse me.  I didn't hear the end of that.  1779 


Q. Were you aware that it may have been politically 1780 


inconvenient for supporters of the Affordable Care Act?  1781 


A. I wasn't aware of that being inconvenient for any 1782 


individual, but I can certainly understand in a larger political 1783 


perspective that not launching on time would be a black eye, so to 1784 


speak, for people who were supporters of the Affordable Care Act.  1785 


Q. Did you ever feel any pressure from CMS to attempt to 1786 


launch on October 1, 2013?  1787 


A. I didn't personal, no.  1788 


Q. Do you know if anyone felt pressure or thought there might 1789 


be pressure?  1790 


A. No.  My sense was everybody was working earnestly to get 1791 


this thing working.  I mean, so in the sense that there was 1792 
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pressure, I mean, everybody had self imposed pressure to get this 1793 


thing working.  I didn't feel there was any external political 1794 


pressure.  1795 


Q. I'm introducing Exhibit 6 into the record.   1796 


A. Okay. 1797 


Q. I want to direct your attention to the e-mail sent by you 1798 


at the bottom of the first page.  This is an e-mail sent by you on 1799 


March 13th, 2014, correct?  1800 


A. Yes.  1801 


Q. In the e-mail, starting with the first full paragraph, 1802 


you say, "Deloitte is not making a recommendation to us.  They were 1803 


engaged to provide some preliminary background information on 1804 


potential alternatives to our current IT arrangement.  However, we 1805 


have engaged Point B to provide additional analysis and to help lead 1806 


some Cover Oregon staff, local private sector CIOs, CEOs and board 1807 


members through a process to look at current system capabilities 1808 


and potential alternatives." 1809 


What did you mean by this statement that Deloitte is not 1810 


making a recommendation to us and that you had engaged them to 1811 


provide some preliminary background information?  1812 


A. I meant that to mean Deloitte was not making any 1813 


recommendations.  We had asked Deloitte previously to lay out 1814 


some -- what were the potential options and some pros and cons and 1815 


I could briefly tell you what those options are, or not.  1816 
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Q. That's okay.   1817 


A. Okay.  Just to lay out some options.  And what this 1818 


referred to was that they were not making a recommendation on any 1819 


of those options.  There were -- and this was an e-mail to someone 1820 


else in the industry, a competitor, and there were concerns raised 1821 


that the optics of Deloitte, who could potentially be a bidder for 1822 


this, had made a recommendation.  And so I was reassuring this 1823 


vendor that Deloitte wasn't make a recommendation and that, as a 1824 


matter of fact, I had called in a neutral party, who wasn't a vendor, 1825 


Point B, to lead through that process so that there wouldn't be any 1826 


sense that any vendor had an upper hand in this.  1827 


Q. How long was Deloitte engaged in the process to evaluate 1828 


the different technology options?  1829 


A. Deloitte had done a couple of -- my understanding was 1830 


Deloitte had been involved, sort of, tangentially to the process 1831 


over the course of a year or two in terms of developing certain 1832 


little pieces that were used by the public, I think.  I engaged 1833 


them, so they were aware of what was going on.  And because they 1834 


were around and because they were aware and somewhat peripherally 1835 


involved in the project -- asked them in terms of the 1836 


recommendations -- sometime in, I believe, it was earlier February 1837 


or maybe January, to start putting together a list of what were the 1838 


options for the future.  I don't know the exact date, but it was 1839 


at some point January, February, would be my recollection.  1840 
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Q. Are you familiar with a February 10th report that 1841 


Deloitte issued on Cover Oregon technology options -- or how many 1842 


reports did they issue on technology options for Cover Oregon?   1843 


A. I believe they issued one and I don't recall the date, 1844 


but that's the February 10th report.  They issued a report that laid 1845 


out a number of options and some of the pros and cons of each of 1846 


those options.  1847 


Q. So Deloitte only issued one report on the technology 1848 


options?  1849 


A. That's my understanding.  1850 


Q. After they issued the report, did they continue to 1851 


evaluate the technology options for Cover Oregon?  1852 


A. Yes.  They helped us and helped work with the Point B 1853 


people to work through some of what the cost would be.  We were on 1854 


a pretty tight timeframe and so, yes, they did help work with some 1855 


of that.  1856 


Q. You said you engaged Point B --  1857 


A. Yes. 1858 


Q. -- to help evaluate the technology options.  What role 1859 


did Point B have?  1860 


A. Point B had been working with -- Point B is a firm.  I 1861 


don't know if they are just local or national.  They help 1862 


organizations with a variety of operational issues they had been 1863 


working with Cover Oregon for sometime, helping provide some 1864 
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expertise.  And there were a couple of individuals with Point B who 1865 


I was particularly impressed with, one gentleman, Tom McKiver, 1866 


about his ability to understand some of the technology -- he had 1867 


been a CIO for a number of large companies -- and asked them to help 1868 


lead and evaluate the process as well.  It was a short time frame, 1869 


so Point B did it with some help and input from Deloitte.  1870 


Q. Did Point B create any cost estimates for the suggested 1871 


processes to the --  1872 


A. Yes, there were some cost estimates that were done.  1873 


Q. Were those the last cost estimates that were done for 1874 


Cover Oregon?  1875 


A. The last?   1876 


Q. The last.   1877 


A. I don't know.  I know that much like any of these, I 1878 


think, the cost estimates changed as people knew more.  Obviously, 1879 


the cost of fixing the system would depend on knowing more about 1880 


how much needed to get fixed.  There were options about moving to 1881 


another state's exchange and -- I think the cost estimates 1882 


were -- my understanding was it was difficult for a lot of the 1883 


individuals involved to get a -- you know, an ironclad estimate on 1884 


the cost.  So I know there was lot of work done on costs.  1885 


Q. At one point did you believe that the technology advisory 1886 


group may recommend to use Oracle as a systems integrator in the 1887 


future?  1888 
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A. I know that those were one of the options.  I don't know 1889 


that -- that's where the group was headed. 1890 


Q. Did you consider it was a possibility that the group might 1891 


be headed in that direction?  1892 


A. Oh, yes.  I think there were several.  I mean, there were 1893 


four options -- four or five options that they considered.  One was 1894 


to stay with the current technology, with the current vendor, 1895 


meaning Oracle; one was to stay with the current technology, but 1896 


use a different vendor that could do the work at a lower cost.  My 1897 


understanding was that there was different people that work with 1898 


the Oracle software at different hourly rates and that we could have 1899 


brought in a different firm to do the work at a lower hourly rate.  1900 


So those two options were considered.  There was moving to another 1901 


state.  There was moving to the federal technology.  And I believe 1902 


germane to this e-mail, there was also looking at a particular 1903 


technology which was Exidor and I think the group looked at all 1904 


those.  1905 


Q. Did you ever tell the governor's office that the 1906 


technology advisory group may recommend continuing to use Oracle 1907 


as a systems integrator in the future?  1908 


A. I told them that they were considering all options.  1909 


Q. Did the governor's office have any opinion on that 1910 


possibility of continuing to use Oracle as a systems integrator in 1911 


the future?  1912 
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A. I am unaware of any opinion by the governor's office on 1913 


that.  1914 


Q. Did the technology advisory group make a recommendation 1915 


at the end of March for Cover Oregon's technology option?  1916 


A. I don't recall exactly when the committee made its final 1917 


recommendation.  I believe it was after the end of March, because 1918 


I resigned April 11.   1919 


Q. Did the committee make a preliminary recommendation?  1920 


You were a member of the technology advisory group, correct?  1921 


A. Yes.  I was up until I resigned.  1922 


Q. Did you attend all the technology advisory group 1923 


meetings?  1924 


A. I believe I attended all of them.  1925 


Q. On March 27th, 2014, do you recall if the technology 1926 


advisory group discussed continuing to build out the existing 1927 


platform and use the existing technology with the FFM's 1928 


contingency?   1929 


A. I'm sure that they consider that, yes.  1930 


Q. Do you recall if that was the preliminary recommendation 1931 


they had made on that date?  1932 


A. I don't -- I don't recall what the preliminary 1933 


recommendations were.  Actually, now you reminded me.  So I 1934 


believe at one point, and it's probably in the minutes there, they 1935 


was still a sense of a series of milestones that needed to happen.  1936 
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And if certain milestones happened, we would continue; and if not, 1937 


to move to another state or another vendor.  So that's certainly 1938 


possible, but to be honest, I don't recall all of the details around 1939 


that.  1940 


Q. Who do you think is the most knowledgeable about the 1941 


technology advisory group's work?  1942 


A. I'd say several people.  I would say members of the 1943 


committee.  I would say Mr. McKiver, who I just mentioned.  1944 


Q. Was he a member of the technology --  1945 


A. No.  He was the point -- he was staffed to the committee, 1946 


Point B.  And I would say also Alex Pettit, who is the state's chief 1947 


information officer.  We had bought him in and began to involve him 1948 


in the project.  He had a large role with the technology group and 1949 


particularly working with a lot of those CIOs.  So he would be one 1950 


of the best people.  1951 


Q. Then do you recall if the technology advisory group 1952 


received any updates between their March 31st, 2014, meeting and 1953 


then their April 24th, 2014, meeting?  1954 


A. I do not recall.  You know, that period in April -- I 1955 


resigned April 11th and I was not as intimately involved during that 1956 


time so I --  1957 


Q. Then --  1958 


A. I'm sure there is some records and minutes and things. 1959 


Q. So you resigned in April.  Earlier today you had said you 1960 
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stayed involved in Cover Oregon for about two to four weeks.   1961 


A. Correct.  I helped with the transition, but I wasn't very 1962 


involved in the technology assessment group. 1963 


Q. Did you help prepare for the April 24th, 2014, technology 1964 


advisory group meeting?  1965 


A. I may have.  I don't recall.  1966 


Q. Then are you familiar with the Cover Oregon SWAT team that 1967 


was established by the governor's office?  1968 


A. Not of anything called the SWAT team --  1969 


Q. Are you familiar --  1970 


A. -- but I might be --  1971 


Q. Are you familiar with the Cover Oregon team established 1972 


by the governor's office?  1973 


A. No.  I'm aware of who I -- you know, my discussions with 1974 


people in the governor's office, but not of a SWAT meeting.  1975 


Q. Who did you have discussions with in the governor's 1976 


office most frequently?  1977 


A. Most frequently with, you know, Mike Bonetto, Sean 1978 


Kolmer, and in February and March with Patricia McCaig.  Those were 1979 


my major contacts.  1980 


Q. Did you talk to anybody else from the governor's office 1981 


in that period?  1982 


A. I'm sure I did, you know. 1983 


Q. Did you talk to Kevin Looper?  1984 
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A. That's not from the governor's office.  1985 


Q. Patricia McCaig was?  1986 


A. Patricia McCaig was.  But it's my understanding I 1987 


did -- Mr. Looper was part of a campaign team and I had one 1988 


discussion with Mr. Looper and several others at some point in 1989 


probably February, but I don't know the exact date.  1990 


Q. What did you have a discussion with about with 1991 


Mr. Looper?  1992 


A. I was asked to brief them on where things were with Cover 1993 


Oregon. 1994 


Q. You were asked to brief the campaign team?  1995 


A. Yes. 1996 


Q. What were they interested in about Cover Oregon? 1997 


A. They want to know what was going on, how it was going, 1998 


would -- you know, would what was my sense of when and how this would 1999 


get fixed and, you know, just had a lot of questions about the 2000 


website, how it was functioning, whether it was fixable, those kinds 2001 


of things.  2002 


Q. Do you recall who from the campaign team attended this 2003 


meeting?  2004 


A. It was on the telephone.  So I don't know all the people 2005 


that were on it.  I do know two of the names, which were Kevin Looper 2006 


and Mark Wiener, but other than that, I think the may have been one 2007 


or two other people on the phone, but I don't recall.  2008 
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Q. Do you know if Tim Raphael was on the call?  2009 


A. I don't know.  2010 


Q. Do you know if Sylvia Hayes was on the call?  2011 


A. I don't know.  2012 


Q. Do you know if Govern Kitzhaber was on the call?  2013 


A. No.  Yes, I know the governor wasn't on the call.  2014 


Q. Was or was not on the call?  2015 


A. Was not on the call.  2016 


Q. Was Mike Bonetto on the call?  2017 


A. I don't know.  2018 


Q. Was Patricia McCaig on the call?  2019 


A. I don't know.  2020 


Q. Who were the only people that you do recall --  2021 


A. I recall there being Kevin Looper and Wiener.  And, as 2022 


I indicated, it was a phone call.  There were several other people 2023 


on the call.  I don't recall who else.  2024 


Q. Who was it that asked you to brief this team?  2025 


A. I do not recall.  Someone in the governor's office, the 2026 


exact person, I don't know.  2027 


Q. Did they give you a purpose as to why the interim 2028 


executive director of Cover Oregon would be briefing the governor's 2029 


campaign team?  2030 


A. I think they had a lot of questions and felt I could answer 2031 


them the best.  2032 
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Q. I'm introducing Exhibit 7 into the record.   2033 


A. Yes.   2034 


Q. Is this an e-mail that you sent to Michael Bonetto, Sean 2035 


Kolmer, and Tina Edlund on March 25th, 2014?   2036 


A. Yes.  2037 


Q. So why are you sending a matrix about a technology option 2038 


to this group of individuals?  2039 


A. I don't recall why I would have -- my sense was this was 2040 


for a meeting we were -- it said for this morning.  So it was for 2041 


a meeting laying out some of the issues around continuing with the 2042 


current technology versus going to the federal website.  2043 


Q. Did the governor's chief of staff, Michael Bonetto, 2044 


request that you collect information about different technology 2045 


options in this manner?  2046 


A. I don't recall.  I would -- I would assume this was 2047 


requested of me and that's why I put it together, but I don't recall 2048 


the exact request.  2049 


Q. Did anyone ever tell you that the governor felt that he 2050 


would be the one to make a technology decision for Cover Oregon?  2051 


A. No.  It was always my understanding that the technology 2052 


decision would be made by the -- by the technology committee and 2053 


by the board; that the technology committee -- actually, the 2054 


decision was made by the board, not the technology committee.  The 2055 


technology committee was clearly formed as a subgroup of the board, 2056 
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with some board members on it.  It was very public about that.  And 2057 


that the committee was going to make recommendations to the board 2058 


and that the board would make that final decision.  2059 


Q. So you never felt as though Michael Bonetto or anyone from 2060 


the governor's office or Governor Kitzhaber, himself, felt that 2061 


they might be the ones who needed to make the decision for the 2062 


technology of Cover Oregon?  2063 


A. I don't know whether they felt they could do it or not.  2064 


It was -- I mean, it was head of Cover Oregon.  I was reporting to 2065 


the board.  We formed this committee.  It was all pretty public 2066 


and, you know, board meetings were public.  And the whole idea was 2067 


the vet this in a very public way and have the board be able to make 2068 


that decision.  I know that Mike and the governor and everybody else 2069 


in the state was very interested in the workings of this.  It was 2070 


in the newspaper all the time and there was a tremendous amount of 2071 


interest in it from all sorts of people. 2072 


But my understanding of this process, as I had set it up, 2073 


was get together a group of experts because this is really 2074 


complicated and let them make some recommendations, but ultimately 2075 


it's the board that makes the decision.  2076 


Q. Why were you sending this information from your personal 2077 


e-mail account?  2078 


A. I don't know.  2079 


Q. Why did you send this e-mail to Michael Bonetto, Sean 2080 
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Kolmer and Tina Edlund's personal e-mail accounts?  2081 


A. I don't know.  2082 


Q. Did you typically e-mail from your personal e-mail 2083 


account? 2084 


A. No.  I did that pretty rarely.  You know, I had been 2085 


asked to look at my e-mail account and, you know, I think there were 2086 


maybe 20 or 30 instances over several years where I e-mailed from 2087 


my private account and have made those available, but I don't know 2088 


why in this particular instance I did that.  2089 


Q. When did you usually, in these instances, use your 2090 


personal e-mail account?  2091 


A. You know, I primarily use my personal e-mail account in 2092 


generally one circumstance where a lot of people in the -- not a 2093 


lot -- but probably two or three people in the agency had access 2094 


to my e-mails and read them, staff who helped triage some of them 2095 


and answer them when I couldn't get to all of them.  And, you know, 2096 


sometimes I would, from time to time, use my personal e-mail when 2097 


I didn't want news of something to get out of head of that happening, 2098 


because there were a lot of people that saw my e-mail.  2099 


Q. Was this one of these times?  2100 


A. I don't know.  It doesn't look like it, but I don't know, 2101 


because it doesn't look like -- I mean, to me --  2102 


Q. Was there any --  2103 


A. -- it looked like I had put together -- this was about 2104 
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a lot of the --  2105 


Q. Was there any reason that you wouldn't want the staff to 2106 


see that you were sending the governor's office this information?  2107 


A. No.  I would -- I don't think so, because I think people 2108 


knew I communicated with the governor's office and it wasn't a 2109 


surprise to anybody.  2110 


Q. If I look on the, I think, it's the third page, the Bates 2111 


stamp ending in the number ten.  In the material you provide 2112 


information about the cost of the current technology and the federal 2113 


technology.  Where did this cost information come from?  2114 


A. The these numbers came from the work that -- my sense and, 2115 


again, it said earlier estimates, still need work at the top.  This 2116 


came from what Point B and Deloitte were putting together for the 2117 


technology group.  2118 


Q. Then in the body of the e-mail to this group of 2119 


individuals you say that you're not totally comfortable with some 2120 


things in the pro forma.  Do you recall what you were not totally 2121 


comfortable with?  2122 


A. Yes.  Well, I recall being uncomfortable with some of the 2123 


assumptions and that perhaps there needed -- I mean, costs are 2124 


always based on assumptions.  And I think my discomfort, as I 2125 


recall, was that every one hadn't thought through all of the 2126 


assumptions here that the cost were based on.  And I think that's 2127 


why I particularly said, "early estimate, still need work."  2128 
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Q. Do you have any background in IT work?  2129 


A. No, I don't.  2130 


Q. The Cover Oregon Technology Project, was that the first 2131 


technology project that you really delved into details on?  2132 


A. Yes.  As head of the Oregon Health Authority and as head 2133 


of DHS, obviously, very large state agencies with lots of different 2134 


technology projects and we had lots of technology projects going 2135 


on and this was the first -- when I went over to Cover Oregon, this 2136 


was the first time I was directly involved in that, yes.  2137 


Q. I'm introducing Exhibit 8 into the record.   2138 


A. Okay. 2139 


Q. Is this the March 22nd, 2014, e-mail that you 2140 


sent -- e-mail to you from Mike Bonetto copying Sean Kolmer.   2141 


A. Yes.  2142 


Q. Then underneath Mike Bonetto's e-mail, is that an e-mail 2143 


that you send on March 22nd, 2014? 2144 


A. Yes.  2145 


Q. In the e-mail you say, "Talking through again with the 2146 


gov perhaps without George and Greg might be helpful." 2147 


Who is George?  2148 


A. George Brown was one of the Cover Oregon board members 2149 


and head of one of the hospital systems in the state. 2150 


Q. Who is Greg?  2151 


A. Greg Van Pelt was an individual I had asked to come in 2152 
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and help me out at Cover Oregon, who was recently retired as the 2153 


head of one of our large healthcare systems.  2154 


Q. What was he doing to help you out at Cover Oregon?  2155 


A. He was -- you know, initially he came in to help me put 2156 


together a paper process.  I actually brought him to help me out 2157 


before I went to Cover Oregon when I was with the Oregon Health 2158 


Authority.  And Greg provide -- Greg was, you know, an experienced 2159 


CEO who was used to running large projects and brought him in for 2160 


some additional help and expertise.  2161 


Q. Do you recall what you were recommending that you and 2162 


Michael Bonetto talk through again without George and Greg?  2163 


A. No.  What I can infer from this e-mail was that there had 2164 


been a request to me about understanding what the -- about the cost 2165 


of the technology investment.  In other words, at this point -- and 2166 


I think this is what this referred to, was there had been a large 2167 


expenditure on this e-mail system -- e-mail -- if only it were.  2168 


My apologies.  On this technology system.  And the, you know, the 2169 


question -- there were a lot of questions about how much of this 2170 


technology was "salvageable," what of the investment we were using 2171 


in -- continuing to use in Medicaid, what we could continue to use 2172 


forward, was all of the investment lost, was is some of it going 2173 


to be utilized in any of these other options -- there were a lot 2174 


of questions about that and I think that's what this refers to.  2175 


Q. In this time period, in the March 22nd, 24th, 25th range, 2176 
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had the governor's office expressed a preference to you to move to 2177 


healthcare.gov?  2178 


A. I don't recall a preference being told to me.  2179 


Q. Can you describe the role of the governor's office in 2180 


deciding that Cover Oregon should switch from the state supported 2181 


IT platform to healthcare.gov?  2182 


A. You know, my sense was that -- again, the 2183 


governor -- this was -- Cover Oregon was an organization ran by 2184 


the -- ran by a board and the CEO.  We had put together this 2185 


technology assessment group.  It was slated to give a report to the 2186 


board and the decision was set up as a decision by the board.   2187 


I think the governor was always really interested, as he 2188 


was in all things relating to the website and to healthcare.  But, 2189 


in the end, I think I certainly understood and I always assumed he 2190 


understood, that the decision ultimately is going to be made by the 2191 


Cover Oregon Board.  2192 


Q. Do you know if the governor had a lot of conversations 2193 


with Cover Oregon board members?  2194 


A. That I don't know.  2195 


Q. In 2014 did the governor's office ever discuss that they 2196 


did not want an IT platform that would be highly scrutinized for 2197 


the next few years?  2198 


A. You know, what I heard was certainly wanting something 2199 


that we could have some assurance that worked.  I don't think it 2200 
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was a -- I never heard about being scrutinized, but I think the 2201 


preference of the governor, as well as the preference of myself and 2202 


board members was to try and choose an option that "had the best 2203 


chance of success."  And I think the reason for that was we had just 2204 


been through a pretty big trauma with all of this and no one wanted 2205 


to, you know, relive doing that on something that might not work.  2206 


So that was certainly one of the considerations that the -- you 2207 


know, the team looked at, the committee.  2208 


Q. Just a yes or no answer would be fine for this.   2209 


A. Sorry.  2210 


Q. Just to save time.   2211 


Did the governor's office ever discuss not wanting to 2212 


hedge their bets with the federal exchange as the backup?  2213 


A. Not that I recall.  2214 


Q. Can you explain how it was decided that Alex Pettit would 2215 


serve as the interim chief information officer of Cover Oregon 2216 


beginning in April 2014?  2217 


A. Yes.  You know, I was actually, during my time at Cover 2218 


Oregon, was looking to potentially bring in a different CIO.  And 2219 


add some expertise to what we were going through and I had looked 2220 


around.  I had had some conversations with some firms that do -- CIO 2221 


and things like that to try and bring in some extra expertise.  Alex 2222 


Pettit came to the state sometime between this fall and winter of 2223 


that year of 2013, 2014.  He had a lot of expertise.  I felt we 2224 
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needed some additional expertise.  And I remember a number of 2225 


discussions with Mike Bonetto and others in the governor's office 2226 


about having Alex help us out and that sort of quickly morphed 2227 


into -- from just providing some additional expertise to 2228 


functioning as the CIO?  2229 


Q. Did Alex ever pushback as serving as the interim CIO of 2230 


Cover Oregon?  2231 


A. I think he did.  2232 


Q. Do you know why?  2233 


A. Yes.  It wasn't what he signed up for when he came to 2234 


Oregon.  He came to Oregon to -- I understood that.  He came to 2235 


Oregon be the "CIO" for the state and, you know, here he was new 2236 


to Oregon and now he was getting farmed out to a different 2237 


responsibility.  I don't think he was too happy with that.   2238 


Q. Did Alex ever receive any direction from the governor's 2239 


office before beginning in the role as interim CIO?  2240 


A. I don't know.  2241 


Q. I'm introducing Exhibit 9 into the record.   2242 


A. Okay. 2243 


Q. Is this an e-mail chain between you, Sean Kolmer and 2244 


Michael Bonetto from April 1st and 2nd.   2245 


A. Yes.  2246 


Q. So on April 1st you said that you've been reflecting on 2247 


your anger and reactions on presumably Sunday, March 30th.  Do you 2248 
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recall what made you angry?  2249 


A. Yes, I do.  2250 


Q. What was that?  2251 


A. I had heard that from somebody that they were -- someone 2252 


from the Department of Administrative Services was coming over to 2253 


work at Cover Oregon and I had not heard about that.  And I was very 2254 


angry that I learn about that from that person and not from Mike 2255 


and Sean Kolmer, who clearly had been involved in that.  2256 


Q. Why would you have learned that information from Mike and 2257 


Sean as the executive director of Cover Oregon -- or the interim 2258 


director?  Did you have control over staffing at Cover Oregon?  2259 


A. I did and that's what concerned me that someone was being 2260 


sent over to work with us and I had not been a part of that discussion 2261 


and when I found out about it, I was really angry.   2262 


Q. Do you know who made the decision to send this individual 2263 


over to Cover Oregon?  2264 


A. No, I do not.   2265 


Q. Do you know why the decision was made?  2266 


A. Yes.  This was -- you know, this was around the time of 2267 


the Alex Pettit coming over as CIO.  And we had had discussions 2268 


about Alex coming over and had total agreement about that.  And this 2269 


was someone who Alex was work bringing over with him to work with 2270 


him.  And I didn't think that was part of the deal.  And it had not 2271 


been mentioned to me before and I was upset about it.  2272 
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Q. Was this individual Sarah Miller? 2273 


A. Yes. 2274 


Q. Were you ever concerned that the governor's office was 2275 


taking control over Cover Oregon?  2276 


A. No.  I wasn't upset about them taking control of Cover 2277 


Oregon.  You know, in this circumstance I was -- I was concerned 2278 


that two people that I had worked closely with and had good 2279 


communications with for a lot of years hadn't told me about this 2280 


and so I was pretty angry about that.   2281 


Q. Do you know why they hadn't told you about it?  2282 


A. You know, I think -- my sense was when we kind of unpacked 2283 


the whole thing was that Alex had made some assumptions, hadn't 2284 


really communicated them to Mike and Sean and there were a lot of 2285 


assumptions made and that was pretty much it.  It was just poor 2286 


communication.  You know, in the end, she came over.  In the end, 2287 


you know, Ms. Miller came over and worked and I was glad she did, 2288 


but at that time I was pretty upset.  2289 


Q. Did you feel that Alex Pettit made those assumptions 2290 


because you were resigning?  2291 


A. I don't know.  I think -- honestly, I think Alex -- Alex 2292 


wanted some help.  It was a big job.  Again, he was coming in, he 2293 


wanted someone who could help him out and who -- he felt he needed 2294 


some more person power and, you know, I felt, in the end -- that's 2295 


why I -- in the end sort of felt a bit contrite in that -- you know, 2296 
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in the end, it all worked out.  I got pretty angry at the time.  2297 


Q. Thank you. 2298 


Are you aware of the governor's office being briefed by 2299 


Alex Pettit in earlier April about the technology group's 2300 


preliminary recommendation?  2301 


A. No, I don't recall that.  2302 


Q. Did you attend a briefing by Alex Pettit to the governor's 2303 


office?  2304 


A. I don't recall, I may have.  There were a lot of briefings 2305 


and a lot of meetings and I can't recall which ones I was involved 2306 


in and which ones I wasn't.   2307 


Q. Did you participate in a briefing by Alex Pettit to 2308 


Patricia McCaig and others from the governor's office about the 2309 


technology recommendations -- preliminary recommendations from 2310 


the technology advisory group?  2311 


A. There were a couple of phone calls that I recall being 2312 


on.  2313 


Q. When did these phone calls occur?  2314 


A. Late March, earlier April.  2315 


Q. What did you --  2316 


A. About, you know, Alex explaining some of the technology 2317 


discussions and rationales.  2318 


Q. Do you recall if Alex Pettit was on the call that you 2319 


discussed earlier today about -- campaign staff with Kevin Looper 2320 
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that you had at the governor's office?  2321 


A. He was not on that call.  2322 


Q. Thank you.   2323 


I'm introducing Exhibit 10 into the record.   2324 


A. Okay.  2325 


Q. Is this an April 4th, 2014, e-mail from a member of the 2326 


technology advisory group, Aaron Patnode, to you to ask whether 2327 


Cover Oregon made one of the key trigger dates?   2328 


A. Yes. 2329 


Q. You respond, "You have the go ahead to go sole source," 2330 


and that it was secured on Wednesday.   2331 


Who gave you the approval to go sole source?  2332 


A. I believe it was the Department of Justice.  2333 


Q. Then you tell Mr. Patnode and the others that are copied 2334 


on the e-mail chain that you can discuss further at the meeting on 2335 


Monday.   2336 


Did this meeting on Monday occur? 2337 


A. I don't know.  I'm assuming it's the meeting -- this is 2338 


the technology group and I'm assuming there's minutes from that.  2339 


I don't know.  2340 


Q. So you don't recall if the meeting was canceled?  2341 


A. I don't recall.  2342 


Q. Thank you. 2343 


I'm introducing Exhibit 11 into the record.   2344 
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A. Okay. 2345 


Q. So your e-mail on April 6, 2014, indicates that you had 2346 


a call with Alex Pettit, Mike Bonetto, Patty Wentz, and Sean Kolmer 2347 


on April 5th.  Is that your understanding as well?  2348 


A. Yes.  It says follow up on our call from yesterday, so 2349 


yes.  2350 


Q. Do you recall why you had this call with this group of 2351 


individuals?  2352 


A. No.  I can't recall the exact call.  I can make some 2353 


inferences by what is in the e-mail and based on the events at the 2354 


time.  2355 


Q. Why would you be having a call with these individuals at 2356 


this time?  2357 


A. You know, we were in the process of working with the 2358 


technology team and making decisions and having them make decisions 2359 


and putting out information for that team to deal with.  Mike and 2360 


Sean and Patty Wentz, we had all worked very closely over the years 2361 


on how to prepare information for the public so that we didn't get 2362 


information out too soon that was going to change, so that we could 2363 


present something.  And this was a call that helped -- I think we 2364 


were organizing the work about how to communicate a lot of what was 2365 


going on at the technology committee.  2366 


Q. Do you recall what nine a.m. meeting you were asking Mike 2367 


to schedule for Monday?  2368 
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A. No, I don't. 2369 


Q. Do you recall if in this period you discussed with this 2370 


group of individuals giving contractors their 30-day notice?  2371 


A. Contractor --  2372 


Q. I will find the e-mail where I was going to ask for 2373 


clarification.   2374 


A. Okay.  Sure.  2375 


Q. I'm introducing Exhibit 12 into the record. 2376 


A. Okay. 2377 


Q. Do you know what Patty Wentz means that Alex had discussed 2378 


giving contractors their 30-day notice on the call?  2379 


A. I don't know exactly.  I can infer.  I recall at the time 2380 


there was -- I mean, one of the issues Alex was looking at -- at 2381 


cost and staffing of his IT operation.  And I remember one of the 2382 


contracts was Point B.  There may have been others but --  2383 


Q. Do you know what -- Point B was one of the contractors 2384 


you would have --  2385 


A. I believe so. 2386 


Q. What work were these contractors performing for Cover 2387 


Oregon?  2388 


A. Point B provided a lot of -- a variety of technical 2389 


support to Aaron Karjala and his team.  And I think that Alex felt 2390 


that he didn't need that.  2391 


Q. Do you know if Cover Oregon canceled their contract with 2392 
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Deloitte on April 11, 2014?  2393 


A. I don't know.  Certainly it could have been one of the 2394 


contractors as well.  2395 


Q. I'm introducing Exhibit 13 into the record.   2396 


A. Okay. 2397 


Q. Did you send this e-mail to Sean Kolmer and Mike Bonetto 2398 


on April 8th, 2014?  2399 


A. Yes, I did.  2400 


Q. In the e-mail you tell Mike Bonetto that you and Sean you 2401 


had a call with Marilyn Tavenner regarding timeline for decision 2402 


making about the exchange.  Can you describe the conversation that 2403 


you had with Marilyn Tavenner?  2404 


A. To the best of my recollection, the call was regarding 2405 


a couple of things.  You know, one was letting Ms. Tavenner know 2406 


where we were.  The website was not operational, what we were doing 2407 


and what our plans were and she was aware that we were making some 2408 


decisions about future technology.  And this was to let her know 2409 


about the timeline and the process for the decision making. 2410 


It was also a call to get some sense from her about the 2411 


availability of federal funds, because that was certainly -- you 2412 


know, one of the options was to move to the federal technology and 2413 


trying to figure out, again, within a budget, they wanted to know 2414 


what, if any, there would be in terms of support from the feds.  2415 


Q. Did you discuss with her on this call the availability 2416 
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of federal funds? 2417 


A. I believe we did.  2418 


Q. Do you recall what she said in response to your --  2419 


A. No, I don't recall exactly.  My recollection was it was 2420 


unclear that -- there was certainly no commitment made.  2421 


Q. So in the e-mail you reference Teresa Miller.  Who is 2422 


Teresa Miller? 2423 


A. Teresa Miller was -- had a position, I believe, at CCIIO 2424 


and whether she -- I don't know exactly what it was, but she was 2425 


very -- we were involved with her throughout the Cover Oregon 2426 


process.  2427 


Q. So in the e-mail you say that two weeks ago you had talked 2428 


to Teresa Miller and her team and that they were very clear that 2429 


states that go to the FFM will not get any funding and that they 2430 


now had reconsidered that and should you choose to go to the FFM 2431 


they would consider that any state that goes to the FFM a state based 2432 


market.   2433 


Do you know why they changed their position?  2434 


A. I don't know.  2435 


Q. Did you ask them why they changed their position?  2436 


A. I don't recall.  2437 


Q. Why were you sending this update from CMS to Michael 2438 


Bonetto?  2439 


A. You know, I was on the call with Sean Kolmer, who is Mike's 2440 
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deputy, and -- keeping Mike informed.  2441 


Q. Was this decision or this change of position from CMS 2442 


influential in the decision to move to healthcare.gov, to know that 2443 


by moving to the FFM would still be considered state based market 2444 


and potentially receive federal funding?  2445 


A. No.  I think -- no.  My personal sense of what drove the 2446 


decision and what a lot of the technology people looked at was, you 2447 


know, a couple of things.   2448 


We had a technology that wasn't working and an unclear 2449 


sense of how much it would cost to fix it, but it looked like the 2450 


cost would be very high and there was increasing sense that -- it 2451 


was unclear whether that technology would work.  And then there 2452 


was a -- the other technology was the federal exchange.  And many 2453 


of the carriers that we were working with and people who were on 2454 


the workgroup already were working with the federal exchange --  2455 


Q. Do you remember the number of carriers that were 2456 


interfaced to work with the exchange?  2457 


A. Maybe three or four.  2458 


Q. I'm introducing Exhibit 14 into the record.   2459 


A. Okay. 2460 


Q. So this e-mail indicates that you participated in a phone 2461 


call with the governor's office, Patricia McCaig, Alex Pettit and 2462 


others on April 8th, 2014.  Do you agree?  If you look, Patricia 2463 


McCaig's e-mail says, "Here's what I think we are expecting 2464 
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information on tonight from Alex and Bruce."   2465 


A. I'm assuming that call happened, yes.   2466 


Q. Do you recall this call? 2467 


A. No.  As I indicated, there were a lot of calls with that 2468 


group and I can't remember this particular one.  2469 


Q. Who is that group?  2470 


A. The group meeting -- I'm assuming that group was Alex, 2471 


myself, Mike, Sean, Patricia McCaig and --  2472 


Q. Is Kevin Looper on the group?  He's on the e-mail.   2473 


A. No.  2474 


Q. Was he on the calls that you participated in?  2475 


A. Only the one -- my recollection is only the one I had 2476 


indicated previously.  2477 


Q. Why were you having these calls with this group?  2478 


A. I think to continue to brief them on what were the costs, 2479 


where this was going, what the process was, what that -- what the 2480 


deadlines were, when would the decision be made, how it would be 2481 


communicated, et cetera. 2482 


Q. Do you know why they were expecting this information?  2483 


Was this information you had already gathered or was this 2484 


information that you were gathering specifically for the governor's 2485 


office, this list that Patricia McCaig provides in her e-mail?   2486 


A. This was already -- this was the work of the technology 2487 


committee and so they -- this was continuing to keep Michael, Sean 2488 
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and others and Patricia updated as to what was going on with the 2489 


process and what the deadlines were and the process for making.  2490 


Q. Can you describe your understanding of Patricia McCaig's 2491 


role as it relates to Cover Oregon?  2492 


A. I can tell you what my understanding was.  My 2493 


understanding was, you know, Patricia had been brought into the 2494 


governor's office by the governor to help at a time of a number of 2495 


staff transitions that there had been transitions from -- in chief 2496 


of staff, there were transitions in communications people.  And 2497 


Patricia was brought in to help with that.   2498 


And one of the issues that she was helping with was the 2499 


Cover Oregon issue.  2500 


Q. Did Patricia McCaig have an opinion on the technology 2501 


options for Cover Oregon?  2502 


A. She had a lot of opinions about how to communicate things.  2503 


I don't recall whether she had an opinion about what the options 2504 


should be.  2505 


Q. Do you recall if you shared information you had learned 2506 


from CMS earlier in the day with this group of individuals on this 2507 


call?  2508 


A. I don't recall.  2509 


Q. Do you know if any decisions were made on this call?  2510 


A. I don't recall.  2511 


Q. Did anyone give you instructions about your presentation 2512 
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to the Cover Oregon Board of Directors on April 10th, 2014?  2513 


A. I often got advice from a lot of people about my 2514 


presentations.  So I would not be surprised that I got advice from 2515 


the communication staff at Cover Oregon, the communication staff 2516 


from OHA, Mike and Sean, at that point, even Patricia McCaig. 2517 


I -- you know, part of this whole issue, as we moved 2518 


forward, was how to communicate effectively with the public and 2519 


others.  And our board meetings were a time where information was 2520 


communicated, there was a lot of interest, there were a lot of people 2521 


from the press and it was good to be prepared and I tried to prepared 2522 


myself.  2523 


Q. Do you recall what Patricia McCaig or the governor's 2524 


office talked to you about before the April 10th, 2014, Cover Oregon 2525 


board meeting about what to discuss that day?  2526 


A. No, I do not.  I don't recall the board meeting.  2527 


Q. You don't recall the April 10th -- was that your last 2528 


Cover Oregon board meeting?  2529 


A. Yes.  2530 


Q. I'm introducing Exhibit 15 into the record.  So this is 2531 


just a meeting invitation preparing for the board meeting on 2532 


Wednesday, April 9th, 2014, at 9:30 a.m. and it's -- the meeting 2533 


invitation, it says, from Patty Wentz to Patricia McCaig, Tim 2534 


Raphael and Mike Bonetto, but you would agree that you then did meet 2535 


with them for the Cover Oregon April 10th meeting?  2536 
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A. With them --  2537 


Q. On the -- did you meet with -- yes.   2538 


A. I don't know that I would say I meet with all of them, 2539 


because I didn't meet very regularly with Tim Raphael, but Patricia 2540 


and Mike -- and Patty Wentz, I was in touch with every day.  So 2541 


I'm -- I mean, I had a lot of meetings and discussions with all of 2542 


these people, other than Tim, but, I mean, I don't know about -- I 2543 


was not on this call.  2544 


Q. Were you ever in any conversations about staging the 2545 


final meeting of the technology advisory group?  2546 


A. Yes.  I was on some calls about how to present that 2547 


information, yes.  2548 


Q. What was discussed during those phone calls?  2549 


A. I think how to be able to present what was complicated 2550 


complex information in a way that --  2551 


Q. To the technology advisory group?  To the technology 2552 


advisory group meeting -- the technology advisory group, who was 2553 


a member of the technology advisory group, were they experts in IT?  2554 


A. Some were experts in IT, some were board members. 2555 


Q. Who participated in these phone calls to discuss how to 2556 


present information to them?  2557 


A. Myself; when Alex came on, Alex; Mike and Sean Kolmer, 2558 


sometimes Patricia.  2559 


Q. Why did you feel that it needed to be discussed how to 2560 
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present information to them about the technology options? 2561 


A. You know, my sense at the time, again, was that, you know, 2562 


this was a committee for the board.  It was also being looked at 2563 


very publicly that -- sometimes technology people talk to 2564 


technology people in ways that the rest of us don't understand and 2565 


I felt it was really important to be able to have these meetings 2566 


presented in such a way that not only the technology people 2567 


understood it, but the general public did.  It was a way of getting 2568 


to me some sort of a gut check on were we considering the right 2569 


things, had all of the assumptions been there, how would this be 2570 


looked at, would there be some credibility to this process.  2571 


Q. Do you feel like that interfered with the information the 2572 


technology advisory group was given, if it was being vetted through 2573 


this other group of individuals?  2574 


A. No, I don't, because that group felt really free to call 2575 


Alex and have -- I know a lot of them had one-on-one phone calls 2576 


with Alex.  I felt that group, pretty much, got a lot of the 2577 


information that that needed.  I don't think it impeded with that. 2578 


Q. Did you tell the Cover Oregon Board of Directors on April 2579 


10th that you needed a decision on the technology by the end of 2580 


April?  2581 


A. I would assume if it's in the minutes of the board meeting 2582 


that I did, but we were driving towards a decision pretty quickly.  2583 


Yes.   2584 
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Q. Do you know why you would have told them that you needed 2585 


a decision by the end of April?  2586 


A. The issue was that time was ticking until the next open 2587 


enrollment, November 1, 2014.  We couldn't make a decision in July 2588 


for something that would take ten months to do.  A lot -- all of 2589 


those options, whether it was another state or whatever, all had 2590 


different timeframes or what it would take.  So you needed to get 2591 


working on this ASAP and there was a lot of time pressure.  2592 


  Thank you.  I think we're out of time. 2593 


(Off the record.) 2594 


EXAMINATION 2595 


   2596 


Q. Back on the record, Dr. Goldberg.   2597 


A. Good afternoon.  2598 


Q. So I want to go back to Exhibit 12.  It's the e-mail from 2599 


Patty Wentz to Alex Pettit that you were shown in the last hour.   2600 


A. Yes.  2601 


Q. I just want to clarify -- I just want to get some 2602 


clarification about a statement that you made. 2603 


This e-mail mentions contractors may be given a 30-day 2604 


notice.  So you mentioned that the state was contemplating letting 2605 


some of the contractors go, but this wouldn't necessarily be the 2606 


result of any final decision made to switch to the federal 2607 


technology, correct?  2608 
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A. That's correct.  And that's one of the -- the issues in 2609 


sort of working with communications people and others is that 2610 


oftentimes, you know, it's great to have a reality check of what 2611 


you think something means versus how it can be perceived by others.  2612 


And things can get perceived in a lot of different ways and that's 2613 


why it's important to be careful about when and how you communicate.  2614 


Q. Thank you.   2615 


Let's discuss some of the reviews and assessments of the 2616 


Cover Oregon project by some independent third parties.  The state 2617 


hired a group called MAXIMUS at the start of the IT project; is that 2618 


correct? 2619 


A. That's correct.  2620 


Q. What is MAXIMUS?  2621 


A. MAXIMUS was hired as a quality assurance vendor on the 2622 


project to help provide some oversight and assurance of quality.  2623 


Q. Would you consider MAXIMUS employees to be experts in 2624 


their field?  2625 


A. I got to know several of the MAXIMUS people, and yes.  2626 


Q. So would you consider MAXIMUS -- the purpose for MAXIMUS 2627 


being hired was to provide a neutral assessment and give an 2628 


independent assessment of the status of the IT project?  2629 


A. Yes.  2630 


Q. Did MAXIMUS provide reports to the state on development 2631 


of the website?  2632 
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A. Yes, they provided quarterly reports.  2633 


Q. Did you, as the interim executive director of Cover 2634 


Oregon, receive these reports directly from MAXIMUS?  2635 


A. Yes.  When I was interim director, I received them 2636 


directly.  As a board member, I got them as well.  2637 


Q. What would these reports detail?  2638 


A. Their -- these reports detailed a number of aspects of 2639 


the project -- finances, governance, the technology.  There were 2640 


about seven or eight different fields of issues that they looked 2641 


at.  I can't recall all of them.  2642 


Q. Okay.  2643 


I'm handing you an exhibit marked as Exhibit 16.  It 2644 


appears to be the February 2014, MAXIMUS Monthly Quality Status 2645 


Report, dated March 15, 2014.  Are you familiar with this document?  2646 


A. I saw it at one point.  I haven't seen it recently. 2647 


Q. Can you turn to page -- I'm asking you to look at the Bates 2648 


number, so the number at the bottom, GOV_HR00071552.   2649 


A. Okay.  2650 


Q. If you look under section one, introduction, I'll read 2651 


a statement from the report.  It says, "Cover Oregon recognizes the 2652 


value of an independent third party formal quality assurance 2653 


services." 2654 


Did I read that correctly? 2655 


A. Yes.  2656 
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Q. Is at an accurate description of what MAXIMUS was hired 2657 


to do?  2658 


A. Yes. 2659 


Q. Why, in your opinion, would you think that it's important 2660 


for the state to receive an independent third party formal quality 2661 


assurance report? 2662 


A. These were complex projects and it was important to have 2663 


a third party be able to provide and assessment, both to the state 2664 


and the board, to be certain that the project was working 2665 


effectively.  2666 


Q. Okay.   2667 


Can you now turn to the page with Bates stamp 2668 


GOV_HR00071553, it's the next page, and you go down to table one, 2669 


the summary and quality standard score card.   2670 


A. Yes.  2671 


Q. Under the heading "CO Risk Level," what does MAXIMUS 2672 


write?  2673 


A. High.  2674 


Q. Do you know what high meant here?  2675 


A. High meant that there was a lot of -- that there was risk 2676 


to being successful and that the risk was high.  2677 


Q. How do you define successful?  2678 


A. I have always defined successful as being able to have 2679 


an operational website.  You know, I believe in this context it was 2680 
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successful in meeting whatever the recommendations were that 2681 


followed in the summary tables.  2682 


Q. Let's look under the "CO Response" on that table and I'll 2683 


read the bullet as you follow along.  MAXIMUS writes, "Project risk 2684 


remains high although Cover Oregon has been successfully processing 2685 


applications and enrolling consumers through a hybrid process while 2686 


it finishes testing and implementation of online individual 2687 


end-to-end functionality." 2688 


Did I read that correctly?  2689 


A. Yes.  2690 


Q. What does that mean?  Does that mean that individuals in 2691 


the state have been successfully enrolling in healthcare through 2692 


the hybrid process?  2693 


A. Yes, that individuals were successful and they were 2694 


being able to enroll in the hybrid process.  We were still testing 2695 


and trying to get the online system working.  2696 


Q. If you could turn to the next page, Bates stamp 2697 


GOV_HR00071555, of the report to the row titled "Schedule," what 2698 


is the risk level noted by MAXIMUS here?  2699 


A. High.  2700 


Q. What does risk level high mean here?  2701 


A. Well, that -- this was referring to -- there was a very 2702 


aggressive schedule for moving the project forward and there was 2703 


a lot of concern by MAXIMUS and Oracle's inability to estimate the 2704 
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work and deliver and -- felt that the schedule for completion to 2705 


be able to go live was at risk. 2706 


Q. You were just reading from the bullet that I was going 2707 


to read aloud.  It's the second bullet in the next column.  It says, 2708 


"Oracle's inability to properly estimate the work and delivery with 2709 


high quality for any release continues to affect the system 2710 


delivery." 2711 


Is this consistent with your understanding of the product 2712 


Oracle was providing in February 2014?  2713 


A. Yes.  We had a series of go-live dates come and go and 2714 


unable to properly deliver on those.  2715 


Q. Are you aware of anyone, other than Oracle, who would 2716 


disagree with MAXIMUS' independent conclusion that Oracle was not 2717 


properly estimating the work? 2718 


A. No.  I'm unaware.  2719 


Q. MAXIMUS also found that Oracle was not delivering "high 2720 


quality for any release that was affecting the system delivery."   2721 


Do you agree with MAXIMUS' independent assessment?  2722 


A. Yes.  Because the quality was such that every time 2723 


something would get fixed, we would test it and something else would 2724 


break?  2725 


Q. Are you aware of anyone besides Oracle who would disagree 2726 


with MAXIMUS' independent conclusion that Oracle was not providing 2727 


delivery with "high quality for any release and it was affecting 2728 
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the system delivery?   2729 


A. I'm not aware.  2730 


Q. Let's turn to the table on page with Bates stamp 2731 


GOV_HR00071564.  Under the risk subheading MAXIMUS wrote, the 2732 


first bullet, "While applications are being processed, the lack of 2733 


a fully functional IT solution is significantly affecting the 2734 


perceived business success of the enterprise." 2735 


Do you agree with MAXIMUS' independent conclusion that 2736 


Oracle had not provided a fully functional IT solution?  2737 


A. Yes.  2738 


Q. Did anyone, besides Oracle, dispute that Oracle not 2739 


provided a fully functional IT solution? 2740 


A. No, not my knowledge.  2741 


Q. MAXIMUS also found that Oracle was not 2742 


providing a -- found that Oracle not providing a fully functional 2743 


IT solution was significantly affecting the perceived business 2744 


success of the enterprise.  Do you agree with MAXIMUS' independent 2745 


assessment?   2746 


A. Yes, I do.  2747 


Q. Are you aware of anyone besides Oracle who disagree with 2748 


MAXIMUS' independent conclusion that Oracle not providing that 2749 


fully functional IT solution was significantly affecting the 2750 


success of Cover Oregon?  2751 


A. No. 2752 
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Q. Let's move to the third bullet under the risk subheading.  2753 


It reads, "Launching the Oracle system with known defects may result 2754 


in a bad user experience, which could affect the CO brand long term." 2755 


What is CO here?  2756 


A. Cover Oregon.  2757 


Q. In other words, Oracle's exchange website still had 2758 


significant defects in February; is that right?  2759 


A. Yes.  It was not confident in the product.  2760 


Q. So despite Oracle claiming, as we mentioned before, that 2761 


they provided a Cover Oregon exchange website that was fully 2762 


functional by the end of February 2014, according to MAXIMUS' 2763 


independent assessment, it appears that the website was not 2764 


functional by the end of February; is that your understanding?  2765 


A. That's my understanding, yes. 2766 


Q. Do you agree with MAXIMUS' independent assessment that 2767 


launching the Oracle system with known defects could have negative 2768 


repercussions? 2769 


A. Yes.  As I had indicated in the past, releasing a system 2770 


where only 50 percent of people can get in, means 50 people of the 2771 


people had a, not only an unacceptable consumer experience, but a 2772 


failed consumer experience.  And that is no way to operate a system 2773 


to get people enrolled in healthcare.  2774 


Q. Now we're going to turn back to page GOV_HR00071556.   2775 


A. Got it.  2776 
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Q. Can you direct your attention to the category -- on the 2777 


row board governance in the middle column.   2778 


A. Yes. 2779 


Q. The document reads, "The Cover Oregon Board" -- I'm 2780 


sorry, the last bullet.  "The Cover Oregon Board meets on a regular 2781 


basis and receives updates from the interim director and his staff 2782 


on salient business IT and stakeholder topics?" 2783 


Did I read that correctly?  2784 


A. Yes.  2785 


Q. Do you agree with this determination that the board met 2786 


on a regular basis with Cover Oregon -- on Cover Oregon.   2787 


A. Yes, that the board met and as interim director, I was 2788 


responsible for providing those updates.  2789 


Q. You were the interim director that was --  2790 


A. Yes. 2791 


Q. Did you update the Cover Oregon Board regularly on the 2792 


website project?  2793 


A. Yes, I did.  2794 


Q. The next bullet in the next column reads, "The board will 2795 


engage interested parties including staff and others and the 2796 


stakeholder group that will meet with finalist for the executive 2797 


director position."   2798 


Did I read that correctly? 2799 


A. Yes. 2800 
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Q. Is that accurate?  2801 


A. Yes.  2802 


Q. So the board was actively engaged in making decisions 2803 


related to Cover Oregon, correct?   2804 


A. Yes.  Correct.  That was for the permanent executive 2805 


director, correct.  2806 


Q. If you go back to the middle column, the first bullet, 2807 


it reads, "CO has hired Deloitte to conduct a risk analysis with 2808 


the current system approach versus other system options.  Is it 2809 


expected that CO will analyze these options and convene a committee 2810 


in March to examine the analysis and make a recommendation to the 2811 


board." 2812 


Did I read that correctly?  2813 


A. That is correct. 2814 


Q. Did the state, in fact, hired Deloitte to conduct this 2815 


analysis?  2816 


A. Yes.  We referred to that earlier.  I had asked Deloitte 2817 


to come in and provide -- I called it options.  The -- MAXIMUS is 2818 


calling it a risk analysis, but I believe we're referring to the 2819 


same thing.  2820 


Q. So to be clear:  Deloitte was hired to provide a neutral 2821 


independent third party assessment of the various technology 2822 


alternatives available to the state for the upcoming healthcare 2823 


enrollment period, correct?  2824 
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A. Correct.  2825 


Q. Actually, we'll just move on to --  I'm handing you an 2826 


Exhibit, which is marked as 17.  It appears to be the Deloitte 2827 


Policy Alternative Assessment Preliminary Report, dated February 2828 


10th, 2014.  Are you familiar with this document?  2829 


A. Yes, I am. 2830 


Q. If you could turn to page five of the report --  2831 


A. Yes.  2832 


Q. -- to the "Options Overview" table --  2833 


A. Yes.  2834 


Q. -- can you tell me how many IT options Deloitte evaluated 2835 


for Cover Oregon?  2836 


A. At a high level they looked at several; one was current 2837 


technology with the same vendor, current technology with a 2838 


different vendor.  They looked at another state market -- another 2839 


state's website.  They looked at using Exidor.  They looked at a 2840 


number of permutation of moving to the federal marketplace and had 2841 


some preliminary discussions about what -- I guess, what I would 2842 


call a new role.  There were things like direct to carrier 2843 


enrollment.  There were some out-of-the-box ideas.  2844 


Q. Based on this table, would you say there were 2845 


approximately ten IT options that the state --  2846 


A. Approximately, yes, whether you're a lumper or a 2847 


splitter.  Yes.  2848 
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Q. If you could turn to page nine of the report --  2849 


A. Yes.  2850 


Q. -- the table under -- the table that says, "1.1:  Stay 2851 


the Course, Keep the Technology."  So what does Stay the Course, 2852 


Keep the Technology mean?  2853 


A. It was meant to continue to use the Oracle technology and 2854 


have -- there were two suboptions of this; one was to have Oracle 2855 


fix it -- continue to work on fixing it or to bring in some other 2856 


programmers who weren't Oracle staff, but who work on Oracle 2857 


systems, that can use the same technology that wasn't working to 2858 


fix it and get it to work. 2859 


Q. This alternative says, "Keep the Technology," so that 2860 


would be keeping the Oracle technology, but not Oracle as the 2861 


vendor, correct?   2862 


A. There were two options; one or the other, yes.   2863 


Q. If you read along with me the middle of the first 2864 


paragraph, it beings -- the quote says, "Analysis indicates that 2865 


this solution will have medium technical risk and would take until 2866 


November 2015 to implement at a cost of 22 million in 2014, plus, 2867 


150,000 hours in 2015.  In addition, Oracle would need to 2868 


participate in transition enhancement, remediation and production 2869 


support through June 2014, which could add up to 100,000 additional 2870 


hours." 2871 


Did I read that correctly?  2872 
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A. Yes.  2873 


Q. To your understanding was this a feasible option for the 2874 


state?  2875 


A. My understanding at the time is that we didn't have the 2876 


budget particularly out into 2015 to be able to do this.  2877 


Q. Okay.   2878 


If you turn the page to ten, the next page --  2879 


A. Yes. 2880 


Q. -- where the title of this table says, "Stay the Course, 2881 


Keep the Vendor," so this would be keeping Oracle --  2882 


A. This would -- the previous one was keep the Oracle 2883 


technology, but have a lower cost programmer firm do the work.  This 2884 


was keep the technology, but keep the Oracle people who billed at 2885 


a higher hourly rate.  2886 


Q. If you follow along with me as I read the last sentence 2887 


of the first paragraph, Deloitte writes, "Analysis indicates that 2888 


this solution will have medium technical risk and would take until 2889 


November 2015 to implement at a cost of 45 million in 2014, plus 2890 


150,000 hours in 2015."   2891 


I did read that correctly? 2892 


A. Yes. 2893 


Q. To your understanding was this a feasible option to Cover 2894 


Oregon? 2895 


A. No.  My sense was at the time it was not.  2896 
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Q. Is it fair to say that according to this Deloitte report, 2897 


keeping Oracle as the vendor, as well as keeping the current Oracle 2898 


developed technology, were not feasible options for the state for 2899 


the upcoming healthcare enrollment period, correct?   2900 


A. Correct.  2901 


Q. And after reviewing this Deloitte report, would you agree 2902 


that keeping Oracle as the vendor or keeping the current Oracle 2903 


developed technology would not be a feasible option for the state?  2904 


A. You know, I -- I would say, I didn't think it was 2905 


feasible, number one.  I thought -- my sense is those cost 2906 


estimates were low and they were higher later on and my personal 2907 


sense was only so many times you can be promised that something is 2908 


going to work and have it not deliver until you just say -- I mean, 2909 


you just -- it doesn't pass the sniff test and, you know, if 2910 


something --  2911 


When you're given one or two deadlines, if you miss the 2912 


first and make the second, it gives you some confidence, but when 2913 


you miss every single deadline -- it just didn't seem to me, 2914 


personally, although, we had some technology experts look that 2915 


that.  And I think some of the technology people rolled up their 2916 


sleeves and looked at that much more carefully later on.  But I 2917 


personally didn't have a lot of confidence in that.  2918 


Q. Okay.  At some point the state hired First 2919 


Data -- brought on First Data to conduct a review of the Cover Oregon 2920 
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website project; is that correct?  2921 


A. That is correct.  2922 


Q. Do you know when?  2923 


A. I don't know the exact date.  I believe it was sometime 2924 


in February.  It could have been January.  I think the first 2925 


preliminary report came out in March.  2926 


Q. Let's turn back to that First Data report.  It is Exhibit 2927 


4.  Could you please turn to the page marked one under executive 2928 


summary.   2929 


A. Yes.  2930 


Q. The document reads, "In January 2014 the governor's 2931 


office executed a statement of work with First Data Government 2932 


Solutions through master contract number 107-2852-11 to conduct an 2933 


independent third party review of the state's health insurance 2934 


exchange website project." 2935 


Did I read that correctly?  2936 


A. That is correct.  2937 


Q. Do you agree that this first data report and analysis was, 2938 


in fact, independent?  2939 


A. Yes, I agree it was independent.  2940 


Q. Do you agree that they were a third party?  2941 


A. Yes, they were a third party.  2942 


Q. Who made the decision to bring on First Data to conduct 2943 


this independent review of the website?  2944 
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A. I believe it was the governor.  2945 


Q. Do you know why the governor wanted to have yet another 2946 


independent third party review of the website project?  2947 


A. It wasn't working and he wanted to learn more about why 2948 


it wasn't and what we could learn from this.  2949 


Q. Do you also think that he wanted to ensure that the 2950 


board -- the Cover Oregon Board was basing any decisions about the 2951 


future of the website on independent and accurate information?  2952 


A. You know, I -- I think that may have been part of it, but 2953 


I believe most of this report was really more about what had 2954 


happened, than what would be in the future.  2955 


Q. How did First Data conduct their review?  2956 


A. I don't know exactly.  I know they interviewed a number 2957 


of people.  2958 


Q. Do you know which people they interviewed?  2959 


A. I don't know the complete list.  I'm assuming it's in the 2960 


report.  I was one of the them and there were several other people.  2961 


Q. Do you know if Oracle's project staff, who were involved 2962 


in the development of the website, if they were interviewed?  2963 


A. My understanding, and it's written in the report, and it 2964 


was actually one of my concerns with the report was that they only 2965 


interviewed one person from Oracle.  They were not able to 2966 


interview the Oracle staff who worked on the project.   2967 


But I think to me the bigger issue about this report was 2968 
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that they never really looked at the technology.  I mean, this was 2969 


a report that looked at the process.  And it didn't, sort of, get 2970 


in the car, turn the key, and move the steering wheel and pump the 2971 


brakes and try and drive it.  It really looked at a lot of the 2972 


process, but didn't look at, you know, the coding and the technology 2973 


part of it.  To be honest, that concerned me.  2974 


Q. You mentioned that the First Data staff, they only 2975 


interviewed one Oracle person.  Do you know why?  2976 


A. As stated in the report, it said they weren't given 2977 


access.  2978 


Q. The First Data report did include some quotes from a 2979 


September MAXIMUS report.  Are you familiar with that report?  2980 


A. I'm not.  I'm sure I saw it as -- but, no, not -- not very 2981 


familiar with it.  2982 


Q. Could you turn to page 38 of this First Data report.  I'm 2983 


just going to read a few bullets that are included in the report.  2984 


The third bullet from the bottom reads, "Oracle's performance is 2985 


lacking.  Their inability to adhere to industry standards and 2986 


professional software and project management tenants warrants 2987 


further review." 2988 


The next bullet reads, "Each software release from Oracle 2989 


increases the overall amount of defects." 2990 


Do you agree with these conclusions?  2991 


A. Yes.  My understanding is that they're accurate.  I'm 2992 
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not a -- again, not a technology person, so I can't say that I have 2993 


an intimate knowledge of what industry standards are around 2994 


software development, but the performance was lacking and each 2995 


release seemed to increase the overall amount of defects.  2996 


Q. You're saying that was your understanding of the website 2997 


at that time?  2998 


A. Yes.  2999 


Q. So, in short, MAXIMUS, the quality assurance contractor 3000 


for the state, expressed serious concerns about Oracle's 3001 


capabilities, correct?   3002 


A. Yes, they did. 3003 


Q. And Deloitte's independent third party review determined 3004 


that keeping Oracle as a vendor, as well as the Oracle developed 3005 


website, were not feasible options for the state to use for the 3006 


upcoming 2015 healthcare enrollment period, correct?  3007 


A. You know, I honestly don't know whether First Data 3008 


weighed in on keeping Oracle or not.  They certainly had concerns 3009 


about the product, but I don't know whether the report actually 3010 


stated that.  3011 


Q. So the Deloitte report --  3012 


A. Oh, the Deloitte --  3013 


Q. The Deloitte report.  Did the Deloitte report determine 3014 


that keeping Oracle as a vendor and keeping Cover Oregon website 3015 


technology was not a feasible option for the state for the upcoming 3016 
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healthcare enrollment? 3017 


A. I think to be fair to Deloitte in the process, Deloitte 3018 


was really asked to provide options and not to make any 3019 


recommendations.  I think they had some concerns.  They felt there 3020 


was a fair amount of risk, but I would just probably not go so far 3021 


as to say that they made a recommendation.  3022 


Q. But based on the information the -- keeping Oracle as a 3023 


vendor and keeping the current technology that Oracle developed was 3024 


not a feasible option for it.   3025 


A. It didn't appear very feasible.  3026 


Q. All right.   3027 


Would you say that there was widespread agreement among 3028 


Cover Oregon staff that it was time to switch from the Oracle 3029 


developed website to the federal technology?  3030 


A. I think the Cover Oregon staff, particularly the IT 3031 


staff, were very frustrated.  I mean, they had had, again, multiple 3032 


times where they were -- we had deadlines.  We would test the 3033 


system, it would break again, it was not functional.  And they were 3034 


very frustrated with the technology and that were real concerns 3035 


about just the basic integrity of the system, whether or not it could 3036 


actually be fixed.  You know, you keep trying to fix it and fix it 3037 


and it keeps breaking and breaking.  At some point do you have the 3038 


strip it down to nothing and rebuild it again.  There were some real 3039 


concerns by Cover Oregon staff.  3040 
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Q. Let's talk about the technology options workgroup that 3041 


have come up a couple of times today.  Who, again, made the decision 3042 


to assemble this technology workgroup?  3043 


A. I did.  3044 


Q. Around what time frame was the group convening?  3045 


A. All of these dates continue to run together, so my 3046 


apologies.  We convened in -- I believe at some point in 3047 


February -- late February and it led out to Mach and April and I 3048 


could be off a few weeks on my dates.  3049 


Q. You're saying late February of what year? 3050 


A. I'm sorry, 2014.  3051 


Q. Why again was this group convened?  3052 


A. At that point there were two issues, you know, one was 3053 


we were at that point trying to enroll people for that current open 3054 


enrollment.  The website wasn't working and now, you know, nine 3055 


months away was the next open enrollment -- excuse me -- in November 3056 


of 2014.  And so we had an ever shrinking window to make a decision 3057 


about what to use in November of 2014.  You know, if it were going 3058 


to take two years to implement something, we didn't have enough 3059 


time.   3060 


So part of the issue in looking at options, was looking 3061 


at something that could happening within the appropriate time frame 3062 


to be ready for November 2014.  We missed October 2013.  Now we 3063 


needed to have something for November 1, 2014.  3064 
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Q. How often did the workgroup meet?  3065 


A. It met fairly regularly, but I don't know -- every two, 3066 


three weeks over the course of probably about two months.  3067 


Q. Were the meetings open to the public?  3068 


A. I don't know.  I don't know.  I know the board meetings 3069 


always were.  I don't know.  3070 


Q. What are some of the things that were discussed at these 3071 


meetings?  3072 


A. What was discussed at the meetings was using those 3073 


options that Deloitte had put together, those seven to ten 3074 


options -- was really starting to examine each of those in greater 3075 


detail and those had been put together on a preliminary basis and 3076 


to look at what was going to be most feasible for November 2014.  3077 


So the group was to evaluate those options and make recommendations 3078 


to the board as to what should be done.  3079 


Q. I'm handing you what is marked as Exhibit 18.  This 3080 


appears to be the technology options workgroup final report --  3081 


A. Yes. 3082 


Q. -- titled "Cover Oregon Final Report, May 8, 2014."  Are 3083 


you familiar with this document?  3084 


A. Yes.  I haven't seen it in sometime. 3085 


Q. Can you turn to page two of the report.  Let's go to the 3086 


second sentence of the report.  It says, "The meetings provided 3087 


workgroup members information to understand the current state of 3088 
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the Cover Oregon development effort to date and description of the 3089 


current technology status, the technology alternatives to 3090 


consider, articulation of the benefits and limitation of each 3091 


solution, development of a preliminary go forward plan and 3092 


finalization of the specific path forward for Cover Oregon." 3093 


Did I read that correctly?   3094 


A. Yes.  3095 


Q. Is this an accurate description of what the technology 3096 


options workgroup meeting consisted of?   3097 


A. Yes.  With, you know, the caveat, again, that this was 3098 


to make recommendations to the board.  3099 


Q. Could you turn to page three of the report, the first 3100 


paragraph reads, "Information from various sources was presented 3101 


to provide workgroup members an appreciation of the technical 3102 


aspects of the proposed alternatives.  These inputs included 3103 


information prepared by third parties, calls with other state 3104 


exchanges, private sector organizations and information provided 3105 


by Cover Oregon staff in response to specific requests from the 3106 


workgroup." 3107 


Did I read that correctly? 3108 


A. Yes.  3109 


Q. So the workgroup consulted third parties to gather 3110 


information that would be helpful in analyzing the different 3111 


technology alternatives?  3112 
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A. Yes.  3113 


Q. Is this the information the workgroup used to come to its 3114 


recommendation?  3115 


A. Yes.  They used all of these sources to come to their 3116 


recommendations.  3117 


Q. Would you agree that the workgroup conducted a thorough 3118 


analysis of the different technology options to determine which 3119 


option was best for the state?  3120 


A. Yes, I would agree.  3121 


Q. So let's talk about the options that were available to 3122 


the state as you mentioned.  Can you turn to page five.  Under 3123 


discussion summary heading it reads, "An assessment of each 3124 


alternative within the guidelines previously outlined was 3125 


performed." 3126 


Do you agree?  3127 


A. Yes.  3128 


Q. The next sentence says, "Each alternative was assessed 3129 


against the three criteria, risk, schedule and cost." 3130 


Can you explain what each criteria meant?  3131 


A. Yes.  To my understanding, and I think we touched on some 3132 


of this, risk was what's the likelihood that you can actually 3133 


succeed, that you would get to November 1 and have something that 3134 


worked.  Schedule was how long it would take.  I mean, implicit in 3135 


this is that the -- these had to be done by November 1.  And the 3136 
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third was cost, how much would it -- it cost.  Those were the three, 3137 


sort of, general parameters for the group.  3138 


Q. Why were these three used to analyze the technology 3139 


alternatives?  3140 


A. I think those were the big issues one needed to consider.  3141 


Could we do it; could it be done within the -- we knew what the 3142 


deadline was, November 1.  Could we do it?  I mean, what was the 3143 


risk with this work?  We had just been through an option that didn't 3144 


work.  So would this work?  Was it going to meet the, now November 3145 


1, 2014, deadline.  And then the other issue was, you know, could 3146 


we afford it, what is the cost?  I think those are pretty standard 3147 


criteria to evaluate issues at a high level.  3148 


Q. Let's go to the second paragraph on the same page.  It 3149 


reads, "A key consideration in evaluating the possibility of 3150 


continuing with the current technology solution was the ability of 3151 


Cover Oregon to effectively develop a software solution using the 3152 


Oracle framework, a sophisticated and complex family of products 3153 


which varied in integration from tightly to loosely coupled 3154 


solutions.  To address this consideration, information was 3155 


collected about existing and planned management processes at Cover 3156 


Oregon.  The areas examined included project management, IT 3157 


solution governance, solution develop like cycle management and 3158 


solution deployment practices." 3159 


Did I read that correctly? 3160 
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A. You did. 3161 


Q. So the current technology was also included as a 3162 


solution.   3163 


A. Yes, it was.  3164 


Q. And it was assessed at about the same level as the other 3165 


alternative, if not more so; would you agree?  3166 


A. Correct.  Yes, I would agree.  3167 


Q. So at some point as we previously discussed -- you hit 3168 


on earlier in the last hour, at some point this group narrowed down 3169 


the technology options to three, correct?  3170 


A. I think they narrowed it down to keep the -- if my memory 3171 


serves me correctly, I believe, the three options were the current 3172 


technology -- another state or the federal marketplace, were the 3173 


three.   3174 


Q. Can you tell me some of the reasons why the group 3175 


eliminated some of the other options?  3176 


A. You know, and the options -- it was really all -- I mean, 3177 


it all sort of gets back to the three things -- risk, schedule, and 3178 


cost.  You know, what was -- what did these experts -- you know, 3179 


risk was what did these people who are, you know, IT experts think 3180 


of the likelihood of success; would we be successful; could we do 3181 


it in the timeframe; and then what was the cost.  3182 


Q. Okay. 3183 


I know you mentioned in the last hour that you're not too 3184 
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familiar with the preliminary recommendation, but do you recall the 3185 


technology options workgroup considering keeping the current 3186 


technology as ones that met certain milestones?  3187 


A. My memory is fuzzy about all of the different permutation 3188 


during that time.  I do recall there -- the group got together and 3189 


there were some milestones we needed to meet, such as securing, as 3190 


indicated in the last section, the ability to go sole source.  I 3191 


think that was with a project -- a system integrator, but I'm not 3192 


sure.  And I think it was looking at could we put some of the things 3193 


in place to keep the current technology going.  So I think in 3194 


earnest, the group did.  I don't know -- I don't recall what that 3195 


preliminary recommendation.  3196 


Q. So would you say it would be accurate to say that keeping 3197 


the current technology was strongly considered by the workgroup and 3198 


it wasn't quickly eliminated by the workgroup?  3199 


A. I take it they very strongly considered it, yes.   3200 


Q. And --  3201 


A. And I can say that because I think I 3202 


was -- probably had my experience had colored me to the degree 3203 


where I was, you know, very frustrated with it and I think they were 3204 


much more open to giving it a shot.  3205 


Q. You mentioned some of the milestones, but could you tell 3206 


us what would happened if some of those milestones were not met?  3207 


A. I just -- you know, I can't describe that in any detail.  3208 
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I just remember there were a series of milestones laid out.  And 3209 


I don't remember what they were, but I remember meeting the first 3210 


one, which was the ability to go sole source, but I don't recall 3211 


what the other ones were.  3212 


Q. Let's turn to page eight of the report, under the heading 3213 


of "Deloitte Assessment of the Current Technology."  The report 3214 


reads, "Findings, one, only the stabilization of the current 3215 


software, completion of the online enrollment and development of 3216 


renewal capabilities could be competed by November 15th, 2014 3217 


leaving change of circumstance incomplete until November of 2015; 3218 


two, coding bugs when decomposed to the ITIL, Information 3219 


Technology Infrastructure Library, standards of severity 3220 


definitions came to over 700 severity one and severity two errors 3221 


indicating more work than anticipated to achieve stability; three, 3222 


a decision was made to run only 67 of the 77 CMS recommended 3223 


blueprint tests against the Cover Oregon codes to support an 3224 


accelerated development process.  This implies that more errors 3225 


exist in the code, but have yet to be discovered; four, no standard 3226 


processes for change control, application release management, 3227 


testing improvement configuration management, root cause analysis, 3228 


environment management or management of enhancement service 3229 


requests have been instituted.  The skills necessary for Cover 3230 


Oregon to finalize the development of the existing application are 3231 


not currently within the Cover Oregon staff and would need to be 3232 
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acquired." 3233 


Did I read that correctly?  3234 


A. Yes, you did.   3235 


Q. Is this an accurate state of what you remember the finding 3236 


at the time?  3237 


A. Yes. 3238 


Q. The report continues, "Deloitte's estimate for the total 3239 


level of effort to achieve stabilization, completion of the current 3240 


enrollment solution and development of new functionality to support 3241 


renewal and change of circumstance is 390,000 hour at $200 per hour, 3242 


blended rate.  The cost to Oregon was estimated to approach $78 3243 


million, which does not include the core cost of hardware, software, 3244 


licensing and staff that Cover Oregon currently supports." 3245 


Did I read that correctly? 3246 


A. Yes.  3247 


Q. Is that an accurate statement? 3248 


A. Yes. 3249 


Q. The report continues, "In summary, the timeline 3250 


necessary introduces substantial risk to the project while assuming 3251 


capabilities which Cover Oregon does not currently have and allows 3252 


little margin for error.  Not all of the necessary functionality 3253 


can be completed by the November 2014 deadline.  Finally, this 3254 


option exceeds the resources of Cover Oregon.  This option failed 3255 


the reasonable gap analysis trigger previously identified." 3256 
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Did I read that correctly? 3257 


A. Yes.  3258 


Q. What does the statement, "This option failed the 3259 


reasonable gap analysis trigger previously identified" -- what 3260 


does that mean? 3261 


A. It goes back to -- I believe what that means is it failed 3262 


the cost schedule and -- and risk parameters.  That it was -- this 3263 


indicated it was very costly, $78 million.  That it was pretty risky 3264 


that -- for the reasons that they outlined as well as, you know, 3265 


there was some concern about being able to get it done by November 3266 


and that it still wouldn't be complete.  There were a lot of other 3267 


changes that would need to get made after that.   3268 


Q. So is it fair to say that the current technology which 3269 


failed to meet all of the three criteria that you mentioned 3270 


earlier -- schedule, cost and risk -- and was this a major reason 3271 


why the technology options group recommended to the state to not 3272 


continue with current technology?  3273 


A. I believe it was.  3274 


Q. If we could stay on that page, under the heading, "Utilize 3275 


the Federal Technology," the --  3276 


A. I'm sorry, which --  3277 


Q. Page nine, under the Utilize the Federal Technology 3278 


heading.   3279 


A. Yes.  3280 
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Q. The report reads, "Key findings of utilizing the federal 3281 


technology; number one, provides individual enrollment, renewal 3282 


and change of circumstance by the November, 2014, deadline; number 3283 


two, 11 of 16 Oregon insurance carriers already have interfaces with 3284 


the FFM."   3285 


A. I stand corrected.  I said I didn't really know.  I 3286 


thought four or five, but clearly it was 11 to 16.  3287 


Q. Thank you.   3288 


"Number three, Medicaid eligibility can be moved to the 3289 


Oregon Health Authority, OHA, requiring no further development from 3290 


Cover Oregon; number four, would lose the full integration of 3291 


Medicaid and QHP to support seamless transfers from QHP to Medicaid 3292 


and back without having to reenter application information; and, 3293 


number five, agents would need to be certified by the FFM." 3294 


Did I read that correctly? 3295 


A. Yes. 3296 


Q. What is FFM?   3297 


A. The federal marketplace, that was using the federal 3298 


technology.  3299 


Q. Is this an accurate statement of the findings of the 3300 


technology workgroup?  3301 


A. I believe it was, yes.  3302 


Q. Did these findings weigh in favor of using the federal 3303 


technology?  3304 
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A. I believe they did, yes.   3305 


Q. Why would you say that?  3306 


A. Because as indicated here for a number of reasons that 3307 


it could get done by November 2014, so it met the, sort of, risk 3308 


and schedule piece.  This was you know, a known piece of the 3309 


technology.  It was working reasonably well.  It outlined a couple 3310 


of drawbacks, but I think it provided a better sense of -- a better 3311 


option than the previous option.  3312 


Q. So is it fair to say that the findings of this report 3313 


showed that switching to the federal technology would meet the three 3314 


criteria of the workgroup --  3315 


A. Yes.  3316 


Q. -- risk, schedule, and cost? 3317 


A. Yes. 3318 


Q. What was the date the technology options workgroup made 3319 


its final decision?  3320 


A. Well, I don't know that the date that they made their 3321 


decision.  The report is dated May 8th.  I don't know.  3322 


Q. Are you aware of the workgroup's recommendation?  3323 


A. Yes.  3324 


Q. What was the recommendation?  3325 


A. To -- I believe the recommendation was to use the federal 3326 


technology.  3327 


Q. Do you know why the group came to that recommendation?  3328 
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A. I believe after weighing all of those ten 3329 


different things, did their due diligence in weighing, you know, 3330 


what were ten different options.  They came, because of risk cost 3331 


and schedule, to choosing that one.  And it was the one that could 3332 


get done at a price that the state could afford by November 1 or 3333 


November 15th, 2014.  3334 


Q. Do you know when the group gave -- the workgroup gave 3335 


their recommendation to the Cover Oregon Board?  3336 


A. No, I don't know when they provided that.  3337 


Q. Did you ever instruct the technology action workgroup to 3338 


disregard the other technology alternatives that were before the 3339 


workgroup?   3340 


A. No, I did not.   3341 


Q. To your knowledge, did any of the governor's advisors 3342 


instruct the workgroup to disregard the other technology 3343 


alternatives?  3344 


A. No.  I always felt that this group was, you know, a group 3345 


of primarily technical people, which is what you wanted, and they 3346 


took this very seriously and asked a lot of questions.  They 3347 


scheduled telephone calls with experts from around the country from 3348 


time to time.  They talked a lot with Alex Pettit.  I was actually 3349 


very impressed with the degree to which a lot of very busy people 3350 


put their time and effort into this process.  It speaks a lot to 3351 


those individuals.  3352 
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Q. To your knowledge, did the governor or his staff instruct 3353 


the workgroup to disregard the technology alternatives?  3354 


A. Not that I'm aware of.  3355 


Q. To your knowledge, did any of the governor's advisors 3356 


ever instruct the technology workgroup to make the recommendation 3357 


to switch from the state exchange to the federal technology?   3358 


A. Not that I'm aware of.  3359 


Q. To your knowledge, did the governor or his staff ever 3360 


instruct the technology workgroup to make the recommendation to 3361 


switch from the state exchange to the federal technology?  3362 


A. Not that I'm aware of.  3363 


Q. Was the recommendation to switch to the federal 3364 


technology by the workgroup a unanimous decision?  3365 


A. I don't know.  I don't know what it was. 3366 


Q. I just wanted to ask you a couple of questions about the 3367 


Cover Oregon Board that's come up a few times today.  What was the 3368 


role of the Cover Oregon Board of Directors again?  3369 


A. Cover Oregon was formed by law as a public corporation, 3370 


meaning, it had a board of directors that was appointed by the 3371 


governor and approved by the Oregon Senate that was 3372 


responsible -- ultimately responsible for the -- the performance 3373 


of the organization.  It had the fiduciary responsibility and, you 3374 


know, a responsible for the operation of the organization.  3375 


Q. Do you know if there were certain criteria that had to 3376 
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be met to be part of the board?  3377 


A. I know there was a lot of discussion about who would be 3378 


appropriate board members.  I don't recall whether the legislation 3379 


laid that out or not.  I remember a lot of -- there was a lot of 3380 


discussion about whether or not people from the health insurance 3381 


industry should be on the board or not and I don't recall whether 3382 


or not that was prohibited by statute or not.  I just recall a lot 3383 


of discussion about that.  3384 


Q. What types of decisions did the board typically make?  3385 


A. I think the board, like most boards, the biggest 3386 


decisions that it made was hiring an executive director and being 3387 


responsible for overseeing the work of the executive director and 3388 


assuring that the organization meets it's mission.  3389 


Q. Where would you say the board fell in the hierarchy of 3390 


making decisions regarding Cover Oregon state exchange? 3391 


A. Could you -- I'm not sure I totally understand.  3392 


Q. Who was responsible for make the decisions about the 3393 


state's health exchange?  3394 


A. The Cover Oregon Board.  3395 


Q. Were you present at the board meeting where the board made 3396 


the decision to switch to the federal technology?  3397 


A. I don't believe I was.  So I believe that was out in May 3398 


or June somewhere.  3399 


Q. Do you know whether the board heard multiple 3400 
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presentations from the workgroup about the different technology 3401 


options?  3402 


A. I don't know.  3403 


Q. Just to be clear:  Who had the ultimate decision making 3404 


authority to switch from the state exchange to the federal 3405 


technology?  3406 


A. It was the board.  3407 


Q. Do you have any reason to believe that the board was 3408 


coerced or pressured into voting to switch to the federal platform? 3409 


A. I have no reason to believe that.   3410 


Q. Dr. Goldberg, the First Data report points to some issues 3411 


with Cover Oregon's management of the website project.  In general, 3412 


do you agree with those findings of the First Data report?  3413 


A. Yes.  I believe the first data report pointed out some 3414 


things that, in retrospect, could have been done better, yes.  3415 


Q. So you don't dispute that there were some management 3416 


issues during the Cover Oregon website project?  3417 


A. No, I don't.   3418 


Q. Do you believe that these management issues contributed 3419 


to the problems running the website project?  3420 


A. I think that they contributed some, but I would say, in 3421 


the end, the biggest issue, and the one mostly responsible was the 3422 


fact that this -- this system was supposed to work.  And, you know, 3423 


at some point, you move beyond whatever management issues there were 3424 
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in the beginning and middle of this project, to the place where 3425 


everybody had agreed on what the specifications were.  We agreed 3426 


on the scope.  The project had been paired down.  We were given 3427 


multiple start dates and at -- it continued to be nonfunctional.   3428 


So, you know, sure.  I mean, you know, there's things 3429 


that this contributed to.  But, you know, at the end, my sense of 3430 


this was that this was a technological failure.  Could management 3431 


have been better, yes.  There's always ways to improve management.  3432 


But I don't -- I never heard anyone say, you know, we can't go live 3433 


because of -- on October 1 because you didn't manage things well.  3434 


What I heard things was, "We can go live on October 1," and then 3435 


we didn't.  And then I never heard, when I was there, "Well, we can't 3436 


go live on December, whatever, or February 3rd because of management 3437 


problems."  I heard we can go live on that date and then it didn't 3438 


happen, not because of management problems, but because the 3439 


technology didn't work. 3440 


So, look, I think the First Data report lays out some of 3441 


the ways the state could have improved.  Absolutely.  And I, you 3442 


know, I think that's going to help things be better in the future. 3443 


Q. Were there any steps taken as a result of the results from 3444 


the -- or the findings from the First Data report?  3445 


A. You know, I -- I don't know because I was -- you know, 3446 


after that report, I was transitioning out.  So I think the state 3447 


certainly took a lot of those to heart and was putting together some 3448 
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different processes, but I can't speak directly to those.  3449 


Q. Do you know if the governor took any steps to hold any 3450 


individuals accountable for the website project failures?  3451 


A. Yes.  In a number of ways.  One -- I mean, when I took 3452 


over, I would say -- you know, when I took over Cover Oregon, I 3453 


sought to hold Oracle accountable by, you know, beginning to -- you 3454 


know, engage a legal team to hold Oracle accountable.  And, you 3455 


know, ultimately it was, you know, Cover Oregon that was 3456 


accountable.   3457 


You know, I think -- you know, the governor asked for a 3458 


number of people at Cover Oregon to step down.  Having said that, 3459 


that wasn't his call.  And, you know, he didn't employ those people 3460 


and couldn't do that.  You know, he ultimately accepted my 3461 


resignation.  And so, you know, I think, you know, the governor, 3462 


in his own way, certainly tried to do that, but I would say, you 3463 


know, at that point, as we've discussed before, you know, the Cover 3464 


Oregon project was, you know, something that had morphed itself 3465 


outside of state government.  3466 


Q. If I'm hearing you clearly, Cover Oregon seemed to be 3467 


taking accountability, but did Oracle ever take responsibility or 3468 


accountability for the website failures?  3469 


A. No.  Oracle continued to claim the website was working.   3470 


Q. When did Governor Kitzhaber leave office?  3471 


A. The governor resigned approximately a year ago.  3472 
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Q. Do you currently hold any positions with the current 3473 


administration --  3474 


A. No, I don't.   3475 


Q. -- at Oregon Health Authority --  3476 


A. No, I don't.   3477 


Q. -- Department of Human Services?  3478 


A. No.  My tenure with the state, it ended officially in 3479 


July of 2014.  3480 


Q. As far as I have heard you say, the decision to switch 3481 


to the federal technology was made sometime in April or May of 2014.   3482 


A. Correct.  3483 


Q. So that would be about two years ago, correct?   3484 


A. Correct.  3485 


Q. And it's been about six years since the Affordable Care 3486 


Act was Enacted into law.   3487 


A. Yes. 3488 


Q. So over 20 million people who were previously uninsured 3489 


have gained healthcare coverage through the ACA; does that sound 3490 


about right to you?   3491 


A. Yes.  3492 


Q. Do you know how many people in Oregon enrolled into 3493 


healthcare during that 2014 open enrollment period, despite the 3494 


website not functioning?  3495 


A. Somewhere around more than 300,000 people.  3496 
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Q. Do you know how many healthcare open enrollment periods 3497 


there have been since the transition to the federal technology?  3498 


A. I believe one, but I can't say that I tracked these issues 3499 


very closely since I left them.  3500 


Q. Do you know approximately how many people in Oregon have 3501 


enrolled in healthcare through the federal technology since the 3502 


transition?  3503 


A. I do not know.  3504 


Q. Did Oregon opt to expand Medicaid through --  3505 


A. Yes, we did.  3506 


Q. Do you know how many people obtained insurance through 3507 


the expansion of Medicaid?  3508 


A. No.  I believe ultimately, you know, when I quoted that 3509 


figure in -- previously about coverage, it included both, Medicaid 3510 


and the private market.  You know, Oregon, I think, it was somewhere 3511 


around 300,000 people, if not more, got healthcare as a result of 3512 


expansion.  3513 


Q. To your knowledge, has Oregon experienced a drop in 3514 


uninsurance (sic) since the Affordable Healthcare Act?   3515 


A. Yes, a very significant drop.  You know, I believe in 3516 


that we close to cut in half the number of individuals without health 3517 


insurance.  I'm pretty proud of that.  3518 


Q. In your opinion how has the ACA and Medicaid expansion 3519 


impacted the lives of Oregonians?  3520 
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A. I'm a doctor.  I know a lot -- the value of healthcare 3521 


to people and it improved the lives of a lot of people in a tremendous 3522 


way. 3523 


  Thank you. 3524 


(Off the record.) 3525 


EXAMINATION 3526 


BY     3527 


Q. Quick question, we just want to clear up things that 3528 


we want to make sure we're correct on here.   3529 


If the site got stuck or didn't work, could it be -- have 3530 


been because of user error in some cases?  3531 


A. No, not really.  I mean, you know, this wasn't about user 3532 


error.  It was, you know, more primarily -- you know, if it's -- if 3533 


it's user error, it hasn't been designed right.  I mean, if it says 3534 


"click here" and you click there --  3535 


The reasons were was that the technology was not working. 3536 


Q. Well, you would agree that if someone enters in the wrong 3537 


information, it wouldn't work.   3538 


A. If they enter in a different --  3539 


Q. If they forget a field, it wouldn't work?  3540 


A. I don't know.  But, you know, most of these systems are 3541 


set up that if they forget a field, it's supposed to go back and 3542 


have you fill it in with you press the button.  And, you know, my 3543 


understanding is most of it -- it wasn't working, not because of 3544 
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user error.  It wasn't working because the system didn't work 3545 


right.  There was times where things like someone put in 3546 


a -- something with a comma and, you know, they put in their address 3547 


and they had, you know, 28th Street, comma, northwest, and if they 3548 


put in a comma, it wouldn't work, but if they didn't put in a comma, 3549 


it would.  I wouldn't consider that user error because that's a 3550 


pretty common way that a lot of users do that.  3551 


Q. I understand. 3552 


When did the site launch to community agents and 3553 


partners?  3554 


A. Sometime in February.   3555 


Q. Who built that?  3556 


A. I don't know the exact date.  3557 


Q. Who built the portal that community agents and partners 3558 


used?  3559 


A. Oracle did.  3560 


Q. Oh, they did and it worked.   3561 


A. I would say it worked part of the time.  Some of the 3562 


agents I talked to indicated that it worked fairly well; others had 3563 


some complaints.  It was kind of a thing whereby with agents and 3564 


community partners, the first time they used it, there was a greater 3565 


error rate.  They could be coached about how to do certain things 3566 


to help make it work that made it more successful --  3567 


Q. But Oracle built that system and it did work at times.   3568 
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A. I would -- yes, at times it worked.  3569 


Q. And you received positive feedback from people that it 3570 


was working.   3571 


A. I received both positive and negative feedback, yes.  3572 


Q. You mentioned this too, the governor's office 3573 


commissioned the First Data report, correct?  3574 


A. Yes.  3575 


Q. And members of the governors team were involved with 3576 


setting up that report.   3577 


A. Yes.  They laid out, I believe, what were the parameters 3578 


of the report.  3579 


Q. I just want to go back to some of the e-mails.  Is Exhibit 3580 


5 in your pile? 3581 


A. Uh-huh. 3582 


Q. This is the 90 to 95 percent e-mail.   3583 


A. Yes.  3584 


Q. Did anyone assist you in writing that e-mail?  3585 


A. Yes.  3586 


Q. Who did?  3587 


A. Aaron Karjala assisted me in the second two paragraphs.  3588 


Q. Who is Aaron Karjala?  3589 


A. He was the CIO of Cover Oregon. 3590 


Q. Did anyone else assist you in writing that? 3591 


A. No.  My recollection was Aaron, because that's a lot 3592 
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of -- a lot of the words in there were very technical and not how 3593 


I generally wrote things.  3594 


Q. Going back to -- let's see here.  This is Exhibit 4, the 3595 


larger report that you got at the very beginning.   3596 


A. The First Data.   3597 


Q. Yes.   3598 


A. Yes. 3599 


Q. The April 23rd First Data report.  I just wanted to go 3600 


back the something that I wanted to clear up here.  It's on 3601 


page -- it's the last of the --  3602 


A. Page --  3603 


Q. -- 68 --  3604 


A. Uh-huh. 3605 


Q. -- at the top it just mentions that on September 28th that 3606 


the end-to-end test didn't work and Rocky declared at the meeting 3607 


that he was pulling the plug on the website.   3608 


A. Yes.  3609 


Q. When did the Oregon Health Authority, you, or anybody at 3610 


Cover Oregon notify people in the state that the website won't work 3611 


on October 1st?  3612 


A. It was in the next day or two after that.  I don't 3613 


remember that --  3614 


Q. Did you issue a public statement --  3615 


  Would you let the witness finish his 3616 
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answer. 3617 


BY   3618 


Q. Did you issue a public statement saying that the website 3619 


would not work on October 1st?  3620 


A. I don't recall what was issued, but it was made apparent 3621 


that people wouldn't be able to use the website to enroll.  3622 


Q. But it was made apparent because the website didn't work.   3623 


A. I didn't -- I'm assuming that there were some media 3624 


releases and public statements, but I can't recall them.  3625 


Q. Exhibit 16 -- you don't really need to go to the 3626 


thing -- but you mentioned a hybrid process here. 3627 


A. Yes. 3628 


Q. The hybrid process, did that involve computers or 3629 


exchange systems built by Oracle?  3630 


A. Yes, it did.   3631 


Q. So the hybrid process was utilizing things that Oracle 3632 


had built --  3633 


A. Yes. 3634 


Q. -- and they were working in the hybrid process?  3635 


A. They were work -- yes, parts of it were working in the 3636 


hybrid process. 3637 


Q. Who was eventually awarded the contract to move from the 3638 


state exchange to the federally facilitated market place? 3639 


A. I don't know.  I was not employed at that point.  3640 
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Q. Going to the final report here of the Cover Oregon report, 3641 


it's Exhibit 18, I just went over.  If you go to page eight, it has 3642 


the assessment of the current technology.  Do you know when this 3643 


was conducted?  3644 


A. My understanding is this was conducted in February and 3645 


March of 2014.  3646 


Q. Then on the next page you have -- page nine at the top 3647 


it says $78 million.   3648 


A. Yes.   3649 


Q. Who did that assessment?  3650 


A. I believe that that came from a combination of Deloitte 3651 


as well as some of the Point B people that were working on that, 3652 


but I can't say for sure.  3653 


Q. Then at the bottom, the four to six million, who conducted 3654 


that one?  3655 


A. Well, it says in the report from Deloitte.  3656 


Q. You were on the technology advisory group, correct?  3657 


A. Yes.  3658 


Q. Did you have a title in that group?  3659 


A. I don't.  I don't think so.  I know I was interim 3660 


director of the agency, but I don't know that we had official titles 3661 


for everybody, other than members.   3662 


Q. You just answered a number of questions about whether you 3663 


were pressured or influenced by the governor's office and the 3664 
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technology advisory group was.  Did you speak with Patricia McCaig 3665 


in your capacity as being on the technology advisory group?  3666 


A. I spoke with Patricia McCaig frequently and it was in 3667 


my -- my role was the interim director of Cover Oregon.  3668 


Q. When did the board ask for your resignation? 3669 


A. The --  3670 


Q. Did the board ask for your resignation?  3671 


A. No, the board didn't.   3672 


Q. You mentioned that before a couple of times that you had 3673 


offer your resignation many times.  Why suddenly did they say today 3674 


is okay?  3675 


A. You know in -- I always felt strongly in my role in 3676 


working with the state in terms of being accountable.  I always felt 3677 


accountable for everything that happened in the Department of Human 3678 


Services and the health authority, whether it was in the state 3679 


hospital or in public health, any -- good things I was accountable 3680 


for.  I was accountable for not so good things.  And I felt that 3681 


this had gone on for a long time, that the website was a public 3682 


embarrassment to the state.  I had offered to resign multiple times 3683 


before and I expressed some of that accountability by offering to 3684 


resign.  3685 


Q. When you offered to resign before, who did you offer to 3686 


resign to?  3687 


A. I offered it to the governor.  3688 
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Q. You didn't offer your resignation to any members of the 3689 


board?  3690 


A. No, I did not at that point.   3691 


Q. Who had the ultimate authority to hire of fire the 3692 


executive director of Cover Oregon?  3693 


A. The board of directors. 3694 


Q. And you were the executive director of Cover Oregon, 3695 


correct?   3696 


A. Yes.  3697 


Q. We're going to go to an e-mail here.  It's 71379.  3698 


Actually, while we're doing that, before we get to that, I'm really 3699 


curious, because you might know this.  Of the Medicaid enrollments 3700 


of the expansion that you did, how many were just automatic 3701 


enrollments because they were on some other form of government 3702 


assistance?  3703 


A. A lot.  3704 


Q. What percentage?  3705 


A. I don't know.  I would say -- I mean, I would guess 3706 


somewhere between half and three quarters were primarily enrolled 3707 


out of what was called fast track, which was the snap enrollments.  3708 


Q. I was just curious. 3709 


Exhibit 19 here.  I'll allow you to take a moment to 3710 


review that.   3711 


A. Okay. 3712 
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Q. You'd agree this is an April 10th e-mail from Sean Kolmer 3713 


to the governor with yourself copied on it?  3714 


A. Yes.  3715 


Q. And in it, it says, "Our preference is to keep the 3716 


functions of the state based exchange with using the backbone of 3717 


the federal technology to make Cover Oregon a success.  Your team 3718 


is working closely with CMS."   3719 


A. Yes. 3720 


Q. Were you part of the governor's team that was working CMS 3721 


to understand the pros and cons?  3722 


A. I had had certainly a lot of conversations with CMS in 3723 


my role as the Cover Oregon director during that time.  3724 


Q. You say that our preference is to keep the functions of 3725 


the state based exchange.  Why didn't you present this preference 3726 


to the Cover Oregon Board of Directors on April 10th?  3727 


A. I felt that we had a process.  This is written by Sean 3728 


and it's Sean's preference stating that.  My sense is we had a 3729 


technology committee and I was certainly committed at that point 3730 


to having that process being seen through to the end. 3731 


Q. Do you know when, approximately, it became the governor's 3732 


preference to move to healthcare.gov?   3733 


A. No, I don't.  3734 


Q. Do you know when the decision was made to switch to 3735 


healthcare.gov?  3736 
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A. The board made that decision at some point and, I believe, 3737 


it was either late April or May.  I wasn't around at that point.  3738 


Q. Do you know how Clyde Hamstreet was selected to serve as 3739 


the interim executive director?  3740 


A. Yes.  3741 


Q. Would you elaborate?   3742 


A. Yes.  Sorry.  Yes, I to know.  I'll be quick.  3743 


Clyde -- I had -- I was looking for some additional operational help 3744 


to run the organization.  And I had had had a number of 3745 


conversations with Clyde Hamstreet, who was recommended to me by 3746 


the governor as someone who was a corporate turn around expert.   3747 


I met with him, some board members met with him and then 3748 


I had brought him on in a contract to help run the -- help me run 3749 


the organizations.  When I resigned I -- you know, I was asked to 3750 


stay on until an executive director was found.  I thought at that 3751 


point it made a lot of sense to just get out of the way and let Clyde 3752 


run the organization until a new director was found.  I suggested 3753 


that to the board and you know the board accepted that.  3754 


Q. Did you track Cover Oregon's budget as the executive 3755 


director --  3756 


A. Yes.  3757 


Q. Can you opine on what the status of the budget was in April 3758 


of 2014?  3759 


A. The budget for -- in April of 2014 was getting tight 3760 
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because technology costs were increasing.  3761 


Q. Were you having ongoing conversations with people from 3762 


the governor's office about the budget at this point?  3763 


A. I had a lot of conversations with the governor's office, 3764 


the board, the legislature -- with a lot of people about that --  3765 


Q. Did you have conversations from -- with Patricia McCaig 3766 


and people from the governor's campaign? 3767 


A. As I had indicated earlier, I had one conversation with 3768 


folks from the campaign.  Budget -- my recollection was budget 3769 


really wasn't talked about much at that meeting.  I don't know all 3770 


the details of all the conversations I had with Patricia, but I would 3771 


imagine budget came up from time to time.  Yes.   3772 


Q. And at the time did you believe that Cover Oregon had the 3773 


resources to make any move necessary or were the windows closed?  3774 


A. I felt the windows were closing.  That -- you know, it 3775 


was a tough period because of -- you know, it was more about the 3776 


future budget, which was reliant on -- the organization was going 3777 


to be transitioned into relying on its piece of the assessment.  3778 


Enrollments were not quite what we had projected.  What had been 3779 


projected in some of the budgets -- I think, because of some, you 3780 


know, lack of consumer confidence in the website, a number of 3781 


individuals enrolled direct with carriers.  And so Cover Oregon 3782 


didn't get that piece of the -- of the premium.  So the future 3783 


budgets were looking tighter and tighter.  3784 
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Q. And at the time are you discussing your budget with CMS?  3785 


A. You know, we had budget reports.  I'm assuming budget 3786 


reports went to CMS, but I don't recall, myself, having direct 3787 


conversations with them.   3788 


Q. Do you believe that the May 2013 budget shortfall 3789 


impacted your budget the next year? 3790 


A. I think marginally.  You know, that was a -- it 3791 


was -- you know, I believe in the order of $10 million in a 3792 


250 -- $300 million budget over the course of the project and I felt 3793 


that there were some ways that could -- you know, "manage" those 3794 


expenses doing things like cutting back on advertising, et cetera, 3795 


that wouldn't adversely affect the guts of the operation.   3796 


Q. You had mentioned this before.  Is it your view that you 3797 


spent too much on advertising?  3798 


A. You know, I think that there was a pretty rich advertising 3799 


budget and I think the state invested a lot in that and, you know, 3800 


certainly, in retrospect, having spent a lot of money advertising 3801 


something that ultimately didn't work is a shame. 3802 


Q. I realize that you were, as you mentioned, transitioning 3803 


out at this point, but so did you prepare for the April 25th board 3804 


of directors meetings?   3805 


A. I don't recall.  I mean, I resigned April 11th.  I 3806 


really -- you know, pretty much Clyde Hamstreet was in -- you know, 3807 


interim director at that point and I might have been on a few phone 3808 
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calls helping to prepare for that -- you know, in helping Clyde 3809 


prepare. 3810 


Q. Do you know if at the time that the governor's office was 3811 


reaching out to members of the board of directors to discuss the 3812 


technology decision? 3813 


A. I don't know.  3814 


Q. Were you involved in any discussions regarding what Alex 3815 


Pettit should present as the reason for the switch to 3816 


healthcare.gov? 3817 


A. I was involved in a lot of the discussions about how to 3818 


best present the information from the technology committee.  3819 


Q. Who else participated in these, the technology committee 3820 


and -- anybody else?  3821 


A. Well, after that I think there were discussions with Alex 3822 


and Clyde and Mike Bonetto and Patricia McCaig about how best to 3823 


present some of that information.  3824 


Q. Did you ever see members of the governor's office -- you 3825 


know, Ms. McCaig, Bonetto or those other employees -- edit Power 3826 


Point presentations that were presented to the board of directors?  3827 


A. From time to time there were suggestions made about those 3828 


Power Point presentations, yes.  3829 


Q. Just curious, you injured yourself and that was why you 3830 


were not able to testify before this committee. 3831 


A. Yes. 3832 
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Q. We had several people tell us, so I just want to say, are 3833 


you okay?  3834 


A. Yes.  I fractured my leg and had a blood clot and I 3835 


couldn't travel. 3836 


Q. I just -- get that on the record and --  3837 


A. Yes.  I would have been happy to come then.  I was -- but 3838 


I was on crutches.  3839 


Q. I just wanted to give you the opportunity to clear that 3840 


up because we had asked other people about it.   3841 


A. Thank you. 3842 


Q. Then in February 2014, Cover Oregon and Oracle signed a 3843 


transition agreement.  Were you involved in those discussions?  3844 


A. Yes, I was.   3845 


Q. Was someone in the governor's office involved in 3846 


negotiating that agreement?  3847 


A. Yes, the board.  The board was engaged in that.  I 3848 


discussed what the options were with the board, as well as with 3849 


members of the governor's staff, yes.   3850 


Q. What members of the governor's staff did you discuss it 3851 


with?  3852 


A. With Mike Bonetto and Sean Kolmer and with the governor.  3853 


Q. Did you discuss this agreement with any campaign 3854 


advisors, like Patricia McCaig?  3855 


A. I don't remember discussing those agreements with 3856 
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Patricia McCaig, no.  The bulk of my discussions on that were with 3857 


the legal team.  3858 


Q. I'm curious also.  The legal team, Cover Oregon's own 3859 


legal team or the governor's legal team?  3860 


A. Cover Oregon by statute had to use the state's attorney 3861 


general in the state's department of justice as its legal team and 3862 


when --  3863 


When I took over at Cover Oregon, I had consulted with 3864 


the attorney general for some help in the contractual dispute that 3865 


I saw coming on the horizon.  And felt that getting some outside 3866 


expertise would be beneficial and had asked the attorney general 3867 


to provide that as is usual and customary and she did.  So I worked 3868 


primarily with a legal firm that was on contract to -- to the 3869 


attorney general working for Cover Oregon that was Cover Oregon's 3870 


legal team.  3871 


Q. Generally about -- because I realize that you had several 3872 


different roles here.  Through your move from the Oregon Health 3873 


Authority to Cover Oregon, did you have a main point of contact at 3874 


CMS that you would talk about the ongoing development of the project 3875 


and you would then talk to as, you know, the Cover Oregon interim 3876 


director?  Who was your main point of contact?  3877 


A. When I was director of the Oregon Health Authority Oregon 3878 


Health Authority, I can't recall talking to CMS about this project.  3879 


I talked with them about a lot of other issues, but not about this 3880 
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project. 3881 


When I was working with Cover Oregon, my -- I had several 3882 


points of contact; one was our project officer, who was a gentleman 3883 


named Terrance King and I talked to him a number of times and I 3884 


believe there might have been a switch project I -- I talked with 3885 


Teresa Miller, who in the hierarchy of things, had a higher role 3886 


in supervising a lot of the exchanges that -- I don't know exactly 3887 


what that was.  And I believe I had one conversation with Marilyn 3888 


Tavenner, head of CMS.   3889 


Q. Then the conversation with Marilyn Tavenner was related 3890 


to -- I believe you discussed it earlier -- but it was related to 3891 


the ability to still qualify as a state based exchange to obtain 3892 


federal funding.   3893 


A. Trying to understand what it would mean to the state to 3894 


do that.  3895 


Q. Just give us a second here.   3896 


A. Yes.  3897 


Q. One quick thing is that in January 2013, there was a Cover 3898 


Oregon board meeting where the representatives from the federal 3899 


government flew out to sort of do a site visit.  Did you take -- were 3900 


you present at this meeting?  3901 


A. People from the federal government --  3902 


Q. CCIIO --  3903 


A. -- at a board meeting in January --  3904 
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Q. They flew out in January 2013 to --  3905 


A. I don't recall that.  I may or may not have been at that 3906 


meeting.  I threw the minutes away.  The minutes will reflect just 3907 


how bad my memory is.  3908 


Q. This is Exhibit 20, take a moment to look at that.   3909 


A. Okay. 3910 


Q. So this is April 6th e-mail chain, Triz DelaRosa is 3911 


e-mailing you and Mike Bonetto about concerns she heard from CCIIO, 3912 


correct? 3913 


A. Correct. 3914 


Q. So officials from CCIIO's team has expressed concerns 3915 


about what was going on in Oregon, correct?  3916 


A. Yes, they did from time to time.  3917 


Q. Triz DelaRosa said that Terrance and others expressed 3918 


concerns about individuals within Cover Oregon exchanging 3919 


positions and the apparent lack of understanding by the new staff.  3920 


So you just mentioned this, Terrance was --  3921 


A. Terrance King was the project officer.  3922 


Q. The project officer.  Did you discuss these concerns he 3923 


had with anyone after this?  3924 


A. I don't recall discussing his concerns with anybody other 3925 


than Triz at this point.  I think she was concerned that there had 3926 


been some testimony that -- by Mr. Van Pelt to the committee and 3927 


there was clearly a communication breakdown between Cover Oregon 3928 
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and the folks at CMS about that.  3929 


Q. And Triz says that she spoke with Kevin Kelly last week 3930 


of the same issue.  Who is Kevin Kelly?  3931 


A. I don't know.  I was just wondering that myself.  3932 


Q. Does it ring a bell if he is a Deloitte employee?  3933 


A. You know, Kevin -- it does ring a bell, but -- but I'm 3934 


not -- it does ring -- there were a lot of people.  I'm just trying 3935 


to remember -- be clear about what I know.  3936 


Q. So if we were to ask you if you remember conversations 3937 


between Triz and Kevin, you would not remember the conversations 3938 


at this time?  3939 


A. Kevin is the person who may be with Deloitte?   3940 


Q. Yes. 3941 


A. I know that we all had a lot of conversations 3942 


with -- there was a -- sort of a point person for Deloitte who spent 3943 


a lot of time at Cover Oregon that we worked with a lot.  3944 


Q. Were you ever concerned that switching to the FFM would 3945 


violate the terms and conditions of your agreement?  3946 


A. I had always assumed that if it would, the grants were 3947 


with CMS, that that would have been an issue we would have worked 3948 


through.  I can't say that it occurred to me.  But I considered that 3949 


since we were working with our grantor, that if it was a problem, 3950 


they would have brought that up.  3951 


Q. As a catchall here, just in terms of the record that 3952 
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existed here, because we had a lot of personal e-mails used and off 3953 


the government servers.  Are you aware of the deletion or -- of any 3954 


e-mails at all related to the Cover Oregon, not saying after this 3955 


investigation happened, even before?   3956 


A. Deletion from me?   3957 


Q. Yes.   3958 


A. No.  3959 


Q. Or other individuals.   3960 


A. No, I'm not aware.  3961 


Q. Bouncing back here.   3962 


Can you describe what the impact on switching to 3963 


healthcare.gov would have on Oregon's customers and carriers?  3964 


A. Yes.  I mean, there was going to be an impact 3965 


on -- certainly there were a number of carriers.  We know the 3966 


number.  I believe I had flipped it -- that it was about four or 3967 


five that were not working with the federal exchange.  There were 3968 


about 11 that were.  So they already the interfaces with the federal 3969 


exchange.   3970 


For those carrier that were not currently on the federal 3971 


exchange, it was going to be a fairly substantive impact on them, 3972 


where that would have to build interfaces to the federal exchange.  3973 


I think for consumers there was a substantial impact as well, in 3974 


that, for consumers -- and this is where I was transitioning out --  3975 


Q. Right. 3976 
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A. -- but my understanding was that consumers would have to 3977 


reenroll, rather than have a very quick way to just renew.  They 3978 


would have to reenroll with the federal technology.  So, yeah, 3979 


there were concerns.  3980 


Q. I just want to make sure it's clear:  It's very person 3981 


who enrolled in a non-Medicaid plan would have to reenroll?  3982 


A. That was my understanding.  Rather than simply renew, 3983 


they would have to reenroll, but whether there was some 3984 


technological way to work that out after that, I don't know. 3985 


Q. Just give us a moment, we'll just let the clock run here, 3986 


that way we'll hopefully not have to go another round.   3987 


A. Yes. 3988 


Q. One thing I'd like to go back to is this Exhibit 2.   3989 


A. Yes.  3990 


Q. This is really sort of a yes, no, correct answer.   3991 


A. Okay.  I'll try.  3992 


Q. I just want to make sure that the record reflects this, 3993 


is that on page five of 17 -- it's the same thing we talked about 3994 


early -- is OHA, through the health exchange IT project 3995 


successfully delivered a functional insurance exchange to Cover 3996 


Oregon on April 30th, 2013.  That statement is not true, correct?  3997 


A. I wouldn't say -- yes.  Correct.  3998 


Q. Do you know who drafted this document?  3999 


A. No.  4000 
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Q. Do you know who drafted the final, May 8th, report to 4001 


Cover Oregon?  4002 


A. That technology one, that May 8th one, I believe that was 4003 


drafted by Alex Pettit.  But, again, I was minimally involved in 4004 


that.  4005 


.  I just want to make sure that we'll 4006 


be -- yield here.  If there's anything else that we need to 4007 


go over.   4008 


That's it for now.   4009 


(Off the record.) 4010 


EXAMINATION  4011 


BY  :   4012 


Q. Dr. Goldberg, I have a couple of questions regarding some 4013 


of the discussions from the last 30 minutes.   4014 


Did Patricia McCaig pressure or coerce you at all 4015 


regarding any Cover Oregon decisions? 4016 


A. No.  I never felt coerced.  4017 


Q. Did Ms. McCaig direct you to make any substantive 4018 


decisions regarding the Cover Oregon switch or the Cover Oregon 4019 


Board?  4020 


A. No.  4021 


Q. Did Ms. McCaig direct or instruct you to switch from the 4022 


state exchange to the federal technology?  4023 


A. No.  4024 
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Q. Are you aware of Patricia McCaig coercing or pressuring 4025 


anyone else regarding Cover Oregon?  4026 


A. I'm not aware.  4027 


Q. Are you aware of Patricia McCaig directing anyone to 4028 


switch from the state exchange to the federal exchange?  4029 


A. I'm not aware.  4030 


Q. There was also a discussion about the budget shortfall.  4031 


Did the budget shortfall impact the decision to switch to the 4032 


federal technology?  4033 


A. I guess, I would say that certainly budget was a concern.  4034 


I don't think it was the budget shortfall -- was a concern.  In 4035 


fact, I think -- you know, my experience was there's -- you know, 4036 


there's a couple of different ways of portraying budgets; one is 4037 


you can say you have a shortfall and the other is can you manage 4038 


to the dollars you had. 4039 


I mean, Cover Oregon, we were trying to manage to the 4040 


dollars we had.  And, certainly, as I indicated, the expense was, 4041 


you know, a consideration in making the choice and the cost of fixing 4042 


the website was unaffordable given the budget regardless of 4043 


shortfall.  4044 


Q. You told my colleague that in very rare instances over 4045 


the course of your several years you used personal e-mail to 4046 


communicate information you did not want your staff to be privy to 4047 


in realtime; is that correct?  4048 
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A. Yes. 4049 


Q. You still used e-mail to communicate that information.  4050 


Were you concerned that you -- were you concerned with creating a 4051 


written record?  4052 


A. I understood that there was a written record and I kept 4053 


those e-mails on my server.  4054 


Q. So you didn't intentionally delete any e-mails to avoid 4055 


a record of the message; did you?  4056 


A. No. 4057 


Q. You said you were not aware of deletion of any e-mails 4058 


related to Cover Oregon; is that correct?  4059 


A. That's correct.  4060 


Q. Are you aware that this committee has, in fact, received 4061 


some of your personal e-mails that were produced in this 4062 


investigation?  4063 


A. Yes.  I believe I provided them. 4064 


Q. Were you using your personal e-mail to surreptitiously 4065 


communicate about Cover Oregon?  4066 


A. No.  4067 


Q. There was also a discussion earlier.  You were asked 4068 


earlier about the hybrid process and the fact that the Oracle 4069 


developed website was also used during that hybrid process.  I'm 4070 


going to hand you an exhibit marked 21.  It appears to be an e-mail 4071 


from David Ford to Cover Oregon, Oracle, and Deloitte staff, dated 4072 
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February 11th, 2014, that you forwarded to Mike Bonetto and Sean 4073 


Kolmer on February 12th, 2014.  Are you familiar with this 4074 


document?  4075 


A. I have seen it before, yes. 4076 


Q. If you could turn to the second page of this e-mail with 4077 


the Bates stamp GOV_HR00082872 --  4078 


A. Yes.  4079 


Q. -- it says, "one p.m. status call, troubleshooting 4080 


continues for Cherry Avenue/5503 people doing manual application 4081 


processing.  These are the three main issues that we are tracking; 4082 


number one, well, that didn't work, H300073; number two, looping 4083 


primary contact screen, H3010050, in CS Web App, when you enter 4084 


primary contact and hit next, it brings you back to a blank primary 4085 


contact screen; number thee, OPA/Siebel Timeout Issues, HD10020.   4086 


"About 50 percent of users are affected.  The three 4087 


symptoms may or may not be caused by the same problems.  The team 4088 


has rebooting a number of servers and Oracle is executing a plan 4089 


for troubleshooting these issues.  The plan includes taking all but 4090 


one node of several services down, web, center opa, opa portlet, 4091 


Siebel server to trap all the transaction into one funnel.  Will 4092 


turn on logging at a debugging level to get detailed data.   4093 


"The trouble shooting activities could have 4094 


impact -- could have an impact on response time.  So the Triage Team 4095 


sent a communication telling people that work is continued and to 4096 
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expect temporary disruptions in their connections.  There is no ETA 4097 


at this time from Oracle?" 4098 


Did I read that correctly? 4099 


A. You did. 4100 


Q. Who is David Ford?  4101 


A. David Ford was a Cover Oregon employee, I believe.  4102 


Q. So it appears that this e-mail is detailing several 4103 


technical issues that occurred with the website by users at that 4104 


time, in February 2014; is that correct? 4105 


A. It's actually detailing problems with -- this is 4106 


detailing problems with the hybrid process, not -- I mean 4107 


users -- the public never got on the website, but what this is 4108 


detailing was Cherry Avenue was where we had the couple hundred 4109 


people that were processing the hybrid process.  And as indicated 4110 


before, the hybrid process relied on different pieces of the Oracle 4111 


technology.  Every time -- not every time, but often, sometimes, 4112 


when we -- when things were fixed and put into production, other 4113 


things would break.  And this is describing a time when some things 4114 


had been fixed for what was hopefully going to be a launch of the 4115 


individual site.  And what had happened was there was some pretty 4116 


serious breakdowns in the technology so that we couldn't process 4117 


the hybrid thing -- the hybrid method for some period of time during 4118 


a day or two.  There was a pretty substantial outage.  4119 


Q. So it's fair to say that using this hybrid process there 4120 
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were significant issues with the system?  4121 


A. Yes, there were.  From time to time, it was a very fragile 4122 


environment and there were sometimes when -- sense when we relied 4123 


on the same environment, I never totally understood all the 4124 


technologic reasons, but when a fix was put in for the -- for 4125 


the -- what was going to be a go live for the individual site, it 4126 


would -- something would break that would affect the work of the 4127 


people processing the applications, as such we had to try and stage 4128 


some of that work so that it wouldn't interfere with critical 4129 


enrollment deadlines.  4130 


Q. And you wouldn't contribute these technical issues to 4131 


"users error," correct?  4132 


A. No.  These were skilled users.  This was -- these were 4133 


system issues.  4134 


  Thank you.  4135 


  I just wanted, on the record, to thank the 4136 


committee, both majority and minority staff, for accommodating 4137 


both my schedule and my client's schedule.  As you know, as 4138 


I informed the staff that Dr. Goldberg, we requested a subpoena 4139 


for him today, on the advice of the counsel in the civil 4140 


litigation.  So while he was willing to appear today that is 4141 


what the decision was based upon.  And while he has testified 4142 


truthfully and accurately to his recollection, he reserves the 4143 


right to supplement the record with any information that should 4144 
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come to his attention subsequent to it. 4145 


Thank you. 4146 


(Whereupon, the interview concluded at 2:10 p.m.)  4147 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 This report presents the findings of Democratic staff as part of an investigation by the 
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform into the failure of Oregon’s health insurance 
exchange website under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.   
 
 Based on the evidence obtained by the Committee, this report makes the following 
findings: 
 


(1) Oregon’s contractor, the Oracle Corporation, was primarily and directly 
responsible for the failure of the State’s health insurance exchange website. 


 
(2) Oracle failed to deliver a fully functioning website by the October 1, 2013, 


deadline, or any time thereafter. 
 
(3) Oracle misled state officials by repeatedly assuring them its work was on track 


and on schedule when in fact it was riddled with errors. 
 
(4) Oracle’s own officials conceded internally that their work was embarrassingly 


deficient. 
 
(5) Independent experts concluded that Oracle’s work was so deficient that the State 


should consider withholding payment. 
 
(6) The decision to finally abandon Oracle’s website was based on the fact that it was 


less expensive and less risky to switch to the federal technology than to repair 
Oracle’s defective technology. 
 


The Republican staff of the Committee issued their own report today, attempting to shift 
blame for Oracle’s massive failures onto the state and federal governments.  However, their 
report ignores basic facts, disregards Oracle’s numerous failures, and downplays or entirely 
omits key evidence that contradicts their narrative. 


 
For example, the Republican staff report inexplicably disregards repeated admissions 


from Oracle’s own officials conceding that their work failed the “laugh test” and was “so 
screwed up” that they were “at a loss as to how they could design such a system.”  It also 
disregards internal documents in which Oracle officials stated that they were “rapoing [sic] the 
state [o]f Oregon on something that will never work well,” that they should be “publicly flogged 
for delivering the project to such a tragic status,” and that their “blood is boiling thinking of all 
the irresponsible fools who brought this project to this messy state.” 


 
Instead, the Republican staff report attempts to argue that the State’s decision to finally 


abandon Oracle’s website was orchestrated by Governor John Kitzhaber’s advisers for political 
reasons rather than to save tens of millions of dollars from being spent in an attempt to address 
the systemic and profound deficiencies throughout Oracle’s website.  However, the Republican 
staff report disregards yet another key fact:  every single witness interviewed by the Committee 
rejected this specious theory.  
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During the course of the Committee’s investigation, Republicans focused primarily on 
investigating the actions of Oregon officials rather than those of Oracle employees.  The 
Committee obtained approximately 115,000 pages of documents from the state of Oregon, more 
than 53,000 pages from the former Governor’s Chief of Staff, and almost 3,000 pages from the 
former Governor himself.   


 
In contrast, Oracle produced only 3,200 pages of documents to the Committee. 
 
Similarly, the Committee conducted five depositions and transcribed interviews of 


officials from the state of Oregon: 
 
(1) Chief of Staff Michael Bonetto; 
(2) Healthcare Policy Advisor Sean Kolmer; 
(3) Cover Oregon Interim Executive Director Dr. Bruce Goldberg; 
(4) Cover Oregon Interim Chief Information Officer Alex Pettit; and 
(5) Communications Strategist Patricia McCaig 
 
Remarkably, the Committee never conducted a single deposition or transcribed interview 


with any Oracle employee or official. 
 
Unfortunately, Committee Chairman Jason Chaffetz chose to issue his report as an 


unofficial staff report rather than as an official report of the Committee.  This decision has 
significant ramifications.   


 
Official Committee reports are governed by House and Committee rules designed to 


promote accuracy and completeness, while unofficial staff reports are not.  For example, 
unofficial staff reports are not required to be considered, debated, voted on, or approved by the 
Committee.  They are not subject to amendment, and they are not required to include minority or 
additional views.   


 
For these reasons, the Committee’s Ranking Member, Rep. Elijah E. Cummings, wrote to 


the Chairman on May 20, 2016, requesting that he consider issuing an official report of the 
Committee instead.  Ranking Member Cummings warned of “several key omissions and 
inaccuracies in the draft staff report,” and he explained that the process of vetting and adopting 
an official Committee report would “ensure that the public has a more complete and accurate 
understanding of the issues the Committee has been investigating.” 


 
The Chairman declined to accept this proposal.  Instead, he decided to release his 


unofficial and flawed Republican staff report without review by other Members of the 
Committee or the official imprimatur of the Committee. 
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BACKGROUND ON INVESTIGATION 
 


After the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act was passed by Congress and signed 
into law by President Obama in 2010, Oregon opted to create its own health insurance exchange 
to allow Oregonians to enroll in healthcare plans.   


 
The State formed the Oregon Health Insurance Exchange Corporation, also known as 


Cover Oregon, to manage the health insurance exchange website.  Cover Oregon was governed 
by a nine-member Board of Directors. 


 
The Board hired a contractor—the Oracle Corporation—to create an information 


technology (IT) platform consisting of the State’s health insurance exchange and a modernized 
version of the State’s social services technology. 
 


Oracle failed to deliver a fully functioning website by the beginning of the 2014 open 
enrollment period on October 1, 2013.  As a result, the State was forced to spend millions of 
taxpayer dollars to hire and train staff to manually enroll individuals in healthcare coverage.  In 
the months that followed, Oracle’s technology continued to be plagued with problems and was 
unable to launch for widespread use by the public. 


 
On April 25, 2014, Cover Oregon’s Board of Directors voted unanimously to switch from 


Oracle’s IT platform to the federal IT platform, HealthCare.gov.  The Board’s decision was 
based on Oracle’s failure to provide a fully functional website more than six months after the 
2014 open enrollment period began, as well as an assessment of the cost, risk, and schedule 
needed to develop a working website for the upcoming 2015 open enrollment period.   


 
On February 13, 2015, Chairman Chaffetz and Subcommittee Chairmen Jim Jordan, 


Mark Meadows, and Will Hurd launched an investigation, citing a press report claiming that “the 
decision to close Cover Oregon may have been based on politics, not policy.”  This press report 
mirrored claims made by Oracle in litigation against the State and Dr. John Kitzhaber, the former 
Governor of Oregon. 
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I. ORACLE PRIMARILY RESPONSIBLE FOR FAILED WEBSITE 
 


The documents obtained by the Committee and the depositions and transcribed 
interviews conducted by Committee staff demonstrate that Cover Oregon’s contractor, Oracle, 
was primarily and directly responsible for the failure of the State’s health insurance exchange 
website. 
 


A. Oracle Never Delivered Fully Functioning Website 
 


 The evidence obtained by the Committee demonstrates that Oracle never produced a fully 
functional website by the statutorily mandated date of October 1, 2013, or at any time thereafter. 


 
On February 10, 2016, Committee staff took the deposition of Michael Bonetto, the 


Governor’s Chief of Staff, during which he described Oracle’s failure to provide a fully 
functional website for months after the target date of October 1: 


 
October 1st came and went with no working Web site, even though we were being 
promised that.  Mid October came and went with, again, a promise that it was going to be 
up and running.  November, same.  December, the same.  January, the same.  February, 
the same.1 


 
Mr. Bonetto also had this exchange: 


 
Q: So, to your knowledge, did Oracle ever deliver a fully functioning Web site to the 


State?   
 
A: No.2 


 
On April 13, 2016, Committee staff took the transcribed interview of Alex Pettit, Cover 


Oregon’s interim Chief Information Officer.  Mr. Pettit also stated that Oracle never produced a 
fully functioning website: 


 
Q: To your knowledge, did Oracle ever deliver a fully-functional operational website 


to the state that can go live to the public?  
 
A: So the direct answer to that would be no.  We never got it to where it could [sic] 


consumed by the public.3 
 
 
 


                                                           
1 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Michael 


Bonetto, at 15 (Feb. 10, 2016). 
2 Id. at 82. 
3 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Transcribed Interview of 


Alex Pettit, at 94 (Apr. 13, 2016). 
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On April 15, 2016, Committee staff took the deposition of Sean Kolmer, the Governor’s 
Healthcare Policy Advisor.  Mr. Kolmer had this exchange with Committee staff: 


 
Q: Oracle has claimed that it produced a fully functional website in February 2014.  


What is your response to that claim?  
 


A: I never saw a website that worked the way that it was supposed to work.  
 


Q: Do you know whether anyone, besides Oracle, considered the website to be fully 
functioning and ready for the public’s use at any time during the 2014 open 
enrollment period?  


 
A: Not that I know of.4  
 
On April 6, 2016, Committee staff took the deposition of Dr. Bruce Goldberg, Cover 


Oregon’s interim Executive Director, who also confirmed that Oracle never delivered a fully 
functional website:  


 
Q: As you may be aware, Oracle claims that they produced a fully functional website 


to the state by the end of February 2014. 
 


A: Yes. 
 


Q: In your opinion and from your review and use of the system, did Oracle produce a 
fully functioning website to the state by the end of February 2014?  


 
A: No.5  


  
The Republican staff report argues, “Documents obtained by the Committee show, 


however, the website was on track to be fully operational shortly before the decision to switch 
from Cover Oregon to the federal technology was announced on April 25, 2014.”6   


 
To the contrary, documents obtained by the Committee show that serious functionality 


problems with the Oracle technology persisted for months.  
 
On February 27, 2014, Dr. Goldberg sent an e-mail to Governor Kitzhaber articulating 


the level of functionality that Cover Oregon believed was necessary for “system readiness.”  Dr. 
Goldberg titled the body of the e-mail “Cov[er] Oregon vs. oracle perspective.”  He wrote:  


                                                           
4 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Sean Kolmer, 


at 94 (Apr. 15, 2016). 
5 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Bruce 


Goldberg, at 71 (Apr. 6, 2016). 
6 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Majority Staff Report, Cover 


Oregon:  How Mismanagement and Political Interference Squandered $305 Million Taxpayer 
Dollars, at 42 (May 25, 2016). 
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“Cover Oregon’s perspective of system readiness is that the system can function with a 90+ 
percent of accuracy for 90-95 percent of the population.”7   


 
Dr. Goldberg was not stating that the website was actually functioning at this level, but 


rather that Cover Oregon believed it would have been sufficient if it had been.  Dr. Goldberg 
explained his e-mail during his deposition with Committee staff:   
 


So this was my perspective on when a system—when our system would be ready.  It in 
no way said that this is the functioning of the system right now.  Had it been, we would 
have gone live.8 
 
The Republican staff report describes Dr. Goldberg’s testimony by arguing, “During his 


deposition, Goldberg testified that the portal worked at times.”9  In fact, Dr. Goldberg testified 
that the Oracle technology worked only half of the time: 
 


Q: Were you saying here that the Oracle created website is functioning at about 50 
percent at the time of this e-mail, which is the end of February 2014?  


 
A: Yes, about at [sic] time that was approximately how well it was working.  About 


half the time someone could enroll and about half the time someone couldn’t. 
…  


 
Q: Was it Oracle’s position that a website working only half the time was sufficient?  
 
A: Yes.  They thought that that was going to be okay.  And, you know, the issue was 


a couple of fold:  One, as—we had a process that was working and, as you can 
imagine, if someone tried to enroll and they got one of those stops, they would 
have been informed to call customer service.  We would have had to staff up and 
hire hundreds of people to answer the telephones.  And then the issue is we 
couldn’t fix it.  I mean, it wasn’t as if then you could say, “Oh, let’s just do this,” 
so you would have actually had to have people go and start the same paper 
process that everyone else was using.  So in order to go live, it had to be better 
than what we were doing at the time.  That simply wasn’t going to be better.  It 
was going to be more frustrating for consumers, more confusing to tell people, 
“Oh, there’s a website.  You can enroll,” and then to have them get on it and not 


                                                           
7 E-mail from Bruce Goldberg, Interim Executive Director, Cover Oregon, to John 


Kitzhaber, Governor of Oregon (Feb. 27, 2014). 
8 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Bruce 


Goldberg, at 68 (Apr. 6, 2016). 
9 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Majority Staff Report, Cover 


Oregon:  How Mismanagement and Political Interference Squandered $305 Million Taxpayer 
Dollars, at 45 (May 25, 2016). 
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enroll, that would not have been a good thing to put forward for consumers.  So it 
was wasn’t working.10 


 
Dr. Goldberg also explained: 
 
I would say it worked part of the time.  Some of the agents I talked to indicated that it 


 worked fairly well; others had some complaints.  It was kind of a thing whereby with 
 agents and community partners, the first time they used it, there was a greater error rate.  
 They could be coached about how to do certain things that help make it work that made 
 it more successful.11 


 
On May 28, 2014, Mr. Pettit sent an e-mail to staff at Cover Oregon and the Governor’s 


office, writing:   
 


With Oracle purporting that the ap[plication] can go live, the numbers refute her 
assertion.  Although one could argue that every big [sic] would not need to be corrected 
before go-live, there are clearly far too many sev[erity] 1 and 2 errors to go live.  And this 
is not the final bug list.  It was produced from using the smaller number of test cases than 
the CMS recommended testing surface of 295 instances.  Thus, we expect to find more 
bugs and will report same to this committee when we are done with development in a few 
weeks.12  
 
Mr. Pettit described the state of the Oracle technology in this exchange: 
 
Q: Is it normal to have seven to eight hundred Severity 1 errors— 
 
A: No, sir. 
 
Q: —at that time? 
 
A: No, sir, not on something that goes—that you would release to the public, no, sir.  
 
Q: Okay.  So does this mean that Oracle did not provide, as it claimed, a 


fully-functioning website in February of 2014?  
 
A: I would say that the website that was provided was not fully functioning, yes, 


sir.13 
 


                                                           
10 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Bruce 


Goldberg, at 69-74 (Apr. 6, 2016). 
11 Id. at 149. 
12 E-mail from Alex Pettit, Interim Chief Information Officer, Cover Oregon, to Cover 


Oregon and Governor John Kitzhaber’s Office Staffs (May 28, 2014). 
13 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Transcribed Interview of 


Alex Pettit, at 78 (Apr. 13, 2016). 
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Mr. Bonetto had this exchange during his deposition: 
 
Q: So, to your knowledge—so you’re saying that Bruce was constantly testing the 


Web site and Bruce—so Bruce was constantly testing the Web site and found 
errors in the system, correct?   


 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: And so would you say that you disagree with Oracle’s claim that the Web site was 


functioning at any time?   
 
A: Correct.14 


 
After Oracle’s failure to deliver a fully functional website, Oregon initiated a “hybrid” 


process for enrolling individuals in health insurance, using trained staff to process paper 
applications through the functioning portion of Oracle’s system.  Oregon manually enrolled more 
than 300,000 individuals in health insurance plans from October 2013 to March 2014.15   


 
Mr. Bonetto explained during his deposition: 
 
Q: And, during that time, do you know how people were registering or enrolling in 


health care during that time?   
 
A: That became a manual paper process. 
 
Q: And when you say “manual,” what do you mean?  
 
A: That people had to fill out a paper application and submit that to Cover Oregon.16 
 
Mr. Kolmer described the manual enrollment process to Committee staff in this 


exchange: 
 
Q: Can you describe how the website was rolled out, beginning with what happened 


on October 1, 2013, how the website was used on that date, until the portal was 
launched for agents and community partners?  


 


                                                           
14 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Michael 


Bonetto, at 81 (Feb. 10, 2016). 
15 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Subcommittee on Economic 


Growth, Job Creation, and Regulatory Affairs and Subcommittee on Energy Policy, Health Care, 
and Entitlements, Testimony of Greg Van Pelt, President, Oregon Health Leadership Council, 
Hearing on Examining ObamaCare’s Problem-Filled State Exchanges (Apr. 3, 2014).  


16 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Michael 
Bonetto, at 75 (Feb. 10, 2016). 
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A: To the best of my knowledge, it was essentially a static website, that people could 
print a PDF and then submit it, and then there would be a whole host of manual 
processes to actually determine somebody eligible and then enroll them into 
coverage, whether that be commercial coverage or Medicaid.17 


 
He further explained in this exchange with Committee staff: 


 
A: [B]ecause the Oracle system never worked and because we never had a fully 


functioning website, we had to manually process every application we got, not 
only for commercial health insurance but also for Medicaid. 


 
Q: And what did that mean, “manually process”?  
 
A: We had to hire over 200 people.  We had to use faxes and copy machines and 


paper to do eligibility and enrollment into health insurance.18 
 


Dr. Goldberg described the additional resources required to support the manual 
enrollment process: 


 
We hired several hundred people to do that work.  It was—it was a tremendous amount 
of interest in the insurance exchange.  We had—you know, we ended up enrolling, I 
believe, close to a hundred thousand people through that process.  We also enrolled 
several hundred thousand people in Medicaid.  In fact, the state enrolled, you know, one 
of the highest numbers of people.  But it was a very labor intense process and we, yes, we 
had to hire a lot of people to do that.19  
 
Dr. Goldberg explained that the State spent “several million dollars” to hire and train 


additional staff to enroll Oregonians using the manual process.20  The State hired and trained 382 
temporary staffers to manually enroll Oregonians in health insurance plans, and it incurred 
additional costs of approximately $7 million by the end of March 2014 to support its hybrid 
enrollment process.21 


 
B. Oracle Misled State Officials on Website Riddled With Errors 


 
 The evidence obtained by the Committee shows that Oracle misled state officials by 
repeatedly assuring them its work was on track and on schedule when, in fact, it was riddled with 
errors even after the website launch date was delayed month after month.  
                                                           


17 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Sean Kolmer, 
at 28-29 (Apr. 15, 2016). 


 18 Id. at 91. 
19 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Bruce 


Goldberg, at 73 (Apr. 6, 2016). 
20 Id. 
21 E-mail from Patty Wentz, Communications Director, Oregon Health Authority, to 


Patricia McCaig and Tim Raphael (Apr. 3, 2014). 
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 According to an independent assessment, Cover Oregon conducted an internal end-to-end 
test on September 28, 2013—three days before the scheduled launch of the website—that 
failed.22  During his deposition, Mr. Kolmer had this exchange regarding the failed test: 


 
Q: And were you aware that the test failed?  
 
A: I was aware that it failed.  
 
Q: What was your reaction to that? 
 
A: Astonishment, disbelief, ‘cause everything that we had heard, that I had heard up 


to this point was things were on track, don’t worry, it was going to work. 
 
Q: You had heard that from?  
 
A: From the Cover Oregon team, the Oregon Health Authority team, who was 


hearing it from the contractors, Oracle specifically, who was building the 
website.23 


 
On October 17, 2013, Garrett Reynolds, Cover Oregon’s Chief Technology Officer, 


wrote an e-mail to Aaron Karjala, Cover Oregon’s Chief Information Officer, describing various 
problems after running an assessment.  He wrote that Oracle “responded with assurances that 
they would address all of the critical issues prior to Oct go live.  To date, there have been few if 
any issues addressed from the review.”  The e-mail continued: 


 
The review shows that the Oracle development team’s quality of the work was atrocious 
and that they broke every single development best practice that Oracle themselves have 
defined.  It is one of the worst assessments I have performed in my 18 years of Siebel 
work.  The issues are prevalent across basic development best practices, through to poor 
design and into even worse code implementation.  The issues span the breadth of areas of 
impact:  Inefficient or ineffective design[,] Data integrity[,] Runtime error[,] 
Performance[,] Usability and user interface[,] Application maintenance[,] Application 
upgrade[, and] Security.24 
 
Mr. Reynolds followed up with an e-mail on November 6, 2013, to Paul Van Amsterdam, 


Oracle’s Senior Director of Cloud Transition Management, expressing frustration over the flaws 
in the system.  The e-mail was later elevated to Oracle’s CEO, Larry Ellison, and Oracle’s 
President, Safra Catz, stating: 


 


                                                           
22 First Data, Cover Oregon Website Implementation Assessment:  Assessment Report 


(Apr. 23, 2014).  
23 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Sean Kolmer, 


at 77 (Apr. 15, 2016).  
24 E-mail from Garrett Reynolds, Chief Technology Officer, Cover Oregon, to Aaron 


Karjala, Chief Information Officer, Cover Oregon (Oct. 17, 2013). 
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I cannot believe that Oracle can be onsite at this project.  I find it hard to believe that 
Oracle Executive Management has not come onsite personally and is not on top of these 
issues doing everything possible to prevent a nightmare PR scenario for themselves.  If it 
were up to me CO [Cover Oregon] would stop paying all invoices until full resolution 
and reparation has been made by Oracle.  Oracle has failed in every single aspect of the 
project from project management, proper design and development all the way through 
delivery and deployment.  Oracle should be embarrassed at the OCS [Oracle Consulting 
Services] team leadership and what has been delivered at Cover Oregon.25 
 
On November 16, 2013, Senator Jeff Merkley’s Chief of Staff wrote an e-mail to Mr. 


Bonetto reporting on a conversation between Senator Merkley and Ms. Catz:  
 
Senator spoke to Safra Katz, [O]racle’s president yesterday afternoon.  She said that she 
was mortified at how badly things have gone, that she just learned how badly that was 
recently and they are known for delivering. … They believe the site will be functioning 
and able to process applications on 12/9.26 
 
On November 19, 2013, Cover Oregon’s former Executive Director, Rocky King, sent an 


e-mail to Oracle’s Chief Corporate Architect, Edward Screven, writing:   
 
At Oracle’s request, we have continually cut initial launch scope over the last 4 months in 
an attempt to bring up the basic portal site.  Additionally, as various functionalities have 
been brought into the FTS environment for testing and just plain visual review new 
blockers or critical defects have been surfaced.  So while I support ‘drawing the line’ I 
just think it is important to say that we have [sic] moving that line (in the broadest sense) 
continually in support to bring up the ‘basic’ portal functionality.27 


 
The Republican staff report claims that community partners and agents were successfully 


using the technology developed by Oracle to enroll Oregonians in healthcare coverage in early 
2014.28   


 
Documents obtained by the Committee, however, indicate that even after Oregon 


initiated a “hybrid” process for enrolling individuals in health insurance, using trained staff to 
process paper applications through the functioning portion of Oracle’s system, significant 
website errors remained.  


                                                           
25 E-mail from Garrett Reynolds, Chief Technology Officer, Cover Oregon, to Paul Van 


Amsterdam, Senior Director of Cloud Transition Management, Oracle Corporation (Nov. 6, 
2013). 


26 E-mail from Chief of Staff, Senator Jeff Merkley, to Michael Bonetto, Chief of Staff, 
Governor John Kitzhaber (Nov. 16, 2013). 


27 E-mail from Rocky King, Executive Director, Cover Oregon, to Edward Screven, 
Chief Corporate Architect, Oracle Corporation (Nov. 19, 2013). 


28 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Majority Staff, Cover 
Oregon:  How Mismanagement and Political Interference Squandered $305 Million Taxpayer 
Dollars, at 8 (May 25, 2016). 
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Dr. Goldberg explained that the website’s launch to community partners and agents did 
not mean it was functioning adequately: 


 
Stage launch meant that on October 1 was open the agents and community partners and 


 then a couple of weeks later to open to the general public.  And the reason for that was 
 agents were a smaller universe.  You wouldn’t have had a hundred thousand people 
 coming onto the website.  It would have been, you know, maybe two, 3,000; and that 
 this would be a great way to be able to work out some of the bugs and test things, 
 particularly, also with people who you could communicate with and then open it up to 
 the general public two or three weeks later.29   


 
Mr. Pettit also described to Committee staff how having the functionality for community 


partners and agents did not equate to the full functionality necessary for public use: 
 
Q: So can you describe the differences between a portal that was being used the 


agents and community partners and a portal that would have been used by 
individuals if it had been open to individuals? 


 
A: Well, they were actually the same.  There wasn’t going to be different portal for a 


community—I mean for a— 
 
Q: Individuals? 
 
A: Yes, ma’am.  It was the same portal.  It was just that with the agents and the 


community partners, I had a 75-page manual.  I could say, Here, this is what you 
need to know to navigate your way through the application. … I could train the 
same people if you did a repetitive task how to do something.  I couldn’t train 
users in the wild.30 


 
 On February 11, 2014, David Ford, a Cover Oregon Project Planner, sent an e-mail to Dr. 
Goldberg, Oracle staff, and others, sharing notes from a “1:00PM Status Call.”  Mr. Ford wrote:   
 


Troubleshooting continues for Cherry Avenue/5503 (people doing manual application 
processing). … About 50% of users are affected.  The three symptoms may or may not be 
caused by the same problem.31  


 
Several witnesses explained that state officials relied on repeated assurances by Oracle 


that the website was “on track” to launch.  Mr. Bonetto and Nkenge Harmon Johnson, the 
Governor’s Communications Director, created a timeline of key dates and meetings related to the 


                                                           
29 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Bruce 


Goldberg, at 57 (Apr. 6, 2016). 
30 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Transcribed Interview of 


Alex Pettit, at 48-49 (Apr. 13, 2016). 
31 E-mail from David Ford, Project Planner, Cover Oregon, to Bruce Goldberg, Interim 


Executive Director, Cover Oregon, et al. (Feb. 11, 2014). 
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State’s health insurance exchange starting almost one year before the October 1, 2013, launch 
date through December 2, 2013.32   


 
Referring to this timeline, Mr. Bonetto explained to Committee staff that he was 


repeatedly informed that the project was on track until just a week before it was supposed to 
launch: 


 
Q:         I’m going to read what’s written beside May 29th.  “Briefing meeting on IT 


project with Sean Kolmer, Mike Bonetto, Rocky King, Aaron Karjala, Erinn 
Kelley‑Siel, Bruce Goldberg and Carolyn Lawson.  Update:  On track.” … 


 
… 
 


You mentioned, or you wrote, “Update:  On track.”  On track for what?  What 
does that mean?  


 
A:         That refers to on track for an April 1, 2013, launch date. 
 
Counsel:  October 1? 


 
A: October 1. 
 
Q:         And did “on track” pertain to Oracle’s work in creating the State exchange Web 
 site? 
 
A:         Correct. 
 
Q:         So does that mean Oracle was on track to produce the Web site by October 1st, 
 2013, as you just said? 
 
A:         Correct. 
 


 … 
 


Q: So did someone from Oregon Health Authority or Department of Human 
 Services explain why they believed the IT project was on track, as you noted?  
 
A: As I recall, this was, you know, information that they had at the time, believing 
 that, you know, based on the scope and the time, that they believed that they 
 were going to be able to accomplish this. 
 
Q: Was this based on conversations with Oracle? 
 
A: I believe so. 


                                                           
32 E-mail from Nkenge Harmon Johnson, Communications Director, Governor John 


Kitzhaber, to John Kitzhaber, Governor of Oregon, et. al (Jan. 19, 2014). 
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 … 
 


Q: I’m going to draw your attention to the same page but to the June 3rd, 2013, 
date.  I will read as you follow along.  It says, “Rocky King briefs Mike Bonetto 
and Bruce Goldberg that the interface connections with insurance carriers is 
behind schedule and that Medicaid eligibility and enrollment may need to be 
modified to only a Medicaid assessment.”  What were you referring to here?  


 
A: I believe that that was the first time that the discussions of kind of modifying the 


scope or decreasing the scope in order to meet the October 1 timeframe. 
 
Q: So was Medicaid eligibility and enrollment part of the same IT project as the 


State’s health insurance exchange Web site? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: Was Oracle working on this Medicaid system? 
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: So, under this note, you mentioned that the interface connections with insurance 


carriers was behind schedule.  Were you concerned at all that part of the IT 
project was behind schedule?  


 
A: This was the first time that we were notified by Rocky that they were behind to 


this degree.  So, yes, concerned. 
 
Q: Did that raise concerns that the other parts of the IT project, such as the State 


exchange Web site, were possibly behind schedule?  
 
A: At the time, yes.  But I would just follow up that the subsequent meetings we had 


then identified and they confirmed that they were on track. 
 
Q: Okay.  So why didn’t you question whether the creation of the State exchange 


was behind schedule?  
 
A:        We were notified on June 3rd that there were concerns that they were behind 


schedule, but then, again, 2 weeks later, they came back and said that they were 
on track. 


 
Q: Okay.  Let me draw your attention to the next page, Bates stamped 


GOV_HR0005352.  If you go to date June 19th, 2013, I’ll read as you follow 
along.  It says, “Briefing meeting on IT project with Sean Kolmer, Mike Bonetto, 
Rocky King, Aaron Karjala, Erinn Kelley‑Siel, Bruce Goldberg and Carolyn 
Lawson.  Update:  On track.”  Did I read that correctly? 


 
A: Correct. 
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Q: So here, what does “on track” mean? 
 
A: Again, for an October 1 launch date. 
 
Q: And this “on track” pertained to Oracle’s work on the State exchange?  
 
A: Correct. 
 
Q: So who told you at this meeting that the IT project was on track?  
 
A: Again, I believe that was a combination of consensus from this group. 
 


 …. 
 
Q: Would that be based on representations from Oracle?  
 
A: I believe so, yes. 


 
 …. 
 


Q: Okay.  And now I’d like to move down to the July 12, 2013, date on the timeline, 
same page.  It reads, “Briefing meeting on IT project with Sean Kolmer, Mike 
Bonetto, Rocky King, Aaron Karjala, Erinn Kelley‑Siel, Bruce Goldberg and 
Carolyn Lawson.  Update:  On track.  Bonetto and Kolmer inform 
Governor.”  Again, what does “on track” mean here? 


 
A: On track for an October 1st launch. 
 


 …. 
 
Q: And do you know who at this meeting informed you that the IT project was on 


track?  
 
A: Again, these meetings really were from everybody, a group consensus that this 


project was on track. 
 
Q: Okay.  Was the consensus based on representations from Oracle?  
 
A: I believe so, yes. 
 
Q: Okay.  And you note under the July 27th [sic], 2013, date that you and Sean 


Kolmer informed the Governor.  Why did you inform the Governor?  
 
A: I believe this may have been specifically in writing.  I don’t recall.  But we kept 


him, you know, continually updated on this progress. 
 
Q: Okay.  And why did you keep him continuously updated on this? 
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A: This was a project of great magnitude and concern for the State that he wanted to 
understand where we were. 


 
 …. 


 
Q: And was there anything unusual about the Governor being briefed on matters that 


were important to his constituents?  
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Had he expressed any concern—had the Governor expressed any concern about 


the status of the IT project and Oracle's work?  
 
A: No. 


 
 …. 


 
Q: Let me direct your attention to the September 16, 2013, date on the timeline.  The 


page is GOV_HR00053523.  I’ll read the bullet beside the date.  It says, “House 
Health Care Committee:  Update on Cover Oregon by Rocky King where he 
explains launch strategy and staged launch.  Presentation slide:  ‘Bottom 
Line:  We are on Track to Launch.’”  


 
…. 
 
Q: And was it your understanding that Rocky King was relaying what Oracle had 


told him during this meeting on the status of the project? 
 
A: Yes, I believe so.33 
 
Mr. Kolmer concurred in his discussion with Committee staff:  
 
Q: And in the summer months leading up to October 1st, generally speaking, what 


were you hearing from Rocky King and others at Cover Oregon and those  at 
OHA about how the website was coming along?  


 
A: It was a high-risk project, it was a high-risk project the moment they started, but 


we’re on track.  We’re assured by our contractors and by our IT folks that we’re 
on track.34  


 
 
 


                                                           
33 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Michael 


Bonetto, at 57-70 (Feb. 10, 2016). 
34 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Sean Kolmer, 


at 70 (Apr. 13, 2016). 
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 C. Oracle’s Own Officials Conceded Work Was Deficient 
 


Internal e-mails obtained by the Committee show that Oracle officials knew there were 
massive problems with their work on behalf of the State. 


 
After missing the October 1, 2013, launch date, Oracle brought in its Fusion Middleware 


Architecture Team—also known as the A-Team—comprised of Oracle’s top technical experts. 
 
On October 16, 2013, Stefan Krantz, Oracle’s Director of Engineering—Portal and 


Middleware Tooling, and Christopher Johnson, Oracle’s Consulting Solution Architect for the 
Fusion Middleware A-Team, sent an e-mail to the other A-Team members, writing: 


 
We consider the [Cover Oregon] account to be in a critical situation and the deadline for 
30th of October is at risk.  We also understand that several use cases has not yet been 
tested in a production like environment (clustered).  We have also found out that Cover 
Oregon project is currently still in active development mode and a substantial set of 
features are yet to be delivered.  This has limit[ed] our ability to fully understand how 
complete they actually are.  In the past 2 days we have not managed to test more than 2 
pages of the first use case. … In addition the OCS team on the ground does appear to be 
as concerned as we they should be.35 


 
On the same day, Brian Eidelman, Oracle’s Director of the Fusion Middleware A-Team, 


responded to Mr. Krantz’s e-mail, writing: 
 


Just to add to what Stefan is saying, I think there is additional concern that things may not 
be OK even from a functional perspective for the consumer release (as in they aren’t 
done developing) and that there are rumors of other production environment issues 
(clustering not working so running on single node “clusters”.36  


 
On October 17, 2013, Mikael Ottosson, Oracle’s Vice President of Product Development, 


wrote that “things are getting worse, not better,” according to the team working in Oregon.37  
Pardha Reddy, Oracle’s Senior Director, responded:   


 
OCS people out [sic] to be publicly flogged for delivering the project to such a tragic 
status after multiple onsite visits by various A-team members, written reports, phone calls 


                                                           
35 E-mail from Stefan Krantz, A-Team Director and Director of Engineering—Portal and 


Middleware Tooling, and Christopher Johnson, Consulting Solution Architect for the Fusion 
Middleware A-Team, Oracle Corporation, to A-Team members (Oct. 16, 2013). 


36 E-mail from Brian Eidelman, Director, Fusion Middleware A-Team, Oracle American, 
Inc., to Mikael Ottosson, Vice President of Product Development, Oracle Corporation (Oct. 16, 
2013). 


37 E-mail from Mikael Ottosson, Vice President of Product Development, Oracle 
Corporation, to A-Team Members (Oct. 17, 2013). 
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to help them get out of this mess.  Still, neither the consultants onsite nor the management 
in OCS did any thing when we warned them.38 
 
On October 18, 2013, Mr. Reddy e-mailed Mr. Johnson to further describe his frustration:  


“my blood is boiling thinking of all the irresponsible fools who brought this project to this messy 
state and now we have to suffer for them.”39   


 
In November 2013, an internal presentation detailed the A-Team’s findings after a review 


of Oracle’s work.  The team found that the system consisted of “~40 security bugs;” “Fails the 
‘laugh test’” with “basic errors;” contains “Evidence of poor coding practices;” and has 
“significant issues” after taking a quick look at the production environment.  The A-Team 
concluded:  “Can infer no level of assurance based on current results.”40 


 
On November 22, 2013, Herbert Holger, Oracle’s Director of Product Management, e-


mailed Chris Osterdock, Oracle’s Senior Principal Applications Engineer, and Mark Breslauer, 
Oracle’s Senior Director of Software Development, writing:  “They have an army of OCS folks 
(200) rapoing [sic] the state [o]f Oregon on something that will never work well.”41 


 
On November 24, 2013, Chris Osterdock, Oracle Senior Principal Applications Engineer, 


sent an e-mail to Mark Breslauer, Senior Director of Software Development, writing: 
 


This implementation is so screwed up[, s]ome key points:  All touchpoints are 
synchronous[.]  There is no guaranteed delivery of messages[,] they do not use JMS or 
Mqueue[,] all web services are submitted over HTTP[,] if they fail or if a server is 
down[,] that is it.  Everything is integrated together with web services[,] tightly 
coupled[,] which is bad[,] this should be loosely coupled via JMS messaging.  When 
something fails[,] no one knows where[,] you cannot retry the message due to the above.  
Now I cannot help with the above[,] that is a fundamental architecture design issue.  I’m 
really at a loss as to how they could design such a system. … I’m just scratching my head 
here. … it is really bad.42 


 
                                                           


38 E-mail from Pardy Reddy, Senior Director, Oracle Corporation, to A-Team Members 
(Oct. 17, 2013). 


39 E-mail from Pardy Reddy, Senior Director, Oracle Corporation, to Christopher 
Johnson, Consulting Solution Architect for the Fusion Middleware A-Team, Oracle Corporation  
(Oct. 18, 2013). 


40 Corporate Architecture Group/Oracle Labs, Security Review Findings:  Cover 
Oregon/OrHix, Oracle Corporation (Nov. 2013) 


41 E-mail from Herbert Holger, Director of Product Management, Oracle Corporation, to 
Chris Osterdock, Senior Principal Applications Engineer, Mark Breslauer, Senior Director of 
Software Development, and Bharathi Ramajayam, Engineering Manager, Oracle Corporation 
(Nov. 22, 2013). 


42 E-mail from Chris Osterdock, Senior Principal Applications Engineer, Oracle 
Corporation, to Mark Breslauer, Senior Director of Software Development, Oracle Corporation, 
(Nov. 24, 2013). 
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D. Independent Experts Found Oracle’s Work Deficient   
 


Documents and testimony obtained by the Committee show that independent, third-party 
analyses identified serious deficiencies with Oracle’s work on the website and raised significant 
concerns about Oracle’s ability to achieve a fully functional website.   


 
Maximus 
 
The State hired an independent third party consultant called Maximus to assess Oregon’s 


health insurance exchange project.  During his deposition, Mr. Bonetto explained Maximus’ role: 
 
Q: And who is Maximus?  
 
A: Maximus was a third party risk management consulting firm.  
 
Q: Okay.  And do you know why Cover Oregon hired Maximus?  
 
A: They hired them as a kind of neutral third party to give them feedback on their 


progress.  
 
Q: Okay.  And would you consider Maximus employees to be experts in their field, 


in quality assurance?  
 
A: From my understanding, yes.  
 
Q: Okay.  And what exactly did Maximus do for Cover Oregon?  
 
A: I believe they gave them ongoing feedback and evaluation from a quality 


assurance standpoint, you know, from a project standpoint of being on time and 
within budget.43 


 
Mr. Pettit described how Maximus’ role grew as the project continued: 


 
They were hire[d] to be the quality assurance, quality control vendor initially.  That was 
their role, was to assist in the oversight of the project.  As it continued, they also assume 
testing activities, became a contractor for testing for the exchange.  So they participated 
in testing of the application as it was being—as it was moving from the development 
environment to the what we call the FTS or Functional Testing System and then into 
production.44 
 
 


                                                           
43 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Michael 


Bonetto, at 138 (Feb. 10, 2016). 
44 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Transcribed Interview of 


Alex Pettit, at 142 (Apr. 13, 2016). 
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 On October 28, 2013, Maximus submitted its September 2013 monthly status report, 
which stated: 
   


Oracle continues to underperform.  It is recommended that CO [Cover Oregon] withhold 
payment of any invoices until a thorough review the contract is conducted by DOJ for 
lack of performance.45 
 


 On December 17, 2013, Maximus submitted its November 2013 monthly status report, 
which stated:  
 


Continued missed delivery dates by Oracle through the month of Nov continue to make 
stake holder management and [sic] issue. ... Based on Oracle’s inability to estimate work 
and meet system release dates, CO [Cover Oregon] should consider developing an 
outbound communications strategy that acknowledges this situation.46 


 
 On March 15, 2014, Maximus submitted its February 2014 monthly status report, which 
stated:  “Oracle’s inability to properly estimate the work and delivery with high quality for any 
release continues to affect the system delivery.”47 


 
First Data 
 
In addition to Maximus’ quality assurance work, First Data was hired by Governor 


Kitzhaber in January 2014 “to conduct an independent, third party review of the state’s health 
insurance exchange website project.”48 


 
In his deposition, Dr. Goldberg had this exchange regarding the Governor’s decision to 


have another review of the website project: 
 
Q: Do you know why the governor wanted to have yet another independent third 


party review of the website project?  
 


A: It wasn’t working and he wanted to learn more about why it wasn’t and what we 
could learn from this.49 


 


                                                           
45 Maximus, Oregon Health Insurance Exchange Corporation (ORHIX)/Cover Oregon 


(CO) Monthly Quality Status Report:  September 2013 (Oct. 28, 2013). 
46 Maximus, Oregon Health Insurance Exchange Corporation (ORHIX)/Cover Oregon 


(CO) Monthly Quality Status Report:  November 2013 (Dec. 17, 2013).  
47 Maximus, Oregon Health Insurance Exchange Corporation (ORHIX)/Cover Oregon 


(CO) Monthly Quality Status Report: February 2014 (Mar. 15 2014). 
48 First Data, Cover Oregon Website Implementation Assessment:  Assessment Report 


(Apr. 23, 2014). 
49 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Bruce 


Goldberg, at 124 (Apr. 6, 2016). 
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On April 23, 2014, First Data issued a report summarizing its assessment of the website’s 
failed implementation.  First Data found: 
 


[T]he amount of Oracle software customization required has been significantly more than 
anticipated.  Although the Oracle software was reported to meet 95% of the original 
requirements without customization, a HIX-IT Project Assessment Report from May 
2013 estimated the system to be 60% COTS [commercial-off-the-shelf] and 40% custom 
configuration.50   
 
E. Decision to Abandon Oracle Based on Cost, Risk, and Schedule 


 
 Evidence obtained by the Committee indicates that the Board’s decision to switch to the 
federal technology on April 25, 2014, followed an assessment of the cost, risk, and time involved 
to transition to the different options available.  
 


In March 2014, Dr. Goldberg and Governor Kitzhaber convened a group of information 
technology experts and health insurance industry executives to make a recommendation to the 
Cover Oregon Board of Directors regarding the future direction of the State’s health insurance 
exchange website.   


 
Documents and testimony obtained by the Committee indicate that the Technology 


Options Workgroup—which met seven times between March 11 and April 24, 2014—relied on 
independent analyses to assess ten different technology options for achieving a fully functional 
website before recommending to the Board that the State transition to the federal technology.51 
 
 At his deposition on April 6, 2016, Dr. Goldberg explained that the Workgroup assessed 
each technology option in terms of cost, risk, and schedule: 
 


I think those were the big issues one needed to consider.  Could we do it; could it be done 
within the—we knew what the deadline was, November 1.  Could we do it?  I mean, what 
was the risk with this work?  We had just been through an option that didn’t work.  So 
would this work?  Was it going to meet the, now November 1, 2014, deadline.  And then 
the other issue was, you know, could we afford it, what is the cost?  I think those are 
pretty standard criteria to evaluate issues at a high level.52 


 
On May 8, 2014, the Workgroup issued a final report summarizing its assessments of the 


available technology options and recommendation to the Cover Oregon Board.  The Workgroup 
reported that transitioning to the federal technology was the lowest risk and most affordable 
option, and it could be completed before the 2015 open enrollment period: 


                                                           
50 First Data, Cover Oregon Website Implementation Assessment:  Assessment Report 


(Apr. 23, 2014).  
51 Department of Administrative Services, State of Oregon, Cover Oregon Final Report 


(May 8, 2014). 
52 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Bruce 


Goldberg, at 132 (Apr. 6, 2016). 
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Enrollment, renewal, and change of circumstance functionality are currently available 
through the FFM [federally-facilitated marketplace], providing the lowest risk option to 
Oregon.  All functionality will be available before November 2014, and the preliminary 
cost estimate from Deloitte of $4MM-6MM is within available Cover Oregon 
resources.53 


 
 With respect to the option of keeping the Oracle technology, the Workgroup reported: 
 


[T]he total level of effort to achieve stabilization completion of the current enrollment 
solution, and development of new functionality to support renewal and change of 
circumstance is 390,000 hours.  At $200/hr blended rate, the cost to Oregon was 
estimated to approach $78MM, which does not include the core costs of hardware, 
software, licensing, and staff that Cover Oregon currently supports.54 
 
The report continued: 


 
In summary, the timeline necessary introduces substantial risk to the project while 
assuming capabilities which Cover Oregon does not currently have, and allows little 
margin for error.  Not all the necessary functionality can be completed by the November 
2014 deadline.  Finally, this option exceeds the resources of Cover Oregon.  This option 
failed the reasonable gap analysis trigger previously identified.55 


 
 Mr. Pettit discussed the Workgroup’s preliminary recommendation to pursue a “dual 
path” of developing the Oracle technology while simultaneously researching the option of 
transitioning to the federal technology.  He stated that necessary triggers were not met, causing 
the Workgroup’s recommendation to change before being handed to the Board.  He had this 
exchange with Committee staff: 
 


Q: So you also note in the report the preliminary recommendation, and you described 
this earlier as a dual path.  Why was this a preliminary recommendation by the 
workgroup?  


 
A: Well, it was preliminary because our expectation was that as we worked both 


paths simultaneously, it would become clear at some point which way we should 
go:  Yes, we’re going to get this done in the time and money and with the scope 
that we need or we need to abandon this and go to the federally facilitated 
marketplace.  So there was going to be, if you will, a final—and we laid it out 
somewhere, I think, in some of the work papers, but there was going to be a final 
go, no go decision on developing the code.  If the other 10—after 100 days, if 
none of the 10 triggers—if we had passed all the triggers without throwing them, 


                                                           
53 Department of Administrative Services, State of Oregon, Cover Oregon Final Report 


(May 8, 2014). 
54 Id. 
55 Id. 
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then a final go, no-go decision would be made, a recommendation by the 
committee would be to the board to finish the application development. 


 
Q. And were all the triggers met in this case? 
 
A. No, ma’am, they were not. 56 
 


 At his deposition, Mr. Kolmer also described the Workgroup’s process of moving from 
the preliminary recommendation to the final recommendation, noting that key milestone triggers 
were not met: 
 


Q: So in your own words, what was the group’s preliminary recommendation?  
 
A: Bring in a new contractor to fix the technology that never worked that Oracle 


built; if it could be fixed in 100 days with specific milestones and deliverables, we 
would stay that course, but the second that one of those milestones is missed, then 
we would transition the commercial enrollment functions to the FFM [federally-
facilitated marketplace].  


 
… 


 
Q: Do you know whether the milestones that were set in the 100-day plan were met?  
 
A: They were not met.57 
 


 On April 24, 2014, the Workgroup unanimously recommended to Cover Oregon’s Board 
of Directors that the State abandon Oracle’s failed website and transition to the federal 
technology.58   
 


The Republican staff report argues, “The Governor’s office and Kitzhaber’s campaign 
advisers undermined the work of the Technology Options Workgroup and manipulated the 
process toward their preferred outcome—moving to HealthCare.gov.”59   
 


In fact, witnesses interviewed by the Committee explained that the Workgroup’s 
recommendation was based on facts.  Dr. Goldberg had this exchange during his deposition: 


 


                                                           
56 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Transcribed Interview of 


Alex Pettit, at 173-174 (Apr. 13, 2016). 
57 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Sean Kolmer, 


at 156-158 (Apr. 15, 2016). 
58 Department of Administrative Services, State of Oregon, Cover Oregon Final Report 


(May 8, 2014).  
59 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Majority Staff, Cover 


Oregon:  How Mismanagement and Political Interference Squandered $305 Million Taxpayer 
Dollars, at 13 (May 25, 2016). 
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Q: To your knowledge, did any of the governor’s advisors instruct the workgroup to 
disregard the other technology alternatives?  


 
A: No.  I always felt that this group was, you know, a group of primarily technical 


people, which is what you wanted, and they took this very seriously and asked a 
lot of questions.  They scheduled telephone calls with experts from around the 
country from time to time.  


 
… 
 
Q: To your knowledge, did any of the governor’s advisors ever instruct the 


technology workgroup to make the recommendation to switch from the state 
exchange to the federal technology?   


 
A: Not that I’m aware of.  
 
Q: To your knowledge, did the governor or his staff ever instruct the technology 


workgroup to make the recommendation to switch from the state exchange to the 
federal technology?  


 
A: Not that I’m aware of.60 
 
Mr. Pettit had this exchange during his interview with Committee staff: 


 
Q: To your knowledge, did any of the governor’s advisors ever instruct the 


technology workgroup to make their recommendations to switch from the state 
exchange to the federal technology? 


 
A: No, ma’am.  
 
Q: And, to your knowledge, did the governor or his staff ever instruct the workgroup 


to make the recommendation to switch from the state exchange to the federal 
technology? 


 
A: No, ma’am.61 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           


60 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Bruce 
Goldberg, at 140-141 (Apr. 6, 2016).  


61 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Transcribed Interview of 
Alex Pettit, at 182 (Apr. 13, 2016). 
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II. UNSUBSTANTIATED REPUBLICAN CLAIMS 
 


A. Governor’s Advisers Did Not Direct Switch to Federal Technology 
 
 The Republican staff report argues, “Kitzhaber and his team of political operatives, 
including his official staff and campaign advisers, took advantage of a management gap at Cover 
Oregon and inserted themselves into the decision-making process at Cover Oregon.”62 
 
 However, all witnesses questioned by Committee staff stated repeatedly and 
unequivocally that the Cover Oregon Board of Directors was entrusted with the decision to 
switch to the federal technology.  For example, Mr. Bonetto had this exchange with Committee 
staff: 


Q: So was it the board’s responsibility to decide the direction of the State exchange?  
Is that what you’re saying?  


 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: It was the board’s ultimate decision—   
 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: —to decide the fate of the State exchange.  
 
A: Yes.63 
 
Mr. Pettit agreed during his interview in this exchange: 


 
Q: And it was the board’s ultimate decision on what the state would use for their 


technology alternative.  Correct? 
 
A: Yes, ma’am.64   


 
 Similarly, Mr. Kolmer had this exchange with Committee staff: 
 


Q: Do you know who made the ultimate decision to switch to the federal technology? 
 
A: The Cover Oregon board.65 


                                                           
62 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Majority Staff, Cover 


Oregon:  How Mismanagement and Political Interference Squandered $305 Million Taxpayer 
Dollars, at 60 (May 25, 2016). 


63 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Michael 
Bonetto, at 51-52 (Feb. 10, 2016). 


64 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Transcribed Interview of 
Alex Pettit, at 164-165 (Apr. 13, 2016). 
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 Mr. Kolmer also had this exchange with Committee staff: 
 


Q: And can you describe the role of the governor’s office in deciding that Cover 
Oregon should switch from the state supported IT platform to healthcare.gov? 


  
A: It wasn’t the governor’s decision.66  


 
 Dr. Goldberg had this exchange with Committee staff: 
 


Q: Just to be clear:  Who had the ultimate decision making authority to switch from 
the state exchange to the federal technology?  


 
A: It was the board.67  


  
 On February 25, 2016, Committee staff took the deposition of Patricia McCaig, a 
communications strategist who advised Governor Kitzhaber.  She had this exchange with 
Committee staff: 
 


Q: And to your knowledge, who had the decisionmaking authority to switch from the 
State exchange to the Federal technology?  


 
A: The Cover Oregon board.68 


 
 Evidence obtained by the Committee indicates that the Cover Oregon Board’s unanimous 
decision to switch to the federal technology was based on the Workgroup’s assessment of the 
cost, risk, and schedule of the State’s available technology options.  Ms. McCaig described the 
process in this exchange: 
 


Q: And what was the decision based on, the decision to switch from the State 
exchange to the Federal Government technology by the Cover Oregon board?  
What was that based on again?  


 
A: An independent review of cost and risk and schedule by people who were 


recruited by the Cover Oregon board and the Cover Oregon director who had IT 
background and experience.69 


Mr. Bonetto explained the Board’s decision during his deposition: 
 


                                                                                                                                                                                           
65 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Sean Kolmer, 


at 138 (Apr. 15, 2016). 
66 Id. at 52. 
67 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Bruce 


Goldberg, at 143 (Apr. 6, 2016). 
68 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Deposition of Patricia 


McCaig, at 130 (Feb. 25, 2016). 
69 Id. at 158 (Feb. 25, 2016). 
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There were three things, and this was really the directive of the IT committee, which 
Alex Pettit led, and that was the risk, the schedule, and the cost of how we were going to 
move forward.  So the risk was, what’s the probability of success?  The schedule, would 
you be able to continue to enroll people and, more importantly, be ready for November 
open enrollment date?  And then the cost, were you actually going to be able to stay 
within budget.  So those were the three big variables that were really front and center.70  


 
 Mr. Bonetto also had the following exchange with Committee staff: 
 


Q: And what was the workgroup’s recommendation?   
 
A: That based on the information they had reviewed from Deloitte looking at the 


risk, schedule, and cost of all of those options, that their recommendation was to 
move to the Federal Web site.71 


 
Mr. Pettit explained to Committee staff that he presented the Workgroup’s findings to the 


Cover Oregon Board:  
 
Q: So the board—I just want to ask you a couple of questions to understand how the 


board came to their decision to switch to the federal technology.  Did the board 
hear multiple presentations from the workgroup about the different technology 
options?  


 
A: They had at least the presentation—so the direct action answer is yes.  
 
Q: Was the board able to ask additional questions or any for any briefings if they had 


any questions?  
 
A: Yes, ma’am, they were.   
 
Q: The board heard the final recommendation from the Technology Options 


Workgroup.  Correct?   
 
A: Yes, ma’am, they did.  They heard it from me as the representative of the 


Technology Options Workgroup.72 
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Mr. Pettit also had this exchange during his transcribed interview: 
 


Q: And you believed that the decision or the recommendation, the final 
recommendation, by the board was a well-thought-out decision and fact-based 
decision?   


 
A: I did.  I felt that it was well thought out.  I also—I believed then as I believe now 


that there was simply no other alternative for us.73 
 
 The Republican staff report argues that the Governor’s campaign advisers “staged the 
decision to create the appearance that it was the Board’s decision to move to HealthCare.gov” 
and “manipulated” the process.74  The report also claims that “the Governor’s team, especially 
his campaign advisers, may have favored the move to the federal exchange because it put the 
Governor in a stronger position politically.”75  


 
The evidence obtained by the Committee indicates that the decision to switch to the 


federal technology was seen as the only way to ensure that Oregonians could enroll in healthcare 
plans given the failure of the Oracle system.  During his deposition, Mr. Kolmer had this 
exchange with Committee staff: 


 
Q: So in your view, was the board’s decision to switch back to the federal technology 


politically motivated?  
 


A: No.  
 


Q: Why do you believe the board decided to switch back to the federal technology? 
  
A: It was the only option that we had, that they had, to ensure they could enroll 


people and coverage with a publicly facing website.  The federal exchange 
worked.  We knew it worked.  The system that Oracle built for Cover Oregon 
didn’t work, and it was going to be too costly and too long of a time period to try 
to fix it based on the technical expertise.76  


 
During this exchange with Committee staff, Mr. Kolmer explained that the decision to 


switch to the federal technology was made to ensure access to coverage: 
 
Q: In your view, would it have been politically favorable for the website to go live as 


planned on October 1st?   
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A: Would it have been politically favorable?  Absolutely.  
 
Q: Would it have been politically favorable for the general public to have been able 


to enroll in insurance on October 1st?  
 


A: Yes.  
 
Q: Did the governor receive criticism or negative media attention from the fact that 


the website failed to go live on October 1st?  
 
A: Yes, quite a bit.  
 
Q: And did the governor receive criticism, negative attention for the fact that the 


general public was unable to enroll in insurance at that time?  
 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: Was it politically favorable to have sustained media attention on the decision to 


switch to the federal technology? 
 


A: I don’t think so.  I think it was a policy decision.  We wanted to make sure people 
got coverage.  At that point, we weren’t worried about whether it was politically 
motivated or not.77  


 
Mr. Bonetto also reported that the decision was not made for political gain:  “The 


Governor, the last thing that he wanted to do was to make this transition.  He was very 
committed to making this work.”78 
 


Ms. McCaig had this exchange with Committee staff: 
 
Q: Ms. McCaig, in your opinion, was the decision to switch from the State exchange 


to the Federal technology politically motivated?   
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Okay.  And what was it based on?   
 
A: Facts and information and technical evaluation about the cost and the schedule 


and the risk.  All of those things were the criteria which the decision was made 
on, and ensuring that we had a working Web site, we—ensuring that there was a 
working Web site by November of 2014.79 
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Ms. McCaig also stated: 
 


It is just so unfathomable to me that anybody would believe that it would be in our best 
interest to not have a working Web site.  It just begs the question of logic:  How could 
that possibly be?  This was important to the Governor.  It was important to the taxpayers.  
It was important to the Federal Government.  It was in everyone’s best interest 
universally, except for one entity, that we move forward with a working Web site for 
Oregonians. 80 


 
She also stated: 
 
So just because two things happened to be linked or real doesn’t mean one causes the 
other.  So it was a political environment.  Nobody would tell you that it was not a 
political environment.  But because it was a political environment does not mean that the 
decisions that were made by the Cover Oregon board were politically driven or were 
influenced by politics.81 
 
The Republican staff report argues that the “transfer of control from the Board of 


Directors to Kitzhaber, his staff, and his campaign advisers was inconsistent with the intent of 
Oregon law.”82 


 
However, every witness who appeared before the Committee denied any improper 


influence by the Governor’s advisers on the Workgroup’s recommendation or the Cover Oregon 
Board’s decision to switch to the federal technology. 


 
For example, the Republican staff report suggests that Mr. Bonetto’s November 2014 


comments that the Governor’s ‘“leadership around Cover Oregon resulted in a less risky and less 
expensive move to the federal exchange’” implies undue influence on the Cover Oregon Board 
by former Governor Kitzhaber and his staff.83   


 
To the contrary, these words reflect that the Board’s decision to switch to the federal 


technology presented the lowest risk and the lowest cost on the best schedule among the State’s 
final technology alternatives. 
 


Mr. Bonetto had this exchange with Committee staff: 
 


Q: Do you have any reason to believe that the board was coerced into voting to 
switch from the State exchange to the Federal— 
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A: No.84 
  


Ms. McCaig concurred in this exchange with Committee staff: 
 


Q: Did you ever instruct the technology work group to disregard the other technology 
alternatives that were being considered before the work group?   


 
A: No. 
 
Q: Did you give any instructions at all to the technology options work group?   
 
A: I never met with, never was part of, the work group.  No. 
 
Q: And, to your knowledge, did any of the Governor’s other advisers instruct the 


tech work group to disregard the other technology?  
 
A: Not to my knowledge.  No.  
 
Q: To your knowledge, did the Governor or his staff instruct the work group to 


disregard the other technology alternatives?   
 
A: No. 
 
Q: And did you ever instruct the technology work group to make the 


recommendation to switch from the State exchange to the Federal technology?   
 
A: No. 
 
Q: And, to your knowledge, did any of the Governor’s other advisers ever instruct 


the technology work group to make the recommendation to switch from the State 
exchange to the Federal technology?  


 
A: No. 
 
Q: To your knowledge, did the Governor or his staff ever instruct the technology 


work group to make the recommendation to switch from the State exchange to the 
Federal technology?  


 
A: No. 
 
Q: And, to your knowledge, was the recommendation to switch to the Federal 


technology a unanimous decision by the work group?  
  
A: Yes.85 
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Ms. McCaig also had this exchange with Committee staff: 
 
Q: And if I understand your testimony here today, you did not participate in that 


decision.  Correct?  
 
A: I did not participate in that decision.  The Cover Oregon board independently 


makes those decisions.86  
 


 Dr. Goldberg concurred in this exchange with Committee staff: 
 


Q: Did Patricia McCaig pressure or coerce you at all regarding any Cover Oregon 
decisions? 


 
A: No.  I never felt coerced.  
 
Q: Did Ms. McCaig direct you to make any substantive decisions regarding the 


Cover Oregon switch or the Cover Oregon Board?  
 
A: No.  
 
Q: Did Ms. McCaig direct or instruct you to switch from the state exchange to the 


federal technology?  
 
A: No.  
 
Q: Are you aware of Patricia McCaig coercing or pressuring anyone else regarding 


Cover Oregon?  
  


A: I’m not aware.87  
 
Mr. Pettit had this exchange during his interview: 


 
Q: So at any during these conversations with Patricia McCaig or Patti Wentz, did you 


ever feel coerced or forced into make any policy decisions?  
 
A: No, ma’am, I did not.  
 
Q: Were they directing any policy or providing any substantive policy 


recommendations to you?  
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A: To me, no, ma’am.88   
 
Mr. Kolmer had this exchange during his deposition: 


 
Q: Was it your understanding that the governor would communicate with board 


members in order to influence their decisions about Cover Oregon or other 
matters or direct them to make a certain decision?  


 
A: He would never direct them.  When I would have conversations with them on his 


behalf, I would make it clear our preferences, but it was their ultimate authority to 
make a decision.89  


 
Mr. Kolmer also had this exchange with Committee staff: 
 
Q: Were you in any way trying to direct or determine any decisions made by the 


board?  
 
A: No.  
 
Q: Were you aware of anyone else attempting to direct or determine any decisions 


being made by the board at this time?  
 
A: No. 90 


 
B. Evidence Does Not Support Allegations Against McCaig 


 
The Republican staff report suggests that Ms. McCaig concealed her role with the 


campaign:  “McCaig recommended that she staff Bonetto on February 8, 2014.  McCaig did not, 
however, disclose her work for Kitzhaber’s campaign until September 2014.” 


 
Ms. McCaig explained to the Committee that she was not paid by the campaign until 


more than four months after the Cover Oregon Board made the unanimous decision to switch to 
the federal technology: 


 
During this time, February to September 2014, I did not seek or receive payment for any 
professional services, public or private.  I did not have any clients, contracts, or income 
from any work.  Between March and August, if asked and if available, I volunteered 
advice and other counsel on many different topics to many different people, including 
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business and civic leaders, campaigns, elected officials, government entities and others.  I 
performed all of this work strictly as a volunteer.91  
 
Ms. McCaig described her role as an unpaid adviser: 
 
The primary role was in response to the Governor’s request for additional 
communications capacity in the Governor’s office.  And I think, as you well know, he 
was facing quite a combustible moment with Cover Oregon.  The Web site had failed to 
go online.  There was a lot of media and public interest.  It was very intense.  He had 
undergone in November and December some staff transitions not related to Cover 
Oregon.  But he had a new communications director and he had a chief of staff who was 
new to that position.  And as a result of some encounters through January, he found 
himself, uniquely for him, unprepared in a public setting, both in anticipating some 
questions, and responding to them, related to Cover Oregon, and convened a group of 
people to ask their advice on how and what needed to be done to improve his 
communications capacity in the office.  And that was how I initially got involved.92 


 
The Republican staff report also claims that “campaign consultant McCaig was involved 


in conversations about analyzing the potential technology options” in a manner that went beyond 
“communications work.”93 


 
Ms. McCaig testified, however, that she was not involved in developing or directing 


policy relating to Cover Oregon: 
 
I compiled information for him and reported to him based on the information that I 
compiled.  I didn’t create anything.  I wasn’t out there developing policy, directing 
anything.  I was assessing and ensuring that in realtime he was getting the kinds of pieces 
of information he needed to be informed, and to make the decisions, and take the 
positions that he needed to take.  I was just a conduit with that, but that was in fact the 
role I was playing.  While other people were trying to solve the problem, I was trying to 
get him the information about how things were developing.94 


 
In a letter to the Committee, Ms. McCaig elaborated on her role with the Governor: 
 
At his request, I helped to develop his timelines relevant to breaking issues with Cover 
Oregon, reviewed drafts of documents for public dissemination, reviewed his media 
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coverage on the Cover Oregon crisis, worked through the Governor’s office to gather 
current information from the experts about upcoming issues with Cover Oregon, offered 
advice on the Governor’s response, and helped the Governor prepare his response 
(timing, content, venue) on those issues.95   


 
Ms. McCaig explained in her testimony that she was consulted based on her 


communications experience and did not believe it was improper for the Governor or his staff to 
consult with advisers.  She had this exchange with Committee staff:   


 
Q: So when asked in his deposition whether there was anything unusual or improper 


about you speaking to him or Governor Kitzhaber, Mr. Bonetto said emphatically 
no.  Would you agree?   


 
A: I would agree that there was nothing untoward or improper. 
 
Q: And why was it necessary to communicate regularly with Governor Kitzhaber's 


staff on breaking issues like Cover Oregon?   
 
A: Again, it was the confidence that the Governor had in me to provide him the 


information that he needed to stay abreast, plugged in, and present on the issues 
related to Cover Oregon and the rest of his team, the communications office in the 
Governor's office, the staff, they were dealing with the real problem.  They were 
actually the people who were trying to figure out what to do.   
And to the extent that Mike could communicate with me and provide just sort of 
the reporting on what was going on, I could package that and get it to the 
Governor in an effective way that satisfied Mike, the Governor, and everybody 
else who was involved. 
 


Q: Okay.  And to your knowledge, did Governor Kitzhaber or his staff consult with 
other outside advisers about high profile or breaking issues?   


 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: To your knowledge, did Governor Kitzhaber or his staff consult with other 


outside advisers about Cover Oregon?   
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: And based upon your experiences as a communication strategy expert, is it 


unusual for an adviser to receive realtime updates on high-profile breaking issues?  
  
A: No.  And when a Governor requests it and requires it, somebody needs to deliver 


it. 
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Q: Are you aware of any laws that specifically prohibit communications between 
expert advisers and State employees or government officials?   


 
A: No. 
 
Q: And in your opinion, was your communication with Governor Kitzhaber’s office 


unusual or improper?   
 
A: No.96 
 
Mr. Kolmer explained that Ms. McCaig held herself out as a communications expert: 
 
Q: Did you ever communicate with Ms. McCaig about issues related to Cover 


Oregon?  
 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: And is it fair to say that you would seek her advice because of her expertise in 


communications and not because of her role as a health policy expert or IT 
expert?  


 
A: Correct.  
 
Q: Did Ms. McCaig hold herself out as a health policy expert? 
  
A: No.  
 
Q: Did she hold herself out as an IT expert?  
 
A: No.97  
 
Mr. Pettit had a similar exchange with Committee staff: 
 
Q: And, to your knowledge, Patricia McCaig is not a technology or IT expert.  


Correct?   
 
A: Not to my knowledge, no, ma’am.  
 
Q: And was she a member of the Technology Options Workgroup?  
 
A: She was not, ma’am.   
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Q: And she wasn’t even one of the voting members of the Technology Options 
Workgroup which consisted of IT experts.  Correct?   


 
A: Yes, ma’am.  She was not.98 
 
On April 9, 2014, approximately two weeks prior to the Cover Oregon Board decision, 


Ms. McCaig wrote an e-mail to the Governor with information regarding alternatives for the 
State’s health insurance exchange platform.  According to this e-mail, these were her “notes from 
the last 2 or 3 days consolidated.”99   


 
Ms. McCaig wrote:  “At the IT meeting on the April 21st it is likely the IT committee 


will recommend moving to the federal exchange.”100 
 
During her deposition, Ms. McCaig explained the context of this e-mail: 
 
It’s predictive.  It’s my trying to explain what we think is likely about what is going to 
happen in the meeting.  I can’t make it so.  I’m not trying to make it so.  It’s what people 
have reported as the basis for their work.101 
 
Ms. McCaig also had this exchange with Committee staff: 


 
A: This was an email that was summarizing a series of conversations that had 


occurred in the preceding days and was designed to provide him the most recent, 
up-to-date, information prior to a public meeting the next day where all of this 
was going to occur, both some of the content issues, as well as, a discussion of the 
potential calendar.  


 
Q: And who is “him” that you’re referring to?   
 
A: Governor Kitzhaber. 
 
Q: Okay.  And conversations with who?   
 
A: Mike Bonetto, Bruce Goldberg, and I assume Sean Kolmer.  I don’t remember 


who else was on those calls.  
 
Q: And so you received this information from those three individuals?   
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A: Yes. 
 
Q: Okay.  And there was a question about the last—number 8, the regardless 


statement.  I’ll read it.  Quote, “Regardless, the Cover Oregon board would hear 
and accept the Federal exchange recommendation April 22, 23, or 24,” end quote.  
When you wrote this line, did you know that the Cover Oregon board would 
accept the exchange and vote on it on one of these dates?   


 
A: I knew that the presentation that was going to be made the next day, about the 


calendar, would include that the board should be meeting on the 22, 23, or 24.  
And given the topic that—and the process that had been outlined, that it was 
likely that moving to the Federal exchange would be the recommendation.  But 
the important part about it was that a decision, whether it was to go or not go with 
the Federal exchange, needed to be made on one of those days in order to keep 
moving forward to meet the November 14 deadline for enrollment.  


 
Q: And you say likely, is that just predicting based on your conversations with other 


individuals like Mike Bonetto and Sean Kolmer?  
 
A: This was a recap, a summary, of their work to date, not my judgment. If it’s 


helpful, I don’t know whether to interject this or not, but there were media 
accounts, I believe on April 1, on, potentially April 3, which were predicting that 
it was likely that Oregon was going to go—I mean it was not a secret that this was 
a topic that was being reviewed, revealed, dissected, and put back together.  I 
mean, this was clearly a topic of discussion for the community of interest on this. 


 
Q: Okay.  But when you wrote “regardless the Cover Oregon board would hear and 


accept the Federal exchange recommendation April 22, 23, or 24, you did not 
know that they would accept the recommendation?   


 
A: I didn’t know.  And I can tell you that they ended up not meeting on April 22, 23, 


or 24.  I didn’t know that either.  Right.  This was to the best of my ability at that 
time, given the information that had provided predictive about what the discussion 
was going to be the next day, and the likelihood of possible outcomes and the 
calendar.  And they ended up meeting on a slightly different day, and they did end 
up going ahead and unanimously supporting the move to the Federal exchange.  
But something could have gone—they could have gotten additional information 
from their IT folks and concluded that wasn’t the way to go.102  


 
 The evidence obtained by the Committee is consistent with the findings of Oregon’s 
Multnomah Circuit Court.  On July 27, 2015, the court dismissed Oracle’s claims that Ms. 
McCaig and other advisers induced the Cover Oregon Board to transition to the federal 
technology:   
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There is simply not sufficient evidence, linking the decision by Cover Oregon to choose 
the much less expensive federal exchange over continuing a business relationship with 
plaintiff and any efforts of interference by defendants, to support a probability that 
plaintiff can establish causation.  
 
… 
 
Additionally, the cost of continuing with plaintiff was several times higher than the cost 
of transitioning to the federal exchange.  None of these facts were the manufacture of 
defendants or occurred as the result of action by the defendants.  
 
… 
 
There is no evidence of any interfering actions taken by defendants Weiner, Looper, or 
Nelson. Defendant Raphael allegedly (but merely) led meetings.  Defendant McCaig has 
the most specific evidence presented against her of all the defendants, but it is not 
sufficient to support plaintiff’s allegations.  Plaintiff has not shown the abrupt change of 
the Cover Oregon leadership from a commitment to continuing a relationship with 
plaintiff to a termination of that relationship in favor of using the federal exchange.103 
 
C. Use of Personal E-mail Not Improper  


 
The Republican staff report argues that the “use of personal email accounts for official 


government business is at odds with Oregon’s public records law, which favors disclosure and 
public transparency.”104   


 
However, Oregon state law did not prohibit the use of personal e-mail accounts, nor did 


the Committee’s investigation uncover any evidence that the Governor’s advisers or Cover 
Oregon staff used personal e-mail in an attempt to communicate surreptitiously or hide 
information from Congress.   


 
At the time, there were no state laws or policies against the use of personal e-mail to 


conduct official business.  When asked by Committee staff about his use of personal e-mail, Mr. 
Bonetto testified: 


 
[S]ince there were individuals who had associations with the campaign as well as kind of 
in a noncampaign role in helping as unpaid advisers, I think really being as conservative 
as possible, we wanted to keep that information flow on private email, I would say, with 
full disclosure, knowing full well that if there was any communication that was deemed 
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to be public, that it would be released.  And as I’m reading it today, it’s been released.  
These are all public documents.105 


 
Mr. Bonetto also had this exchange with Committee staff: 
 
Q: Are you aware of any laws that prohibit State employees from using personal 


email to conduct any official business?  
 
A: No. 
 
Q: Okay.  And your testimony is that you were aware that the emails that you were 


sending from your personal emails could be made public.  Is that correct?  
 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: And you also testified that you made a point to keep a record of any emails that 


were sent from your personal account.   
 
A: Correct.  
 
Q: Okay.  And you did that knowing that they could be one day made public, 


correct?  
 
A: Correct.  
 
Q: And you also voluntarily produced those emails to this committee, correct?  
 
A: Correct.  
 
Q: Okay.  And did you use your personal email to have secret conversations or to 


hide any of the conversations that you were having on your personal email 
account?  


 
A: No.106 


 
Mr. Kolmer provided similar testimony: 
 
It was an expectation of mine that they would be preserved and that I would preserve 
them, and anything I talked about work related on any medium or any device is public 
record and available to the public.107 
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Mr. Kolmer also had this exchange during his deposition, explaining that all of his 
personal e-mails regarding official business were preserved and produced to the Committee: 


 
Q: Is it your understanding that your personal emails or the emails that you wrote on 


your personal account have now been made public as part of this investigation 
and other investigations?  


 
A: Yes.  


 
Q: Did you send emails through your personal account to the hide them from the 


public or make them secret?  
 


A: No.  
 


Q: Have you purposely deleted any official emails from your personal email 
account?  


 
A: Not that I’m aware of.  


 
Q: At the time you were sending these emails, were you aware of any laws that 


prohibited Oregon state employees from using their personal email accounts?  
 


A: Not that I’m aware of.  
 


Q: Were you aware of any policies or procedures in the governor’s office that would 
have prohibited you from using your personal email account?  


 
A: Not that I’m aware of.108  


 
Ms. McCaig also had an exchange with Committee staff regarding personal e-mail use 


during her deposition: 
 


Q: Are you aware of any law that prohibited Oregon State employees from using 
personal email for work purposes?   


 
A: No.  I’m not aware of any law which prohibited them from using personal emails 


for State purposes.109 
 
In fact, many governors and their advisers have used personal e-mail to conduct official 


business in the absence of any law or policy prohibiting the practice.   
 
For example, Governor Sam Brownback (R-KS) used his personal e-mail to discuss 


official business with his staff, and his staff used personal e-mail to discuss official business 
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amongst themselves.  Governor Brownback’s budget director “used a private e-mail address to 
send a draft of the state budget several weeks before it was released to lawmakers.”110 


 
Governor Chris Christie (R-NJ) has taken the position that New Jersey law does not 


require official business to be conducted via state or official e-mail: 
 


When I’m president of the United States, you’ll have a right to know what your president 
is doing, and we have the obligation to be held accountable for what we’re doing,” he 
declared. Yet, back in New Jersey, the Republican governor’s administration is asserting 
executive privilege to block the release of any emails he may have sent to state officials 
from two private email accounts.111 
 
Former Governor Rick Perry (R-TX) used personal e-mail to communicate with members 


of the Board of Regents at the University of Texas.  He also used his personal e-mail to 
communicate with “a prominent Republican donor and informal adviser.”112 


 
Governor Bobby Jindal (R-LA) and his staff used personal e-mail to develop 


communications strategies on various topics, including controversial healthcare decisions.  
According to one press report:  “Top officials in Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal’s administration 
used personal e-mail accounts to craft a media strategy for imposing hundreds of millions of 
dollars in Medicaid cuts.”113 


 
Former Governor Mitt Romney (R-MA) reportedly used his personal e-mail to conduct 


official business while in office:  “While governor in Massachusetts, Romney used two private e-
mail addresses to communicate with aides, develop policy and political strategy and edit op-ed 
articles and press releases.”114 


 
Former Governor Jeb Bush (R-FL) used his personal e-mail to conduct high-level and 


high-profile official business.  According to one press report:  “As governor, Bush used his 
account, jeb@jeb.org, to conduct official, political and personal business, including plans to woo 
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new businesses to the state, judicial appointments and military matters, the e-mail records 
show.”115 
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